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Chapter 1

Introduction
Rationale for Research and Writing
Over the years scholars have devoted a generous amount of time and space to the topic of
prayer in general and have defined it in various manners. 1 The existential mystery of
prayer, along with man’s incessant desire for communication with the divine, in some
cases has served to stimulate personal and academic discussions. Significant layman and
scholarly interest in the topic of prayer should not be surprising given its ubiquitous
practice and prominent expression in religious life. 2 Heiler (1932:xv) notes, “[T]here can
be no doubt at all that prayer is the heart and centre of all religion. Not in dogmas and
institutions, not in rites and ethical ideals, but in prayer do we grasp the peculiar quality
of the religious life. In the words of a prayer we can penetrate into the deepest and the
most intimate movements of the religious soul.” 3
As such, the topic of prayer may naturally conjure up ideas, practices, and outcomes that
are relative to one’s own religious knowledge and experience. For example, an American
Christian would naturally view the topic of prayer through the influence of his
theological presuppositions and his own private encounters with the divine. An individual
living in India who, at an early age, was disciplined in the ways of a polytheistic religion
would naturally view prayer through a very different religious lens. Thus, while there
may be overlap in some aspects of prayer, a person’s cultural formation, along with his
religious presuppositions and existential concerns, form the nature and basis of his
prayers. Yet the wide variety of religious assumptions notwithstanding, a basic and often
unstated axiom is that virtually all who pray do so anticipating a positive response from
the one addressed. Barring certain exceptions, almost everyone who prays does so
because he expects a dynamic, practical result from his communication. In short, virtually
all who pray do so because they believe that it works.
1

I will provide several definitions below (near the end of this chapter) and then select one in
particular that will guide the analysis that follows.
2

One might imagine that the practice of prayer would have waned in recent decades given the
advancement of science, medicine, and technology (Yancey, 2006:7-8). But this is not necessarily the case
in Western society. Keller (2014:13) notes, “There is a strong movement toward ancient meditation and
contemplative practices. We now have a small empire of institutions, organizations, networks, and
practitioners that teaches and coaches in methods such as centering prayer, contemplative prayer,
‘listening’ prayer, lectio divina, and many others of what are now called ‘spiritual disciplines.’”
Colin (1962:3) observes, “First of all, we should note that prayer belongs to the first of moral
virtues, religion, and is one of its principal acts. That should immediately indicate its nobility and necessity,
for turning us, as it does, toward God; it establishes a relationship of creature to Creator, son to Father,
between ourselves and God.”
3
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But are all forms of prayer valid? What kind of prayers will be answered? An exhaustive
discussion of these questions is well beyond the scope of this dissertation. Thus, to
narrow the scope, a better question might be: According to the NT, which sort of prayer
is most effective?4 Narrowing the scope further, this dissertation will seek to answer the
aforementioned questions from the Fourth Gospel generally, and from the Farewell
Discourse particularly. An analysis of various texts within this document will enable the
reader5 to address the question raised by many religious individuals, namely: Why are my
prayers unanswered? Or to state matters positively, the reader may be positioned to offer
a helpful response to the question: How can I pray successfully and effectually?
At the most basic level, the OT and NT Scriptures establish the monotheistic nature of the
one addressed in prayer, encourage believers to prayerfully and faithfully engage God
with their requests, and indicate that prayers are heard and will be answered.
Nevertheless, discrepancies sometimes arise in cases of modern-day asking and receiving
in prayer. For example, many who believe in God offer prayer requests to him but receive
no answer. In fact, some pray faithfully over the course of many years but receive no
response from the God in whom they place their trust. Most practically, one may regard
the mother who prays for her cancer-stricken child to be healed. But instead of being
healed, her child dies quickly and painfully. Ironically, the same mother who prays for
healing is later found praying for strength as she makes preparations for her child’s
burial. What about the man who prays earnestly for reconciliation between himself and
his wife but instead ends up signing divorce documents that legally solidifies their socalled irreconcilable differences? Cullmann (1997:9) summarizes the difficulty and the
“problem” of prayer succinctly:
Im Vordergrund steht hier die schmerzliche Erfahrung nicht erhörter Gebete, die
oft in der mehr oder weniger resignierten Klage ihren Ausdruck findet: ich habe
viel gebetet, es hat nichts genützt. Massive Aussagen des Neuen Testaments,
Worte Jesu selber, die für alle Gebete Glaubender Erhörung verheißen,
verschärfen den Anstoß.
Further, the examples above raise the question: Can one truly ask for anything in Jesus’
name and expect to receive it? Does Jesus’ invitation to offer this genre of prayer (John
14:13-14; 15:16; 16:23-24, 26) extend to all matters of life whether personal,
professional, and/or relational?6 In some respects the answer is, No! Oftentimes a gap
4
My religious worldview is Judeo-Christian, and my presuppositions concerning prayer are
established on the basis of the Old and New Testament Scriptures. Yet my agenda is to offer a scientific
analysis of prayer within this tradition in order to obtain a clearer understanding of its nature and practice.

However, my primary concern does not center on bridging the gap between “then” and “now” or
making contemporary application. Rather the goal is to analyze the Fourth Gospel in its present form and
seek to detect the voice of the theoretical or “implied” reader as the text unfolds. As the interpretive process
takes place, particular conclusions will be formed from which one may seek to draw general points of
application if he wishes. But the primary aim of the present work is “then,” not “now.”
5

6

See Crump’s (2006:10-19) helpful chapter entitled “When Prayer Becomes a Burden.”
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exists between our wishing and God’s willing. In certain cases, the gap of unanswered
prayer is one of unfilled expectations and, in some cases, an undesirable view of God.
Moreover, the aforementioned discrepancies also beg the question concerning the
purpose of prayer. Is prayer merely a means to obtain goods and services from the
divine? For some this is the most functional purpose of prayer. But as will be indicated in
the analysis that follows, petitionary prayer is only one genre of Jewish/Christian prayer,
and to flatten prayer to this purpose alone is to misunderstand the essence of prayer. In
simple terms, prayer is not merely the means by which we make requests to God. It is the
communicative means by which we relate to and interact with God in a variety of ways.
The believer may speak with God in a variety of ways because God dwells within him in
a very specific way. 7 Particular passages within the Farewell Discourse highlight the
believer’s union with God through Jesus and the indwelling presence of the Spirit (14:1718; 15:1-7). Therefore, the gap that exists between one’s wishing and God’s willing may
be vacant of tangible goods that one prays for, but it is never vacant of God. Therefore,
my personal interest in writing centers on elucidating the relational privileges afforded to
believers who are in union with God and indwelt by his Spirit. This union provides the
relational space where requests are made, thanksgiving is offered, complaints are made,
relational intimacy occurs, and personal transformation takes place. 8 In this
understanding, then, the nature of prayer is widened to be congruent with the biblical
evidence and to accommodate the wide range of human need and emotional sentiment.
In summary, my personal rationale for writing centers on examining the prayer materials
in the Farewell Discourse9 in order to bring clarity to Christians who may experience
discontinuity between what they ask for and what they receive as a result of their praying.
This is not to say that people who adhere to another religious worldview 10 will not benefit
from this present work, but since my analysis centers primarily but not exclusively on the
Christian Scriptures, it follows that my conclusions will most naturally benefit others
who view these documents as possessing inherent authority and didactic value for faith
and practice.

7
Bilaniuk (1976:209) says, “Prayer by its very nature is a polylogue. It is not a monologue of one
person or another who does not answer or maybe does not even listen. It is not a dialogue, or a conversation
of two persons exchanging ideas and spiritual goods. Prayer is an interpersonal polylogue because it
necessarily involves many persons. It is necessarily a call of God the Father, through the Son, and in the
Holy Spirit, to man, woman, child, but as a member of the whole human community.”
8

In addition to seeking practical, external benefits from prayer, one might also seek existential
transformation that, according to Hinnebusch (1969:28), “penetrates and transforms the totality of our
existence.”
9
However, I will also interact with numerous other prayer passages in the Old and New
Testaments, including the prayers of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel. But my intention in doing so involves
sensitizing the reader to the wide landscape of Jewish/Christian prayer against which the Farewell
Discourse is to be read.
10

For a thorough summary of prayers from other religions, see Bhatt (2006).
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I will return to the discussion of the academic rationale for writing this dissertation after
providing an overview of the research on the topic of prayer.
Overview of the Research
A comprehensive overview concerning the research of prayer is beyond the scope of this
dissertation since discussions about prayer are as ancient as the practice itself. Therefore,
the summary below begins with more recent, general work on prayer and then outlines
those that pertain to prayer in the Fourth Gospel. Some of the more notable books that
address prayer in general include those written by Friedrich Heiler (1932), Roy
Hammerling (2008), and Philip and Carol Zalenski (2005). Books that examine Greek
religion/prayer include those written by Simon Pulleyn (1997) and Walter Burkert
(1985), as well as one edited by Mark Kiley (1997). Some of the more noteworthy
treatments of OT and Jewish prayer were written by Louis Jacobs ([1955] 2008), Bernard
Martin (1968), Carmine DiSante (1985), Stefan Reif (1993), Michael Thompson (1996),
Rodney Alan Werline (1998), Samuel Balentine (1993), Ismar Elbogen (1993), Miller
(1994), Reuven Hammer (1994), Adin Steinsaltz (2000), Lawrence Hoffman (2004),
Walter Brueggemann (2008), Pieter van der Horst and Judith Newman (2008), Jeremy
Penner (2012), Michael Matlock (2012), and Phillip Camp and Tremper Longman III
(2015).
Beginning in the mid-to latter part of the twentieth century, works that examine prayer in
the NT in general began to gradually increase in number. The following paragraphs
provide an overview of the more important books and dissertations written on this topic.
Joachim Jeremias’s (1967) book The Prayers of Jesus, centered on the prayer life of
Jesus, the Lord’s Prayer, the Father as Abba, and prayer in the primitive church. While
his work does include a discussion of God as Father in both the Old and New Testaments,
it is void of any notable analysis concerning the unique Johannine distinction of prayer to
the Father in Jesus’ name. Of course, given the stated intention of the book, it is
understandable why Jeremias devoted a great deal of space to the Matthean and Lukan
versions of the Lord’s Prayer. Yet his work is a prime example of the lack of attention
that was given to prayer in the Johannine literature. In 1979 Bingham Hunter completed a
dissertation with such focus: “The Prayers of Jesus in the Gospel of John.” Most notably,
he filled in some gaps that Jeremias and others had left unaddressed by analyzing
passages that highlight Jesus’ prayers to the Father. In particular, he analyzes the prayer
report of John 6:11, 23, along with the prayer passages located in 11:41b-42, 12:27-28,
and chapter 17. Most helpful is his analysis of the Johannine prayer vocabulary and his
rather lengthy treatment of the prayer materials in John 17. However, Hunter’s work is
void of any detailed treatment of prayer passages in John 14-16.
Paul Bradshaw’s (1981) work Daily Prayer in the Early Church: A Study of the Origin
and Early Development of the Divine Office, focuses on the daily prayer in first-century
Judaism with attention given to the influence of Qumran prayers, the Shema, and the
Amidah. The focus of his work is more historical than exegetical and pays close attention
to the development of prayer patterns in the primitive stages of Christianity to the time of
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St. Benedict. Yet like others before him, Bradshaw’s work does not contain any
meaningful exegesis of prayer passages within the Farewell Discourse.
Several decades later, the book The Lord’s Prayer and other Prayer Texts from the
Greco-Roman Era was published (1994). Edited by James H. Charlesworth with Mark
Harding and Mark Kiley, this work discusses the meaning of Abba, the Lord’s Prayer,
and Matthean theology as well as other notable Jewish and Christian prayer texts. Most
notable is the book’s inclusion of a collection of works “written from the historicalcritical point of view that treat the subject of prayer, especially in the Judeo-Christian and
Greco-Roman traditions, as a religious phenomenon” (1994:105). Finally, this work
includes a generous bibliography of treatments on the Hebrew Bible and Jewish, New
Testament, early Christian, Greco-Roman, magical, Gnostic, Hermetic, Manichaean, and
Mandaean texts. However, this work includes no meaningful, critical interaction with
Johannine prayer texts.
In time, Oscar Cullmann ([1994] 1997) published a work entitled Das Gebet im Neuen
Testament that gave fuller attention to the topic of prayer in the NT. In this work,
Cullmann examines prayer in the Synoptic accounts, the Pauline corpus, the Fourth
Gospel, the Johannine letters, as well as prayer in Acts, 1 Peter, James, Hebrews, and
Revelation. His work also addresses more practical topics that relate to the difficulty of
praying and objections to praying, as well as discussions on prayer as it relates to God’s
foreknowledge, immutability, and omnipotence. Furthermore, Cullmann devotes
considerable attention to the Johannine concepts of prayer in Spirit and truth and prayer
in Jesus’ name. Yet Cullmann’s work falls short of an in-depth analysis concerning the
role and function of prayer in the Farewell Discourse. Like other authors, Cullmann states
what prayer is but offers no penetrating analysis concerning how it functions in light of
Jesus’ departure. While much space is devoted to prayer in Jesus’ name, the link between
prayer and bearing fruit/performing greater works is passed over rather briefly.
While several books and dissertations had been published addressing prayer generally in
the NT, little attention had been given to the history and theology of prayer from the
period 325 BCE to 325 CE. However, Mark Kiley (1997) edited a work on the topic of
prayer entitled Prayer from Alexander to Constantine. This book contains contributions
from fifty scholars who address prayer in Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian religions.
It includes numerous prayer translations, critical notes, and bibliographies. While this
work cites and includes various prayer texts, the authors do not provide exegetical
treatment(s) of the prayers. Instead, they offer brief summaries and descriptions. Thus,
while this work provides a historical and theological survey of prayer texts that predate
and are coterminous with the Fourth Gospel, it offers little insight into the role of prayer
in Farewell Discourse.
In 1999 Mary D’Angelo wrote an essay entitled “Intimating Deity in the Gospel of John:
Theological Language and ‘Father’ in ‘Prayers of Jesus.’” The nature of this work is
elucidated by the questions raised by D’Angelo (1999:59) in the opening paragraph,
namely, “What sort of language is “father”? How is this divine designation distributed in
the Johannine tradition and the Gospel? How are its appearances in “prayers of Jesus”
related to traditions that surface in Mark, Q, Thomas, and Jewish materials of the
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period?” While helpful in some respects, the bulk of her work focuses on the function of
the term “father” within the prayers of Jesus, it does not address how the term contributes
to prayer in the Father-Son-disciple(s) relationship that is described particularly in John
14-16.
In 2000 Robert Karris published an introduction to the latest scholarship on NT prayer.
He interacts with prayer passages from a wide lens, including selections from Luke-Acts,
the Fourth Gospel and 1 John, the Pauline Corpus, the hymns of Revelation, and the
Letter of James. His work includes significant interaction with a variety of scholars
working in the field of NT. While he only devotes three pages to discussing prayer in the
Farewell Discourse, Karris offers a helpful treatment of prayer in John 17 and 19:28, 30.
While Karris’ discussion concerning the link between prayer passages in John 14-16 and
Jewish tradition that celebrates individuals who have intercessory power is insightful, his
rather brief, three-page analysis leaves many gaps open for further discussion. In
addition, while his hypothesis may be correct, it is void of meaningful exegetical
analysis.
A fresh analysis of prayer appeared on the scene in 2001. This work edited by Richard
Longenecker is entitled Into God’s Presence: Prayer in the New Testament. It includes
contributions from notable scholars including, but not limited to, David Aune, Richard
Bauckham, I. Howard Marshall, and N. T. Wright. Like the aforementioned treatments of
prayer, this work also covers a wide spectrum of NT texts. However, Andrew Lincoln
provides a uniquely enriching chapter that analyzes prayer in the Fourth Gospel. In
particular, he highlights the Evangelist’s portrayal of Jesus’ relationship with the Father
and discusses how prayer functions within that relational context. He further interacts
with how prayer functions in the Farewell Discourse and links prayer to several of the
dominant themes in John chapters 14-16. Yet in the final analysis, Lincoln fails to
sensitize the text in light of Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian prayer traditions.
Further, his treatment is void of any significant discussion concerning prayer and
friendship with God and overlooks the link between the Paraclete, prayer, and Jesus’
mission through the disciples.
D. A. Carson ([1990] 2002) edited a work entitled Teach Us to Pray: Prayer in the Bible
and the World that also includes contributions from numerous notable scholars. This
work devotes attention to the topics of a biblical theology of prayer, prayer and
spirituality, and lessons in prayer from the worldwide church. Max Turner ([1990] 2002)
provides an overview and brief analysis of prayer in the Fourth Gospel, but he devotes
most of his attention to John chapter 17. He addresses prayer in the Farewell Discourse
and discusses how it relates to Jesus’ name, friendship with Jesus, and the Paraclete. Yet
Turner’s brief, two-page analysis leaves much room for further discussion.
Within the same decade as the works directly above, two dissertations were written that
focused their attention (although not exclusively) on prayer in John 17. For example,
Emmanuel Oluyimide Tukasi’s (2005) dissertation addressed petitionary prayers both in
the Rule of the Community (1QS) and in the Gospel of John. Tukasi (2005:2) states,
“This dissertation explores the place of petitionary prayer in the context of a deterministic
ideology which sees God’s original designs as permanent and immutable.” In this work
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he examines petitions in chapter 17 and explores topics such as apostasy, discipleship,
and prayer. In Judith Diehl’s (2007) dissertation entitled “The Puzzle of the Prayer: A
Study of John 17,” she focuses on a study of prayer from John 17. She says (2007:iv),
“The main chapters of the investigation include characterization, structure and setting,
style and imagery, the genre of the Farewell Discourses and the form of the prayer [in
chapter 17] itself.” While both works insightfully engage the prayer materials in
chapter 17, neither offers any substantial conclusions to the discussion of how prayer
functions in chapters 14-16.
Karl-Heinrich Ostmeyer’s (2006) work Kommunikation mit Gott und Christus: Sprache
und Theologie des Gebetes im Neuen Testament, offers an analysis of how each of the NT
authors used the terminology of prayer to elucidate the nature of communication that
takes place with God and Christ. The uniqueness of this work centers on its analysis of
the variegated profile of NT prayer that is constructed by a wide spectrum of terms and
concepts. As such, his work shows the unique theologies and Christologies that are
reflected in prayers throughout the NT. Ostmeyer offers an analysis from the following
NT literature: die unumstrittenen Paulusbriefe, die deuteropaulinischen Briefe und der
Hebräerbrief, Katholische Briefe (ohne Johannesbriefe), Synoptiker und
Apostelgeschichte, das Johannesevangelium und die Johannesbriefe, and die Offenbarung
des Johannes. Insofar as the Fourth Gospel is concerned, Ostmeyer examines terms that
relate to prayer/communication, but he does not offer a thorough examination of how
these terms relate to the more dominant themes that spiral through the Farewell
Discourse. In the final analysis, the lack of attention to the Fourth Gospel is expected
given the broad scope of Ostmeyer’s work.
In his lay-friendly work entitled Knocking on Heaven’s Door: A New Testament
Theology of Petitionary Prayer, David Crump (2006) examines the Lord’s Prayer, prayer
in various Synoptic passages, prayer in Acts, Johannine prayer, Pauline prayer, and
petitionary prayer in the general Letters and Revelation. Crump provides a well-balanced,
biblical case for the role of faith and perseverance in petitionary prayer. In regard to the
Fourth Gospel, Crump devotes some attention to prayer in Jesus’ name. He examines
John 14:13-14; 15:7, 16; and 16:23-26 and provides a helpful overview of the key
distinctions between Christian prayer and magical prayer. Yet Crump’s treatment of
prayer in chapters 14-16, like many others, is very brief and rather myopic. A helpful
discussion that could have been included would center on how prayer relates to key
concepts/terms such as parresia and mimesis and to the role of the Paraclete as prophet
and educator. Interaction with these concepts/terms would have enhanced the discussion
of petitionary prayer in Crump’s work.
Jerome Neyrey’s (2007a) book entitled Give God the Glory: Ancient Prayer and Worship
in Cultural Perspective examines prayer by bringing cultural materials into the discussion
in order to see things “the way the early Christian community did” (2007a:4). In this
work, Neyrey (2007a:10), following the influence of Bruce Malina (2001), examines
various prayer materials in light of social science communication theory. He provides
general characteristics of prayer and then provides the basic but necessary questions of
communication, namely: Who says what to whom, when, how, and why? In addition to
examining various prayer texts in the NT in general, Neyrey’s most notable contribution
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centers on his cultural treatment of the prayer materials in John 14-17. In particular he
examines these chapters in two directions of worship: (1) speaking to God (i.e., through
prayer), and (2) listening to God (i.e., prophecy, homily, and oracles of
salvation/judgment). Accordingly, with particular attention given to John 4 and 14-17,
Neyrey sees fluid relationships established through Christ as the “place” where
worshipful communication occurs. He further highlights the “dwelling” motif (15:4, 5b,
7) in terms of loyalty/faithfulness and envisions it in light of several relational models
such as kinship (father, son, household) and patron-broker-client relationships. In light of
my research, Neyrey’s discussion of worship/prayer has proved most insightful, and his
conclusions will be utilized and interacted with throughout the present work.
In a dissertation entitled “An Examination of Prayer in the Johannine Literature,”
Michael Bryant (2008) provides an exegetical analysis of the prayer “reports” in the
narrative (John 6:11, 23), prayers attributed to Jesus (11:41-42; 12:27-30; 17:1-26),
statements related to prayer attributed to others (9:31; 11:22), and prayer teaching
attributed to Jesus (14:13-14, 16; 15:7, 16; 16:23-27). He also provides an exegetical
analysis of prayer passages in 1 John and Revelation. As one might imagine, his
exegetical discussions, although helpful, are somewhat brief given the nature and scope
of his work. Concerning Bryant’s analysis of the prayer teachings attributed to Jesus in
John 14:13-14, he discusses the surrounding theological context, offers suggestions
concerning the meaning of prayer in Jesus’ name, and sees a connection between prayer
and the performance of greater works. However, most notable is the lack of attention
given to how the surrounding themes within chapter 14 relate to prayer. For example, he
discusses the role of the Paraclete but offers little, if any, discussion on how the Paraclete
serves to equip the disciples for prayer in Jesus’ absence. Similarly, Bryant’s discussion
of 15:7 lacks any substantial interaction with how prayer relates to other important
themes within chapter 15. Finally, his work lacks in-depth analytical discussion
concerning how the prayers of Jesus give context to the topic of prayer within the
Farewell Discourse.
In 2009 a book entitled Das Gebet im Neuen Testament was published that contains a
collection of papers given at the Fourth European Orthodox-Western Symposium of
Biblical Scholars in Sâmbǎta de Sus, Romania. This work includes entries that discuss
various aspects of prayer in the NT. In particular, two essays relate (in varying degrees)
to prayer in the Fourth Gospel. First, in his work entitled “Prayer to Jesus in the New
Testament,” Vasile Mihoc pays special attention to how Jesus was worshipped as being
truly God. He makes his case by drawing from Pauline, Johannine, and other NT
materials. Mihoc (2009:183) concludes his position by stating, “The New Testament
Christ is at the same time the one who prays, as true man, and the one who hears the
prayers, as true God.” In the final analysis, there is little in Mihoc’s work that contributes
to one’s understanding of the nature of prayer in the Farewell Discourse. To be sure, he
firmly establishes the nature of the one addressed in prayer, but he leaves unaddressed the
question of how prayer to Jesus is relevant in light of his absence and subsequent mission
through the disciples.
A second important work that appears in Das Gebet im Neuen Testament was written by
Karl-Heinrich Ostmeyer entitled “Prayer as Demarcation: The Function of Prayer in the
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Gospel of John.” Ostmeyer presents a step forward in discerning the function of prayer in
the Johannine materials. In addition to examining prayer in relation to the place of
worship in the Fourth Gospel, Ostmeyer also examines the usage of ἐρωτάω and αἰτέω in
relation to prayers offered by Jesus and the disciples. As such, he points out that Jesus
never uses αἰτέω in his prayers to the Father but instead employs the term ἐρωτάω.
Conversely, the serviceable term for the disciples’ prayer to the Father is αἰτέω, not
ἐρωτάω. He sees the careful selection of terms as indicative of demarcation in the Fourth
Gospel, that is, the Johannine limitations of how one may approach God in prayer. Jesus
prays directly to God, but the disciples pray to God by asking (αἰτέω) in the name of
Jesus. He (2009:247) states moreover, “Jesus and his disciples pray in different ways.
The disciples do not pray like their fellow-Jews. Anyone who belongs to Jesus can be
identified as such by the way in which he prays.”
While Ostmeyer establishes his case concerning the so-called “new” way of praying via
one’s relationship with Jesus, there is more work to be performed concerning how this
genre of prayer functions within the demarcated boundaries of Johannine worship. Why
does one pray within this relationship? What are the implications of such prayer? What
precisely can one expect when offering prayer in Jesus’ name? How do the topics of
indwelling, persecution, friendship, and the Paraclete further enhance one’s
understanding of demarcation? This is but a small sample of the questions that remain in
regard to the function of prayer in the Fourth Gospel.
In 2014, Reidar Hvalvik and Karl Olav Sandnes edited a work entitled Early Christian
Prayer and Identity Formation. This book analyzes the wide spectrum of NT prayer
passages/terms and seeks to discover how they contributed to the religious identity of
those who were exposed to them. Notable questions that set the agenda for this work
include but is not limited to (2014:7): “In which ways was identity in nascent Christianity
shaped by prayer?” “How did the believers pray?” “In what ways does prayer, and
practices associated with prayer, provide insight into an ongoing process of identity
formation?” “Did prayer among the Christ-believers make any difference with regard to
gender and status?”
Among all of the contributions to this work, Larry Hurtado’s entry, “The Place of Jesus
in Earliest Christian Prayer and Its Import for Early Christian Identity,” is the most
relevant to this study due to its interaction with select Johannine prayer texts/terms. In
addition to discussing Jesus’ role as intercessor, advocate, prayer teacher, role model, and
the recipient of prayers, Hurtado also devotes attention to Johannine prayer terms
(ἐρωτάω and αἰτέω) and the centrality of Jesus’ name in religious identity and
expression. However, lacking from his analysis is a meaningful discussion concerning
how the centrality of prayer in Jesus’ name fleshes out in religious identity (outside of the
act of praying itself). In particular, his work overlooks the practical corollaries that relate
to discipleship, worship, and the advancement of God’s mission through prayer in the
name of Jesus. As such, Hurtado’s work, while an important contribution to the topic of
Christian prayer, leaves room for further analysis of prayer in the Fourth Gospel.
Perhaps the most recent biblical theology of prayer was written by J. Gary Millar (2016)
entitled Calling on the Name of the Lord: A Biblical Theology of Prayer. In this work
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Millar sees Genesis 4:26 (“At that time people began to call on the name of the LORD”)
as reflecting the day when prayer began. He then traces the theme of calling on the name
of the LORD, that is, the theme of asking God to do what he said he will do and keeping
his covenant promises through the Pentateuch, the Former and Latter Prophets, the
Writings, the Psalms, the Gospels, Acts, Paul’s Letters, and the later NT. After a brief
examination of prayer from select passages in John 14-17, Millar (2016:183) summarizes
by saying, “As usual in John, there is an emphasis on the ‘name,’ which . . . is a strong
link to the Old Testament tradition of calling on the name of the Lord. This means that
Jesus in effect both models ‘calling on the name of the Yahweh’ and reconfigures it, as
with his Father, the Son answers the prayers of the saints, making it possible for God’s
people to know the God of the covenant in previously unimagined ways through Jesus’
death and resurrection.” As might be expected given the stated purpose of this work,
Millar’s attention to prayer in the Johannine materials is brief, and his conclusions are
rather repetitive. In the end, Millar’s book is an insightful contribution to the biblical
theology of prayer, but it leaves much to be discussed concerning the nature of prayer in
John 14-16.
Concerning the enormous quantity of works produced on the Fourth Gospel, Diehl
(2007:20) is right to say, “To jump into the water of Johannine research is like putting a
row-boat into the Atlantic. That said, the questions concerning the Fourth Gospel, like
ocean waves, just keep coming, begging for more research.” Notwithstanding, it is
necessary to offer a brief summary of the more important Johannine commentaries. C. H.
Dodd (1953:417-22) devotes brief attention to Jesus’ prayer in chapter 17 and seeks to
relate it to the preceding discourses. Raymond Brown (1970:633-735) interacts with key
prayer passages in the Farewell Discourse (John 14:12-14; 15:7-8, 16; 16:23-24, 26) and
briefly examines the nature of asking in Jesus’ name and the topic of “greater works.”
Naturally, he provides an extensive analysis of chapter 17. Yet outside of his work on this
chapter, prayer is not treated in any significant detail. The same holds true for
commentaries/works produced by William Hendriksen (1953), C. K. Barrett (1962),
Rudolf Bultmann (1964), Rudolph Schnackenburg (1982), Ernst Haenchen (1984a,
1984b), D. A. Carson (1991), Jürgen Becker (1991), Thomas Brodie (1993), Ben
Witherington (1995), Alan Culpepper (1998), Bruce Malina and Richard Rohrbaugh
(1998), Francis Maloney (1998), Ludger Schenke (1998), George Beasley-Murray
(1999), Ulrich Wilckens (2000), Klaus Wengst (2001), Craig Keener (2003), Andreas
Köstenberger (2002; 2004), Johannes Beutler (2013), Hartwig Thyen (2015), and Udo
Schnelle (2016).
In a more novel approach, Neyrey (2007b:244-46; 272-74) employs the concepts of the
broker-client relationship, Johannine time, and “knowing and not knowing” in his
scholarly commentary. Such concepts bring a fresh, analytical approach to the Fourth
Gospel. Yet in the final analysis, none of the major commentaries noted above devote a
significant amount of attention to how prayer functions in the Fourth Gospel or how it
relates to the Gospel overall. As might be expected, the bulk of attention given to prayer
centers on John chapter 17, while the topic is addressed almost in passing by most
commentators. This is not surprising given the space limitations and overall purpose of
the biblical commentaries.
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Returning to the academic rationale for this dissertation, while much has been written on
prayer, generally, relatively little has been written that critically and thoroughly examines
the function of prayer in light of more dominant topics that spiral through the Farewell
Discourse.11 Scholarly commentaries that examine the Johannine text may be
exegetically engaging in certain respects, but they typically fail to interact with prayer
passages in a meaningful, analytical manner. This is not to say that there is no scholarly
interaction with prayer texts in the Fourth Gospel, but many works do not examine the
role of prayer amidst the matrix of circumstances and situations that make prayer
relevant. Certain authors state that a relationship between prayer and other theological
themes exists, but they rarely seek to analyze how such connections are formed or
adequately discuss what such implications imply. Accordingly, few works have sought to
engage the topic of prayer in the Farewell Discourse in light of a careful juxtaposition of
the variety of social/religious traditions. To my knowledge, many scholars have failed to
adequately sensitize their examination(s) of Johannine prayer against the backdrop of
Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian religious traditions. Although the Fourth Evangelist
does not show any direct dependency on sources within these traditions, they may serve
to open up interpretive possibilities within the text. Notwithstanding, the aim of this
present work involves seeking to fill the research gap that exists concerning prayer in the
Gospel of John. Therefore, the section that follows provides a research problem and
research questions that will guide the analytical discussion of this dissertation.
Research Questions
The research problem that will be addressed in the present work centers on discovering
the theological function of prayer in the Farewell Discourse. There are five research
questions that will aid the analysis that follows. These questions are:
1. What is the relationship between the prayer tradition of the Fourth Gospel and the
traditions that surround it (i.e., Greco-Roman, Jewish, and Christian)?
2. Is there a networking of theological themes/topics in the Farewell Discourse that
relate to prayer and enhance one’s understanding of its nature and function?
3. What would be the theoretical implications if prayer were absent from the
Farewell Discourse? In what manner would the meaning and impact of John
chapters 14-16 be altered if discussions of prayer were omitted?
4. How do the prayers of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel supplement and enhance one’s
understanding of prayer in the Farewell Discourse?
5. Insofar as prayer in the Farewell Discourse is concerned, “Who says what to
whom, when, how, and why?” (Neyrey 2007a:10)

11

This point was discussed in my conversation with Dr. Jan van der Watt (University at Radboud,
July, 2012) when I was contemplating researching the topic of prayer in the Fourth Gospel. His initial
remarks concerning the gap in Johannine research (on the topic of prayer) further prompted and inspired
me to begin the process of writing this dissertation.
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Each question will be addressed in the literary and exegetical analysis that follows. The
concluding synthesis (chapter 7) will provide a systematic description of prayer formed
on the basis of the research performed in chapters 2-6.
Interpretive Method(s)
Chapter 2 of the present work provides an overview of Jewish, Greco-Roman, and
Christian prayer materials that form a foundation from which to better understand prayer
in the Fourth Gospel. The working assumption of this dissertation is that the Fourth
Gospel is not dependent on these religious traditions but was written against the social
reality/atmosphere they formed. Accordingly, the interpretative methods employed in this
chapter will be guided by the nature of the research object, data, and literature. Hence, the
prayer materials represented by the Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian prayer religious
traditions will not be analyzed in fine detail. Rather, I will rely on secondary sources to
form conclusions and will utilize primary sources as illustrations. When the religious
texts are examined, the works of Meeks (1983) and Malherbe ([1983] 2003) will be
implemented to analyze the texts as they stand on their own terms.
In chapters 3-6 of the present work I will perform an exegetical analysis of the biblical
text and will devote attention to the meaning of words, social contexts, and so forth. My
exegetical analysis of John 14-16, as well as the prayers materials located in 6:11;
11:41b-42; 12:27-28; 19:28, 30 involve a multidisciplinary method that seeks to ascertain
the fullest meaning and implication of the text as it is read closely in its present form. 12
As such, moving to the micro-level reading of the text, the synchronic approach13 is
appropriately employed in order to detect the interrelationship of various elements of the
text. As noted by Egger (1996:65), “Synchronic analysis gives direction on how to find
the relations between the elements within the text, and the relations between the text and
extratextual elements. In doing so it gives at the same time direction as to how the
meaning of the text can be found.” Thus, syntactical analysis will consider the
grammatical possibilities within the text to ascertain the syntagmatic arrangement of
certain words and word groups.
12
Egger (1996:7) says concerning the “scholarly model” of reading the text, “The mode of
scholarly reading takes its point of departure from the fact that scholarly reception of texts, like other kinds
of reading, is influenced by all sorts of subjective factors. . . . The process of scholarly reading itself begins,
like all knowledge of the text, with the act of reading. The task at hand is either to scrutinize the first
understanding of the text, in which incomprehension and misunderstanding are often mixed together with
correct insights, or else to examine on the basis of the text itself the prior understanding that, with familiar
texts, has already been steered in specific directions. This scrutiny occurs through the use of observations
and conclusions. Its findings must be presented in a way that is rational and intersubjectively verifiable.
Part of this process is confronting the so-called secondary literature, in other words, the ‘reading
experience’ of other scholars.”

Becker (2007:134) says, “The exegesis of Gospel literature in details starts by analyzing the
philological form of the original text. Observations of language and syntax help to uncover the formal
structure of the original text. The examination of the text semantics and studies in the semantic content of
specific terms and words of the text open up its semantic propositions.”
13
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Accordingly, terms are examined in the immediate context of the passage (i.e.,
syntagmatic context) in which they appear in order to better understand the sentences,
paragraphs, and pericopes they form. With the aid of Gerhard Kittel (1964, 1985), the
present work will also consider the paradigmatic meaning of terms and concepts as they
are seen throughout the Fourth Gospel. Walter Bauer and F. W. Danker (2000) and J. P.
Louw and Eugene Nida (1996) will be utilized in order to determine the potential
meaning of words in general. The approach of works such as Gordon Fee (2002), Craig
Blomberg (2010), Andrie du Toit (2009), Wilhelm Egger (1996), Moisés Silva (1994),
and I. Howard Marshall ([1977] 2006) are utilized for analyzing the texts in the
exegetical chapters that follow. Finally, with the aid of these works and the research
questions provided in chapter 1, the present analysis seeks to draw forth conclusions that
will be synthesized in the final chapter.
Furthermore, the present work will pay close attention to the literary context in which
various prayer passages appear (e.g., the narrative reports, the Farewell Discourse, etc.)
and will also explore the immediate and surrounding social and historical contexts. Bruce
Malina’s (2001) work entitled The New Testament World: Insights from Cultural
Anthropology is consulted, cited, and integrated in the chapters that follow. Of course,
Malina’s approach is not without criticism. Gary Burge (1992:30) says, “One problem
with studying the New Testament communities in this manner is that little direct evidence
tells us about the character of early Christian life.” With this in mind, the categories and
paradigms that Malina provides are tentatively integrated. Thus, care will be exercised
when discussing and comparing various social and religious phenomena that are not
explicitly enunciated in the text. In particular, given the religious and social expression of
the first century CE, the analysis that follows will provide interpretative possibilities 14
concerning the topic of prayer in the Fourth Gospel.
The final chapter will synthesize the conclusions of the previous chapters in order to form
conclusions about the topic of prayer. Thus, the fruits of my literary and exegetical
analysis will provide the data from which to answer my research questions and fill in the
gaps that remain concerning the function of prayer in the Farewell Discourse.

14
Fee (2002:110) notes, “NT scholarship has all too often been prone to turn ‘common language’
into ‘influence,’ and ‘influence’ into ‘borrowing.’ The point here is simply to raise a caution. Don’t say,
‘Paul got this idea from . . . ,’ unless you have good reason to believe it and can reasonably support it. By
contrast, you can very often legitimately state: ‘In saying this, Paul reflects a tradition (or idea) that can be
found elsewhere in. . . .’” Fee (2002:111) continues by saying that “much of our background literature has
come down to us by chance of circumstances, and that much of our information is pieced together from a
variety of extant sources that reflect but a small percentage of what was written in antiquity. While it is
proper to draw conclusions from what we have, such conclusions often need to be presented a bit more
tentatively than NT scholarship is wont to do.”
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The Background of the Fourth Gospel
My position is that the Fourth Gospel was produced by the Johannine School and was
finalized in the last decade of the first century CE, most likely in Ephesus. 15 I will keep
this assumption in mind as I analyze the text and discuss the relevant social materials. I
do not intend to examine the background of the Fourth Gospel in great detail but rather to
follow a synchronic approach that examines the text as it presently stands, analyzes topics
within the Fourth Gospel, and discusses how such topics interrelate to prayer and help
one understand my research topic. Notwithstanding, before analyzing the topic of prayer
in the Fourth Gospel a brief summary concerning the background of this document is in
order. As such, the section below offers a brief discussion that prepares the reader for the
exegetical discussions that follow in chapters 3-6 of the present work.
Over time scholars have viewed the Fourth Gospel against several backgrounds,
including Hellenistic thought/influence, Gnosticism, and Palestinian Judaism. Concerning
the first background, the three strands of Greek thought often postulated to explain
certain Johannine theological expressions include: a popular form of Greek philosophy,
Philo, and Hermetica (Brown [1966] 2006:LVI). 16 Brown (1997:371) notes concerning
the Fourth Gospel, “Its usage of abstract ideas like light and truth; its dualistic division of
humanity into light and darkness, truth and falsehood; its concept of the Word—all these
were once widely held to be the product of Greek philosophical thought, or of
combinations of philosophy and religion . . . or of the pagan mystery religions.” While
there does exist certain overlap between Hellenistic and Johannine thought and
categories, a more likely explanation is viewing the Fourth Gospel in light of the Jewish
diversity of the ancient Palestinian world (Brown 1997:372). 17 This view does not
preclude Hellenistic influence, but it places it secondary to the Evangelist’s “reflection on
the heritage of Israel” (Brown 1997:372). 18
As is widely known, Bultmann19 (and his students) viewed Gnosticism as maintaining a
major influence on the Fourth Gospel. However, more recent scholarship leans toward a
different direction. Van der Watt (2007:137) remarks, “Many accept that Christianity
influenced the emergence of Gnosticism, rather than the other way around.” While it is
beyond the scope of this dissertation to examine this topic in detail, it is necessary to
15
For helpful discussions see Beutler (2013:13-16, 67-68); Van der Watt (2007:110-19); Brown
([1966] 2006:XXIV-CIII); Keener (2003:81-148); Carson (1991:68-86); Culpepper (1998:29:41);
Haenchen (1984a:67-90).
16

See Dodd (1953:10-73) for an examination of Philo and the Hermetic literature.

Van der Watt (2007:141) says, “The frequent use of and reference to the Old Testament, the
strong links to the synagogue and the emphasis on Sabbath and Law points to the more traditional type of
Judaism where Hellenism was not consciously supported or adopted.”
17

18

See Brown (1997:372-73) for a fuller discussion.

19

See Smith (2015) for an analysis of Bultmann’s literary theory.
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point out that there are too many notable differences between the worldview of the Fourth
Gospel and that of Gnosticism to view the latter as directly influencing the former. 20 For
example, a survey of the relevant literature reveals that Johannine and Gnostic writings
employ dualistic terms/themes. Notwithstanding, a careful juxtaposition of such themes
reveals significant differences in meaning and in theological consequence. Further,
Gnosticism promotes a divine redeemer who grants salvation through a special
knowledge. Yet Magezi and Manzanga (2010:1) are correct to point out that “Salvation
according to John does not come by ‘enlightenment’; instead, faith in Jesus is the prerequisite for salvation. This marks a difference between the ‘Redeemer myth’ and the
redeemer that John talks about.” Therefore, many scholars have rightly turned their
attention elsewhere in search of a more appropriate background to the Fourth Gospel.
A cursory review of the Fourth Gospel reveals a high degree of Jewishness, evidenced by
the presence of numerous OT themes. Keener (2003:172-73) observes that John’s use of
the OT is not dependent on the Synoptics, but is likely the outcome of a “thorough
knowledge of the Jewish Bible.” Notwithstanding, Brown ([1966] 2006:LIX) points out
that although the Synoptics contain more citations than the Fourth Gospel, it nonetheless
contains more OT themes and material. He notes, “Many of the themes of the Synoptic
testimonia have been woven into the structure of the Fourth Gospel without explicit
citation of the Old Testament.” 21 Brown ([1966] 2006:LX) also remarks that “John
reflects even more clearly than the Synoptic Gospels the great current of OT thought.
Jesus is presented as the Messiah, the Servant of Yahweh, the King of Israel, and the
Prophet—all figures in the gallery of OT expectations.”22
Keener (2003:174) states, “Readers [of the Fourth Gospel] are expected to understand the
significance of various Jewish customs, for example, purification vessels (2:6) and why
Jesus comes to Jerusalem at Passover (2:13, 23); also the arguments about circumcision
on the Sabbath (7:22-23) and witnesses (8:13-18). John further structures his Gospel
around festivals, whether Passover (chs. 2, 6, 18-19), the Sabbath (ch. 5), Tabernacles
(chs. 7-10), or Hanukkah (10:22-39).” Moreover, another important issue involves the
audience John addresses. Keener observes (2003:174), “Though John’s audience, like
most Greek-speaking Jews, shared many aspects of the larger Mediterranean culture, the
Fourth Gospel drives home apologetic points of practical interest for a specifically Jewish
audience. These points are clearest in the narrative structure of the main body of the
Gospel (the so-called Book of Signs).”
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See Van der Watt (2007:135-38) for a laconic overview of the issues.

21

See Keener (2003:172-74) for a fuller discussion.

Not to mention the Evangelist’s inclusions of the Moses and Exodus motif, along with
identifying Jesus as personified wisdom.
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Some scholars are of the opinion that John’s audience was Gentile due to the explanatory
asides.23 But Keener (2003:154) disagrees stating, “Diaspora Jews two decades after the
temple’s destruction would need explanatory asides no less than ‘God-fearing’ Gentiles,
and emigrant Palestinian Jews probably constitute the core . . . audience who would teach
from the Gospel and explain its message to others.” Palestinian Judaism found itself
situated in the larger context of the Greco-Roman world, and thus it is important to
remember that Greek thought and practice, in varying degrees, were already present
within Hellenism. Brown ([1966] 2006:LVI) says that a strong Hellenistic element was
already present in Judaism in the NT era, both in Palestine and Alexandria. Further, the
Qumran documents provided evidence that both Persian and Hellenistic concepts “were
integrated into conservative forms of Judaism” (Van der Watt 2007:142). Keener
(2003:155) says, moreover, “The Hellenistic context of the Gospel is not . . . understood
apart from Judaism, but as a broader context for Judaism. . . . Almost everything
Hellenistic in this Gospel can be explained in terms of Hellenistic influence already
known in early Judaism.” With the aforementioned summary in mind, the present work
views the Fourth Gospel as being influenced (strongly, but not exclusively) by
Palestinian Judaism and various strands of OT thought and theme. This is the view that
undergirds the analysis that follows.
Definition of Social/Religious Terms
Accordingly, it is necessary to define important terms and movements that are relevant to
the present analysis. First-century Greco-Roman culture was a complex religious,
political, and social matrix. 24 As such, volumes have been written describing this culture
in detail.25 The brief summary below seeks to define several of the key cultural and
religious movements that were part and parcel of the larger social and religious
(Mediterranean) framework in which Christianity was situated. Therefore, the following
laconic analysis will provide definitions concerning the Jews as people, Judaism as a
religious movement, Hellenism in general as a cultural milieu, and Christianity as a
tradition shared by the Fourth Gospel. In doing so, one will be more aptly positioned to
plot the Fourth Gospel within the social world of the first century.

23
Some see a Greek audience in mind due to the Evangelist’s inclusion of a Hebrew and Greek
title (e.g., 5:2; 19:13, 17; 20:16; cf. 1:38, 41-42, 9:7; 19:20).

Burkett (2002:15) remarks, “Christianity arose in Palestine, the homeland of the Jewish people.
This region touches the Mediterranean Sea on the west, the Arabian desert on the east, Syria on the north,
and Egypt on the south. In the first century CE, Palestine belonged to the Greco-Roman world, a world
governed by the Roman Empire but united by Greek language and culture. This government and culture
prevailed in the lands surrounding the Mediterranean.”
24
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See Ferguson (2003).
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The Jews and Judaism
The origin and history of ancient Israel is controversial and often debated. However, the
biblical tradition is generally summarized in the following manner: The Jews (or
Israelites) are an ethnic group who trace their origins back to Abraham and the patriarchs.
The name “Israel” was given to Jacob (Gen 32:29), and his sons became the ethnic
foundation for the nation of Israel. After the exile, the term Judaism was used in
reference to the religious identity and practices of the Jews. Neusner (2001:8) says,
“Historically considered it is true that Judaism is an amalgam of three ideas: belief in
God, God’s revelation of the Torah to Israel, and Israel as the people which lives by the
Torah in obedience to God.” 26 The Torah (Genesis-Deuteronomy) traces the development
of the nation of Israel from its inception, describes the early period of enslavement and
emancipation, emphasizes the preeminence of the Law in daily life, and states the
conditions for entering into the Promised Land. According to biblical tradition, the people
of Israel traveled in the wilderness for several decades, eventually settling in Palestine
and becoming a national monarchy. 27 In time, the temple at Jerusalem became the center
of national and religious life where sacrifice was offered and the place where God was
said to dwell. In 586 BCE the temple and the city of Jerusalem were destroyed. It is likely
that the synagogue developed during the exile to accommodate Jewish worshippers who
were left without a temple. 28 The Second Temple Era began in 516 BCE and concluded
with its destruction in 70 CE. As will be discussed in some detail below, Jewish culture
and religion carried forward from the exile and was expressed in various ways leading
into the first century CE.
Accordingly, the Jewish religious community characterized by the summary offered
above and addressed throughout the OT canon is the focal point of significant portions of
the present analysis. Therefore, references will be made to prayer(s) within this
community in order to develop a profile of Jewish prayer. As such, this analysis views
both the OT and the Fourth Gospel as Jewish narratives that contribute to one’s
understanding of the social ecology of first-century Judaism.29 Although the fourth
Evangelist makes reference to “the Jews” 30 who were antagonistic toward the Johannine
26

See Neusner (2001:3-152) for a sweeping analysis of the history of Judaism. Also, see Ariel
(1995) for a thorough summary of the tenets of Judaism and Jewish religious conviction. See Scott (2000)
for a survey of the Jewish background of the NT. See Grabbe (1996) for an introduction to Jewish religion
and history in the period of the Second Temple. See Frey, Schwartz, and Gripentrog (2007) for an analysis
of Jewish identity in the Greco-Roman world.
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See Satlow (2006:75-76) and Wylen (1996:16-31) for an overview.
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See Levine (2000). A discussion of the development of the synagogue is provided in chapter 2
of the present work.
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For treatments on Jewish background and Judaism, see Sanders (1981), Riches (1990), and
Chilton (1995). Also, see Sanders (1999:4-5) for a discussion on “common Judaism.”
That “the Jews” are a group of religious authority figures with an antagonistic attitude toward
Jesus is indicated throughout the Fourth Gospel. For example, “the Jews” question Jesus and his teaching
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Jesus, he locates Jesus and others Jews within the social ecology of Jewish thought and
practice that was accepted and presupposed by Jesus.31 Thus, the immediate concern of
this chapter does not center on the group of Jews who opposed Jesus and his message but
rather on the broader ethnic and religious people who shared a common heritage with
Jesus. And this heritage necessarily involves OT expressions of Jewish thought and
practice, along with those expressed by the Jewish community known as the “Qumran
community,” which is described below.
Evidence of the “Qumran community” was brought forth and established between 1947
and 1956 when ancient manuscripts were discovered in eleven caves along the northwest
shore of the Dead Sea at Qumran. 32 The Dead Sea Scrolls contain scrolls and fragments
of about 800 manuscripts written in various languages, including Hebrew, Aramaic, and
Greek. The manuscripts have been dated to the last three or four centuries BCE and the
first century CE. In the 1950s archaeologists uncovered the site at Qumran and concluded
that the ruins were communal buildings used by members of a Jewish sect who lived
there between about 140 BCE and 68 CE. The numerous writings include content from the
Hebrew Bible, Jewish apocryphal and pseudepigraphal works, and materials that indicate
the nature of the community’s way of life and worldview. Burkett (2002:52) summarizes
the Qumran community in the following manner:
Those who joined the community led a very strict and simple communal life,
studying the Law and waiting for the new age. They contributed all their
possessions to the community and took their meals together. They considered
themselves the people of the new covenant that God has promised to make with
Israel (Jeremiah 31:31-34). . . . The sect expected two Messiahs—one a priest and
one a king. In the new age, since the Old Temple had been desecrated, God would
build a new temple. The old age would end with a great war against Rome, in
which the forces of light would defeat the forces of darkness.
The Qumran community, although marginal in size and brief in historical longevity,
yields approximately 200 hymns, prayers, and psalms that provide important data
concerning prayer patterns in this Jewish sect.33 The analysis that follows will examine
key Qumran prayer documents in order to detect how prayer functioned within the
community.

(John 2:18, 20; 6:52), they want to kill him (5:18; 7:1), they grumble against him (6:41), and they do not
believe him (9:18).
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For a thorough treatment of anti-Judaism in the Fourth Gospel, see Bieringer, Pollefeyt, and
Vandecasteele-Vanneuville (2001). Also, see Culpepper (1987) for his work entitled, “The Gospel of John
and the Jews.”
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The following paragraph is a summary of Burkett’s (2002:48-50) analysis.
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See Frey (2006) for a treatment on the impact of the Dead Sea Scrolls on NT interpretation.
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Hellenism
The historical and political antecedents of the NT era included a variety of world-shaping
events. Perhaps most notable was the advancement of the Grecian Empire under the rule
of Alexander the Great (356-323 BCE). Achtemeier, Green, and Thompson (2001:17) say,
“Under Alexander, a vast expanse—including Asia Minor, Phoenicia, Egypt, and
Babylonia—was added to the empire.” As Alexander continued to dominate, Greek
culture spread rather rapidly. This spread became known as “Hellenism,” which
Achtemeier, Green, and Thompson (2001:17) say refers not only to “the spread and
embrace of the Greek language, but also to the way of life, business, education, and ethos
mediated through the spread and the use of that language.” As Hellenism advanced, Jews
scattered throughout the Mediterranean world 34 were influenced in certain ways. 35 The
most obvious manner was seen in the blending of Jewish religious life with Greek
culture/language. As such, Torah-believing Jews found themselves located in a culture
that was in many respects antithetical to antecedent Hebrew ideology. In particular,
Jewish religion was thoroughly monotheistic, whereas Greek and Greco-Roman religion
was polytheistic. Certain Hellenists believed in a wide variety of both local and national
gods, as Homer and Hesiod recount. In addition to mystery and oracular cults, 36 Burkett
(2002:78) says, “The belief that divine powers influenced human life came to expression
in popular thought concerning Fortune, Fate, astrology, and magic.”
Accordingly, the Jewish response to Hellenism was mixed. Achtemeier, Green, and
Thompson (2001:23) say, “To a significant degree, the diversity within the Judaism of
Jesus’ day was a corollary of the range of Jewish responses to the challenges of
Hellenism. To take two extremes, Philo was willing to dress the Law of Moses in
Hellenistic clothing, but the Jewish community at Qumran stripped itself fully as possible
from such alien vestiges.” Diversity in responses notwithstanding, the present analysis
will focus primarily (but not exclusively) on OT expressions of Jewish thought and
practice rather than those of Hellenistic Judaism. As such, attention will be given to the
relevant texts that elucidate the nature of prayer within Jewish culture.

Gundry (1970:21) says, “It has been estimated that more than 4,000,000 Jews lived in the
Roman Empire during New Testament times, perhaps 7 percent of the total population of the Roman world.
But scarcely 700,000 of these Jews lived in Palestine. There were more Jews in Alexandria, Egypt, than in
Jerusalem; more in Syria than in Palestine. Even in parts of Palestine (Galilee, where Jesus grew up, and
Decapolis) Gentiles outnumbered the Jews.”
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See Kraft and Nickelsburg (1986:57-72) for a discussion of diversity in postbiblical Judaism.
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See Burkett (2002:74-77).
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Christianity
The early history37 of Christianity is rather straightforward and brief in comparison to the
far-reaching history of the Jews and Judaism. Yet there remains a distinct connection
between Judaism and Christianity. The early Christians did not view their faith as a
theological novelty void of historical continuity with their Jewish heritage. Gonzalez
(2010:27) says, “The earliest Christians did not consider themselves followers of a new
religion. All of their lives they had been Jews and they still were. Their faith was not a
denial of Judaism but was rather the conviction that the messianic age had finally
arrived.” Accordingly, while there is some dispute concerning the exact beginning of the
Christian movement, whether it began with Jesus’ ministry to his first disciples or on the
day of Pentecost (Acts 2), many scholars agree that the Christian church was firmly
established by the first half of the first century CE and was defined by the conviction that
Jesus is the Messiah who fulfills OT prophecy and expectations, and that on the basis of
his life, death, and resurrection from the dead, salvation is accessible to anyone who has
faith in him.38 According to the Christian tradition, salvation begins with one’s
justification before God, but it also necessarily involves one’s regeneration,
sanctification, adoption, resurrection, and final glorification. Those who believe in Jesus
are said to have relational access to God the Father and are beneficiaries of that
relationship. Christianity, then, is the specific movement/tradition that is defined by the
person, work, and teaching(s) of Jesus of Nazareth, and Christians are disciples of Jesus
who have placed their faith in him. In a word, the study of early Christianity necessarily
centers on the historical person of Jesus and his followers who occupied the first-century
Greco-Roman world.
Moreover, through the work of numerous so-called inspired authors, various Christian
documents were written in the first century CE that would later form the canonical39 body
of writings that was viewed as authoritative and binding for all Christians. As such, the
Synoptic Gospels and the Fourth Gospel provide a biographical sketch of the life and
ministry of Jesus, while other NT literature sketches the growth of the early church (Acts)
and provides various ecclesiastical communities with repeated forms of instruction,
correction, and encouragement (the Epistles). Insofar as the purposes of the present work
are concerned, it must be noted that the topic of prayer is located throughout the NT
canon, even appearing in the apocalyptic literature of Revelation. Generally speaking,
much like what is reported in the OT Scriptures, the NT authors consistently portray
prayer as the means by which one may communicate with God. On plotting the Fourth
Gospel alongside and within the Christian tradition, one may ascertain the particulars of
37

See Burkett (2002) for an introduction to the NT and the origins of Christianity. See Gonzalez
(2010) for an overview of the early periods of Christian history to the Reformation. See McGrath (2015)
for an introduction to Christianity. See McGrath (2013) for an overview of the history of Christian thought.
McGrath (2015:3) notes, “The Christian faith is thus not merely about emulating or adopting the
faith of Jesus of Nazareth; it is also about placing faith in Jesus of Nazareth.”
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how the Fourth Evangelist uniquely describes and prescribes communication to God
through Jesus, the Christ.
Toward a Working Definition of Prayer
Scholars have put forth numerous definitions of prayer that vary in length and focus. 40
For example, Steinsaltz (2000:8) notes succinctly that prayer is “the salient expression of
religious emotion in man and of his relationship with his creator.” Bilaniuk (1976:205)
remarks, “In its primitive and fundamental form, prayer can be described as an act of cult
by which a human being feels called to attempt to establish a contact, or in fact
establishes one, with the highest, superhuman extrasensory being, which is believed to be
a personal, true and truly present being, on whose omnipotent glory one feels dependent.”
Bilaniuk (1976:214) goes on to define Christian prayer as:
a mysterious and loving gift of God the Father through the Son and in the Holy
Spirit, which comes to us as a supernatural call in faith, hope, and love, and
develops into an intimate and personal polylogue with the Tri-Personal God,
which includes His praises, petitions, and thanksgiving, and is the expression of a
participation in His inner life, light, and love, and which ascends from us to God
the Father, as to the Head of the Divine Family, through the Son and in the Holy
Spirit.
Heiler (1932:353) states concerning the nature of prayer:
Prayer appears in history in an astonishing multiplicity of forms; as the calm
collectedness of an individual soul, and as the ceremonial liturgy of a great
congregation; as an original creation of a religious genius, and as an imitation on
the part of a simple, average person; as the spontaneous expression of upspringing
religious experience, and as the mechanical recitation of an incomprehensible
formula; as bliss and ecstasy of heart, and as painful fulfillment of the law; as the
involuntary discharge of an overwhelming emotion, and as the voluntary
concentration on a religious object; as loud shouting and crying, and as still, still
absorption; as artistic poetry, and as stammering speech; as the flight of the spirit
to the supreme Light, and as a cry out of the deep distress of the heart; as joyous
thanksgiving and ecstatic praise, and as humble supplication for forgiveness and
compassion.
While each definition/description encapsulates certain elements of the nature and
expression of prayer, they either say too much or too little for the purposes of the present
work. Therefore, the need remains to discover and utilize a working definition that will
serve as a tentative, analytical filter through which to examine the prayer materials within
the Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian religious documents, generally, and within the
Fourth Gospel, particularly.
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After surveying a variety of definitions, perhaps the most helpful one I have discovered is
located in the context of Neyrey’s discussion of Malina’s work on the topic of prayer. As
Neyrey (2007a:8-9) indicates, Malina defines prayer as “an act of communication” that is
a socially meaningful act of communication, bearing directly upon persons
perceived as somehow supporting, maintaining, and controlling the order of
existence of the one praying, and performed with the purpose of getting results
from or in the interaction of communication.
Neyrey (2007a:9) points out, “This definition identifies the nature of the communication
activity, its object and its purpose.” As such, this definition assumes that prayer has a
distinct purpose, namely, communicating with and receiving benefits from the one being
addressed. As such, following the influence of Malina, Neyrey (2007a:9) sets forth five
characteristics of prayer (as communication) that will guide the analysis that follows. For
example:
1. The sender of the prayer, a person or group. Their sending of a communication
presumes a prior relationship between themselves and God.
2. The message they communicate might be petition, adoration, contrition, or
thanksgiving.
3. The medium of their message, however, might be verbal or substantive or
both. . . .
4. The receiver of the prayer is the person perceived as “supporting, maintaining,
and controlling the order of existence of the one praying,” which presupposes a
superior/subordinate relationship.
5. The purpose of prayer is to have some effect on the person with whom the prayer
communicates; that is, it seeks results, which may for the time be classified as
petitions for goods and services or as maintenance of relationships.
The question at the outset centers on the extent to which each characteristic of the
working definition above (properly contextualized and applied) elucidates and provides
fresh insight into the nature of Christian, Jewish, and Greco-Roman paradigms of prayer.
To state the question in a different manner, one may ask whether these characteristics are
compatible with prayer within these traditions, and if so, how do they serve the reader in
his attempt to obtain a fuller understanding of prayer? Conversely, one might ask if the
aforementioned prayer traditions reveal a deficiency in Neyrey’s characteristics.
Notwithstanding, Neyrey’s definition will be taken into consideration and employed as a
heuristic filter through which to analyze prayer texts throughout this dissertation.
Following Neyrey, in the end the aim is to engage the prayer materials in the Fourth
Gospel and to answer the following questions: “Who says what to whom, when, how, and
why?” The synthesis provided in chapter 7 will recapitulate these questions and provide
answers based on a careful, analytical juxtaposition of Neyrey’s characteristics with the
religious texts. Moreover, since adequate word studies of relevant Johannine prayer terms
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have already been performed, 41 the present analysis will simply examine terms as they
appear in the text and the exegetical discussion that follows.
Overview of the Present Work
Chapter 1 of the present work provides the rationale (personal and academic) for this
dissertation, specific research questions, an overview of the history of research, a
summary of the exegetical, interpretive methods employed in this work, an overview of
the background of the Fourth Gospel, definitions of important social/religious terms, and
a working definition of prayer for the analysis that follows. In short, chapter 1 addresses
the conceptual and theological issues/questions that are raised in light of my research
topic/problem. The research questions will guide the discussion that follows and will be
answered fully by the end of this work.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of Christian, Jewish, and Greco-Roman paradigms of
prayer against which the materials of the Fourth Gospel will be read and analyzed:
(1) How did the Jews pray? (2) What was the nature of Christian prayer? (3) What was
the content and form of Greco-Roman prayer? These are the broader questions that will
draw forth insights into the nature of prayer within these traditions. Moreover, chapter 2
provides specific questions that seek to sensitize the reader to the exegetical discussions
that follow. By elucidating the nature of prayer within the aforementioned traditions, one
will be more aptly suited to compare and contrast prayer within the Fourth Gospel.
Chapter 3 of this dissertation examines how John 14 contributes to the Johannine profile
of prayer. Hence, this chapter initiates the exegetical discussion concerning how the
disciples will function and communicate with God in light of Jesus’ physical absence.
Key questions addressed in this chapter include: (1) What are the prerequisites to
answered prayer? (2) By what means may the disciples perform “greater works”?
(3) What is the significance of prayer in Jesus’ name? (4) How does the Father/Son
family dynamic contribute to Johannine prayer? (5) What are the roles of the Paraclete,
and how do these roles relate to prayer? In short, this chapter initiates the work of
detecting the interrelationship between prayer and other major themes that gradually
develop in the Farewell Discourse. In particular, I will analyze the topics of faith in Jesus,
the disciples as the new dwelling place of God, Jesus’ departure and return via the
Paraclete, and how these realities equip the disciples to offer prayer in Jesus’ name.
Further, this chapter explores how prayer serves as the means by which greater works are
accomplished through the disciples who have faith in Jesus.
Chapter 4 will analyze how John 15 contributes to one’s understanding of the theme of
prayer in light of the metaphorical imagery of the gardener, vine, and branches. Attention
will be given to examining the consequences of the disciples’ union with Jesus in general
and how remaining in this relationship provides the grounds for answered prayer. Key
questions that are answered in this chapter include: (1) How does the viticultural imagery
See Hunter (1979:57-80) and Brown (1970:634-36). See also Bryant’s (2008:8-9) brief
treatment. He cites Ross (1951) and Riley (1955:112-39).
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of John 15 contribute to the topic of prayer? (2) Why is remaining in the vine the
prerequisite to answered prayer? (3) What is the nature of friendship with Jesus, and how
does it relate to prayer? (4) How does the concept of παρρησία relate to Johannine
prayer? (5) How does the Paraclete contribute to prayer in the face of persecution? As
will be seen, the topic of faith in Jesus is explicitly addressed in John 14 in the context of
Jesus’ departure and the disciples’ performance of greater works. In John 15 the topic of
faith is assumed in the context of remaining in Jesus and bearing fruit for God and
friendship with God. Hence, as chapter 15 unfolds, one will see clearer evidence
concerning the function of prayer as it appears within the context of union with Jesus and
other supplementary themes. In particular, attention will be given on the one hand to the
consequences of remaining in Jesus, and on the other hand to the consequences of failing
to remain, and then to how each consequence relates to prayer, bearing fruit for God, and
bringing glory to God.
Chapter 5 of the present work seeks to examine how prayer is understood in light of
dominant themes that spiral through John 16. In particular, this chapter examines how the
Paraclete and prayer function together in God’s salvific mission in the world. Key
questions answered in this chapter include: (1) How does the spiraling of topics through
the Farewell Discourse serve to elucidate the Evangelist’s view of prayer? (2) What is the
relationship between prayer and the work of the Paraclete? (3) What is the nature of the
temporal duration that may exist between the disciples’ asking in prayer and their
receiving from God? Further, this chapter examines the nuances of the unique time period
between Jesus’ death and reappearance through resurrection, the privilege of approaching
the Father directly in prayer, and how the fullness of joy relates to answered prayer. As
will be shown, this chapter builds on John 14-15 in its discussion of how prayer in Jesus’
name provides the disciples with the confidence necessary for approaching the Father.
Although Jesus will be physically absent, his mission will continue through his disciples
who prove to be fruitful in the world as they proceed into hostile circumstances.
Chapter 6 covers the various prayers of Jesus that are scattered through the Fourth
Gospel. As such, this chapter analyzes Jesus’ thanksgiving prayer at the episode of the
feeding of the five thousand in 6:11 (a prayer report in the narrative), his prayer of
thanksgiving that precedes the raising of Lazarus in 11:41b-42, his prayer of boldness
toward his death in 12:27-28 (a prayer attributed to Jesus), and his prayer from the cross
just prior to his death in 19:28, 30. Since much has been written concerning Jesus’ prayer
in chapter 17, no substantial analysis is offered in the present work. Accordingly,
chapter 6 examines the prayers of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel with the aim of highlighting
how they paint a picture of his intimate relationship with the Father and how they serve
as didactic aids for his praying disciples: (1) When did Jesus pray? (2) What was his
posture in prayer? (3) How did Jesus honor the Father in his prayers? (4) How did Jesus
pray in his hour of suffering on the cross? These are the key questions that are addressed
in chapter 6. The conclusions of this chapter, along with those offered from my analysis
of John 14-16, will be taken into consideration in the final chapter in order to describe
how prayer functioned in the life of Jesus and how the Fourth Gospel prescribes prayer
for those who have faith in him.
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Chapter 7, the final chapter of this present work, seeks to answer the research questions
issued in the introduction and restates, assesses, and adapts the working definition of
prayer initially stated in chapter 1. This chapter provides a summary of the exegetical
conclusions from the previous five chapters that directly relate to prayer and offers a
systematic description of prayer in the Fourth Gospel, generally, and in the Farewell
Discourse, particularly. The aim is to synthesize the materials in a manner that elucidates
the uniqueness of Johannine prayer and how it functions within and contributes to Jesus’
mission in the believing community. In short, this final chapter brings together the
collective research of this dissertation in order to fill the research gap(s) that exist
concerning prayer in the Fourth Gospel.
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Chapter 2

Jewish, Greco-Roman, and
Christian Prayer
Introduction
A pertinent beginning point is to address how the present analysis approaches Jewish,
Greco-Roman, and Christian social materials. Growing out of the historical approach was
a method that examines the religious text and makes conclusions based on the text. 42
Meeks (1983:2) explains, “Since we do not meet ordinary early Christians as individuals,
we must seek to recognize them through the collectivities to which they belonged and to
glimpse their lives through the typical occasions mirrored in the texts.” In this approach,
the aim is to read and analyze Christian, Jewish, and Greco-Roman texts on their terms as
they stand. When juxtaposed carefully, these religious texts aid the reader in discovering
possibilities concerning how the Johannine community may have viewed prayer in
general.43 While such texts may not offer a direct link to prayer in the Fourth Gospel,
they may serve to strengthen and enhance the overall portfolio of prayer as presented by
the Evangelist at the conceptual level. Therefore, the aim of this chapter involves
examining Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian perceptions of prayer in order to
ascertain how they enhance one’s understanding of prayer as it is presented in the Fourth
Gospel.
Jewish Prayer
An analysis of Jewish prayer must naturally begin with an examination of the OT
Scriptures, which provide a record of significant portions of Hebrew/Jewish history. As
such, the OT Scriptures descriptively provide the raw data from which to trace the
evolutionary development of prayer from its earliest spontaneous practice to its
placement in later liturgical expressions. Therefore, the pages that follow will provide:
(1) an overview of OT prayers, (2) an analysis of the space of prayer from select biblical
personalities, (3) a survey of the space of prayer in both the temple(s) and the synagogue,
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See Malherbe ([1983] 2003).

Meeks (1983:2) says, “To write social history, it is necessary to pay more attention than has
been customary to the ordinary patterns of life in the immediate environment within which the Christian
movement was born.” He continues, “The task of a social historian of early Christianity is to describe the
life the life of the ordinary Christian within that environment—not just the ideas or the self-understanding
of the leaders and writers.”
43

42

and (4) an analysis of select liturgical prayers. 44 As such, in the OT a wide variety of
personalities 45 offer prayers that differ in genre, 46 scope, and context. 47 The following
paragraphs provide a laconic survey of instances of prayer that occur throughout the
OT.48 As such, the overview is not exhaustive, but rather indicative of the wide variety of
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However, it is important to note that, given the enormous quantity of prayer passages within the
OT, one cannot cover everything. Therefore, I will limit my overview and analysis to key examples that
best serve the purpose of the present work.
45

Many OT prayers say more about the individual than they do about a particular mode or method
of praying. Balentine (1993:80) remarks that prayer in the Hebrew Bible often functions within a narrative
context as “a literary vehicle for characterizing individuals.” He says, “Elijah is a ‘man of God’ because he
can work miracles. But the narrative invites one to understand his wondrous powers in relation to his ability
to pray. Solomon is a wise king; Hezekiah, a genuinely faithful one, because at special moments of
encounter with God they do not pray for themselves but rather submit themselves unreservedly to God’s
will. . . . In each of these examples a person’s speech acts as a mirror reflecting inner thoughts and
intentions.” Also, in commenting on Josephus’s first eleven addresses to a Greco-Roman audience (Ant.),
Harding (1994:55-56) points out that several of the biblical characters (including Moses, Abraham, and
Samuel) were shown by Josephus to be “the founding fathers of all that is recognized as reasonable and
noble in Greco-Roman culture.”
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See Satlow (2006:69-95) for an overview of the Hebrew Scriptures in general and the Tanak in
particular. Garrett (1972:6) notes, “The Old Testament contains great prayers of adoration and praise,
notable prayers of thanksgiving, and significant prayers of confession of sin. Yet its most distinctive
prayers are probably those of petition and intercession. One can hardly read these Old Testament prayers
without gaining the impression that those who offered and those who preserved such prayers confidently
believed that Yahweh welcomed such praying.”
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Hammerling (2008:4) offers a helpful reminder that there are three categories concerning the
context of prayer. These include: (1) the historical context of the time the prayer was first composed—
whether it was uttered, written, sung, or experienced, (2) the context of the time in which the prayer was
offered in the years following its original inception—i.e., how it was used in another historical period, and
(3) the contextual physical place and space in which the prayer was actually prayed in both of the previous
contexts. These categories elucidate the often overlooked historical trajectory by which Jewish prayer
originated, developed, changed, and was practiced. Thus, this analysis assumes that the nature and practice
of Jewish prayer in the first century CE was the corollary of an evolutionary process shaped by a number of
factors including, but not limited to, the Hebrew Scriptures, personal experience, and cultic influence.
DiSante (1985:9) is right to suggest, “The witness [of the Jewish Liturgy] . . . is straightforwardly
indicative rather than descriptive, that is, it tells us that in the time of Jesus certain cultic forms existed, but
it does not tell us in what they consisted or how they were practiced.” He (1985:10) continues by saying
that present-day readers are faced with uneasiness and danger. They are faced with the former because they
encounter terms outside their “cultural horizon.” They are faced with the latter because of the temptation to
“fill Jewish words with a content alien to them, a content that is the fruit rather of polemics than of honest
study.” This analysis will seek to overcome the “uneasiness” by analyzing words and terms in their present
cultural context. This analysis will seek to neutralize the “danger” by analyzing Jewish religious practices
on their own terms with full respect to them apart from explicit connections to Christianity.
48

See Brueggemann (2008) for an overview and analysis of select prayers from Abraham, Moses,
Hannah, David, Jonah, Jeremiah, Hezekiah, Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, and Job. See Millar (2016) for a
thorough biblical theology of prayer that centers on “calling on the name of the Lord” and covers the scope
of the Old and New Testaments. See also Seitz (2001:3-15).
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Hebrew/Jewish prayers including, but not limited to, petition, adoration, contrition, and
thanksgiving (Neyrey, 2007a:9).
An Overview of Old Testament Prayer
The book of Psalms is perhaps one of the most relevant and tenacious books in the OT
due to its expression of the full range of human sentiment. The fact that there is a
corresponding psalm for virtually every season of life is one of the reasons why this book
has been cherished by Jews and Christians alike for thousands of years. 49 As is widely
recognized, the book of Psalms includes a variety of prayers and hymns for ancient
Israel.50 Along with other scholars, Martin (1968:4) sees the Psalter as functioning as the
hymnbook for the second temple. The composition of certain psalms may be dated as
early as the monarchic era, but the final form of the book of Psalms was reached most
likely in the post-exilic era. While some view the book of Psalms as a prayer book, some
scholars believe that such a view may be imprecise. For example, Longman (2015:87)
says, “If ‘all prayer is directed to God [Balentine 1993:33],’ then a minority of psalms are
prayers pure and simple.” In his research he detects only 29 of the 150 psalms are actual
direct addresses to God. He cites (2016:99) Pss 5, 8, 15, 17, 38-39, 51, 61, 65, 70-75, 7980, 83, 86, 88, 90, 92-94, 119, 139, and 141-43. He (2016:93-95) further detects seven
types of prayers in the Psalms, three major and four minor. Concerning the former, he
lists the hymn (Ps 74), the lament51 (Ps 120), and the thanksgiving psalm (Ps 30).
Concerning the latter, he lists psalms of wisdom (Ps 73), remembrance (Ps 106),
confidence (Ps 23), and kingship (Ps 20). Additionally, there are several psalms of
imprecation (Pss 5, 10, 17, 35, 38, 58-59, 70, 109, 129, 137, etc.).52 The outline above
demonstrates the variegated nature of the biblical Psalms in general and how they
function as prayer to God in particular.
Willis (2015) provides a summary of prayers that appear throughout the Major Prophets.
He notes (2015:56-63) that the presence of prayers of adoration (Isa 12:5-6; 42:10-12; cf.
Jer 20:13; 31:7), prayers of confession (Isa 6:5), prayers of thanksgiving (Isa 12:1, 4; Jer
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See Waltke and Houston (2010) for an exposition of select psalms and a history of their
interpretation from the early church era to the present.
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See Gunkel (1998), Brown (2010), and Crenshaw (2001) for introductions to the Psalms. See
Kraus (1998, 1989), Mowinckel (2004), Grogan (2008), and Longman (2014) for exegetical/theological
commentaries on the Psalms. See Westermann (1980) for an overview of the structure, content, and
message of the Psalms. See Becking and Peels (2007) for a fairly recent analysis of the Psalms and prayer.
51

See Pierce (2008:244-49) for a discussion of the place of sorrow in worship.
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See Penner (2012:48-54) for a description of times of prayer in the Psalms. See also Jung
([1990] 2002:35-57) for an overview of prayer in the Psalms. See Miller (1994:97-114) for an overview of
the following petitions in the Psalms: petitions that seek God’s attention, petitions that arise out of
complaint and lament, petitions for grace and mercy, petitions for salvation, deliverance, and help, petitions
for protection, petitions against the enemy, petitions for healing, petitions for judgment and vindication,
petitions to remember, petitions for blessing, and petitions for instruction and guidance.
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33:10-11), petition (Isa 38:1-5), prayers of intercession (Jer 18:20; 29:4-7), prayers of
lament/complaint (Jer 11:18-20), prayers of imprecation (Jer 11:20). 53 But prayers are
also said to abound throughout the Minor Prophets. Hill (2015:72-73) categorizes prayer
in the twelve prophets in the following manner: There are prayers of praise (hymn,
doxology, trust, and thanksgiving as seen in Jonah 2:2-9; Hab 3:1-19; Mal 1:11; 1:14;
3:10). There are prayers of confession and penitence (Hos 5:15; 10:12; 14:2-3; Joel 1:13;
2:12-17; etc.) Also seen are prayers of intercession (Amos 7:1-9) and prayers for help or
petition (Hos 2:17; 7:14; Joel 2:17; Jonah 1:5; etc.). Accordingly, there are prayers of
lament (Jonah 4:2-3; Hab 1:2-4), prayers for divine justice (Amos 2:6-8; 5:10-12; 8:4-6;
Mic 3:9-12; 6:6-8; etc.), prayers of blessing and curse (Mal 1:14; 2:2; 3:9), prayers of
vow-making and oath-taking (Jonah 1:16; Nah 1:15), and oracle-seeking (Hos 4:12).
Finally, he notes there are prayers of invocation and benediction (Mal 1:9, 14).
Camp (2015) offers an analysis of prayer in the Pentateuch and provides an outline of the
various contexts for prayer in ancient Israel. He (2015:21) remarks, “The Pentateuch, or
Torah, was central to shaping and maintaining ancient Israel’s relationship to God,
identity as the people of God and mission in God’s larger creative and redemptive
purposes.” Therefore, one might not be surprised to discover that the Pentateuch contains
numerous references to prayer. Camp notes, however, that the process of discerning what
constitutes prayer is not always easy. He (2015:21) points out that vocabulary for
intercession, from Hebrew roots pll (Gen 20:7, 17; Num 11:2; 21:7; Deut 9:20, 26) and
‘tr (Gen 25:21; Exod 8:8, 9, 28, 29, 30; etc.) occur a few times in the Pentateuch. He says
that other terms such as tz‘q (“to cry out”), khlh (“to appease,” Exod 32:11) and ydh (“to
confess,” Gen 29:35; Lev 5:5; 16:21; 26:40; Num 5:7) appear in various instances. But he
(2015:21) remarks that there are “a number of examples of prayer-like activity in the
Pentateuch that use the usual vocabulary of speech (’mr or qr’) [for ’mr see Gen 4:13;
15:2; 16:8; 19:18; Exod 5:22; for qr’ see Deut 15:9; 24:15].”
Camp (2015:22-25) says that prayer often centered on children and family, which is
congruent with the divine commandment for humans to “bear fruit, increase, and fill the
earth (Gen 1:28; 9:1), and in light of God’s promises to Israel’s ancestors regarding
numerous offspring and nations descending from them (e.g., Gen 15:5; 17:6; 22:17; 26:4,
24; 28:14; 35:11).” He notes, “Some prayers refer to the promise of the descendants of
Abraham concerning possession of land and becoming a great nation (e.g., Gen 12:2-3;
15:7; 17:8; 26:4; 28:13).” But he points out that other prayers were issued as requests for
provision of basic necessities (e.g., Gen 21:15-19; Exod 15:25; 17:4; Deut 33:13-16).
Accordingly, he cites examples of prayer being issued for protection from a human threat
or enemy (Gen 4:13-16; 27:41-45; Exod 14:10-18; etc.), for a divine response in
situations of oppression or abuse (Gen 16:7-14; Exod 2:23-24; 5:22-6:8; etc.), in ritual
and cultic contexts (e.g., confession or prayer to God in Lev 5:5-6; 16:21; also, Num
6:24-25), and in the context of judgment (Gen 18:22-33; 19:15-22; Exod 32-34; Deut 9:910:11; etc.).
Idelsohn (1995:15) says, “Prayer reached its highest development in ancient Israel with
Jeremiah.” This is most notably due to his pain and trouble that gave rise to his supplications and prayers of
various sorts.
53
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Numerous prayers appear throughout the books of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah, each
of which reached their final written form in the post-exilic era. Mariottini (2015:151) says
that these books should be viewed together since they share a similar theological
perspective, namely the temple and the priesthood. For example, he says (2015:152),
“The Chronicler said that the temple was an exalted house (2 Chron 6:2), a place where
Yahweh would live forever (2 Chron 6:2). The temple was a house of prayer for all
people (2 Chron 6:32-33; cf. Isa 56:7), a place where God would be accessible to
everyone who called on him in a time of need.” He (2015:153) classifies the prayer found
within Chronicles in the following manner: “There are two prayers in the general
categories, eighteen royal prayers [six prayers of David, three from Solomon, one by Asa,
three by Jehoshaphat, four by Hezekiah, and one by Manasseh], two Levitical prayers,
and one prayer by the warriors of Abijah.” Moreover, Mariottini (2015:157-59) says that
there are four references to prayer in Ezra, namely: prayers offered in the context of the
rebuilding of the temple for the king and his children/sons (6:10), prayer for safe travel
(8:21-23), prayer of penitence (9:6-15), and a passage that references the manner by
which Ezra prayed and the response of the assembly to Ezra’s prayer in 9:6-15.
Concerning Nehemiah, Mariottini (2015:157) highlights Nehemiah’s prayer of penitence
(1:4-11), prayer for guidance (2:4), prayer for vindication (4:4-5), prayer for protection
(4:9), prayer for strength (6:9), the Levitical prayer (9:5-37), and “remember me” (5:19;
13:14; 13:22; 13:31) “remember them” (6:14; 13:29) prayers.
Finally, Millar (2016:27) remarks that the “primary biblical trajectory of prayer is not
praise, or lament, or intercession, or meditation on the word of Yahweh. Prayer begins in
the Bible as a cry for God to do what he has promised—to deal with the reality of sin by
delivering on his covenant promises.” He (2016:22) sees Genesis 4:26 as containing the
first prayer of the Bible: “At that time people began to call upon the name of the LORD.”
He (2016:22) cites evidence from numerous OT passages 54 where it says that someone
“called upon the name of the Lord” and says accordingly, “When this phrase is used in
the Old Testament, it is asking God to intervene specifically to do one thing—to come
through on his promises.” And part and parcel of Yahweh’s nature is fidelity to keep his
covenant promises. Millar (2016:23-24) quotes numerous examples that support his
assertion, but the ones that follow sufficiently illustrate his point.
He notes that calling on the name of the Lord is often connected with Yahweh’s plan to
rescue his people and to act in judgment and salvation.
With joy you will draw water from the wells of salvation. And you will say in that
day:
Give thanks to the LORD,
call upon his name,
make known his deeds among the peoples,
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For example, Gen 12:8; 13:4; 21:33; 26:25; 1 Kgs 18:24; 2 Kgs 5:11; 1 Chr 16:8; Pss 79:6;
80:18; 99:6; 105:1; 116:4, 13, 17; Isa 12:4; 41:25; 64:7; Jer 10:25; Lam 3:55; Joel 2:32; Zeph 3:9; Zech
13:9.
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proclaim that his name is exalted. (Isa 12:3-4 ESV, emphasis added) 55
He (2016:24) cites Joel 2:32 (ESV), which is issued in the context of salvation and
deliverance.
And it shall come to pass that everyone who calls on the name of the LORD shall
be saved. For in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there shall be those who escape, as
the LORD has said, and among the survivors shall be those whom the L ORD calls.
(emphasis added)
Millar (2016:25) cites 1 Chronicles 16:8 (ESV), which he says is located in a context that
is explicitly covenantal:
Oh give thanks to the LORD; call upon his name;
make known his deeds among the peoples! (emphasis added)
Millar tests his thesis in light of numerous other OT episodes and passages. He says
(2016:43) that prayer in the Pentateuch “is restricted to texts predicated on God’s
covenantal initiative.” Concerning prayer in Joshua, Judges, and in the books of Samuel
and Kings, Millar (2016:65) writes that “there is an insistence that one of the great needs
of the people of Yahweh is to call on his name; that is, to ask him to do what he has said
he will do and keep his covenant promises.” He also offers an extensive analysis of the
prophetic literature in which the privilege of “calling on the name of the LORD” was
suspended. But he points out that this was not a permanent situation. He remarks
(2016:106), “Beyond the day of judgment lies a day of hope, a day when once more the
people of Yahweh will call on his name, and he will answer them.” In his final analysis,
Millar sees throughout the OT literature the common, perdurable theme, namely that
people’s greatest need is to “call upon the name of the LORD” who will act and respond
according to his covenant faithfulness.
The Posture of Prayer
The examples of prayer cited above demonstrate the nature of what certain individuals
communicated to God in verbal/oral forms.56 However, the body language and posture
also communicates the nature of one’s disposition and attitude before God. 57 In some of
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Note that I have included verse numbers in the text only when quoting larger blocks of Scripture
for the purpose of easier identification.
Miller (1994:5) says, “When Israel began to pray to the Lord, it did so in the midst of peoples
whose arms had long been raised and whose heads had been bowed to the gods that directed their lives and
delivered them from disaster. If the tradition of Scripture is correct that Israel’s ancestors came from
Mesopotamia, then it is likely that in some way the many stories of those ancestors at prayer (Genesis) have
some continuity in form and content with the traditions and practices of prayer of the people of Babylonia
and Assyria.” See Miller (1994:7-29) for an overview of the terminology, postures, and modes of prayer
these traditions.
56
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See Hvalvik (2014:78, 82).
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the examples below, the act of praying is not explicitly stated but rather assumed. At the
very least, the following examples demonstrate the general postures that were assumed
before God in response to certain crisis, other significant events, and/or worship
(emphasis added):
Then Joshua tore his clothes and fell to the earth on his face before the ark of
the LORD until the evening, he and the elders of Israel. And they put dust on their
heads. (Josh 7:6 ESV)
While Ezra prayed and made confession, weeping and casting himself down
before the house of God, a very great assembly of men, women, and children,
gathered to him out of Israel, for the people wept bitterly. (Ezra 10:1 ESV)
Then King David went in and sat before the LORD and said, “Who am I, O
LORD God, and what is my house, that you have brought me thus far?” (1 Chr
17:16ff. ESV)

Then the Levites, Jeshua, Kadmiel, Bani, Hashabneiah, Sherebiah, Hodiah,
Shebaniah, and Pethahiah said, “Stand up and bless the LORD your God from
everlasting to everlasting. Blessed be your glorious name, which is exalted above
all blessing and praise.” (Neh 9:5 ESV)
And Moses quickly bowed his head toward the earth and worshiped. (Exod
34:8 ESV)
She [Hannah] was deeply distressed and prayed to the LORD and wept bitterly.
(1 Sam 1:10 ESV)
Further, Bradshaw (1981:158) says that whether one kneels or stands, a common posture
of OT prayer involves the lifting of one’s hands toward heaven. He cites the following
examples (emphasis added):
Then Solomon stood before the altar of the LORD in the presence of all the
assembly of Israel and spread out his hands. (2 Chr 6:12 ESV)
And at the evening sacrifice I [Ezra] rose from my fasting, with my garment and
my cloak torn, and fell upon my knees and spread out my hands to the LORD
my God. (Ezra 9:5 ESV)
Hear the voice of my pleas for mercy, when I cry to you for help, when I lift up
my hands toward your most holy sanctuary. (Ps 28:2 ESV)
When you spread out your hands, I will hide my eyes from you; even though
you make many prayers, I will not listen; your hands are full of blood. (Isa 1:15
ESV)
Arise, cry out in the night, at the beginning of the night watches! Pour out your
heart like water before the presence of the Lord! Lift your hands to him for the
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lives of your children, who faint for hunger at the head of every street. (Lam 2:19
ESV)
The examples above are not exhaustive, but they sufficiently illustrate the range of
postures assumed by individuals in the OT. As such, one’s posture of prayer is often
related to his situation in life. Lying prostrate or falling on one’s face demonstrates a
sense of grief, bitterness, and/or anguish. Sitting conveys an attitude of contemplation or
bewilderment before God. Standing may convey a sense of confidence and eagerness to
address God in worship and/or prayer. Bowing one’s head demonstrates a sense of
humility and wonder. And finally, the lifting/spreading of one’s hands conveys a sense of
desperation before God in prayer. Following Neyrey’s definition of prayer (2007a:9),
each example elucidates the various postures and appropriate attitude that a “subordinate”
sender assumes when addressing his or her “superior” receiver.
Summary and Conclusions
The overview above demonstrates that the OT yields an impressive quantity of genres of
prayer that includes prayers of petition, prayers of lament, prayers of thanksgiving,
prayers of imprecation, prayers of intercession, etc. Prayers were offered to God/Yahweh
at different times, in various places, in certain postures, and for a wide variety of
purposes. Perhaps the first prayer involved “calling upon the name of the LORD.” Such
calling out in prayer centers on the name of God, which stands for the nature of God and
his covenant-keeping character. Such prayer is issued in a variety of contexts, but most
notably when salvation is needed. As such, the biblical evidence above precludes the
notion of a fixed or standardized approach to prayer. Rather, the evidence suggests that
prayers were offered when a crisis arose, when guidance was needed, when sin had been
committed, when one’s strength was depleted, when thanksgiving was necessitated, etc.
Thus, prayer in the OT may be characterized as spontaneous, celebratory, occasioned,
and indicative of a relationship in which a “subordinate sender” is dependent on a
“superior receiver” (Neyrey, 2007a:9). Finally, the examples above demonstrate the
various postures that were assumed before God in prayer. In sum, the act of verbal
communication is only one aspect of prayer. The one praying inevitably demonstrates his
attitude and disposition before God through the body language implemented in
prayer/worship.
The Space of Prayer
While the analysis above elucidates the what, why, and how of prayer, the analysis below
centers on the where and who of prayer. The physical space of prayer was both public
and private. But the space of prayer is not limited to physical locale but involves the
relational context where human-divine dialogue occurs. This space involves human
communication on one hand and divine accommodation on the other. It is the space of
relationship in which praise and thanksgiving are offered and where the full range of
human emotions is expressed. It is the space of prayer where confession is made, requests
are presented, and requests are granted. This space is, in its very essence, the place of
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frank and earnest dialogue. 58 Phillips (2015:102) remarks, “Strictly speaking, prayer is
the way we engage God in the chaos of our lives when expectations have been shredded
by agonizing experience. That engagement means dialogue. The individual who has
turned to God seeks God’s attention and response because the petitioner knows that
prayers are heard in heaven; prayer is at the intersection between heaven and earth.” The
space of prayer is where the “subordinate” sender makes requests, offers lament, and
offers words of praise and thanksgiving to the “superior” receiver (Neyrey, 2007a:9).
Accordingly, Balentine (1993:33) sees two aspects of God’s nature that “summons forth
and enables the response of prayer.” Following (generally) the conclusions of Fretheim
(1984), he cites (1) God’s relatedness to humanity, and (2) God’s relatedness to the
world. Concerning the former aspect of humanity, he cites metaphorical examples from
the Psalms that speak of God’s ear and eyes. For example (emphasis added):
Incline your ear to me; rescue me speedily (Ps 31:2 NRSV).
I had said in my alarm, “I am driven far from your sight.” But you heard my
supplications when I cried out to you for help (Ps 31:22 NRSV).
The eyes of the LORD are on the righteous, and his ears are open to their cry (Ps
34:15 NRSV).
Other examples naturally include biblical remarks concerning God as having fingers (Ps
8:3), a face (Ps 34:16), and a hand (Ps 118:16). According to the biblical account, the
God of Israel hears his people, sees his people, and acts for his people. He not only
occupies the shared space of prayer, but he also interacts with his people therein.
Balentine (1993:35) remarks further that “such metaphors promote the understanding of
divine-human relatedness. It is significant that they also function as foundational
arguments in the effort to describe who this God is in contrast to other gods.” The
psalmist says, “The idols of the nations are silver and gold, the work of human hands.
They have mouths, but do not speak; they have eyes, but do not see; they have ears, but
do not hear, nor is there any breath in their mouths” (Ps 135:15-17). The God of Israel is
aware of and involved with his creation. The false gods, by virtue of not possessing life,
are by necessity unaware of, uninvolved with, and unable to respond to human discourse.
The contrast between Yahweh and the pagan gods is best illustrated in the episode of
Elijah and the prophets of Baal (1 Kgs 18). Yahweh hears and responds (vv. 37-39); the
false gods are deaf and do not respond (vv. 26-29). Of course, the notion of God having
literal, physical substance is contradictory to the essence of god-ness. Thus, Balentine
(1993:37) rightly views the biblical depictions of God in anthropomorphic terms and
states accordingly, “The reality behind anthropomorphic metaphors for God is that the
Aasgaard (2014:287) notes concerning Augustine’s work titled Confessions, “[T]alking with the
God of Confessions is having a conversation with a Person: God is a who, not a what. At the same time,
however, he is not merely human: he is also all-knowing and all-just. Nothing can be hidden from him, and
only honest without pretense is possible.”
58
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divine-human relationship functions as ‘relationship of reciprocity.’ More specifically, in
prayer this reciprocity is especially manifest in the form of dialogue between God and
humanity. God speaks and acts and listens. People speak and act and listen in response.”
Further, metaphor is the language of OT prayer. 59 Van der Watt (2000:10), quoting Miller
(Miller 1971:127), provides a functional description of metaphor. He states that a
metaphor is present when “two lexical items of disparate meanings are linked on the basis
of some form of comparison, with specific semantic implications.” 60 He notes further,
“The transference of meaning takes place when what is said can be linked to what is
meant through some kind of identification and comparison (Van der Watt cited in Van
Luxemburg et al 1988:239). A metaphor is necessitated when the literal meaning of a word
in the sentence is incongruent with reality, absurd, or irrelevant. God speaks, but not as
humans speak. He listens, but not with human ears. The incongruence that exists between
the temporal and the transcendental, between the physical and the metaphysical, creates a
gap. But that gap may be closed through the implementation of metaphorical language in
which God is drawn into the reality of human dialogue. 61
Balentine (1993:37-38) quotes Greenberg (1983:20) as remarking, “Such interchanges
[human-divine] reveal God as sentient, willing, and purposeful—as having attributes of a
person; to express communication with such a being, biblical man employs the language
of interhuman intercourse, since that is the only model for interpersonal communication.
Receiving God’s address, man is ‘you’ to God’s ‘I’; addressing God, man is ‘I’ to God’s
‘you.’” Brueggemann (1995:36) says accordingly, “The psalms are prayers addressed to
a known, named, identifiable You. This is the most stunning and decisive factor in the
prayers of the Psalter. Prayer is direct address to, and conversation and communion with,
an agent known from a shared, treasured past.” For example, he cites Psalm 86, where
this pronoun is used six times to make a special emphasis:
You are my God (v. 2).
For you, O Lord, are good and forgiving, abounding in steadfast love to all who
call on you (v. 5).
For you are great and do wondrous things; you alone are God (v. 10).
But you, O Lord, are a God merciful and gracious, slow to anger and abounding
in steadfast love and faithfulness (v. 15).
Because you, Lord, have helped me and comforted me (v. 17).
Brueggemann (1995:36) remarks concerning these verses:
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See Van Hecke (2005) for an analysis of metaphor in the Hebrew Bible.
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See also Coloe (2001:4-6) for a discussion on symbol and metaphor.
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See Braaten (1989:23-26) for a discussion concerning the referentiality of God-language.
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All six of these sentences utilize the strong independent pronoun ’attâ (= you).
Notice, moreover, that beyond “You” there are no other titles given to God except
the proper name Yahweh and the simple title ’adon (= Lord). There is no heaping
up of rhetoric. Moreover, Yahweh is described or characterized by adjectives and
verbs of relationship, expressing the particular ways in which Yahweh is known
to have related to the speaker and the community of the speaker. In the last usage,
verse 17, the two verbs “help” (’sr) and “comfort” (nḥm) speak of Yahweh’s
transformative interventions in the past. The adjectives and the verbs are
subordinated to and in the service of the “You” and are an exposition of the
meaning of this particular “You,” from whom the “I” of the speaker derives
existence and to whom life is given back in trust and thanksgiving.
The “You” of the Psalms is also the “You” of the rest of the biblical narrative. Although
this pronoun is not always used, it is implied in the context of prayer. The one praying is
the “subordinate” sender (“I”); Yahweh is the “superior” receiver (“You”). When the
pray-er enters into the space of prayer with God, a message is communicated. 62
Following Neyrey (2007a:9), the message might be in the form of “petition, adoration,
contrition, or thanksgiving.” The medium of the message might be “verbal or substantive
or both.” As will be demonstrated below, the space of prayer was not occupied out of
religious duty but out of a desire to express oneself emotionally, spiritually, and
physically.63 Such expressions were not always calculated but rather were spontaneous 64
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See Miller (1994:32-37) for an overview of general terms for communication with deity.

63
As one might expect, the OT is replete with examples concerning the emotional and physical
responses to their situation in life. Posner, Kaploun, and Cohen (1975:4) note, “Although no particular
gestures are prescribed in the Bible in connection with prayer, certain postures developed naturally to lend
emphasis to the content of the prayer: standing, which is normative; kneeling; prostration; head bowed;
hands stretched out or uplifted; face between knees; and sitting. More important accompaniments of prayer
were fasting, mourning, and weeping—by the ultimate criterion remained earnestness of heart.” They
(1975:2) make reference to the numerous terms that relate to Jewish prayer including, kara (“to call” on the
name of the Deity; i.e., worship); za’ak (“to cry out” for redress of wrongs); shivva (“to cry aloud” for
help); rinnah (“ringing cry” of joy or sorrow); darash (“to seek” God); bikkesh penei (“to seek the face of”
God); sha’al (“to inquire”); nasa (“to lift up”); paga (“to encounter”; i.e., to appease, gain favor);
hithannen (“to seek favor”; i.e., beseech); shafakh lev (“to pour out one’s heart”); and si’ah (“complaint”).
64

See Heschel (1990:49-52); Donin (1980:10); and Posner, Kaploun, and Cohen (1975:246) on
spontaneity in Jewish prayer. From the earliest times of Jewish history to the First Temple Era there did not
exist a universally rigid prayer formula in content or in practice in which to address Yahweh. Steinsaltz
(2000:47) notes, “The maintaining of fixed hours for worship was the custom of only a few individuals,
who felt an inner need to address themselves to their creator at regular intervals. The majority of people
prayed whenever the need arose, whether in response to their inner emotions, or in times of distress, or
when they had some special petition to make to God.” Petuchowski (1972:3) says that prayer throughout
the biblical record was “spontaneous” and “free outpouring[s] of man’s heart before his Father who is in
heaven,” rather than the by-product of a fixed, predetermined prayer book. He says further (1972:3), “There
was no prayer book in the biblical period. There was no actual book of prayers in the Rabbinic period. In
fact, the Rabbis were opposed to the writing down of prayers, considering those who did write down
prayers to be as reprehensible as those would who burn the Torah. Not until the ninth century C.E. do we
get a written Order of Service for Jewish worship.” However, as will be shown in the pages that follow, a
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and reactive to one’s situation in life. But the space of prayer for the praying Jew may be
properly labeled a place for “You” (God) and “I” (the pray-er). It is a place of open
communication, vulnerability, and relatability.
Concerning God’s relatedness to the world, Balentine (1993:39) points to the biblical
testimony concerning the bipartite structure of the creation. This structure is represented
in Psalm 115:16 (ESV), which says, “The heavens are the LORD’s heavens, but the earth
he has given to the children of man.” Balentine says, “These two spatial areas, heaven
and earth, prescribe the domain for God and humanity respectively. Yet for relationship
to occur, for meaningful and substantive communication to take place, some interchange
between these areas must be possible.” In the space of prayer, it is as though the God of
heaven enters onto humanity’s turf while remaining distinct from and other than the
creation. As such, prayer provides the intersection where heaven and earth, the human
and divine, “subordinate” persons and the “superior” God, collide in dialogue.
Summary and Conclusions
The analysis above provides relevant data concerning the where and who of prayer. As
indicated, prayer takes place in the relational space where humanity and divinity meet,
where the “subordinate” sender, “I/we” (the one(s) praying), prays to the “superior”
receiver, “You” (Yahweh). The God who is said to dwell in heaven enters humanity’s
turf. But dialogue with and prayer to God is comprehensible through the usage of
metaphor. In contradistinction to the false gods, the God of Israel is said to speak, see,
and hear, but not in the way humans do. The metaphorical language of prayer may be
viewed as language that accommodates human understanding and establishes categories
of meaning and practice that would otherwise be imprecise and therefore
incomprehensible to human minds. Thus, in light of the biblical data, it may be said the
God of OT prayer condescends to human categories of communication and to ordinary
human experience. Because God is sure to hear and see, the one praying may be assured
that he will certainly respond.
Prayer of Petition
At this juncture it is necessary to examine select prayers in more detail as a continuation
of the discussion of the nature of the human-divine dialogue. This brief analysis will
focus on prayer as the space for (1) petition, (2) lament, and (3) praise. There are
numerous other prayers one could examine, but these three genres depict in sufficient
terms how humanity interacts with and expresses itself to divinity in the space of prayer.

tradition of fixed prayers did eventually develop. As this occurred, tension developed between the
spontaneous nature of prayer on the one hand and the recitation of fixed prayers on the other hand.
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Nehemiah chapters 1-2 open with an apparent crisis and call to action65 that corresponds
to the middle of the fifth century BCE.66 The timing is Chislev (November/December),
when the report concerning Jerusalem is announced by Hanani (1:3 ESV): “The remnant
there in the province who had survived the exile is in great trouble and shame. The wall
of Jerusalem is broken down, and its gates are destroyed by fire.” 67 On hearing the report
concerning Jerusalem and its demise, Nehemiah, who served as cupbearer to the king in
Susa (Persia), responds with a prayer 68 that follows the pattern of lament.69 The following
scriptural quotation is lengthy, but it is worth citing in its entirety to visualize the flow of
the prayer. Nehemiah 1:4-11 (ESV, emphasis added) states:
4 As

soon as I heard these words I sat down and wept and mourned for days,
and I continued fasting and praying before the God of heaven. 5 And I said,
“O LORD God of heaven, the great and awesome God who keeps covenant
and steadfast love with those who love him and keep his commandments, 6 let
your ear be attentive and your eyes open, to hear the prayer of your servant
that I now pray before you day and night for the people of Israel your
servants, confessing the sins of the people of Israel, which we have sinned
against you. Even I and my father’s house have sinned. 7 We have acted very
corruptly against you and have not kept the commandments, the statutes, and the
rules that you commanded your servant Moses. 8 Remember the word that you
commanded your servant Moses, saying, “If you are unfaithful, I will scatter
you among the peoples, 9 but if you return to me and keep my commandments
and do them, though your outcasts are in the uttermost parts of heaven, from
there I will gather them and bring them to the place that I have chosen, to
make my name dwell there.” 10 They are your servants and your people, whom
you have redeemed by your great power and by your strong hand. 11 O Lord, let
your ear be attentive to the prayer of your servant, and to the prayer of your
65
Matlock (2012:33) admits, “It is unusual to encounter in any literature the element of cruciality
at so early a juncture in the story; nevertheless, the writer has organized the story in this fashion to arouse a
strong emotional intensity on the part of the listener.”
66

See Williamson (1985:166-70) for an overview of the form, structure, and setting of Nehemiah.

Grabbe (1998:40) remarks, “We might assume, from [Nehemiah] 1:2-3, that the wall and gates
of Jerusalem were in the condition in which Nebuchadnezzar had left them well over a century before,
though it would seem extremely strange that a community would allow such disrepair to remain; however,
such an explanation would not address the question about the people’s being in ‘great evil and shame.’ Are
we to understand that something has happened in the meantime, between Artaxerxes’ 7 th and 20th years? If
one reads Ezra-Nehemiah as a literary whole, such a conclusion seems inescapable.”
67
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See Brueggemann (2008:99-110) for an overview and analysis of the prayer in 1:4-11. See also
Millar (2016:120-36) for his discussion of how the wisdom literature, Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah, and
Chronicles all say the same thing, namely, “The greatest need of the people of God is to simply to call on
the name of the Lord.”
Davies (1999:83) notes, “Nehemiah’s prayer conforms to the biblical genre of the lamentation
of the people, where the one praying is making supplication for the salvation of the community too.”
69
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servants who delight to fear your name, and give success to your servant today,
and grant him mercy in the sight of this man.”
As noted in verse 4, upon hearing the report concerning Jerusalem, Nehemiah assumed a
posture of sitting where he wept for days and fasted. 70 Verse 4 likewise indicates that
Nehemiah did not merely pray, but continued praying for an unspecified length of time.
Each of these actions reveals the nature of Nehemiah’s sentiment toward the crisis that he
and his people were facing. 71 But as he enters into the space of prayer, Nehemiah is not
merely interested in expressing emotion, but in making bold petitions in metaphorical
language, namely, let “your ear be attentive” and “your eyes open” (v. 6). But the eyes
that see and the ears that hear are certainly aware of the sins that the people have
committed. Therefore, a confession is in order. Grabbe (1998:40) remarks, “In a parallel
to the prayer of Ezra (Ezra 9:6-15) but with a different content, he prays concerning the
‘descendants of Israel’ (1:6). His prayer takes the form of a confession 72 (in language
well known from the book of Deuteronomy) that he, his extended family, and his fellow
Israelites have sinned and have not kept the commandments, statutes, and judgments as
commanded by God.”
However, as indicated by Nehemiah’s prayer, there is a reason for hope. Specifically he
addresses “the God of heaven” 73 (ἐνώπιον θεοῦ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ)74 who not only hears and
sees his people’s sin, but also hears his people’s prayers when they repent and turn from
sin. Thus, Nehemiah says that God is a great and awesome God who keeps covenant and
steadfast love (v. 5). It is on the basis of these divine and covenantal assumptions that
Nehemiah is able to approach the relational space of prayer to petition God to listen and
respond to his request. 75 Further, in verses 8-9 he reminds God of the promise he made to
Brueggemann (2008:100) notes that Nehemiah’s posture and reaction indicate “that this shrewd,
competent public figure was reduced to unrestrained dismay.”
70

71
Matlock (2012:32) says, “Nehemiah’s speech in this prayer is to be registered and filtered by his
audience through a sieve of a man’s sensitivity and mourning for his beloved homeland that lies in ruins.”

Bautch (2009:62) says, “The confession of sin (1:6b-7) is an element infrequently attested in the
psalms but employed here to induce God to act. In post-exilic penitential prayers, the writers routinely
include a confession of sin as if it were the motivational element in a communal lament prompting God to
help the people. The confession’s inclusion in these prayers is, in fact, a literary innovation.”
72

Throntveit (1992:64) says, “The opening verses of this invocation are important for their
emphasis upon the power of God, especially as Nehemiah here uses the title ‘God of heaven,’ which
became increasingly more common in postexilic piety (e.g. Jonah 1:9; Dan. 2:37-44).”
73

Thus echoing the language and sentiment of Deuteronomy 10:14-15 (LXX), ἰδοὺ Κυρίου τοῦ
θεοῦ σου ὁ οὐρανὸς καὶ ὁ οὐρανὸς τοῦ οὐρανοῦ, ἡ γῆ καὶ πάντα ὅσα ἐστὶν ἐν αὐτῇ·πλὴν τοὺς πατέρας
ὑμῶν προείλατο Κύριος ἀγαπᾷν αὐτούς, καὶ ἐξελέξατο τὸ σπέρμα αὐτῶν μετʼ αὐτοὺς ὑμᾶς παρὰ πάντα
τὰ ἔθνη κατὰ τὴν ἡμέραν ταύτην.
74

Bautch (2009:62) says that Nehemiah’s address (vv. 5-11) is designed to motivate God to help
Nehemiah gain the king’s approval to return to Jerusalem.
75
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his people, namely: if his people disobey they will be scattered. If they return to God and
keep his commandments, he will gather them once again. 76 Verse 9 says additionally,
“From there I will gather them and bring them to the place that I have chosen, to make
my name dwell there.” Williamson (1985:173) notes, “Implicit in the promise is
restoration; a return ‘to the place which [God had] chosen as a dwelling place for [his]
name’ implies the Divine Presence dwelling with the restored community.” 77 As such, it
may be argued that, following Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer, Nehemiah
addresses God for the purpose of the “maintenance of relationships,” that is, the
restoration of his people and the city of Jerusalem.
With the above promises in mind, Nehemiah makes his final petition (v. 11) for the
purpose of achieving a specific “result” (Neyrey, 2007a:9): “O Lord, let your ear be
attentive to the prayer of your servant, and to the prayer of your servants who delight to
fear your name, and give success to your servant today, and grant him mercy in the sight
of this man.” This request provides the context for the petition that follows in 2:5 as
Nehemiah stands before King Artaxerxes. The remainder of the book illustrates that God
responded to the prayers of Nehemiah by enabling him to complete the task of rebuilding
Jerusalem.
Prayer of Lament
The book of Habakkuk records two prayers of lament that are pertinent to the present
analysis. The laments are found in 1:2-4 and verses 12-17. Each instance of lament is
followed by a divine response in 1:5-11 and 2:2-4. A concluding psalm of thanksgiving is
located in 3:2-19.78 Sweeney (2000:453) says that the contents of Habakkuk “focus
especially on the threat posed to Jerusalem or Judah by the emergence of the Chaldeans
or the Neo-Babylonian empire followings its victory over Egypt at Carchemish in 605
BCE. Thus, Habakkuk’s placement between Nahum and Zephaniah addresses Jerusalem’s
and Judah’s situation in the period between the fall of Assyria and the Babylonian
exile.”79 In this context Habakkuk’s first prayer of lament is issued. He asks:
2O

LORD, how long shall I cry for help, and you will not hear? Or cry to You
“Violence!” and you will not save? 3 Why do you make me see iniquity, and
why do you idly look at wrong? Destruction and violence are before me; strife
76

Verses 8-9 are likely a paraphrase of Deuteronomy 30:1-5. See Bautch (2009:63-64) for an
explanation concerning the differences. Williamson (1985:172) says, “Much of the prayer [in verses 5-11a]
is a mosaic of earlier biblical phrases which had no doubt been absorbed into liturgical patterns and so were
thoroughly familiar to Nehemiah. . . . The predominance of Deuteronomic language is here an indication of
the widespread and pervasive influence of Deuteronomy, especially in lay circles, in the post-exilic period,
rather than an indication of its peculiar importance for Nehemiah personally.”
77

See 1 Kings 8:33-40, 46-51.
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See Floyd (2000:84-85) for his discussion of the supposed liturgical nature of Habakkuk.

79

See Floyd (2000:118:146) for an overview and analysis of the genre, setting, and intention of
Habakkuk. See also Kohlhammer (2016:91-105).
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and contention arise. 4 So the law is paralyzed, and justice never goes forth. For
the wicked surround the righteous; so justice goes forth perverted (Hab 1:2-4
ESV, emphasis added).
On one hand, given the bold nature of this prayer, one may assume that a prior
relationship existed between Habakkuk and God (Neyrey, 2007a:9). On the other hand,
the inquisitive nature of his prayer calls into question the quality of the relationship. The
prophet may ask, “Does God hear my prayers and will he respond?” Sweeney (2000:462)
notes, “The prophet begins in verse 2 with a two-fold plea to YHWH for deliverance. The
first, ‘O YHWH, how long shall I cry for help, and you will not listen,’ employs the
stereotypical phrase ‘ad-‘ānâ ‘how long?’ that appears in contexts of complaint to
demand how long a situation is to be endured (see Pss 13:2, 3 [NRSV: 13:1, 2]; 62:4
[NRSV: 62:3]; Job 18:2; 19:2; cf. Exod 16:28; Num 14:11; Josh 18:3; Jer 47:6).” He goes
on to point out, “The use of the verb šw’ ‘to cry out for help,’ likewise typically appears
in such situations of distress in which someone pleas for deliverance (see Pss 5:3 [NRSV:
5:2]; 18:7, 42 [NRSV: 18:6, 41]; 22:25 [NRSV: 25:24].”80
Further, Balentine (1993:183-84) points out that “within this lament is the protest that
(1) God is both responsible for (‘you make me see’; ‘you cause me to look on’) and
unresponsive to the present misery (‘you will not hear’; ‘you will not deliver’); (2)
already the crisis has gone on too long (‘How long?’); and (3) the situation is inexplicable
to the pray-er (‘Why?’).”81 Habakkuk’s response to the practice of iniquity, destruction,
violence, strife, contention, and injustice is unreserved lament and distress.82 He enters
into the space of prayer with boldness, 83 honesty, vulnerability, and openness to divine
response.84 The prophet’s plea is made without reservation and with complete
forthrightness. As such, the “I” of the prayer looks to the “You” for answers to the
present plight. Surely the one who occupies the space of prayer alongside Habakkuk will
hear and respond.

80

See also Szeles (1987:16-17).

Dietrich and Altmann (2016:115) remark, “Habakkuk laments not only human injustice; he also
laments God’s silence about. He had probably unfurled his pain often before God, but God had, so far, not
responded.”
81

O’Connor (2002:9) says, “Although laments appear disruptive of God’s world, they are acts of
fidelity. In vulnerability and honesty, they cling obstinately to God and demand for God to see, hear, and
act.”
82

83

The term παρρησίᾳ will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent chapters.

84
Barker and Bailey (1998:277-78) note, “God is the friend of the honest doubter who dares to
talk to God rather than about him. Prayer that includes an element of questioning God may be a means of
increasing one’s faith. Expressing doubts and crying out about unfair situations in the universe show one’s
trust in God and one’s confidence that God should and does have an answer to humanity’s insoluble
problems. Such an experience of doubting is not, however, ‘to be normative.’ Such doubting, questioning
faith is only a step to rejoicing, praising faith.”
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Moreover, God will rectify the crisis through the instrumentality of the Chaldeans (1:611). It is said that they “are dreaded and fearsome; their justice and dignity go forth from
themselves” (v. 7); “They all come for violence, all their faces forward. They gather
captives like sand” (v. 9); “At kings they scoff, and at rulers they laugh” (v. 10). God’s
response to Habakkuk may be surprising in light of the statement in 1:5. The
unsatisfactory nature of God’s response gives way to Habakkuk’s second lament, which
is stated as follows:
12 O

LORD my God, my Holy One? We shall not die. O LORD, you have
ordained them as a judgment, and you, O Rock, have established them for
reproof. 13 You who are of purer eyes than to see evil and cannot look at wrong,
why do you idly look at traitors and remain silent when the wicked swallows
up the man more righteous than he? 14 You make mankind like the fish of the
sea, like crawling things that have no ruler. 15 He brings all of them up with a
hook; he drags them out with his net; he gathers them in his dragnet; so he
rejoices and is glad. 16 Therefore he sacrifices to his net and makes offerings to his
dragnet; for by them he lives in luxury, and his food is rich. 17 Is he then to keep
on emptying his net and mercilessly killing nations forever? (Hab 1:12-17
ESV, emphasis added)
The sentiment of this prayer is squarely focused on the honest question of how a nation
more unrighteous than Judah could be used to execute judgment against Judah. Habakkuk
is truly astounded (1:5) at the counsel of the Lord. In this prayer Habakkuk enters into
dialogue with God and in verse 13 returns to the question, “Why . . . ?” In Habakkuk’s
view, the nature of Yahweh precludes the possibility of his inactivity on his peoples’
behalf. In 2:1, the prophet postures himself squarely in the space of prayer where he
awaits a divine response (“I will take my stand at my watchpost and station myself on the
tower, and look out to see what he will say to me, and what I will answer concerning my
complaint”). In 2:2, the LORD commands Habakkuk to “write the vision” and “to make it
plain on tablets, so he may run who reads it.” Thus, the message that is delivered in the
space of prayer was also for “public consumption” (Balentine 1993:186). The time of
fulfillment will come, but as Balentine (1993:187) notes, “As righteous people they are to
commit themselves essentially to two activities. They are to ‘wait’ (2:3) for the divine
intervention that has been promised, and having received the promise they are to ‘run’
(2:2) in accordance with their assurance of its fulfillment.” Such waiting and running
must be accomplished by faith (2:4) or “by his faith.” Szeles (1987:31-32) notes:
The term ’emunah is used here for “faith.” In the OT the meaning of the verb
’aman from which it derives defines its significance. Its usage here is in the verbal
form we know as active; deriving from it is its causative and reflective forms, the
Hiphil and the Niphal. When it occurs in these forms it shows with special
emphasis that the essence of faith is established in a new situation of passivity, of
steadfastness, endurance, constancy, perseverance, displayed in the presence of
God.
Further, Balentine (1993:187) points out that “the pronominal suffix for ‘his’ is perhaps
better understood as referring to God: the righteous shall live by God’s faithfulness, or,
perhaps more indirectly, by the faithfulness or reliability of God’s promised
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intervention.” Thus, the “I” of this prayer not only must look to the “You” for answers to
the present plight but must trust in the faithfulness of the “You.” With Neyrey’s
(2007:a:9) definition of prayer in mind, Habakkuk must trust in God to bring forth a
favorable “result” in the face of unfavorable circumstances. In short, the “subordinate”
sender must place his faith in the “superior” receiver of his prayers.
Prayer as Praise
Psalms of praise85 appear frequently throughout the psalter, appearing four times in book
one, four times in book two, nine times in book four, and thirteen times in book five
(Bullock 2004:125).86 Bullock (2004:122, 123) notes, “The centrality of praise 87 in the
Jewish and Christian faiths is integral to fulfilling one’s duty to God.” He continues
(2004:123), “Most often . . . the psalmists could not contain their spirit of praise within
the bounds of their own souls. They seemed both unable and unwilling to keep the
majesty and power of praise to themselves. So they sent out the summons to God’s
people to join them.”88 In Psalm 8 the psalmist’s soul overflows with praise as he seeks to
extol the LORD for his majesty and glory in the created order. 89 The psalmist writes:
1O

LORD, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! You have set
your glory above the heavens. 2 Out of the mouth of babies and infants, you have
established strength because of your foes, to still the enemy and the avenger.
3 When I look at your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the
stars, which you have set in place, 4 what is man that you are mindful of him,
and the son of man that you care for him? 5 Yet you have made him a little
lower than the heavenly beings and crowned him with glory and honor. 6 You
have given him dominion over the works of your hands; you have put all things
under his feet, 7 all sheep and oxen, and also the beasts of the field, 8 the birds of
the heavens, and the fish of the sea, whatever passes along the paths of the seas.

85

See Westermann (1981) for a treatment of praise and lament in the Psalms.

Brueggemann (1984:158) says, “‘Hymns of praise’ would seem to be a very general
classification. Indeed, there is a tendency to treat the term as a synonym for the Psalms. But in fact, it has a
more precise reference. It characterizes a public (as distinct from personal or intimate) song that is sung
with abandonment in praise to God for the character of God’s person or the nature of God’s creating and
liberating actions.”
86

87

See Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:13-34) for an overview and analysis of honor and shame in
cultural perspective.
Goldingay (2010:173) remarks that praise “involves the community and the individual, the weak
and the strong, humanity and nature. It responds to Yhwh’s acts in nature, in Israel’s history and in the
current experience of the community and of the individual.”
88

89

See Craigie (1983:106-7) and Kraus (1998:177-87) for an overview of the form, structure, and
setting in this psalm.
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9O

LORD, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! (Ps 8 ESV,
emphasis added)
The first and final verses (vv. 1, 9) indicate that the psalmist’s praise centered on the
majesty of the name of the LORD, which points to Yahweh’s self-revelation (Broyles
1999:71). Craigie (1983:107) notes, “The word ‘name’ here represents not only God, but
also God’s revelation of himself. . . . God’s ‘name’ and God’s ‘majesty’ (v 2c) are
poetically synonymous, for the majesty of both God’s person and creation are revealed to
mankind in the divine name and all that it implies.” VanGemeren (1991:110) says
accordingly, “His name (Yahweh) is glorious over all the earth, by virtue of his creative
activities (cf. Gen 1:1-31).90 What is marvelous is the Great King’s revelation of his glory
in, and thereby his self-involvement with, his creation.” Yet, the LORD is not just
“mindful” of the created order in general, but of man in particular. VanGemeren
(1991:112) remarks, “The verbs ‘mindful’ (from z-k-r, ‘remember’) and ‘care for’ (p-q-d,
lit., ‘visit’) convey the care of God, who remembers positively by acting on behalf of
man. Instead of ‘visiting’ man with judgment, as his sin deserves, God’s goodness
extends to all creatures in his care.” Thus, the LORD’s mindfulness of man extends to the
authority given to man as he exercises dominion over the creation. But Brueggemann
(1984:38) is correct in noting that this psalm “recognizes that humankind is the crown
and pinnacle of creation, but even human power is shaped and qualified by doxology.”
As noted above, prayer provides the intersection where heaven and earth, the human and
divine, collide in dialogue. But in the case of Psalm 8, there is no dialogue per se, but
statements of praise that center on the majesty of the LORD. As such the psalmist does not
offer words of prayer in order to provoke a verbal response from the LORD but rather
offers words of praise in response to the name and works of the LORD.91 The psalmist is
overwhelmed by God’s mindfulness of mankind, which in turn, inspires in him a sense of
mindfulness for God in return. Following Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer, the “I”
(“subordinate sender”) of Psalm 8 is overwhelmed that the “You” (“superior receiver”) of
creation is mindful of him (vv. 3-4).
Summary and Conclusions
The overview and analysis above demonstrates, in part, the nature of how prayer occurs
within the human-divine dialogue. As such, prayers of petition, lament, and praise have
been highlighted. While many other genres of prayer could be examined, the three
outlined above depict in sufficient terms how humanity interacts with and expresses itself
to divinity in the space of prayer. These prayers describe the space of prayer as being the
Goldingay (2009:81) remarks concerning the psalmist’s statement in 8:1-2, “The statement is
made by faith or declares what deserves to be so. It is not obvious that Yhwh’s name is mighty in all the
earth. But the psalmist’s argument is that the wonder of Yhwh’s restraining disorder in the cosmos, through
exercising authority back at the Beginning, makes us acknowledge Yhwh’s mightiness in the world in the
present.”
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Goldingay (2009:177) notes, “So praise involves resounding, shouting and music, and also
bowing, kneeling and prostration. What it cannot involve is sitting, clasping hands and closing one’s eyes.”
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relational locale where OT personalities offered their petitions, lament, and praise to God.
Nehemiah provides an example of how the promise of God is prayed to God. This sort of
praying is likened to praying God’s words after him. Thus, in modeling this example, one
does not merely offer his own thoughts but rather prays according to the stated promise
of God. Habakkuk provides an example of how one may enter into the divine dialogue,
not superficially, but openly and honestly with words of lament. As noted, when this
occurs, one must be prepared for God’s forthright response, especially when his response
is contrary to one’s desires. Finally, the psalmist provides an example of a sort of praying
that gives honor and praise to the LORD’s name for his works of creation and in creation.
The one who is lower than the heavenly beings enters into prayerful dialogue in order to
give God praise for his creation of all things.
Questions
In light of the description(s) of prayer outlined above, multiple approaches to prayer have
been noted and general conclusions have been drawn. Such conclusions provide
analytical categories from which important questions can be raised. Such questions serve
as heuristic aids when raised and answered in light of the Fourth Gospel. As such, the
research questions below (and the ones that follow in subsequent sections below) serve to
sensitize the reader to the topic of prayer as one approaches and analyzes prayer texts
within the Fourth Gospel. I will not answer every question below in the chapters that
follow. Rather, I will address the ones that are most relevant to the topic of prayer in the
Fourth Gospel. These questions include:
1. The OT is replete with examples of different genres of prayer. What genres are
present in the Fourth Gospel?
2. Numerous examples of calling on the name of the L ORD appear in the OT. How
does this phrase relate to praying in Jesus’ name (John 14:13-14)?
3. In Nehemiah, a prayer of petition is offered on the basis of God’s promise. On
what basis is prayer issued in the Fourth Gospel? Is relational interaction in the
Fourth Gospel based on God’s promises?
4. In Nehemiah, the promise of God is prayed to God. What does the Fourth Gospel
say about the content of one’s praying? How does reminding God of his word and
God responding to his word relate?
5. In Habakkuk, the prophet approaches God boldly and honestly. How does prayer
in the Fourth Gospel compare? How does the concept of paressia apply?
6. In Habakkuk, the prophet offers a prayer of lament. Are there any prayers of this
genre in the Fourth Gospel?
7. In Psalm 8, the psalmist extols the LORD’s name through prayer/hymn. Does the
Fourth Gospel link prayer and praise together? If so, how is God’s name
involved?
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Prayer, Sacrifice, and the Temple
A survey of the history of Jewish prayer reveals that from the earliest eras of Jewish
history to the First Temple Era there did not exist a universally rigid prayer formula in
content or in practice. Steinsaltz (2000:47) notes, “Since earliest times there have been
individuals who set aside regular periods of the day for offering God this service of the
heart [prayer], which the Zohar calls ‘the service of Love.’” He says, “But the
maintaining of fixed hours for worship was the custom of only a few individuals, who felt
an inner need to address themselves to their creator at regular intervals. The majority of
people prayed whenever the need arose, whether in response to their inner emotions, or in
times of distress, or when they had some special petition to make to God.”92 Reif
(1993:37) quotes Moshe Greenberg, who notes concerning the uniqueness of improvised
prose prayer in the Hebrew Bible and the distinction between the cultic and personal
aspects of Jewish prayer, “The formulated prayers follow a simple pattern, consisting
basically of address, petition, and motivating sentence, with freedom to add and subtract
elements. The content of the prayers is tailored to the circumstance in which it arises;
hence the prayers cannot be reused.”
Accordingly, Petuchowski (1972:3) says that prayers throughout the biblical record were
“spontaneous” and “free outpouring[s] of man’s heart before his Father who is in
heaven,” rather than the by-product of a fixed, predetermined prayer book. 93 Often the
term for this experience is Kavvanah, which according to Enelow (1935:252-88) means
“concentration,” “devotion,” and “inwardness.” Most obvious to the reviewer of the
biblical account, it seems, is the personal nature of prayer in the Hebrew Scriptures,
which, by necessity, focused on relationship rather than religious rigidity. 94 Hammer
(1994:47) remarks further that in many instances throughout the OT era there was “no
need for a cultic figure—priest, Levite, or prophet—to speak for others. There is no
person, priest or otherwise, who alone can pray. No offering is made. The person does
not have to go to a special shrine to pray to God. God is frequently addressed directly. He
92
See Heschel (1990:49-52); Donin (1980:10); and Posner, Kaploun, and Cohen (1975:246) on
spontaneity in Jewish prayer.

Petuchowski (1972:3) says further, “There was no prayer book in the biblical period. There was
no actual book of prayers in the Rabbinic period. In fact, the Rabbis were opposed to the writing down of
prayers, considering those who did write down prayers to be as reprehensible as those would who burn the
Torah. Not until the ninth century C.E. do we get a written Order of Service for Jewish worship.”
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However, as will be shown in the pages that follow, a tradition of fixed prayers did eventually
develop. As this occurred, a tension developed between the spontaneous nature of prayer on the one hand,
and the recitation of fixed prayers on the other hand. Petuchowski (1972:7) cites Rabbi Simeon, who
elucidates the nature of the tension in his day: “Be careful in the recitation of the Shema and in the Prayer;
and, when you pray, do not make your prayer a matter of fixed routine (keva), but an entreaty for mercy
and grace before the Omnipresent One, praised be He.” Petuchowski goes on to note that the prayer spoken
of by Simeon was the Prayer of the Eighteen Benedictions, which, of course, was regarded as a fixed
prayer. But Petuchowski explains that in light of the opinion of the Rabbis, “It must have been possible to
recite the fixed prayer without feeling weighed down by the obligation of having to do so, and recite it with
that feeling of urgency and devotion which is characteristic of the ‘language of entreaty.’”
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can be spoken to or appealed to without special formulas, without fixed prayers, at any
time that the person wished to do so.”95 Thus, the concept of paressia,96 or boldness of
speech, was part and parcel of this sort of prayerful dialogue. The worshipper could
approach God directly and honestly without resorting to formalities and/or flattery.
However, did prayer continue to be practiced in the aforementioned manner, or did it
morph into a more structured, regimented form in later eras of OT history? The evidence
suggests that during the First Temple Era, prayer continued to be offered freely without
liturgical rigidity. Wylan (1996:85) remarks that there was no regular prayer service
during the First Temple Era. Balentine (1993:86) quotes Haran as stating, “In the biblical
period itself, that is, at its pre-exilic stage, prayer belonged to the periphery of cult and
was not part of cultic activity.” Further, there is no direct, scriptural imperative that
prescribed and/or mandated prayers in the cultic regime itself. 97 Reif (1993:31) says,
“The only direct reference to some statement being made during the worship by the priest
or the layman initiating the offering is to be found in the requirement that he ‘confesses’
or ‘acknowledges’ his sin, or that of those he is representing, before completing the
ritual.”98 He says (1993:50) further:
What formulae there were [during the First Temple Era] may be characterized as
benedictory, didactic or historical rather than institutionally cultic. While prayers
were part of formal, communal worship among various cultures of the Ancient
Near East, they would seem to have been quite separate from such an institution
in Israel’s central shrine, constituting a freer and more personal expression of
religiosity. Closely associated with oaths, curses, blessings and prophecy, such
prayers in the early parts of the Hebrew Bible followed common speech patterns
rather than formulaic structures and often amounted to spirited challenges or
exchanges rather than formal obeisance. The relationship between prayer and
worship may therefore have been one of tension rather than of integration.
However, while this is true of prayer in general, the offering of sacrifice and the
establishment of the temple did have a gradual but informal influence on the practice of
Jewish prayer. But it cannot be overstressed that these elements did not immediately
create a demand for a regimented approach to prayer. Rather, they served to form a
theological perception in the minds of certain Jews that pre-existing forms of spontaneous
prayer could be further enhanced. Penner’s (2012) research shows that spontaneous
praying did not preclude offering prayer at certain times of the day, particularly in
Miller (1994:49) notes, “While the gathering of the community for praise and thanksgiving, and
often the prayer of an individual for help in trouble, had their setting in a holy place, that was not required
in prayer.”
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This concept will be analyzed in greater detail in chapter 4 of this analysis.
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Elbogen (1993:180) says regarding the temple, “No provision was made for public prayer.”
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See Werline (1998:22-26) for a discussion of confession of sin in regard to the temple. He
provides a helpful comparison of covenantal curses in 1 Kings and Deuteronomy. See also Bickerman
(1980:304-7).
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conjunction with sacrifice. He (2012:38) remarks that “from a variety of both
geographically and chronologically diverse texts that spontaneous prayer was often
recited in conjunction with, or timed according to, the sacrifices of the daily cultic
services.” He explains:
Within the daily service, the minḥah sacrifice in particular was often described as
efficacious. In 1 Kgs 18:37, for example, Elijah cries to the Lord “Answer me!” at
the time of the evening sacrifice (1 Kgs 18:36: )עלות המנחה, and God responded
with the necessary fire to consume his sacrifice (1 Kgs 18:38). This contrasts with
the opposing prophets who were unable to gain the attention of Baal through their
prayers and sacrifices (also )עלות המנחה: “But there was not a sound; no one
answered, and no one was listening” (1 Kgs 18:29).
He continues (2012:38):
Even when it is not offered, sacrifice continued to provide a framework for how
to pray. A text exemplary of this relationship is Ps 141:2, where, although still
clearly subordinate to sacrifice, prayer is said at the time of the evening minḥah
offering:
Let my prayer be counted as incense ( )תפלתי קטרתbefore you, and the
lifting up of my hands as an evening sacrifice ( )מנחת ערב.99
Following Penner’s (2012:40-41) research, passages that link sacrifice and the offering of
incense abound in the OT. 100 But he also points to examples in Luke-Acts where prayer is
linked to activities within the temple. For example, Luke 1:8-10 (ESV) states:
Now while he was serving as priest before God when his division was on duty,
according to the custom of the priesthood, he was chosen by lot to enter the
temple of the Lord and burn incense. And the whole multitude of the people
were praying outside at the hour of incense. (emphasis added)
Further, Acts 3:1 (ESV) states:
Now Peter and John were going up to the temple at the hour of prayer, the
ninth hour. (emphasis added)
Finally, the following quotation from Penner is lengthy, but is necessary to cite in order
to read his argument in precise terms. He writes (2012:41):
That the author of Luke-Acts had in mind a correlation between prayer and the
evening minḥah sacrifice is made explicit in the Cornelius episode in Acts 10:1-4.
Here we read that at the ninth hour Cornelius received a vision in which an angel
tells him that his prayers (and almsgiving) have gone up “as a memorial offering
before God” (cf. also Acts 10:30). Luke’s reference of a “memorial offering” to
99

See Hammer (1994:49-57) for an overview of the Psalms and their usage in the temple.
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Penner cites further examples including: Isaiah 1:13; 43:23; 66:3; Jeremiah 41:5; and
Nehemiah 13:5-9.
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describe Cornelius’s prayers recalls the same term used to describe the minḥah
offering as a “memorial portion” (אזכרה: cf. Lev 2:2, 9, 16; 6:8 [15]). The term
“memorial portion” is used also in conjunction with the incense offering that is
part of the ritual of the temple bread in Lev 24:5-9 (v. 7: )לאזכרה. Because
incense is the common ingredient in both the minḥah and temple bread sacrifice,
it stands to reason that it is the presence of incense in these sacrifices that allows
them to be considered a “memorial portion,” the pleasing odour of which ascends
and causes God to “remember” the one sacrificing/praying (cf. also Sir 38:11;
45:16).
What, then, is the significance of praying at the time of the daily sacrifices (minḥah
sacrifice in particular)? Penner (2012:41, 43) says, “Generally, it seems that the
preeminence and potency of sacrifice gave added weight to the performance of
prayer.”101 But more specifically, he says: “(1) the minḥah sacrifice contained incense,
the burning of which was a high-point in the daily service, and (2) the minḥah sacrifice
had widespread popularity.” To summarize Penner’s reasons further, he (2012:41-42)
says that the minḥah offering and the burnt offering were offered together, but the
minḥah offering maintained a different status (as seen repeatedly in Leviticus) as being “a
most holy part of the offerings made to the Lord by fire.” In addition to be regarded as
the “memorial portion” of the offering that was pleasing to God ( ;אזכרהLev 2:2, 9, 16;
5:12; 6:8 [15]; Isa 66:3 [)]מזכיר לבונה, Penner (2012:42) says that the minḥah “contained
a mixture of incense that was especially pleasing and thus had the effect of generating
divine goodwill towards the worshipper. Thus, we see that when incense is present, the
offering has an anamnestic quality that garnered divine attention (cf. Lev 2:2, 9, 16; 6:8
[15], 24:7).” Penner (2012:43) concludes by saying, “In addition to the goodwill
associated with incense, the minḥah and incense sacrifices could be offered by anyone for
any number of reasons, and were not subjected to the restrictions associated with the
centralization of the cult in Jerusalem, at least not to the same degree.” In the final
analysis, Penner elucidates a link that exists between sacrifice, the offering of incense,
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Concerning Israelite sacrifice, Malina (2001:185) points out, “One of the major forms of
interaction with God in the Jerusalem Temple focused on life: to celebrate life or restore life.” He
continues, “Sacrifice is a ritual process in which God is offered some form of inducement, rendered
humanly irretrievable, with a view to some life-effect for the other(s).” God does not need one’s sacrifice,
but rather the one sacrificing presents his offering as a gift in order to celebrate God’s life-giving benefits,
namely his power and presence. Thus, Malina (2001:186) remarks that a clean, sacrificial victim is offered
in the temple by a priest who “acts as a bridge between the donor’s space and the space of God, space that
symbols their worlds. By means of this bridge and the activity in the marginal zone, the benefits of the
patron pass to the donor. . . . In this way sacrifice symbols an interaction between a distinctive people and
God across the marginal or transitional zone.” As such, sacrifice stands for reconciliation or a “new start”
in the face of a relational dead-end. In sum, the marginal zone is the space in which the life-giver is
celebrated and the donor is accepted. It is the relational space where the life of the client is preserved rather
than forfeited. Hence, while Malina does not discuss prayer in the context of sacrifice, the link becomes
evident when the themes of the maintenance and restoration of life, reconciliation, and a new start are
elucidated. Perhaps the Israelites viewed the life-giving and life-restoring effects of sacrifice as the means
to enhance their prayers to God.
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and prayer.102 Although the OT Scriptures do not strictly prescribe that prayers be offered
in conjunction with sacrifice, they do describe situations in which this took place (Dan
9:21), which indicates that the worshippers saw the sacrificial enterprise as enhancing
their prayers. Therefore, it is not surprising to see throughout the biblical narratives
individuals offering prayer at the time of daily sacrifices.
Further, a link between prayer and sacrifice103 is also seen during the Second Temple Era
in the institution of the ma‘amadoth. Berkovits (1972:139) observes that this institution
consisted of the daily gathering of “selected groups of men who met in prayer during the
offering of the sacrifices in the Temple.” This enterprise was established to ensure the
people’s participation in the sacrificial event. Elbogen (1993:190) explains, “In order to
mark the sacrifice as a communal undertaking, it had to be offered in the presence and
with the participation of the community. And since it was impossible for the entire people
to be in attendance in Jerusalem for the sacrifice, the ‘prophets in Jerusalem’ divided
them . . . into twenty-four courses [or ‘standing posts’].” He (1993:190) says that each of
these in rotation would send a mission to Jerusalem (one week every half year) to “stand
over” the sacrifice. Thus, representatives held four services (morning, additional,
afternoon, and Closing of the Gates) in which prayer and Torah readings took place.
Accordingly Jeremias writes (1967:71), “Part of it accompanied the priests and levites to
Jerusalem and was present during the sacrifice as representatives of the people. . . . The
other part remained at home, and during its priestly course’s week of service assembled
in the synagogue to read the scriptures and pray, thus participating in the Temple service
from a distance.” Thus, in time the sacrificial enterprise of the temple became informally
linked with prayer. 104 As the place/space where sacrifices were offered and the presence
of God dwelt, the temple stood as a reminder that God was accessible and his ear was
inclined to his people, even for those who were not in close proximity to the temple
sacrifice. Although not physically present to the place where God’s name dwelt, certain
individuals, by virtue of prayer, could participate in the sacrificial offering.
Finally, a link between prayer and the temple is seen in Solomon’s prayer of dedication.
As seen in 1 Kings 8:1-11, Solomon assembled the people of Jerusalem to formally
dedicate the temple. The ark was carried into the temple, sacrifices were presented, 105 and
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See Hammer (1994:45-46) for a discussion of the superiority of morality over sacrifice.
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But OT paradigms of sacrifice must be distinguished in practice and purpose from pagan
paradigms. Hammer (1994:43-44) remarks that instead of approaching deity for the purpose of influence,
pagans approached deity for the purpose of control. He says pagan worship was sacrificial because they
viewed man’s task on earth as centered on meeting the needs of the gods. In contrast to pagan gods, the
God of Israel is self-existent and self-sufficient (Exod 3:14; Ps 115:1-8).
Angel (1984:156) says accordingly, “The sacrificial system should be seen in relationship to
prayer. Through sacrifice, people hoped to come closer to God, to gain his atonement, to offer
thanksgiving, etc.”
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Harding (1997:90) says, “In Philo the offering of sacrifices and prayers represent the two
modes of expressing religious devotion to God. Nevertheless, for most Jews, Philo included, prayer and
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the glory of the LORD filled the temple. Thus, this opening address and its consequences
seem to suggest that the main emphasis of the temple rested on it being a dwellingplace/space for God. 106 However, Balentine (1993:81) is right to note that this image
“stands at odds with the rest of Solomon’s address.”107 He points out (1993:85-86) that
although Solomon did offer sacrifices, the main emphasis seems to rest on prayer and
supplication.108 He notes (1993:82), “As the rhetoric of the speech makes clear, the
primary concern is that God ‘in the heaven’ (vv. 30, 32, 34, 36, 39, 43, 45, 49) will hear
the prayers and supplications (vv. 28-29, 30, 33, 35, 38, 42, 44-45, 47-48, 49, 52) of
Solomon (vv. 28, 30) and of God’s people (vv. 30, 38; cf. v. 41) whenever they are
offered ‘toward this house/place’ that bears the divine name (vv. 29-31, 33, 35, 38, 42,
44, 48).”109 Hence, in this reading the temple stands as the “conduit” through which
prayers are “channeled heavenward” (1993:82). 110 Moreover, the majority of references
to prayer (in verses 31-53) toward the temple involve “hearing” and “forgiving,” that is,
the “maintenance of relationships” (Neyrey, 2007a:9) that have been disrupted because of
sin. Following Gamper (1963:56), Balentine (1993:83-84) sees a common structural
pattern in 1 Kings 8:31-53. He illustrates the rhetorical structure of these verses and states
their central concerns in the following manner:
1. If someone sins against a neighbor and is made to take an oath and comes
and swears before your altar in this house, then you, you hear in heaven and
act. (vv. 31-32).
2. When your people Israel are defeated before an enemy because they have
sinned against you, and they return to you and confess your name and pray

praise has become a substitute for the offering of sacrifice owing to geographical remove from Jerusalem
and the Temple. After the destruction of the Temple in 70 CE, prayer replaced sacrifice for all Jews.”
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See also Hoskins (2007:60-63).
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Werline (1999:28) also sees incongruence, but in another manner. He writes, “Solomon’s
prayer is incongruous to the occasion. The Temple’s dedication ought to be a joyous celebration because it
demonstrates God’s faithfulness to his covenant with David in 2 Samuel 7. Although its completion is a
tremendous historical, political, and personal accomplishment for Solomon, his prayer focuses on what
Israel should do when devastated by covenantal curses.”

Werline (1998:25-26) agrees. He notes, “In the religious life of ancient Israel, the Temple
functions primarily as a place of sacrifice. Israel may offer prayer there, but the people go to the Temple to
sacrifice. However the author of 1 King 8 develops a different role for the Temple; it serves as a place of
prayer. . . . On several occasions 1 Kings 8 connects ‘prayer’ and ‘supplication’ to the Temple.”
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Hammer (1994:49) notes, “Prayer might be offered outside the Temple or within it, but would
be directed to it since this was the symbolic dwelling place of God.” In this view, the efficacy of prayer is
linked to God’s universal accessibility.
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Herrmann (1964:793) says, “The temple at Jerusalem is the place to which hands are stretched
out in prayer as they are stretched out to heaven. In both cases the meaning is that they are stretched out to
God, for the ideas that Yahweh dwells in heaven and also on earth in the temple of Zion do not rule out one
another but exist together.”
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

and make supplication to you in this house, then you, you hear in heaven and
forgive (vv. 33-34).
When heaven is shut up and there is not rain because they have sinned
against you, and they pray toward this place and confess your name and turn
back from their sin because you afflicted them, then you, you hear in heaven
and forgive (vv. 35-36).
If there is a famine in the land, or if there is a plague, or blight, or mildew, or
locusts, or caterpillar; or if their enemy besiege them in any of their cities . . .
every prayer, every supplication made by any person, by all your people
Israel . . . then hear you, you in heaven the place of your dwelling and forgive
(vv. 37-40).
Also if a foreigner who is not of your people Israel . . . comes and prays
toward this house, then you, you hear in heaven the place of your dwelling
and act (vv. 41-43).
When your people go out to war against their enemy . . . and they pray to the
LORD toward the direction of the city that you have chosen and toward the
house that I have built for your name, then you will hear in heaven their
prayer and their supplication and do them justice (vv. 44-45).
When they sin against you . . . and return to you with all their heart and their
soul . . . and they pray to you in the direction of the land you gave to their
ancestors, the city that you have chosen and the house that I built for your
name, then hear in heaven and the place of your dwelling their prayer and
their supplication and do them justice. Forgive your people (vv. 46-53).111

Moreover, Balentine (1993:80) argues that in some cases “prayer serves as a defining
characteristic of a place rather than a person.” Instead of this prayer being about a person,
it is, in Balentine’s words (1993:81), “a prayer about prayer . . . it is a prayer about the
temple as the preeminent place of prayer.” As such, the temple is the place where God’s
name dwells (1 Kgs 8:17-19, 20, 29). De Vries (2003:125) says that in Deuteronomistic
ideology, “the Name” refers to “a hypostasis or extension of Yahweh’s true being, but not
the Deity in the fullness of his being (vv. 28-29). The purpose is that the temple may
serve as a listening-post or sounding board, continually receptive to any prayer that may
be directed toward it (v 29b; cf. vv. 30, 33, 35, 42, 44, 48).”
Futhermore, Balentine writes (1983:82), “In contrast to the Priestly emphasis on Zion and
the ark as symbolically embodying the divine presence, the Deuteronomists press the
view that only God’s name is placed on the Temple.” In this reading, Balentine (1993:82)
observes, “With the destruction of the temple in 586 B.C.E., this advocation of a ‘Name
Theology,’ as von Rad calls it, serves as one means of securing access to God even when
the temple can no longer function as the place of worship.” 112 Deuteronomy 12:5 and
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See also Thompson (1996:172-96) for a discussion of prayer in light of the temple.
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See Brunner (1968:84-106) for a discussion of the anthropological and cosmological places of
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12:13-14 require bringing sacrifices to the place or space where God has chosen for his
name to dwell. Yet the emphasis of 1 Kings 8 rests on the temple being a place of prayer.
Werline (1998:28) points out that the author of 1 Kings pens an ideology of prayer in
chapter 8 that is “especially suited for his nation’s situation.”113 He says, “He does this by
creating a scene that depicts the Temple as originally dedicated as a place of prayer,
especially penitential prayer in response to punishment for sin. . . . The author maintains
that even without the Temple the people can continue to practice the activity for which
Solomon dedicated it—prayer. Thus Israel gains a way to expiate sin without Temple
sacrifice: repentance and penitential prayer toward the Temple.” 114 With this emphasis in
mind, the name of God might serve as a reminder concerning both the character and
covenantal promises of God. With Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition in mind, prayer in light
of the place that bore God’s name would enable his people to achieve certain “results” in
the form of God’s pardon, promises, and provision, their situational crisis
notwithstanding.
Finally, the NT contains numerous references to the temple (ἱερῷ). Anna is said to have
worshipped by fasting and praying there (Luke 2:37). The early church is said to have
met there “day to day” (Acts 2:46). The apostles are said to have taught there (Acts 5:21,
42). Paul is said to have prayed there (Acts 22:17). Jesus is said to have taught (Matt
26:55; Mark 14:49; John 7:14; 7:28; 8:2; 8:20; 18:20; etc.), healed (Matt 21:14; John
5:14), and received praise (Matt 21:15) in the temple. A most notable passage concerning
Jesus and the temple is found in John 2:13-22. In this particular account of the cleansing
of the temple, the Evangelist omits the phrase located in Matthew 21:13 and Luke 19:46,
“my house shall be called a house of prayer,” and Mark 11:17 (cited from Isaiah 56:7),
“my house shall be called a house of prayer for all the nations.” 115 In John 2 Jesus refers
to the temple as his “Father’s house.” This latter name ascribed to the temple accords
with the Markan account and that of Solomon’s prayer in 1 Kings. As noted above, the
temple was the place that was built for and contained the name of God (1 Kgs 8:17, 1920, 29, 33, 35, 44, 48; 9:3). In particular, the prayer of Solomon in 1 Kings 8:33, 35ff.,
involves the people of God and the foreigner (i.e., “nations”) praying toward the temple
and acknowledging God’s name for forgiveness, restoration, provision, and protection.
Therefore, Jesus cleansed the temple of those who sought to defame it and from those
who distracted worshippers who came to offer prayer in the outer courts. 116 Moreover,
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This assumes an exilic date for the final form of 1 Kings 8, especially in light of the statements
concerning the people of God being “in the land of their enemy” (vv. 46 and 48).
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See Boda, Falk, and Werline (2006; 2007; 2008) for an analysis of the origins, development,
and impact of penitential prayer in (and beyond) Second Temple Judaism.
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See Ostmeyer (2009:234-37) for a discussion of Isaiah 56:7 and demarcation from the “house

of prayer.”
116
Edersheim (1874:152) says, “There can be no doubt that, at the time of Christ, public prayer
occupied a very prominent place in the ordinary daily services of the Temple. Yet the original institution in
the Law of Moses contains no mention of it; and such later instances as the prayer of Hannah, or that of
Solomon at the dedication of the Temple, afford neither indication nor precedent as regards the ordinary
public services.”
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the analysis below of early Christian prayer will discuss the relationship between the
temple and the timing of Christian prayer in more detail.
Summary and Conclusions
The analysis above shows that OT prayer can be characterized as spontaneous, free
outpourings of one’s heart to God. The worshipper can approach God freely and without
recourse to a cultic institution or priestly intermediary. However, Penner has shown
convincingly that a link between sacrifice, incense, and prayer developed in the Jewish
community. As such, in some cases prayers were offered spontaneously and in
conjunction with sacrifice. This was likely the case due to the perception that the potency
of sacrifice added weight to the performance of one’s prayers (Penner 2012:41). A link
between sacrifice and prayer is also seen in the institution of the ma‘amadoth. While
representatives from the communities were present for the sacrifice in Jerusalem, others
remained at home and in the synagogue to read the Torah and pray. A final link is seen in
1 Kings 8 where Solomon highlights the temple as being the place where God’s name
dwells. Whenever sin occurred, the community could offer prayers toward the temple,
which functioned as a sounding board (De Vries 2003:125). As such, God heard their
prayers and forgave their sins. Thus, the offering of sacrifice, the burning of incense, and
the temple as the place where God’s name dwells stood as reminders of divine goodwill
toward the one praying and the possibility of sin being forgiven and prayers being
answered.
Moreover, the temple, as a physical structure, stood as a metaphorical representation of
God dwelling with his people. In light of the temple, then, the presence of God was (in a
sense) localized, but remarkably, prayer to God was not institutionalized. Rather, the
Jews continued to pray freely and without liturgical restrictions. Thus, it is difficult to
know with certainty the quantitative extent to which the Jewish community prayed with
the temple in mind. Likewise, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions concerning
how much prayer took place within the temple throughout the temple periods. What can
be safely asserted is that the Jews prayed, and did so privately and, in some cases,
publically. This was true before the temple was erected, while it stood, and after it was
destroyed. Notwithstanding, although sacrifice and the temple proper were not
prerequisites for prayer, the evidence above demonstrates that they were, in time, viewed
as the means through which prayers were enhanced and certain “results” were achieved
(Neyrey, 2007a:9).
Questions
1. Spontaneous and free outpouring of the heart is seen in various OT prayers. Is this
the case in the Fourth Gospel? Is there any evidence of fixed prayers in the
Johannine tradition?
2. Penner demonstrates that Jewish prayers were spontaneous, but oftentimes offered
in conjunction with the timing of the sacrificial enterprise. Does the Fourth
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3.
4.

5.
6.

Gospel make this connection? How does prayer and sacrifice relate in the Fourth
Gospel?
In light of 1 Kings 8, Jewish prayer could be offered toward the temple that bore
God’s name. How does God’s name relate to prayer in the Fourth Gospel?
The emphasis in 1 Kings centers on the temple being a place of prayer. What
emphasis does the Fourth Gospel place on the temple? Does it connect prayer to
the temple? How does prayer in the temple change in light of Jesus?
The theme of confession of sin is present in 1 Kings 8. Does the Fourth Gospel
link confession of sin and prayer?
What is the Johannine sentiment toward worship in light of particular
geographical locales?
Prayer in the Synagogue

The concept of the synagogue 117 maintains a prominent place in Jewish tradition.
Although the OT evidence reveals that the term synagogue occurs only in Psalm 74:8
(RSV, “meeting places”), where it is a translation of mô‘ēd, the term συναγωγή occurs
over 200 times in the LXX. BDAG (2000:ad loc.) says that this term refers to an
assembly and/or congregation of Jews. Schrage remarks (1985:1110) that “the NT bears
witness to synagogues in Capernaum, Nazareth, Jerusalem, Damascus, Pisidian Antioch,
Iconium, Thessalonica, Berea, Athens, Corinth, Ephesus, Philippi, and Salamis, and also
to various synagogues in Galilee and Judea.”118 Ferguson (2003:506) describes a
synagogue in the following manner:
Synagogues were commonly oriented toward Jerusalem (to the east; Josephus,
Against Apion 2.10); but not with absolute consistency or accuracy. The Diaspora
synagogues were frequently built near a source of water (sea or river) or had
cisterns near the entrance. The essential part of the furniture was an ark (chest) for
keeping the biblical scrolls. This ark or Torah shrine was originally a portable
chest (Taanith 2.1) brought in for the service; but later permanent structures
appear, usually on the wall facing Jerusalem, attached to a niche, aedicula, or
apse. The sanctity that came to be ascribed to synagogue buildings came from the
Torah scrolls placed in an ark that was framed in terms of temple architecture.
Most synagogues had a platform where there would have been a reading stand;
other features were benches lining the walls and a chief seat (“Moses seat”; Matt
23:2) for the person presiding. Many had guest rooms adjoining the assembly
room. Pictorial evidence indicates the use of a menorah (lampstand).
Thus, the synagogue was a place of reading, teaching, and preaching. The Torah scroll
provided the content from which the synagogue audience was instructed. Finkel
117
See Levine (2000) and Runesson, Binder, and Olsson (2010) for thorough examinations of the
ancient synagogue. See the latter work (2010:321-24) for an exhaustive overview of sources ranging from
the Hebrew Bible to Greco-Roman and Egyptian authors.

Martin (1968:6) says, “Legend has it that there were no less than 394 synagogues (according to
another tradition 480) in Jerusalem when Titus conquered the city.”
118
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(2001:57) says that Torah readings occurred on the Sabbath, at festivals, and every
Monday and Thursday. He (2001:58) remarks, “The people’s trust in and commitment to
the Lord God was displayed in their hearing of the words of Torah. But their trust and
commitment was also fortified by public preaching.” In the NT it is said that Jesus spent
time preaching, teaching, and healing in the synagogues (Matt 4:23; 6:2, 5; 9:35; 12:9;
13:54; Mark 1:39; 3:1; 6:2; Luke 4:15; 6:6; John 18:20). The book of Acts presents Paul
frequenting the synagogue to preach and teach (9:20; 13:14-41; 14:1; 17:1-3, 10-17; 18:4;
19:8). Moreover, Schrage (1985:1109-10) remarks that the synagogue functioned as a
place of teaching and learning, a council house and place of assembly, a place of
provision for the poor, and a hospice for visiting Jews.
Further, the synagogue functioned as a place of prayer. Concerning the NT evidence:
Jesus warns of praying like the hypocrites (Matt 6:5), and does so in the context of
praying in the synagogue. A “place of prayer” (proseuchē) existed near Philippi (Acts
16:13, 16), which functioned as a gathering place (or possible synagogue) for Jews and
Gentile worshippers. However, out of approximately fifty-seven references to the
synagogue in the NT, only a few passages mention prayer in connection with it.
Therefore, one must look beyond the NT in order to understand how prayer related to and
functioned within the synagogue. Although it is impossible to be certain, an informal
connection between prayer and the synagogue probably developed 119 some time during or
after the exile.120 As is widely known, a shift took place concerning Jewish worship
during the Babylonian exile when the destruction of Jerusalem precluded sacrificial and
cultic atonement in the temple. 121 Thus, the event of the exile gave rise to the concept of
the synagogue and to religious practice within.122 Martin (1968:5) says that it was at the
119

Hammer (1994:66) follows the commonly held view that the synagogue developed during the
Babylonian exile when worship was forced to take a different form and expression. Yet the question of how
one is to worship in a foreign land was answered by the development of the synagogue. In fact, Hammer
(1994:67) contends, “Had it been possible to offer sacrifices in Babylon, the synagogue might never have
emerged.”
120
Hammer (1994:65) says that rabbinic tradition “always read current institutions and practices
back into the Bible and therefore took it for granted that such institutions and practices as the synagogue
and the house of study (bet midrash), in which prayer and study were combined, already existed in the days
of the Patriarchs. . . . The tradition that the synagogue was of ancient origin was commonly accepted. Philo
ascribed it to Moses, as does Josephus.” Steinsaltz (2000:286) says, “In Babylonia, there were two very
ancient synagogues: one in the city of Neharde’a, nicknamed ‘the synagogue that moved and settled in
Neharde’a’ (Megillah 29a), and another in the city of Hutzal. The construction of both has been attributed
to the first exiles sent to Babylonia during the reign of Jehoiachin in the First Temple period.”
121
Hammer (1994:62) notes, “The synagogue was the place where, for the first time in human
history, some sort of communal worship divorced from sacrifice was institutionalized. Never before was
there an institution used as a gathering place for religious worship in which sacrifice not only would not but
could not be offered.” Yet, as will be demonstrated below, the separation of worship from sacrifice did not
preclude the offering of prayer in the synagogue that would, in time, correspond to sacrifice in the temple.
122

Jacobs ([1955] 2008:59) remarks that the oldest extant account of a synagogue service is given
by Philo, who states: “In fact they do constantly assemble together, and they sit down with one another, the
multitude in general in silence, except when it is customary to say any words of good omen, by way of
assent to what is being read. And then some priest who is present, or some of the elders, reads the sacred
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time of the exile that Jews, “now separated from the Temple, the one legitimate center for
the offering of sacrifices, would gather informally on Sabbaths and festivals under the
leadership of prophets such as Ezekiel, as well as other teachers, for prayer and the
reading and exposition of Scripture.” Berkovits (1972:139) observes further, “Of
necessity, in Babylon prayer replaced the sacrifice. In its manifold consequences this
development amounted to a major religious revolution. The sacrifice could only be
offered by the priest; prayer was expected of everyone. . . . Every Jew now became
actively associated with the religious service.” He notes that in regard to the shift from
the temple to the synagogue, “Every Jew was called upon to pray and read the Torah in
the synagogue. . . . In the synagogue, the audience was transformed into the praying
community.”123
In the post-exilic era a connection between the second temple and the synagogue was
established. Such synchronic prayer is in conjunction with the ma’amadoth or “standing
committees” who stood by at the temple while the sacrifices were being offered. 124 Prayer
services were held in synagogues during the same hours when sacrifices were offered. 125
However, while prayer (linked to the sacrifice) occurred at certain times of year, prayer
was also offered in other contexts throughout the year. While a link between the temple
and the synagogue is evident, the evidence suggests that daily synagogue prayers were
not formalized or universalized leading up to or in the first century CE. Bradshaw
(1981:18) asks, “Were the times of daily prayer observed corporately in the synagogue or
privately by individuals wherever they happened to be?” He quotes Dugmore as writing:
Although it may be true that not every tiny village community was able to go en
bloc daily to the synagogue, at least in the larger towns, where it would be easier
to obtain the requisite minimum of ten males and where the homes of the people
were grouped more closely around the synagogue, daily attendance at the public
worship of the community would be the practice of every devout Jew.
laws to them, and interprets each of them separately till eventide; and then when separate they depart,
having gained some skill in the sacred laws, and having made great advances toward piety.
Greeven (1964:801) observes, “It is true that the forced surrender of the sacrificial cult during
the exile gave to prayer a specific orientation. Only regular prayer could take the place of regular worship.
It was thus inevitable that forms of prayer should arise. This posed the danger of making prayer superficial
and opened up the way which would finally lead to the doctrine of the meritoriousness of prayer before
God. These distortions, however, were neither necessary nor universal.”
123
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According to Elbogen, a number of antecedent institutions contributed to the material of the
synagogue service. He (1993:191) says, “From the assemblies in the time of the Babylonian exile it drew
the reading and explication of Scripture; from the liturgy of the priests it drew the confession of faith and
the Priestley Blessing; from the Son of the Levites it drew psalms; and from the ma‘amad services, the
petitions.” He concludes, “The most important contribution was made by the ma‘amadot, for through them
prayer was first transferred to any location and was held regularly every weekday.” But Steinsatz
(2000:285) is right to say, “The synagogue as a place of prayer has a distinct function of its own, not as a
replacement for the Temple, but as supplementary to it.”
125

See Martin (1968:6) and Petuchowski and Brocke (1978:45-46).
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Notwithstanding, Bradshaw (1981:18) is of the opinion that for the majority of Jews, “the
times of prayer were of necessity private devotions.” He continues, “It would appear that
even members of the Pharisaic party were not above deliberately absenting themselves
from the daily worship of the synagogue in order to be seen at their prayers in the streets
(Matt 6:5), and the fact that there were people to see them shows how limited was
attendance at the synagogues for the times of prayer.” Further, concerning Judean
synagogues, Levine (2000:152) notes that evidence for institutionalized communal prayer
(within the synagogue) in the Second Temple Era is lacking. He writes, “With all their
diversity, extant sources are unanimous in this respect. . . . Philo, Josephus, the New
Testament, the Theodotos inscription, and what appear to be early rabbinic traditions
speak only of scriptural readings and sermons. None mention public communal prayer.”
However, against Fleischer, Levine (2000:154-55) points out that the term proseuchē126
(“house of prayer”) itself indicates that communal prayer (and reading[s] from the Torah)
occurred in Diaspora synagogues and did so due to several reasons. He notes the pagan
usage of hymns and prayers, which stand in contrast to the silence that accompanied
sacrifice in Jerusalem, may have stimulated the Diaspora communities to imitate the
practice in some way. Accordingly, he (2000:155) says, “The distance from the
Jerusalem Temple and its manifold and impressive ceremonies seems to have played a
role as well. Diaspora communities may have felt a need to compensate for this distance
by embellishing their own liturgy.” Notwithstanding, the extent to which prayer did occur
in Diaspora synagogues is uncertain and conclusions are speculative.
The evidence suggests that Jews prayed several times a day and did so in various venues
within the period of the second temple. Sanders (1999:11-12) cites as evidence quotations
from Josephus (who thought that Moses required prayer at rising up and settling in for
bed) Judith 9:1 (which indicates that prayer was offered in the afternoon), the Qumran
Community Rule (which prescribes prayer at sunrise and sunset), and the Mishnah
tractate Berakhot (both the houses of Hillel and Shammai accepted prayers as being
offered with the Shema in the morning and evening). 127 Greeven (1964:801) remarks,
126
Meyers (1992:252-53) says, “The earliest terms come from the Second Temple period and are
Greek: synagogue and proseuche (Hengel 1975:39-41; Levine 1987:20-23), the former meaning ‘house of
assembly,’ the latter ‘house of prayer.’ Despite the fact that the status and full extent of the development of
private prayer in the Second Temple period is much debated and in doubt, some scholars feel that
proseuche is the older term, popular since the 3d century B.C.E. In any case, synagogue was in use by the
turn of the era and came to replace proseuche by the 2d century C.E. Hengel has suggested that proseuche
carries with it the special connotation of Diaspora synagogue, while synagogue carries with it the nuance of
‘Palestinian’ in the NT, Josephus, and rabbinic sources (Hengel 1975:41-54). Others have suggested a
distinction in meaning between the terms that derives from a difference in architecture and ornamentation,
but there seems to be little merit to such a view. The difference in Greek terms undoubtedly reflects the
multiple functions of synagogues in both Palestine and the Diaspora; it also reflects how Jews and nonJews perceived the role of the synagogue in society.”

Sanders (1999:11) writes further, “There is a good deal of evidence for prayer having been a
twice-daily observance. Two different religious practices encouraged prayer both early and late: the saying
of the Shema (when you lie down and when you rise up) and the beginning and close of the temple service,
which began as soon as the sun was up and ended just before sunset. The last acts were the sacrifice of the
evening whole burnt offering, the saying of the Shema, blessings, and the burning of incense. Mishnah
127
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“Regular prayer, two or three times a day, is attested fairly early. It is presupposed in Ac.
3:1; 10:9, and indirectly in Mt. 6:5. Josephus (b. 37/38 A.D.) in Ant., 4, 212 refers to the
thanksgiving which goes up to God twice a day and he appeals to Moses, so that the habit
must have been common in the first Christian century.” The actual number of times that
prayers were offered notwithstanding, the main point is that Jews prayed in various
places at various times. One could pray virtually anywhere he chose, whether at home or
in the synagogue.
The most one can say is that an informal link existed between the synagogue and prayer.
While the synagogue functioned as a house of prayer in some locales, it was not the
definitive place of prayer for all Jews in the Second Temple Era. The lack of explicit NT
data concerning prayer in the synagogue may be puzzling to some. One might imagine
that the plethora of reference to the synagogue in general would yield numerous
examples of prayer (that is, if it were a regular practice within the synagogue). Yet this is
not the case. Accordingly, as one looks beyond the NT documents for evidence that
prayer in the synagogue was a binding practice for Jews during the first century, he will
discover that such evidence is lacking.
Summary and Conclusions
While the exact details concerning the origin of the synagogue are unknown, the
available historical and textual data suggests that it maintained a prominent role in postexilic Judaism. In addition to facilitating a place for the religious activities centered on
the Torah, the synagogue also served as a place for prayer. During the exile, prayer
replaced the sacrificial enterprise of the temple and, therefore, every Jew was able to
participate in the worship service. After the exile, however, the data suggests that prayer
in the synagogue became informally linked to sacrifice in the temple. This link seems to
suggest that the worshipping community sought to integrate their prayers with the cultic
enterprise. However, the fact that prayers were offered in other contexts and at other
times indicates that such integration was not ubiquitous or universally binding.
Questions
1. A central component of the synagogue was the Torah. Does the Fourth Gospel
emphasize the commandments of God? If so, how does the Evangelist link them
with prayer?
2. As noted above, in light of the destruction of the first temple and the abolition of
cultic sacrifice, the synagogue participants were transformed into a praying
community. What is the scope of prayer in the Fourth Gospel? Is prayer presented
as a private or communal activity?
3. In conjunction with various locales, the synagogue served as a place/house for
prayer. Does the Fourth Gospel associate prayer with any particular place? In
Pesahim 5:1 puts the slaughter of the last lamb at the eighth and a half hour of the day and its offering an
hour later. Scriptures, prayers, and incense then followed.”
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light of Jesus’ instruction in the Farewell Discourse, how is the concept of the
believer as a home/house related to prayer?
4. The synagogue served as a place of education and learning. In what manner does
instruction take place in light of Jesus’ departure to the Father? In what ways is
education linked to prayer?
5. How would expulsion from the synagogue affect prayer in the Johannine
community?
The Shema and the Tefillah
The Shema and Tefillah maintain a prominent place in the history of Jewish prayer. What
is the nature of these addresses to God? When were they offered and in what contexts
were they offered? These are the questions that will be addressed below. By analyzing
these prayers one is able to obtain a better understanding of the profile of Jewish prayer.
While the Shema is more precisely identified as a creed than a prayer, it nonetheless
played a vital role in Jewish religious life and provided an ancient foundation for Jewish
prayer in particular. 128 As such, following Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer, the
content of the Shema presupposes “a prior relationship” between God and his people. It is
within this relational context that the nature and content of this Shema is brought to bear
in the daily affairs of Jewish life. For example, Hammer (1994:128) observes that the
Shema was “compiled at some point during the Second Temple period in order to provide
an opportunity to listen daily to God’s word through chosen paragraphs from the Torah
which both represented the whole and presented three basic dogmas about Judaism’s
belief in God.”129 Greeven (1964:801) observes, “The schema is one of the oldest
elements in synagogue worship. . . . It is highly probable that Jesus grew up with this
daily confession.”
The Shema was recited every day for devotional purposes by priests who served in the
temple. According to Hammer (1994:122), “Its Torah sections were recited twice daily
by pious individuals during the Second Temple period, at least as a private devotion.” It
was recited in the morning at Shaharit and in the evening at Arvit. Jeremias (1967:68)
says, “The custom of reciting the creed in the morning between dawn and sunrise and in
the evening after sunset is first attested in the second century BC by the Letter of Aristeas
(145-100 BC). It was observed in Palestine as well as in the Diaspora. The Essenes and
the Therapeutae, too, had prayers at sunrise and in the evening.” The Shema was also
referenced by Philo (Spec. 4.141), Josephus (Ant 4.212), and Qumran (1QS 10.10).
Moreover, regulations were established concerning the practice of reciting the Shema.
128
Kimelman (1997:108) says concerning the text of the Shema, “Although the Mishnah and its
two commentaries, the Palestinian and Babylonian Talmud, discuss the motifs, concluding perorations,
structures and sequences of the Shema and Amidah liturgies, they fail to provide a full text. Such a text
becomes available in the ninth century in the Order of Prayers by Amram Gaon and in the fragments of the
Genizah of the synagogue of Fostat, Cairo, built in 882 CE.”
129

See Hammer (1983:51-55) for a discussion concerning the legendary origins of the Shema.
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Jeremias (1967:69) notes, “All men, and boys from their twelfth birthday upwards, had to
recite the Shema regularly, whereas women, children, and slaves were free from this
obligation. . . . To recite the Shema twice a day was considered the minimum of religious
practice.”
DiSante (1985:49-50) notes that the first historical testimony regarding the structure of
the Shema is mentioned in the Mishnah, which states (Mishnah, Tamid 5, 1):
The officer said to them [the priests], “Recite ye a Benediction!” They recited a
Benediction, and recited the Ten Commandments, the Shema [Deut 6:4-9], and
the And it shall come to pass if ye hearken [Deut 11:13-21], and the And the Lord
spoke unto Moses [Num 15:37-41]. They pronounced three Benedictions with the
people, “True and sure,” and “Abadal” [a benediction thanking the Lord for the
worship he enables them to offer to him in the temple], and the Priestly Blessing,
and on the Sabbath they pronounced a further Benediction for the outgoing
Course of Priests.
DiSante (1985:50-51) also notes, “The Mishnaic and Talmudic tradition also supplies
information on the times and manner of recitation of the shema‘. In b. Berakot 4b we read
this saying of Rabbi Joshua ben Levi: ‘Even if the shema‘ has been recited in the
synagogue, it is meritorious to recite it again on one’s bed.’ This testimony shows clearly
that the shema‘ was used in two settings: in the synagogue and privately.” He continues,
“Still more explicit practical information is given in the Mishnah (Ber 1), which reports
the divergent opinions of the schools of Hillel and Shammai on the manner of reciting the
prayer.” Since both Hillel and Shammai lived during the reign of Herod the Great (37-4
BCE), the Mishnah also locates the liturgical practice of the Shema‘ to decades before the
Christian era. It states:
The School of Shammai says: In the evening all should recline when they recite
[the Shema], but in the morning they should stand up, for it is written, And when
thou liest down and thou risest up [Deut 6:7]. But the School of Hillel say: They
may recite it everyone in his own way, for it is written: And when thou walkest by
the way. Why then is it written: And when thou liest down and when thou risest
up? [It means] the time when men usually lie down and the time when men
usually rise up.
The Shema consisted of three passages from the Hebrew Scriptures (Deut 6:4-9; 11:1321; Num 15:37-41). The first passage is the most important and foundational for all that
follows in the text and in subsequent religious practice. In fact, Jeremias (1967:67) says
that Deuteronomy 6 contains “a phrase which was regarded as the basic creed throughout
the Jewish world of the time of Jesus.” The passage (Deut 6:4-9 ESV) states:
4 Hear,

O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. 5 You shall love the
LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your
might. 6 And these words that I command you today shall be on your heart. 7 You
shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of them when you sit
in your house, and when you walk by the way, and when you lie down, and when
you rise. 8 You shall bind them as a sign on your hand, and they shall be as
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frontlets between your eyes. 9 You shall write them on the doorposts of your
house and on your gates. (emphasis added)
The foundation of the Shema, as might be expected, is grounded in 6:4a, which states,
“Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one.”130 The term Shema itself means,
“hear” or “listen.” DiSante (1985:53) says, “The command is so important, and
summarizes all the others to such an extent, that Israel and, later, Judaism would turn into
its privileged act of faith. But what is it that is to be heard? What is the object of this
radically important ‘listening’? ‘The Lord our God is the only Lord.’”131 The first section
(Deut 6:4-9 ESV) employs the name of God (L ORD), which is comprised of four Hebrew
letters that stem from the Hebrew root meaning “to be.” 132 As noted by Hammer
(1994:123), “This appellation, unlike other earlier names of God, divides the Israelite
belief in God from all others. It indicates that God is the being of the world, without
whom nothing else exists; the presence which cannot be influenced by magic; the essence
of all that is, was, and will be.”
These words are followed by the commandment: “You shall love the LORD your God
with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your might. And these words that I
command you today shall be on your heart. You shall teach them diligently to your
children, and shall talk of them when you sit in your house, and when you walk by the
way, and when you lie down, and when you rise” (vv. 6-7). Hammer (1994:124) says that
the Sages interpreted this imperative to mean: “with both your good and bad inclinations,
or with the feelings and impulses that you possess. It means to turn them all toward God
in total dedication.” But how does such love manifest? What did this mean practically?
Petuchowski (1972:18) says, “For you may search the Bible from the beginning to the
end . . . and you will not find a single command which says: ‘Thou shalt pray!’ What you
will find, however, is a verse, Deuteronomy 11:13, which tells Israel ‘to love the Lord
your God, and to serve Him with all your heart and with all your soul.” He continues,
“The Hebrew word in this verse, which is translated as ‘to serve’ (ule’ovdo), is a word
130
See Janzen (1987:280-300), Block (2004:193-212), and Orel (1997:614-17) for a discussion on
the word ’eḥād (“one”) in the Shema. Wright (2012:96) notes concerning Deuteronomy 6:4, “There is a
polemical intent to define God wholly different from the multitude of gods that surround Israel. . . . He is
one God, our God, and Yahweh is His personal name. On this understanding, the emphasis lies on
Yahweh’s singularity.” In addition, Brueggemann (2001:83) states, “The key phrase may be rendered as
‘YHWH is one,’ in order to stress the unity of Yahweh who cannot be divided or parceled out; or it may be
translated ‘YHWH alone,’ in order to accent YHWH’s demand for exclusive, uncompromising loyalty
from Israel.” Whether the emphasis rests on singularity of existence or unity of essence, Israel’s God was
viewed in terms of His oneness and was to be worshipped accordingly.

The Encyclopedia of Jewish Prayer (Nulman 1993:295) says, “The three letters in SHeMA
(shin, mem, ayin) also form the following acronym, Se’u Maron Aynaykhem (‘Lift up your eyes on high’—
Isa. 40:26)—to whom?—Shadai Meleckh Elyon (‘to the Almighty, Supreme King’)—When? at SHaharit,
Minah, and Arvit. If you do so, you will accept Ol Malkhut Shamayim (‘the yoke of the kingdom of
heaven’), which forms SHeMA in reverse.”
131

As seen in Exodus 3:13-15. The phrase Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh can be translated as “I Will Be
what I Will Be” or “I Am that I Am.”
132
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which, at one time, was primarily used in connection with the sacrificial cult. The Rabbis
of the Talmud, therefore, asked about this verse: ‘What kind of service (avodah) is that
which takes place in the heart? And they answered . . . ‘It is prayer!’” Therefore the
author’s audience may not have viewed the commandment to love the LORD as an
explicit reference to prayer, but in time this seems to have been one of the reasonable
expressions of such love and service to the L ORD.
Additionally, Jeremias (1967:68) correctly points out that the injunction to teach these
words to the children and to talk of them at every turn “recurs almost identically in Deut
11:19,” which states, “You shall teach them to your children, talking of them when you
are sitting in your house, and when you are walking by the way, and when you lie down,
and when you rise.”133 The recapitulation and recitation of the command, then, is a
natural corollary of loving the LORD and would naturally promulgate both the foundation
of Hebrew religion and the practice of prayer throughout subsequent generations.
The second passage is Deuteronomy 11:13-21 (ESV), which states:
13 And

if you will indeed obey my commandments that I command you today,
to love the LORD your God, and to serve him with all your heart and with all
your soul, 14 he will give the rain for your land in its season, the early rain and
the later rain, that you may gather in your grain and your wine and your oil.
15
And he will give grass in your fields for your livestock, and you shall eat
and be full. 16 Take care lest your heart be deceived, and you turn aside and serve
other gods and worship them; 17 then the anger of the LORD will be kindled
against you, and he will shut up the heavens, so that there will be no rain, and the
land will yield no fruit, and you will perish quickly off the good land that the
LORD is giving you. 18 You shall therefore lay up these words of mine in your
heart and in your soul, and you shall bind them as a sign on your hand, and they
shall be as frontlets between your eyes. 19 You shall teach them to your children,
talking of them when you are sitting in your house, and when you are
walking by the way, and when you lie down, and when you rise. 20 You shall
write them on the doorposts of your house and on your gates, 21 that your days
and the days of your children may be multiplied in the land that the LORD swore
to your fathers to give them, as long as the heavens are above the earth. (emphasis
added)
This passage likewise contains the imperative to love God as well as the command to
study, teach, and bind the author’s words on one’s hand and forehead. But the main thrust
of this passages centers on the theme of reward and punishment. DiSante (1985:60) says
that this passage is built on three main propositions:
The first proposition makes a conditional statement about the real world: “if you
obey . . . he will give” (vv. 13-15). . . . The second proposition consists of a
lengthy command/exhortation (vv. 16-17) which puts negatively the ideas which
Jeremias (1967:68) notes accordingly, “It is probably from the last words of this injunction,
‘when you lie down and when you rise,’ that the custom of beginning and ending each day with the
confession of the one God derives. It became a general Jewish practice in pre-Christian times.”
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the preceding proposition expressed in positive terms. . . . The Third proposition
consists of a series of commands (vv. 18-21) which in substance repeat Deut 6:69: the duty of having the divine commandments always in mind (v. 18), even in a
corporeal way by means of the tefillin; the duty of teaching and transmitting them
day after day to one’s children (v. 19); the duty of observing them in one’s home
(vv. 20-21), using the mezuzah as an aid.
Hammer (1994:126) remarks that the opinions of the rabbis involved viewing this
passage as implying that God “made the Land of Israel heavily dependent on the rains in
order to assure that people would be conscious daily of their need for God and grateful
for His gifts.” In his view, the rains or lack thereof, represented reward and punishment.
If the people obeyed the commands passed to them, they would certainly reap a tangible
benefit. On the other hand, if they disobeyed, they would certainly fail to reap a tangible
benefit. Thus, the author reminded his audience to not forget the words that were spoken.
To do so would have devastating consequences. It is likely that one of the primary ways
by which a Jew remembered the commandments was by reciting them in prayer. In this
manner, prayer led to obedience and obedience led to blessing (or the granting of certain
favorable “results” (Neyrey, 2007a:9).
The commandment to wear Tefillin is mentioned in several passages in the Hebrew
Scriptures: Deuteronomy 6:4-9; 11:13-21; and Exodus 13:11-16. Tradition says that only
men may wear the Tefillin and only during daylight hours (barring Shabbat and holy
days). According to Steinsaltz (2000:349), many of the regulations concerning the form
and structure of the Tefillin were passed from tradition rather than directly the Torah.
Notwithstanding, the passages above were written down on parchment slips and inserted
in Tefillin boxes made of hard leather that were worn on the arm and head. 134 Steinsaltz
(2000:350) says:
The name Tefillin—form the word Tefillah, prayer—apparently derived from this
custom of wearing them during prayer services. In the Torah, they are known by
the unique term Totafot, as well as by the more general words for “sign” and
“reminder.” Some Rishonim and Aharonim have offered different explanations for
the term Tefillin: i.e., as being derived from the root TFL, meaning “combination”
and “connection,” or from the root PLL, which means “sign” or “testimony.”
Accordingly, Steinsaltz (2000:354) says, “The biblical passages embody several of the
basic essentials of the Jewish faith: the belief in God, love of God to the point of selfsacrifice, reward and punishment, the exodus from Egypt, the election of the people of
Israel, and their inheritance of the Land of Israel. . . . The Tefillin thus contains the
essential principles of God’s law, together with the injunction to continue studying it, and
to preserve and observe it. Hence the commandment is a ‘remembrance’ and a
‘reminder.’” Hence it is not difficult to detect how such an external sign would serve to
remind the people of God about the necessity of walking in obedience and not forgetting
the God who redeemed them. To live as a Jew involved being both knowledgeable and
mindful of these realities and praying accordingly.
134

See Steinsaltz (2000:353) for a discussion of the dimensions of the Tefillin boxes.
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The final passage is Numbers 15:37-41 (ESV) that states:
LORD said to Moses, 38 “Speak to the people of Israel, and tell them to
make tassels on the corners of their garments throughout their generations, and
to put a cord of blue on the tassel of each corner. 39 And it shall be a tassel for
you to look at and remember all the commandments of the LORD, to do them,
not to follow after your own heart and your own eyes, which you are inclined to
whore after. 40 So you shall remember and do all my commandments, and be
holy to your God. 41 I am the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of
Egypt to be your God: I am the LORD your God.” (emphasis added)
37 The

The concept and practice of making of tassels/fringes 135 on the corner of one’s garments
may be foreign to the modern ear. What does this practice signify and/or symbolize?
Hammer (1994:129) explains, “The fringes contained a thread of deep blue . . . a symbol
of divine royalty, comparable to the purpose of Roman nobility. Seeing them reminds us
of how we are supposed to live in the sight of God. The fringes are a commandment
whose only importance and meaning is to remind us of all the commandments.” DiSante
(1985:62) draws attention to the tallit (a cape in the form of a scapular), which serve as a
reminder (like the Tefillin—tassels or fringes) and “obeys a theological-pedagogical
logic, being a sign and instrument of holiness. It is not simply an aid to remembrance of
what the Lord wills, but makes the wearer live in the holiness to which the Lord calls.”
Therefore, the apparel reminds the people of God of what they have heard and how they
are to respond in lifestyle and practice.
Verse 41 ends with the reminder that the one God, the only God, is the one who brought
the people of Israel out of slavery. Hammer thus summarizes the Shema as reminding the
people of God that God is one, he rewards and punishes, and he redeems. Thus, these
three passages build upon one another to form a unit that contains: (1) a proclamation of
the blessedness of God, (2) praise for God as creator, and (3) thanksgiving for his love in
revelation and redemption. Petuchowski (1972:20) says, “The Rabbis, who saw in those
passages [Deut 6:4-9; 11:13-21; Num 15:37-41] The Acceptance of the Yoke of God’s
Kingdom,136 The Acceptance of the Yoke of the Commandments, and (the mention of)
the Exodus from Egypt, respectively, also envisaged the recitation of the Shema to be
embedded in a framework of benedictions which spell out the great Jewish affirmations
of Creation, Revelation, and Redemption.”

Hammer (1994:127) says, “In biblical times these fringes, or tzitzit, were not worn on some
special garment, as they are today, but were attached to the corners of everyday garb where they could
easily be seen.” See Steinsaltz (2000:344-45) for a discussion on the essential regulations for making
tzitzits.
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See McBride (1973:273-306) for a discussion of this phrase.
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The Tefillah
The Tefillah137 (“the prayer”) originally consisted of eighteen short benedictions 138 (or
prayers) recited three times a day, morning, afternoon, and evening. Crump (2006:110)
says, “There is a general consensus that the roots of the Tefillah go back at least several
centuries before the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 CE, circulating in a variety of
different forms until Rabbi Gamaliel II (ca. 90-110 CE) moved toward standardization at
the legendary council of Yavneh as the end of the first century.” 139 Crump (2006:110)
notes that the Tefillah was the primary prayer for the Pharisees of second-temple
Judaism. It was also known as the Amidah (“Standing [Prayer]”) 140 or the Shemoneh
Esreh (“Eighteen [Benedictions]”) and was customarily recited after the recitation of the
Shema without a break. Following closely with the themes of the Exodus, the Tefillah
contains benedictions (or blessings) that follow a threefold pattern: (1) praise (first three),
(2) petition (twelve or thirteen), and (3) thanksgiving (final three). In it there is a strong
emphasis on the themes of God’s sovereignty and redemption. In fact, Kimelman
(1997:117) says, “When the Amidah—with its theme of future redemption—was welded
to the end of the liturgy of the Shema—with its theme of past redemption, the memory of
past redemption provided the liturgical springboard from prayer concerning future
redemption, creating a single integrated rabbinic liturgy.”
According to Crump (2006:110), “The Tefillah was not something to be memorized
verbatim; it was an outline, a general organization plan for personal prayer, not a set of
liturgical patterns.” Donin (1980:71) says that this prayer is to be cited while facing
toward the land of Israel, or more specifically, toward the temple. If one does not know
which direction to face, he should “direct his heart toward his father in heaven”
(b. Berakot 30a; Maimonides, Hilchot Tefillah 5:3). Also, the prayer is to be cited while
standing with one’s feet placed together. Bradshaw (1981:17) remarks that when the
Tefillah was said in the synagogues, “It was not recited corporately but prayed by one on
behalf of all, often by the hazzan (‘the attendant’ in Luke 4:20), the congregation
Ariel (1995:188) says that the term tefillah “is derived from the Hebrew root pll, which means
‘to judge,’ ‘to intercede on behalf of someone,’ or ‘to hope.’ Tefillah therefore implies an act of selfjudgment or intercession on one’s own behalf before God, or the expression of hopeful sentiments.”
137
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It now consists of nineteen since the fourteenth has been divided into two.

DiSante (1985:81-82) quotes J. H. Hertz as stating further, “This Prayer is not the product of
one mind or even of one period. The opening benedictions, the ‘Praises,’ are the work of the Men of the
Great Assembly, in the fourth pre-Christian century. The concluding benedictions, the ‘Thanksgivings,’ are
not so old; but they undoubtedly go back to the Maccabean age, the middle of the second century before the
Common Era. Much younger are the ‘Petitions,’ though nearly all of them were in use before the end of the
Second Temple. As to origin, some of the Eighteen Benedictions were taken over from the Temple; some
were framed originally for private devotion; while still others seemed to have arisen in the Synagogue
itself. The final edition of these prayers took place about the year 100, after the Common Era, at the
direction of the Patriarch Gamaliel II.”
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See Hoffman (1998) for an overview of and commentaries on the Amidah.
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responding with Amen after each benediction, a period of silence was included for such
individual prayers.”
DiSante (1985:87) provides the following outline of the structure and content of the
Tefillah:141
A. Three Opening
Benedictions (1-3)

1. Thou art God
2. Thou art mighty

Praise of God

3. Thou art holy
Therefore we ask:
4. Understanding
5. Repentance
6. Forgiveness
7.
8.
9.
10.

B. Thirteen
Intermediate
Petitions (4-16)

Personal freedom
Health
Well-being
Reunification of
the scattered

11. Integral justice
12. Punishment of
enemies
13. Reward of the just
14. The new Jerusalem
15. The messiah
16. Hearing of prayers

Spiritual Blessings

Material Blessings

Social blessings

Therefore:
C. Three Final
Benedictions (1719)

141

17. Restore worship in
Jerusalem
18. Accept our
gratitude
19. Grant us peace

Thanksgiving to God

Also see Kimelman (1997:114-17) for an overview of the Amidah and its primary themes.
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The pattern above begins with praise, continues with requests (spiritual, material, and
social) and then concludes with thanksgiving. In particular, the opening prayer (Avot,
“The Fathers”) says (emphasis added):
Blessed are You,
Lord our God and God of our fathers,
God of Abraham,
God of Isaac,
And God of Jacob,
Great, mighty and revered God,
God high above all,
You who bestow loving kindness
And are master of all things,
Who remembers the deeds of lovingkindness
Performed by the fathers,
And will bring a redeemer
To their children’s children
For your name’s sake in love.
King, Helper, Savior and Shield!
Blessed are you, Lord,
Shield of Abraham. 142
As seen above, the prayer is replete with adjectives that reference the character and
nature of God. He is “great,” “mighty,” “revered,” etc. God is presented as the one who is
faithful through generations and the one “who remembers” the deeds of the “fathers.”
Thus, this prayer stands in contrast to the Shema in the following manner: the Shema
calls on Israel to “hear” concerning the nature of God. The Avot calls on God to
remember the deeds of men (or “fathers”). The Tefillah/Amidah, however, does not
suggest that the fathers’ deeds are meritorious. Rather, as noted by Martin (1968:115),
“Redemption . . . is finally dependent neither on the good works of the fathers nor of the
children; it is a manifestation of the love of God, who will bring a redeemer for his own
name’s sake, that is, to vindicate his character as a God of mercy.”
The second prayer of the Amidah continues by extoling God’s works in the earth. The
Gevurot states (emphasis added):
You are mighty forever, Lord,
You revive the dead,
You are powerful to save.
You make the wind blow
And the rain fall.
You sustain the living with loving kindness,
Revive the dead in great compassion,
142

Each of the following prayers are cited by Martin (1968:113, 117, 121, 124-26).
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Support the falling,
Heal the sick,
Free the captives,
And keep faith with those who sleep in the dust.
Who is like You,
Master of mighty deeds,
And who resembles you, King,
You who kill and bring back to life.
And make salvation flourish?
Noteworthy are references to the power of God to revive deceased humanity and his
apparent sovereignty over the natural world. This prayer moves from statements of praise
to petitions concerning the falling, the sick, the captives, and those who have died. In
explicit language, this prayer calls on God to compassionately act in behalf of his
creatures on earth, most presumably through the act of resurrection (e.g., specific
“results,” Neyrey, 2007a:9). However, the theme of the Kedusha (“sanctification”) directs
the trajectory of the prayer from the low point on earth to highest heavens. The prayer
states (emphasis added):
We will sanctify your name in the world
Even as they sanctify it in the highest heavens,
As is written by your prophet:
“And they called one unto the other and said:
Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts;
The whole earth is filled with his glory.”
Similar in content to Psalm 8, this prayer extols God’s name. However, in contrast to
Psalm 8:3, where the psalmist alone addresses God, the Kedusha employs
inclusive/communal language that invites the participation of people on earth and the
inhabitants of heaven (most presumably the angels). Following the language of Isaiah
6:3, this prayer raises the attribute of God’s holiness (qadosh) to the superlative and
declares that the earth is filled with God’s glory.
Following the Kedusha are the thirteen benedictions containing the formula baruch atta
Adonai (“Blessed are You, Lord . . .”). DiSante (1985:94) says that these intermediate
petitions (4-16) “may be regarded as the fundamental charter of Jewish values.” Such
values include but are not limited to understanding, repentance, forgiveness, personal
freedom, health, etc. These values are both practical and spiritual in nature and follow the
acknowledgement and praise of God. As noted by Martin (1968:127), “The first six of the
Intermediate Benedictions of the Amidah are petitions for individual needs. As common
to all men, however, they are couched in the plural. The next six are petitions for the
collective needs of the Jewish people, and the final one is a plea that God may respond
favorably to the prayers addressed to him.” A summary of the intermediate benedictions
includes the following petitions in partial form: “Bring us back, our Father, to your
Torah. . . . ” “Forgive us, our Father, for we have sinned. . . .” “Look upon our affliction
and take up our cause. . . .” “Heal us, Lord, and we will be healed.” “Bless for us, Lord
our God, this year. . . .” The petitioners’ confidence is summarized in the words, “Blessed
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are You, Lord, who hear prayer.” Finally, Martin (1968:134) says that the eighteenth
benediction, which is historically known as Hodaah (“Thanksgiving”), expresses
“gratitude for benefits and favors, all of which are seen as coming from God’s hand.” In
sum, the prayer ends with a recapitulation of thanks to God in the statement, “Blessed
are You, Lord whose name is all-good, And to whom it is fitting to give thanks.”
(emphasis added).
Summary and Conclusions
Touching on the themes of hearing God, the oneness of God, love for God, the promise
of divine blessing, the reminder to keep his commandments, and receiving the yoke of
God’s Kingdom, the Shema provided scriptural content for the praying community who
addressed God twice daily in either private or communal settings. In particular, as a
prayer, the Shema places the responsibility on the adult members of Jewish society to
teach the commandments of God to their children and to construct visual reminders of
God’s words. The consequences, then, are practical in nature for any praying Jew.
Remembering to do God’s commandments results in blessing, whereas failure to do
God’s commandments results in punishment. As such, in contrast to prayers that implore
God to hear, the language of the Shema is uniquely constructed to remind the one praying
to hear. Thus, in seeking to be heard, the Shema reminds the one praying that God must
also be heard and responded to in obedience.
Accordingly, the thrice-daily recitation of the Tefillah/Amidah, with its focus on the
themes of the power of God and future redemption, provides a guide for praising,
thanking, and petitioning God. As such, the Tefillah/Amidah is a thoroughly Godcentered prayer that seeks for the name of God to be sanctified on earth by his people as
it is in heaven by the angels. But this prayer is replete with requests that begin with the
individual, yet extends to the needs of the community as a whole. It petitions God for the
sick who are alive, but also petitions God to revive those who are dead. Thus the
contextual trajectory of the Tefillah/Amidah is far-reaching, extending from earth to
heaven, and makes request for life in the midst of death. It centers on the holiness of God
but also assumes the fragility of man. The predicament of Israel notwithstanding, the
Tefillah/Amidah confidently asserts that God hears prayer.
In summary, the Shema and Tefillah complement one another and provide instruction
concerning how one may approach God and what one may expect from God in prayerful
dialogue. As prayers, they assume the primacy of both the personal and communal
aspects of prayer. They serve as reminders that one may pray in private, but the
implications of prayer are necessarily public, extending from one’s family to the nation of
Israel as a whole. Therefore, the nature of these prayers precludes approaching the sacred
space of prayer with mere self-interests in mind. Much like other OT prayers that center
on the nature, name, and power of God, the assumption behind the Shema and Tefillah is
that one may approach God in boldness and with confidence that his prayer will be heard
and answered accordingly.
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Questions
1. The Shema centers on love for God. How is love for God related to prayer to God
in the Fourth Gospel?
2. The Shema places an emphasis on obedience to the commandments of God. How
does keeping God’s commandments and prayer relate in the Fourth Gospel?
3. The Shema emphasizes the necessity of remembering the words of God. Is this
requirement emphasized in the Fourth Gospel? If so, how does it relate to prayer?
4. The Shema centers on hearing God. Are any prayers present in the Fourth Gospel
that emphasize not only speaking to God but also listening to him?
5. The Amidah contains prayers that center on reviving the dead, healing the sick,
and freeing the captives. How does this genre of prayer relate to prayer in the
Fourth Gospel? According to the Fourth Gospel, what specific “result(s)” may
one seek to obtain through prayer?
6. Both the Shema and Tefillah were prayed at certain times of the day. According
to the Fourth Gospel, what time of day should prayer occur?
Prayers from Qumran
Of the 800 manuscripts from the Judean Desert, the Dead Sea Scrolls contain 200 hymns,
prayers, and psalms that provide important data concerning Jewish prayer in the Second
Temple Era. The vast majority of the scrolls was discovered at Qumran, while a small
percentage was discovered at other sites. Unknown before 1947, these documents provide
information concerning a community that existed for approximately 200 years (150 BCE
to 68 CE).143 Schuller (2001:66) says concerning the nature and content of this ancient
discovery, “In addition to actual texts of prayers and psalms, there are explicit statements
about praying, regulations regarding how and when to pray, and indirect references to the
practice of prayer and other acts that were part of the worship (avodah) of God.” Chazon
(1998:258) says accordingly that literature of this time can be divided up into seven
categories: (1) liturgies for fixed prayer time; (2) ceremonial liturgies; (3) eschatological
prayers; (4) magical incantations; (5) psalmic collections; (6) Hodayot (or thanksgiving)
hymns; and (7) prayers embedded in prose/narratives. Thus, the scrolls provide a unique
glimpse into prayers that would have otherwise been undocumented and, therefore,
unknown.144

Schuller (2001:69) remarks that the Essenes “seemed to have had little hesitation in putting
their prayers and religious poetry into written form, in contrast to the practices of both Pharisaic and
Rabbinic Judaism, where the setting down of prayers in writing was discouraged (cf. Tosephta Shabbath
13:4).”
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See Coloe and Thatcher (2011) for a work that considers the impact of the Dead Sea Scrolls on
Johannine studies.
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Scholars have sought to consistently maintain a distinction between the sectarian and
non-sectarian writings of the Essene community. 145 The former writings are characterized
by their cosmic dualism, determinism, and apocalyptic eschatology. The latter writings
were produced earlier and were read more broadly in Second Temple Judaism (Schuller
2001:68). Examples of sectarian prayers include: Thanksgiving Psalms or Hodayot
(1QHa and 4QHa-f), the Blessings or Berakot (4Q286-290, 1QSb), and the Blessings of
Purification (4Q512, 4Q414). Non-sectarian prayers include: Words of the Luminaries
(4Q504) and the ‘apocryphal’ psalms (11QPsa and 4QPsf). Penner (2014:40-41) says that
this literary division provokes two important questions: (1) “What can the non-sectarian
texts teach us about the broader landscape of Second Temple Judaism?” (2) “What can
the sectarian texts tell us about the distinct movement or community that is associated in
some ways with the site of Qumran?” 146 The latter question inevitably seeks for answers
that center on a smaller community of individuals whose religious experience was
defined by its theological and eschatological outlook; thus the focus is more local in
scope. The former question naturally centers on fixity of the liturgy in the era of the
Essene in general and the Second Temple Era in particular; thus the focus is broader and
more inclusive in scope. 147
While these questions are important, perhaps the more relevant issue at hand centers less
on the provenance of such prayers and more on their similarities with other Jewish prayer
traditions. Sarason (2001:173-76) has shown rather convincingly the presence of overlap
between Qumran and later rabbinic prayer materials in content, theme, prayer style,
rhetoric, genre, vocabulary, and idiom. How can such similarity be accounted for? He
says (2001:175) that all the shared vocabulary “has a basis in biblical prayer language . . .
both communities self-consciously made use of the stock phrases, idioms, and words of
biblical prayer.”148 Schuller (1994:170) says, “The very essence of prayer/hymnic
discourse, whether sectarian or non-sectarian, is its dependence on a common stock of
stereotypical and formulaic, biblically-based phraseology.” This is not to say that there
are no differences in the social context, function, or application of such prayers. Such

Schuller (2001:67) identifies the Qumran group by the label “Essenes” or “the community” and
thus avoids using the phrase “Qumran community” in order to orient the reader to all the members of the
group—many of whom were married and lived among other towns and inhabitations.
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See Newsom (1990:167-87) for her discussion of sectarian ideology.
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Penner (2014:42) remarks that documents such as Words of the Luminaries, Festival Prayers,
and (perhaps) Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice demonstrate that “the practice of fixed prayer was not a
sectarian phenomenon, but was developing in more ‘mainstream’ forms of Second Tempe period Judaism.”
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Sarason points to Daniel 9, Nehemiah 9, and other writings such as Judith 9 and
3 Maccabees 2. He says (2001:177), “The rabbinic Yosher benediction in the Genizah texts, in fact, is
composed almost completely of a patchwork of biblical verses: Isa. 45:7, Ps. 104:24, and Ps. 136:7, which
figure structurally in the Babylonian versions as well. The commonalities in the deployment of these
themes between Qumran and the Rabbis undoubtedly reflects the shared background in the late Second
Commonwealth.”
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differences are evident and must be taken into consideration. 149 The main point is that the
similarities in the prayer materials is likely due to a shared, common background or
cultural horizon that is informed and shaped by biblical models (Sarason 2001:176). And
it is that model that in varying degrees served to shape the contours of prayer throughout
Jewish history.
Schuller (2001:71-75) cites several important features of Qumranic prayer that are
relevant to this analysis. First, the prayers of the Essenes must be viewed, in part, in light
of the community’s secession from the Jerusalem temple 150 and their view that prayer
could replace sacrifice (though not ultimately). With this in mind, Schuller (2001:72)
cites 1QS 9.5 as evidence that prayer, coupled with a way of life in obedience to the
Torah (“as interpreted ‘properly’”) was like the sacrifices at the temple and could
function as a means of atonement. He (2001:72) explains further:
This understanding of the cultic and atoning function that prayer could exercise
seems to have developed largely as a pragmatic response to the Essenes’
conviction that the sacrifices in the present Jerusalem temple under the existing
priesthood were being carried out according to misguided halakic practice . . . and
perhaps even more seriously—according to the wrong calendar, that is, a lunar
calendar rather than the ‘proper’ solar calendar. Thus the Essenes could not take
part in the regular fixed daily, sabbath, and festival sacrifices. But in looking
ahead to the final days of the great eschatological battle of the Sons of Light over
the Sons of Darkness, the first stage of victory after seven years would involve the
restoration of temple worship in Jerusalem (cf. 1QM 2.1-6).
Crump (2006:30) says further, the Essene community believed that “the Jerusalem
priesthood was apostate and that the temple services were unclean.” He remarks further,
“Their remedy was to view their own community as a new spiritual temple replacing the
old. They were assured that God heard their prayers because they were offered within the
new human temple of the believing community.” Thus, in some respects, the praying
Qumran community shared a common situation with other Jews, whether in the exilic or
post-70 CE era; they had no access to the temple or its sacrificial system (Sarason
2001:169). As noted above, Jewish prayer originally consisted of spontaneous and
personal outbursts of communication with God. While prayer did occur in connection to
the temple, it also occurred apart from it. Thus, it is not hard to determine why the
“offering” of prayer would be deemed a suitable substitute for the Qumran community.
Second, while the scrolls do contain spontaneous, personal words of devotion and
petition (1QS 9.26), as indicated in the Rule of the Community (1QS 6.2-4), prayer was
149

See Penner (2014:44-47) for a discussion of certain differences.

Chazon and Bernstein (1997:10) note, “Prayer’s function as a substitute for Temple worship
and as the operative medium for contact with God led to the amassing of a large and rich corpus of
liturgical and hymnic material by the Qumran group. The presence of biblical psalm in the corpus
demonstrates that not all of the prayers were authored by the sect, and it is likely that many of the extrabiblical prayers which the Qumran sectarians copied and used were also not written by them.”
150
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also a corporate activity in this ancient community. It is often assumed that the Essenes
had specific places designated to pray, but Schuller says that there is little archaeological
evidence for this assumption. Yet one passage in the Damascus Document refers to the
“house of prostration” (beth hishtahut, CD 11.21-22). Some have viewed this phrase as
referring to the Jerusalem temple or designated, local places of worship 151 away from the
temple. Schuller (2001:73) notes, “For Essenes who lived at the site of Qumran, their
place of prayer was probably the main dining hall. It is, in fact, on the basis of how many
people could prostrate themselves in the community’s dining room that Hartmut
Stegemann argues that the group that lived there normally numbered only about 50
people.” As noted, in the eras that predate and postdate the Qumran community, prayer
was offered at the temple, in the synagogue, at home, and in other places. Thus both the
personal and communal nature of Essene prayer accords with, in some measure, what is
seen in both the Old and New Testaments.
Third, there is notable evidence concerning the fixed times in which prayer was offered.
Schuller cites 1QS 9.26-10.1 which states, “With the offering of his lips he will bless him
[God] during the set times that he prescribed.” Chazon and Bernstein (1997:10) thus
observe that there were benedictions for the evening and the morning and for each day of
the month (4Q503 cf. 4Q408). Chazon (1998:259) also says that Daily Prayers (4QS503)
consisted of morning and evening prayers that “praise God for the renewal of the
heavenly lights at sunset and sunrise, and with each daily change in the moon’s
phases.”152 Chazon (1998:259) notes further, “4Q408 is another liturgy of morning and
evening blessings which praises God’s creation and daily renewal of light and darkness.”
Bradshaw (1981:4-5) cites the following examples of fixed daily prayers that were likely
repeated twice daily:
1QS 10.1-3a

1QH 12.4-7

at the times which he has
ordained,
(a) at the beginning of the
rule of light,
(b) at its turning-point,

at all times and season
at the coming of light from
[its dwelling],
at its turning-point in its
ordered course, in accordance
with the laws of the great
luminary,
at the turn of the evening and
the departure of the light,
at the beginning of the rule of
darkness,

(c) at its being gathered to
the dwelling decreed for it,
(d) at the beginning of the
watches of darkness when
151

See Steudel (1993:49-6).

152

Following Hammerling (2008:35), it is significant that the Qumran prayer text supports the
existence of “liturgical alternative” to the temple sacrifices while the temple was still standing. The
Qumran community practiced prayer at the rising and setting of the sun, which stands in contrast to the
timing of prayer connected with sacrifices the temple.
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1QS 10.1-3a

1QH 12.4-7

he opens his treasury and
sets him above,
(e) at its turning point

in the season of the night, at
its turning-point,
at the turn of the morning and
the time when it is gathered to
its dwelling before the light,
at the departure of the night,

(f) at its being gathered from
before the light,
(g) at the appearance of the
luminaries from their
holy realm,
(h) and at their being
gathered to the abode of
glory; 153

and at the coming of the day;

Some have viewed 1QS 10.1-3 as containing six distinct times of prayer, but Schuller
(2001:74) is right to say that this is “too literal of a reading of a poetic calendar.” He says
further (2001:74), “From a combination of descriptive statements and actual prayer texts
we can deduce at least some components of these daily time of prayer. ‘With the arrival
of day and night I will enter the covenant of God, and at the exit of evening and morning
I will speak of his laws’ (1QS 10.10) probably alludes to the recitation of the Shema
along with the Decalogue.” Thus, the above examples are plausibly reflective of a twicedaily prayer pattern that was practiced in the Essene community. Yet as will be seen
below, Essene prayer was not restricted to this model; rather the twice-daily recitation
was one aspect of religious practice that fit within a broader spectrum of daily, annual,
and festival prayers.
Accordingly, Words of the Luminaries (4Q504-506) are prayers for the days of the week,
ending on the Sabbath. Chazon (1998:259) says, “All six weekday prayers open with a
historical review and then petition for physical deliverance (Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday) or spiritual fortitude: knowledge of the Law, turning from sin and forgiveness
(Sunday, Thursday; the Monday petition is unfortunately lost). Each petition is followed
by a concluding blessing and “Amen, Amen” response.” Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice
(4Q400-407, 11Q17) is best viewed as annual festival liturgy, which consists of thirteen
Sabbath songs (of a sage) for the first quarter of the year. Chazon (1998:259) says, “The
daring of these Sabbaths presumes a solar calendar of 364 days. This is an earthly liturgy
in which human worshippers invite the angels to praise God and describe angelic worship
in the heavenly temple.” Finally, Festival Prayers (1QS34-34bis, 4Q507-509) bear witness
to prayer for annual festivals (The Prayer for the Day of Atonement) beginning with the
New Year in Tishrei. Schuller (2001:77) cites the festivals of: the Day of Atonement,
Sukkot, Passover, Shavuot, the beginning of each new month, the First Fruits of New
153

See Bradshaw (1981:4-7) for a critical discussion of these documents.
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Wine, Oil, and Wood (as specified in the Temple Scroll, 11QTemple 19.11-25.2; and
some of the calendrical texts, 4Q325, 4Q327).
Further, the Qumran documents also contained eschatological prayers that included
prayers that were to be uttered in the final war. A brief summary of a few of these prayers
begins with a discussion of War Scroll (1QM, 4QM a, b, e). Chazon (1998:262) says, “This
operative plan for the eschatological war between the sons of light and the sons of
darkness prescribes prayers for several stages of the campaign. The prayer before the
battle (1QM 10:8-12:18; 18:5-19:8) appeals to prophecies of salvation and divine
deliverance of Israel in the past, while petitioning God to crush the nations and redeem
his elect, holy people in the upcoming battle.” Accordingly, the testimonies of War Rule
(4Q285) and 11QBerakhot also relate to eschatological prayers. Chazon (1998:262-63)
states concerning these works, “The overlapping portion of these scrolls is a blessing for
Israel and the angels which reflect the sect’s belief in its communion with angels. The
blessing for rain, produce and physical well-being is based on Deuteronomic covenant
blessings and curses (Deut 11:14; 28:12, 21-22; 31:20), with the biblical priestly blessing
(Num 6:24) supplying the opening framework.” Moreover, Chazon and Bernstein
(1997:11) note that Qumran documents also contain magical incantations (hymns)
(4Q510-511; cf. 4Q444, 8Q5, and 4Q560), collections of psalms (more than thirty
biblical scrolls, non-canonical psalms, and several that compare biblical and non-biblical
psalms), Hodayot hymns (“I thank you, Lord”; 1QH a; 4QHa, b), and embedded prose
prayers (pseudepigraphical prayers of Abraham [1QapGen ar], Levi [4QTLeviar b], and
Joseph [4Q372]).
Summary and Conclusions
The Qumran documents provide a unique, inside glimpse into the prayer life of (most
probably) the Essene community. The above summary is not exhaustive but rather
provides a brief outline of notable prayers from the Qumran community. In light of the
data provided above, it is evident that the Essene community prayed both individually
and communally, at different times, and on different occasions. This survey, then,
demonstrates the presence of a supplementary stream of Qumranic tradition of prayer
that, in varying degrees, was influenced by the biblical model and congruent with the
praying Jewish community of the biblical tradition and the Second Temple Era. Most
relevant to this analysis is the community’s focus on prayer as a replacement for
sacrifice. By seceding from the temple enterprise, the Essenes seem to indicate that
although sacrifice was not unimportant, prayer could take place without it. But as
indicated above, prayer was offered in the hope that true worship in the Jerusalem temple
would be restored. By believing that the Jerusalem priesthood was apostate and that the
temple services were unclean, the Essenes’ remedy involved viewing their community as
a new spiritual temple. Thus, by living in obedience to the Torah and right living, the
Essenes believed themselves to function as a pure conduit or sounding board of prayer
from earth to heaven. This conviction at least conceptually conveys the community’s
esteem for the temple as the place (or means) where true worship occurs. Yet in contrast
to Solomon’s account of the temple as the place of prayer, the Essene community itself
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was the “place” (of obedience and atonement) where prayers were channeled heavenward
to God.
Questions
1. The Essenes were assured that God heard their prayers because they were offered
within the new human temple of the believing community. On what grounds are
prayers heard within the context of the Fourth Gospel?
2. As noted above, prayers coupled with a way of life in obedience to the Torah
were like the sacrifices at the temple and could function as a means of atonement.
Does the Fourth Gospel link prayer and obedience? If so, what is the practical
outcome? Is prayer coupled with obedience more effective or potent?
3. Various Qumran documents contain collections of hymns and psalms. Does the
Fourth Gospel draw on psalmody in its articulation or prescription of prayer?
4. In what ways does the temple motif relate to the community of believers and
prayer in the Fourth Gospel? How does prayer function in light of the abolition of
temple worship?
Greco-Roman Prayer
The study of Greco-Roman prayer is very complex and must be approached on its own
terms.154 While there is some overlap in theory with monotheistic religions, even a
cursory survey of the pertinent ancient literature reveals a dynamic contrast in the
context, form, and practice of prayer in comparison to Hebrew and Christian models. Of
course, Greco-Roman religion stands in sharp contrast to the aforementioned Jewish
religious presuppositions, practices, and attitudes in numerous ways. 155 Most notably, the
former is polytheistic and the latter is monotheistic. 156 Jewish prayers centered on
communication with one God. Greco-Romans prayers centered on communication with
multiple gods. Whereas Jewish prayer involved communication between the “I” (human)
and the “You” (God), Greco-Roman prayer involved the “I” and the “they” (gods).
154

An extensive bibliography for Greco-Roman prayers is offered by Charlesworth, Harding, and
Kiley (1994:239-47).
Heiler (1932:76) says about Greek religion in general, “It knows no syncretistic confusion, no
showy splendour like the oriental ritual religions, no suppression of healthy emotions, no ascetic contempt
of the world as in the Indian religions of redemption, no passionate urge, no consuming zeal for God’s holy
will as in the prophetic religion of Israel, no boundless yearning for the Kingdom of God as in the primitive
Church.”
155

156

As a rule of thumb, the Romans, for example, were tolerant of the worship of a multiplicity of
gods. The conflict over praying divine honors arose explicitly when Christianity became viewed as
disassociated with Judaism. In this context, the early believers in the Christian message had to choose to
pledge their allegiance either to Caser or Jesus (as “kyrios”). Notwithstanding, the belief in and allegiance
to a variety of gods predominated the ancient Greco-Roman era with little contestation before the Christian
era.
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Further, Jewish and Christian prayer presupposes the existence of sin and iniquity. The
Greeks had no such concept. 157 The Greeks prayed to heroes, but Jews prayed to the one
God of Israel (Pulleyn1997:1). Alderlink and Martin (1997:125) remark that GrecoRoman prayer was articulated in a standing posture with arms extended toward the deity
being addressed, while Christian expressions often included prostrated stances of bowing
and kneeling.158 They also say that Greek and Roman prayers were usually verbalized
orally (much like some Jewish prayers, 1 Sam 1:12) in public contexts. Pulleyn
(1997:188) observes that the audible nature of prayer is consistent with the Greek’s
concept of gods who were not omnipresent and therefore whose attention could be sought
by audible speech. The audible approach stands in slight contrast to Christian prayers,
which were also (but not exclusively) private in nature and in some cases occurring at
night (Mark 1:35; Luke 6:12; 22:41, 55). Although Alderlink and Martin (1997:125) state
that the Romans and Greeks viewed such prayers as magic.
Yet Jewish, Christian, and Greek traditions converge at the point of viewing prayer as the
means of communication by which one makes requests to a higher being(s) (“superior
receiver,” Neyrey, 2007a:9)159 in order to obtain favorable “results.” 160 And each
tradition of prayer assumes that communication takes place in the space of prayer that is
provided by a “superior” receiver. Accordingly, in a certain sense Jewish and Christian
prayer resembles Greek prayer in that it is practical in nature, centering on the well-being
of the individual and the entire community. Accordingly, it has been shown above that
Jewish prayer also focused on spontaneous personal outbursts. In many instances the
same may be said of prayer for the Greeks. Heiler (1932:78) says, “So far as we can infer
from the scanty literary documents at our disposal, prayerful devotion was as free and
spontaneous among cultivated Greeks as among the great personalities of Israel and of
the Christian religion.” Pulleyn (1997:157) says accordingly, “Greek prayers could in
theory be made at any time of day or night as need arose. Large, public religious festivals
might even involve staying up all night, the so-called παννυχίδες (‘all-nighters’). There
was no liturgy of the hours. None the less, prayer at dawn and dusk seemed to occupy a
special place in the Greek world.” Moreover, Pulleyn (1997:171) says women and even

Heiler (1932:79) clarifies, “The Greek knows nothing of that deep feeling of moral weakness
and sinfulness which led the greatest men of Christian genius to sigh for grace and forgiveness. But when
he is aware of a definite act of transgression or of neglect of duty or when he fears that he has, by a
thoughtless word, offended the gods, he cries to them for pardon.”
157

158
However, there are examples in both the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures where prayer was
offered with raised hands (1 Kgs 8:22, 54; 2 Chron 6:13; 1 Tim 2:8). See Hvalvik (2014:82-84) for a brief
discussion of this matter.

Heiler (1932:73) says, “The feeling of absolute dependence on higher powers is operative in
every religion. But in no religion, except Judaism and Christianity, is this fundamental feeling so dominant
in life and thought as in the religion of Greece.”
159

Greeven (1964:778) says, “Prayer usually arises out of a concrete need and is related to the
attainment of specific and palpable goals.”
160
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slaves161 prayed in various contexts. Both priests and the common person could offer
prayer in public and private, but public prayer was often accompanied by sacrifice.
However, the typical approach was for the senior 162 of the family to offer prayer, albeit in
some cases such prayer may have been channeled through another participant. 163
Accordingly, Greek prayers were personal expressions of dependence on gods who
resembled humans in some respects. Klauck (2003:28) notes, “In Homer the gods not
only look like human beings; they also behave like them, loving, suffering, hating, and
engaging in conflicts among themselves. They have family relationships; they intervene
in human life to help or to punish. . . . But the gods remain distinguished from human
beings by (a) superior knowledge, (b) superior, though not totally boundless, power, and
(c) immortality.” Heiler (1932:84) says accordingly, “The gods remain always personal,
thinking, willing, and feeling beings, who, though they excel men in power and
blessedness, are like them in their spiritual life. They are never dissolved into nonpersonal natural forces. Man can enter into relational space with the gods because they
are like man.” Notwithstanding the similarities between the one praying and the one
prayed to, the “superior/subordinate” relationship (Neyrey, 2007a:9) remained a key
distinction in religious practice. Thus, Aune (2001:25) is right to remark that GrecoRoman prayer is “the human propensity to communicate with supernatural beings who
are regarded as more powerful than those who worship them.” 164 This is the general
working definition/description of prayer that provides a foundation for the analysis that
follows.

Pulleyn (1997:171) says, “Women did pray and that there is no reason to assume that their
participation in this activity was fundamentally different from that of men. During household sacrifices the
husband will have spoken the prayer but it is possible that he would have sought to channel the χάρις to
other members of the family. At a public festival, a woman and her husband would be on the same footing
since neither was actually making the prayer or sacrifice and both will have been simply part of the group
gathered to receive the χάρις generated by the offering.” Yet slaves were of a different status and prayed
without sacrifice. Pulleyn (1997:172) says, “They could attend ceremonies, for the most part, but, with the
operation of the paterfamilias principle, it will have been the master of the house who actually spoke the
prayer. Therefore, if slaves pray at all, they have to do so without sacrificing. They make wishes and hope
that they will be answered.”
161

Pulleyn (1997:166) remarks, “Isaeus (8.16) of Ciron performing sacrifices to Zeus Ktesios in
his own house with the help of his grandsons. When it comes to uttering the prayer, however, it is the old
man alone who speaks. We might call this the paterfamilias principle. It always falls to the most senior or
most sacred person present to perform a sacrifice.”
162

163
Pullen (1997:171) says, “During household sacrifices the husband will have spoken the prayer
but it is possible that he would have sought to channel the χάρις to other members of the family. At a public
festival, a woman and her husband would be on the same footing since neither was actually making the
prayer or sacrifice and both will have been simply part of the group gathered to receive the χάρις generated
by the offering.”

Alderlink and Martin (1997:123) remarks, “Prayer is a prominent feature of Greco-Roman
religious life as it is of any religious system in which superhuman power is imagined anthropomorphically
in terms of agency. Most fundamentally, prayer is a request made to such divine agents.”
164
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The Practice of Greco-Roman Prayer
An examination of the classical and Greco-Roman eras reveals conflicting attitudes
toward prayer. On one hand, Jeremias (1967:66) says that Greek prayer “was lacking in
seriousness and reverence even in the pre-Hellenistic period. In certain eras, parodies of
prayer had devolved from reverence and awe to the object of laughter and scorn (such as
seen in Aristophanes).” He (1967:66) notes further, “Foolish, immoral, ridiculous, and
even obscene prayers are woven into the action of the play and provoke the audience to
uproarious laughter.” Further, Jeremias (1967:66-67) also points out the Stoic disruption
of belief in God, the Epicurean’s view of the futility of prayer, and the superstitious, even
magical sentiment of prayer in order to highlight the crisis of the Hellenistic era. He
(1967:67) concludes by saying, “There is no more telling symptom of the decadence of
the Levantine countries in early Christian times than this acute crisis into which prayer
has fallen.” Yet on the other hand, in ancient Greece prayer was highly esteemed and
practiced regularly. Heiler (1932:77) writes:
Prayer opens all public proceedings, popular assemblies, festivals, judicial
processes, covenants, treaties, and wars. The Attic orators begin their speeches by
an invocation of the gods; the Athenian senators prayed at the entrance of the
senate-house in which were to be found the chapels of Zeus and Athene. On
joyful political occasions, as also in success in war, festivals of thanksgiving were
instituted, and connected with these were sacrifices, prayers, and songs. Prayer
had a no less important place in private life. Every professional class called, at the
beginning of its activity, on its guardian divinities.
The ubiquity of prayer is understandable in light of its connection to the daily affairs of
life and the well-being of the individual.165 Jeffers (1999:90, 91) points out that the
ancient religion necessarily focused on farming 166 and agricultural prosperity. In time,
Greek and Roman gods were thus “worshipped as defenders of the empire, nation or
city.” In their view, the ancients viewed themselves as living in a shared dominion with
multiple gods who had the ability to do harm or bring good to the land. He says
(1999:90), “There arose a body of rules telling what had to be done or avoided in order to
influence the gods for good. These rules were not a code of behavior, but governed the
proper performance of rituals, such as how to say a blessing or sacrifice an animal . . . in
essence prayer was an attempt to coerce the forces of nature.”

165

The ubiquity of prayer was the natural corollary of the pervasiveness of religion in Rome.
Johnson (2009:33) notes that religion in the Greco-Roman era was not merely private and personal, but it
was public and was woven into the social fabric of society from top to bottom. He says that religion
permeated everything from politics and holidays to public time and space.
166

Phillips (1997:128) notes that the treatise of Cato the Elder (234-149 BCE) on farming (De Agri
Cultura: ca. 160 BCE) contains several notable prayers (132, 134, 139, 141).
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The Space of Greco-Roman Prayer
Much like the Hebrews and Jews, the Greeks and Romans could enter into the sacred,
relational space of prayer; but they could not enter into this space and/or make requests in
an arbitrary or whimsical manner. Pulleyn (1997:15) says, “First, prayer for a Greek
meant asking167 the gods for something. Secondly, one had to give as well as take. One
did not customarily approach the gods empty-handed.”168 He remarks further, “Most
references to prayer in [Greek] prose are accompanied by some sort of cultic act.” Such
sacrifices169 were offered and requests were made to sway170 the gods in order that
material benefits would follow suit. In many cases, requests were offered with the
promise of doing something for the god in return (Jeffers 1999:90). Pulleyn is careful to
167

In certain cases, ancient supplication is distinguishable from prayer in several respects. Naiden
(2006:7) summarizes: “When compared to a ritual that it resembles, prayer, supplication differs with regard
to the role of the gods. In prayer, the gods are the addressees. In supplication, a human being is the
addressee, or, if the suppliant goes to an altar, and persons controlling the altar respond to him in a god’s
name, they and the god are joint addressees. . . . Another feature also distinguishes supplication from
prayer. The addressee in a prayer is absent. In supplication, the addressee is present. For this reason,
supplication of a god is possible only if the god responds by an epiphany. In Latin literature, no such
epiphany occurs. In Greek literature it occurs once. In the Eumenides of Aeschylus, Athena, supplicated by
Orestes, a killer who has gone to her shrine, appears in her own person. She wishes to establish a new
method of receiving suppliants of this kind. Having established this innovation, which is trial by jury, she
does not need to appear in her own person in response to any other suppliant. The upshot of these
differences is that only one supplicant chooses the wrong practice and must then be told to pray instead of
supplicating.”
168

Klauck (2003:38) says that sacrifices were offered for the purpose of simply offering a gift to
the gods in order to get something in return or for the purposes of appeasing the gods who are angry with
humanity. Heiler (1932:73) says, “The Greek knows nothing of that deep feeling of moral weakness and
sinfulness which led the greatest men of Christian genius to sigh for grace and forgiveness. But when he is
aware of a definite act of transgression or of neglect of duty or when he fears that he has, by a thoughtless
word, offended the gods, he cries to them for pardon. Simonides prays to Zeus: ‘If I am bold in my prayer
and demand justice for us, forgive me.’”
169
When sacrifices were offered, they typically occurred in the manner described by Jeffers and
Klauck: Jeffers (1999:91) says, “Depending on the god and the occasion, it might be a bull or cow, a pig, a
sheep, a bird, a special cake, or incense. An animal sacrifice was first stunned with a hammer; then its
throat was slit. After its entrails were examined to make sure it was an acceptable offering, certain inedible
parts were burned on the altar. The edible parts were usually cooked and eaten by priests in a meal
honoring the god. Leftovers were sent to local meat shops for sale.” Klauck (2003:30) says, concerning
who performed sacrifices, “In the examples from Homer, persons enjoying social respect were responsible
for performing sacrifice: the king, the army leader, the master of the house. This possibility continued to
exist, but as time went on a specialisation became unavoidable and the office of priest emerged something
significantly different among the Greek and Romans from what we, under the influence of a long Christian
tradition, tend to associate with this concept.” See Burkert (1984:55-88) for a more extensive overview.

Greeven (1964:779) points out, “The distinctive nature of the blessings sought shows us that
the power of the gods over human destiny is not understood in terms of a fatalistic belief in providence
which restricts the sphere of prayer to the inward man. There are rather points in life where man himself
can no longer exercise any influence. It is here that the gods rule in the first instance. And since the gods
may be swayed, man may seek his salvation with prayer and sacrifice.”
170
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note that there were free prayers offered in Tragedy and thus likely in real life. But he
admits (1997:10) that free prayers are more common in epic and drama than they are in
the historians and orators. Notwithstanding, his thesis remains that prayers were not
always accompanied by sacrifice. He says (1997:10), “We are told that they prayed to all
the gods but there is no mention of any offering. There are many places where only
prayer is mentioned and we simply cannot tell if sacrifice was involved or not.” The
inconsistency of Greek prayer in this regard, then, stands congruent with Jewish
expressions of prayer that, only in certain cases, were linked to sacrifice.
But Aune (2001:25-26) sees reciprocity as a value that was part and parcel of early Greek
society. He defines reciprocity as “the idea that every gift or service rendered placed a
moral obligation (i.e., an informal contract) on the recipient to respond with an equivalent
counter-gift or equivalent counter-service.” Following Pulleyn, Aune (2001:26) says
further, “When a worshipper gives something to a god through sacrifice, he or she gives
charis in the sense that the offering is pleasing. At the same time . . . the worshipper is
storing up a feeling of gratitude on the part of the god, which is also called charis.”171
Accordingly, a religious participant would, for the purpose of bringing honor to the
god(s), begin his prayer with a reminder of past benefits conferred by the gods. And, by
necessity, such prayer assumes the present competency of the god to do whatever is
requested.172 Thus it may be said that certain forms of Greek prayer may be described as
asymmetrical partnerships of exchange. Aune (2001:26-27) cites the imprecatory prayer
of Chryses in Homer’s Iliad (the earliest prayer in Greek literature), where the priest calls
in his chits (vouchers of debt) from one of the Olympian gods, Apollo, as an example of
the charis displayed. For example (emphasis added):
Narratio: Smintheus [‘Mouse-god,’ an epithet for Apollo, for white mice were
kept in the temples of Apollo to protect against plagues], if ever it pleased
(charienti) your heart that I built your temple, if ever it pleased you that I
burned all the rich thigh pieces of bulls, of goats,
Request: then bring to pass this wish I pray for: Let your arrows make the
Danaans pay for my tears shed (Iliad 1.39-42).
Aune (2001:27) also cites the Iliad (10.277-82) to illustrate how prayers were offered
with “because the god had done so in the past” sentiment. For example (emphasis added):
Appeal to Listen: Hear me (kleuthi meu),
Invocation: daughter of Zeus of the aegis,

171
Pulleyn (1997:12-13) writes, “It does not appear that the favours of the gods were conceived of
as being for sale, with the price in pigs or oxen increasing according to the magnitude of the favour
requested. Rather, the essence of χάρις is that the god is offered something pleasing.”
172

Pulleyn says that other forms of persuasive address were also present in Greek religion. He
remarks (1997:6), “There are also complaints to deities, and addresses giving them advice. Although these
are not always framed as straightforward requests, they are often designed to persuade a god to change his
ways and thus may qualify as prayers.”
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Argument: you who forever stand beside me in all hard tasks, nor am I forgotten
as I go my ways:
Request: now give me the best of your love, Athene, and grant that we come
back in glory to the strong-benched vessels when we have done a great thing that
will sadden the Trojans.
But it is important to note that humans did not always view the gods favorably, especially
when the gods’ integrity was in question due to various circumstances. Pulleyn
(1997:215) notes, “From the earliest times, characters in works of Greek literature were
in the habit of upbraiding their gods if they thought they were failing to live up to proper
standards of behaviour, by neglecting the claims of reciprocal obligation or by failing to
show sufficient wisdom in their dealings with humankind.” However, there are select
examples of praise being offered to the gods for a favor/grace received via the means of
prayer. For example, Pulleyn (1997:39) cites and translates Euripides’s Greek drama
Electra (415 f.) wherein the heroine instructs her husband to bring the old man indoors:
ἡσθήσεταί τοι καὶ προσεύξεται θεοῖς,
ζῶντ᾽ εἰσακούσας παῖδ᾽ ὃν ἐκσῴζει ποτέ.
(He will indeed rejoice and pray to the gods,
when he hears that the child whom he once saved is alive.)
He (1997:43) also cites prayer in the Heracleidae, where Alcmene says to Zeus:
ὦ Ζεῦ, χρόνῳ μέν τἄμ᾿ ἐπεσκέψω κακά,
χάριν δ᾽ ὅμως σοι τῶν πεπραγμένων ἔχω.
(Zeus, it took you a long time to heed my troubles;
but none the less I am thankful to you for what has been done.)
And finally, he cites and translates Xenophon, in the Cyropaedeia (4.1.2), represents
Cyrus as saying:
πρῶτον μὲν τοὺς θεοὺς ἐγώ τ᾿ ἐπαινῶ ὅσον δύναμαι, καὶ ὑμεῖς δὲ πάντες, οἶμαι·
νίκης τε γὰρ τετυχήκαμεν καὶ σωτηρίας. τούτων μέν οὖν χρὴ χαριστήρια, ὧν ἂν
ἀεὶ ἔχωμεν, τοῖς θεοῖς ἀποτελεῖν. (First of all, I praise the gods with all my
strength. So do you, too, I imagine. For we have gained victory and salvation. So
we must make thank-offerings to the gods for these things with whatever we still
have.)
Neyrey (2007a:25) points out that there are variations in the way that thanksgiving is
understood. In many cases, the modern concept of thanksgiving implies that an offering
has been provided, most notably in the context of reciprocity. One gives so the other
gives back in return. This is also the view of some classicists. Pulleyn (1997:39) says,
“One ideally needed to be able to offer a god some sort of recompense in return for his
help.” In this understanding Neyrey (2007a:25) says, “A loop of giving, responding with
expectation of more giving and so more responding.” For example, Takács (2005:353)
says further, “Graeco-Roman religion was a votive religion and driven by a reciprocal
relationship dynamic. A person seeking and receiving a cure at a shrine would have to
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acknowledge the positive outcome in form of a thanksgiving, which could be a prayer, a
dedication, or a votive offering. Even if giving thanks was not a compulsory action, the
cured ones were clearly expected by the religious personnel and didactic warnings made
clear the risks involved in not giving an offering.”
But following Quincey (1966:133), Neyrey (2007a:25) remarks that in the classical
literature a response to a gift/favor could come in two ways: (1) “negative, as when the
designated recipient says ‘I am content’”; (2) “positive, as when the recipient praises the
giver.” Neyrey says accordingly, “Embedded in these responses is a sense of obligation
to acquit oneself of the inevitable debt that comes with receiving gifts or favors.” Neyrey
quotes Quincey (1966:157) as saying further, “The Greek’s habit in accepting an offer
service, etc. was to confer praise and not thanks. . . . The Greeks saw an obligation
created by a favour received and sought to discharge it. . . . The service rendered [for
future settlement]. [But] the debt created by a service between friends could be settled on
the spot with . . . [praise].”
The Precision of Prayer
In deciding which god to pray to, one must not approach the gods in a whimsical or
arbitrary manner. While the worshipper must not approach the gods empty-handed, they
must also be careful not to approach the gods empty-minded. Aune (2001:34) says
concerning invocations:
In the polytheistic systems of both Greek and Roman religion, it was necessary to
discover which deity one wanted to influence through invoking his or her name
(cf. Varro in Augustine Civitate Dei 4.22; Horace Odes 1.2.25-26). Greek prayers
used certain formulas that were intended to insure that the god addressed would
not be offended by an incorrect invocation. In the hymn of Zeus in the Agamem
non of Aeschylus the formula “whoever he is” (hostis poti estin) occurs
(Aeschylus Agamemnon, line 160). This is similar to the Roman liturgical
formulas “whether a god or goddess” (sive deus sive dea or si deus si dea; cf.
Livy 7.26.4; 8.26.4; Aulus Gellius Noctes Atticae 2.28.3; Arnobius Adversus
nationes 3.8) and “by whatever name you want to be called” (sive quo alio
nomine te appellari volueris; cf. Macrobius Saturn 3.9.10; Vergil Aeneid 2.351;
Servius Commentary on Vergil’s Aeneid 2.351; Apuleius Metamorphoses or The
Golden Ass 11.2; Catullus 34.21-22).
Jeffers (1999:90) says further that Greco-Roman prayer was offered in the confines of
rituals, and these had to be performed in a very accurate manner. He cites Pliny the Elder
(Nat. 23:10) as evidence for this careful, precise manner by which the petitioner
approached the gods:
The text for invoking a happy omen is different from that for averting an ill or that
for making a request. The highest officials pray in fixed forms of words, and to
make sure that not a word is omitted or spoken in the wrong place, a prompter
reads the text before them, another person is appointed to watch over it, yet
another to command silence, and the flute-player plays to mask all other sounds.
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Fowler (1911:204) says that “exactness of wording was believed to be essential, as in the
ritual which preceded it exactness of performance, there is no doubt; for at the end of the
whole document . . . we find that if there had been any slip in the ritual, the Brethren had
to go back to the first gate and begin all over again.”
Aune (2001:30) writes concerning the petitioner’s approach to prayer, “Perhaps the most
basic pattern for ancient Greek prayer is the twofold structure of a brief invocation and a
short request, as in Iliad 7.179-80: ‘O Zeus, give me good health’ (see also Aeschylus
Aegesilaus 973; Plato Phaedrus 279b; cf. Judg 13:8; 2 Sam 15:31; 2 Kgs 6:17, 20).”
However, although many prayers were bipartite, Alderlink and Martin (1997:123) argue
that the typical structure of Greco-Roman prayers follows the tripartite structure. This
involves: (1) an invocation, (2) justification, and (3) request. For example, they cite the
Iliad (16.233-48) as follows (emphasis added):
[invocation]
High Zeus, lord of Dodona, Pelasgian, living afar off, brooding over wintry
Dodona, your prophets about your living, the Selloi who sleep on the ground with
feet unwashed. Hear me:
[justification]
As one time before when I prayed to you, you listened and did me honour, and
smote strongly the host of the Achaians, so one more time bring to pass the wish
that I pray for.
[request]
For see, I myself am staying where the ships are assembled, but I send out my
companions and many Myrmidons with him to fight. Let glory, Zeus of the wide
brows, go forth with him to fight. Make brave the heart inside his breast, so
that even Hektor will find out whether our henchman knows how to fight his
battles by himself, or whether his hands range invincible only those times when I
myself go into the grind of the war god.
The tripartite prayer begins with a petition to a particular god, but it also includes a
reasonable justification for the petition and then the actual request itself. If the request
was the most common form of Greco-Roman prayer, then the one to whom the request
was offered was of utmost importance. In fact, the precision by which the ancients
approached the gods was inextricably linked to their view that their destiny hung in the
balance.173 The polytheistic nature of Greek religion necessitated careful consideration of
the one being prayed to since the options of gods abounded both in terms of worshippers’
need and geographical location. Heiler (1932:83) says accordingly, “The Greek prays . . .
to the greatest variety of higher beings, divinities of nature, gods of various activities,
local and guardian divinities.” Alderlink and Martin (1997:124) note, “In a monotheistic
173
Greeven (1964:778) say, “The Gks. everywhere saw in their gods the forces of destiny whose
sphere of operation was limited neither materially nor topographically . . . the primary feature being a type
of prayer which springs from a more independent and profound piety. In this prayer man draws near with
his requests to the force which can determine his whole destiny. Also in keeping with the comprehensive
power of the deity is the fact that for the Gk. there is no sphere of life which should not be accompanied in
all its manifestations by sacrifices and prayers to the gods.”
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system, of course, the only available deity cannot be misidentified by confusing it with
another; however, asking Mars for health or Isis for victory in a war could be disastrous
for a well-meaning but misinformed suppliant. Hence, the need for precision in naming
the proper god is at least as deep a need as that expression through the content of the
prayer.”
Therefore, Greco-Roman prayer is not directed exclusively toward one particular deity 174
for all occasions but is directed toward a particular deity who is able to meet a certain
need on a particular occasion. 175 While examples abound, a summary of the more popular
gods will suffice. 176 For example, Zeus was the father of the gods and the Greek god of
the sky (Acts 14:12-13; 2 Maccabees 6:2) who brought rain. Aphrodite was the god of
reproduction/fertility. Demeter was the god who brought forth grain. Athena was the
goddess of politics, war, and commerce. Dionysus was the god of wine and
debauchery.177 Jeffers (1999:95) remarks that the principal deity of the early days of
Rome was Numa. He says that in addition to ancestor worship, “Gods specific to the
household were popular in early Rome: the Genius, representing the life-blood of the
family (and much later incorporated into the cult of the emperor); the Penates, or
embodiment of the storehouse; Vesta, the spirit of the hearth; and Lar, the luck of the
family. The lares were good spirits associated with certain localities and worshipped at
crossroads.” Artemis, the goddess of fertility, is mentioned in Acts 19:35, and Acts 28:11
remarks that the ship on which the apostle Paul traveled contained the insignia of the twin
patron gods of sailors, Castor and Pollux. Further, Roman gods/goddesses include but are
not limited to: Jupiter (the first official Roman state god), Mars (the god of war and hard
labor), Saturn (the god of agriculture), Ceres (the goddess of fertility), Vulcan (the god of
fire), etc.
Prayer and Magic
The topic of Greek and Roman magical prayer has received a generous amount of
scholarly attention in the last century. 178 A survey of this genre of prayer demonstrates
Pulleyn (1997:111) says, however, “In Homer, it is interesting that the formula nearly always
involves Zeus. It is as though the worshipper wanted to invoke all the gods, starting with Zeus and working
downwards. He wants them all to be involved.”
174
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Heiler (1932:83) says, “Even the Hellenic gods are not universal divinities, but are limited in
their influence to a specific province of nature or of human activity. Therefore the Greek turns, just as
primitive man turned, not to a beloved divinity but to those divinities in whose power lies the fulfillment of
the wish or to whose dwelling-place he is near.”
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See Nilsson (1925:105-33) for an overview of the gods of nature and human life.
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See Jeffers (1999:93) for a fuller outline of the Greek and Roman gods and goddesses.
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See Dickie (2001) for a sweeping historical survey of magic and magicians in the GrecoRoman world. See also Janowtiz (2001), Klauck (2003), Graf (1997), and Aune (1980:1507-57).
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that magic was interwoven in various strands of religious practice, took on various forms
of expression, and was viewed in both negative and positive terms. Pulleyn (1997:90) is
right to note that one cannot define magic in a vacuum. There are, in fact, different forms
of magic and thus different definitions of magic. Interestingly, in many cases both ancient
and modern persons tend to view magic as deceptive and entrenched in trickery.
However, Janowitz (2001:3) says that for the ancients, “‘Magic’ was not bad because it
was fraudulent . . . in the main magic was dangerous because it worked.” In her survey of
the origin and practice of magic, Janowitz (2001:9-11) shows that magic meant different
things in different cultures. In ancient history, mageia derives from the Persian term,
magos, which simply means “priests.” In time, the association that was formed involved a
priesthood officiating fire sacrifices. She points out that the earliest writer to describe
such priests was Xanthus in the fifth century (Diogenes Laerttes, Lives 1.2).
Furthermore, she notes that over time the term mageia became linked to all sorts of
barbaric practices, and for that reason, certain expressions of magic were illegal in Rome,
even a capital offense (2001:11). 179 However, Zaleski (2005:37) says, “Greek and Roman
writers did not separate magic from religion as many moderns have attempted to do, but
they did see a difference between good magic and bad magic, between the folk magic of
village wise women and the learned magic of the esoteric elite, and between the public
religion of the polis and the private religion of the mystery cults.” He goes on to note,
“They did find something unwholesome and ‘un-Greek’ about private ceremonies
conducted in secret and at night. . . . The official cult was civic and respectable; it took
place in daylight, and its prayers were spoken aloud before many witnesses.”
Zaleski (2005:38) states, “Magic is based on the idea that the world is coherent:
underlying its apparent diversity lies an intricate system of hidden harmonies and
correspondences, whose vivifying and enlightening powers can be harnessed by magical
prayer.” In the present discussion of Greco-Roman prayer, “magic” relates primarily on
the usage of words, sounds, and religious rhetoric in prayer that may be used to harness
such powers.180 But Roman prayers did not merely consist of mere words recited in
monotone fashion but also in hymns. Fowler (1911:202-03) says:
The oldest Roman prayers we possess are usually called hymns, because the Latin
word for them was carmen. . . . The word carmen . . . was used by the old Romans
for any kind of metrical formula, whether hymn, prayer, or spell. Pliny, when
writing of magic and incantations, plainly includes prayer among them; and Dr.
Jevons has recently pointed out that singing, and especially singing in a low voice
or muttered tones, is a characteristic of magic not only in Greece and Rome, but
179

See Janowitz (2001:13-15) for a discussion of Pliny’s critique of the magi and magical cures.
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The focus of most surveys of Greek prayer centers on the Greek Magical Papyri, the collection
of Greco-Roman magical prayers. This collection speaks of the wide variety of oral sounds that were
uttered in magical prayers. From hissing to other sounds, scholars refer to these as voces magicae, which
means “magical sounds.” Zaleski (2005:36) says, “Far from mindless babble the voces magicae comprise a
highly developed magical language popular throughout the multicultural Mediterranean world of late
antiquity, from the time of Alexander the Great (fourth century B.C.E.) until the final collapse of Roman
civilization in the sixth century.”
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in many parts of the world at the present day. The evidence of the word is thus
strongly in favour of the view that these ancient carmina of Roman worship were
really spells; and the Carmen Arvalium itself does not contradict it.
But to what extent did spells affect the gods? Over time the question that has risen centers
on whether or not magic and spells were used to control or manipulate the gods into
doing the petitioner’s bidding. Aune is correct to (2001:24) note that in its most basic
form, “Magic can be usefully defined as a form of religious deviance whereby individual
or social goals are sought by means that are alternate to those normally sanctioned by the
dominant religious institution (cf. D. E. Aune, “Magic in Early Christianity” 1515).” 181
Yet while the usage of magic in prayer might be viewed as outside the norm of some
religious practices, it should not be viewed as the means by which the petitioner could
guarantee an outcome through absolute control of deity. Fowler (1911:204) says that the
practice of vota publica (a kind of legal contract between the man and a god 182) has been
viewed by some as a binding formula or a magical spell employed in prayer. But he says
that Roman invocations are not vota but “seem to me to mark a process of transition
between the age of spell and magic and the age of prayer and religion; they retain some
of the outward characteristics of spell, but internally, i.e. in the spirit in which they were
intended, they have the real characteristics of prayer.”
By analyzing certain Greek and Latin texts Pulleyn (1997:100-103) shows rather
convincingly that while the Romans were concerned about accuracy in the name 183 of the
god they were addressing, he and Fritz (1997:192) call into question the claim that in the
classical period 184 one could acquire the secret name of a god and thus obtain control
over that god through magic. 185 Pulleyn (1997:115) argues against Fraenkel that the early
Greeks did not view the acquisition of a god’s name(s) as the means by which they could
Pulleyn (1997:91) says similarly that “‘magic’ is usually used to denote forms of activity
relating to the supernatural which are somehow unacceptable.”
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Fowler (1911:219) says, “The vota publica that we undoubtedly find something in the nature of
a bargain—covenant would be a more graceful word—with a deity in the name of the State.”
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Pulleyn (1997:107-8) discusses the mention of an “unknown God” in Acts 17:23. He says that
vague formulas were employed to make communication possible if the name of a god was unknown. But
he says these instances were rare.
183
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While it may seem natural to suggest that magic of the classical period differed in content and
practice. Yet scholars argue that this is not necessarily the case. Dickie (2001:128) says, “It turns out to be
exceedingly difficult to distinguish between a Greek and Roman conception of magic; and it is not at all
easy to demonstrate that native Roman ritual practices have taken on a new meaning and have come to be
incorporated in the body of practices that the Romans thought constituted magic.”
Graf (1997:194) admits that coercive spells do occur but says that, “coercion is not omnipresent
in the spells and prayers in a manner that would justify taking it as a—or the—differentia specifica of
magic from religion.” Fowler (1911:205-6) says, “No amount of vain repetition or scruple can deprive this
language of its natural meaning. The god is powerful in his own sphere of action, and man has no control
over him; man is fully recognised as liable to misfortune unless the god helps him; but he can worship in
full assurance of faith that his prayer will be answered, if it be such as the authorities of the State have laid
down as the right wording, and if the ritual accompanying it is equally in order.”
185
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assume control. Pulleyn (1997:108) says, “Knowing the name of the god one wished to
invoke was a purely practical thing, the minimum prerequisite for effective
communication in prayer.” Thus, while knowledge of the gods’ names was important, it
is unlikely that the usage of a name conferred or eventuated some special power of the
god. Rather, Pulleyn (1997:115) states, “The enumeration of a god’s names often had
more to do with a desire to glorify that god by a rehearsal of his names and attributes.
This fits in with what we saw of hymns, namely that they are a sort of χα+́εισ, intended to
delight the god.” Nilsson (1925:106) says accordingly, “A magical rite has reference to
‘power’ in general, but ‘power’ may give place to ‘the powers’ or to a certain power, and
we have here the first step towards the gods.” But what was the nature of this step? As
noted, knowing a god’s name and his corresponding ability was important. But such
knowledge is only beginning since, as noted by Aune (2001:32), the gods “were
conceptualized as existing in space but not omnipresent, and therefore must ‘come’ in
order to be present and actually hear the supplicant.” Thus, the worshipper’s address of
the gods led to nearness to the gods. He remarks (2001:33):
Invocations to come pervade the magical papyri, which prescribe procedures for
procuring revelations through the presence of a supernatural being (cf. Papyri
Graecae Magicae 1.163; 2.2; 3.51, 129, 481, 564; 4.1171, 1605; 5.249; 7.961-65
[five times]; 62.25). Common invocations are “Come to me Lord” (deuro moi
kurie or hēke moi kurie; cf. Papyri Graecae Magicae 12.238 for the first and
13.88, 603 for the second) and “Quickly, by your power now appear on earth to
me, yea verily, god!” (cf. Papyri Graecae Magicae 1.89-90)—which are phrases
very similar to the invocation “Come Lord Jesus” of Rev. 22:20. In dramatic and
mythological literature the response pronounced by the invoked deity is at times
expressed through “I have come” speeches (cf. Athena in Iliad 1.207; Apollo in
Euripides Orestes 1628; Dionysius in Euripides Bacchae 1; a ghost in Euripides
Hecuba 1; Poseidon in Euripides Troades 1; Hermes in Euripides Ion 5).
Thus, the worshipper’s invocation involves the request for deity to come, but also to grant
revelation in his coming. Aune (2001:39-40) cites the following example:
O lord Apollo, come (elthe) with Paian.
Give answer (chēmatison) to my questions, lord. O master
Leave (lipe) Mount Parnassos and the Delphic Pytho
Whene’er my priestly lips voice secret words,
First angel of [the god], great Zeus, IAO
And you, MICHAEL, who rule heaven’s realm,
I call, and you, archangel GABRIEL.
Down from Olympos, ABRASAX, delighting
In dawns, come gracious who view sunset from
The dawn, ADONAI. Father of the world,
All nature quakes in fear of you, PAKERBETH.
I adjure (horkizō) God’s head, which is Olympos;
I adjure (horkizō) God’s signet, which is vision;
I adjure (horkizō) the right hand you held o’er the world. . . .
They send (pempson) me the divine spirit and that it
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Fulfill what I have in my heart and soul.
Hear (kluthi) blessed one, I call (klēzō) you who rule heav’n
And earth and Chaos and Hades where dwell
[Daimons of men who once gazed on the light].
Send (pempson) me this daimon at my sacred chants,
Who moves by night to orders ’neath your force,
From whose own tend this comes, and let him tell (phrasatō) me
In total truth all that my mind designs,
And send him gentle, gracious, pondering
No thoughts opposed to me. And may you not
Be angry at my sacred chants (epaoidais). But guard
That my whole body come to light intact,
For you yourself arranged these things among
Mankind for them to learn. I call (klēzō) your name,
In number equal to the Moirai themselves,
ACHAIPHOTHOTHOAIEIAEIA
AIEAIEIAOTHOTHOPHIACHA (Papyri Graecae Magicae 1.296-327, emphasis
added).
Aside from the name of the god being addressed, the key words/phrases in this passage
include, “Give answer to my questions,” “leave,” “voice secret words,” “fulfill,” “hear,”
etc. Aune is correct to note that, in many ways, this approach to prayer, namely invoking
the presence of deity to come, stands in contrast to Hebrew and Christian prayer. 186 In the
Greek and Roman magical paradigm of prayer, the gods must come near to be present
and to impart revelation. In the Hebrew and Christian paradigm, God is omnipresent and
thus near to the worshipper irrespective of invocation. However, the ubiquitous nature of
the Christian God does not preclude the practice of prayer but rather provides
justification for it. The Christian worshipper does not petition God for revelation per se,
but petitions God on the basis of the revelation already imparted through the Logos.
Moreover, there is further evidence that prayers of magic did not differ drastically with
other conventional types of Greek prayer. Aune (2001:28) says, “Many of the most
common words for ‘prayer’ in antiquity use the euch root—that is, euchē, euchetaomai,
euchōlē, euchomai, euchos, proseuchē, and proseuchomai, which mean ‘to speak to
God,’ ‘to make requests of God,’ ‘to ask God for,’ ‘to pray,’ and ‘prayer.’ The most
general Greek word for prayer is euchē. The verb euchomai, while its usage is often
debated, probably originally meant ‘to assert solemnly,’ for it was not restricted
exclusively to cultic contexts.” He continues, “These terms are frequently used in
connection with conventional prayers. But they are also used of prayers in the Greek
magical papyri. Linguistically, this suggests, at least initially, an overlap between
conventional prayers and magical prayers.” Others have argued that the ritualistic
practice of magic is not antithetical to authentic Greek religion. Graf (1997:191) says,
“As Greek prayer nearly always does, the magical prayer accompanies a sacrifice—in the
186

In the OT God came and made his name known to his people and on the temple. In the NT the
Logos came to his people as the temple of God as the disclosure of God.
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case of our hymn a burnt offering (θυμίαμα). Again, there is no essential difference
between magic and religion.”
Summary and Conclusions
The analysis above provides a general profile of Greek prayer. Of course, the foundation
of this genre of prayer was established hundreds of years before the Christian era. But
what was the shape of Roman prayer in the first century CE? Ferguson (2003:173) says
that the spirit of prayer in Rome was essentially Greek. He states, “Rome, with little of its
own to give in the way of religion, filled its skeleton of religion with a Greek content; the
old native forms continued in the various countries, but the spirit was Greek.” Thus,
Greco-Roman prayer did not differ greatly from the Greek antecedents from which it
sprung forth and grew.187 How often did non-Jews pray? Where did they pray? To what
extent were their prayers considered Greek in nature and practice? One can only draw
general inferences from the surrounding religious traditions that shaped and influenced
Roman culture. It is logical to assume that each person viewed prayer through his or her
own religious upbringing and conviction, which likely consisted of a blend of Jewish and
Greek thought and practice that had spiraled through the Mediterranean world in previous
decades and centuries. Hence, the summary above provides credible and relevant
suggestions concerning how a mid- to late first-century Greco-Roman citizen would have
understood prayer in a general sense.
In a manner similar to the Jews, it has been shown that the Greeks and Romans
maintained a worldview in which communication with the gods (or a god) is possible.
The Greek gods were like humans in aspects ranging from their physical appearance to
their ability to feel emotions and form relationships. Yet the Greek gods were viewed as
superior to the humans who sought their aid and were dependent on the daily affairs of
life. Yet in Greek prayer the need for metaphorical language is minimized given that the
Greek gods, although greater than humans, are not omnipresent, transcendental beings
who must condescend to human categories of speech in order to be understood. The
nature of the Greek gods is more closely related to the nature of mankind than the nature
of the Jewish God is to those who pray to him. Yet the omnipresent nature of the Jewish
God means functional closeness between God and the one praying. This attribute does
not preclude communication with the divine, but it provides justification for it as the
worshippers are drawn into the relational space of prayer. Notwithstanding, the functional
and relational distance between the Greek gods and mankind remains. As indicated
above, this gap may be closed through the medium of prayer as the gods are summoned
to come near and meet the needs of the one(s) praying.
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Aune (2001:25) insists that Greco-Roman prayer must be approached synchronically. He says,
“While it is no doubt desirable to treat ancient prayer as a phenomenon that exhibited various changes
through time, the fact is that there was a ‘canonical’ structure of prayer that exhibited remarkable stability
throughout antiquity. In fact, some of the earliest literary evidence for prayer, the Homeric epics, continued
to function as paradigms for prayer throughout antiquity. It is, of course, somewhat problematic to treat
Greek and Roman prayer together. Yet it also needs to be noted that there are many common features
between them.”
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Further, Greek prayer may be characterized as communication between a “subordinate”
sender who submits his request to a “superior” receiver for the purpose of obtaining a
favorable result and/or material blessing (Neyrey 2007a:9). Thus, Greek prayer was
offered in a cultural context in which spirituality and pragmatism coalesced. As such,
prayer served as the means by which the practical needs of the worshipper could be met.
Therefore, like other genres of prayer, it may be said that the purpose of Greek prayer is
“to have some effect on the person with whom the prayer communicates; that is, it seeks
results, which may for the time be classified as petitions for goods and services or as
maintenance of relationships” (Neyrey 2007a:9). The pragmatic, result-oriented nature of
Greek prayer is evidenced by its association with magic. As noted, magic in the ancient
world was not bad because it was fraudulent; it was dangerous because it proved effectual
(Janowitz 2001:3) for harnessing the powers of the world for the good of the petitioner.
Thus, the employment of prayer in the Greco-Roman worldview demonstrates the
heightened degree of dependency that humans maintained on the gods. Since the
worshipper’s destiny and well-being was directly linked to the gods, there was little room
for self-reliance and autonomy.
While prayer was offered spontaneously, it was also offered in a twofold structure that
includes an invocation and a short request. In some cases, the structure of prayer involved
a tripartite structure that included an invocation, justification, and request. If the request
was the most common form of Greco-Roman prayer, then the one to whom the request
was offered was of utmost importance. Each word of prayer must be offered with
precision and care in order that the request might be granted. As such, the polytheistic
nature of Greek religion made prayer a calculated and risky task. Prayer must be
addressed to the proper god, in the correct name and, in some cases, with a sacrifice that
was offered as a gift or as a means to appease the gods. However, offering a petition to
the wrong god could prove disastrous. Once the request was known, the god was
addressed, and a favorable outcome was expected.
Moreover, although Greek and Jewish paradigms of prayer are similar in some respects,
Greek prayer is situated in a category of its own. As such, the analysis above provides a
profile from which to better understand how the Greeks and Romans prayed, whom they
prayed to, and what they expected when they prayed. Based on the conclusion above,
there are several key questions that are relevant to prayer in the Fourth Gospel in
particular.
Questions
1. How does magical prayer in the name of the Greek gods differ from prayer in the
name of Jesus?
2. Reciprocity maintained a key element in certain expression of Greek prayer. Is
this the case in Johannine prayer?
3. The Greeks’ worldview precludes the Judeo-Christian concept of sin. As such, the
relationship between the one praying and the one being prayed to was not
dependent on correct behavior but rather on correct praying. What is the
prerequisite to approaching the Johannine God in prayer?
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4. In some cases, the Greeks sought to offer a sacrifice to sway the gods in their
favor. According to the Fourth Gospel, how is divine favor obtained?
5. In Greco-Roman prayer, exactness of speech and precision of wording were
essential when addressing the gods. Does the Fourth Gospel prescribe a formal
approach of prayer according to certain words?
New Testament Prayer
The scope of prayer in the NT is wide and deep. Accounts of prayer are seen in the
Gospels, Acts, the Pauline and Johannine Epistles, and in other materials that are dated to
the first century CE.188 But given the limitations of the present work, the analysis below
will focus almost exclusively on the most relevant narrative materials in order to arrive at
a general conclusion concerning the nature of prayer as it occurred in the social
atmosphere of the first-century Christian tradition. Specifically, the aim is to create a
general profile of prayer from which the Fourth Gospel (as narrative material) may be
compared and contrasted. A juxtaposition of the Synoptic Gospels and the Fourth Gospel
may naturally reveal points of similarity and dissimilarity. Of course, wherever
similarities do exist, they do not prove dependency but rather demonstrate a common
outlook forged in the larger Christian tradition. Notwithstanding, a brief excursus on the
prayer materials located in the Pauline epistles, the general epistles, and Revelation will
follow the analysis directly below. Johannine prayer will be discussed in detail in the next
chapter therefore it is excluded from the present analysis.
Prayer in the Gospels
Instead of analyzing Synoptic prayer chronologically, the following analysis will analyze
prayer categorically, that is, in categories that elucidate how prayer took place, when
prayer took place, where it took place, and for what purpose it took place, with special
emphasis on the life of Jesus. By filling in these categories, the reader is able to make
general conclusions concerning the nature of prayer in the Synoptic writings. 189 Marshall
(2001:114-15) offers an overview of the utilization of prayer materials among the
Synoptic writers. He (2001:114) says concerning Mark and Matthew:
Assuming that Matthew used Mark and a collection of sayings of Jesus generally
designated “Q” (i.e. logia or “sayings,” which he and Luke derived from the same
source or sources), it appears that the evangelist Matthew was generally
dependent on his sources for material that he included in his Gospel about prayer.
For virtually every occurrence of prayer material in Matthew has a parallel in
Mark or Luke, and so can be viewed as having been derived from either Mark
or Q.
188

See Nielen (1937); Fisher (1964); Koenig (1992); Cullmann (1950; 1997); Thurston (1997);
Karris (2000); and Longenecker (2001).
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See Turner ([1990] 2002:58-72) for an overview of prayer in the Gospels.
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Therefore, he says that it is evident that Matthew took over a significant amount of prayer
material that is located in Mark’s Gospel but redeployed it in abbreviated fashion. Yet
Marshall concludes, “No significant differences in the treatment of prayer, as compared
with Mark’s treatment, can be detected.” Moreover, he points out that Matthew and Luke
share the following examples: “The saying about praying for persecutors (5:44; cf. Luke
6:27), the so-called Lord’s Prayer (6:9-13; cf. Luke 11:2-4), parabolic teachings about
prayer (7:7-11; cf. Luke 11:9-13), and the injunction to pray to the Lord of the harvest for
laborers (9:38; cf. Luke 10:2). Matthew and Luke both include, as well, Jesus’ prayer
thanking God for the revelation of himself to the unlearned (Matt 11:25-26; Luke
10:21).” Moreover, Marshall (2001:115) remarks that although Mark and Matthew show
affinity to prayer in Luke’s Gospel, “the total picture regarding prayer in Luke, in fact,
goes much beyond what we find in either Mark or Matthew—so much so that ‘prayer’ is
usually regarded by commentators as on the distinctive facets of Luke’s Gospel.”
Notwithstanding, each of the Synoptic writers was keenly aware of Jesus’ prayer life and
sought to arrange his materials in a manner that reflected his literary and theological
purposes.
The Posture of Prayer
A cursory overview of the Synoptic Gospels reveals that prayer predominated the life of
Jesus (Marshall 2001:116). Lincoln (2001:156) remarks that “the Synoptic Gospels 190
make it clear that Jesus’s entire ministry was undergirded by prayer.” 191 As such, records
of Jesus’ prayer reflect the variegated postures he assumed while praying. 192 Examples of
such postures include (emphasis added):
Mark 7:34 says that before Jesus performed a miracle he looked up toward
heaven, most presumably in an attitude of prayer.
Luke 22:41 states that he knelt down to pray.
In Matthew 26:39 it is said that Jesus fell on his face and prayed.
Further, in Luke’s gospel Jesus addresses the sentiment and posture that one must have
when approaching the Father in prayer. For example, in the parable of the persistent
widow (Luke 18:1-8), Jesus provides instruction that one must not lose heart (μὴ
ἐγκακεῖν) in the face of (seemingly) unanswered prayer. The parable says, χήρα δὲ ἦν ἐν
τῇ πόλει ἐκείνῃ καὶ ἤρχετο πρὸς αὐτὸν λέγουσα·ἐκδίκησόν με ἀπὸ τοῦ ἀντιδίκου μου.
190

Prayer passages within the Fourth Gospel (6:11; 11:41-42; 12:27-28; 17:1-26; 19:28, 30) will
be examined in detail in chapter 6 of the present work.
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See Spencer (1990) and Koenig (1992:14-25) for a general overview of the prayer life of Jesus.

However, Fisher (1964:177) is right to say, “Little stress is laid on bodily posture in prayer in
the New Testament; there is no prescribed posture to take.” See Hvalvik (2014:76-85) for an analysis of
postures and gestures in Hebrew and Christian traditions.
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The response is stated in verses 4-5: καὶ οὐκ ἤθελεν ἐπὶ χρόνον. μετὰ δὲ ταῦτα εἶπεν ἐν
ἑαυτῷ·εἰ καὶ τὸν θεὸν οὐ φοβοῦμαι οὐδὲ ἄνθρωπον ἐντρέπομαι, διά γε τὸ παρέχειν μοι
κόπον τὴν χήραν ταύτην ἐκδικήσω αὐτήν, ἵνα μὴ εἰς τέλος ἐρχομένη ὑπωπιάζῃ με. In
verse 7 Jesus asks, “Will not God give justice to his elect, who cry to him day and
night? Will he delay long over them?”
Finally, the parable of the tax collector and the Pharisee also indicate the humble posture
that is necessary as one approaches God in prayer. 193 Luke 18:10-14 (ESV) describes the
two men’s postures in the following manner:
The Pharisee, standing by himself, prayed thus: “God, I thank you that I am not
like other men, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even like this tax collector. I
fast twice a week; I give tithes of all that I get.” But the tax collector, standing
far off, would not even lift up his eyes to heaven, but beat his breast, saying,
“God, be merciful to me, a sinner!” (vv. 11-13, emphasis added)
In verse 14 Jesus concludes this parable with a sobering conclusion: “I tell you, this man
went down to his house justified, rather than the other. For everyone who exalts himself
will be humbled, but the one who humbles himself will be exalted” (ESV).
The Timing and Place of Prayer
In addition to the posture of Jesus’ prayers, the Synoptic accounts also indicate the
general timing of his prayers. For example (emphasis added):
Mark 1:35 states that Jesus rose “very early in the morning” to pray.
Luke 6:12 states that before calling the twelve apostles Jesus went on the
mountain and prayed all night to God.
Furthermore, Jesus is seen praying not only early in the morning but also at other odd
times (emphasis added):
Mark 6:46 and Luke 6:12 place Jesus praying at nighttime.
Matthew 14:23 says Jesus prayed on a mountainside by himself.
Luke 5:16 states that Jesus went to a desolate place to pray after cleansing a
leper.

Turner ([1990] 2002:70) remarks, “The point of the parable focuses less on the praying as such
and more on the attitudes underlying the prayer—specifically the Pharisee’s guilt in thinking himself
righteous while he actually despises those outside his circle, especially such as the tax-collector (18:9b),
and the latter’s ‘righteousness’ in throwing himself on God’s mercy. Nevertheless, the parable serves as a
warning—not least to those of us who (unlike the original hearers) tend to despise the Pharisee—that the
haughty cannot approach God.”
193
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Mark 14:35; Matthew 26:36; and Luke 22:41 mention Jesus’ prayer in
Gethsemane (or the Mount of Olives, Luke 22:39) where he withdrew from his
disciples to pray.194
At first glance, such episodes of prayer may not seem noteworthy since Jesus was a Jew
who would pray as other Jews prayed. Jeremias (1967:73) says that Jesus participated in
the “liturgical heritage of his people” that likely included three hours of prayer. 195 This
heritage has roots in the efforts of Ezra, the scribe, and the 120 men of the great assembly
who composed an outline of prayers and designated the times for their recitation in the
fifth century BCE. Jeremias sees this threefold ritual of prayer as fitting in the custom of
the day (“as his custom was,” Luke 4:16) insofar as Sabbath worship was concerned. In
this view, the morning prayers consisted of reciting the Shema and praying the Tefillah
together; in the afternoon the Tefillah was uttered; finally, the Shema was recited and the
Tefillah was prayed at evening. He remarks (1967:75), “We may conclude with all
probability that no day in the life of Jesus passed without three times of prayer.”
However, Marshall (2001:116) points out, “Because Jesus did everything that was normal
for a Jew and more, it should not be considered startling that references to his prayers in
the Synoptic Gospels are not more abundant. When prayer by Jesus is highlighted by the
Synoptic Evangelists, it must be for special reasons, and we are entitled to ask in each
case why.” To the question of why, Marshall (2001:116) says, “Prayer in the very early
morning hours of the day may have been part of the pattern of Jesus’s life—which would
suggest that he was more pious than other Jews. And this is probably why such an early
time for prayer is mentioned by Mark.” But the emphasis on prayerful conversations
“very early morning” (Mark 1:35) and “all night” (Luke 6:12) most plausibly reflects
Jesus’ pious desire for solitude with God. It is the secret place where Jesus meets with the
Father to speak to him in quietness and intimacy. Cullmann (1997:28) remarks
concerning the benefits of prayer in secret:
Es heißt hier nicht nur wie beim Almosengeben (Mat. 6,4) daß Gott ins
Verborgene sieht, sondern nach der sehr gut, wenn auch nicht ausschließlich
bezeugten Lesart, daß er im Verborgenen ist. Dort ist er für uns in besonderer
Weise gegenwärtig. Er ist zwar überall, aber es gibt Orte, an denen es abseits von
allen Ablenkungen leichter ist, ihn zu finden, und zwar so, daß er gerade mit
jedem einzelnen das Zwiegespräch zu führen bereit ist.
As demonstrated in the Synoptic accounts, Jesus modeled an intimate life of prayerful
solitude with the Father. As such, Jesus’ piety reflects his utter and extraordinary
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See Sandnes (2016) for an analysis of Jesus’ prayer at Gethsemane.
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Concerning other Jewish prayers, Charlesworth (1986:411-36) notes that there are at least five
prayers that date to the era of Jesus’ lifetime. The extent to which these prayers informed and/or influenced
Jesus’ prayer life is difficult to know with any degree of certainty. In addition to the Shema and Tefillah,
Charlesworth also cites: Grace After Meals, the ’A habah Rabbah (With abounding love), the
’Alenulesabbeah prayer (It is our duty to praise), and the Qaddish (Magnified and sanctified).
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dependence on God, especially at crucially important times in his life that extended
beyond early in the morning and late at night. For example (emphasis added),
Luke 3:21 says that Jesus prayed at his baptism.196
Luke 6:12 says that Jesus prayed all night before choosing the twelve apostles.197
Mark 6:41 says that Jesus gave thanks for the loaves and fish before he fed the
5,000.198
Mark 8:6-7 says that Jesus gave thanks for the loaves and fish before he fed the
4,000.
Mark 14:22-23 indicates that Jesus gave thanks at the institution of the Lord’s
Supper.
Mark 15:34 states that Jesus cried out (prayed) from the cross, “My God, my
God, why have you forsaken me?”
Luke 23:46 states that Jesus committed his spirit to into the Father’s hands just
before his death on the cross.
In Mark 14:36 Jesus addresses the Father as “Abba, Father.” What, if anything, is unique
about the term Abba?199 Marshall (2001:128) says that Abba “was used by a son or
daughter for their physical father and was expressive of a close, intimate relationship.”
Wright (2001:134) says that there is a broad consensus concerning this term that states:
(1) that Jesus indeed used this word in prayer, and (2) that the notion of God’s
fatherhood—though, of course, known also in Judaism—took central place in his
attitude to God in a distinctive way. So when the prayer given to his followers
196
It should be no surprise that Jesus prayed on this occasion. Johnson (1991:69) remarks that
“prayer is a constant motif in Luke-Acts, and the critical moments of Jesus’ ministry are punctuated by
prayer (3:21; 5:16; 6:12; 9:18, 28-29; 11:1; 22:41, 44-45; 23:46).”

Johnson (1991:102) remarks, “Luke has deliberately set the appointment of the Twelve as a
response to the rejection of Jesus (and the beginning of the plan to eliminate him) by the Jewish leaders.
Jesus turns to those who have responded positively to his prophetic visitation.” Yet he does not do so
without first praying to God.
197

198
Marshall (2001:119) says that in regard to the feeding miracles, the “miracle was not
specifically connected with the prayer.” He notes that by giving thanks, Jesus did what was expected of a
pious Jew who was head of his house.

See Jeremias’ (1967:11-65) discussion of this term. He concludes that Jesus’ uniqueness in
praying to the Father is seen in his usage of the term abba. Jeremias (1967:62) says, “[T]o the Jewish mind,
it would have been disrespectful and therefore inconceivable to address God with this familiar word. For
Jesus to venture to take this step was something new and unheard of.” In response to Jeremias, Crump
(2006:98-99) is right to suggest that his work has not stood the test of time and reexamination. See
Fitzmyer (1985:15-38) and Barr (1988:28-47). See also Sanders (1991:463-77).
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begins with “Father” (Luke 11:2) or “Our Father” (Matt. 6:9; cf. Didache 8:2-3,
which also begins “Our Father”), we must understand that Jesus wants them to see
themselves as sharing his own characteristic spirituality—that is, his own
intimate, familial approach to the Creator. 200
Such a familial approach is elucidated in the Son’s prayer in Mark 14:36 (ESV) where he
says to his father, “Remove this cup from me. Yet not what I will, but what you will.”
Kebler (1976:43) remarks, “This fear of death drives him into solitary prayer which in its
direct and indirect form aims at the elimination of suffering from his Messianic ministry.
To be sure, the prayer allows for the possible ultimate consent to the divine plan of
passion. . . . But the request for the passing of the hour and the removal of the cup has
every indication of a desire to bypass the cross.” But the form of address itself
demonstrates that Jesus viewed himself in close relationship to God and felt the liberty to
address him forthrightly in the impending hour of suffering. And this form of address
would have didactic value for Jesus’ followers who would later find themselves in a
variety of desperate situations that necessitated closeness and intimacy with God. 201 As
noted by Cullmann (1997:57), “Daß Jesus es in dieser Familiarität auf Gott in seinen
Gebeten anwandte, muß aufgrund seiner persönlichen Gebetserfahrung einer Absicht
entsprochen haben, und so muß es auch von seinen Jüngern empfunden worden sein.”
Furthermore, as will be discussed below, the term Abba was later used by Paul in
Galatians 4:6 and Romans 8:15 in the context of Christian prayer.
Finally, Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer says that the “sending of communication
[of prayer] presumes a prior relationship between themselves and God.” In addition to
many NT passages, the Fourth Gospel in particular indicates that the Son-Father
relationship is eternal in nature (1:1; 17:5, 24). But as seen above, the Synoptics portray
the outworking of this eternal relationship as Jesus is seen approaching the Father at
various times and in various places to demonstrate his dependence upon him. This
relational model finds relevance in the life of a praying disciple who, on the basis of his
prior relationship with God, may pray at any time and at any place for the purpose of
experiencing ongoing intimacy with and help from his or her heavenly Father.
Prayer as Petition
The examples below demonstrate the axiomatic but (often) unstated rationale of prayer,
namely: believers pray because they assume that it will produce a certain result. As noted
by Neyrey (2007a:9), “The purpose of prayer is to have some effect on the person with
whom the prayer communicates; that is, it seeks results. . . .” In other words, prayer is
Hurtado (2014:40) says concerning the appearance of “Abba” in the Markan narrative,
“Clearly, in each of the Gospels there was a choice of how to represent Jesus at prayer. If, as seems likely,
Mark’s Greek-speaking readers were expected to recognize the term from its use in liturgical practice, then
for them one effect of the appearance of ‘Abba’ in the Gethsemane narrative would have been to align their
use with Jesus’ prayer here. Indeed, they were likely intended to see Jesus’ use of this form of prayeraddress as the basis for their own.”
200
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See Hurtado (2014:38-44).
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offered because prayer offers something in return. In some cases, the “result” one obtains
is in the form of a “good” or “service,” but in other cases it may be obtained in the
“maintenance of relationships” (Neyrey, 2007a:9). As such, there are numerous examples
of “results” that are sought and obtained through prayers of petition or “prayers of divine
blessing” (Marshall 2001:120). Marshall (2001:120) notes that Jesus offered prayers of
petition for Peter (Luke 22:31-32) and for those who crucified him (Luke 22:32). The
disciples were commanded to pray for those who persecute them (Matt 5:44), but they
were also commanded to pray for themselves (in the face of temptation and danger: cf.
Mark 13:18; 14:38 Luke 21:36). Yet as noted above, prayer must be issued in a posture of
humility (Luke 18:9-14) and with persistence (Luke 18:1-8). Furthermore, both Matthew
7:7-11 and Luke 11:5-13 are concerned with asking or petitioning God. Jesus states:
Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be
opened to you. For everyone who asks receives, and the one who seeks finds, and
to the one who knocks it will be opened. Or which one of you, if his son asks him
for bread, will give him a stone? Or if he asks for a fish, will give him a serpent?
If you then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how
much more will your Father who is in heaven give good things to those who
ask him! (Matt 7:7-11 ESV, emphasis added).
But certain Synoptic episodes reveal that petitionary prayer must take place with a
disposition of confidence. 202 One must enter into the space of prayer with a posture of
faith, not unbelief. This is indicated in Mark 11:22-24 (ESV) where Jesus states:
Have faith in God. Truly, I say to you, whoever says to this mountain, “Be taken
up and thrown into the sea,” and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that
what he says will come to pass, it will be done for him. Therefore I tell you,
whatever you ask in prayer, believe that you have received it, and it will be
yours. (emphasis added)
The essence of this short instruction is encapsulated in the phrase ἔχετε πίστιν θεοῦ. In
spite of the enormity of the problem or the nature of the requests, Jesus commands his
disciples to believe that God is able to grant their requests. Yet how much faith must one
have in order for his petitions to be heard and granted? Crump (2006:35) says concerning
this passage:
Potential answers are not conditioned by the volume or strength of our faith. This
is apparent for two reasons. First, translations that make Mark 11:22 a conditional
statement, “if you have faith in God,” are following the weaker textual variants,
probably influenced by Luke 17:6 and creating numerous grammatical problems
within the sentence. Also, the phrase following Mark 11:23 begins with “amen”
or “truly,” and it is virtually unparalleled for Jesus’s amen statements to appear as
the second clause (apodosis) in a conditional sentence. Consequently, Jesus did
not say, “If you have such faith, then your prayers will be answered.” Rather, he
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makes a straightforward exhortation, “Have faith in God! Pray. You will be
answered!” 203
Marshall (2001:121-22) explains the sentiment of the passage above in light of Luke
11:5-13. Just following the Lukan Lord’s Prayer, Jesus tells the parable of a man who at
midnight petitions his friend for food. The episode reveals that the friend granted his
request, not on the basis of their relationship but rather because of the man’s
“imprudence” (Luke 11:8 ESV), or “shameless audacity” (NIV). Marshall (2001:121)
concludes, “But the lesson on the parable . . . is surely not that disciples must show a
similar shamelessness toward God, since God is their friend. How, then, must they pray?
The parable does not say. What it does say is that they must not shrink from asking—
perhaps from disbelief that God will answer—but must come to God with confidence.”204
A Model Prayer
In Mathew 6 Jesus provides several instructions on the nature and practice of prayer. In
6:5 he says the one must not be like the “hypocrites” who like to be seen in the open
(ἐν ταῖς συναγωγαῖς καὶ ἐν ταῖς γωνίαις), but rather, one must seek to pray in secret
(εἴσελθε εἰς τὸ ταμεῖόν σου καὶ κλείσας τὴν θύραν σου πρόσευξαι τῷ πατρί σου τῷ ἐν
τῷ κρυπτῷ).205 Keener (1997:138) says, “This text precludes not public prayer . . . but
prayer to be seen and glorified by others.” Jesus says further (6:7), “And when you pray,
do not heap up empty phrases as the Gentiles do, for they think that they will be heard for
their many words.” Following Burkert (1985:74-75), Keener (1997:139) says that pagan
prayers were designed “to manipulate the deities” and that pagans “reminded a deity of
favors owed, seeking an answer on contractual grounds.” The reason for refraining from
this type of prayer is founded on the fact that God already knows what one needs before
one asks (6:8). In what is commonly known as the Lord’s Prayer,206 Jesus provides a
model of prayer (6:9-13 ESV). Jesus says:
Pray then like this:
9 Our

Father in heaven,
hallowed be your name.
10 Your kingdom come,
your will be done,
on earth as it is in heaven.
11 Give us this day our daily bread,
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See also the parable of the persistent widow in Luke 18:1-8.
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For analysis of this prayer see Lohmeyer (1965); Migliore (1992); Lochman (1990); Kiley
(1994:15-27); and Lohse (2009).
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12 and

forgive us our debts,
as we also have forgiven our debtors.
13 And lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil. (emphasis added)
Aside from Matthew’s version, two other modified accounts appear in Luke 11:1-4, and
in Didache 8.2.207 Crump (2006:97) says, “All of Luke’s prayer is contained in
Matthew’s, making the first evangelist [Matthew] the more comprehensive of the two.” 208
He says further that “Matthew augmented the received tradition to better serve the
liturgical and theological purposes of his Gospel.”209 But following Lohmeyer, France
(1985:137) says there is no improbability . . . that Jesus taught the prayer in different
forms on two separate occasions.” Notwithstanding, Keener (1997:140) says that
“Jesus . . . probably adapts an early form of what became a basic synagogue prayer, the
Kaddish210 (Vermes 1984:43; Davies and Allison 1988:595), which began something like
this (Jeremias 1967:98):
Exalted and hallowed be his great name
in the world which he created according to his will
May he let his kingdom rule.”211
Absent from this prayer is what is present in both Matthew and Luke’s versions, namely,
“Our Father” (Matthew 6:9) and “Father” (Luke 11:2), respectively. The former version
entails a corporate dimension, whereas the latter version is more personal in emphasis.
Yet Morris (1992:144) is right to say, “Our links the praying person to other believers;
while the prayer may be used in private it is meant to be prayed in community, which
means that it may have had a liturgical use from the first.” Notwithstanding, the form of
address implies sonship, which is most clearly displayed and typified in Jesus’
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See Crump (2006:96-97) for a juxtaposition of Matthew 6:9-13; Luke 11:1-4; and Didache 8.2.
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With this being the case, the analysis below will exclusively center on Matthew’s version.
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See Petuchowski and Brocke (1978) for an analysis of the Lord’s Prayer and Jewish liturgy.

The Kaddish originated before the time of Jesus and thematically coincides with the Lord’s
Prayer. Hammer (1994:327) remarks that this prayer “is a prayer in Aramaic proclaiming the sanctity of
God praying for the establishment of his kingdom. The name comes from the root word meaning ‘holy.’
The prayer is chanted between sections of the service. One version of this prayer is recited by mourners.”
Crump (2006:111) says, “This prayer originally served as the benediction recited by both preacher and
congregation at the end of every synagogue homily, although it eventually became known as the mourner’s
prayer due to its later in inclusion in the funeral liturgy.” Hammer (1994:15) says that the focal point of this
prayer, which centers on the holiness of God’s name “can only be said in the presence of a minyan, the
minimum quorum of ten adults which the tradition has determined constitutes a community.” See Hoffman
1979:56-65) and Martin (1968:147-51) for a more detailed examination of this prayer. Martin offers a
discussion concerning how this prayer developed into the “prayer of mourners.”
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relationship with God. 212 Cullmann (1997:51) says, “In diesem Gebet vernehmen wir
Jesus selber.”213 In brief, as a son, Jesus teaches his followers how to approach his Father
in the familial context of a previously established relationship of intimacy, honor, and
love (Neyrey, 2007a:9).
As such, the “Our Father” (Πάτερ ἡμῶν) phraseology conveys both familial and, by
necessity, theological implications. God is portrayed as the public face of his family. 214
As Jesus, the Son, approached the Father in relational space, so the disciples, as children,
may also enter into this space. Yet the form of address reminds the disciples that while
God is Father, he is in heaven. Hagner (1993:147) says, “Juxtaposed in this address are
the contrasting phrases, ‘Father,’ pointing to the intimate relationship between God and
his children, and “in heaven,’ pointing to his transcendent nature.” Crump (2006:99)
notes accordingly, “To call God Father entailed several equally important components in
the ancient world, namely: (1) God is the Father-Creator. (2) God is the Father-King.
(3) God is the Father-Redeemer. When applied to God, these components naturally evoke
a sense of “respectful dependence, and affectionate intimacy” (Keener 1997:141).
Following Oakman (1999:56), Neyrey (2007a:69) points out that to address God as
“Father” is to address him as paterfamilias, or “head of household.” Neyrey (2007a:69)
says that this address “honors God in his premier role as father and patron and so
acknowledges the respect God’s children owe him.” 215
What follows is the phrase, “Hallowed be your name” (ἁγιασθήτω τὸ ὄνομά σου). Why
does Jesus teach the disciples to pray in this manner? Beare (1981:172) says, “The
‘name’ of God means God himself as revealed.” Hagner (1993:148) notes, “The name of
God is virtually indistinguishable from the person of God (cf., for example, Mal 1:6; Isa
29:23; Ezek 36:23; John 12:28; 17:6).” Morris (1992:144) remarks, “The name and the
qualities associated with the name went together.” Thus, Crump (2006:116) remarks,
“Praying ‘hallowed be your name’ asks that God do something for himself. What might
that be? A more modern rendering of the Greek word hagiazein (‘to hallow, to sanctify’)
212

See Matthew 11:25-27 and Luke 10:21-22.

Crump (2006:104) remarks, “The newness of Christian prayer is rooted in the uniqueness of
Jesus’ relationship with God. He used the same vocabulary as his contemporaries, but he harnesses familiar
language to portray an unprecedented reality, a conviction arising from the depths of his own unique
religious experience.”
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One might note several of the thematic similarities between the language of the Lord’s Prayer
and David’s prayer in 1 Chronicles 29:10-13 (ESV, emphasis added) which states, “Blessed are you, O
LORD, the God of Israel our father, forever and ever. Yours, O LORD, is the greatness and the power
and the glory and the victory and the majesty, for all that is in the heavens and in the earth is yours.
Yours is the kingdom, O LORD, and you are exalted as head above all. Both riches and honor come from
you, and you rule over all. In your hand are power and might, and in your hand it is to make great and to
give strength to all. And now we thank you, our God, and praise your glorious name.”
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Keener (1997:141) says, “In first-century Jewish Palestine children were powerless social
dependents, and fathers were viewed as strong providers and examples on whom their children could
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yields, ‘May your name be sanctified’”; 216 or, in other words, may the name of the
Father, the head of the family, be sanctified. Stated in this manner, the aim is for the
Father to be honored and esteemed by his children. Of course, the necessity of praying in
this manner indicates that the Father’s name is not always hallowed. Beare (1981:172)
points out:
The worship of other gods, the participation in heathen cults, and all kinds of
oppression and violence in Israel have profaned the name of their God among the
Gentiles; and in the end he will act to sanctify his great name, to vindicate his
holiness, first by the punishment which he brings upon his people, and ultimately
by forgiveness and restoration.217
He continues (1981:173) by stating:
The theme is sustained throughout this chapter and the next [Matthew 6-7]. As it
goes on, God’s action in sanctifying his name is linked with the ultimate blessing
of Israel, restored, purified, and in unbroken communion with God, and in the
enjoyment of unlimited prosperity; it is linked also with the acknowledgement of
his holiness by all the nations. 218
Practically speaking, Keener (1997:142) says, “Hallowing God’s name . . . was ‘the most
characteristic feature of Jewish ethics’ (Moore 1971:397). Later rabbis said, for instance,
that a Bible teacher who does not pay his bills on time profanes God’s name (Montefiore
and Lowe 1974:397).” Moreover, Cullmann (1997:61) notes, “Die Verbindung der
Heiligung durch Gott und derjenigen durch die Menschen ist im Alten Testament durch
die wiederholte Aussage 3. Moses 11,44; 19,2; 20, 26 hergestellt: »Ihr sollt heilig sein,
denn ich bin heilig.«” As such, the practical implication for disciples, as children of the
kingdom, is to live in a manner that brings honor, not shame, upon God’s name.
As noted above, both Luke and Mathew’s versions emphasize God’s “kingdom.” Here,
ἐλθέτω ἡ βασιλεία σου. The Matthean prayer begins with “Our Father who is in heaven,”
but then the locale of interest turns to “on earth.” Or to put it another way, the upward
focus of the Father in heaven then quickly turns to his kingdom coming on earth. Morris
(1992:142) says the tendency of some scholars is to understand the prayer of Matthew
6:9-13 “in eschatological terms,” and that this prayer seems, on one hand, to indicate that
“Jesus is teaching his followers a prayer that they should pray mindful of the fact that the
end of all things is upon them.” However, he indicates that the language of this prayer is
not so restrictive. He says that this prayer “applies well to here and now.”

Morris (1991:145) says, “This prayer is not so much a petition that God will do some great act
that will show everyone who and what he is, as a prayer that he will bring people to a proper attitude
toward him.”
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He cites Ezekiel 36:22ff.
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He cites Ezekiel 36:25-38.
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Cullmann (1997:62) says, “Das griechische Wort basileia für Reich kann statisch als Ort
und dynamisch als Königsherrschaft aufgefaßt werden.” But he rightly observes that
petition of the Lord’s Prayer centers on the kingly rule of God. Hagner (1993:148) points
out, “The gospel is itself, above all, the announcement that God’s promised rule has now
begun in and through the work of Jesus the messiah (see 3:2; 4:17, 23), so the disciples
are now thus encouraged to pray that what has begun in the ministry of Jesus, what they
have now begun to participate in, may be experienced in all fullness.”219 Hence, the
phrase “your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven” is both a grammatical and
theological extension of “your kingdom come.” In short, the aim of this petition is for the
family dynamic of heaven to be brought to the earth in order that God’s name might be
hallowed and esteemed.
Finally, in Matthew 6:11-12 the attention of the prayer turns to the disciples’ needs. The
meaning and implications of these petitions are straightforwardly applied in the disciples’
lives. Beare (1981:175) remarks, “The four petitions of the second part of the prayer no
longer bear upon the future consummation but on the action of God in our lives here and
now, from day to day.” In light of their relationship to their Father, the hallowedness of
God’s name, and the presence of his kingdom, the disciples may pray for their daily
necessities (τὸν ἄρτον ἡμῶν τὸν ἐπιούσιον). The term ἄρτον may have eschatological
implications,220 but the main focus of the petition centers on requesting for daily
necessities, today (Keener 1997:143). 221 Morris (1992:146) says accordingly,
The words translated daily is difficult, but a survey of the evidence indicates that
the ancient understanding “daily” fits the facts as well as any; “for the coming
day” has essentially the same meaning. The prayer prayed in the morning seeks
bread for the day opening out before the praying person, while prayed at night it
seeks bread for the coming day.
As such, this petition demonstrates that the transcendent Father (“in heaven”) is willing to
meet the needs that are right before his children.
Next, the petitioner is to ask for the forgiveness of “debts” (ἄφες ἡμῖν τὰ ὀφειλήματα
ἡμῶν). France (1985:140) says: “‘Debts’ represents the regular Aramaic term for sin.”222

See also Wright (2001:135): “To pray, ‘your kingdom come’ at Jesus’ bidding, therefore,
meant to align oneself with his kingdom movement and to seek God’s power in furthering its fulfillment.”
219

Hagner (1993:150) says, “The prayer thus asks for the present realization of the blessing of the
eschaton. The prayer is nevertheless a prayer for bread. And there is a sense in which the bread . . . we
partake of daily is an anticipation of the eschatological banquet.”
220

See Hagner (1993:149) for a discussion on the adjective “daily.” See also Karris (2000:19-23)
for an analysis of this petition in general.
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See Karris (2000:19-23) for a lengthy discussion of the meaning of ἄρτον, and Hagner
(1993:149) for an overview of ἐπιούσιον.
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With a thematic link to the Tefillah223 or Amidah, this petition of the Lord’s Prayer
centers on forgiveness. Keener (1997:144) says, “The image of debts was a graphic one
to most of Jesus’ contemporaries. While debts included money, most of Jesus’ hearers
would have been borrowers rather than lenders, so Jesus probably includes more than
merely economic debts. It is clear that debts before God represent ‘sins.’” But the one
who asks for forgiveness of debts must be willing to forgive others their debts. Thus, the
prayer highlights the Father’s willingness to forgive, but it also highlights the manner in
which the children of the kingdom are to interact with one another with a forgiving
disposition.
Furthermore, the petitioner(s) may say, “lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from
evil (καὶ μὴ εἰσενέγκῃς ἡμᾶς εἰς πειρασμόν, ἀλλὰ ῥῦσαι ἡμᾶς ἀπὸ τοῦ πονηροῦ).”
Keener (1997:144) notes, “Temptation here means ‘testing,’ as in trials of suffering. . . .
In this context the person is praying that the testing will not lead to falling: testing with a
view to bringing people to succumb was the business of the evil one (Mt 6:13). The
primary test early Christians would face, and which Jewish heroes of old had faced, was
persecution, the temptation to apostasy (compare 1 Pet 5:8-9).” As such, this petition
centers on God’s children seeking his protection through times of testing. Further, the
petitioner may say, “deliver us from evil.” Some translations say “evil” (ESV), but others
say “the evil one” (NIV). The Greek can point in either direction. Morris (1993:149)
prefers “evil,” but Hagner (1994:151-52) is right to say:
The difference between Satan and evil is small in the present petition: to pray to
be free from one is to pray to be free from the other. But the more vivid, personal
interpretation may be slightly preferable here; Satan desires to use a severe testing
of the Christian to his advantage. The sixth and seventh petitions together may be
paraphrased in the following words: Do not lead us into a testing of our faith that
is beyond our endurance, but when testing does come, deliver us from the Evil
One and his purposes.
In summary, the Lord’s Prayer was issued by Jesus (the “subordinate” Son) as a model of
how to pray to the Father (the “superior” receiver) within the context of a family
relationship (Neyrey, 2007a:9). In this prayer the disciples are encouraged to pray that
specific “results” will be achieved (Neyrey, 2007a:9), namely: that the Father’s name will
be hallowed, that the sphere and rule of heaven will become present on earth, that the
Father’s will will be done, that their needs will be met, that their sins will be forgiven,
and that they will be preserved in the hour of testing. This precise model of this prayer is
unique from the lips of Jesus, but thematic content has overlap with Jewish models of
prayers such as the Tefillah.

Karris (2000:24) quotes Hoffman’s (1998:39) translation of the sixth of the Eighteen
Benedictions of the Tefillah as follows: “Forgive us, our Father, for we have sinned before you. Wipe out
and remove our transgressions from before your eyes, for great is your mercy. Blessed are you, Adonai,
who is quick to forgive.”
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Implications
First, the Synoptic accounts provide a profile of Jesus’ prayer life that demonstrates that
he was the ideal man of prayer who sought to “maintain” his relationship with the Father
by communicating to the Father (Neyrey, 2007a:9). Crump (2006:91) says that Jesus is
presented as “the preeminent man of prayer.” On one hand, it is plausible to suggest that
Jesus prayed like any other Jew would. But as a pious Jew par excellence, the reader is
told that Jesus prayed early in the morning (Mark 1:35), in desolate places (Luke 5:16), at
night before appointing the twelve apostles (Luke 6:12), before giving thanks to God for
sustenance (Mark 6:41; 8:6-7), and at Gethsemane to “Abba, Father” with full confidence
in his Father (Mark 14:36). Thus, as a son, Jesus provided an extraordinary example of
what prayer to the Father entails.224
Second, the Synoptic Gospels reveal the importance of petitionary prayer. 225 Of course,
Matthew 6:8 serves to remind the reader that God already knows what one needs, but the
petitionary nature of the Lord’s Prayer in particular reminds the disciples of the necessity
of asking for specific “results” anyway (Neyrey, 2007a:9). In Mark 11:24 Jesus indicates
what is required as one approaches God in prayer, namely belief/faith. As disciples
approach God in this manner, they can expect to have their prayers answered irrespective
of the nature of predicament or the demands of the situation.
Third, the Synoptic accounts describe how, when, and where Jesus prayed, but they also
prescribe how disciples should pray (Matt 6:9-13; Luke 11:1-4). Thus, the reader is left
with a profile of prayer in both descriptive and prescriptive terms. As noted above, the
Lord’s Prayer focuses on prayer for one’s needs. But the prayer begins by reminding the
disciples that they are not praying to any God, but to “Our Father” (Matt 6:9). Therefore,
they should pray that the name of the Father be hallowed and that his kingdom would
come and that his will would be done (Matt 6:9-10). In the final analysis, the Lord’s
Prayer reveals the manner in which the children of God are to relate to the Father and
function in the world he created.
Fourth, the Lukan parables of the tax collector and the Pharisee and the persistent widow
indicate the posture of how one must approach God in prayer, namely humbly but also
persistently. The parable in Luke 18:9-14 precludes the possibility of prayers being heard
when offered arrogantly or presumptuously. The parable in Luke 18:1-8 is designed to
Crump (2006:92) notes concerning Mark’s contribution to the profile of Jesus’ prayer life:
“Mark . . . introduced the image in its essential form: all things are possible for the historical Jesus because
he is the quintessential man of faithful prayer (1:35-39; 6:46; 9:23-29; 11:17, 24; 14:32-39). The Gospel of
Luke elaborates this aspect of the tradition until it becomes a central component of his Christology: Jesus is
the praying Messiah, the Son of God, the prophet like Moses, the successful servant, the heavenly
intercessor who accomplishes all that has been asked of him because he inhabits an Edenic atmosphere of
uninhibited divine communion generated by perfect prayer.”
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In some cases, prayer is the means to bring forth an appointed end (or result). For example,
Crump (2006:92) notes, “Mark explains that the disciples failed to exorcise the demon-possessed boy
because none of them took the time to ask God for a miracle (9:29).”
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provoke one to not lose heart and to keep praying in the face of (seemingly) unanswered
prayer. As such, each account is didactic in nature for the purpose of aiding believers
who approach God in prayer.
Prayer in Acts
Many scholars hold that the Gospel of Luke and Acts were written by the same author, 226
namely Luke and were composed as one volume. However, the present analysis will (for
the most part) treat Acts separately in order to detect how prayer was said to have
functioned in the post-resurrectional Christian community. But such treatment does not
preclude highlighting the obvious parallels that exist between these documents.
Accordingly, instead of analyzing prayer in Acts chronologically, the following analysis
will analyze prayer categorically, that is, in categories that elucidate how prayer took
place, when prayer took place, where it took place, and for what purpose it took place
with special emphasis on the early Christian disciples. By filling in these categories the
reader is therefore able to make general conclusions concerning the nature of prayer in
the narrative material. 227
Parallels of Prayer
That prayer predominates the book of Acts should not be surprising since the earliest
Christians were theological descendants of a religious tradition that was steeped in
prayer. As will be shown below, the early Christians, however, were motivated to pray
not only because of their Jewish contemporaries in general but also because of the
influence of their Jewish rabbi in particular (Jesus). In fact, the author of Luke-Acts notes
a plethora of statements that link the prayers of the early praying community to Jesus.
Crump (2006:181) says, “Luke seems to arrange his materials such that Jesus’ model
‘comes to life’ in the experience of his earliest followers. Jesus is both the model and the
enabler of Christian prayer, not only for his disciples, but also for the ever-expanding
church throughout salvation-history.” Karris (2000:76) says, “Jesus at prayer was not
only the teacher and model of prayer for his disciples, but he is also the enabler of their
prayers. The community of disciples prays not only as Jesus prayed, but they also pray
through Jesus.” Karris (2000:76) quotes Feldkämper (1978:306-32) to show the parallels
between the prayer passages in the Gospel and Acts. These parallels include:
1. Jesus’ prayer at baptism (Luke 3:21-22) and the church’s prayer at its various
inaugurations (Acts 1:14; 2:1ff.; 4:31; 8:15; 10-11).
2. Jesus’ prayer and his powerful working in word and deed (Luke 5:16; 6:12) and
Acts 3:1-4:31.
3. Jesus’ prayer before choosing the Twelve (Luke 6:12) and Acts 1:15-26; 6:1-6.
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See Polhill (1992:23-27); Marshall 1980:46-48); and Bock (2012:32-37).
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See Harris (1966); Trites (1978); Plymale (1991); and Green (2001) for analysis of prayer in

Luke-Acts.
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4. Jesus’ prayer and his acceptance of suffering (Luke 9:18ff., 28ff.) and Acts 9:11ff.
5. Jesus’ cry of jubilation (Luke 10:21-22) and Acts 2:1-13; 10:44-48; 19:1-7.
6. Jesus’ prayer and instruction to his disciples on prayer (Luke 11:1-13) and Acts
4:29-31; 5:12.
7. Jesus’ prayer for Peter (Luke 22:32) and the church’s prayer for him in Acts 12:117.
8. Jesus’ prayer on the Mount of Olives (Luke 22:42) and Acts 21:14.
9. Jesus’ prayer on the cross (Luke 23:34, 36) and Stephen’s prayer in Acts 7:59-60.
With these parallels in mind, Green (2001:184) remarks concerning the quantity of prayer
in the early community of believers, “Over thirty times in the Acts of the Apostles, Luke
characterizes Jesus’ followers as being at prayer or narrates episodes of prayer. These
scenes are most prevalent in the first half of the book, as though, having established a
pattern of pervasive prayer, Luke has no need to repeat himself again and again. This
strategy is consistent with the character of narrative generally, since narratives . . . seek to
establish what is typical—in this case, a devotion to prayer.” The following analysis will
examine what exactly the episodes reveal about the early praying community.
The Posture of Prayer
A review of Acts reveals much about the quantity of prayer, but much less about the
posture that the early believers assumed when praying. Their posture in prayer was much
like what was exemplified in the prayers of Jesus. A sample of these postures includes
(emphasis added):
Acts 7:60 states that Stephen fell to his knees he cried out with a loud voice.
Acts 9:40 states that Peter knelt down and prayed before raising Tabitha from
the dead.
Acts 20:36 states that Paul knelt down with the Ephesian elders and prayed.
Acts 13:3 states that believers prayed and fasted before laying hands.
Each of these examples demonstrates that early Christian prayer was offered in a posture
of humility and dependence on God the “superior” receiver (Neyrey 2007a:9).
The Place of Prayer
Martin (1974:28-29) notes that there are two types of prayer “in the teaching and example
of the New Testament Church. There is private prayer in the secret place of personal
communion between the believer and his Lord. . . . But, in addition to the account of
private prayer, there is the record of the church’s corporate prayer as the united assembly
of believers voices its praise and supplication.” The gathering of believers in places such
as the temple and synagogue is noteworthy. That Jesus maintained high regard for the
temple is not in dispute. He referred to it as his “Father’s house” (Luke 2:49), and in
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Mark 11:17 Jesus refers to the temple as “a house of prayer for all the nations.” In this
latter episode he cleaned the temple likely because the money-changers and those who
were buying and selling in the court of the Gentiles and in doing so hindered Gentile
worship. Yet there is no conclusive evidence that Jesus offered sacrifices in the temple
(Martin 1974:20). Martin (1974:22) says, “He [Jesus] valued the Temple, but chiefly for
the facilities it afforded for communion with God and for prayer more than for its
sacrificial apparatus.” That the temple is a prominent place of worship is strongly
emphasized in both Luke’s Gospel and in Acts. Green (2001:186) says, “The Third
Gospel emphasizes the function of the temple as a house of prayer (cf. Luke 1:8-23; 2:2732, 36-38; 18:10-14; 19:46; 24:53), and the temple continues to serve this role in the
book of Acts (cf. Acts 2:47; 3:1; 21:20-26; 22:17-21).”
But how strong is the link between the Jewish custom (which includes high regard for
worship connected to the temple and the synagogue) and early Christian prayer?
Bradshaw (1981:23-24) says:
Very many scholars have supposed that at first the Christians simply joined with
others Jews in their daily worship and only began to hold their own services . . .
when they were eventually expelled from the synagogues and the Birkath-haMinim . . . was incorporated with the Shemoneh ‘Esreh in order to exclude them
from participation in the services.
He cites several passages that in fact reveals that the believers regularly assembled in the
temple (Acts 2:46; Luke 24:53) and in the synagogue (Acts 13:5, 14; 14:1; 16:13; 171f.,
10, 17; 18:4, 19; 19:8).228 In Acts 22:17 Paul is reported to say, Ἐγένετο δέ μοι
ὑποστρέψαντι εἰς Ἰερουσαλὴμ καὶ προσευχομένου μου ἐν τῷ ἱερῷ γενέσθαι με ἐν
ἐκστάσει. Acts 16:13 states, τῇ τε ἡμέρᾳ τῶν σαββάτων ἐξήλθομεν ἔξω τῆς πύλης παρὰ
ποταμὸν οὗ ἐνομίζομεν προσευχὴν εἶναι, καὶ καθίσαντες ἐλαλοῦμεν ταῖς συνελθούσαις
γυναιξίν. Marshall (1980:283) says that προσευχὴν is “where the women by custom
gather to pray (perhaps in a house).” But he continues, “The phrase, however, can be
used to mean a synagogue building.” Greeven (1985:285) says this term in Acts 16:13
“probably refers to a synagogue (synagogues were often built near water).”
Furthermore, Bradshaw (1981:24) says that the early believers may have formed a
“distinct group within Judaism, like the Essenes and others, and to worship apart.” For
evidence Bradshaw (1981:24) cites: (1) the gathering to pray in the upper room (Acts
1:14),229 (2) the assembling at 9 a.m. on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2:1; cf. 2:15)
Greeven (1964:801) says, “Regular prayer, two or three times a day, is attested fairly early. It is
presupposed in Ac. 3:1; 10:9, and indirectly in Mt. 6:5.”
228

Green notes (2001:185) concerning Acts 1:14, “The disciples are thus defined in verse 14 by
their tenacious orientation toward a common aim—that is, they were single-minded in giving themselves to
prayer.” Bradshaw (1981:23) says that the phrase (προσκαρτεροῦντες ὁμοθυμαδὸν τῇ προσευχῇ) “also
appears in the summary of the main features of the life of the earliest Christian community in Jerusalem in
Acts 2.42 though this time with the noun in the plural: ‘they were preserving in the apostles’ teaching and
fellowship, in the breaking of bread and the prayers’ (proskarterountes . . . tais proseuchais).”
229
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presumably for worship in a private house, (3) the Jerusalem church meeting in the house
of the mother of John Mark (Acts 12:5, 12), and (4) the believers congregating together
in Solomon’s portico for teaching and likely for prayer. In addition to the verses cited by
Bradshaw, a further review of Acts reveals that the early believers prayed in various
places at various times and in a wide variety of places. For example (emphasis added):
Acts 3:1 indicates that Peter and John went up to the temple at the ninth hour,
which was the hour of prayer. 230
Acts 10:9 says Peter went up on the housetop about the sixth hour to pray.
Acts 16:25 states that Paul and Silas prayed to God and sang hymns in prison.
If one assumes this profile is accurate, then Acts suggests that the believers did in fact
meet regularly for prayer in a variety of places, both in and around the temple and
synagogue, but also elsewhere! This profile is not completely different from models seen
in Judaism since prayers were offered at the temple, in certain synagogues, at home, and
other places. Thus, points of continuity are clear.
However, while the early patterns of Christian prayer may have followed the Jewish
model initially, the primacy of the temple as a place of prayer dissipated gradually (and,
of course, fully by 70 CE).231 Green quotes the episode of Paul’s prayer in the temple in
Acts 22:17 as an example of the discontinuity that came to exist. The fuller context states:
When I had returned to Jerusalem and was praying in the temple, I fell into a
trance and saw him saying to me, “Make haste and get out of Jerusalem quickly,
because they will not accept your testimony about me.” And I said, “Lord, they
themselves know that in one synagogue after another I imprisoned and beat those
who believed in you. And when the blood of Stephen your witness was being
shed, I myself was standing by and approving and watching over the garments of
those who killed him.” And he said to me, “Go, for I will send you far away to
the Gentiles.” (Acts 22:17-21 ESV, emphasis added)
He says concerning this passage:
Peterson (2009:167) notes concerning Peter and John, “They wanted to be present for the
service of public prayer that accompanied the evening sacrifice each day at three in the afternoon. . . . Even
though Jesus had implied that he would replace the temple in the plan and purpose of God (cf. Mt. 12:6; Jn.
2:19-22; 4:21-24), his disciples did not immediately disengage themselves from the temple and separate
themselves from the traditional practices of their religion.”
230

Hvalvik (2014:60) remarks, “During the first two centuries or so the Jesus believers came
together in ‘house churches,’ i.e., in ordinary homes. They did not have anything comparable to the temples
or synagogues of the Jews. In other words, they were not connected with a specific place. . . . For that
reason it seems justified to say that the lack of a specific place for worship and prayer in fact served to
identify the Christians. For several generations place was not significant for early Christian prayer.
Nevertheless it contributed to the identity of the Jesus believers—reflecting their faith in a God who was
not restricted to a specific place.”
231
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Here is a fail-proof apologetic for Paul’s mission. It was in the Jerusalem temple,
while praying, that Paul received the divine mandate to take the gospel to the
Gentile world. What is equally clear, though, is that this experience of prayer in
the temple served to undermine for Paul the centrality of the temple for faith and
life. Thus a form of continuity with Judaism—has resulted in a divine mandate
that subverts the central role of the temple for Jewish life.
While Green may be correct, the lack of direct textual attestation concerning prayer “in”
the temple in the Acts narrative serves as stronger evidence for discontinuity.232
Furthermore, Green’s argument for discontinuity is further advanced by his focus on the
Christological nature of certain early Christian prayers. He says (2001:187), “‘God’ is the
object of prayer in a number of the reports of the church at prayer in Acts (e.g., 4:24-31;
10:2, 4; 12:5; 16:25), though more often the narrative does specific to whom prayers were
offered (e.g., 1:14; 2:42; 31; 6:4, 6; 9:11; 10:9). On several occasions, however, Luke
specifically notes that prayers were offered to Jesus—beginning with the prayer regarding
Matthias’s replacement in 1:24-25.”233 The clearest examples he cites where prayer was
offered to Jesus include the following:
And as they were stoning Stephen, he called out, “Lord Jesus, receive my
spirit.” And falling to his knees he cried out with a loud voice, “Lord, do not hold
this sin against them.” And when he had said this, he fell asleep (Acts 7:59-60
ESV, emphasis added).
Now there was a disciple at Damascus named Ananias. The Lord said to him in
a vision, “Ananias.” And he said, “Here I am, Lord.” And the Lord said to him,
Rise and go to the street called Straight, and at the house of Judas look for a man
of Tarsus named Saul, for behold, he is praying, and he has seen in a vision a man
named Ananias come in and lay his hands on him so that he might regain his
sight.” But Ananias answered, “Lord, I have heard from many about this man,
how much evil he has done to your saints at Jerusalem. And here he has authority
from the chief priests to bind all who call on your name.” But the Lord said to
Crump (2006:19) points out that certain scholars have concluded that “the Jerusalem church
retained its traditional Jewish prayer habits by faithfully attending the temple at the designated hours of
prayer and sacrifice.” But he responds by saying, “The evidence does not, however, support this
conclusion; with the sole exception of [Acts] 22:17. Luke never actually depicts believers praying in the
temple; the early Christians attend the temple, not to pray, but to take advantage of a public venue with a
ready-made audience for their proclamation.” I am assuming that Crump is referring to the book of Acts
exclusively. In Luke 18:10 Jesus remarks that two men went into the temple to pray. Additionally, Turner
([1990] 2002:60) says concerning Luke 19:45-46, “Luke has a highly abbreviated account of the cleansing
of the temple (19:45f.) which includes the quotation of Isa. 56:7, ‘My house shall be a house of prayer’ (but
without the Marcan ‘for all nations’). This at once points to the central place Jesus believed prayer should
take in Israel’s worship of God. But it could also suggest Jesus offered an unqualified endorsement of
Israel’s cultic worship; that he was himself unreservedly committed to it, and to its prayer patterns. That
would be to press the evidence of this abbreviated passage too far. Jesus is portrayed as teaching in the
temple and the synagogue, not specifically as praying in them.”
232
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See Green (2001:187-88) for his defense of Jesus being the object of prayer in Acts 1:24-25.
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him, “Go, for he is a chosen instrument of mine to carry my name before the
Gentiles and kings and the children of Israel. For I will show him how much he
must suffer for the sake of my name.” So Ananias departed and entered the house.
And laying his hands on him he said, “Brother Saul, the Lord Jesus who
appeared to you on the road by which you came has sent me so that you may
regain your sight and be filled with the Holy Spirit.” (Acts 9:10-17 ESV,
emphasis and underscoring added)
Green (2001:188) notes moreover, “So routine, in fact, is Christocentric prayer to the
identity of the early Christians that they can be known as “those who call upon the name
of the Jesus (cf. 2:21; 7:59; 9:14, 21; 22:16.). Therefore, he concludes, “The prayer
practices of the early church, therefore, highlight the important Christological
affirmations that move beyond what is characteristic of Judaism.” 234
Categories of Prayer
With the timing and placement of prayers notwithstanding, it is necessary to note that
several categories or types of prayers are offered in Acts. Green outlines categories of
prayer in the following manner. He says that prayers are offered at the selection and
commissioning of leadership (1:24-25; 6:6; 13:3; 14:23), in the face of persecution and
hardship (4:24-31; 7:59-60; 12:5; 12; 16:25), in moments of missional innovation235
(9:10-12; 10:3-4, 9-16, 30-31; 11:5; 22:17-21), and for salvation236 (9:14, 21).
Accordingly, Crump (2006:181) helpfully arranges prayer in the following categories:
(1) prayers with explicit content where the prayer is recorded or the content makes it
clear (Acts 4:23-31; 7:59-60; 8:15, 22, 24; 14:23; 26:29); (2) prayers with contextually
implied content (6:6; 9:40; 12:5, 12; 13:3; 16:25; 20:36; 21:5; 28:8); and (3) uncertain
prayers notices where the context fails to supply any clear content (1:14; 2:42; 6:4; 9:11;
10:2, 4, 9, 30; 22:17).”

Hurtado (2014:51) remarks, “In several instances, Paul refers to his prayer and/or thanksgiving
to God as ‘through’ (διὰ) Jesus: e.g., Romans 1:8, ‘I thank my God through Jesus Christ’ and Romans 7:25,
‘Thanks (χάρις) be to God through Jesus Christ our Lord.’ We have a similar practice reflected in
Colossians 3:17, which exhorts doing everything ‘in the name of the Lord Jesus,’ and giving thanks to God
‘through him.’ Ephesians 5:20 urges thanksgiving to God ‘always and for everything in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ.’”
234

Green (2001:193) explains, “Throughout Acts, prayer provides an opportunity for the
disclosure of God’s purposes.”
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Green (2001:194) says, “At its most basic level, ‘to call on’ refers in biblical language to prayer
in times of need.”
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Another Model Prayer?
The longest and the most content-enriched prayer appears in Acts 4:24-30. Following
Fitzmyer, Karris (2000:77) says that the verses “are implicit thanksgiving, praise, and
petition all rolled up in one.” As seen in chapter 4, Peter and John are arrested and
ordered to cease preaching in the name of Jesus (4:18). On their release they gave a
report concerning what the chief priests and elders said (4:23). The response of their
friends is to offer a proclamation of praise concerning God’s sovereign rule over all
things (4:24, δέσποτα, σὺ ὁ ποιήσας τὸν οὐρανὸν καὶ τὴν γῆν καὶ τὴν θάλασσαν καὶ
πάντα τὰ ἐν αὐτοῖς).237 The prayer (4:25-26) then borrows from Psalm 2 in order to
reiterate the futility of the plans of the people, kings, and rulers of the world. Verses 2728 state the divinely ordained238 conspiracy and actions against Jesus. In verses 29-30
(ESV) the believers make this petition:
And now, Lord, look upon their threats and grant to your servants to continue to
speak your word with all boldness, while you stretch out your hand to heal, and
signs and wonders are performed through the name of your holy servant Jesus.
The petitionary nature of verses 29-30 is made clear by the verbs ἔπιδε ἐπὶ and δὸς. Yet
the nature of the requests do not mention the abolition of threats or persecution but rather
that God would grant them the ability to speak the word, μετὰ παρρησίας.239 But the
prayer not only asks God to “look upon” and “grant,” but also asks for God to “stretch
out” his “hand”240 to act (ἐν τῷ τὴν χεῖρά [σου] ἐκτείνειν σε εἰς ἴασιν καὶ σημεῖα καὶ
τέρατα γίνεσθαι). But such actions are to be performed διὰ τοῦ ὀνόματος τοῦ ἁγίου
παιδός σου Ἰησοῦ. Neyrey (2007a:82) notes the following chiastic structure of verses 2930:
“And now, Lord, look upon their threats,
A. with all boldness
B. grant to your servants to speak your word,
C. while you stretch out your hand to heal, and signs and wonders are
performed
237
Marshall (1980:111) notes that the title “Sovereign Lord” “is comparatively infrequent in the
New Testament (and also in the LXX), perhaps because the word suggested a despotic, arbitrary kind of
lordship. Here, however, it is appropriately used to stress the powerful control exerted by God (cf. Luke
2:29; 2 Peter 2:1; Jude 4; Rev 6:10). This control is seen in his creation of the universe, here described in
typical Old Testament language (Ps. 146:6; Isa. 37:16).”

Crump (2006:183) remarks, “The point is not that everything that ever happens at any where at
any time always occurs exactly as ‘God’s power and will decided beforehand’; it is, rather, that those
particular events necessarily entailed within God’s plan of salvation always unfold as he intends.”
238

239
Marshall (1980:113) notes, “The prayer . . . is not primarily that the opponents will be brought
to naught. Rather, on the assumption that this will inevitably happen, the church asks for strength to carry
on witnessing during the time while they still continue to be able to exercise their opposition.”

Here a metaphorical description of God is applied in a manner that conveys God’s strength and
power. See Exodus 7:5, Isaiah 14:26, Psalm 144:7, etc.
240
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D. through the name of your holy servant Jesus.”
C′. And when they had prayed, the place in which they were gathered
together was shaken.
B′. and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke the word of
God.
A′. with boldness (Neyrey’s translation)
As seen above the trajectory of this prayer initiates with praise/thanksgiving to God (as
δέσποτα) and states the conspiracy against Jesus. But then the prayer moves to petition
that healings and signs and wonders be performed “through the name of your holy
servant Jesus.” This phrase parallels with 3:6 where Peter said to the lame beggar,
ἀργύριον καὶ χρυσίον οὐχ ὑπάρχει μοι, ὃ δὲ ἔχω τοῦτό σοι δίδωμι·ἐν τῷ ὀνόματι Ἰησοῦ
Χριστοῦ τοῦ Ναζωραίου [ἔγειρε καὶ] περιπάτει. Thus, while the thrust of the prayer is
petitionary in nature, it seeks to highlight the power and rule of God (δέσποτα, but also
κύριε in verse 29) through the name of his son (Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ τοῦ Ναζωραίου).
Ironically, the very one who was conspired against (Jesus) will, through the granting of
the believers’ request, be shown as powerful (4:30). As such, this prayer may serve as a
model in that it parallels some aspects of the Lord’s Prayer by centering on the exaltation
of God and highlighting his (“superior”) sovereign rule over all things. The differences is
seen in the absence of the phrase/concept “through the name of your holy servant Jesus”
in the Lord’s Prayer. But the prayer in Acts 4 states in explicit terms what is now possible
in light of the death and resurrection of Jesus. 241 In other words, it highlights how certain
“results” are achieved through Christo-centric praying (Neyrey, 2007a:9). With the aid of
Synoptic terms, one might say that the Father’s (God) kingdom is manifest through his
Son (Jesus) both in the words spoken by the believers and by miracles and signs and
wonders performed. Hence, both prayers draw the one praying into the prayer in order to
participate in God’s salvific activities in the earth. Crump’s (2006:184-85) analysis of
this prayer yields four points that are relevant to the present analysis. He says:
First, the prayer’s content is determined by the church’s commitment to
participate fully in God’s plan for salvation-history. In this sense, Acts 4
demonstrates the disciples’ appropriation of Jesus’ instruction to pray: “Father,
may your kingdom come and your will be done.”
Second, it is clear that the church in Acts is learning the lessons conveyed by
Jesus’own prayer life. . . . Just as the Lord’s Prayer presumes a life reoriented by
faith in Jesus’ messiahship, just as John’s Gospel predicate genuine prayer on
personal union with the true vine, so too the church’s preoccupation with living,
preaching, healing, and praying “in the name of Jesus” confirms Christ’s place,
not only as a model, but as a mediator of the Christian’s relationship with God
(Acts 3:16; 4:7, 10, 12, 17, 18, 30).

As Peter notes in Acts 2:36, ἀσφαλῶς οὖν γινωσκέτω πᾶς οἶκος Ἰσραὴλ ὅτι καὶ κύριον αὐτὸν
καὶ χριστὸν ἐποίησεν ὁ θεός, τοῦτον τὸν Ἰησοῦν ὃν ὑμεῖς ἐσταυρώσατε.
241
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Third, Acts 3-4 illustrates . . . that invoking the name of Jesus is not a magical
formula but the indication of personal surrender. The community’s unreserved
submission to the Father’s will not only is suggested by its repeated appeal to
Jesus’s name, but also is thoroughly vindicated by the immediate positive
response to their petition.
Finally, both the community’s perspective on salvation-history and the nature of
the petition itself indicate that kingdom service is a joint venture. God’s servants
are responsible to proclaim the name of Jesus, but the church is dependent on its
Creator-Lord to vindicate his message by “stretch[ing] out [his] hand to heal and
perform miraculous signs and wonders” (4:30).
Prayer and the Holy Spirit
The theme of the work of the Holy Spirit is prevalent throughout Luke-Acts. Bock
(2012:211) says, “There are sixteen direct mentions of the Holy Spirit in Luke’s gospel
plus a few other passages where he is the topic through a figure of speech (such as a
reference to power). . . . In Acts, there are at least fifty-seven references to the Spirit.”
Yet an examination of the Lukan material reveals that the Spirit and prayer are often
located together in the same context. Specifically, Helen and Leonard Doohan (1992:61)
note that prayer of intercession is closely connected with the Holy Spirit and with the
Kingdom. They cite the following examples:
The annunciation, the episode of Zechariah, the birth and baptism of Christ,
Peter’s confession at Caesarea Philippi, the transfiguration, the sending of the
seventy disciples on mission, Jesus’ prayer at Gethsemane, the crucifixion,
Pentecost, the election of Matthias, the description of the life of the early Church,
the election of the seven deacons, the apostles’ visit to Samaria, and Paul’s
farewell to the elders at Miletus. There remained in the church’s thinking a close
connection between prayer and the Spirit’s presence and power (4:31).
They conclude that based on this evidence,
The general thrust of Luke’s approach seems to be that in petitionary prayer the
believer channels the activity of the Holy Spirit for the spreading of the kingdom.
One of the characteristic features of Luke’s teaching is his insistence on prayer as
a way of tapping the dynamic energy of the Spirit.
Notwithstanding, Luke says the Spirit may be asked for (αἰτοῦσιν). In Matthew 7:11
“good things/gifts” are given to the disciples who ask, whereas in Luke 11:13 “the Spirit”
is the “good gift” given upon the disciples’ request. 242 Thus, in Lukan theology, the Spirit
Crump (2006:74) remarks, “In Matthew, good fathers can be expected to give good things. In
Luke, the best the Father can be expected to give only the very best, the Holy Spirit, to all his praying
children.” He continues (2009:74), “By specifying the gift of the Spirit in this way, independent of any
specific request, Luke highlights that prayer is not a guaranteed means of acquiring whatever we want,
whether by repetition or urgency. Rather, petitionary prayer is a means by which God gives whatever he
242
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is the good gift, but according to Jesus, the Spirit can be asked for. The language of
verses 9-10 (αἰτεῖτε καὶ δοθήσεται ὑμῖν, ζητεῖτε καὶ εὑρήσετε, κρούετε καὶ ἀνοιγήσεται
ὑμῖν πᾶς γὰρ ὁ αἰτῶν λαμβάνει καὶ ὁ ζητῶν εὑρίσκει καὶ τῷ κρούοντι ἀνοιγ[ής]εται)
indicates that one may ask and seek, but verse 13 clarifies what one may ask for (πόσῳ
μᾶλλον ὁ πατὴρ [ὁ] ἐξ οὐρανοῦ δώσει πνεῦμα ἅγιον τοῖς αἰτοῦσιν αὐτόν).243
Accordingly, in Acts 2:1 it is said concerning the early gathering of believers, Καὶ ἐν τῷ
συμπληροῦσθαι τὴν ἡμέραν τῆς πεντηκοστῆς ἦσαν πάντες ὁμοῦ ἐπὶ τὸ αὐτό. While this
verse does not explicitly state that the believers were praying, this may have been the
case. Notwithstanding, 2:4 states that they were “filled with the Holy Spirit.” Further,
Luke (Acts 4:24-30) says that just after the believers prayed, ἐσαλεύθη ὁ τόπος ἐν ᾧ
ἦσαν συνηγμένοι, καὶ ἐπλήσθησαν ἅπαντες τοῦ ἁγίου πνεύματος καὶ ἐλάλουν τὸν
λόγον τοῦ θεοῦ μετὰ παρρησίας. This verse does not state that the believers were “filled
with the Spirit” because they specifically asked to be, but it does locate the Spirit and
prayer in the same context. 244 Yet the clearest link to prayer and the Spirit is seen in the
context of the conversion of the Samaritans. Acts 8:14-17 states (emphasis added):
Now when the apostles at Jerusalem heard that Samaria had received the word of
God, they sent to them Peter and John, who came down and prayed for them
that they might receive the Holy Spirit, for he had not yet fallen on any of them,
but they had only been baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus. Then they laid
their hands on them and they received the Holy Spirit.
Numerous suggestions have been offered concerning the reason behind the sending of
Peter and John to Samaria so that the new believers could receive the Spirit. 245
Regardless, the most pertinent point in the present analysis is that they prayed for the
Samaritans to receive the Holy Spirit. While prayer and the coming of the Spirit are not
mentioned in Acts 10:44-45 or 19:1-7, they are linked in 8:15. In the final analysis, a
review of the Luke-Acts materials demonstrates that prayer and the Spirit are often
located in the same context. In certain cases, prayer is directly linked to the Spirit,
whereas in the other cases there is an indirect link. Notwithstanding, the evidence above
demonstrates that children of the kingdom may ask their Father for good things/gifts and
he will in return grant their requests.

has decided is most necessary, and Luke knows that the Holy Spirit is the gift par excellence, making all
others pale in comparison.”
The outlook of this verse is future-oriented, hence Luke’s usage of δώσει. Green (1997:450)
says therefore the promise of 11:13 is one “that carries Luke’s audience forward into his second volume
(cf. 14:49; Acts 1:8; 2:1-4).” See also Stein (1992:328).
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See Twelftree (2009:69) for a discussion of “Luke’s Pentecost.”
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See Marshall (1980:166-67); Bruce (1988:169-70); Twelftree (2009:87-88); Dunn (1970:5968); and Horton (2001:166).
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Excursus: Prayer in the Pauline, General Epistles, and Revelation
The scope of prayer materials in the NT is extensive. As such, prayers are present
in almost every book in the NT canon. Therefore, as indicated above, the present
analysis will focus primarily on the narrative materials of NT, particularly the
Synoptic Gospels and Acts. This approach is fitting given that the literature of the
Fourth Gospel is most similar in nature to and parallels with other NT narrative
materials. Notwithstanding, it is necessary to provide a brief overview of prayers
that are located in the Pauline and general epistles. 246 The aim of this brief
excursus, then, is not to address and analyze all of the prayer materials located
within this range, but rather to note the general types of prayer that are scattered
through the NT epistolary literature.
Following the outline of prayer categories provided by Crump, 247 Paul’s prayer
materials can be divided into four categories: (1) Paul’s general exhortations to
pray, (2) Paul’s petitionary prayer for himself, (3) Paul’s requests for intercessory
prayer from others, and (4) Paul’s intercessory prayers for others. General
exhortations to pray are located in Romans 12:12, 14; Ephesians 6:18;
Philippians 4:6-7; Colossians 4:2; 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18; 1 Timothy 2:1-2; and
1 Timothy 5:5. Paul issued prayer for himself in Romans 1:10; 2 Corinthians
12:8-9; and 1 Thessalonians 3:10-11. Paul requested prayer for himself in
Romans 15:30-32; 2 Corinthians 1:10-11; Ephesians 6:19-20; Philippians 1:19;
Colossians 4:3-4; 1 Thessalonians 3:1-2; and Philemon 22. Finally, Paul issued
intercessory prayers for others in Romans 15:5-6, 13; 1 Thessalonians 3:12-13;
5:23; 2 Thessalonians 2:16-17; 3:5, 16; and 2 Timothy 1:16, 18; 4:16. Moreover,
Crump (2006:239) says, “Of the thirteen Pauline letters, ten begin with extended
expressions of thanksgiving . . . among those ten introductory thanksgivings,
eight also contain intercessory prayers that make their own contribution to the
purpose of thanksgiving and the goals of each letter.” He cites the following
examples: Romans 1:8-10; Ephesians 1:16-19; Philippians 1:3-6, 9-11;
Colossians 1:3-5, 9-12; 1 Thessalonians 1:2-3; 2 Thessalonians 1:3, 11-12; 2:1314; 2 Timothy 1:3-4; and Philemon 4-6.
As seen in the overview above, prayer and the Spirit are often located together in
various contexts. As indicated, Luke says one may ask for the Spirit (Luke
11:13), but he says very little about how the Spirit empowers prayer. Thus, one
must look elsewhere, namely the Pauline epistles, for a clearer picture of how the
Spirit functions in one’s prayer life. Paul says in Romans 8:15 that the Spirit is
the one who brought forth the believer’s sonship, and that it is by the Spirit that
the believer may cry, “Abba, Father.” In Galatians 4:6 Paul says that because
believers are sons, the Spirit is sent crying, “Abba, Father.” Thus both passages
link the Spirit with the believer’s address to God in familial language. In Romans
8:26-27 when believers do not know what to pray, it is said that the “Spirit
246

See Hvalvik and Sandnes (2014) for a treatment of early Christian prayer in the NT and
identity formation.
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The following summary of Pauline prayer is derived from Crump (2006:212-40). For further
review, see Karris (2000:114-31); Thurston (1997:207-9); and Peterson ([1990] 2002:84-101).
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himself intercedes for us with groanings too deep for words” (ESV) or through
“wordless groans” (NIV). In Ephesians 3:16 Paul prays that the Father may
strengthen the Ephesians “through his Spirit.” Finally, in Ephesians 6:18 Paul
encourages the Ephesians to pray “at all times in the Spirit.”
Concerning prayer in the general epistles and in Revelation, 248 Crump (2006:253)
organizes them under four main headings: epistolary prayers (3 John 2; Heb
13:18-19), the model of Jesus (Heb 5:7-8), prayer and community relationships
(Jas 4:2-3; 5:13-18; 1 Pet 3:7, 12); and prayer in light of the final judgment (1 Pet
4:7; Rev 5:8; 6:9-11; 8:3-5).
The topic of prayer also appears in 1 John, most notably in 3:21-22 where it is
said that a heart that is not condemned enables one to have boldness before God
in prayer. Prayer also appears in 1 John 5:16 in the context of asking/praying for
the brother who is not committing a sin unto death. Finally, Jude’s epistle
includes one statement that links praying with the Spirit. Jude 20 says, “But you,
beloved, build yourselves up on your most holy faith; pray in the Holy Spirit”
(NSRV).

Summary and Conclusions
The analysis above, while not exhaustive, is indicative of the early Christian tradition of
prayer that existed during the first century. As such, the evidence cited above enables one
to form a general profile of prayer from the narrative materials. On one hand the evidence
seems to suggest that Jesus shared in the Jewish prayer tradition that was part and parcel
of his religious heritage. On the other hand, based on certain episodes of prayer in the
Synoptic Gospels, Jesus modeled a prayer life that portrays him as the disciple of prayer
par excellence. Additionally, Jesus (the “subordinate” Son) not only maintained a rich
prayer life before his (“superior”) Father, but also taught his disciples how to pray in a
manner that shows proper respect for the Father’s name, seeks the Father’s will above
their own, and petitions him for their daily needs. Additionally, the Synoptic evidence
elucidates the necessity of approaching God humbly but persistently. The one who
approaches God must believe that he is able to do whatever is requested (i.e., help one
achieve certain “results”). In the final analysis, the narrative material in the Synoptic
Gospels has didactic value for the disciples as they sought to enter into the relational
space of prayer with the Father.
Furthermore, the analysis above indicates that prayer predominates the book of Acts. This
should not be surprising since the earliest Christians were theological descendants of a
religious tradition that was steeped in prayer. The early believers were motivated to pray
not only because of their Jewish contemporaries in general but also because of the
influence of their Jewish rabbi in particular (Jesus). From prayers at the selection and
commissioning of leadership, to prayers in the face of persecution and hardship, to
prayers for salvation, the early church prayed often and in various contexts. The evidence
248

See Michaels (2001:228-70) for an analysis of prayers from Hebrews to Revelation. See also
Cullmann (1997:146-51) for an overview of prayer in Acts, 1 Peter, James, Hebrews, and Revelation.
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above demonstrates that the early believers assembled in the temple and the synagogue.
Therefore, it is possible but not provable that they may have initially followed the prayer
traditions of the Jewish community. However, it is clear that the early believers also met
in numerous other venues in order to pray and worship. Doing so was not indicative of
discontinuity from Judaism since Jews were free to pray at the temple, in the synagogue,
at home, and elsewhere. The clearest point of discontinuity is seen in the Christo-centric
prayers of certain Christian prayers. That believers prayed to God is to be expected from
a religion that was so heavily influenced by the OT Scriptures. However, the believers are
also said to have made requests that this God would act miraculously through “his holy
servant Jesus.” Thus, early prayers were offered to the Father, but they were issued with
the salvation-historical implications of the Son in central focus.
Questions
Based on the analysis above, it is not clear what the relationship is between narrative
materials and the Fourth Gospel. To what extent the Johannine community was
influenced by the narrative accounts is difficult to state with any degree of certainty.
However, at the very least, one can say that the Synoptic Gospels, Acts, and the Fourth
Gospel share a similar cultural and religious space, and that space is characterized by
complimentary expressions of prayer. Thus, having established the general setting of
prayer in the early church, there are several relevant questions that can be set forth:
1. Does the Fourth Gospel provide a model of how one should pray?
2. The Lord’s Prayer includes familial language that conveys theological
implications for prayer. How does the Lord’s Prayer relate to prayer in the Fourth
Gospel?
3. The Synoptic Gospels omit Jesus’ statement from the cross, “It is finished” (John
19:30) Is this statement a prayer? If so, what is the meaning of Jesus’ words?
4. In light of the destruction of the temple and the abolition of sacrifice, would Jews
and early Christians say along with Jesus, God always hears me?
5. While Luke-Acts shows the close relationship between the Spirit and prayer, Luke
does not provide detailed, explicit information concerning how the Spirit equips
the believer to pray. How does the Fourth Gospel enhance one’s understanding of
the Holy Spirit’s role in prayer?
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Chapter 3

A Theology of “Prayer” from
the Farewell Discourse
Analysis of John 14
Introduction
The previous chapter provides an analysis of the Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian
religious backdrop that should be considered when analyzing prayer in the Fourth
Gospel. The length and depth of the previous analysis demonstrates that the Fourth
Gospel was produced in a dense religious and theological context in which other streams
of influence were present. However, it is not altogether clear to what extent these
religious traditions influenced the practice of prayer as it is defined in the Fourth Gospel.
Yet by drawing from the various research questions from the previous chapter, the
present analysis will elucidate to some extent how Johannine prayer compares with
prayer in the aforementioned religious traditions. 249 Further, while the present analysis
assumes some degree of congruency with the profile of prayer that was constructed in the
previous chapter, the primary aim of the present chapter centers on examining John 14 on
its own terms in order to gain a clearer understanding concerning how it contributes to
the Johannine profile of prayer. Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer will be employed
as a heuristic filter through which to analyze the various prayer texts under examination
in the present chapter and those that follow. In particular, Neyrey’s definition will be
taken into consideration as I examine the prayer materials located in John chapters 14, 15,
and 16, as well as the prayers of Jesus in chapters 6, 11, 12, and 19.250 The final results of
my analysis will be stated in chapter 7 of this dissertation.
The Beginning of the End: John 13:31-14
Before delving into the exegetical mechanics of the Farewell Discourse, one must first
seek to ascertain its structural arrangement. 251 A careful analysis of John chapter 13

249

However, the main focus of this chapter does not involve juxtaposing the various religious
traditions of prayers. Rather, comparisons and contrasts will be offered at various, relevant points
throughout the present analysis that elucidate points of similarity and dissimilarity.
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Chapter 17 will not be analyzed in any significant detail in this dissertation. See chapter 6 of
this analysis for a detailed motivation for its omission.
Beutler (2013:394-95) notes, “Sie setzt auch nicht voraus, dass es sich hier um aufeinander
folgende Kompositionen handeln müsse, sondern geht von der Beobachtung aus, dass es sich in den
251
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suggests that the Farewell Discourse begins in verses 31-32 where Jesus announces his
glorification, namely νῦν ἐδοξάσθη ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου καὶ ὁ θεὸς ἐδοξάσθη ἐν
αὐτῷ·[εἰ ὁ θεὸς ἐδοξάσθη ἐν αὐτῷ], καὶ ὁ θεὸς δοξάσει αὐτὸν ἐν αὐτῷ, καὶ εὐθὺς
δοξάσει αὐτόν. Carson (1991:477) argues that 13:31 is the proper beginning point,
particularly due to the departure of Judas (13:21-30), which he views as a “turning point
in the plot” that “enhances the link between the end of chapter 13 and the beginning of
chapter 14.”
Brown (1970:608) sees 13:31-38 as the introduction of division 1 of the Last Discourse,
yet he correctly notes that this division does not form a perfect unit. This is evidenced by
the change of audience from Peter in 13:38 to the disciples in 14:1 (along with the
presence of second-person verbs in 14:1). He (1970:608) asks, “Yet, if there is a
demarcation between xiii 31-38 and xiv 1-31, one may wonder whether xiii 31-38 should
not be separated completely from xiv and treated as the introduction to the whole Last
Discourse.” To this question Brown (1970:608-9) suggests that “at the stage when what is
now xiv 1-31 substantially constituted the whole Last Discourse, xiii 31-38 served as the
introduction to that Discourse. Like an overture, it blended brief echoes of the two themes
that were heard prominently in the original Last Discourse: the theme of love and Jesus’s
imminent departure.”
Schnackenburg (1982:48) notes that the basis for unity in 13:31-14:31 rests on the
forward-looking, post-Easter promise of the Spirit who would “teach” and “remind” the
disciples of everything Jesus said. This suggestion is plausible in light of a juxtaposition
of the darkness seen in 13:21-30, 36-38 with the optimistic thrust of 14:1, 3, 12, 17, and
26. As such, the textual demarcation is not significant enough to cast suspicion on its
overall unity. The flow of thought is casually consistent with the overall historical and
theological trajectories of the Fourth Gospel that culminates in Jesus’ glorification. On
the other hand, Keener (2003:930) notes that placing 13:31-14:31 together “arbitrarily
separates 13:31-38 from its preceding context.” But his concern is of little practical
consequence in light of the congruency of the major themes that unfold in chapter 14,
which undoubtedly stand upon and unfold on the grim predictions of betrayal and
departure (especially 13:21-30). Notwithstanding, Brown (1970:610) notes, “The
treachery of Judas [13:21-30], accepted by Jesus (xiii 27), actually inaugurated the
process of Jesus’ passing from this world to the Father.” Accordingly, Judas’s departure
(13:30) puts into motion Jesus’ arrest and eventual cross-death, which serve as the
foundation for the disciples’ anxiety in general and Jesus’ reassuring words in particular.
Hence, 13:31 stands as the most appropriate beginning to the Farewell Discourse.
There is disagreement among scholars concerning the internal structure of chapter 14.252
Maloney (1998:30) sees a threefold division that centers on the imperative “believe” that
dominates verses 1-14; the appearance of “love” in verses 15, 21, 23, and 24; and the
Abschiedsreden um sprachlich und gedanklich mehr oder weniger geschlossene Redestücke handelt, die
aufeinander aufbauen oder zumindest aneinander anschließen.”
252

For example, Segovia (1991:64-65) lists thirty scholars who see anywhere from two to nine
sections in chapter 14.
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theme of “communication” in verses 25-31 (e.g., “speaking” in v. 25, “teaching” in
v. 26b, “saying” in v. 26c, and “speaking” in v. 29). Segovia (1985:471, 493) sees
chapter 14 as containing two subsections and the entire discourse as presenting three
altogether: 13:31-38; 14:1-27; 14:28-31. Brown (1970:623) sees evidence that verses 114 form a unit, particularly because the challenge to believe is shared by verse 1 and
verses 13-14 and that the theme that Jesus is going to the Father is shared by verse 2 and
verse 12. He sees verses 13-14 (which are related to v. 12) as a potential problem, but
notes that this “may be an instance of the Johannine technique of overlapping, where the
conclusion of one unit is the beginning of the next.” If so, verses 13-14 provide, on the
one hand, concluding statements concerning the privilege of belief, namely making
requests in Jesus’ name, but on the other hand direct the reader forward into the
subsequent unit of thought that centers on the theme of “love,” which may be viewed as a
corollary of belief in Jesus. Notwithstanding, along with Brown and Maloney, Beutler
(2011:16-17, 23) rightly divides chapter 14 into three sections: verses 1-14, 15-24, and
25-31. These divisions thematically expound the themes of belief in God, communication
with and love for God (via prayer), and communication to the disciples by God (via the
Paraclete).
A variety of opinions exist concerning the appropriateness of the placement of the
concluding phrase: “Arise, let us go from here” (14:31d).253 Dodd (1953:406-407) notes
the nature of the problem: “The words ἐγείρεσθε ἄγωμεν appear to imply an immediate
movement to meet the approaching enemy. Yet in ch. xv Jesus goes on speaking as if
there had been no interruption, and it is not until xviii. 1 that a move is made.” Put
simply, the problem involves the finality of the above phrase in relationship to the
content that follows in chapters 15-17. As noted by Carson (1991:477), the traditional
approach views the events of chapters 13-14 as occurring in the upper room, while
chapters 15-17 is the account of the dialogue that took place on the way to the Mount of
Olives. Beasley-Murray (1999:223) sees this view as “hardly to be countenanced,” and
Barrett (1978:454) notes that it “seems incredible.” Some seek to relax the structural
tension by asserting that this phrase is best viewed in spiritual, rather than literal terms.254
Newman and Nida (1980:453) suggest that a more logical solution “is that chapter 14 and
chapters 15-17 contain alternative versions of Jesus’s last discourse to his disciples . . .
one account ends at 14:31, and a second account to be found in chapters 15-17.” In a
different vein of thought, Godet (1886:291) suggests that the content of chapters 15-17
was spoken elsewhere, perhaps on the streets of Jerusalem.

253
For a survey of problems surrounding this phrase see Lindars (1972:461), who views it as
“inexplicable.” See also Hengel (1989:107), Ashton (1991:29), and Hanson (1991:8).

Dodd (1953:409) offers the following translation of 14:31: “The ruler of this world is coming.
He has no claim upon me; but to show the world that I love the Father and do exactly as he commands, up,
let us march to meet him.” In view of this translation he notes, “With the words of verse 31 the journey has
begun. There is no physical movement from the place. The movement is a movement of the spirit, an
interior act of the will, but it is a real departure nonetheless.” This interpretation has been accepted by
Sanders (1968:335) and Tasker (1960:169).
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The most plausible view, it seems, following Carson (1991:479), is that the content of
these chapters was spoken before Jesus left the upper room. 255 Thus, although the
announcement to depart is made in 14:31, the actual physical movement did not take
place until after chapter 17. Further, as noted by Carson (1991:479), this approach does
not make stringent time demands that cannot be legitimately justified by the text. It is
somewhat common for a person to announce his departure from a given context but then
decide to speak for additional time. This is a probable but not provable meaning and
implication of verse 31.
Furthermore, although the present analysis will only cover the content within chapters
14-16, Van der Watt (2007:17) is right in suggesting that the entirety of the Farewell
Discourse should be viewed in three parts: “the first discourse (13-14) ending with the
words, ‘Rise, let us go from here’ (14:31); the second discourse (15-16); which is
followed by Jesus’s prayer (17).”
The Prerequisites to Prayer: John 14:1
As noted in the previous chapter, prayer involves communication between a sender and
receiver in a “subordinate/superior” relationship (Neyrey 2007a:9). This is the relational
paradigm displayed in Jewish and Christian prayer traditions, as well as the one portrayed
in the Fourth Gospel. As such, the basic assumption(s) of prayer is that God hears and
responds to the subordinate’s prayer request(s).256 The pertinent question at this point is
as follows: according to chapter 14 of the Farewell Discourse, what prerequisites, if any,
must be fulfilled in order for prayer to be answered? The analysis that follows below will
seek to answer this question by examining the content of John 14.
In 14:1 Jesus says to his disciples, μὴ ταρασσέσθω ὑμῶν ἡ καρδία (also seen in 14:27).
The term ταρασσέσθω (“be troubled”) appears in several cases to indicate Jesus’
troubled emotional state (11:33; 12:27; 13:21). In the immediate context of 14:1, this
term centers on the disciples’ emotional state that was influenced by several factors.
Culpepper (1998:209) says, “There is ample reason for the disciples to be troubled:
(1) one of them will betray Jesus, (2) Jesus is leaving them, and (3) even Peter will deny
Jesus.”257 With this term (ταρασσέσθω) in mind, Beutler (2011:26) sees Psalm 42/43

Van der Watt (2007:17) says that the contents of chapters 13-17 “describe events that took
place during a single evening when Jesus was gathered with his disciples for supper.”
255

256
Of course, an atheist may pray, but one must wonder who such prayer would be issued to since
atheism precludes the existence of a higher, supernatural being. Cullmann (1997:14) says, “Umgekehrt hat
Ablehnung des Glaubens an Gott die Ablehnung allen Betens zur Folge.” He goes on to say, “Daß für
Atheisten alles Beten sinnlos ist, kann nur dann bestritten werden, wenn man das Wort »Atheisten« oder
das Wort »Beten« nicht im üblichen Sinn versteht: Atheisten nicht als Leugner der Existenz Gottes, Beten
nicht als ein Sprechen mit einem transzendenten Gegenüber.”
257

Van der Watt (2007:66) notes concerning the types of pressure believers faced in a hostile
world: “Externally they were threatened. As followers of Jesus, they were seen as dissidents from the true
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(41/42 LXX) as the common background tradition. 258 He says, “The [double] psalm is
constructed symmetrically: at the end of each of the three strophes, after four or five
verses, respectively, there occurs a refrain: ‘Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why
are you so disquieted within me? Hope in God; for I shall again praise him, my help and
my God’ (Ps 42,6.12; 43,5).” He justifies the usage of this tradition due to obvious
similarities of theme and content with John 14. In 14:1 the nature of the disciples’
troubled hearts most notably centers on the news of Jesus’ departure. In light of this
impending crisis, the sentiment of Psalm 41:6, 12 and 42:5 (LXX) comes to bear:
ἔλπισον ἐπὶ τὸν θεόν. He (2011:29) says further:
Here too, of course, John has not taken over his source word for word: ‘trust in
God’ becomes ‘believe in God and believe in me.’ Why? Just as the substantive
ἐλπίς (‘trust,’ ‘hope’) is absent from the Fourth Gospel (and indeed from the first
three), so also the verb is scarcely encountered. . . . Otherwise it is the verb
πιστεύειν (‘believe’) that dominates the vocabulary and the thought of the
evangelist. In the fourth gospel, it is focused throughout on Jesus and his mission
in connection with which the predominant construction is πιστεύειν εἰς (‘believe
in’). Precisely for this reason the evangelist had to change his pre-text into
πιστεύετε εἰς τὸν θεὸν καὶ εἰς ἐμὲ πιστεύετε (‘believe in God and believe in
me’).
Thus, the disciples could theoretically express their troubled emotional state in terms
similar to what is stated in Psalm 41/42 (LXX). And much like the psalmist, the disciples
are required to place their hope in God. In the language of the Fourth Gospel, the
disciples are commanded to believe in Jesus 259 (in particular) in the midst of their
troubled circumstances just as they believe in God.260 As will be discussed below,
traditions of the followers of Moses and were therefore excluded from the synagogue. . . . Internally there
were also reasons for their hearts to be troubled and for fear to overtake them (1.27; 16.20, 32).”
258
Beutler discusses this topic in his commentary on the Fourth Gospel (2013) and in his
examination of the first Farewell Discourse (2011). I have quoted the latter work from the English edition
since the German edition was not available. See the latter work for the more thorough examination of the
topic at hand.

See Thyen (2015:615-16). Wengst (2001:126) notes, “Diese Aufforderung meint kein
Nebeneinander auf unterschiedliche Personen bezogener Glaubensweisen. Sie ist nicht anders zu verstehen
als die Aussage Jesu von 12,44: „Wer an mich glaubt, glaubt nicht an mich, sondern an den, der mich
geschickt hat.“ Wer auf Jesus vertraut, an ihn glaubt, setzt auf den in ihm präsenten Gott Israels. Das
sprachliche Nebeneinander des Vertrauens auf Gott und des Vertrauens auf Jesus hat eine biblische
Analogie in Ex 14,31. Dort heißt es vom Volk Israel nach der Erfahrung der Rettung am Schilfmeer: „Und
sie glaubten an Adonaj und an Mose, seinen Knecht“. Am Beginn des Verses war gesagt worden: „Da sah
Israel die starke Hand, was Adonaj an Ägypten getan hatte.“ Dass sie in dem hier erzählten Geschehen „die
starke Hand“ Gottes erblickten, ist schon Ausdruck ihres Glaubens. In schier auswegloser Situation hatten
sie auf das Wort des Mose als Wort Gottes gehört, durchs Meer zu gehen, und Rettung erfahren. Der
Glaube an Mose ist nichts anderes als der Glaube an den durch ihn handelnden Gott.”
259

Some scholars debate whether πιστεύετε (in 14:1b) is best rendered an imperative or
indicative. Morris (1971:637) rightly points out that 14:1b could be translated, “you believe in God, you
also believe in me,” or “believe in God, believe also in me,” or “believe in God, you also believe me.” Even
260
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belief/faith in God finds its most appropriate expression through prayer to the Father in
Jesus’ name.
That the Fourth Gospel emphasizes the necessity of faith 261 in Jesus is well known and
attested.262 Keener (2003:326) says, “Whereas Mark uses πιστεύω 10 times, Matthew 11,
and Luke 9, the verb appears by itself (without following clause or object) 30 times in
John, 18 with the dative, 13 with ὅτι, 36 with εἰς, and once each with ἐν and the neuter
accusative. John employs the verb 98 times, whereas the Synoptics employ it only 30
times, and Paul 54 times.”
The expression πιστεύων εἰς is employed throughout the Fourth Gospel with respect to
personal trust and confidence in Jesus. Brown ([1966] 2006:512) notes, “With the
exception of 1 John v 10, pisteuein, ‘believe into’ is used in the Johannine writings for
belief in(to) a person: twice it governs the Father; 31 times it governs Jesus; 4 times it
governs the name of Jesus.” Examples of the expression πιστεύων εἰς (in relation to
Jesus) include:
“whoever believes in him shall not perish” (3:16)
“whoever believes in the Son has eternal life” (3:36)
“whoever believes in me” (7:38)
“now this he said about the Spirit, whom those who believed in him were to
receive” (7:39)
e. “he who believes in me will live, even if he dies” (11:25)
f. “whoever believes in me will also do the works that I do” (14:12)
a.
b.
c.
d.

The lexicographical possibilities of πιστεύω are as follows:
Louw and Nida (1996:ad loc.): “to believe to the extent of complete trust and
reliance—‘to believe in, to have confidence in, to have faith in, to trust, faith,
trust.’”

so, it is possible to view this as an interrogative, namely, “Do you believe in God? Believe also in me.”
Keener (2003:931) notes that both uses should be interpreted in the same mood, yet he opts for the
imperative in light of the disciples’ anxiety; thus, “Believe in God, believe also in me.” Schnackenburg
(1982:59) notes that one’s choice does not fundamentally alter the overall meaning since “the call to
believe in Jesus, is in one way or another dependent on it—the disciples can and should, the evangelist is
saying, also preserve their faith in Jesus by relying on faith in God.” Further, John does not force a
dichotomy between faith in God on one hand and faith in Jesus on the other as if to press an ontological
antithesis between the two. John places the preincarnate Son alongside the Father and identifies him as
theos (1:1). Since Jesus is the revelation of God, faith in Jesus is as necessary as faith in God himself.
Accordingly, in the present context, the most plausible meaning (following the imperative) is that Jesus is
commanding his disciples to continue believing in him and to continue believing in the Father.
261

See Dodd (1953:179-86) for his discussion of faith.

262

See Keener (2003:326-27).
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BDAG (2000:ad loc.): “(1) to consider something to be true and therefore worthy
of one’s trust, believe, (2) to entrust oneself to an entity in complete confidence,
believe (in), trust, with implication of total commitment to the one who is trusted,
(3) entrust, (4) be confident about, (5) think/consider.”
A review of the Fourth Gospel reveals that the Evangelist records numerous examples of
so-called faith/belief in Jesus. Understanding the nature of such belief is vitally
important, largely because genuine faith in God/Jesus is the prerequisite to effectual
prayer in 14:12-14. Van der Watt (2007:53) is right to say, “Faith is not defined in a
single verse in the Gospel, but its full extent is gradually developed throughout the
Gospel. . . . Not all faith is salvific faith, for instance, the ‘believers’ in 6:60-66 or 8:31
(see 8.44) are apparently not saved.” 263 Concerning the nature of faith/belief in Jesus,
Van der Watt (2007:54) lists two contexts where faith does not lead to salvation:
(a) Faith for the wrong reasons: Faith that accepts Jesus, but for the wrong
reasons and without an adequate change in one’s attitude toward oneself or
towards Jesus does not seem to be salvific, even though a positive towards Jesus
is expressed.
For example, in 2:23 the signs that Jesus performed resulted in belief in Jesus’ name. Yet
verse 24 indicates that such belief was rather superficial since Jesus “would not entrust
himself to them, for he knew all men.” Van der Watt (2007:54) says, “It seems that the
inadequacy of faith based on signs alone is emphasized. Although this positive attitude of
faith might be the ‘first step’ toward Jesus, it does not ensure salvation yet.” 264 He
(2005a:120) notes further, “One cannot simply believe in Jesus because he is a miracle
worker.”
(b) Faith that is not expressed in deeds: Jesus’s argument in 8.30-47 emphasizes
that faith without resulting deeds is inadequate. According to 8.30 many put their
faith in him, even as he spoke (8.30). Jesus explains to these believers (8.31) that
being a child of God should become apparent in their behavior (8.39-42).
Although these people “believe” (8.31), their deeds deny such belief, proving
them to belong to the family of Satan (8.44). 265
In 8:31 Jesus implies that the true, authentic mark of a disciple is that he or she abides in
his word with the result of knowing the truth and being set free by the truth (καὶ
γνώσεσθε τὴν ἀλήθειαν, καὶ ἡ ἀλήθεια ἐλευθερώσει ὑμᾶς).
Finally, Van der Watt (2007:54) says about the nature of true, salvific faith:
263
Carson (1991:348) says that the nature of one’s faith “cannot be determined by the linguistic
expression selected by the evangelist.” More is needed, as will be discussed below.
264

As will be shown, there are instances in the Fourth Gospel where the narrative reveals the
progressive nature of faith. In some cases, the movement of one’s expression of faith is positive and
forward but inauthentic. In other cases, the movement is positive, forward, and authentic.
265

See Hendriksen (1953:50-52) and Bruce (1983:196).
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(c) True faith involves acceptance and deeds.
Van der Watt (2007:54-55) cites the episode of the man born blind as an example where
true, authentic faith is demonstrated. He says concerning this man:
This blind man concludes that Jesus must be from God (9.27-33), and defends his
conviction to the point of losing everything (9.34). But there is a twist in the story.
Even though the man is willing to lose everything in defending Jesus, he is not
saved yet not before he also accepts Jesus for who he really is, the Lord, the Son
of Man (9.35-38).
The evidence for the authenticity is seen when the blind man’s positive confession in
9:30-33, which moves to a full expression of belief after he was cast out. He says in verse
38, πιστεύω, κύριε. Curiously, the man born blind not only gained his physical sight, but
also believed to the point of seeing and knowing who Jesus really is. Dodd (1953:185-86)
says that “faith is a form of vision.” He says, “In the first place, there is a form of vision,
simple physical vision, which may exist without faith. Many of the contemporaries of
Jesus saw Him in this sense, but without any saving effects. But when simple vision is
accompanied by faith, it leads to vision in a deeper sense.” Culpepper (1998:177)
remarks, “With delightful subtlety, the narrator shows us the man’s insight and exposes
the Pharisees’ blindness:
Contrasting Reponses in John 9
The Blind Man

The Pharisees

“I do not know” (v. 12).

“This man is not from God” (v. 16).

“I do not know whether he is a
sinner” (v. 25).

“We know that this man is a sinner”
(v. 24).

“One thing I do know, that though I
was blind, now I see” (v. 25).

“We know that God has spoken to
Moses, but as for this man, we do
not know where he comes from”
(v. 29).

In this case, the man born blind truly believed in Jesus in a manner that elucidated the full
acceptance of his person and work (vv. 31-33). And the one who has faith and sees will
thus act according to what he sees, and thus Jesus’ work becomes the believer’s work. 266
With this example in mind, it is important to define the nature of authentic faith. 267 Van
der Watt (2007:55) remarks:

266

See Waetjen (2005:127-40) for his discussion of seeing and believing, and believing in order to

267

See Bennema (2007:129-32).

see.
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In a nutshell: salvific faith is a self-sacrificing, intellectual, and existential
acceptance of the message and person of Jesus to the extent that it completely
transforms a person’s thoughts and deeds in accordance with Jesus’ message and
leads to an obedient life of doing what a child should do.
Keener (2003:327) says similarly:
“Believe” thus refers to the proper response to God’s revelation, a faithful
embracing of his truth, as in OT “faithfulness”; it is a conviction of truth on which
one stakes one’s life and actions, not merely passive assent to a fact.
Thus, these passages indicate that verbal profession of belief and/or faith is insufficient
for salvation. True faith is intellectually adhering to the person and work of Jesus to the
point that the course of one’s life, in thought, word, and deed, is visibly altered. Such
faith not only unites a man to Jesus at the moment of salvation but also is required
throughout the duration of one’s relationship with Jesus.268 Furthermore, faith in God
does not merely mean believing that God exists, but it also involves trusting God as the
“superior” receiver (Neyrey, 2007a:9). Trusting God translates into trusting Jesus. As
trust is placed in Jesus, the trajectory of one’s life is patterned after the will, mission, and
commandments of God. It is in the context of this genre of faith where the individual
looks away from trusting in his own (or anyone else’s) resources and trusts in “God
alone.” As such, faith in God is the prerequisite for effectual prayer and provides the
remedy for the disciples’ troubled hearts. As noted by Becker (1991:548), “Durch
Einlassen auf den Glauben wird das Herz fest.”
Moreover, authentic faith not only grants one access into relational space269 with Jesus
but also affects the manner by which one relates to God and functions within that space.
According to the Fourth Gospel, faith unites one to Jesus/God and secures a space in the
family of God. 270 For example, Van der Watt (2005a:123) says that the Evangelist uses
ordinary family language to describe by analogy what happens to a believer when he or
she comes to faith and is born again. Such language is seen in 1:12-13 but also in 3:3, 5.
John articulates how rebirth by the Spirit enables one to enter into the family or domain
of God, which has both temporal and spiritual consequences. Particularly as a member of
the family of God, a child will act and pray according to the will of God, who is his or her
Father. By necessity, the aim of such actions is to please the Father and to do nothing that

268

Carson (1991:347-48).

By “space,” I am simply referring to a relationship in which two or more parties communicate
and interact.
269

Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:230) note, “The term believe is a key part of the Johannine
antilanguage; it has a special insider meaning for his core group. John’s peculiar way of phrasing it—
believing ‘into’ Jesus—connotes being completely embedded in the group of which he is the central
personage.”
270
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would result in shame or dishonor.271 Thus, as hinted at above but discussed in greater
detail in the pages that follow, salvific faith in Jesus is not intended to be merely a private
matter. According to 14:12, the one believing in Jesus who is united to the family of God
will do the works of God (or the works that are consonant with the nature and mission of
God). As a disciple believes in Jesus and prays in his name (14:13-14), the father and the
son of the family become present and visible. In this sense, faith eventuates a visible
corollary that evokes honor for the family of God. The necessity of faith in Jesus, then,
establishes the relational, familial context in which efficacious prayer occurs.
A House Prepared for Prayer: John 14:2-11
What follows in John 14:2-3 is Jesus’ statement concerning the Father’s house (οἰκίᾳ),272
its many rooms (μοναὶ πολλαί), and his promise to prepare (ἑτοιμάσαι) a place (τόπον)
for his disciples. In light of Jesus’ ministry and mission, such a “house” (John 2:19-21)
cannot be physical (John 4:20-24) and therefore must be interpreted in a metaphorical
sense as the place where God dwells. 273 But what is the nature of this place? The exact
meaning of Jesus’ words has provoked much scholarly debate. Many assert without
reservation that the Father’s house is heaven,274 which contains “rooms” (ESV),
“mansions” (KJV), “dwelling places” (NASB). Maloney (1998:33) states, “The house of
the father of Jesus is the realm of God.” Morris (1971:638) also says, “‘My Father’s
house’ clearly refers to heaven.” On the other hand, Gundry (1967:69-71) interprets οἰκίᾳ
in light of the church functioning as the spiritual house or the temple of God (e.g., 1 Cor
3:16-17; Eph 2:20-22; 1 Peter 2:5; John 2:19-21).275 Neyrey (2007a:194) cites
Malina (2001:48) defines “honor” as simply “a person’s (or groups’) feeling of self-worth and
the public, social acknowledgement of that worth.”
271

272

As seen, I have cited this term as it appears in the text for easy identification.

Van der Watt (2000:270) notes, “The temple will not be in Jerusalem any longer, but where
spirit and truth are (4:22-26). The Father is spirit (4:24) and Jesus is truth (14:6). The house of the Father is
therefore not a physical place but should be understood in relation to the Father and Son.” See McCaffrey
(1988:177); Barnhart (1993:128-29); Countryman (1994:101); Kerr (2002:293-94); Freed (1983:62-73).
273
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See also Beutler (2013:374-76); Kerr (2002:276); Witherington (1995:248-49); and Freed
(1983:62-73). Schnackenburg (1982:61) notes the possibility of the Father’s house referring to a heavenly
state but is open to other interpretations, particularly Schaefer’s view that the Father’s house is the “sphere
of power and love embracing heaven and earth,” and Heise’s understanding that involves “the space of
love” into which Jesus takes his disciples by “taking them to himself.”
275
In an article published in Tyndale Bulletin (1993), Ernst Bammel asserted in regard to John
14:2: “The house with the many mansions is, of course, the temple!” In The Eschatological Temple in John
14, Steve M. Bryan (2005:194) seeks to defend Bammel’s notion by tracing out the temple motif through
Jewish literature that designate the temple as the eschatological dwelling place of the righteous. He also
draws attention to texts that suggest that the builder of the eschatological temple will be the messiah (Deut
30:4; 2 Sam 7:10; Exod 15:17; 2 Mace 1:17, 1 Enoch 71:16). Bryan states, “As with the phrase ‘my
Father’s house,’ the term ‘place’ has already been used by John to refer to the Temple in the expression of
the Jewish leaders’ fear that if Jesus were allowed to continue the Romans would take away ‘our place’
(11:48; cf. 4:20). This term, also, is frequently found in Jewish literature in reference to the temple,
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McCaffrey’s (1988) finding by stating that “‘my Father’s house’ has been variously
explained as heaven, the heavenly temple, the messianic kingdom, and even the
universe.”
The promise, καὶ ἐὰν πορευθῶ καὶ ἑτοιμάσω τόπον ὑμῖν, πάλιν ἔρχομαι καὶ
παραλήμψομαι ὑμᾶς πρὸς ἐμαυτόν, ἵνα ὅπου εἰμὶ ἐγὼ καὶ ὑμεῖς ἦτε (14:3), has also
provoked lengthy scholarly discussions, especially concerning its relationship to the
parousia. As seen earlier in John (5:25-29; 6:35-40, 44-48), the tension between a
consummative and realized eschatology is elucidated. Some scholars view Jesus’ coming
as a straightforward statement concerning his second advent. 276 The phrases πάλιν
ἔρχομαι (present tense) and καὶ παραλήμψομαι ὑμᾶς (future tense), coupled with the ἵνα
clause, ὅπου εἰμὶ ἐγὼ καὶ ὑμεῖς ἦτε suggest a future outlook for Jesus’ return that
involves him taking the disciples to the place where he is (presumably heaven).
In a different vein of thought, some scholars see Jesus’ statement as a reference to his
coming at the hour of the disciples’ death, 277 and thus, according to Brown (1970:626),
this statement (14:3) serves as “a reinterpretation of the parousia theme when it was
realized that the parousia had not occurred soon after the death of Jesus and when the
disciples began to die.” Culpepper (1998:210) is of the opinion that the disciples’
immediate concern is not where they will go after they die, but rather “how they will
relate to Jesus since he is going away.” Accordingly, he sees the promise of Jesus’
coming as not referring to the second advent but to the post-Easter experiences. Maloney
(1998:34) agrees by noting that “too much of Jesus’ earlier peaching has insisted on the
present gift of life to the believer for the reader to collapse Jesus’ promise of 14:3 into a
time scheme totally conditioned by an end-time eschatology.”
Dodd (1953:395), who views chapter 14 as the Johannine reinterpretation of the church’s
current belief concerning the departure and return of Christ, 278 interprets Jesus’ statement
about “coming again” in the sense that: (a) Christ will continue his mighty works in the
disciples (14:12); (b) the Paraclete will dwell in them (14:15-17); (c) they will live by
virtue of the living Christ (14:19); and (d) they will continue in personal interchange of
agape with him (14:21). In line with Westcott ([1908] 1954:168) and Barrett (1978:457),
it is possible that the language of verses 2-3 is intentionally ambiguous, allowing both a
including a number of texts cited above that express or serve the idea that the temple would be the
eschatological dwelling of the righteous.” For Bryan, the focus of 14:2-3 is on future dwelling in the divine
presence through belief and communion with Jesus, a communion with Jesus that will also be available for
his followers.
276

See Carson (1991:488) and Morris (1971:639).
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See Lightfoot (1956:275-76) and Bultmann (1976:602).

278
Dodd’s (1953:395) view is likely formulated on the basis of 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18. Notable
is the similarity between the last clause of 4:17, καὶ οὕτως πάντοτε σὺν κυρίῳ ἐσόμεθα and the last clause
of John 14:3, πάλιν ἔρχομαι καὶ παραλήμψομαι ὑμᾶς πρὸς ἐμαυτόν, ἵνα ὅπου εἰμὶ ἐγὼ καὶ ὑμεῖς ἦτε.
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near and future coming of Jesus. As such, any interpretation that relegates these verses to
either an end-of-life or end-of-the-age paradigm may overlook John’s nuanced
eschatology and the overall context of chapter 14. But the unfolding themes of the
sending of the Spirit and the mutual indwelling of the Father and Son in the believer
elucidate, in some measure, the nature of Jesus’ promise, πάλιν ἔρχομαι.
Thus, it is accurate to say that the Father dwells in heaven and that “my Father’s house”
would convey the idea of heaven against a Jewish background, 279 but Mary Coloe
(2009:375) argues that “in the Hebrew Scriptures, ‘my father’s house’ always means the
group of people who make up the household [or home], such as the family and servants,
or even the future descendants.” For example, “So Joseph said to his brothers and to his
father’s house, ‘I will go and tell Pharaoh and say to him, My brothers and my father’s
house have come to me’” (Gen 46:31). In light of this reality, she admits that Jesus’ use
of the phrase “my Father’s house” (2:16) to refer to a building is “quite strange,” but
suggests that the Evangelist was moving his readers from the notion of the temple as a
building to something more relational (as seen in 2:21). She sees the notable shift from
the word “house” (oikos, as in chapter 2) to “household” (oikiai, as in 14:2) as providing
evidence in favor of this assertion. She (Coloe 2009:375) observes that in the Fourth
Gospel the term oikos is used only with the sense of a building, namely, the temple
building (2:16, 17) and the house at Bethany (11:20). But the term oikiai is used with a
more fluid range of meanings: it can mean a physical building (11:31; 12:3—both
references to the house at Bethany), but it can also mean the household (4:53, “the father
believed and all his household,” and 8:35, “the slave does not continue in the household
forever”).
Notwithstanding the disciples’ culturally conditioned understanding (which was both
revelational and geographical in nature), 280 the context of 14:2-3 indicates that Jesus was
referring to heavenly relationships that begin on earth and are characterized as being
permanent, rather than transient “dwelling places.” The term μοναὶ occurs twice in the
NT—in 14:2 and 23. In its verbal form, meno means “to remain.” In the present context,
the term conveys the notion of remaining in a permanent “dwelling place” that is
consonant not only with Jewish thought281 but also, and more importantly, with other NT
passages that speak of the eternal state, such as 2 Corinthians 5:1 (“a building from God”)
and Hebrews 12:22 (“the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem”). 282 More
As indicated by Brown (1970:625), who says, “Taken against the Jewish background, ‘my
Father’s house’ is probably understood as heaven. Philo (De somniis I 43; # 256) speaks of heaven as ‘the
paternal house.’”
279

Köstenberger (2002:152) notes, “The image used by Jesus may also have conjured up notions
of a luxurious Greco-Roman village, replete with numerous terraces and buildings, situated among shady
gardens with an abundance of tress and flowing water.”
280
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1 Enoch 39:4f; see Kysar (1986:220-21) and Keener (2003:932-39).
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Thus, scholars are correct in pointing out that there is no textual evidence that Jesus was
speaking of resting stops or heavenly progression. Carson (1991:489) notes, “Heaven is not here pictured as
a series of progressive and temporary states that one advances up until perfection is finally attained.”
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relevantly, Coloe (2009:376) points out that “the emphasis of 14:2 is not the believers
coming to dwell in God’s heavenly abode, but the Father, the Paraclete, and Jesus coming
to dwell with the believers.”283 As such, the “place” is relational in nature and begins on
earth.284 She cites evidence from select verses throughout chapter 14 that, in her view,
precludes interpreting 14:2 as a reference to a mere heavenly dwelling. For example:
a. the Father who dwells (menon) in Jesus (v. 10)
b. the Paraclete who dwells (menei) with believers, and in the future will be in them
(v. 17)
c. the Father and Jesus who will make their dwelling (monen) with the believer
(v. 23)
d. Jesus dwells (menon) with the disciples (v. 25)
The repetitive mention of “dwelling” and “remaining” as seen in chapters 14-15 provides
support for her view. However, the fact that the Father, Jesus, and the Paraclete are said
to dwell within the disciples on earth should not force one to relegate the language and
reality of permanent dwellings to one space/locale. It seems that the textual evidence may
assume a twofold dwelling: one that would eventually involve the disciples with God in
heaven (14:2-3), and one that would more immediately center on the Father, Son, and the
Paraclete residing within the disciples while they were on earth (14:17, 23, 25).
Moreover, following McCaffrey (1988), Neyrey (2007a:194) says that the phrase “in my
Father’s house . . . suggests an intimate kinship relationship, such as Father and Son, God
and the disciples, and perhaps other Christians yet to be brought in—‘many rooms.’”
Thus, in this view the focus on 14:2 is not exclusively or primarily on heaven but on
heavenly relationships that occur on the earth because of Jesus’ preparatory 285 work on

Schnackenburg (1982:60-61) states similarly, “There is no suggestion here of any grading according to
status or merit, in other words, of different dwellings.” But this is not to say that the heavenly state itself is
complete; the phrase πορεύομαι ἑτοιμάσαι τόπον ὑμῖν precludes this possibility. Rather, the final
preparation will be made upon Jesus’ departure with the final result of πάλιν ἔρχομαι καὶ παραλήμψομαι
ὑμᾶς πρὸς ἐμαυτόν, ἵνα ὅπου εἰμὶ ἐγὼ καὶ ὑμεῖς ἦτε. As noted by Beasley-Murray (1999:249), this
permanent home already exists, but “by his death and exaltation the Lord is to make it possible for his own
to be there with him.”
283
See Brown (1970:627) who sees some precedent in interpreting the phrase “‘many dwelling
places in my Father’s house’ parabolically as possibilities for permanent union . . . with the Father in and
through Jesus.”

See Kerr (2002:303-6) for an analysis of τόπος within Jewish tradition. He shows that there
was a tendency to designate land/sanctuary/temple by the usage of this term (with either the Jerusalem
temple or the eschatological temple). He thus sees 14:2 as a possible reference to the eschatological temple
of Exodus 15:17. See also Chanikuzhy (2012) for a thorough analysis of Jesus as the eschatological temple.
284

See Coloe (2001:164-67) for a discussion on the theme of “preparing a place.” She focuses her
attention on OT passages where it is said that a “place” was prepared for the Ark (1 Chr 15:1, 3, 12; 2 Chr
1:4). She also discusses the “place” that was “prepared” for the temple (2 Chr 3:1).
285
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the believer’s behalf. 286 This work takes place in a manner similar to a patron-client
relationship287 where relational exchange occurs between parties of unequal status. And
the vital link between these two parties is the broker. 288 But how does Jesus function in
this role? Following Albert Oepke, Neyrey (2007a:200) says, “When the New Testament
calls Jesus a broker, it shades the term into many meanings: he is the unique mediator . . .
between the one God and humankind (1 Tim 2:5), the mediator of the new covenant (Heb
8:6; 9:15; 12:24), and ‘priest . . . according to the order of Melchizedek’ (Heb 5:6; 6:20;
7:17). In contrast to Levitical priesthood, Jesus’ priesthood/brokerage is vastly superior
because Jesus ‘is able for all time to save those who approach God through him, since he
always lives to make intercession for them.’” But Neyrey (2007a:200) says that Jesus’
role as a mediator is “not simply in chapter 17, but in the whole of the Farewell Address.”
He (2007a:201-02) goes on to cite 17:3 and 21, which “social-science interpreters call his
[Jesus’] ascribed authority or honor.” Likewise, he cites 17:5 and 24 in which “Jesus
speaks of the glory he had from his Patron before the world was made, which clearly
describes Jesus as belonging to the heavenly world or totally dedicated to the affairs of
Father.” Last, he cites 17:4, 6, 8, 12, and 14 as evidence of Jesus’ loyalty to the interests
of the Patron-Father.
But as a mediator/broker, Jesus’ interests centered not only on loyalty to the Father but
also on securing a place for his clientele. And that place was not physical locale but
rather a spiritual relationship. Neyrey (2007a:194) remarks:

286
Van der Watt (2007:75) says that one may speak of a “progressively realizing situation” in
which the “members of God’s family are on their way to the house of the Father (14.1-2), but are still left in
this world where they are endangered and need protection (17.15).”
287

Neyrey (2007a:199) outlines the basic features of the patron-client relationship, which include:
“1. Patron-client relations are particularistic, thus characterized by favoritism. 2. They involve the exchange
of a whole range of goods and services, power, influence, inducement, and commitment. 3. The exchange
entails a package deal, so that the elements of patronage cannot be given separately (i.e., concretely useful
goods must go along with loyalty). 4. Solidarity here entails a strong element of unconditionality and longrange social credit. 5. Hence, patron-client relations involve a strong element of personal obligation.
6. These relations are not fully legal or contractual but still are very strongly binding. 7. In principle,
patron-client relations entered into voluntarily can be abandoned voluntarily, although always proclaimed
to be lifelong, long-range, forever, etc. 8. Patron-client relations are vertical and dyadic (between
individuals or networks of individuals) and thus they undermine the horizontal group organization and
solidarity of clients and other patrons. 9. They are based on strong inequality and differences between
patrons and clients. Patrons monopolize certain positions of crucial importance to clients, especially access
to means of production, major markets, and centers of society.”
288
Neyrey (2007a:199) says, “In social or commercial terms, a broker places people in touch with
each other, such as a real estate broker, a stockbroker, or a marriage broker.” He (2007a:200) says further
that Albert Oepke “identified the following social roles in the ancient world that exemplify the role of
broker or mediator. A mediator is a person who (1) is ‘neutral’ to two parties and negotiates peace or
guarantees agreements, (2) arranges business deals, (3) receives as king divine laws and offers sacrifice for
the people, (4) offers as priest prayers and sacrifice to God on behalf of the individuals and the people,
(5) brings as prophet a teaching or mighty work from God, (6) founds a new cult or religion, and
(7) delivers an angelic communication from God.”
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Jesus next states that he goes away and comes back—he goes to “prepare a place
for you” and then says “he will come again and will take you to myself.” He
states as his purpose that “where I am you may be also.” After brokering his
relationship with the Father, he returns to solidify his relationship with God’s
clients. He does not say that he will take the disciples to the “Father’s house,” but
rather that he will facilitate his brokerage by maintaining a favored relationship
with the disciples. Thus, I would extend the sense of “relationship” to the “place”
Jesus prepares.
Further, it is in the context of offering a way to this relational place that Jesus issues the
statement, ἐγώ εἰμι ἡ ὁδὸς καὶ ἡ ἀλήθεια καὶ ἡ ζωή· οὐδεὶς ἔρχεται πρὸς τὸν πατέρα εἰ
μὴ διʼ ἐμοῦ (14:6). As indicated, the only way to come to the Father is through the “way”
or brokerage of the Son. 289 The term ὁδὸς can refer to a literal or figurative path or
highway. Yet its placement alongside ἀλήθεια καὶ ἡ ζωή precludes a literal, physical
meaning. But disagreement remains concerning the relationship of these three nouns.
Bruce (1983:299) views them as co-ordinate. Schnackenburg (1982:65), Brown
(1970:621), and Beasley-Murray (1999:252) see that the emphasis is placed on “way”
with the following nouns as explanatory. Further, Keener (2003:943) posits an
interpretation that assumes the adaptation of Jewish wisdom tradition where God’s ways
are truth and life (Prov 2:19; 3:2, 16, 18; 4:10, 13, 22). In his view, “truth” and “life”
clarify “the way.” In this view, Jesus functions as a broker who communicates in the
wisdom of the patron-Father to his clients. 290 Carson (1991:491) says accordingly:
Jesus is the way to God, precisely because he is the truth of God and the life of
God. Jesus is the truth because He embodies the supreme revelation of God—he
Himself narrates God (1:18), says and does exclusively what the Father gives Him
to say and do (5:19ff; 8:29), indeed he is properly called God. He is God’s
gracious self-disclosure, His “Word” made flesh (1:14). Jesus is the life (1:4), the
one who has “life in himself” (5:26), “the resurrection and the life” (11:25), “the
true God and eternal life” (1 John 5:20).
The exclusivism of 6a is inextricably tied to Jesus’ eternal relationship with the Father on
the one hand, and his messiahship on the other, which logically fulfills and expounds
antecedent revelation concerning God’s nature and ultimate self-disclosure (1:1, 14, 18).
Verse 7 indicates that knowledge of the Son is synonymous with knowledge of the
Father. This verse serves an extension of Jesus’ words in John 10:30 that he and the
Father are one (ἐγὼ καὶ ὁ πατὴρ ἕν ἐσμεν). Following Becker, Woll (1980:230) asserts
that the “I am” pronouncement of verse 6 is the focal point of verses 4-11. Thus,
according to Woll:
289

See Hurtado (2014:36-38) for a discussion of Jesus as intercessor/advocate.

Burge (1987:146) says additionally, “Jesus is going to be with the Father, and Christ himself is
the way which the disciples must go to reach this same goal. This means that Jesus mediates the knowledge
and presence of God. To go to the ‘place’ of the Father is therefore not a transference of locale but a union
of knowledge.”
290
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The exchange between Jesus and Thomas in verses 4-5 leads up to it. Verses 6b11 are a commentary on its meaning. According to v. 6b it means that Jesus is the
exclusive means of access to the Father. According to vv. 7-9 it means that to
know Jesus is to know the Father; to see him is to see the Father. According to vv.
10-11 it means that Jesus is one with the Father, a position which is the basis for
his role as exclusive agent of the Father. 291
Verses 7-11 elucidate the epistemic (ἐγνώκατέ / ἑωρακὼς) and relational (ἐν τῷ πατρὶ /
ὁ πατὴρ ἐν ἐμοί ἐστιν) unity concerning Jesus (broker) and the Father (patron). For
example:
a. Verse 7: If you had known me, you would have known my Father also. From now
on you do know him and have seen him.
b. Verse 9b: Whoever has seen me has seen the Father.
c. Verse 10: I am in the Father and the Father is in me.
d. Verse 11: I am in the Father and the Father is in me.
The repetition of the term “in” undoubtedly (“I am in the Father and the Father is in me”)
highlights the mutual indwelling of the Father and the Son. 292 Such indwelling is not an
abstract theological concept without any temporal implications. Jesus taught earlier that
his ability and willingness to perform miracles was evidence enough that the Father was
in him (10:38), and Jesus reiterates and reinforces the same point in 14:10-11. But the
offer of indwelling extends to believers who are brought into relational space through the
brokerage of the Son. As indicated by Jesus’ statement in 14:23 (“If anyone loves me, he
will keep my word, and my Father will love him, and we will come to him and make our
home [μονὴν] with him”), the relational space between the patron and client will be
occupied, that is, assuming that the client’s response to the broker is characterized by
love and fidelity. As this occurs, the clients will become a home for the patron and his
broker. Neyrey (2007a:195) expounds further:
Once more, the key to this “geography” is relationship: (1) a disciple loving Jesus
and keeping his word, (2) the Father loving this disciple, and (3) the Father and
Son coming to him and making a “home” with him. Again Jesus functions as the
key link, the broker or mediator between God and the clients. The disciple-client,
291
And Jesus’ exclusive role prepares a decisive way the disciples must follow. Barrett (1978:458)
says concerning the clause οὐδεὶς ἔρχεται, “He [Jesus] himself goes to the Father by way of crucifixion
and resurrection; in future he is the means by which Christians die and rise. The expression also calls to
mind the description of the Christian faith and life as ἡ ὁδὸς (Acts 9.2; 22.4; 24.14); and the Jewish term
halakah.”
292

Beginning in the sixth century CE, the term perichoresis began to be used in order to explain
how the members of the Trinity may be in one another. Alister McGrath (2013:55-6) states concerning this
term, “The concept of perichoresis allows the individuality of the persons to be maintained, while insisting
that each person shares in the life of the other two. An image often used to express this idea is that of ‘a
community of being,’ in which each person, while maintaining its distinctive identity, penetrates the other
and is penetrated by them.”
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moreover, must maintain faithfulness with this mediator, which relationship will
be honored by the Father-Patron. Thus a link between disciple and Father is
forged in and through Jesus. The purpose or utility of this relationship comes from
the benefaction the Patron then shows the client, namely “we will make our home
with him.”
As the way and the truth and the life, Jesus represents the Father by his words and works.
As the Father’s works unfold in Jesus, the Father is thus revealed. 293 Accordingly, the
work of the patron (Father) will be recapitulated in his clients (disciples) who have been
relationally prepared by the broker (Jesus). Since the patron and broker are one, it may be
said that the client carries on their works as evidenced by contractual relationship forged
on the basis of faith. Moreover, it is in this relationship that the Father is present through
the Son. Van der Watt (2007:69) explains:
The modus of his presence is not physical, but cognitive and functional. Jesus
explains that the Father is present among his disciples through the words and
deeds of Jesus. When Jesus speaks and works, it is actually the words and—deeds
of the Father that they hear and see—the Father works through him (14:10). By
listening to Jesus and seeing his deeds, believers hear and see the Father. He is not
physically present, but one can experience his active presence and can hear his
words. In the same way, Jesus is present in this world through the deeds and
words of his followers. Where they act and preach, the works of Jesus are seen
and his words are heard.
The conclusions noted above may be stated further in the following manner: travel of any
significant distance often necessitated banding together in groups to avoid danger.
Jeremias (1969:59) notes concerning travel to Jerusalem, “The traveller’s
preparations . . . included finding company for the journey, since the prevalent
brigandage . . . made it hazardous for anyone to travel alone for any great distance.” He
also says that the traveller’s journey was made on foot, but also by donkey, which
enabled one to travel more quickly. Notwithstanding, given the nature of travel in the first
century, it is plausible to suggest that in certain cases friendships would be established
between certain individuals along the way to a destination. As such, the actions and
words of the individuals would serve to form a profile of their identity. In a similar
manner, the disciples traveled (presumably) on foot with Jesus, witnessed a variety of his
works and deeds, and heard his words. Therefore in 14:7 Jesus claims that the disciples,
by virtue of knowing him along their travels, have seen the Father. Yet Philip still wanted
to see the Father (14:8). Jesus says in verse 9, τοσούτῳ χρόνῳ μεθʼ ὑμῶν εἰμι καὶ οὐκ
ἔγνωκάς με, Φίλιππε; ὁ ἑωρακὼς ἐμὲ ἑώρακεν τὸν πατέρα·πῶς σὺ λέγεις·δεῖξον ἡμῖν
293

Akala (2015:206) traces the sequence of the Father-Son relationship through the Farewell
Discourse (particularly in 14:1-31). He says, “This sequence accentuates oneness in the SFR, particularly
by stating that the Father is known and recognized only through the Son. The symbolism in this sequence
restates the divine origin and agency of the Son, and also reveals that the Holy Spirit will continue to make
the Son and Father known to the disciples. The sequence ends on the high note of the love between the Son
and his Father.”
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τὸν πατέρα; During the duration of the time that Jesus was with his disciples, the Father
was functionally present to them. Thus, there was no need for further revelation of the
Father since he was manifest to the disciples through Jesus, the Way.
As noted above, Beutler (2011:26-30) sees a thematic connection between the disciples’
“troubled” hearts in 14:1 and the suffering righteous person spoken of in Psalm 41:6, 12
and 42:5 (LXX).294 But he (Beutler 2013:376-79) also reads the departing language of
14:4-6 in light of Psalm 42, which speaks of the worshipper who is far away from the
sanctuary of God. Verse 3 states, ἐξαπόστειλον τὸ φῶς σου καὶ τὴν ἀλήθειάν σου· αὐτά
με ὡδήγησαν καὶ ἤγαγόν με εἰς ὄρος ἅγιόν σου καὶ εἰς τὰ σκηνώματά σου. Insofar as
the present discussion is concerned, the relevant themes/terms involve the truth
(ἀλήθειάν) that leads (ὡδήγησαν) the psalmist to God’s tabernacles (τὰ σκηνώματά).
Beutler (2013:379) says, “Die »Zelte« dürften die in 14,2 genannten »Wohnungen« sein.”
He notes further, “Thema könnte aus diesem Psalm stammen, zumal es mit dem Thema
der »Wahrheit« verbunden erscheint.” Following Beutler’s interpretation, Jesus is the
fulfillment of the one who leads people via the way of “truth” (14:6) to the dwelling
place(s) of God. As will be discussed in greater detail below, Jesus is not only the locus
of God’s revelation/truth, but he is also the one who opens the “way” to God through
prayer in his name (14:13-14; 15:7, 16; 16:23-24). Such access, then, becomes the
practical solution to the disciples’ troubled hearts. Finally, in the face of the world’s
hatred and opposition (15:18-25; 16:2-4), the disciples will be led by truth (via the
Paraclete) and have perdurable access to God.
Believing for Greater Works: John 14:12
In John 14:12 the Evangelist turns his attention to the corollary of believing in Jesus. He
indicates that the one who believes in Jesus may enter into relational space with God
(14:2-3). As the disciple occupies this space by faith, he may imitate Jesus by doing the
works that Jesus did, and even greater works. Jesus says in 14:12:
Ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν,
ὁ πιστεύων εἰς ἐμὲ τὰ ἔργα
ἃ ἐγὼ ποιῶ
κἀκεῖνος ποιήσει
καὶ μείζονα τούτων ποιήσει,
ὅτι ἐγὼ πρὸς τὸν πατέρα πορεύομαι
The indeclinable, emphatic particles Ἀμὴν, ἀμὴν function as the authoritative antecedent
for the content that follows in verse 12. The term λέγω (as a present, active, indicative)
functions as the main verb of the opening clause, followed by the second-person, dative
plural pronoun ὑμῖν. Hence, the clause translates as “truly, truly,” or “amen, amen I say
to you.” The clause that follows contains a double subject: the participle ὁ πιστεύων and
the demonstrative pronoun κἀκεῖνος, which both function as the subjects of ποιήσει. The
294

See Beutler’s (2013:374) brief discussion.
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object of such belief is εἰς ἐμὲ (in Jesus) and the privilege of believing is stated in the
segment and relative clauses τὰ ἔργα ἃ ἐγὼ ποιῶ. The believing one (that is, any
believer, not merely the first disciples) will also (κἀκεῖνος) do the works that Jesus did.
Verse 12 may be translated in the following ways:
I assure you, whoever has faith in me will also do the works that I do; and greater
works than these will he do, because I am going to the Father.
Amen, Amen, I say to you, he who believes in me, the works that I do, he will do
also; and greater works than these he will do, because I go to the Father.
Truly, truly, I say to you, the one who believes in me will perform the works that I
perform; and he will do greater than these works, because I go to the Father.
The promises of verses 12-14, which involve doing the works of Jesus and the granting of
requests made in his name, are preceded by the double-amen saying (ἀμὴν, ἀμὴν). This
term is translated as “in truth, in very truth” (NEB), “amen, amen” (ESV), “truly, truly”
(NASB), “verily, verily” (KJV), “most assuredly” (NKJV), and “very truly I tell you”
(NIV). The phrase “amen, amen, I say to you” appears twenty-five times in the Fourth
Gospel; in twenty occurrences the “you” is plural; in the other five it is singular. Ἀμὴν is
used thirty-one times (in single format) in Matthew, thirteen times in Mark, and six times
in Luke (though the latter also uses ἀληθῶς at 9:27; 12:44; 21:3; and ἐπʼ ἀληθείας at
4:25).
The lexicographical possibilities of ἀμὴν are as follows:
Louw and Nida (1996:ad loc.): “strong affirmation of what is declared—truly,
indeed, it is true that.”
BDAG (2000:ad loc.): “asseverative particle, truly, always w. λέγω, beginning a
solemn declaration but used only by Jesus (I assure you that, I solemnly tell you)
Matt 5:18, 26; 6:2, 5, 16; 8:10 al. Mark 3:28; 8:12; 9:1 al. Luke 4:24; 12:37;
vs. 44 v. l.; 18:17.”295
The background of Jesus’ usage of the term is rooted in the monotheistic nature of
Israelite worship and proclamation.
Schlier (1985a:53) notes, “The OT uses the term in relation to both individuals
and the community 1. to confirm the acceptance of tasks whose performance
depends on God’s will (1 Kgs. 1:36), 2. to confirm the application of divine
threats or curses (Num. 5:22), and 3. to attest the praise of God in response to
doxology (1 Chr. 16:36). In every case acknowledgment of what is valid or
binding is implied.”

295

See Martin (1974:36).
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Further, ἀμὴν is used in a few ways in the NT and early church tradition. Schlier
(1964:336) note the following usages:
1. It is a liturgical acclamation in Christian worship (1 C. 14:16). . . . 2. Christian
prayers and doxologies themselves typically end with Amen (Cf. for prayers
M. Pol., 14, 3; 1 Cl., 45, 8; 61, 3; 64; Mart. Ptr., 10; Act. Joh., 77; for doxologies
R. 1:25; 9:5; 11:36; 16:27; Gl. 1:5; Eph. 3:21; Phil. 4:20; 1 Tm. 1:17; 6:16; 2 Tm.
4:18; Hb. 13:21; l Pt. 4:11; 5:11; Jd. 25; 1 Cl., 20, 12 etc.; 2 Cl., 20, 5; M. Pol.,
21, 1; 22, 3; Dg., 12, 9; etc.).
Jesus absorbs the OT use of this term into his own ministry and applies it consistently
throughout the Fourth Gospel. 296 For example, Jesus used this term (in double) when
speaking to Nathanael (1:51), Nicodemus (3:3, 5, 11), the Jews (5:19, 24, 25; 6:26, 32,
47, 52; 8:34, 51, 58; 10:1, 7; 12:24), and in his final words to the disciples (13:16, 20-21,
38; 14:12; 16:20, 23; 21:18). In contradistinction to the usage of “amen” (in single
format) to conclude a prayer and statements of doxology, on certain occasions Jesus used
“amen, amen” to introduce specific authoritative pronouncements (as in 3:3 and 10:1).
However, the double-amen saying also serves to validate antecedent words, phrases, and
sentences. For example, in 1:51 a double-amen statement modifies Jesus’ words, “You
will see heaven opened, and the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son of
Man.” In this instance, the announcement concerning Jesus is the link between heaven
and earth and the means by which the realities of heaven and earth are brought down to
earth (Morris 1971:171). It is the prophetic explanation of what it means to see “greater
things” (1:50); but this announcement also serves as the end of chapter 1. Thus, by virtue
of its placement in verse 51, the double-amen saying serves as an authoritative conclusion
concerning the mission of the Son of Man. The same placement and application of the
double-amen statements is seen in 8:58 where Jesus defended himself against the Jews
with the statement, “Truly, truly, I say to you, before Abraham was, I am.”
Similarly, in 14:12 the double-amen statement and the phrases that follow are not to be
divorced from the preceding verses but are rather the outcome of them. The authority of
Jesus’ words is established not only by virtue of his identity as “the way, and the truth,
and the life” (14:6) but also in light of the works he performed (14:10-11). Hence Jesus
did not demand that his audience deem his words as both true and trustworthy without
qualification, but rather as the natural corollary of his relationship with the Father (5:19;
10:30). Moreover, in the case of 14:12, ἀμὴν modifies λέγω and is thus followed by the
participle ὁ πιστεύων. Following Schnackenburg (1982:70), Jesus’ usage of this term
justified and strengthened the demand of faith. In light of the double-amen statements,
Jesus’ disciples could have firm assurance that Jesus was telling the truth and would grant
exactly what he promised: the believing one(s) will do the works Jesus did and even
Köstenberger (2002:82) notes, “The term ‘amen’ comes from the Hebrew ‘it is firm.’ In the
Old Testament, it is regularly used by a second party confirming the truth of a given statement. But in a
startling break with common Jewish usage, Jesus used this term to introduce his own pronouncements.
Notably, while the Synoptics have a single amen, John uses the phrase twice.”
296
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greater works (for greater “results,” Neyrey, 2007a:9). Additionally, as will be
demonstrated below, the double-amen statement provided the disciples with assurance
that they would perform greater works than Jesus performed and that prayers offered in
Jesus’ name would be answered. 297
The condition to performing such works is belief/faith in Jesus. In this instance, Jesus
simply stated that the object of one’s belief must be in him (ὁ πιστεύων εἰς ἐμὲ).
However, in 14:12 the corollary of belief is not eternal life (although that is certainly
included), but performing greater works than Jesus (“the works that I do, he will do also;
and greater works than these he will do; because I go to the Father”). 298 But in verse 12,
the one who believes included Jesus’ immediate disciples and those who will come to
believe (the general participle “whoever believes” or the “believing one”).
The theme of works299 is introduced in 14:10 (ὁ δὲ πατὴρ ἐν ἐμοὶ μένων ποιεῖ τὰ ἔργα
αὐτοῦ) and 14:11 (εἰ δὲ μή, διὰ τὰ ἔργα αὐτὰ πιστεύετε). In verse 12 Jesus stated that
the believing one will do τὰ ἔργα ἃ ἐγὼ ποιῶ. The term ἔργα occurs 176 times in the NT;
AV translates it as “work” 152 times, “deed” 22 times, “doing” once, and “labour” once.
The lexicographical possibilities of this term are as follows:
Louw and Nida (1996:ad loc.): “act, work, and/or workmanship.”
BDAG (2000:ad loc.): “ that which displays itself in activity of any kind, deed, or

action; that which one does as regular activity, work, occupation, or task; that
which is brought into being by work, product, undertaking, or work.”
Bertram (1964:635) notes, “The term ἔργον, which derives from the same IndoGermanic stem and has the same meaning as the English work (German Werk),
and the verbal derivative ἐργάζεσθαι were both in common use from the time of
Homer and Hesiod, and many concepts came to be associated with them, though
none specifically. They both denote action or active zeal in contrast to idleness
(ἀεργία [ἀργία]), or useful activity in contrast to useless busy-ness.”
In 3:19-20 and 7:7 the concept of works is presented in the context of human agency,
specifically as the evil deeds performed by those who love darkness; such works,
however, stand in contrast to those performed in the light and in God (3:21). Likewise, in
8:39 Jesus employed the term to juxtapose the Jews’ deeds with those that Abraham
performed. Later in 6:27 Jesus rebuked the people’s naturalistic notions of the kingdom
297

See Culpepper (2001) for the origin of the “amen, amen” sayings in the Fourth Gospel.
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The Synoptics contain numerous examples of how faith/belief in Jesus results in extraordinary
works (e.g., Matt 17:20; 21:21-22; Mark 16:17f; Luke 17:6). Schnackenburg (1982:71) is of the opinion
that the evangelists, being aware of these traditions, reflected on them and then implemented them in the
present discourse (14:12-14), thus connecting the themes of doing works, asking, and hearing prayer. The
extent to which this is true is uncertain, but John’s emphasis on the connection between belief and works is
congruent with such associations in both the Synoptics and Acts.
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(Carson 1991:284) that centered on physical bread by stating, ἐργάζεσθε μὴ τὴν βρῶσιν
τὴν ἀπολλυμένην ἀλλὰ τὴν βρῶσιν τὴν μένουσαν εἰς ζωὴν αἰώνιον. Here the idea of
working is not to be viewed as physical labor, but rather as a spiritual and emotional
striving that leads one to Jesus. This is confirmed in 6:29 where Jesus presents working
squarely in the context of believing in him.
However, in the majority of cases throughout the Fourth Gospel, ἔργα is used in relation
to the acts and deeds of Jesus. Much of the background for understanding the works of
Jesus is located in the OT where Yahweh’s power is manifested and his authority made
known, particularly in Psalm 104:24 (which assumes Genesis chapter 1) where God’s
work in creation is given special attention. 300 The OT presents the works of God as
extending to his interaction with and deliverance of the people of Israel (e.g., Ps 77:1120; Ps 46:8-10). The works of Jesus may be rightly viewed as originating with Yahweh
since John presents Jesus as the Logos who came from God as God (1:1). As noted, the
term works is used in the context of ethical deeds. Most pertinent, however, is the term’s
appearance in the context of specific miraculous deeds performed by Jesus. For example:
In John 5:17 Jesus was persecuted by the Jews because he healed a man on the
Sabbath. Jesus stated in response to them, ὁ πατήρ μου ἕως ἄρτι ἐργάζεται κἀγὼ
ἐργάζομαι. In this particular context, “working” is to be viewed in light of the healing
Jesus performed.
In 5:36, Jesus gave clearer indication concerning the nature of such works; he stated, Ἐγὼ
δὲ ἔχω τὴν μαρτυρίαν μείζω τοῦ Ἰωάννου· τὰ γὰρ ἔργα ἃ δέδωκέν μοι ὁ πατὴρ ἵνα
τελειώσω αὐτά, αὐτὰ τὰ ἔργα ἃ ποιῶ μαρτυρεῖ περὶ ἐμοῦ ὅτι ὁ πατήρ με ἀπέσταλκεν.

Thus, John’s careful inclusion of Jesus’ words in verse 36 reinforces earlier and
later pronouncements (1:1;301 14; 14:10-11), namely that Jesus came from God to
perform the works of God.
Further, Jesus’ statements in 10:25 (τὰ ἔργα ἃ ἐγὼ ποιῶ ἐν τῷ ὀνόματι τοῦ πατρός
μου ταῦτα μαρτυρεῖ περὶ ἐμοῦ), 10:32 (πολλὰ ἔργα καλὰ ἔδειξα ὑμῖν ἐκ τοῦ πατρός·
διὰ ποῖον αὐτῶν ἔργον ἐμὲ λιθάζετε), and 10:37 (εἰ οὐ ποιῶ τὰ ἔργα τοῦ πατρός μου,
μὴ πιστεύετέ μοι) demonstrate that his works derive their origin and purpose from
the Father.
Accordingly, Jesus’ “works” may be seen, in some sense, as synonymous with the
“signs” he performed, which had self-authenticating, revelatory value (see 2:1-11, 13-22;
Brown ([1966] 2006:526-27) notes, “OT background for the use of the term may be found in
the work or works of God accomplished on behalf of his people, beginning with creation and continuing
with salvation history. The use of ergon for creation is quite prominent in LXX (Gen ii 2); and in salvation
history the Exodus offers a special example of the works of God (Exod xxxiv 10; Ps lxvi 5, lxxvii 12; also
Deut iii 24 and xi 3 where works is a variant reading).”
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Köstenberger (2002:51) sees the expression, ὁ λόγος as a “Christological umbrella” for the
Fourth Gospel that encompasses all of Jesus’ ministry. He notes, “All of Jesus’ ‘works’ and ‘words’ flow
from the eternal fount of Jesus’s eternal existence as ‘the Word.’”
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4:46-54; 5:1-15; 6:1-15; 9:1-41; 11:1-44).302 Köstenberger (1995:38) argues that Jesus’
signs are to be viewed against the OT backdrop where, in the case of Moses (Exod 4:1-9),
they were miraculous in nature. Or in the case of the prophets (for example, cf. Isa 20:23; Ezek 4:l-3), signs functioned in a predictive, symbolic manner. Thus, he notes that
“Johannine ‘signs’ are thus foreshadowing the fulfillment, or reality, to which they point
namely: (1) The changing of water into wine looks forward to Jesus’ bringing of
Messianic joy to his community. (2) The temple cleansing indicates both the judgment of
the Jewish nation and the replacement of the temple as the central place of worship with
worship directed toward the crucified and risen Lord. (3) Jesus’ feeding of the multitude
anticipates his provision of eternal life through his substitutionary sacrifice. (4) Jesus’
raising of Lazarus points to his own resurrection.” Hence, the culmination of Jesus’
works in the Fourth Gospel, both miraculous and non-miraculous, are of the sort that
display themselves in activity of any kind, deed, or action that have a belief-provoking
and messiahship-authenticating quality.
As noted, in the context of John 14 the term works appears in verse 10 where Jesus
stated, τὰ ῥήματα ἃ ἐγὼ λέγω ὑμῖν ἀπʼ ἐμαυτοῦ οὐ λαλῶ, ὁ δὲ πατὴρ ἐν ἐμοὶ μένων
ποιεῖ τὰ ἔργα αὐτοῦ. In this instance, Jesus presented his words as consonant with works
that originated with his Father. But 14:12a indicates that belief in Jesus will result in such
works being reproduced in and through the disciples. 303 Following Schenke (1998:287):
Sein [Jesus’] irdisches Wirken war begrenzt, an Raum und Zeit gebunden. Es
überschreitet diese Grenze erst und wird ewig, wenn er zum Vater gegangen sein
wird. Danach kann es sich überall und immer ereignen, wo Jünger an ihn glauben.
In den Glaubenden und mit ihnen gemeinsam wirkt Jesus weiter und in ihm der
Vater (vgl. 4,36-38). Das wird in den beiden Schlußsätzen eindringlich erläutert:
“Was immer” die Jünger dann von Jesus erbitten werden, wird er tun (14,13.14).
Auf diesem Wege werden seine Werke zu ihren Werken.
In 14:12b, Jesus stated that the believer will perform “greater works” in light of his
departure to the Father. The question that is naturally provoked concerns the nature and
meaning of the term greater in relation to works. Grundmann (1985:573) notes that the
meaning of μέγας outside the NT is “‘great’ or ‘big’ (either people or inanimate objects).
We then find such nuances as ‘high,’ ‘wide,’ or, figuratively, ‘powerful’ (gods, rulers,
302
Interestingly, the terms signs and works are never used by John to describe the activity of the
disciples (except 14:12, which points to works that will be performed by virtue of Jesus’ departure to the
Father). In short, Jesus’ signs were works (and vice versa), but the disciples’ works were not signs in the
Johannine sense. But the fact that John restricted his use of this term to Jesus’ ministry/mission does not
diminish its importance in other NT literature. Brown ([1966] 2006:527) notes several usages of this term
including: (a) Sign is used in an eschatological setting (Matt 24:3, 24, 30). Particularly in 24:24 the
combination “signs and wonders” is used to refer to the prodigies of the false prophets (see also 2 Thess
2:9; Rev 19:20). (b) Sign is used when nonbelievers demand a miracle from Jesus as an apologetic proof
(Matt 12:38-39, 16:1-4; Luke 23:8; 1 Cor 1:22). (c) In Acts, “signs and wonders” have become a simple
description of the miracles of Jesus and the apostles (Rom 15:19; 2 Cor 12:12).

Crump (2006:160) says, “The ‘greater works’ (14:12) are answers to the prayers of obedient
men and women abiding in Jesus just as Jesus was abiding in the Father, disciples, who, like Jesus, sought
God’s glory first and foremost (14:13).”
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natural forces, dangers, emotional states, impressions, etc.). The word is used in
epiphanies and also in courtly style. It may at times have a censorious ring, i.e.,
‘arrogant.”’
BDAG (2000:ad loc.) notes three possible lexicographical meanings including:
“(1) to exceeding a standard involving related objects, (2) to being above average
in quantity, great, (3) to being above standard in intensity.”
The term is used throughout the Fourth Gospel in a variety of contexts. For example:
Jesus states to Nathanael, μείζω τούτων ὄψῃ (1:50). Here “greater things” is
followed by the promise ὄψεσθε τὸν οὐρανὸν ἀνεῳγότα, which according to
Grundmann (1964:537) is a reference “to seeing the δόξα of Jesus, in which they
will share when they are drawn into it. This takes place because through and in
Jesus they see God and are set in fellowship with Him.”
Further examples include: the Samaritan woman asks Jesus, μὴ σὺ μείζων εἶ τοῦ
πατρὸς ἡμῶν Ἰακώβ (4:12); the Jewish people ask him similarly, μὴ σὺ μείζων εἶ τοῦ
In 5:20 it is said that the father shows greater works ( καὶ μείζονα τούτων δείξει
αὐτῷ ἔργα, ἵνα ὑμεῖς θαυμάζητε); in 10:29 the Father is presented as greater than all
(ὁ πατήρ μου ὃ δέδωκέν μοι πάντων μεῖζόν ἐστιν); and in 14:28 the Father is
presented as greater than Jesus (ὅτι ὁ πατὴρ μείζων μού ἐστιν).
Jesus’ statement in John 14:12 does not reveal the specific details of such works but
simply states that they will be “greater.” Believers will do works μείζονα τούτων, that is,
greater than those performed antecedently because of his departure to the Father. While
Jesus’ departure is mentioned in 14:2-3 (for the preparation of “rooms” or “dwelling
places” for the disciples and his subsequent return to take them to himself) and 14:28 (to
provoke rejoicing among the disciples), the focus of verse 12 centers on the temporal
consequences of his absence. Jesus’ departure to the Father, which involves his
crucifixion, resurrection, and subsequent glorification, provides the framework for both
the promise and the occurrence of “greater works.” Such works are not merely greater in
intensity per se, rather they are greater because they are, as Carson (1991:496) notes,
constrained by “salvation-historical realities.” He says further (1991:496), “In the wake
of his [Jesus’] glorification, his followers will know and make known all that Jesus is and
does and their every word and deed will belong to the new eschatological age that will
then have dawned.”304 Barrett (1978:460) remarks, “Their [the disciples’] works are
greater not because they themselves are greater but because Jesus’s work is now
complete.”
As such, Bruce (1983:300) views greater works in quantitative terms. He writes, “In the
first few months after His death and resurrection many more men and women became
Beasley-Murray (1999:255) asks, “Is the point in view not rather the conveying to people of the
spiritual realities of which the works of Jesus are signs? The main reality to which they point, and which
makes their testimony a set of variations on a single theme, is the life eternal and of the kingdom of God
through Jesus its mediator.”
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followers through their witness than had done so during His personal ministry in Galilee
and Judea.” Thus, in this view the disciples’ works were greater in the sense that they
were more frequent in their occurrence and more widespread in their distribution, largely
due to the empowering influence of the Spirit within them. Culpepper (1998:211) notes
similarly, “The future works will be greater not because they will be better or more
spectacular, but because they will be more extensive (the mission and spread of the
church).” Schnackenburg (1982:72) sees “greater works” as “the missionary success of
the disciples.” Hoskyns (1947:457) says, “The Evangelist has not in mind here such
miracles as were foretold in Mark xvi. 18, or recorded in Acts v. 15, xix 12. The contrast
is rather between the few disciples of Jesus and the vast number of those converted by the
preaching of His disciples; between the mission of Jesus to the Jews and the mission of
His disciples to the world.” Carson (1991:496) remarks that “more converts will be
gathered into the messianic community, the nascent church, than were drawn in by
Jesus’s ministry.”305 Finally, Thyen (2015:626) says,
Denn wie die Werke Jesu nicht seine eigenen, sondern diejenigen seines Vaters
waren, so werden auch ihre größeren Werke nicht die ihren, sondern die Werke
dessen sein, der zum Vater gegangen ist und ihnen gewähren wird, um was auch
immer sie ihn in seinem Namen bitten werden, damit so der Vater in seinem Sohn
verherrlicht werde.
Although the foundation of the performance of such works is Jesus’ departure to the
Father, the phrase “whoever believes in me will also do the works that I do” seems to
imply that the notion imitation, or mimesis, may loom in the cultural backdrop. 306 Capes
(2003:10) notes, “The authors of the NT books inherit a culture in which imitation and
example are part of the moral discourse.” 307 As such, it is likely that the author(s) of the
Fourth Gospel and his audience were at least familiar with such a concept, if not
outwardly embracive of it. 308
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See Thyen’s (2015:627-28) discussion.
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See Bennema (2014:261-74) for a discussion of mimesis in John 13. See also Bennema (2017)
for a thorough treatment of mimesis in the Johannine literature.

Van der Watt (2014) notes, “The practice was not restricted to a single sphere in life, but was
applied to art, literature, politics, ethics and could be applied to following positive and negative examples.
Plato (4th century BCE) was the first to reflect on the role of mimesis, especially in art. He argued that
literature and art aimed at influencing people by encouraging imitation.” Concerning the criteria by which
one should choose a teacher, Senca (Epistle 52, On Choosing Our Teachers) states, “I say, but men who
teach us by their lives, men who tell us what we ought to do and then prove it by practice, who show us
what we should avoid, and then are never caught doing that which they have ordered us to avoid. Choose as
a guide one whom you will admire more when you see him act than when you hear him speak.” With
resolve to set an honourable example for others to follow Eleazer (2 Macc 6:27-28) states, “Wherefore by
departing manfully out of this life, I shall shew myself worthy of my old age: And I shall leave an example
of fortitude to young men, if with a ready mind and constancy I suffer an honourable death, for the most
venerable and most holy laws.”
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The concept of mimesis is also seen in the Pauline letters in which Paul refers to imitation of
himself, Christ, God, or other churches (1 Cor 4:10-14, 16; 11:1; Phil 2:5, 3:17; Eph 5:1; 1 Thess 1:6, 2:14;
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Excursus: Imitating Jesus (Mimesis)
Although the term mimesis is not employed in the Fourth Gospel, the concept is
implied in various instances. Jesus, the Logos, not only came from God but also
is God (1:1). Because the Father and the Son are presented as perfectly unified
(10:30; 17:11, 21, 23), Jesus does nothing out of his own will (5:30) but only
does what the Father is doing (5:19; 10:25, 37-38; 14:10, 31) and speaks only
what he hears from the Father (12:49). Hence, the Son’s imitation of the Father
flows forth from intimacy of relationship and oneness in function. Yet the
fundamental expression of Jesus’ imitation of the Father also manifests
horizontally in his deeds and commands. Van der Watt (2014) correctly notes,
“Jesus’s ethical behaviour cannot be separated from who he is and what he
offers. Christology and ethics are interrelated in the sense that ethics is embedded
in but also flows out of Christology.” That the behaviour of Jesus is to be
imitated in the lives of his disciples is implied in 12:26 where Jesus states, “If
anyone serves me, he must follow me; and where I am, there will my servant be
also” (ὅπου εἰμὶ ἐγὼ ἐκεῖ καὶ ὁ διάκονος ὁ ἐμὸς ἔσται). Fundamentally, the
meaning of Jesus’ command to follow him is seen in light of verse 24, which
speaks of a grain of wheat falling to the earth and dying. Thus, Jesus uses
metaphorical language that points to his literal cross-death to convey the notion
of denying or dying to one’s own desires. Van der Watt (2014) explains:
Those who love their lives more than Jesus are not regarded as followers
of Jesus. This implies imitation, walking in the footsteps of Jesus, which
means doing what Jesus did. Hating or losing one’s life means that one
will keep it for eternal life (obviously signifying the fruit) and vice versa.
The application of the death to the disciples should be noted. Hating their
physical lives (ψυχὴν) is equaled to the death of the seed. This is
identified with following Jesus like a servant and indeed serving Him
(12:26).
Accordingly, the practical illustration of Jesus’ ethical behaviour and teaching is
seen in the foot-washing episode of chapter 13. This episode not only reveals
Jesus’ love for his disciples but also demonstrates how the disciples are to love
one another. Specifically, Jesus’ words in 13:15, “For I have given you an
example, that you also should do just as I have done to you” (ὑπόδειγμα γὰρ
ἔδωκα ὑμῖν ἵνα καθὼς ἐγὼ ἐποίησα ὑμῖν καὶ ὑμεῖς ποιῆτε) are an implicit
reference to the concept of mimesis. The preceding verse (“If I then, your Lord
and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to wash one another’s feet”)
elucidates the practical expression of Jesus’ love, but it also reiterates the
teacher/student, lord/servant paradigm alluded to in 12:26. As the Father is
greater than Jesus, so Jesus is greater than his students/servants. Yet the
authenticating mark that one is truly Jesus’ disciple lay in his willingness to
follow him and imitate his behaviour, even to death. Noteworthy is that the
relational framework that exists between Jesus and his disciples is established
and preserved on the basis of love. And this love has a particular genre of
expression. Jesus states in John 15:13, “Greater love has no one than this, that
2 Thess 3:7). See also Matthew 5:48 (to be perfect as your heavenly Father) and Hebrews 13:7 (to imitate
one’s faith).
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someone lay down his life for his friends.” Although Jesus is the forerunner of
this genre of love, the same is expected of the disciples (15:18-16:4). In this
sense, then, Jesus provides an example of the nature of self-sacrifice that he
requires for his disciples to follow.
Yet in 14:12 there is no mention of death to self or losing one’s life; rather the
emphasis rests on the works that are possible in those who have faith in Jesus.
But as noted above, mere verbal profession of belief and/or faith is insufficient
for both salvation and an ongoing discipleship relationship with Jesus. Instead,
true faith involves adhering to the person and work of Jesus to the point that the
course of one’s life, in thought, word, and deed, is visibly altered. Specifically,
true faith looks away from self and looks to Jesus for salvation, teaching,
guidance, and so forth. By its very nature, salvific faith requires the heart
conviction and verbal concession that one’s own resources are woefully
insufficient and wholly inadequate to fulfill the demands of Jesus. Thus, one may
read into 14:12 in the following manner: The one who truly believes in Jesus and
has forfeited his rights and desires for Jesus may do the same works that Jesus
performed. The believer will speak as Jesus spoke and act as he acted. While not
all believers will raise the dead, heal the sick, or open the eyes of the blind, the
deeds they perform will be consonant with Jesus’ ethical character and
eschatological mission. If Jesus’ mission involved making the Father known and
doing his will, then the believer’s mission involves imitating Jesus in the same
endeavor. In the end, the corollary of imitation involves manifesting the
character, will, and mission of the absent Jesus to the world.

How Prayer “Works” in the Context of John 14:13-14
At this juncture of the analysis it is pertinent to address how the works of Jesus (and
greater works) are produced in the life of the believer. Thus, the question that undergirds
the following analysis is as follows: How will greater works be practically carried out in
light of Jesus’ absence? As will be demonstrated below, the disciples’ “working” is made
possible by their “asking” in Jesus’ name. Once petitioned according to this qualification,
Jesus states that he himself will “do it.”
Jesus says in John 14:13-14:
καὶ ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου
τοῦτο ποιήσω,
ἵνα δοξασθῇ ὁ πατὴρ ἐν τῷ υἱῷ.
ἐάν τι αἰτήσητέ με ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου
ἐγὼ ποιήσω.
Verse 13 begins with the copulative conjunction καὶ, which links the clause that follows
to the one that precedes it. The relative clause ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε may be viewed as a
continuation of the former clause and dependent on ὅτι ἐγὼ πρὸς τὸν πατέρα πορεύομαι
or an independent clause intended to advance the thought further;309 the latter being most
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preferable. On one hand, Jesus’ promise that the disciples will perform greater works is
the direct corollary of his departure to the Father, hence the ὅτι phrase. On the other hand,
Beasley-Murray (1999:255) correctly observes that the grounds of the performance of
greater works also involve the disciples’ requests in Jesus’ name. Heitmüller (1902:79)
says concerning verses 13-14, “An dieser Stelle, an der die Verheissung der Erhörung des
Gebets „im Namen Jesu“ zuerst auftritt, bezieht sie sich offenbar, vgl. V. 12, auf die
„Werke“, die die Gläubigen — gemeint sind zwar alle Christen, aber in erster Linie die
Apostel, — thun können und nach Jesu Hin gang thun werden.” Thus, verse 13 elucidates
the nature and scope (τι ἂν αἰτήσητε), condition (ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου), and corollary (ἐγὼ
ποιήσω) of the disciples’ request-making.
Noteworthy is the absence of an object to the verb αἰτήσητε (v. 13). In fact, all witnesses
omit a “me” that is substantially attested to in verse 14.310 Thus, it is not altogether clear
whether prayer is to be offered to Jesus or to the Father. Bultmann (1976:611) sees the
clause ὅτι ἐγὼ πρὸς τὸν πατέρα πορεύομαι as strictly substantiating what had gone
before, while at the same time closely connecting the ὅτι-clause with ὅ τι ἂν.
Nevertheless, both 13b and 14b emphasize the centrality of Jesus’ response to the prayer
in his name, τοῦτο ποιήσω and ἐγὼ ποιήσω. Therefore, two explanations are possible:
(1) prayer is directed to Jesus, who in turn grants the requests, or (2) prayer is directed to
the Father,311 but requests are granted by Jesus. Whichever antecedent one chooses (Jesus
or the Father), the outcome is the same: Jesus will answer the prayer (he will do whatever
is requested). Schnackenburg (1982:72) explains, “The disciples are promised nothing
less than a share in Jesus’s activity with and for the Father on the basis of his departure to
the Father.”
Accordingly, controversy exists concerning the omission or inclusion of the term “me” in
14:14. Bruce (1983:301) believes that the logic of the verse favors its omission, while
Carson is persuaded that the textual evidence favors its inclusion. Either way, Carson
(1991:498) is right to suggest that “it is very doubtful that the Evangelist would be
interested in drawing overly fine distinctions in the proper objects of prayers, since he
can happily refer to the gift of the Spirit as the result of the Son’s request to the Father
(vv. 26, 26), or as the Son’s own emissary (15:26; 16:7).” Therefore, on one hand the
exclusion of “me” is practically inconsequential in light of Jesus’ union with the Father
(noted above). Yet on the other hand, the positive consequence of the inclusion of “me”
in verse 14 involves the centrality of Jesus and his activity on the disciples’ behalf, which
310

Verse 14 is omitted by a small number of ancient versions including OL and OS, but it is
included in 𝔓66 and 𝔓75. Carson (1991:497) cites reasons for its omission including: “(1) A copyist’s eye
may have inadvertently dropped from the first word of v. 14 (ean) to the first word of v. 15 (ean), an
ancient error called ‘haplography.’ (2) Alternatively, a copyist might have thought, wrongly, that the verse
contradicts 16:23, and decided to drop it. (3) Someone may have omitted it on the ground that it was too
repetitive of truth already expressed in v. 13a.” For a detailed treatment see Metzger (1994:208).
As in Johannine parallels such as 15:16 (ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε τὸν πατέρα ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου δῷ
ὑμῖν), 16:23 (ἄν τι αἰτήσητε τὸν πατέρα ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου δώσει ὑμῖν) and verse 26 (ἐν ἐκείνῃ τῇ ἡμέρᾳ
ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου αἰτήσεσθε, καὶ οὐ λέγω ὑμῖν ὅτι ἐγὼ ἐρωτήσω τὸν πατέρα περὶ ὑμῶν).
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accords with the general thrust of chapter 14 and with the specific statement, ἐγὼ
ποιήσω.312
A Demarcation of Prayer?
As noted in the previous chapter, Neyrey (2007a:9) sets forth five characteristics of
prayer as communication. Four of these characteristics are pertinent to the present
discussion of “asking” and are worth repeating. These include:
1. The sender of the prayer, a person or group. Their sending of a communication
presumes a prior relationship between themselves and God.
2. The message they communicate might be petition, adoration, contrition, or
thanksgiving.
3. The medium of their message, however, might be verbal or substantive or both.
4. The receiver of the prayer is the person perceived as “supporting, maintaining,
and controlling the order of existence of the one praying,” which presupposes a
superior/subordinate relationship.
These characteristics are set forth generally throughout chapter 14, but particularly in
14:1-3, 12-14 where the ability to perform works assumes a (brokered) relationship (or
relational space) with Jesus on the basis of faith. On this basis of this “prior” relationship,
then, Jesus says that believers may “ask” (petition) anything they wish (for any “result”)
insofar as they do so in his name. The underlying assumption (supported by Jewish and
Johannine paradigms of prayer) is that prayer (of various genres) is communication
between “subordinates” (disciples) and their “superior” (Father). In the case of 14:13-14,
the believing disciple may approach his superior in order to verbalize and ask “whatever”
or “anything” he wishes. With this in mind, one may ask whether there is a particular
terminology of prayer (“asking”) that reflects the uniqueness of and the distinctions
within the Father-Son-disciple(s) relationship? There are two important terms that
directly relate to this question. As seen in 14:13-14 the Evangelist employs the term
αἰτήσητε in relation to prayer.
BDAG (2000:ad loc.) provides the following lexicographical possibilities of the
term αἰτέω: “to ask for, with a claim on receipt of an answer, ask, ask for,
demand.”
This term appears several times in the Fourth Gospel in both horizontal and vertical
fashions, namely, in the context of the Samaritan woman asking Jesus for a drink (4:9),
Martha’s assurance that God will give Jesus whatever he asks for (11:22), and, as noted,
Schnackenburg (1982:72) observes that the verb ποιήσω links the promises of performing
greater works and having one’s prayers answered in such a way that what the disciples do (v. 12) once
again reach a climax in what Jesus will do (vv. 13-14). Bultmann (1976:611) remarks similarly, “V. 13
reminds us at once that all the disciples’ work is rooted in his [Jesus’] work, and is in fact his work.”
Hence, the ἔργα of the disciples in verse 12 is recapitulated in the request-answering (work) of Jesus in
verses 13-14. The reason for Jesus’ action is stated in the ἵνα clause that follows.
312
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in the context of the believers’ prayer to God (14:13-14; 15:7, 16; 16:24, 26). The term
ἐρωτάω is also relevant to the present discussion.
BDAG (2000:ad loc.) provides the following lexicographical possibilities of the
term ἐρωτάω: “to put a query to someone, ask, ask a question or to ask for
something, ask, request.”
Insofar as the Fourth Gospel is concerned, the Evangelist’s use of ἐρωτάω carries the
meaning of “to ask a question” in numerous instances (see 1:19, 21, 25; 9:2, 19, 21; 16:5,
19, 30). In other instances, the term carries the meaning of “to ask for” something (4:31,
40, 47; 14:16; 16:26; 17:9). 313 While some argue that ἐρωτάω and αἰτέω are virtually
synonymous,314 Ostmeyer (2009:246) nonetheless views them as indicating the
demarcation of prayer in the Fourth Gospel. He says:
Jesus is the only person to use the verb ἐρωτάω as a form of address to God.
While ἐρωτάω never appears in the communication of the disciples with God,
αἰτέω is likewise not used by Jesus. Only Jesus prays directly to God. 315 If the
disciples turn to God or Jesus, ‘αἰτέω in the name of Jesus’ is employed.
’Eρωτάω, used by Jesus, corresponds to αἰτέω in the name of Jesus, which the
disciples are expected to do—the terms are not exchangeable. Different
relationships with God are expressed by different terms of prayer. 316
If Ostmeyer is correct, it may be plausible to suggest that, insofar as prayer is concerned,
the Evangelist’s usage of the terms αἰτέω and ἐρωτάω elucidate the distinctions that exist
between the subordinate disciples and the superior Father. Following Ostmeyer, on one
hand, the disciples could not pray directly to the Father (hence, his usage of ἐρωτάω).
Yet, on the other hand, the new way of praying introduced in 14:13-14 (in Jesus’ name)
provided the basis upon which they could ask God (αἰτέω) while allowing positional
distinctions to remain in place. In this understanding, Jesus brokers access to the Father
and therefore makes effectual prayer possible. By virtue of their belief in Jesus and the
use of his name in prayer, the disciples are afforded the privilege of “asking” the Father
for “anything” or “whatever.”
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See Carson (1991:545) and Hurtado (2014:42-3).

Carson (1991:545) says concerning these terms (in relation to John 16:23), “Although in
classical Greek the verb ‘to ask’ (erotao) means ‘to ask a question’ rather than ‘to ask for [something]’ . . .
in the Greek of the New Testament period erotao can have either force.” He continues, “If the two verbs
[αἰτέω and ἐρωτάω] are roughly synonymous, with meaning ‘to ask for [something],’ then the only
contrast in the verse is between the disciples asking Jesus for things during the period of his public
ministry, and their asking the Father for things after Jesus has risen.”
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Stählin (1985:30) says concerning this term: “Jesus never uses this word for his own prayers
(cf. John 16:26), perhaps because it involves requests for self, has an element of demanding, or is less
intimate than erōtáō (which is used for the disciples’ requests to Jesus and those of Jesus to God).”
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See Ostmeyer (2009:233-47) for a fuller discussion.
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Yet what is the nature of “whatever”? Are there boundaries that limit the range of one’s
requests, or may requests be offered without qualification and/or limitation? In 14:13a,
the phrase ὅ τι ἂν, best translated as “whatever” or “anyhow,” is followed by the verb
αἰτήσητε. Thus ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε is translated, “whatever, anyhow you ask.” The concept
of asking for “whatever” may appear open-ended and undetermined. However, in the
case of 14:13-14 in particular, the nature and content of one’s request/asking is linked to
the preceding verse (v. 12) where the theme of works is highlighted. Hendriksen
(1953:273) says, “The word whatever comprises much territory. It refers to both the great
works and the greater works (of verse 12).” Therefore, Jesus permitted one to ask/pray
for “whatever” “greater works” one wishes, that is, provided that the works are congruent
with his mission and his name. The analysis that follows directly below will explore in
detail the meaning and application of Jesus’ name.
Praying in Jesus’ Name
As indicated in 14:13-14, the condition to effectual prayer is that one must pray
according to Jesus’ name. But what is the significance of prayer in a particular name? 317
Malina (2001:37) says that in the Mediterranean world one’s name and reputation are
“the most valuable of assets.” Dodd (1953:93) notes, “The name of a person is the
symbol of his personal identity, his status, and character; and so, for the Hebrew
monotheist, the Name of God stands as a symbol for His sole deity, His glory, and His
character as righteous and holy.” Crump (2006:159) remarks, “To believe in Jesus’ name
is to confess his true identity as the Son sent from the Father now offering us eternal life.
Confessing Jesus’ name is equivalent to surrendering to his lordship as the savior.”
Finally, Keener (2003:949) remarks that “‘name’ often connoted reputation, so that when
God acted ‘on account of his name,’ he defended his honor, a matter readily understood
in the ancient Mediterranean with its emphasis on honor and shame. ‘In God’s name’
could signify a representative acting on God’s behalf (Exod 5:23; Deut 18:19-22; Jer
14:14-15), according to his command (Deut 18:5, 7), by his help (Ps 118:10-11; Prov
18:10), or using his name for a miraculous act (2 Kings 2:24).”
But what is the meaning of Jesus’ name? One must first turn to the OT background that
the Johannine story must be read against. Bietenhard (1985:696) says concerning the
name of God in the OT:
The Name Yahweh. Knowing the name of God is important in the OT (Gen.
32:30). God reveals his name to Abraham (Gen. 17:1) and Moses (Ex. 6:2).
Invocation of his name is common, but incantation is forbidden (Ex. 20:7). God
promises to hear when properly called upon, but his name is a gift of revelation,
not an instrument of magic. Yet invocation of his name implies faith in his power,
as in swearing (1 Sam. 20:42), cursing (2 Kgs. 2:24), or blessing in his name
The term ὀνόματί is seen throughout the Fourth Gospel in relation to John the Baptist (1:6),
Malchus (18:10), believers (10:3), and the Father and the Son. Jesus states, “I have come in my Father’s
name, and you do not receive me” (5:36). Accordingly, Jesus makes the request, “Father, glorify your
name” (12:28); and later declares, “I have manifested your name to the people” (17:6).
317
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(2 Sam. 6:18). The name may indeed stand for the person (Lev. 18:21; Am. 2:7).
If the name is in the angel of Ex. 23:21, this means that God himself is present in
revelatory action. While he himself is in heaven, he chooses a place for his name
to dwell (Deut. 12:11; 2 Sam. 7:13; 1 Kgs. 3:2). This is the pledge of his saving
presence. It assures a high estimation for the temple and yet also a low estimation,
for God is not tied to the temple by causing his name to dwell there. After the
exile, the name often denotes the glory of God. A common idea is that God will
be gracious to Israel so that his name may not be dishonored among the nations.
Much more frequently, however, the name now stands for the person, and this
leads to the hypostatizing of the name whereby it stands alongside God as an
acting subject or an instrument in his hand (cf. Ps. 20:1; Prov. 18:10; Mal. 1:11).
The Fourth Gospel presents that “person” or “acting subject” in God’s “hand” as the
Logos who came from God as God (1:1:14) to reveal the Father (14:6-10; 17:25-26).
Cullmann (1997:131-32) remarks:
Im Neuen Testament ist der Gottesname mit dem von Christus vollbrachten Werk
verbunden [i.e., Phil 2:6ff.]. . . . Im johanneischen Rahmen zeigt sich die Einheit
zwischen dem Vater und dem Sohn (dem Logos, Gott, der sich mitteilt) gerade in
der Offenbarung seines Namens. . . . »Glauben an den Namen« des Sohnes (Joh.
1,12; Joh. 2,23; 1.Joh. 3,23; 1.Joh. 5,13) heißt, an seine Beziehung zum Vater und
an sein Werk glauben.
With this background in mind, a proper definition of Jesus’ name may be stated as
follows: the name of Jesus encapsulates his nature and earthly mission, which involved
performing the works of the Father, offering salvation to all who believe, and bringing
glory to the Father.318 Bietenhard (1985:698-99) expounds this definition further:
The fullness of Christ’s being and work may be seen in his name. The divinely
given name “Jesus” expresses his humanity and his mission (Mt. 1:21). It implies
“God with us” (1:23). The exalted name he receives is that of Son (Heb. 1:4). He
is also called Lord (Phil. 2:9-10), which denotes divine equality and is the name
above all others. Hence Jesus is Lord of lords. Revealing the divine dominion, he
is also King of kings (Rev. 19:16). The unity of nature and name may be seen in
Rev. 19:13 and Jn. 1:1. He alone knows his name in the sense that he alone knows
the fullness of his relationship with God (Rev. 19:12). Jesus acts in God’s name as
the Christ (Jn. 10:24-25). His coming again completes his work (Mt. 23:39). His
name, then, embraces the whole content of God’s saving acts (1 Cor. 6:11).
In Luke 2:21, the name Ἰησοῦς was given by the angel before Jesus was conceived in the
womb. Matthew 1:21 reports the nature of Jesus’ mission (αὐτὸς γὰρ σώσει τὸν λαὸν
αὐτοῦ ἀπὸ τῶν ἁμαρτιῶν αὐτῶν), which is congruent with his name, Immanuel (“God
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See Hurtado (2003:381-92) for an overview and analysis of Jesus and the name of God.
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with us,” most specifically as “savior”). 319 Other (sub)names 320 and/or titles that elucidate
the specific nature of Jesus’ will, work, and mission in the Fourth Gospel include but are
not limited to:
Lord/Sir (1:23): ἔφη·ἐγὼ φωνὴ βοῶντος ἐν τῇ ἐρήμῳ·εὐθύνατε τὴν ὁδὸν κυρίου321
Lamb of God (1:29): ἴδε ὁ ἀμνὸς τοῦ θεοῦ ὁ αἴρων τὴν ἁμαρτίαν τοῦ κόσμου
Son of God (1:34): κἀγὼ ἑώρακα καὶ μεμαρτύρηκα ὅτι οὗτός ἐστιν ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ θεοῦ322
Rabbi (1:38): στραφεὶς δὲ ὁ Ἰησοῦς καὶ θεασάμενος αὐτοὺς ἀκολουθοῦντας λέγει
αὐτοῖς· τί ζητεῖτε; οἱ δὲ εἶπαν αὐτῷ· ῥαββί, ὃ λέγεται μεθερμηνευόμενον διδάσκαλε,
ποῦ μένεις;323

Messiah/Christ (1:41): εὑρίσκει οὗτος πρῶτον τὸν ἀδελφὸν τὸν ἴδιον Σίμωνα καὶ λέγει
αὐτῷ· εὑρήκαμεν τὸν Μεσσίαν, ὅ ἐστιν μεθερμηνευόμενον χριστός

King of Israel (1:49): ἀπεκρίθη αὐτῷ Ναθαναήλ· ῥαββί, σὺ εἶ ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ θεοῦ, σὺ
βασιλεὺς εἶ τοῦ Ἰσραήλ

Savior of the world (4:42): τῇ τε γυναικὶ ἔλεγον ὅτι οὐκέτι διὰ τὴν σὴν λαλιὰν
πιστεύομεν, αὐτοὶ γὰρ ἀκηκόαμεν καὶ οἴδαμεν ὅτι οὗτός ἐστιν ἀληθῶς ὁ σωτὴρ τοῦ
κόσμου

Therefore, while Jesus is his proper name and the above examples are titles that
correspond to his name, the Fourth Gospel provides evidence concerning Jesus’ nature
and mission. There are seven “I am” (ἐγώ εἰμι) statements (with predicates) 324 littered
throughout the Fourth Gospel that expound the nature and identity of Jesus. 325 These
include: I am the bread of life (6:35, 48, 51); I am the light of the world (8:12; 9:5); I am
the door of the sheep (10:7, 9); I am the good shepherd (10:11, 14); I am the resurrection
and the life (11:25); I am the way, and the truth, and the life (14:6); I am the true vine
319
Foerster (1985:361) states, “Matthew and Luke claim that the name is no accident; it is given
because Jesus is to save his people from their sins (Mt. 1:21). The full name in Hebrew is a sentence name:
‘Yahweh saves.’”
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See Van der Watt (2007:45).
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See also 4:11, 15, 19, 49; 5:7; 6:34, 68; 9:36, 38; 11:3, 12, 21, 27, 32, etc.
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See also 1:39; 5:25; 10:36; 11:4, 27; 20:31.
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See also 1:49; 3:2; 4:31; 6:35; 9:2; 11:8; 20:16.
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And there are several without the predicate, for example, 8:24, 28, 58; 13:19.

325
See Brown ([1966] 2006:533-35) for an overview of the Johannine usage. See also
Schnackenburg (1982:79-89) for an analysis of the origin and meaning of the ἐγώ-εἰμι formula.
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(15:1). Van der Watt (2007:42) says, “Usually these sayings . . . are linked to either Exod.
3.14, Deut. 32.39, or to the ‘I am’- sayings in Deutero-Isaiah (for instance, Isa. 43.10, 25;
45.18-19; 46.4; 48.12, 17; 52.6). Jesus is thus identified as the Lord of history and savior
of Israel.” Van der Watt sees these statements as allusions to Jesus’ divine nature and
thus divine authority. But he further sees another aspect that relates to Jesus’ mission as
an envoy: “The way in which envoys made themselves known at their destinations was to
identify themselves with the words ‘I am so and so.’ On questions like ‘who are you’ this
would also have been the way to answer. Jesus also identifies himself in this world by
saying ‘I am . . .’” (Van der Watt 2007:2). 326 Therefore, in this view, Jesus appears to the
world as the divine savior who announces his identity in a manner that would naturally be
understood when read against the backdrop of the divine name and nature of Yahweh
revealed in the OT.
As indicated, in the OT the name of God is associated with the words “I am” (e.g., Exod
3:14-15; Isa 41:4; 43:10-13).327 Dodd (1953:93) says that knowing the name of God
(“ )יהוהis an expression which sums up the ideal attitude of Israel (or of the individual
Israelite) to Jehovah.” Yet he points out that in Judaism (after the OT period) there was a
gradual movement away from employing the divine name from usage in the public arena.
He (1953:94) quotes Pinchas ben Jair (130-60 CE) as saying concerning the name, “In this
age the prayer of the Israelites is not heard, because they do not know the shem
hammephorash; but in the age to come God will reveal it to them.”
Psalm 91:14-15 is cited as an example:
כִּ י ִּבי חָ ַׁשק וַׁאֲ פַׁ ְּלטֵ הּו אֲ ַׁשגְּ בֵ הּו כִּ י־י ַָׁדע ְּש ִּמי׃
י ְִּּק ָראֵ נִּ י וְּאֶ ֱענֵהּו ִּעּמֹו־אָ נֹכִּ י ְּבצָ ָרה אֲ ַׁח ְּלצֵ הּו וַׁאֲ כ ְַּׁב ֵדהּו׃

Also Isaiah 52:6:
לָ כֵן י ֵַׁדע עַׁ ִּּמי ְּש ִּמי לָ כֵן בַׁ ּיֹום ַׁההּוא כִּ י־אֲ נִּי־הּוא ַׁה ְּמ ַׁדבֵ ִּהנֵנִּי׃

Dodd (1953:94) says, “Pinchas apparently understands this as follows: ‘Therefore my
people shall know my name, therefore, on that day, that Ani-hu is speaking: ‘here am I.’
That is to say, he treats  אֲ נִּ י הּואas the name of God, the shem hammephorash, which is to
be revealed in the age to come.” He notes the usage of  אֲ נִּ י הּואin Isaiah “with especial
weight and solemnity, in the sense ‘I am,’ asserting the eternal self-existence of God, .e.g.
Is. xlviii. 12, ‘ אֲ נִּ י הּוא אֲ נִּ י ִּראשֹון אַׁ ף אֲ נִּ י אַׁ חֲ רֹוןI am; I am the first; also I am the last’; xliii.
10 ‘that you may know and believe me and understand. . . .’ The LXX render אֲ נִּ י הּוא,
ἐγὼ εἰμί, and appear to have taken it as the equivalent of a divine name.” He (1953:95)
remarks further, “Is. xliii. 10 ἵνα γνῶτε καὶ πιστεύσητε καὶ συνῆτε ὅτι ἐγώ εἰμι seems to
be echoed in John viii. 28 γνώσεσθε ὅτι ἐγώ εἰμι, and xiii. 19 ἵνα πιστεύσητε . . . ὅτι ἐγώ

Köstenberger (2002:261) says, “The phrase ‘I am’ can simply mean ‘it is I’ or, in more
mundane terms, ‘it’s me.’”
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See Brown ([1966] 2006:535-38) for an extensive overview of the OT usage of “I am.”
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εἰμι.”328 He notes, “It is difficult not to see here an allusion to the divine name .אֲ נִּ י הּוּא.
The implication would seem to be that God has given His own Name to Christ; and this is
actually stated in xvii. 11.”
Thus, Jesus’ mission329 is relational and revelational in nature. By using the phraseology,
“I am,” Jesus connects his person and work to Yahweh of the OT. By performing signs,
Jesus revealed his power and glory (2:11; 4:46-54; 5:1-15; 6:5-14; etc.). In the
incarnation, Jesus revealed his identity as the only Son who has always existed with the
Father (1:1, 14, 34; 8:28, 58; 17:5, 24). By taking on the role of rabbi (1:38, 49), Jesus
revealed his intention to instruct. By laying down his life on a cross (10:15; 19:30), Jesus
revealed his role as a good shepherd. Therefore, in light of the coming of Logos, the
world is not left in darkness concerning the Johannine God. Simply, Jesus’ mission
involved bringing clarity rather than confusion. Jesus came to elucidate, not obscure. He
came to reveal, not conceal. So when a “subordinate” prays in Jesus’ name, he is praying
in the “superior” authority of what that name symbolizes or represents, namely God’s
person, his authority, and his mission (Neyrey, 2007a:9). 330 The same God who spoke in
the burning bush and through the prophets will answer those who approach him on the
basis of the name that has been revealed in the Son. 331
However, one must remember that prayer in Jesus’ name should be congruent with the
will of the Father as revealed in the mission of the Son. 332 As noted above, Jesus assumed
many titles, but his actual name means “savior” (Burge 2009:361). If one follows Carson
Brown (1970:536) believes it is possible that the Evangelist uses ἐγώ εἰμι as the divine name
given to Jesus.
328

And Jesus’ mission is authorized by the Father and is carried out for the benefit of those who
believe. Van der Watt (2007:41) says, “The mission of the Son is clear: he must make the Father known
and give eternal life to those who believe (1.18; 12.49-50; 14.6-11; 17.6-8). His authority is derived from
the Father who prepared him for that mission and on whose behalf he will act (3.35; 5.30; 8.28; 13.3; 17.2).
In the Gospel Jesus is portrayed as the ideal Agent. The Son obediently says and does only what the. . . .
Father showed and told him to do (3.11, 32, 34; 5.19; 7.17, 28; 8.26, 28, 38, 40; 9.4; 12.49-50; 14.24;
15.15).”
329

Hastings (1915:159) notes further, “We pray in the name of Christ (1) when we rely on the
redemption that He has wrought for us; (2) when we have the Spirit of Christ and seek the things which He
seeks; and (3) when we are in vital union with Him.”
330
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See Scherer (1989:111-26) for a discussion concerning the missiological implications of the
divine name.
332
Van der Watt (2000:228) says, “Direct references to the prayers of the disciples are found in
the Farewell Discourses (14:13-14; 15:7, 16; 16:23-26). These prayers should always be made in the name
of Jesus (14:13, 14; 15:16; 16:23, 24, 26), or while abiding in him and allowing his word to stay in the
believer (15:7). This indicates the nature of prayer. It should be done within the sphere of what Jesus
represents and what his authority allows.” Newman and Nida (1980:463) remark, “That Jesus is not
referring to irresponsible prayer in the expression whatever you ask is indicated by the goal of the prayer:
‘so that the Father’s glory will be shown through the Son.’ The glory of the Father is the one purpose that
Jesus has in responding to the request of those who pray.”
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(1991:497), who sees asking in Jesus’ name as believing in “everything which the name
encapsulates,” then such prayer would naturally involve praying in a manner that centers
on Jesus’ saving mission to the world (3:16; 12:32).333 It is within this space where
believers are encouraged to pray, and Jesus promises to do whatever is requested (τοῦτο
ποιήσω, ἐγὼ ποιήσω, 14:13-14).
Moreover, the question raised in chapter 2 of the present work is as follows: “Numerous
examples of calling on the name of the L ORD appear in the OT. How does this phrase
relate to praying in Jesus’ name (John 14:13-14)?” Millar (2016:27), says concerning the
phrase “calling upon the name of the LORD”: “Prayer begins in the Bible as a cry for God
to do what he has promised—to deal with the reality of sin by delivering on his covenant
promises.” Such a cry encapsulates the essence of Jesus’ mission and work during his
earthly ministry. Since Jesus came to reveal, disclose, and ultimately save, then praying
in Jesus’ name is virtually analogous to calling upon the name of the LORD.
The Name and Place of Prayer
Two further questions were raised in chapter 2 of this dissertation that relate to the temple
and God’s name. For example: “1) In light of 1 Kings 8, Jewish prayer could be offered
toward the temple that bore God’s name. How does God’s name relate to prayer in the
Fourth Gospel? 2) The emphasis in 1 Kings centers on the temple being a place of prayer.
What emphasis does the Fourth Gospel place on the temple? Does it connect prayer to the
temple? How does prayer in the temple change in light of Jesus?” As noted, the Jerusalem
temple was the place where the name of God dwelt (1 Kgs 8:16-20, 29; see also 1 Chron
22:10, 19; 2 Chron 6:7-10, 20; etc.). According to Solomon’s prayer of dedication for the
temple, whenever the people sinned and were defeated by their enemies, they were to
acknowledge God’s name and pray in the temple. Solomon’s request centered on God
hearing their prayer and forgiving their sin (1 Kgs 8:33-34). Similarly, if the heavens
were shut up because of sin, the people were to pray toward the temple and acknowledge
God’s name in the hope that he would forgive them (1 Kgs 8:35-36). If a foreigner (who
hears of God’s great name) prays toward the temple, then Solomon requests that God
would hear and answer in response to his name (1 Kgs 8:41-43). Thus, as the earthly
dwelling place of God, the temple that bore God’s name may be viewed as a sounding
board from which prayers are channeled heavenward to God. As the metaphorical space
of prayer, the temple represents the localized presence of God with his people.
It is possible that a first-century believer who was familiar with the Jewish prayer
tradition might naturally connect the temple/name motif in 1 Kings 8/2 Chronicles 6 with
John 14:13-14. In contrast to Solomon dedicating the temple as the dwelling place for the
333

After highlighting the centrality of Jesus in NT prayer, Hurtado (2014:52) concludes by saying,
“Jesus’ name clearly functioned as a vehicle of divine power and blessing, as reflected in the regular
invocation of his name in early Christian baptism, exorcisms and other deeds of power. I know of no
similar practice in contemporary Jewish circles involving such a focus on one particular, distinguishable
figure in prayers and thanksgivings to God.”
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name of the LORD, the Fourth Gospel presents Jesus as the new place of worship/prayer.
As such, God’s name would no longer dwell in a physical structure but with disciples
who believe in Jesus. In light of Jesus’ replacement of the temple (John 2:21), prayers are
no longer directed toward the physical temple as the metaphorical dwelling place of God
but are instead offered in the name of Logos made flesh (John 1:14), who was with God
and is God (John 1:1). 334 Since the claims of Jesus (“I am”) and the name of Jesus is
associated with the object of Solomon’s address (the name, the “LORD,” 8:22-23, 25-26,
28, etc.), prayer in Jesus (as the new temple), then, is likened to prayer in the name of
Yahweh, with all that his name represents. Jesus, then, might naturally be viewed as the
one who brings prayer in the temple and personal prayer together. 335 Since Jesus will
dwell in the disciples, they have no need to participate in the physical temple. 336 Free
outpouring of the heart may continue to God apart from the physical temple, but not apart
from Jesus, the new337 temple.338 He is the conduit through which prayer is offered
heavenward to the Father.
Therefore, Jesus’ original audience (pre-70 CE) could have conceivably interpreted Jesus’
cross-death and glorification as the necessary abolishment of the cultic worship. Thus, in
this view, the physical temple would become obsolete even before its destruction. The
audience addressed by the author of the Fourth Gospel (post-70 CE) would have viewed
the destruction of the temple, or the Father’s house, as inconsequential insofar as sacrifice
and prayer were concerned since both atonement for sin and accessibility to God through
prayer were made available through Jesus. Keener (2003:527) remarks:
“House” and “temple” language in the Fourth Gospel invites comparison between
the old and new temples. Herod’s temple was the site of Jesus’ presence (10:23),
teaching (7:14, 28; 8:20; 18:20), healing (5:14), and rejection (8:59; 11:56). But
the Son would remain the Father’s “house” (8:35), and would prepare “rooms” for
his followers to dwell with him there (14:2, 23); essentially Jesus would prove to
be the new temple (2:14-21), the locus of God’s presence with this people (Rev
21:22).
In light of his death as a sacrificial substitute, prayer would no longer be offered toward a
physical structure that bore God’s name, but instead it would be directed toward the
Father in the name of Jesus (John 14:13-14; 15:16). Much like the physical structure of
the temple, Jesus’ physical body would no longer be present after his ascension; yet
334

See Beale (2004:192-200) for a discussion of Jesus as the temple of the new creation in John.
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See Coloe (2001:215-16).
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See Thettayil (2007:348-425) for a discussion of Jesus as the temple replacement.
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Martin (1974:22) says, “In his own person He [Jesus] embodied a new order which would
eventually displace the venerable cult of the holy place and the ceremonial offering.”
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See Brown ([1966] 2006:122-25) for a fuller discussion of possibilities concerning the nature
of Jesus’ statement, “In three days I will raise it up.” See Keener (2003:524-26) for a discussion of the
possible meaning(s) concerning judgment of the temple.
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believers could approach God through the name of Jesus. Thus, the worshipper is said to
have direct access to the space of prayer before God and to have his prayers heard by
virtue of Jesus’ atoning sacrifice.
Therefore, much like the people of Judah were without a physical temple after its
destruction in 586 BCE, the disciples found themselves without Jesus’ physical presence
after his departure. Yet much like the exiles, the disciples possessed a name through
which prayer could be offered. But in contradistinction to the exiles, the disciples were
given the specific name Ἰησοῦς to pray in light of his departure. As members of the
household of God who were indwelt by the Spirit and equipped with Jesus’ name, the
disciples could approach the Father freely without physical or spiritual limitations. Thus,
Jesus’ name may be likened not only to the “title deed” of prayer but also to the sounding
board from which the disciples’ prayers are channeled to the Father. Any “result” asked
for in his name will be heard and granted (Neyrey, 2007a:9).
Prayer According to Jesus’ Merit
The following question was raised in chapter 2 of the present analysis: “The Greeks’
worldview precludes the Judeo-Christian concept of sin. As such, the relationship
between the one praying and the one being prayed to was not dependent on correct
behavior but rather on correct praying. What is the prerequisite to approaching the
Johannine God in prayer?” Scholars have noted several examples where effectual praying
was linked with righteousness living. Brown (1970:635) says, “In prayer the Jews
frequently recalled the patriarchs in the hope that God would be touched by the
remembrance of those holy men, and prayer in Jesus’ name may have originated in
similar manner.”339 Karris (2000:101) cites examples from the Jewish tradition “that
celebrate individuals who have intercessory power.” And these men possessed power
because of their righteous lives and religious sentiment. He says:
In 4 Ezra 7:102-15 prophet Ezra enumerates Abraham, Moses, Joshua, Samuel,
David, Solomon, Elijah, and Hezekiah as powerful intercessors with God. To
these names I would add Amos (Amos 7:1-6), Jeremiah (Jeremiah 37:3; 42:2),
Isaiah (2 Kings 19:4), and Maccabean martyrs (2 Maccabees 7:37-38; 4
Maccabees 6:28-29; 17:21-22). . . . These individuals are the righteous who have
prayed for the ungodly. They are the strong who have prayed for the weak. And
God has heard their prayer.
Karris (2000:101) remarks accordingly, “With this Jewish tradition in mind I interpret the
Johannine passages on prayer in Jesus’ name in this way. God hears the prayers of those
who believe in Jesus not because they are righteous nor because they are strong, but
Cullmann (1997:132-33) says, “Sehr allgemein handelt oder spricht man im Namen eines
anderen, wenn man diesen sozusagen ersetzt, an seiner Stelle etwas vornimmt, wie wenn er selbst
gegenwärtig wäre. So sagt Gott in 5.Mose 18,19 von dem Mose gleichen Propheten, den er erwecken
werde: »Wenn jemand nicht auf meine Worte hören wird, die er in meinem Namen verkünden wird, werde
ich ihn zur Rechenschaft ziehen.«”
339
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because they are united to Jesus.” Keener (2003:948) agrees and sees prayer in Jesus’
name as possibly “prayer predicated on his merit alone.” 340 Or as Newman and Nida
(1980:462-63) state, asking “‘in my name’ can be dynamically, yet properly translated as
‘because of your relation to me’ or ‘because you are mine.’” In short, if a person believes
in the person Jesus, he will benefit from the merit of his work and his name. Thus, belief
in Jesus, not conformity to a specific behaviorial pattern is the key to effective prayer.
Moreover, in discussing prayer in Jesus’ name, Keener (2003:948) draws attention to the
ancient Mediterranean role of a broker. He explains:
Patrons could write letters of recommendation to procure for their clients favors
from other members of the elite, and others could use their favor as agents to
secure favor for others as well. For example, a prince in the king’s special favor
might secure whatever he asked for his friends. Giving the loving intimacy
between the Father and the Son in this [the Fourth] Gospel, the reader is secure
that with Jesus as the agent . . . their requests will be answered.
On the basis of one who is in unity with the Father (10:30) and who does the will of the
Father (6:38), Jesus thereby functions as a mediator who offers his clients the merit of his
name.341 As the disciples pray in his name, they are treated as clients who are unified
with and obedient to God’s will.342 Lincoln (2001:176) remarks accordingly:
Just as Jesus has come and has done his work in the Father’s name, acting as the
Father’s fully authorized representative (cf., e.g., 5:43; 10:25), so the praying of
believers is in Jesus’ name and to be carried out by his fully authorized human
representatives (cf. 17:18; 20:21b: “As the Father has sent me, so I send you”).
Since after his departure Jesus himself will not be present to pray, his followers
will pray on Jesus’ authority. One could say that they are given his “power of
attorney” so that their praying will be the equivalent to Jesus himself praying.
In summary, by virtue of his person and work, Jesus supplies believers with the “merit”
(or “status”; Keener 2003:948) that is required for an audience with God and efficacious
prayer to God. As believers continue to remain in relationship with Jesus and make
requests in his name, Jesus will, in turn, continue to carry out his works through them. In
this model, prayer not only invites Jesus to do his work(s) through the disciples, but it
Keener (2003:948) observes similarly that praying in one’s name might evoke praying “‘on the
merits of’ because of another’s status before the one entreated.”
340
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Neyrey (2007a:202-3) says, “In an example of limitless brokering, Jesus repeatedly declares
that his clients are assured of his brokerage when they ask ‘in my name.’” He cites John 14:13, 14; 15:16;
16:24; 16:26.

Crump (2006:160) says, “Jesus announced that he had ‘come in the name of the Father’ (5:43)
and ‘performed miracles in the Father’s name’ (10:25) because he was obediently fulfilling God’s plan for
the world’s salvation. Acting as the Father’s agent—in his name did not grant Jesus the power to
autonomously perform anything he wished, willy-nilly. He was constrained as any agent is constrained by
the character and the purposes of the authority being represented.”
342
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also ensures that Jesus remains functionally present to the world as his mission is carried
out.
Excursus on the Use of the Concept of “Name” in Greek Prayer
Unlike some participants in Greek religion, Jesus’ disciples are not left without a
proper name and form of address in prayer. It has been noted that Greek prayer
often involved prayer to deities whose names were unknown. Aune (2001:34-35)
says, “In numerous magical texts the deity addressed is said to have a ‘secret
name,’ which is often followed by a sequence of incomprehensible ‘magical
words’343 (voces magicae)—as, for example, the following from a Papyri
Graecae Magicae:
Invocation: Yes, lord, because I call upon (epikaloumai) your secret
name which reaches from the firmament to the earth, ATHEZOPHOIM
ZADEAGEOBEPHIATHEAA AMBRAMI ABRAAM
THALCHILTHOE ELKOTHOOEE ACHTHONON SA ISAK
CHOEIOURTHASIO IOOSIA IICHEMOOOOAOAEI . . .
Aune (2001:36) continues: “Not only must a divinity be addressed with precision
and courtesy, but such invocation must also be accompanied by formal titles,
powers, and attributes of the deity if he or she is to hear the prayer. The following
poem by the first-century CE poet Catullus follows the conventions of an
invocation directed to Diana (the Latin name for Artemis), who is identified by
her divine parents, Latona and Jove, as well as by her aliases, including Juno
Lucinia, Trivia, and Moon:
O Child of Latona, great offspring of greatest Jove,
whom your mother bore by the Delian olive tree,
that you might be the lady of mountains and green woods,
and secluded glens and sounding rivers;
you are called Juno Lucina by mothers in birth pains,
you are called mighty Trivia and Moon with counterfeit light.
You, goddess, measure out by monthly course the circuit of the year,
You fill full with goodly fruits the country home of the farmer.
Be thou sanctified by whatever name you wish (sis quocumque tibi
placet sancta nomine); and as of old you were accustomed, with good
help keep safe the race of Romulus. (Catullus)”
In light of these examples, prayer in Jesus’ name is utterly simple. Johannine
prayer is explicitly monotheistic, whereas Greco-Roman prayer is polytheistic.
The former asserts the existence of one God, but the latter asserts the existence of
many gods. While it is true that Jesus has many titles (“Son of God,” “Rabbi,”
343
Keener writes (2003:947): “Practitioners of magic often employed name invocation, and
magical papyri attest the special proficiency of Jewish magicians who claimed access to the hidden name of
God (cf. Acts 19:3-20). Once one acquired an ‘angel’s’ name, one could offer sacrifice and become his
friend, and then the angel would do all sorts of magic for the person. . . . Aside from magic, one might
compare this passage with various strands of Greek and Roman practices. In many cases pagans piled up
multiple names of deity they were entreating, apparently hoping that at least one would prove effective.”
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etc.), he prescribes prayer in one name. Finally, instead of praying to an unnamed
god, or to the wide variety of known gods (whether Zeus, Aphrodite, Demeter,
Athena, Dionysus, Numa, etc.) who must be petitioned according to their
availability and ability, the Johannine believer may pray in the one known name
that effectually eventuates the will and power of the one true God (17:3).

Summary and Conclusions
Before proceeding, it is necessary to offer a brief summary of the aforementioned
analysis. Much like Jewish prayer, Johannine religion is monotheistic and assumes that
one may approach God freely without restriction. However, that prayer may be offered
freely does not mean that it may be offered without qualification. As noted above, faith in
God is the prerequisite to entering into relational space with God. As such, the basic
assumption of prayer is belief in the existence of a powerful God who can both hear and
respond to the subordinate’s prayer request. But before delving into the specific manner
how prayer is to be offered, the Evangelist establishes a relational framework centered on
the preparation of rooms that will be occupied in light of Jesus’ departure. While heaven
is the ultimate destination for the disciples, the immediate concern of chapter 14 does not
exclusively center on the disciples going to be with God, but rather on God coming to
dwell with and in them. Therefore, Jesus’ departure notwithstanding, Jesus and the Father
will only be a prayer away, since the Father and the Son will make their home in the
disciples (that is, in previously established relationships, Neyrey, 2007a:9).
Yet, although the Father was unseen to the naked eye, the Evangelist notes that the
disciples are not ignorant concerning the Father and the way to him. The Father himself
was revealed to the disciples as they beheld the works of Jesus and heard his words. To
see Jesus was to see the Father. Therefore, along travel with Jesus, the disciples were
drawn into the relational space where the Father was manifested and his glory revealed.
Further along the way, Jesus functioned as a broker between the patron-Father and his
clients, the disciples. In light of Jesus’ departure, the disciples would not be left without
the necessary means to access the Father. Rather, Jesus provides his disciples with his
name, which serves as a symbol for his person and functions a sort of title deed that
guarantees that their prayers will be heard and that certain “results” will be achieved
(Neyrey, 2007a:9). In contrast to a Greco-Roman model in which prayers were offered
with the names of many gods in mind, Johannine prayer is issued to one God in one
name. Further, instead of directing prayer toward the physical temple that bore God’s
name, the disciples prayed to God through the name of Jesus, who is the temple of God.
Hence, praying in the name of Jesus involved praying in the name of God and all that his
name entails from both an OT and NT perspective.
Moreover, the Father’s works are carried out in Jesus. Yet whenever one prays in Jesus’
name, Jesus himself says that he will do greater works through the believer. As the
number of praying disciples increased, so would the quantity of works that Jesus
performed through them. Hence, the Father is manifested among the believers as they
pray and as Jesus responds by doing whatever is requested. In the final analysis, prayer
functions as the means of communication through which a “subordinate” sender
communicates with the “superior” receiver and invites Jesus to perform works that
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perpetuate God’s mission and will in the earth. Yet, as will be discussed below, prayer to
God is to be issued in the context of the family of God with the aim of bringing glory to
the Father.
Prayer for the Father’s Honor/Glory
In 14:13 Jesus says that he will do whatever is requested for a very distinct purpose,
namely, ἵνα δοξασθῇ ὁ πατὴρ ἐν τῷ υἱῷ. This ἵνα-clause necessarily demands an
examination of two key terms that relate to prayer: δοξασθῇ and πατὴρ. The latter term
(πατέρ) is seen throughout the Farewell Discourse, appearing twenty-three times in
chapter 14 alone. Specifically, Jesus speaks of the Father’s house (14:2), knowing the
Father (v. 7), seeing the Father (v. 9), the work of the Father (v. 10), his departure to the
Father (v. 12), the glory of the Father (v. 13), and so forth.
According to BDAG (2000:ad loc.), the lexicographical possibilities of πατέρ are:
“(1) the immediate biological ancestor, parent, (2) one from whom one is
descended and generally at least several generations removed, forefather,
ancestor, progenitor, forebear, (3) one who provides moral and intellectual
upbringing, father, (4) a title of respectful address, father, (5) revered deceased
persons with whom one shares beliefs or traditions, fathers, ancestors, (6) the
supreme deity, who is responsible for the origin and care of all that exists, Father,
Parent.”
An examination of the Fourth Gospel reveals that the term father is not always used in
the context of deity, but oftentimes in the ordinary human sense (4:53), especially in
relationship to ancestry and/or lineage (4:20; 8:39). However, in the majority of cases in
the Fourth Gospel, πατήρ is employed as a reference/title for God. Specifically, Schrenk
(1964:996) reveals that in John’s Gospel,
θεός, except when referred to Jesus, occurs 73 times, κύριος is used for God only
once in the quotation in 12:13, and πατήρ appears 115 times as a term for God
(ὁ πατήρ, ὁ πατήρ μου, πάτερ, πατήρ in prayer). This usage is consistent with the

OT in which God is consistently presented in the metaphor of a “father” (Ps
103:13; Prov 3:12; Isa 1:2) who cares for his people (Hos 11:1; Deut 1:31, 14:1;
2 Sam 7:14; Ps 2:7, 89:26; Isa 1:2).
Accordingly, in many cases throughout the Fourth Gospel Jesus’ usage of the term πατήρ
assumes, absorbs, and expounds the concept of biological and divine patriarchy as seen
throughout the OT that positions the Father as the authoritative head (or “superior”) of
and provider for his family. 344 In 6:32 Jesus employs πατὴρ as reminder of God’s
344

Similar, in some measure, to what was prefigured in the ancient Indo-European households and
in the Latin Roman order of the pater familias and the patria potestas. Schrenk (1964:950) summarizes,
“The concept is linked to dominium in domo. It denotes the authority and power of the head of the house,
which go hand in hand with his marital power. Legally this sets the wife in strict subjection. Sacral law is
the basis. The head of the house is also the household priest. This dominica potestas extends not only to all
children at all ages, including adopted children, but also to grown-up married sons and their issue. It lasts
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provision of spiritual sustenance for the world in the form of his son (οὐ Μωϋσῆς
δέδωκεν ὑμῖν τὸν ἄρτον ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ, ἀλλʼ ὁ πατήρ μου δίδωσιν ὑμῖν τὸν ἄρτον ἐκ
τοῦ οὐρανοῦ). In response to the disgruntled Jews, Jesus states in 5:17, ὁ πατήρ μου ἕως
ἄρτι ἐργάζεται κἀγὼ ἐργάζομαι. Jesus is justified in “working” on the Sabbath because
his father was working too. In keeping with antecedent patriarchal statements 345
concerning the authority of a father (e.g., Gen 37:10; Exod 20:12; Deut 5:16), Jesus
clearly defines his relationship to and understanding of the Father by stating, ὁ πατὴρ
μείζων μού ἐστιν (14:28). In his interaction with the Samaritan woman (John 4:23-24a),
Jesus outlines the nature of worship the Father desires, and in doing so, clarifies the
immaterial nature of God (ἀλλὰ ἔρχεται ὥρα καὶ νῦν ἐστιν, ὅτε οἱ ἀληθινοὶ προσκυνηταὶ
προσκυνήσουσιν τῷ πατρὶ ἐν πνεύματι καὶ ἀληθείᾳ· καὶ γὰρ ὁ πατὴρ τοιούτους ζητεῖ
τοὺς προσκυνοῦντας αὐτόν and πνεῦμα ὁ θεός). The chart below serves to outline
further the nature of the Father’s relationship to the Son (and vice-versa) as it is seen
throughout the Fourth Gospel.346
Passage

Father/Son Dynamic

1:1-2

The Son was with God (the Father) in the beginning

1:18

The Son was at the Father’s side in the beginning

until the death of the father. It also embraces other members of the household, the slaves. It includes the jus
vitae necisque and the right to expose children. The father has disciplinary and penal power. He can marry
and divorce his children as he sees fit. He can give in adoption and emancipate.” D’Angelo (1999:61) is
right to suggest that “ancient (as well as contemporary) uses of ‘father’ for the deity cannot really evade
patriarchal ideology. . . . But neither is it appropriate to measure the Gospel imagery against some idealized
(or vilified) essence of patriarchy.” While a variety of secular and religious ancient sources inform our
understanding of patriarchy and fatherhood, the purest form (as it relates to the Fourth Gospel) is seen in
OT Scriptures that explicate how God as a father relates to the world in general and his people in particular.
Further, Van der Watt (2000:163) stresses that the notion of a hierarchical structure is common in the
Fourth Gospel and can be seen in the Father who sends the Son, and the Son who sends the believers
(20:21-22); or in the Father who shows the Son everything (5:20-21) so that he can reveal it to the
believers.
345
Lee (1999:180-81) argues that the Fourth Gospel deviates from ancient patriarchal paradigms
in a distinct manner. She remarks, “The Johannine Father-symbol occurs in passages that are concerned
with the surrender of power.” Particularly, she notes that “the Johannine language of ‘sending’ is focused
on mission and clusters particularly around the Father-Son imagery: God is frequently described by the
Johannine Jesus as ‘the Father [or, the one] who sent me’ (5:36-37; 6:44,57; 8:16,18; 10:36; 11:41-42;
12:49; 14:24); as Son, Jesus is the one who is ‘sent’ (απεσταλμένος, 9:7).” She points out that, in contrast
to the Roman-Hellenistic pater-familias (in which the dominium in domo denotes the authority and power
of the head of the house, which go hand in hand with his marital power), the Johannine Father delegates
power over to the Son (5:21-22) and to believers (14:12; 15:15; 16:25-27). Thus, in her analysis, authority
is given by the Father rather than retained throughout the Fourth Gospel. However, it seems that in her
attempt to elucidate a unique Johannine Father symbol, Lee overstates her case. The Father does not
“surrender” his power or authority to the Son; rather the Son, as a delegate, is presented as the one who
functionally carries out the will and mission of the Father, who retains the attribute of omnipotence.
346

See Akala (2015) for an analysis of Father-Son relationship and Christological symbolism in
the Fourth Gospel.
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3:35

The Father loves the Son and has given all things into
his hands

3:36

The wrath of God remains on those who reject the Son

5:22

The Father has given all judgment to the Son

8:12-20

The Father bears witness to/about the Son

8:54

The Father glorifies/honors the Son

10:30

The Father and Son are one

12:49-50

The Son speaks by the Father’s authority

14:6

The Son provides the way to the Father

14:10

The Son is in the Father and the Father is in the Son

14:13

The Father is glorified in the Son

6:11; 11:41-2;

The Son prays to the Father

12:27-28; 17;
19:28, 30
20:1-10

The Father vindicates the Son

The actions of giving, speaking, granting, and glorifying, along with the realities of the
Father and Son being “with” and “in” one another, elucidates the relational intimacy and
functional harmony that occurs between them. Whatever one does is for the good of and
in harmony with the other. Neither the Father nor the Son acts in isolation but rather with
consideration for each other. 347 Perhaps the Son’s desire for his Father’s glory is most
aptly summarized in 17:1 where Jesus says, πάτερ, ἐλήλυθεν ἡ ὥρα· δόξασόν σου τὸν
υἱόν, ἵνα ὁ υἱὸς δοξάσῃ σέ. The Father-Son relationship is somewhat comparable with
cultural models in the first century CE.348 It has been pointed out by scholars that Jesus
lived in a cultural context in which collectivism, rather than individualism, was practiced.
In Malina’s view, personal/individual introspection and psychoanalysis were foreign
practices to the first-century world. This is not to say that ancient persons were void of a
sense of individualistic awareness. Rather, it is to say that one’s self-awareness was
bound to the larger cultural framework in which he lived. Malina (2001:62) remarks that
the first-century Mediterranean world “consisted of persons who considered themselves
in terms of the group(s) in which they experienced themselves as inextricably
347

See Sadananda (2004:52-79) for his discussion of the Father-Son relationship with special
attention to John 5:17-30.
Akala (2015:135) writes, “For John’s audience, the symbolic depiction of God as a Father who
bears children would call to mind concepts of Mediterranean families, and evoke the socio-cultural
implications of belonging to the family of God.”
348
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embedded.” In this view, collectivism is best seen as a network of brothers and sisters,
men and women, and/or human personalities who shared a distinct common heritage. To
know one member who operates within the framework of the shared convictions and
assumptions of the others is to know the entire group identity (Malina 2001:63).
According to Robinson (1981:30), “The group possesses a consciousness which is
distributed amongst its individual members.” 349
This model is not only replicated in the Father-Son relationship and first-century culture
but also seen in the Father-Son-disciple relationship. In particular, the concept of
collectivism establishes a precedent of prayer for the disciples who enter into the familial
relational space with God. 350 As children of God, believers enter into the space of prayer
where concern for the Father and the family is top priority. Thus, one will not seek to
pray with merely his own interests or “results” in mind but will pray according to the
interests of the family and for the “maintenance of relationships” within the family
(Neyrey, 2007a:9). If the Father’s house is to be viewed in terms of disciples who are in
familial relationship with God, then disciples are to pray that the rooms of the Father’s
house become occupied on the basis of the brokerage of the Son. Such prayer may also
involve a concern for the fruitfulness of those who take up residence in the household of
God (John 15:1-7). As prayers are answered, relational space is occupied, fruitfulness is
cultivated, and the Father receives glory. 351 In John 11:41-42, for the benefit of those
listening, Jesus gives thanks to the Father and does so, namely so they may believe that
the Father sent him (ἐγὼ δὲ ᾔδειν ὅτι πάντοτέ μου ἀκούεις, ἀλλὰ διὰ τὸν ὄχλον τὸν
περιεστῶτα εἶπον, ἵνα πιστεύσωσιν ὅτι σύ με ἀπέστειλας). While the immediate
audience is not family per se, it is Jesus’ stated desire that they become so through his
prayer. On believing in Jesus, individuals become children of God and members of the
family of God (1:12).

349
As Robinson (1981:30) points out, this was true at the macro-cultural level but also inevitably
true within the smaller micro-family unit. In 6:42 the crowd knew the physical family of Jesus: “Is this not
Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose father and mother we know?” Philip introduces Jesus to Nathanael in the
following manner, “We have found . . . Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph” (1:45). It is reported that
Jesus’ brothers accompany him and their mother to a wedding feast (2:1, 12) and later travel together to
Capernaum. In 2:4 Jesus remarks to his mother, “Woman, why do you involve me? My time has not yet
come,” and in 7:8, “You go . . . because for me the right time has not yet fully come.” As far as Jesus’ place
of origin is concerned, in 1:45-46 Nazareth is mentioned as Jesus’ hometown, which was situated in Galilee
(4:43-44; 7:41; see also 7:27).
350

As evidenced in John 1:12-13 and implied in 3:3.

Lincoln (2001:179) says, “God’s name and Jesus’ name are inextricably linked in unity and
love. As such, they decisively shape believers’ praying and living. Petition usually presupposes a gap
between the human will and the divine will. Yet prayer where there is no such gap—as in the case of Jesus,
and as is assumed will be the case for disciples who pray in his name—becomes a relationship of loving
intimacy. . . . The ultimate desire of those who pray in Jesus’ name will be, as it was for Jesus, that the
ultimate Other in their relationship of love receives due recognition—that is, that God’s name and identity,
as it is revealed in Jesus, be glorified.”
351
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Accordingly, the following question was raised in chapter 2 of the present work: “The
Lord’s Prayer includes familial language that conveys theological implications for prayer.
How does the Lord’s Prayer relate to prayer in the Fourth Gospel?” 352 In particular, the
Lord’s Prayer (Matt 6:9-10) calls for the Father’s name to be hallowed (ἁγιασθήτω τὸ
ὄνομά σου) and for his will to be done on earth as it is in heaven (ἐλθέτω ἡ βασιλεία
σου·γενηθήτω τὸ θέλημά σου, ὡς ἐν οὐρανῷ καὶ ἐπὶ γῆς). This emphasis is thematically
congruent with the Johannine profile of the Father-Son-disciple relationship where prayer
is offered in the name of Son for the glory of the Father. In both the Johannine and
Matthean accounts, esteem for the Father is emphasized, and the means through which
this occurs centers on God’s mission and prayers that are offered with his reputation in
mind. Specifically, in the Johannine literature, glory is wrought through works that Jesus
performed. For example: ἐγώ σε ἐδόξασα ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς τὸ ἔργον τελειώσας ὃ δέδωκάς μοι
ἵνα ποιήσω (17:4). Prayer that emphasizes the Father’s glory is to be expected since
Jesus’ mission was not forged in isolation from his father but was rather defined by him.
In addition to being with God (as God) in the beginning (1:1), Jesus came not to do his
own will but to do the will of the one who sent him (6:38). He spoke not his own words
but the words the Father gave him (12:49). He did not perform his own actions, but the
Father performed his actions through the Son (14:10-11). Thus, Jesus only did what he
saw the Father doing (5:19). Notably, the corollary of Jesus’ intimate relationship with
the Father is obedience to him. Such obedience was the example of sonship par
excellence. By drawing from Jesus’ prayer in John 7, Akala (2015:219) says, “Jesus
portrays himself as an example to his disciples in his earthly life and ministry. Jesus is a
model Son, a paradigm of sonship for believers whom he calls to come into relationship
with the Father as children of God. Thus, believers are to relate to the Father in
subordination, just as Jesus in a human body related to the Father during his earthly
mission. Jesus is, furthermore, an example for the disciples, who are to continue the
divine mission in submission to the Father.” Prayer, then, is issued from a posture of
submission to the will of the Father that has been communicated through the Son.
Further, the Son’s requests were made not with his own individualistic needs in mind
(12:28), but rather for the glory of his Father and for the honor of the family that would
be formed in light of the work he performed on their behalf. By virtue of their union with
Jesus, believers in the family of God make their requests known with the glory of God in
mind.353 The concept of honoring someone is closely related to that of showing “glory.”
Jesus says in 14:13, ἵνα δοξασθῇ ὁ πατὴρ ἐν τῷ υἱῷ. The term δοξασθῇ (passive, aorist)
is translated as “may be glorified” in the ESV, KJV, NRSV, and NIV.
According to BDAG (2000:ad loc.), the lexicographical possibilities are as
follows: “(1) to influence one’s opinion about another so as to enhance the latter’s
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See Walker (1982:237-56) and Schenk (1992:587-607).

Neyrey and Stewart (2008:88) say, “Although one can acquire it, normally honor is attached to
social groups, especially families. All members of a certain clan, tribe, or family share in its collective
worth and respect.”
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reputation, praise, honor, extol, (2) to cause to have splendid greatness, clothe in
splendor, glorify, of the glory that comes in the next life.”
The OT witness provides a dynamic background to the NT usage of δόξα. Von Rad
(1985b:178) notes, “The Hebrew term kāḇôḏ has the root sense of something weighty
which gives importance, e.g., wealth (Gen. 13:2; 31:1) or honor (Gen. 45:13). In relation
to God it denotes that which makes God impressive.” Brown ([1966] 2006:503) notes
that there are two important elements in the understanding of the glory of God: “a visible
manifestation of his majesty in acts of power.” The psalmist presents the heavens as
declaring the glory of God (19:1). In Exodus 24:17, the glory of the LORD is likened to a
“devouring fire.” Similarly, but not strictly in accordance with Brown’s understanding, is
Exodus 30:34, where it is reported that Moses was unable to enter the tent of meeting
because the glory of Yahweh filled it. Finally, John’s reference to Isaiah “seeing his
glory” (12:41) may in fact refer to the theophany reported in Isaiah 6:1-7.
The NT usage of δόξα carries the same basic meaning of its OT counterpart, yet it is most
specifically related to and seen in the ministry of Jesus. However, as noted by Van der
Watt (2005a:115) δόξα “is not used to refer to something visual like brilliance (as in
certain OT theophanies), but rather to a position of honour based on what a person is or
does in relation to the people who acknowledge him (it is not only used of God, but also
of ordinary people—5:44; 12:42-43).” Insofar as the Fourth Gospel is concerned:
God is glorified by the Son (13:31-32; 14:13; 17:1, 4), through fruit-bearing
disciples (15:8), through the death of Peter (21:19), and through illness (11:4).
Jesus shared glory with his Father before his incarnation (17:4-5).
The δόξα of God is also seen in the incarnate Christ (1:14; 2:11; 11:40).
In the case of the wedding at Cana, Jesus’ δόξα is clearly seen in the miracle he
performed of turning water into wine (2:11).
In the case of Lazarus, God’s glory is revealed in the Son through the miracle of
resurrection (11:40).
Jesus’ δόξα is revealed in his cross-death (7:39; cf. 12:16, 23; 13:31, 32; 16:14;
the prayer in 17:1, 5),354 but also in the resurrection, which was “the mighty act of
God par excellence” (Brown [1966] 2006:504).

Van der Watt (2005b:472) notes, “Glory is defined in terms of the cross-events, while the
cross-events are again described in terms of glorification. It should be noted that the lexicographical
potential of the word δοξα does not include the meaning of ‘cross’ or ‘cross-events’; neither does John link
glory and cross syntactically. The link between cross and glory is in each case contextual.” Van der Watt
(2005a:115) notes in another work, “When Jesus asks his Father to glorify him on the cross, he actually
asks of the Father to make His true identity and status visibly known, as the divine One who was sent by
the Father. Both the passive (cf. 7:39; 11:4; 12:16; 12:23; 13:31) and active uses (cf. 8:54; 12:28; 13:32) of
354
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The Paraclete (16:14) and believers (17:10) glorify Jesus.
In each instance above, God’s self-manifestation, which includes a revelation of his being
and nature, is made known through Jesus’ deeds, which in keeping with the definition of
δοξασθῇ provided by BDAG (2000:ad loc.), results in an influence of opinion concerning
the “superior” Father (but also the Son) so as to enhance his reputation and to bring honor
and glory.355 By sharing in the linguistic history of the noun δόξα, the verb δοξασθῇ, as
used in the present context of 14:13, means to bring honor to or to have glory in;
glorious. Van der Watt (2000:316) says moreover:
Members of the family should also defend and enhance the honour of the family.
The Son defends the honour of his Father’s home (2:16-17). He does what the
Father requires of him in order to glorify the Father. The Father again glorifies his
Son and his other children (12:26). The children should bear fruit to the glory of
the Father. They are a unity—like the Father and Son are one, the children are
one. Jesus and the Father will be in them and they will be in the Son. This
expresses the unity, which exists in the family as group and this unity is
constituted and expressed through common love, knowledge, will, actions, honour
and purpose. What belongs to the family belongs to all of them, and they will not
be left as orphans who are without hope or protection, but the Father and Son will
care for them.
Based on their previously established relationship with God, the “subordinate” disciples
may approach God freely and openly356 in prayer to make their requests known (Neyrey,
2007a:9). In return, the Father always hears their prayers and answers them, that is, when
prayers are issued for his glory. The promise of such “hearing” is noted in 11:42 where it
is said that the Father always hears Jesus when he spoke/prayed. That the Father both
heard and answered Jesus is evident by Lazarus’s resurrection from death (11:43-44).
The Lord’s Prayer assumes the attentiveness of God, who may be approached as a
“Father” (Matt 6:9, Πάτερ ἡμῶν) who provides for his children and protects them (6:1113). Most notably, the assumption of the Lord’s Prayer is that disciples may enter into the
space of prayer freely without fear of being rejected or shamed. As Jesus depended on the
the verb suggest that the Son should be glorified by the active participation of the Father. The glory results
when the identity of Jesus becomes clear through the cross events.”
355

See Hurtado (2003:374-81) for a discussion of Jesus and the glory of God.

Van der Watt (2000:228) notes, “The relationship between God, his Son and the believers is
described as an open one. Even if there is evidence that contact within ancient Mediterranean families was
more restricted, the family situation that John has in mind, is one where contact could be made freely. The
prayers are closely related to the process of education and its consequences. Jesus is sure that the Father will
always hear his prayers (11:41-42; see also 11:22) and he therefore communicates freely with the Father
(ch. 17; 14:16). They stand in a relationship characterized by intimate knowledge (17:25). Jesus therefore
prays for Lazarus (11:41-42) but also for his disciples (14:16; 16:26; 17:1-26). In both these cases Jesus pleads
for their welfare according to the will and glory of the Father. What belongs to the Father, belongs to him also
(17:10). In his prayers Jesus not only presupposes a sound and intimate relation between him and his Father
(17:11, 20-23) but also acknowledges the priority of the Father. That is why he asks the Father (17:9, 15, 20).”
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Father, so the disciples may depend on Jesus to answer prayer as they issue it in his
name.357
Moreover, the disciples are commissioned to pray in a collective mindset that takes into
account their identity as children of God who are members of the family of God. 358
Neyrey and Stewart (2008:89-90) note, “In antiquity a person is primarily known as the
‘son of So-and-So’ or the ‘daughter of So-and-So.’ Identity and honor derive in large part
from membership in a family or clan. . . . To know a person, ancient peoples thought it
essential to know that person’s bloodlines (see Cicero, Inv. 1.24.34-35; Quintilian, Inst.
3.7.10-11; Pelling 1990, 213-44).” Hence, what unites believers in the family of God is
not blood but rather their common faith in Jesus (not their bloodline, but their belief-line).
And their faith expressed through prayer is the means by which the head of the family is
glorified and honored. As a son, Jesus brought glory to the Father. As children of God,
believers also share in this privilege as they make their requests known in Jesus’ good
name.359 But in the Johannine model, praying in Jesus’ name leads to “working” for the
Father’s glory. Jesus indicates that he “will do” whatever is asked for in his name, which
indicates that Jesus’ work of glorifying the Father continues even after his earthly
ministry ceased. In the case of John 14:13, the self-manifestation of the Father’s glory is
seen in the Son as he answers prayers on behalf of believers. Moloney (1998:39)
explains, “The glory of God, once seen in the deeds of Jesus (see 2:11; 5:41; 7:18; 8:50,
54; 11:4, 40), will be seen in the deeds of the worshipping disciples, deeds done as a
result of their asking in Jesus’s name.” Thus, God’s glory originates with the Father but is
inextricably bound to, embedded in, and manifested through the work of the Son that
continues through his praying children.
The Paraclete and Prayer
While the departing nature of chapter 14 is clear enough, 360 the question remains
concerning the extent to which one can justifiably label this chapter (and the entirety of
the Farewell Discourse) farewell genre. In their attempt to determine the nature and

Jesus says in John 5:19, ἀμὴν ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, οὐ δύναται ὁ υἱὸς ποιεῖν ἀφʼ ἑαυτοῦ οὐδὲν
ἐὰν μή τι βλέπῃ τὸν πατέρα ποιοῦντα·οἃ γὰρ ἂν ἐκεῖνος ποιῇ, ταῦτα καὶ ὁ υἱὸς ὁμοίως ποιεῖ.
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As children, believers are to behave and act in a manner that avoids dishonoring the family.
Campbell (2007:138) remarks, “In many Mediterranean societies, the dishonorable actions of an individual
damage the honorable reputation of his or her entire family. In order to save face, other family members
mete out suitable punishment, even death, if the behavior is deemed serious enough.”
359

See Malina (2001:37). By honoring his Father in word and deed Jesus established a certain
reputation that was inextricably linked to his name. Thus, to pray in Jesus’ name involves praying in a
name that naturally precludes shame but inevitably evokes a sense of honor and glory for his Father’s
reputation.
360

As seen in 13:34, 36; 14:3, 12, 28; 16:5, 16-17, 28; 17:13; etc.
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background361 of this discourse in general and Jesus’ departing words in particular, select
scholars362 have located similarities between the literary form of John’s discourse and
other “farewell discourses” or “testaments” of famous heroes from antiquity. 363 In one
aspect, Dodd (1953:422) sees the Farewell Discourse as growing out of the esoteric
predictions of the Synoptic Gospels. But he also sees chapters 13-17 as analogous to
Hellenistic documents of the class of the Poimandres and the De Regeneratione. He
explains that “they are a dialogue on the initiation into eternal life through the knowledge
of God, ending with a prayer or hymn which is itself the final stage of initiation.”
Notwithstanding, Brown (1970:601) states, “It is very difficult to be certain about the
mentality of the readers, but we think that the composition of the discourse can be better
explained as an imitation of models well known in Judaism, without necessary recourse
to pagan models.” He (1970:599-600) outlines numerous features that are common to the
biblical and post-biblical farewell speeches and John’s last discourses. The outline below
includes the features (and their textual compliments) that are most pertinent to this
analysis:
The speaker announces the immanence of his departure (compare with 14:2 where
Jesus mentions going to his father’s house).
Occasionally this announcement produces sorrow, and some form of reassurance
is necessary (compare with 14:1, 27, where Jesus tells his disciples to not be sad).
The directive to keep God’s commandments is often part of the advice passed on
by the speaker (compare with 14:15, where Jesus says to the disciples, “If you
love me you will keep my commandments”).
The speaker tends to look into the future and see the fate that will befall his
children (compare with 16:13, where Jesus speaks of the role of the Paraclete,
who will declare things to come).
361
With the themes of love and keeping the commandments of Jesus in mind (14:15-24), Beutler
(2011:21) is open to the possibility that halakhic techniques (which expound OT Law) were employed. In
this view, content from the Old Testament may have been (thematically) integrated into the content of John
14.
362

Keener (2003:896-98); Ashton (1991:470-78).
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Hwang (2007:111-13) outlines the scholarly attention that has been paid toward the current
farewell and others found in Old and New Testaments and in extrabiblical, Jewish sources. These include:
the blessings of Jacob to his children (Gen 47:29-49:33); Moses’s addresses to the covenant community
(Deut); Joshua’s final remarks to Israel (Josh 22-24); Samuel’s last speech (1 Sam 12); and David’s address
to Solomon and to the nation (1 Chron 28-29). This literary genre became even more popular in the late
biblical and the intertestamental periods: Tobit’s deathbed farewell to Tobias (Tobit 14:3-11); the twelve
sons of Jacob (The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs, wherein either a Jewish work with Christian
interpolations or an early Christian work drawing on Jewish sources); Noah (Jubilees 10); Abraham
(Jubilees 20-22); Rebecca and Isaac (Jubilees 35-36); Moses (Josephus, Antiquities 8.45-47 sec. 309-26);
Enoch (1 Enoch 91); Ezra (2 Esdras 14:28-36); and Baruch (2 Baruch 77). Other examples include Paul’s
address to the elders of Ephesus (Acts 20:17-38); the Pauline farewell (2 Tim 3:1-4:8); the Petrine farewell;
and the Synoptic, eschatological discourses.
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In looking into the future, the speaker curses those who persecute the just and
rejoice in their tribulation (compare with 15:18, 20 where Jesus predicts the
world’s persecution of the disciples).
The speaker may promise his children that God will be close to them if they are
faithful (compare with 14:23, where it is said that the Father and Son will dwell in
the one who loves Jesus and keeps his word).
It is natural for a dying man to worry about the endurance of his name (compare
with 14:13, where Jesus speaks of his disciples making requests in his name).
In some cases, the speaker chooses a successor who will function as “another”
(compare with 14:15 where the Paraclete is spoken of as “another helper”).
From a different angle, Witherington (1995:231) points out that certain events reported in
the Farewell Discourse provide a portrayal of a first-century Greco-Roman banquet364
(with a closing symposium) rather than a Passover meal. 365 Particularly, Jesus is portrayed
as sharing a final meal366 with the disciples (13:1-30), which is followed by a farewell
speech (13:31-16:33). Bennema (2008:14) says that one may see chapters 14-16 as Jesus’
“after-dinner speech” that fits with a traditional Greco-Roman symposium. Witherington
(1995:232) says that a Greco-Roman banquet began with a meal followed by a
symposium (teaching, dialogue, or entertainment period following the meal but during the
drinking party). This event was male-only, with women excusing themselves before the
symposium. Witherington (1995:232) remarks that a transition was made between the
meal and the drinking party (or symposium) by a wine ceremony where wine was poured
out to the god. After the transition (cf. Plato, Symposium 176A), a hymn or chant would
be offered to the god, perhaps a calling on a god as savior (cf. Athenaeus,
Deipnosophistai 15.67b-c). Finally, the drinking party would continue with entertainment
or, for some, conversation on topics ranging from history to philosophy. 367

364

See Bennema (2005:140). For a definitive analysis of the banquet in the early Christian world
see Smith (2003:13-46).
Witherington (1995:232) points to Luke 7:36-50 where Jesus is portrayed as “reclining at
table” with one Simon the Pharisee as evidence that Jesus adopted and adapted the Greco-Roman custom.
365

366
Smith (2003:274) says, “John . . . has a last supper, but it is very different from the Last Supper
in the Synoptics (see 13:1-17:26). There are no references to words of Jesus over bread and wine, and it is
not a Passover meal. Yet it is a meal that refers symbolically to the death of Jesus and includes a command
that the disciples do as he has done (13:14-15).”

Smith (2003:50) writes, “The literary genre of the symposium is largely connected with the
philosophical tradition and, in fact, functions to idealize the social gatherings of philosophers. Nevertheless,
it appears that the symposium was also an actual social institution utilized as a normal feature of the
philosophical schools. As such, it especially emphasized the utilization of the symposium as a time for
philosophical discourse.”
367
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With this profile in mind, Witherington (1995:233-34) provides an in-depth analysis of
chapters 13-17, where Greco-Roman elements are brought forth uniquely through Jesus’
actions and words. 368 In particular, he (1995:233) says, “Jesus is portrayed as not just any
kind of great teacher in the discourse but as a Jewish sage (16:25-27) who speaks
parabolically and explains his figures of speech to his disciples in this sort of setting.”
Thus Jesus is depicted as Wisdom (Prov 9:5-6) who summons his disciples to “hear and
heed” the voice of wisdom. 369 But Witherington (1995:233) notes moreover, “The reason
that Jesus’s last meal with his disciple is portrayed as a Greco-Roman banquet, instead of
bringing out its association with the Jewish Passover meal, is that this material is now a
part of a missionary document.” As such, the more universal aspects of Jesus’ character,
mission, and ministry are highlighted. Therefore, the last meal might naturally appeal to
Gentiles and to some Diaspora Jews. He says (1995:234):
It is to be noticed as well that these chapters conclude with words and allusions to
the ongoing missionary work of Jesus’s disciples (cf. 15:16; 17:21, 23). In short,
these chapters are not written so much about the Johannine community and its
communal history and development; rather they are to encourage the Johannine
community to continue their missionary work, proclaiming him who is a universal
Savior and Wisdom, even though they face persecution for their witness when
they enter synagogues and other places to witness (cf. 15:18ff.; 16:1; 17:4), and
there are divisions within the Christian community.
As noted above, the Farewell Discourse centers not only on Jesus “going” (14:3) but also
on his “coming,” (14:3), “doing” (14:13-14), and “dwelling” (14:17, 23) in the disciples.
In this model, Jesus’ promises involve the continuation of his mission to both the Jew and
non-Jew through his disciples. 370 Furthermore, the progression of the Farewell Discourse
(and Brown’s outline above) culminates with the theme of a successor being sent in
Jesus’ absence, the Paraclete. Although the parallel is not precise, Jesus’ words in 14:2526 may indicate that the Paraclete would be sent to officiate a teaching symposium in
368
Witherington’s (1995:233) analysis includes but is not limited to the following points: First, he
says that the meal depicted in chapter 13, where is it said that the Beloved Disciple was reclining next to
Jesus (13:23, 25), follows the style of a Greco-Roman meal. Second, the act of foot washing depicts Jesus
as the hospitable host, or even more remarkably, the one who takes on the role of the host’s slave or family
member who would normally perform this action. Third, he says, “The mention of the common purse in
John 13:28-30 is reminiscent of Greco-Roman meals held by collegia or trade associations where there
would be a sort of treasurer’s report and where charitable acts or future spending would be discussed.”
Fourth, he remarks that “Jesus provides discourses, with some dialogue, after the meal as was common for
a sage or a Sophist to do at a Greco-Roman banquet.”
369

See Bennema (2007:218-19).

Jesus’ continuing presence with and his work through his disciples are the distinguishing
features that set John’s discourse apart from other farewell literature. Carson (1991:480) notes concerning
this fundamental distinction, “In all the other instances, the person saying farewell was not expecting to
come back. When John writes up these chapters, both he and his readers know the outcome of the issue:
Jesus departed, as he said, but he came back from the grave, made himself present through the Spirit he
bequeathed, and promised to return personally to his followers.”
370
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Jesus’ absence. As will be discussed below, as the Paraclete continues to educate the
disciples, they would in turn be equipped to continue their conversation with God through
the medium of prayer. The corollary of such prayerful conversation centers on Jesus
coming “to do” (14:13-14) whatever is requested, thus fulfilling his mission through his
disciples.
Before delving into the nature of the Paraclete’s role in this regard, the Evangelist first
addresses the relational371 qualities that must be present and the conditions that must be
met.372 The nature of this relational dynamic is stated in verse 15 (Ἐὰν ἀγαπᾶτέ με, τὰς
ἐντολὰς τὰς ἐμὰς τηρήσετε).373 The same theme is reiterated and expanded in verse 21
(ὁ ἔχων τὰς ἐντολάς μου καὶ τηρῶν αὐτὰς ἐκεῖνός ἐστιν ὁ ἀγαπῶν με· ὁ δὲ ἀγαπῶν με
ἀγαπηθήσεται ὑπὸ τοῦ πατρός μου, κἀγὼ ἀγαπήσω αὐτὸν καὶ ἐμφανίσω αὐτῷ
ἐμαυτόν), verse 23 (καὶ εἶπεν αὐτῷ· ἐάν τις ἀγαπᾷ με τὸν λόγον μου τηρήσει, καὶ ὁ
πατήρ μου ἀγαπήσει αὐτὸν), and verse 24 (stated negatively, ὁ μὴ ἀγαπῶν με τοὺς
λόγους μου οὐ τηρεῖ). Up to this point Jesus has emphasized his love for the disciples
and their love for one another (13:34); but the focus of 14:15 is their love for him. 374
Carson (1991:499) says, “The love of the disciples for Jesus should not be seen as the
price paid for this gift, any more than it is the price paid for their obedience. Jesus is
describing a set of essential relations, not a set of titillating conditions. His true followers
will love him; they will obey him.” Furthermore, Schnackenburg (1982:74) and BeasleyMurray (1999:256) suggest that the interchange of “my commands,” “my word,” and
“my words” entails more than moral and/or ethical instructions but rather refers to a full
range of revelation granted by the Father through the Son. But such revelation was
intended to flesh out in acts of love that mimicked Jesus (10:11-18; 13:34; 15:9).
Accordingly, the following question was raised in chapter 2 of the present work: “The
Shema places an emphasis on obedience to the commandments of God. How does
keeping God’s commandments and prayer relate in the Fourth Gospel?” The themes of
loving God375 and keeping his commandments would not be unfamiliar to the disciples or

Van der Watt (2000:224) says, “An intimate relationship with each other and the resultant
conduct according to this (familial) relationship go hand in hand; as Jesus said: ‘If you love me, you will
keep my commandments’ (14:15).”
371

372
Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:231) say concerning love: “It is another Johannine antilanguage
term for the close, embedded relationships on which the group depends.”

Carson (1991:498) says, “Two links tie this verse to what precedes: (1) The prospect of doing
‘greater things’ anticipates the need for enabling power, the manifestation of God himself by his
Spirit. This verse is moving the discussion toward vv. 16-17. (2) The obedience theme is of a piece of with
asking for things in Jesus’s name (vv. 13-14). None of the promised fruitfulness will come to those who
think they can manipulate the exalted Christ, or us him for their own ends.”
373
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See Schnackenburg (1982:73-74).
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See Maloney (2013) for an analysis of love in the Fourth Gospel.
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someone from the Hebrew/Jewish tradition. 376 In fact, the most notable passages that link
obedience, love, and prayer are located in Deuteronomy 6:4-9; 11:13-21; and Numbers
15:37-41.377 As noted in the previous chapter, these passages were taken together to form
the Shema, which was later recited as a prayer. 378 Noteworthy is that the content of these
passages was given in the context of those who were in covenant with Yahweh. 379 As
such, Deuteronomy 6:4 stands as a reminder for the people concerning the nature of God:
he is “one.”380 But this passage also stands as a reminder of how to love the LORD,
namely, “with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your might” (6:5).
But more pertinent to the present discussion is Deuteronomy 11:13-21, where the
corollary of obedience is stated. 381 In particular, verses 14-15 state that “he will give the
rain for your land in its season, the early rain and the later rain, that you may gather in
your grain and your wine and your oil. And he will give grass in your fields for your
livestock, and you shall eat and be full.”382 The emphasis here is on the phrase “he will
give” (LXX, καὶ δώσει τὸν ὑετὸν, καὶ δώσει χορτάσματα). In 14:16-17 Jesus says,
ἄλλον παράκλητον δώσει ὑμῖν, ἵνα μεθʼ ὑμῶν εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα ᾖ, τὸ πνεῦμα τῆς
ἀληθείας.383 In both cases (Deut 11:13; John 14:15), the primacy of obedience is
376
Keener (2003:974) cites Exod 20:6; Deut 5:10; 7:9; 10:12; 11:1, 13, 22; 19:9; 30:16; Neh 1:5;
Dan 9:4; Sir 2:15; 4Q176 frg. 16, line 4. H.

Beutler (2013:406) remarks that the “vocabulary” and “thoughts” of 14:15 have their roots in
the language of the OT. Particularly, he says, “Das Wortfeld (Gott) »lieben« und »seine Gebote halten«
geht auf die ältesten Zeiten Israels zurück. Der früheste Beleg findet sich im Dekalog im Zusammenhang
des Ersten Gebots.” But Beutler notes concerning 14:15, “Der grundlegende Text ist selbstverständlich Dtn
6,4ff. mit dem Gebot, Gott zu lieben, mit der Bewahrung seiner Gebote in der Einleitung Dtn 6,1-3 wie
auch im Text selbst (6,4ff.) als Treue zu den »Worten« des Herrn.” He (Beutler 2011:57-58) says
elsewhere, “The Jesus of the Johannine Farewell Discourse is clearly speaking here [14,15.21a.23b.24a] on
the basis of a biblical, Jewish and Christian tradition, which has its oldest roots in the language of the
treaties of the Ancient Near East, of the Decalogue and of Deuteronomy, which since that time has been
determined by the ‘chief commandment’ of Deut 6,4ff, but which also in other tradition variants appears
close to the Decalogue. This has passed through the Wisdom and Testament literature as well as liturgical
texts, those at Qumran included, until it reached the New Testament.”
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Hammer (1994:122); Jeremias (1967:69); DiSante (1985:50-51).
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Following Köstenberger (2002:144), the Evangelist may have patterned the Farewell Discourse
after Moses’s farewell speech (in Deuteronomy) and sought to present Jesus as the new Moses who will be
physically separated from his disciples, but who nonetheless prepares them for his departure. He says, “Just
as Moses was prevented by death from leading God’s people into the Promised Land, Jesus will be—albeit
only temporarily—separated from his followers.”
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Brueggemann (2001:83).
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DiSante (1985:60).
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Hammer (1994:126).

Beutler (2011:59) sees a clear counterpart and background to the action of “giving” in Ezekiel
36:26ff. He says, “The ‘Spirit’ is twice mentioned as the content of God’s giving in Ezek 36,26ff; in v. 26 it
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highlighted.384 And in both cases, something is given. In the former case, God will give
physical blessing to the land; in the latter case the Father will give a spiritual blessing to
those who love Jesus. Yet in his absence, blessing will flow through those who follow his
departing instructions (14:1, 12, 15). As this occurs, Jesus will send blessing/water into
their lives. But instead of physical rain (Deut 11:14), Jesus promises living water to all
who believe (4:10; 7:38). And instead of reaping a physical harvest, the disciples will
reap a spiritual harvest (4:35-38).385
Furthermore, the means by which this takes place is obedience in general but also
through obedience to pray in Jesus’ name (14:13-14) and in alignment with his will and
mission in particular. In various instances in the Fourth Gospel, prayer is linked to the
will or commandments of Jesus (14:14; 16:24, 26), which, according to Van der Watt
(2007:69) “places it [prayer] squarely in the context of the mission and work of God.”
But the mission of God is carried out through the disciples with the help of the Paraclete.
Brown (1970:644) remarks accordingly, “The introduction of the theme of the Paraclete
in 16-17 is not too abrupt when the gift of the Paraclete is associated with the theme of
having one’s prayer answered by God.” But, as far as verses 15-16 are concerned, the
pressure is not on the disciples to ask for anything, but rather Jesus says he will ask the
Father on the disciples’ behalf (v. 16). In response, the Father will give the παράκλητος
who will dwell with/in the disciples and be with them forever (14:16-17).386

is described as a ‘new Spirit’; in v. 27 God promises: ‘I will put my spirit within you’, and, as the sequel:
‘and cause you to walk in my statutes and be careful to observe my ordinances.’”
384

The question raised is whether or not the Spirit can be earned. Keener (2003:952) observes that
“many Jewish people thought in terms of meriting the Spirit, prophecy, or (sometimes interchangeably in
the accounts) the divine presence; Christian tradition could certainly speak of God giving the Spirit to the
people who obey him (Acts 5:32).” But he says that early Christian tradition viewed the Spirit as an
“eschatological gift (Rom 5:5; Gal 3:2; cf. Ezek 36:24-27).” He further points to Jesus’ statement regarding
the disciples’ inability to do anything apart from him (15:5) and that the reception of the Spirit is by faith
(7:39) as evidence that the Spirit cannot be not earned.
385

See Van der Watt (2000:80-81 and 2007:67-70).
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Notable in this unit is the reference to the permanent presence of the Spirit within the disciples,
which extends the encouraging tone of the chapter and further expands the theme of Jesus’ departure and
return. Bultmann (1976:614) sees in 14:15-23 a transition away from the theme of the following of Jesus
beyond death (13:36-14:4) but notes a peculiar link to the beginning. He writes, “If 14:2 directed the
believer’s gaze to the heavenly μονὴν in the presence of God, of which he may be certain, in 14:23 he is, so
to speak, made to look in the other direction: God will make his μονὴν in the believer.”
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The Paraclete and Symposium
Much scholarly treatment has been devoted to the person and work of the Holy
Spirit/Paraclete. 387 Yet, to my knowledge there is no treatment that centers on the role of
the Paraclete as a symposium host in Jesus’ absence. Thus, the present analysis will not
seek to defend this notion, but will rather present it as a possibility. Therefore, whether
one chooses to employ the language of the Paraclete as a “symposium host” is
inconsequential. Notwithstanding, while this conceptual terminology is not traditionally
attributed to the Paraclete, discussions concerning his role in teaching and reminding the
disciple are ubiquitous. Of course, there is some danger in narrowing the role of the
Paraclete in this regard since he clearly functions in other roles. As is widely known, the
term Parakletos is translated as “Counselor” (NIV, NLT), “Helper” (TEV) “Advocate”
(NAB, NRSV), “Helper” (ESV), and so forth. In spite of all such translations, Van der
Watt (2007:71) is right to say, “There is not enough evidence from extra-biblical material
to conclude that one specific translation is more correct than the others. One is therefore
dependent on the functional use of the word in this context to determine what is intended
and then come to a proper translation.” Undoubtedly, the Paraclete assumes numerous
roles that include: convicting the world concerning sin, righteousness, and judgment
(16:8), bearing witness to Jesus (15:26), and guiding the believer into (or in) all truth
(16:13). The Paraclete hears, speaks, declares, and glorifies Jesus (16:13-14). Since the
world388 cannot receive the Paraclete (14:17), it cannot benefit from his ministry. Each
aspect of his roles will be discussed in chapters that follow.
The Paraclete’s role in chapter 14 centers on his identity as an abiding successor to Jesus,
who will teach the disciples and remind them of his words. In light of the Evangelist’s
emphasis on Jesus’ departure and prayer in his name, this writer is left with the
impression that the symposium that began in the Farewell Discourse will be carried forth
in the form of a conversation (or prayerful dialogue) between the believer and God. Even
in Jesus’ absence, God will continue to communicate truth to believers through the
Paraclete and believers will continue to communicate with God through prayer. The
analysis below will explore the possibilities of how the Paraclete equips the believers in
this regard.
The Paraclete as Educator and Prophet
The following questions were raised in chapter 2 of the present analysis and will be
answered below: (1) “Luke-Acts shows the close relationship between the Spirit and
prayer, yet Luke does not provide detailed, explicit information concerning how the Spirit
equips the believer to pray. How does the Fourth Gospel enhance one’s understanding of
the Holy Spirit’s role in prayer?” (2) “The synagogue served as a place of education and
learning. In what manner does instruction take place in light of Jesus’ departure to the
Father? In what ways is education linked to prayer?”
387

See Bennema (2007:221-43) for an analysis of the soteriological function of the Paraclete.

388

Beasley-Murray (1999:257) says the “world” is “humankind in opposition to God.”
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In light of Jesus’ departure, the Paraclete will function much like a symposium teacher
who will equip the disciples to offer prayers that are congruent with Jesus’ teaching and
mission. While it is true that disciples will not be orphaned, as children of God (1:12-13)
they will require continuing education in Jesus’ absence. And part and parcel of such
education involves both the “teaching” and “reminding” (14:26) of the truth initially
revealed though Jesus. Before examining the role of the Paraclete further, it is necessary
to offer a brief excursus on the nature of the disciples’ educational experience with Jesus.
Excursus on “the Disciples” and Education
A cursory overview of the Fourth Gospel reveals that true followers of Jesus
were not merely those who maintained close proximity to him, but rather they
were those who learned from him in a discipleship relationship. The term
μαθητὴς is used throughout the NT. The brief analysis below provides a brief
overview of its meaning and implications in the Fourth Gospel. The
lexicographical possibilities of μαθητὴς are as follows:
BDAG (2000:ad loc.): “(1) one who engages in learning through
instruction from another, pupil, apprentice and (2) one who is rather
constantly associated with someone who has a pedagogical reputation or
a particular set of views, disciple, adherent.”
Louw and Nida (1996:ad loc.): “a person who is a disciple or follower of
someone—‘disciple, follower.’”
The term μαθητὴς occurs only in the Gospels and Acts, most usually in reference
to those who follow Jesus. 389 Köstenberger (1998:145) summarizes John’s usage
of μαθηταὶ in the Fourth Gospel:
After their call (cf. 1:37-43), they accompany Jesus (cf. 2:2, 11, 17).
They begin to participate in his work (cf. 4:2, 8, 27, 31, 33, 38) and
gradually step into the foreground (cf. 6:3, 8, 12, 16, 22, 24, 60-71).
Contrasted with the unbelief of Jesus’ own brothers is the loyalty of
Jesus’s inner circle (cf. 7:2-5), and discipleship is the subject of various
discourses (cf. 8:12, 31; 9:27-29; and chap. 10). The disciples play an
important role on the way to Jerusalem (cf. 9:2; 11:7-16. 54; 12:16, 2122) and during their time of preparation and instruction in Jesus’s
farewell discourse (chaps. 13-17). Judas, one of Jesus’s disciples, betrays
him (cf. 6:70-71; 12:4-8; 13:21-30; 17:12). Finally, the risen Jesus
appears to his disciples and commissions them (chaps. 20-21; especially
20:19-23).
The concept and practice of discipleship in the Fourth Gospel 390 contains overlap
with strands of Greek and Hebrew traditions. The term μαθητὴς is not used in the
389

But there also is mention of the Pharisees who claimed to be disciples of Moses (9:28).

390

See Van der Merwe (1995) for an analysis of the topic of Johannine discipleship.
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LXX,391 but the concept of learning and gleaning is present in the OT. 392 This
tradition continues in the NT, most particularly in the context of the ministry of
Jesus. The topic of discipleship is introduced in 1:35 in the context of the
disciples of John the Baptist. Yet in 1:38-39a the context quickly changes to the
disciples following Jesus: στραφεὶς δὲ ὁ Ἰησοῦς καὶ θεασάμενος αὐτοὺς
ἀκολουθοῦντας λέγει αὐτοῖς· τί ζητεῖτε; οἱ δὲ εἶπαν αὐτῷ· ῥαββί, ὃ λέγεται
μεθερμηνευόμενον διδάσκαλε, ποῦ μένεις; λέγει αὐτοῖς· ἔρχεσθε καὶ ὄψεσθε.
While Jesus’ invitation to come and see was certainly literal in nature, scholars
have detected a secondary, deeper level of meaning in Jesus’ words (as in 8:12;
10:4; 21:22).393 For example, the theme of coming is employed throughout the
Fourth Gospel to describe faith/belief in Christ (3:21; 10:40; 11:35, 37, 45;
12:37, etc.). Brown ([1966] 2006:79) rightly sees the theme of seeing in the
similar sense of describing faith. He cites 10:40, 11:40, and 11:47 where eternal
life is promised to those who come to Jesus, to those who look on him, and to
those who believe in him. All three aspects describe the same action of having
faith. Jesus wants these disciples to come and see in the physical sense, but even
more he desires for them to see spiritually through faith. Accordingly, as will be
discussed below, the Evangelist outlines the implications of Jesus’ invitation on
several occasions. In each of these examples the disciples are presented with
varying degrees of wisdom and revelation concerning Jesus’ person and work
that could only be appreciated and applied by those who come to Jesus in faith.
For example, Jesus’ invitation (ἔρχεσθε καὶ ὄψεσθε) is given just after the
disciples refer to him as ῥαββί. Although it is said concerning Jesus in 7:15, πῶς
οὗτος γράμματα οἶδεν μὴ μεμαθηκώς, the Fourth Gospel presents Jesus as being
addressed as ῥαββί on eight occasions, namely: 1:38, 49; 3:2, 26; 4:31; 6:25; 9:2;
and 11:8. This address of didactic notoriety establishes Jesus as the disciples’
master teacher. As noted by Carson (1991:155) the address ῥαββί literally means
“my great one” and was a common term of honor addressed by a student to his
master, his teacher. According to Lohse (1985:982), “The term ῥαββί denotes
“one who holds a respected position, e.g., an official. It is used by an inferior to a
superior. Students use it in addressing their teachers, but it may also be used for
the Messiah or for God as Lord of the world.” Accordingly, Jesus’ role as ῥαββί
is consistent with the learning he received from his superior, the Father. The
education Jesus received was perpetuated on earth during his earthly ministry.
Van der Watt (2000:218) notes, “The Father has educated Jesus and on earth Jesus
becomes the teacher of the children of the Father. He makes the Father known
391
Rengstorf (1985:557) notes that “the term mathētḗs does not occur in the established LXX
tradition and the Hebrew equivalent talmîḏ occurs only in 1 Chr. 25:8 (LXX manthánontes). Reason being,
the OT relates the group lmd to the revealed will of God; other terms are used for human instruction (Gk.
paideía). Again, God has chosen the whole people to learn his will and serve him. Individuals are chosen
only in order that they may perform special tasks on behalf of the whole. It is thus inappropriate to use a
word of the lmd group (or mathētḗs) to differentiate a special group from the whole people.”
392

See Isaiah 8:16; 50:4; 54:13; cf. Jeremiah 13:23.
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See Carson (1991:155) and Brown ([1966] 2006:79) who give attention to the narrative and
symbolic levels. Although Schnackenburg (1982:309) sees “no special significance here.”
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(1:18), because this is what the children of the Father need to know (17:3). He who
has seen Jesus has indeed seen the Father (14:9). He gives the children the words
which the Father has given him (17:8), and so on. Revelation and education go
hand in hand.”
Furthermore, Jesus’ role as ῥαββί involved numerous didactic expressions,
including the articulation and impartation of wisdom. Brown ([1966]
2006:CXXIV) notes, “Although at times Jesus wore the mantle of prophet, 394 he
also betrayed certain characteristics of the wisdom teacher. He was addressed as
‘Teacher’; he gathered disciples; he answered questions about the Law; he spoke
in proverbs and parables.” Based on John’s Christology (1:1-18),395 some
commentators such as Witherington (1995:69-70) and Blomberg (Reliability
1987:81) have detected in the invitation “come and see” the invitation of divine
wisdom (Prov 8:5; 9:5; Wis 6:12, 14). Brown ([1966] 2006:79) following
Boismard (Du Bapteme 78-80) notes that some of the language of 1:35-39 stems
from the motif of Jesus as divine wisdom. He cites from Wisdom of Solomon 6
to draw attention to possible parallels. For example: 6:12, “Wisdom is easily seen
by those who love her and found by those who look after her.” 6:13, “She
anticipates those who desire her by first making herself know to them.” 6:16,
“She makes her rounds seeking those worthy of her and graciously appears to
them as they are on their way.” Brown notes further ([1966] 2006:CXXIII):
Wisdom is not satisfied simply to offer her gifts to those who come; she
roams the streets seeking men and crying out to them (Prov i 20-21, viii
1-4; Wis vi 16)—so also we find the Johannine Jesus walking along,
encountering those who will follow him (i 36-38, 43), searching out men
(v 14, ix 35), and crying out his invitation in public places (vii 28, 37, xii
44). One of the most important tasks that Wisdom undertakes is to
instruct disciples (Wis vi 17-19) who are her children (Prov viii 32-33;
Sir iv 11, vi 18). . . . Wisdom tests these disciples and forms them (Sir vi
20-26) until they love her (Prov iii 17; Sir iv 12; Wis vi 17-18) and they
become friends of God (Wis vii 14, 27)—so Jesus purifies and sanctifies
his disciples with his word and truth (xv 3, xvii 17) and tests them (vi 67)
until he can call them his beloved friends (xv 15, xvi 27).

See Cho (2006) who analyzes Jesus’ role as a prophet in the Fourth Gospel and demonstrates
how the Gospel presents a “prophetic Christology.”
394

395
In particular, the concept of the Logos provides a foundation for the nature and call of wisdom
as both an antecedent to and an expression in the earthly ministry of Jesus. See Brown ([1966] 2006:12223) for a detailed discussion of wisdom motifs and their connection with the Logos. Although the Semitic
parallels are not perfect or precise, they do provide a background from which to understand the nature and
function of John’s Logos. The “wisdom of God” is personified in the OT and is also included in later
Jewish writings. For example, Proverbs 8:22-23 states, “The LORD brought me forth as the first of his
works, before His deeds of old; I was appointed from eternity, from the beginning, before the world
began.” Wisdom is said to be a pure emanation of the glory of the Almighty (Prov 7:25) and a reflection of
the everlasting light of God (Prov 7:26). Thus, significant parallels do exist. Wisdom, much like John’s
Logos, claims pre-existence and participation in God’s creative activity and is depicted as a vehicle of
God’s self-revelation. Therefore, as the eternal Logos who was with God as God (John 1:1), Jesus was the
vessel and expression of wisdom par excellence. Thus, the call to follow him necessarily included the call
to glean from and receive his divine wisdom.
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That Jesus is presented as the wellspring of wisdom unto life is implied
throughout the Fourth Gospel in various other episodes. Köstenberger (1998:146)
quoting Anselm Schulz notes, “The disciples live together with their teacher (cf.
2:2, 11; 6:3, 60, 66; 11:7, 54; 13:1; 18:2). They accompany him on his travels (cf.
2:12; 3:22; 11:7; 12:16; 18:1). They carry out various services for their teacher
(cf. 4:8, 27, 31, 33; 6:10, 12). Finally, they witness his teachings and address
their questions to him (cf. 6:60; 9:2).” Thus, the disciples’ proximity to Jesus and
their time with him there provided ample opportunity to glean further wisdom
from him in the matters of discipleship and daily life.
Although specific examples where Jesus is seen imparting wisdom may be
multiplied, two specific examples will suffice for the purposes of this chapter.
First, in 3:2 Nicodemus (a teacher of Israel, 3:10) addresses Jesus as ῥαββί. In
return, Jesus provides instruction concerning the new birth (3:3-8). In this case,
Witherington (1995:94) sees Jesus as being presented as wisdom. He cites
Wisdom of Solomon 10:9-10 where it is said that wisdom rescues someone from
trouble and that “she guided him on the straight paths; she showed him the
kingdom of God, and gave him knowledge of holy things.” He also cites 9:16-17
where it is said, “We can hardly guess at what is on earth. . . . But who has traced
out what is in the heavens? Who has learned your counsel, unless you have given
wisdom and sent your holy spirit from on high?” Perhaps most obvious to the
reader is Jesus’ role as a ῥαββί who came from above (8:23) to impart wisdom
below (1:14). But knowing that his time below was short, Jesus envisioned an
hour when his role would be assumed by another, that is, the Paraclete who
would further the disciples’ education. Jesus not only traces the eventuation of
the new birth to the work of the Spirit (3:6) but also says that the Paraclete, the
Spirit of Truth, will serve in the role of the disciples’ teacher in his absence.
Next, Jesus, functioning as a ῥαββί, takes the initiative to offer the Samaritan
woman living water (4:10, 12-13) and wisdom concerning both her past and
present relationships (vv. 16-18) and the nature of true worship (vv. 21-24). Such
wisdom is given in the city of Samaria and in proximity of Jacob’s well. This Sitz
im Leben accords well with Proverbs 13:14, which states, “The teaching of the
wise is a fountain of life.” Also 18:4, “The words of a man’s mouth are deep
waters; the fountain of wisdom is a bubbling brook.” Moreover, Witherington
(1995:119) remarks that this episode is not about Jesus’ disciples, but rather “the
woman of Samaria who assumes the role of Wisdom’s maidservant who goes
forth and calls others to come to wisdom.” This is evident in light of her
statement in 4:29, δεῦτε ἴδετε ἄνθρωπον ὃς εἶπέν μοι πάντα ὅσα ἐποίησα, μήτι
οὗτός ἐστιν ὁ χριστός. Hence, verbal instruction was given for the purpose of
provoking faith in the Messiah, who would in turn grant eternal life. More
relevantly, Jesus also instructed the Samaritan woman concerning the nature of
worship in light of his coming. As will be explored below, the Evangelist is
careful to note that in light of Jesus, worship (including prayer) is not tied to a
place (temple) but a person (Jesus). Thus, although Jesus does not explicitly
address the woman of Samaria as a “disciple” in chapter 4, the corollary of his
instruction (4:15-25) results in the addition of followers (4:39-42), who may be
identified as professing disciples who, if they continue to have faith in Jesus, will
be educated by Jesus and equipped to pray in his name.
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Moreover, Jesus’ disciples received more than mere didactic instruction. They
also witnessed a variety of “works” that Jesus performed. Such works may be
seen as synonymous with the “signs” he performed that had revelatory and
disciple-forming value (2:1-11; 4:46-54; 5:1-15; 6:1-14; 6:16-24; etc.). Thus, the
disciples were not deficient in knowledge concerning the person of Jesus and his
work(s). The initial invitation to “come and see” not only included the privilege
of gleaning divine wisdom from Jesus but also included witnessing and “seeing”
supernatural, miraculous feats. For the purpose of the present analysis, the most
relevant aspect of Jesus’ invitation to come and see centers on the prayers he
issued to the Father. As noted above, Jesus’ prayer (of thanksgiving) to the
Father (11:41-42) and the Father’s response (12:30) to his prayer has didactic
value. In the Lazarus narrative, Jesus is referred to as ῥαββί in verse 8 and
ὁ διδάσκαλος in verse 28. In this episode Jesus offers thanksgiving to the Father
for hearing him. As such, Jesus’ utterance was for the disciples to hear and
therefore believe that the Father sent the Son and that they are in union with each
other. The corollary of this union is that the Father listens to the Son and grants
whatever he asks for. Thus, true disciples who are in union with Jesus may
expect the Father to hear them and respond to their requests. Furthermore, Jesus
continues in his role as a teacher/rabbi throughout the Farewell Discourse as he
enunciates the nature of faith in him and prayer in his name. As such, those who
pray in Jesus’ name are not offering their own words from below but the wisdom
that has come from above. The result is that they become fountains of wisdom.

Thus, Jesus functioned as a helper to the disciples in numerous ways, but most notably as
a teacher. However, as Jesus prepared to depart, he indicated that the Paraclete would be
sent to educate the disciples in an ongoing symposium. And part and parcel of the
Paraclete’s identity is that he is the Spirit of Truth (14:16-17). The term ἀληθεία is used
throughout the Fourth Gospel in a variety of contexts (4:23-24; 8:40, 45; 14:6; 17:17, 19;
18:37). But Bultmann (1985:39) says, “alḗtheia is ‘authenticity,’ ‘divine reality,’
‘revelation,’ especially in John, where this reality, as a possibility of human existence, is
out of reach through the fall but is granted to faith through revelation by the word (cf. Jn.
8:44; 1 Jn. 1:8; 2:4).” In the context of 14:17, the Evangelist connects truth to the Spirit,
hence, τὸ πνεῦμα τῆς ἀληθείας. Carson (1991:500) says that in contrast to the dualistic
usage of this phrase in first-century Judaism (“spirit of perversity,” the two spirits
referring to two “inclinations” that battle it out in every human being), the Fourth Gospel
presents a different reality. Following the trajectory of Jesus’ ministry (14:6), the
Paraclete carries forth the truth revealed in and through Jesus to the disciples. 396 Carson
(1991:500) notes, “Judging by the description of his work, the Paraclete is the Spirit of
Truth primarily because he communicates the truth.” Hendriksen (1953:277) says
accordingly, “The Paraclete is here called the Spirit of Truth (qualitative genitive). This,
according to 16:13, means that he, being the truth in person, guides his people into that
realm of truth which is embodied in Christ and in his redemption.” Malina and
Rohrbaugh (1998:231) say that the Advocate (the Paraclete), “facilitates the continued
presence of Jesus (vv. 12, 16), guarantees truthfulness in the antisociety (v. 17; 16:13),
and reminds group members of the meaning of what Jesus said and did.”
396

Köstenberger (2002:157).
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Cullmann (1997:127) notes, “Geist und Wahrheit sind im johanneischen Verständnis eng
miteinander verbunden.”397 Concerning the Spirit, he (Cullmann 1997:126) says,
“Vielmehr bezeichnet auch das Johannesevangelium mit dem Wort »Geist« die
transzendente göttliche Macht, die in unsere Welt eintritt, in uns Wohnung nimmt und die
Neugeburt (»von oben«).” He (Cullmann 1997:126) points out that while the Spirit
cannot be confined to a particular place, the Spirit is “in enger Verbindung mit Christus.”
He notes accordingly:
In den johanneischen Abschiedsreden (Kap. 14-16) ist er als der »Tröster«
beschrieben, der jetzt, wo Jesus nicht mehr als Inkarnierter unter den Seinen weilt,
ihn vertritt, ihn unter ihnen gegenwärtig sein läßt, sie von dem Schmerz des
Getrenntseins befreit; der sie anderseits in die »Wahrheit« der göttlichen
Offenbarung in Christus führt; der aber auch fürbittend für sie eintritt.
The disciples who have entered into the relational space with Jesus/Father have the
ability to receive such truth (8:47; 10:3) as it is imparted through the Son and the
Spirit/Paraclete in the Son’s physical absence. Thus, prayer to the Father, then, will
accord with the truth revealed by the Spirit, who is sent in Jesus’ name (14:26) and will
be consonant with his mission.
Thus, the Paraclete is the Spirit of Truth who functions as a teacher or tutor. 398 Van der
Watt (2000:221) says concerning education in the Mediterranean world, “Education
was . . . the responsibility of the father, whether he undertook it himself, or whether he
made use of another teacher.” He notes that the Father educated the Son (5:17-30)399 and
the Son educated his disciples, 400 but he also notes how such education continued through
the Paraclete in Jesus’ absence.401 Culpepper (1998:213) says, “The Spirit will teach the
community all things 402 (there is yet more truth to be revealed), but he will also remind
397
See Thettayil (2007) for a sweeping analysis of the Fourth Evangelist’s understanding of
worship in “spirit and truth.”

Van der Watt (2007:71) says that the Paraclete functions as “the tutor and mentor of the
community, based on the revelation of Jesus.”
398

Van der Watt (2000:214) remarks, “The Father loves his Son, and therefore shows him all that
he himself is doing (v. 20). What the Son sees the Father doing, he himself does (v. 19). It is a matter of
following the example of the Father. In the end the Son does what the Father does, because he was taught
that way (v. 19).”
399

400
Van der Watt (2000:218) says, “The Father has educated Jesus and on earth Jesus becomes the
teacher of the children of the Father. He makes the Father known (1:18), because this is what the children
of the Father need to know (17:3). He who has seen Jesus has indeed seen the Father (14:9). He gives the
children the words which the Father has given him (17:8), and so on. Revelation and education go hand in
hand.”
401

See also Köstenberger (2002:158).

Wengst (2001:143) remarks, “Die Belehrung des Geistes besteht nicht in etwas Neuem,
sondern in der Erinnerung. Die Erinnerung an Jesus erhält ihren spezifischen Charakter durch die
Ostererfahrung (vgl. 12,16). Weil Jesus nicht ein ein für allemal Gewesener ist und bleibt, kann so an ihn
402
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them of what Jesus had said.” 403 Van der Watt (2000:221) remarks moreover, “When
Jesus leaves, the Paraclete continues his work. The Paraclete convicts the world (16:8)
and teaches the disciples (14:26)—when Jesus goes away, the teaching is taken over by
the Paraclete.”404
Such education may be prophetic in nature. Neyrey (2007a:178) presents a model of
communication that includes the following. He says:
A sender sends a message via some channel to a receiver to have an effect. In
prayer the senders are the Johannine members who send a message via Jesus-aschannel to God; but in prophecy the process is reversed, as God speaks to mortals,
not listens to them. In prophecy (1) God, the sender (2) sends a verbal message
(3) through the channel of Jesus, the “Spirit of Truth,” or a disciple-prophet, (4) to
the receivers, the members of the Johannine group, (5) for the purpose of
communicating to them special information.
In many cases throughout the Fourth Gospel, the primary mode of communication takes
place through Jesus. He came from “above” (8:23) to those who were “below” (1:14).
Yet in light of Jesus’ departure, the Paraclete assumes the role of the
communicator/prophet, and, as noted by Neyrey (2007a:186), he functions as “a broker
of special knowledge about Jesus.” After Jesus departed, the Paraclete, the Spirit of
Truth, would further teach the disciples truth from “above.” Thus, both Jesus and the
Paraclete405 prophetically revealed aspects of what Van der Watt (2015b) calls the “story
behind the story.” He explains:
To a large extent the events in both the life of Jesus and that of the Johannine
group are just expressions of the dynamics of this transcendental divine narrative.
For instance, the mission of Jesus, his death, his sermons and signs are all firmly
embedded into and motivated by this “story behind the story.” Everything unfolds
according to God’s plan, called “the hour” in the Gospel (2:4; 13:1; 17:1). The
physical actions as well as person of Jesus is totally coloured by the
transcendental story. . . . the heavens, an unseen God, divine truth and grace,
erinnert werden, dass er sich beim Erinnern in der Gemeinde als lebendig erweist, dass in ihrer Gegenwart
sein damaliges Wort schöpferisch neu gesprochen wird.”
Bennema (2007:228) says, “The Paraclete interprets Jesus’s revelation; he explains and draws
out the significance of the historical revelation.”
403

404
Van der Watt cites Schnelle, who notes the central role that the Paraclete assumes in
guaranteeing the truth. He says, “Der Geist wird also keine neuen Offenbarungen über das Wirken Jesu
hinaus bringen, sondern er vergegenwärtigt und erschließt die Jesus-Offenbarung. Hinter dieser Aussage
stehen Erkenntnis-, Lehr-, und Lernprozesse der johanneischen Schule.”

Thompson (2001:180) says that the overlapping functions between the Spirit and Jesus “are
primarily those of teaching and disclosing God’s word.” He cites the following examples: “Jesus teaches
(7:14-15; 8:20; 18:19) as does the Spirit (14:26); Jesus gives testimony (5:31-32; 7:7; 8:13-14), as does the
Spirit (15:26); Both Jesus (7:17; 8:26; 14:10) and the Spirit (14:26; 16:13-14) speak of what they have
heard; Both Jesus (1:18; 4:25) and the Spirit (16:13) disclose and reveal.”
405
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godly actions of giving eternal life, etc. become part of the lives of the physical
actors on earth in the narrative. It must be noted that this transcendental reality
qualitatively reflects what is true and good. There is a qualitative difference and
differentiation. It is superior to what is “below” (3:31-33) and offers the example
of what is good and true. It gives meaning, direction, causality and the like to
what happens in the narrative.
Jesus came from above to his disciples, who are below. In doing so, the truth from above
lifted his disciples from below into a realm of knowledge that provides a glimpse into the
story behind the story. Although Jesus unpacked and revealed some of this story, there
was more left to communicate. Thus, in Jesus’ absence the Paraclete prophetically taught
the disciples and reminded them of the words Jesus spoke. In doing so, the truth revealed
by the Spirit was received by the disciples 406 and then conceptualized and prayed back to
the Father. Thus, there exists a circular model of communication of truth beginning with
the Father, mediated through the Son, communicated/taught by the Spirit, received by the
disciples, and finally prayed back to God in Jesus’ name. The aim, then, was for the
disciples to be acclimated with God’s story in order to make that story their reality
through prayer. By praying in Jesus’ name and on the basis of what is good and true 407
the disciples brought heaven (above) to the earth (below), thus actualizing the
transcendental story. 408
The Paraclete as Mediator and Broker
As the Helper, the Spirit is sent to aid and equip the disciples who would naturally feel
alone and discouraged in light of Jesus’ departure. But in addition to teaching and
education, what other benefit(s) does the Paraclete bequeath? In verse 18 Jesus says, “I
will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you” (ESV).409 To what coming is Jesus
referring? Keener (2003:973) says that this “coming” must refer to 20:19-23 “to impart
the Spirit to them.” Brown (1970:645-46) says, “It is obvious that Jesus is speaking of a
more continued presence than was possible in the brief period of post-resurrectional
appearances—not only the words ‘I shall not leave you as orphans’ but the whole tone of
his remarks imply permanency. Therefore, if originally these verses referred to Jesus’s
coming back in a series of post-resurrectional appearances, they were soon reinterpreted
in Johannine circles to refer to a more abiding and non-corporeal presence of Jesus after

406

Or the “elite insiders” as Neyrey (2007a:181) calls them.

407

Van der Watt (2015b).

Van der Watt (2016b) says, “Believers are expected to mimic Jesus. As Jesus loved, they
should love (13:34), as Jesus walked, they should walk (1 J 2:6), as he is pure, they should be pure (1 J
3:3), as he is righteous, they should be righteous (1 J 2:28). His narrative should become their narrative.”
408

409

See Beutler (2011:67-68) who discusses the (in)dwelling motif in light of Ezekiel 37:27, 40-44,
and especially 43:7-9.
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the resurrection.”410 Thus, once again Jesus indicates that his disciples should not be
alarmed or troubled, for he will not abandon them. 411
But what does the Evangelist refer to when he employs the term, “orphan”? Carson
(1991:501) remarks, “Jesus consoles them: I will not leave you as orphans, children
bereft of parents who would support them—though in secular Greek the word orphans is
also used of children stripped of only one parent or of disciples stripped of their master.”
Keener (2003:973) points out, “Although ‘orphan’ technically referred to the fatherless, it
could also apply to other sorts of bereavement.” 412 If this is the case, then the Paraclete
functions in a consolatory role for the disciples who would be troubled over Jesus’
absence.413 Following Ashton, Brown, Schnackenburg and Segovia, Hwang (2007:11819) explains:
To counter the dread and sadness that will accompany Jesus’ absence, the
Paraclete-Spirit will serve as a token of Jesus’ continuing presence until Jesus
himself returns in the Parousia. More important, the Paraclete will remind the
disciples of all that Jesus has said. Because consolation is a form of moral
exhortation, and not merely the expression of sympathy, Jesus’ concern is not
simply to cheer the disciples in the face of his departure, but also to provide for
their continuing association with him, and their continued instruction. The
Paraclete accomplishes both tasks by making Jesus and his words of instruction
present to the disciples. Until the teacher and Lord can be with the disciples again,
the Paraclete serves as a token of the Lord’s presence.
In 1 John, Jesus is presented as a heavenly, forensic helper (2:1, ἐάν τις ἁμάρτῃ
παράκλητον ἔχομεν πρὸς τὸν πατέρα Ἰησοῦν Χριστὸν). In this particular instance, Jesus
is clearly presented as the one who helps by “speaking” on the believer’s behalf. In John
14:13-14 Jesus assumes the role of a helper who grants requests made in his name. But as
Jesus’ successor, the Paraclete functions as “another Helper”414 (14:16) to the disciples.
Bennema (2007:220) says concerning the nature of his help:
410

Thus, the Paraclete, the Spirit of Truth, will not merely be “with” the disciples but “in” them

(14:17).
Van der Watt (2000:286) says, “Although the reference to orphans describes something the
disciples will not be, it simultaneously describes what the disciples are. They are members of the family of
God who will be cared for by the Son and the Father.”
411

412

But Keener believes that the “fatherless image is likely here.”

Keener (2003:973) notes, “There is a further sense in which the image of ‘orphan’ may relate to
the context of the Paraclete as a forensic intercessor. In light of biblical tradition, ‘orphans’ were a class of
people most susceptible to being oppressed. Jesus and the Spirit would prove to be their advocates . . .
defending them against the oppression of the world.”
413

Brown (1970:638) notes the grammatical possibility of translating the Greek as “another, a
Paraclete.” This translation would preclude the necessity of maintaining the presence of an antecedent
Paraclete. But as noted above, in John 2:1 Jesus is clearly portrayed in this very light. Shillington
(2012:35), following Domeris, observes concerning the mention of ἄλλον παράκλητον, “The implication is
414
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Additionally, if the one who is sent is a genuine representative of the one who
sends, if the Paraclete not merely replaces Jesus when Jesus is absent but also
mediates the presence of the Father and the exalted Son, then the Paraclete is the
mode of communication, i.e. the most important bond of union, between the
believer, the Father and the glorified Jesus.
Thus, as a helper, the Spirit opens a channel of divine communication through which the
Father and Son are present to the believer. Far from being orphaned and oppressed, by
virtue of the coming Paraclete, the disciples would be permanently indwelt by their
Father and the Son in whose name they offer prayer.415 Further, Tricia Brown (2003:2361) provides extensive research on the topic of patron-client relationships and how this
concept is played out in the Fourth Gospel. Brown (2003:170-80) also provides a
thorough analysis of the pre-Johannine usage of παράκλητος. She (2003:180) observes,
“In the various occurrences of παράκλητος prior to the Gospel of John the term usually
carries a connotation of ‘mediator’ or ‘broker’, with the glaring exceptions being the
passages in Job and Philo’s De Opificio Mundi, sec. 23, where the terms bears the
meaning of ‘helper’ or ‘assistant.’” She (2003:180) says further:
In several of the texts, the παράκλητος stands in the gap between two parties,
where one party possesses some sort of benefit to which the party needs access.
And in most of the passages, the element of inequality between the two parties
stands out. Furthermore, in these texts it is the function of the παράκλητος to
bridge the divide between the more and less powerful, facilitating access to the
benefits required by the less powerful party, while not disrupting the balance of
the relationship between the two parties. The παράκλητος bridges the divide
between them while still maintaining separateness.
Brown (2003:197) points out that the Evangelist stresses the “insurmountable divide
between God and humanity more than any other Evangelist.” Yet due to his origin,
nature, and intimacy with God, Jesus alone provides humanity with access to God. He is
the one who brokers a relationship between the patron-Father and the client-disciple(s)
(14:6). She (2003:195) writes that “Jesus is the only one who provide access to the realm
of God because he is the only one sent from that realm.” However, she points out that the
Fourth Gospel provides a model where a broker may provide his clients with access to
that there was one before, and that one was Jesus. What Jesus was in thought, word, and deed is precisely
what the ‘other paraclete’ will be in Jesus’s stead. Jesus had been with them for a short time, but the ‘other
paraclete,’ his alter ego, would be with them permanently, and not only with them but in them.” Bultmann
(1976:615) also sees Jesus and the Spirit as assuming the role of a παράκλητος. He says, “There is no need
for the disciples to be without that which they had always received from Jesus, after he had been gone from
them; the Sprit will be for them what Jesus had been a παράκλητος, a helper.”
Fee (1989:174) notes accordingly, “Jesus is going, but the Spirit will come (as already
indicated in 7:37-39) to be ‘with them forever’; and he clearly comes to take Jesus’ own place among
them. . . . The succeeding Spirit passages in this discourse make it clear that the “abiding Spirit” is also the
key to their continuing the ‘works’ of Jesus. He will help them recall the words and deeds of Jesus (14:26;
cf. 15:26; 16:14), but he will also lead them to bear witness to Jesus (15:27; cf. 16:13).”
415
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Jesus, but not ultimately to God. As such, this model allows for a subordinate broker
(Paraclete) who works in conjunction with the superior, exclusive broker (Jesus). Brown
(2003:196) remarks, “The role of the Paraclete as subordinate broker facilitates Jesus’s
work as broker in that the Paraclete makes Jesus available to a vast number of clients
after Jesus has departed and becomes separated from them in time and space.”
In the context of 14:25-26, the Paraclete is said to “teach” the disciples “all things” and
“bring to their remembrance” all that he said to them. As such, the Paraclete assumes an
educational and prophetic role in and for the disciples. However, Brown (2003:210) says
that “the thrust of the promise that the Paraclete will teach all things and recall Jesus’s
words is not primarily that the Paraclete perpetuates Jesus’s revelation, but that the
Paraclete makes Jesus continually present 416 to the disciples.417 The Paraclete-Spirit of
Truth continues Jesus’s presence and function by brokering access to Jesus.”418 By virtue
of the indwelling presence of the Spirit, believers have access to Jesus and therefore to
the Father. Thus, according to the context of 14:17 and 14:23, such access does not
primarily center on heaven but rather on the presence of God on earth. This
concept/reality may be illustrated in the following manner (which assumes a postglorification paradigm):

Coloe (2001:175) remarks, “Because Jesus is the bearer of the Spirit from the time of his
baptism (1:32), Jesus can say to the disciples that the Paraclete is now with (παρὰ) them (v. 17). Jesus
himself mediates the presence of the Spirit-Paraclete to the disciples. But when Jesus returns to the Father,
the mediating roles are reversed. Jesus’ role as Spirit-bearer ends, and in his moment of return he gifts the
disciples with the Spirit (19:30; 20:22).”
416

417

Keener (2003:976) and Carson (1991:505) indicate that the Paraclete is the one through whom
the Father and Son dwell in the believer (that is, “make our home with him.”). Burg (1987:145) says,
“Places of dwelling now are places of indwelling.”
418
Bennema (2007:135) remarks, “The relationship between the Father and the Son is one of
intimacy (1.1-2, 18; 10.30, 38; 14.10-11; 17.21-22), mutual love (3.35; 5.20; 14.31; 15.9), mutual
knowledge (10.15, 8.55), one will (4.34), life (5.21, 26), truth (14.6; 17.17) and mutual glory/glorification
(17.1-5). This intimate relationship of love, life, knowledge/truth and glory between Father and Son is not
exclusive; believers are drawn, have a share and partake in this saving relationship.”
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PatronFather

Jesus (the
way/broker)

Paraclete
(educator,
broker,
mediator)

Clientdisciples

The disciples who have faith in Jesus and obey his commandments are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

indwelt by and in union with the Father, Son, and Spirit-Paraclete,
possessors of the name of Jesus,
educated and prophetically informed,
privileged to pray and have their prayers answered, and
able to perform greater works that glorify God.
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In light of this reality, believers become the dwelling place of God on the earth; the space
where heaven and earth intersect; the place where prayers are offered, answered, and
fleshed out.419 As such, the indwelling Paraclete (the Spirit of Truth) eventuates prayer
and worship devoid of ties to any particular geographical place (4:20-23).420 Just as a
Paraclete-led symposium may occur wherever the disciples meet (since the Spirit dwells
with them and in them), so the disciples may continue their conversation with God
without concern for a physical locale (synagogue or temple) or physical person (Jesus). 421
The disciples may enter into the relational space of prayer by faith and with the help of
the Paraclete who teaches them and reminds them of the truth revealed through the Son
(14:26). Therefore, in light of Jesus’ coming and eventual departure, prayer/worship will
no longer be tied to a physical temple (1 Kings 8:30ff.). Rather, prayer will be offered in
Jesus’ name and will occur by the influence and indwelling presence of the Paraclete.
Moreover, in contrast to the reality of prayer in the First and Second Temple Eras, the
believer (14:2, 17, 23), not the physical temple (1 Kings 8:29), now possesses God’s
name and is indwelt by his Spirit. In contrast to Jewish prayer, Johannine prayer is not
merely offered by a person (disciple), but it is offered through the name of a specific
person (Jesus) with the help of the Spirit-Paraclete. But like Jewish prayer, Johannine
prayer may be spontaneous; it may be spoken verbally; and it may occur at home, in the
synagogue, or in any physical structure as long as it is offered in Jesus’ name.

In light of this reality one might recall the language of 1 Kings 8:27 (ESV), “But will God
indeed dwell on the earth? Behold, heaven and the highest heaven cannot contain you; how much less this
house that I have built!” See also 2 Chronicles 6:18.
419

420

See Ostmeyer (2009:238-41) for a discussion of a new way of worshipping in light of John

4:20-24.
421
As such, prayer/worship may occur anywhere as long as it is done in Spirit and truth. Jesus’
statement concerning his body as the temple (2:19-22) is followed by his discussion with the Samaritan
woman concerning the place of worship, whether Gerizim or in Jerusalem (4:20). In this case, Neyrey
(2007a:190-91) says, “Jesus declassifies as sacred places of worship.” He remarks accordingly, “Thus, the
Johannine disciples have no fixed sacred space, in contrast to Samaritan and Israelite temples that are
permanently fixed atop certain mountains. Nor does the local synagogue serve as the site of their worship,
for public confession of Jesus as the Christ results in expulsion from that assembly (9:22; 12:42-43; 16:12).” Neyrey (2007a:190-91) further sees the question of where worship should take place as answerable in
light of 14:2 (“many dwelling places”) and the themes of “being in” and “dwelling in” (14:10b, 14:20, and
presumably 14:17). In fact, verse 23 repeats the theme initially stated in verse 2, namely the theme of
“home” (μονὴν) or “many rooms” (μοναὶ). In a similar manner as presented in 14:3 (“I will come again”),
Jesus says in 14:23 that he will “come and make his home with the believer” (2007:196). But verse 23
expands this theme further by (1) highlighting the theme of love and commandment keeping, and by
(2) including the Father as the one who will join Jesus in his home coming to the believer. Neyrey
(2007a:195) says, “Jesus’ declaration in 14:2 that there are ‘many rooms’ in the Father’s house and its
repetition in 14:23 are best understood as descriptions of relationships, not places such as were declassified
in 4:21.” He (2007a:195) says, “Any disciple may fit this description, and any earthly place is suitable for
this relationship to occur.”
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Moreover, the sending of the Paraclete at Jesus’ request (14:16, 26) may serve to reassure
the disciples of the efficacy of prayers offered in Jesus’ name. 422 In 14:13-14 the
emphasis of making requests in Jesus’ name assumes union with Jesus. 423 The same
assumption undergirds the promise of 14:26. Thus, 14:13-14 is thematically linked to
14:26 insofar as union with Jesus and the preeminence of making requests in Jesus’ name
are concerned. However, a distinction must be made between the scope and outcome of
the promises made in 14:13-14 and 14:26; the former pertains to the disciples’
requests,424 the latter pertains to Jesus’ request. But the fulfillment of 14:26 (that is, the
Father answering Jesus’ request) would further encourage the disciples to ask in Jesus’
name. If the Father sent the Spirit at Jesus’ request and in his name, he would certainly
answer the disciples’ prayers that are issued in the name of their earthly host, Jesus.
Closure and Peace
John 14:25-31 contains a tone of closure and finality. On one hand, since the refrain
Ταῦτα λελάληκα ὑμῖν is elsewhere employed as concluding phraseology (15:11, 16:1, 4a,
25, 33), some suggest that its appearance in 14:25 functions in the same manner for the
preceding section (14:15-24). Schnackenburg (1982:82) says that this phrase is notable
“because it marks the end of his [Jesus’] internal instruction to the disciples as well as the
end of his public proclamation before the world in 12:36b.” Brown (1970:652) says, “The
remarks have an air of finality and farewell, and v. 31 is the signal for departure from the
supper room.” Notwithstanding, Maloney (1998:30) sees unity in verses 25-31 and
highlights the theme of communication that runs throughout. For example:

Brown (1970:653) sees the granting of the Spirit in Jesus’ name as “the conduct of the mission:
the Paraclete’s mission is the completion of Jesus’ mission.” The Spirit “is sent in Jesus’s name because he
unfolds the meaning of Jesus for men.” Beasley-Murray (1999:261) sees the granting of the Spirit in Jesus’
name as “a remarkable declaration which binds the Spirit closely to Jesus.” Carson (1991:505) sees the
Holy Spirit as Jesus’ emissary, not simply Jesus’ substitute. He notes, “Just as Jesus came in His Father’s
name (5:43; 10:25), i.e. as his Father’s emissary, so the Spirit comes in Jesus’ name.”
422

A distinction between 14:16 and 14:26 centers on the one who grants requests made in Jesus’
name. On one hand, 14:14 indicates that Jesus himself will grant requests made in his name (assuming the
originality of v. 14). On the other hand, 14:26 indicates that the Father will grant Jesus’ request (14:16),
and will do so in Jesus’ name. As noted, asking in Jesus’ name means to make requests believing in
everything the name of Jesus represents. Or as the context of 14:13-14 reveals, ὀνόματί is best viewed as
the name that is used for everything that Jesus’ name encapsulates. More pertinent to the current discussion
is that prayer offered in Jesus’ name involves “the role of Jesus as mediator between God and his people”
(Beasley-Murray 1999:255). The same pertains to Jesus’ own petition to the Father in verse 16 and the
promised fulfillment in verse 26. Yet prayer to Jesus may be viewed as prayer through Jesus to the Father.
Although the Father and Son are elsewhere presented as equal (1:1; 10:30), they maintain functional
distinctions.
423

424

Codex Vaticanus and possibly 𝔓75 contain a present tense, which gives a continual aspect to the

request.
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a. Jesus: “These things I have spoken to you while I am still with you” (v. 25).
b. The Spirit: “He will teach you all things and bring to your remembrance all that I
have said to you” (v. 26).
c. Jesus: “And now I have told you before it takes place” (v. 29).
d. Jesus: “I will no longer talk much with you” (v. 30).
Thus, these statements are indicative of Jesus’ preparatory work on behalf of the
disciples. As a symposium host, Jesus will soon depart, yet the disciples will not be left
unaware or unequipped. The primacy of faith in Jesus, the possibility of greater works,
the efficacy of prayer in Jesus’ name, and the role and function of the Paraclete in Jesus’
absence have been enunciated with clarity and care. Thus, since Jesus has communicated
(and will continue to communicate through the Paraclete) with the disciples, they can
continue to communicate with him via prayer since he is just a prayer away.
Finally, the promise of the Paraclete is followed by a statement addressing the disciples’
troubled hearts one final time in chapter 14, namely (14:27), Εἰρήνην ἀφίημι ὑμῖν,
εἰρήνην τὴν ἐμὴν δίδωμι ὑμῖν· οὐ καθὼς ὁ κόσμος δίδωσιν ἐγὼ δίδωμι ὑμῖν. μὴ
ταρασσέσθω ὑμῶν ἡ καρδία μηδὲ δειλιάτω. Beutler (2013:412) notes, “Der
Schlüsseltext ist Ez 36,26f. als Ausdruck der Theologie des Neuen Bundes. Die Themen
der Gerechtigkeit, des Friedens und der Freude gehen vor allem auf die prophetischen
Überlieferungen Israels zur eschatologischen Zukunft zurück.” Following Brown
(1970:653), it is plausible to suggest that Jesus’ “indwelling with his disciples after the
resurrection would fulfill the eschatological dreams of the prophets.”425 Thus, the “peace”
that Jesus speaks of involves an internal sense of comfort that is grounded in the
completed mission of the Son and the eschatological gift that he imparts (Brown
1970:653). But such peace would naturally include and be a corollary of the mediation of
Jesus’ presence through the Paraclete 426 and the ongoing privilege of entering into the
space of prayer in Jesus’ name after his departure.
Final Summary
The analysis above may be summarized in light of the answers provided by five key
questions. Such questions draw forth conclusions concerning the nature of prayer in
general and serve to highlight how prayer unfolds in light of other key themes within
chapter 14 in particular. These questions include:

425

See Isaiah 9:6-7; 52:7; 57:19; Ezekiel 37:26; Haggai 2:9; Acts 10:36; Romans 14:17 for the
concept of the Messiah as the bringer of peace (Beasley-Murray 1999:262).
426
Coloe (2001:174) notes, “With the closure of the age of prophecy, it seemed that God had
withdrawn the Spirit from Israel. The Spirit was understood as a gift reserved for the end of time, when
God would pour out the Spirit in abundance (Isa 44:3; Joel 2:28; Ezek 11:19; 36:26-27; 39:29; Zech
12:10).” Thus, while the gift of the Spirit was not yet immediately available to the disciples, the promise
had been issued. So the peace that Jesus gives corresponds to the gift of salvation to which the gift of the
Spirit is inextricably linked.
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1. What are the prerequisites to answered prayer?
Prayer takes place at the intersection where divinity and humanity meet. This intersection
provides the relational space where a “subordinate” sender (man) offers prayers of
various genres to the “superior” receiver (God) (Neyrey, 2007a:9). But in order to
communicate with the latter, the former must believe that he exists and that his words are
true and trustworthy. In the Johannine model, a mere verbal profession of belief and/or
faith is insufficient for salvation. True faith is intellectually adhering to the person and
work of Jesus to the point that the course of one’s life, in thought, word, and deed, is
visibly altered. Such faith not only unites a man to Jesus at the moment of salvation but
also is required throughout the duration of one’s relationship with Jesus. As trust is
placed in Jesus, the trajectory of one’s life is patterned after the will, mission, and
commandments of God. It is in the context of this genre of faith where the individual
looks away from trusting in his own (or anyone else’s) resources and looks to God for
answered prayer. Furthermore, faith in God is the prerequisite to entering into the family
of God. When a disciple becomes a child/son of God, he assumes the privilege of
speaking to God as Father who desires to answer the prayers of his children by granting
their requests. But in order for his prayer to be answered, the disciple must make requests
with the welfare/health of the family in mind. When such prayers are offered, the request
is granted, and the Father receives glory.
2. By what means may the disciples perform “greater works”?
As indicated above, Jesus functions as a broker between the patron-Father and his
disciple-clients. As such, Jesus says that he will go and prepare a place for his clientele,
but then he will return to solidify his relationship with them. He does not say that he will
take the disciples to heaven per se, but rather that he will facilitate his brokerage by
maintaining a favored relationship with the disciples. In short, the corollary of Jesus’
preparatory work is God making his home with/in the believer. But the Evangelist
indicates that the one who believes in Jesus may not only enter into relational space with
God but also imitate Jesus by doing the works that Jesus did. Such works originate with
the Father, are carried out through the Son, and are then performed by the disciples. If the
works performed by Jesus reveal the Father and bring glory to him, then the works of the
disciples will have the same effect. But Jesus offers double-assurance (amen, amen) that
those who have faith in him will do even “greater works” because he goes to the Father.
The so-called greater works are greater in the sense that they will be more frequent in
their occurrence and more widespread in their distribution.
The manner by which greater works are performed, then, may be described in the
following manner: As the disciples exercise faith in God, the Father and Son will dwell
within them, and Jesus will in turn perform works through them as they offer prayer in
his name. Once petitioned according to this qualification, Jesus states that he himself will
“do it.” Because the believer is in union with Jesus, the works of Jesus become the works
of the believer. Thus, faith in Jesus is the prerequisite to entering into a relationship with
God in general but is also the precondition to offering effectual prayer in particular.
Prayer, then, is the means through which the mission and works of God are carried forth.
Yet, “whatever you ask” (14:13) does not merely refer to anything without qualification
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but to anything in association with the revealed mission of God. As Jesus acted, so the
disciples will act. As Jesus brought glory to the Father, so the disciples may also bring
glory to him as they pray.
3. What is the significance of prayer in Jesus’ name?
In ancient culture, an individual’s name was a symbol for personal identity, status, and
character. For the Jews, the name of God was a symbol for his nature, character, and
glory. As such, God’s name appears throughout the OT in various contexts and is
associated with the terms, “I am.” Yet as the Logos, Jesus’ mission is relational and
revelational in nature. By using the phraseology, “I am,” Jesus connects his person and
work to Yahweh. By performing signs, Jesus revealed his power and glory. In the
incarnation, Jesus revealed his identity as the only Son who has always existed with the
Father. By taking on the role of rabbi, Jesus revealed his intention to instruct. By laying
down his life on a cross Jesus revealed his role as a good shepherd. Therefore, in light of
the coming of the Logos, the world is not left in darkness concerning God. Thus, Jesus
came to reveal, not conceal. So when a person prays in Jesus’ name, he is praying in the
authority of what that name symbolizes, namely God’s person, authority, and mission.
The same God who spoke in the burning bush will answer those who approach him on
the basis of the name that has been given to the Son, Jesus.
Accordingly, although the Jews prayed in various venues, the temple structure was the
place where God’s presence and name was said to dwell. As such, the temple may be
understood as a sounding board from which the prayers of the people were channeled
heavenward to God. In the NT, Jesus replaced the physical temple and instructed his
disciples that prayer should be offered in his name. By virtue of Jesus’ identity and
mission, prayer would no longer be offered toward a physical structure that bore God’s
name but to God in Jesus’ name. And just as God promised to hear and answer prayers
when they were offered toward the temple that bore God’s name, so he promises to hear
and answer prayers that are offered in Jesus’ name. Free outpouring(s) of the heart may
continue to God apart from the physical temple, but not apart from Jesus, the new temple.
He is the conduit through which prayer is offered heavenward to the Father. Thus, one
can pray anywhere as long as his prayer is in Jesus’ name and accords with his mission.
Finally, in comparison to Greco-Roman prayer, prayer in Jesus’ name is utterly simple.
Johannine prayer is explicitly monotheistic, whereas Greco-Roman prayer is polytheistic.
The former asserts the existence of one God, but the latter asserts the existence of many
gods. While it is true that Jesus has many titles (Son of God, Rabbi, and so forth), he
prescribes prayer in one name. Thus, instead of praying to an unnamed god, or to the
wide variety of known gods who must be petitioned according to their availability and
ability, the Johannine believer may pray in the one (known) name that effectually
eventuates the will and power of the one true God (17:3).
4. How does the Father/Son family dynamic contribute to Johannine prayer?
The Father/Son dynamic provides a model of communication that clarifies how the
children of God may communicate within the family of God. As a son, Jesus is in union
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with the Father, is dependent on him, and does what is pleasing in his sight. Therefore,
the Father always listens to Jesus and allows Jesus to approach him freely and openly.
The disciples who have faith in Jesus and possess the good name of Jesus are then able to
approach the “superior” Father with the same degree of freedom and openness as long as
they do so with faith. They do not approach God on their terms, but in Jesus’ name and
with the Father’s reputation in mind. What unites believers in the family of God is not
their blood, but rather their common faith in Jesus (not their bloodline, but their beliefline). And their faith expressed through prayer is one of the means by which the head of
the family is glorified and honored.
As a son, Jesus brings glory to the Father. As children of God, believers also share in this
privilege as they make their requests known in Jesus’ name. But in the Johannine model,
praying in Jesus’ name leads to “working” for the Father’s glory. Jesus indicates that he
“will do” whatever is requested in his name, which indicates that Jesus’ work of
glorifying the Father continues even after his departure. In the case of 14:13, the selfmanifestation of the Father’s glory is seen in the Son as he answers prayers on the
believer’s behalf. Thus, the glory that originates with the Father is inextricably bound to,
embedded in, and manifested through the work of the Son who works through the
praying disciples.
In summary, the Father/Son model demonstrates that prayer is to be offered within the
context of the family of God and with the family’s welfare/health in mind (or, for
“maintenance of relationships,” Neyrey, 2007a:9). Second, this model demonstrates that
God (as Father) may be approached freely and openly. God not only allows people to
enter into the space of prayer but also listens to their prayers as they are offered in the
name of his Son. Third, this model places an emphasis on praying in a manner that brings
honor/glory to the Father. This occurs as prayers are offered and Jesus’ works are
performed. Such works fulfill the mission of God and bring glory to him.
5. What are the roles of the Paraclete, and how do these roles relate to prayer?
As a mediator/broker, Jesus secured a place for his client-disciples. And that place was
not a physical locale but rather a spiritual relationship with the patron-Father. As such, in
light of his earthly ministry and departure to the Father, Jesus prepares his disciples for
the coming of another Helper, the indwelling Paraclete, who will be in and with the
disciples forever. The Paraclete assumes many roles in the Farewell Discourse. For the
purpose of the present analysis, the Paraclete’s educational, prophetic, and mediatorial
roles have been highlighted. As discussed, the Spirit-Paraclete is Jesus’ successor, the
Spirit of Truth who teaches the disciples all things, reminds them of everything Jesus said
to them, and mediates the presence of Jesus to the disciples. Each role serves to equip and
empower the disciples for prayer in unique, but complimentary ways.
As the Father educated the Son, so Jesus (as their Rabbi) educated the disciples. In his
absence, the Paraclete assumes the role of an educator and symposium host who carries
forth the teaching of Jesus and expounds it further. To the degree the disciples were
educated via the Paraclete, they were able to offer prayer to God that accords with his
mission and will. Additionally, the Paraclete is said to function in a prophetic role
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whereby he communicates the heavenly, transcendental story to the disciples on earth,
who in turn offer prayer back to the Father. In this role, a circular model of
communication is formed that begins with the Father, is mediated through the Son, is
communicated/taught by the Spirit, is received by disciples, and is finally prayed back to
God in Jesus’ name. Thus, in this manner the disciples become acclimated with God’s
story in order to make that story their earthly reality through prayer. By praying in Jesus’
name and on the basis of what is good and true, the disciples brought heaven (above) to
the earth (below), thus actualizing the transcendental story.
Finally, the Paraclete functions as a subordinate broker who facilitates Jesus’ work by
making him available to the client-disciples after Jesus departed. In light of the
indwelling Paraclete, the disciples become the dwelling place of God on the earth and the
space where heaven and earth meet. Like the physical temple, the disciples become
possessors of Jesus’ name and indwelt by God’s presence. As such, the indwelling
Paraclete (the Spirit of Truth) eventuates prayer and worship in the context of God’s
indwelling presence rather than a geographical place (4:20-23). In contrast to Jewish
prayer, Johannine prayer is not merely offered by a person (disciple), but it is offered
through the name of the person (Jesus) with the help of the Spirit-Paraclete. But like
Jewish prayer, Johannine prayer may be spontaneous; it may be spoken verbally; and it
may occur at home, in the synagogue, or in any physical structure as long as it is offered
in Jesus’ name.
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Chapter 4

A Theology of “Prayer” from
the Farewell Discourse
Analysis of John 15-16:4a
Introduction
The focus of the last chapter centered on an exegesis of John 14 for the purpose of
detecting how the materials within this section of the Farewell Discourse contribute to the
Johannine profile of prayer. The aim of this chapter involves analyzing how John 15
contributes to one’s understanding of the theme of prayer in light of the metaphorical
imagery of the vine/branch imagery, the concept of remaining in Jesus, love for Jesus,
friendship with Jesus, and the role of the Paraclete. Accordingly, the conclusions of the
previous chapters will be taken into consideration at various points in order to gain a
fuller understanding of how the Evangelist’s audience understood Jesus’ remarks about
prayer and other closely associated themes. Thus, the aim is not merely to understand
prayer in general terms but to understand how prayer is uniquely portrayed in the Fourth
Gospel.
Further, the content of chapter 15 will be analyzed through Neyrey’s general description
of prayer. This chapter will conclude with a summary that highlights the nature of prayer
in general and how prayer unfolds in light of other key themes within chapter 15 in
particular. Before addressing these questions, it is important to examine the structure of
chapter 15.
Structure of John Chapter 15
Differences of opinion exist in regard to the exact location where Jesus spoke the content
of chapters 15-17. While some suggest that these chapters were spoken elsewhere, 427
Carson (1991:479) is right to suggest that it was most likely communicated before Jesus
427
The traditional approach views the events of chapters 13-14 of John as occurring in the upper
room, while chapters 15-17 is the account of the dialogue that took place on the way to the Mount of
Olives. Beasley-Murray (1999:223) sees this view as “hardly to be countenanced” and Barrett (1978:454)
notes that it “seems incredible.” Some seek to relax the structural tension by asserting that this phrase is
best viewed in spiritual, rather than literal terms (Dodd 1953:409). Newman and Nida (1980:453) suggest
that a more logical solution “is that Chapter 14 and Chapters 15-17 contain alternative versions of Jesus’
last discourse to his disciples, and that the author or final editor of the Gospel, not wanting to tamper with
the ending of Chapter 14, included it along with the account of Chapters 15-17.” Godet (1886:291)
suggests that the content of chapters 15-17 was spoken elsewhere, perhaps on the streets of Jerusalem.
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left the upper room. 428 Although the announcement to depart is made in 14:31, the actual
physical movement did not take place until after chapter 17. As will be demonstrated
below, although there is a slight shift in subject from chapter 14, the content that follows
in chapter 15 is congruent with and an extension of the themes of dwelling/remaining
(vv. 4-6), love (vv. 9-10, 17), asking (v. 7), making requests in Jesus’ name (v. 16), and
the role of the Paraclete (v. 26).429 Keener (2003:988) observes that the content of
chapter 15 is, in part, an expansion of the dwelling place imagery seen in chapter 14. He
notes, “Jesus has been talking about disciples’ ‘dwelling’ in him after his return from the
Father to give them the Spirit (14:23); now he expands this ‘dwelling place’ image by
emphasizing how branches must continue to depend on the vine or perish (15:1-7).”
Therefore, while 15:1-2 seems unexpected in light of Jesus’ words in 14:31b, there is no
convincing reason to place it within another Sitz im Leben.430 Therefore, the following
analysis favors temporal and textual continuity between chapters 14 and 15 that further
elucidates the necessity of indwelling and the efficacy of request-making that brings
glory to the Father.
Insofar as the shape of the discourse of chapter 15 is concerned, Beasley-Murray
(1999:269) presents 15:1-17 as the first major division primarily due to the last mention
of “bearing fruit” appearing in verse 16, along with a change of subject to themes of
“hatred” (v. 18) and “persecution” (v. 20). Burge (2009:382) organizes chapter 15 in the
following manner: “With Christ there is a relationship of remaining (15:1-11); with
fellow believers there is a relationship of love (15:12-17); with the world there is a
relationship of hostility (15:18-25, 16:1-4a); and with the Spirit there is a relationship of
co-witness (15:26-27).” Maloney (1998:57-59) suggests verses 1-11, 12-17, and 15:1816:3. He says that the whole section ranging from 15:1-16:3 is dominated by three
experiences crucial to the Johannine concept of discipleship namely, to abide in Jesus, to
love one another as Jesus loved them, and to be hated. According to Maloney, verses 111 focus on the need to abide in Jesus, the vine, and to bear fruit. This occurs as the
Father prunes the branches and as the Father-Son union forms a union of love that flows
to the disciples. Verses 12-17 present the new situation of the disciples that occurs on the
basis of what Jesus has done for them and thus places a demand on the disciples that they
love one another as Jesus has loved them. Verses 18-16:4a, then, focuses on the reality of
the world’s hatred for Jesus and the Father, which also necessarily includes its hatred for
the disciples.

Haenchen (1984b:131) writes, “If one thinks of the discourse that begins with this verse being
spoken while in transit, the result is not a realistic picture. Apparently the Evangelist is not concerned in
depicting it as such.”
428

429

Schnackenburg (1982:94) provides convincing arguments in favor of seeing chapter 15 as a
suitable continuation of the previous chapter.
430

Segovia (1982:126) argues that John 15:1-17 shares the theological concerns and Sitz im Leben

of 1 John.
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Segovia (1982:217-18) detects a fourfold structure in 15:18-16:4a that is as follows: “The
first subsection encompasses 15:18-20 and introduces the theme of hatred: ‘the world’
hates the disciples as much as it hated Jesus. 431 The second subsection comprises verses
21-25 and develops the theme of Jesus’ claim and the sin that results from a rejection of
that claim. The third subsection is seen in verses 26-27 where a word of comfort is
offered to those who are hated. The fourth and final subsection of 16: l-4a, concludes the
discourse with a warning concerning specific actions that will be taken against the
disciples.”
Returning to the opening unit, verses 1-17 are clearly united by two related themes: the
vine and its branches and the command to love 432 one another433 or remain in Jesus’
love.434 This unit prepares the disciples for the themes of hatred and persecution that
follows. Even in the midst of hatred and opposition, the disciples will prove fruitful, that
is, if they remain in Jesus and abide in his love. Such remaining will lead to a sort of
praying that brings glory to the Father. Carson (1991:510) points out that verses 1-8 and
9-16 present dual, related themes that “hold up fruitfulness as the disciples’ goal (vv. 5,
16); both tie such fruitfulness to prayer (vv. 7-8) and both sections are built around a
change in salvation-historical perspective, i.e. both depend on a self-conscious change
from the old covenant to the new; under the image of the vine, Israel gives way to Jesus,
and under the impact of fresh revelation, ‘servants give way to friends.’” Thus, as will be
shown below, the theme of abiding in Jesus forms the foundation from which the topic of
prayer unfolds in chapter 15 and provides the existential prerequisite to and the practical
motivation for offering effectual prayer to God.
The Prerequisites to Prayer
As noted in previous chapters, prayer occurs in the relational space where humanity and
divinity intersect. It is the space where a “subordinate” sender communicates with a
“superior” receiver (Neyrey, 2007a:9). In chapter 14 the Evangelist presents faith as the
prerequisite for entering into relational space with God in general but also promotes faith
in Jesus as the prerequisite to answered prayer in particular. Those who believe in Jesus
become dwelling places for the Paraclete, who mediates the presence of the Father and
Son to believers. Such disciples are not only indwelt by God’s presence but are also
equipped with Jesus’ name. As they offer prayer in his name, Jesus says he will do
431
Barrett (1978:483) notes that such hatred is not merely sociological; it is theological. He
remarks, “The real danger of the attack lies in the possibility not of death but of apostasy, and it is against
this that Jesus proceeds to guard his disciples; the attack arises not out of dislike but out of refusal to
recognize the revelation of God in Jesus.”
432

Bultmann (1976:528-29) sees verses 1-17 as a commentary on 13:34 in the sense of
expounding the commandment of love.
433

See Beasley-Murray (1999:269).

434

See Carson (1991:510).
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whatever they request. In chapter 15 “asking” God (in prayer) is not explicitly discussed
until verse 7. As will be discussed below, the placement of prayer at this point is likely
due to the fact that the Evangelist seeks to stress the prerequisite of prayer a second time,
only this time in different terminology. Further, the promise is made in chapter 14 that
Jesus will make his home in believers.
However, in chapter 15 Jesus places a demand on the disciples to remain in him, which
implies the necessity of continuing faith in Jesus. The necessity of remaining in Jesus
becomes especially pertinent in the face of the “hard times”435 predicted by Jesus. The
disciples must remain in relational space with him (as the vine) if they desire to be
fruitful and bring glory to the Father (the gardener). As they remain in the vine, the
disciples can have the assurance that they may ask for anything they wish in prayer and it
will be done for them. Thus, the immediate discussion below centers on examining the
viticultural language that is employed to communicate the nature of the disciples’
relationship to Jesus and the work of the Father in Jesus’/the disciples’ behalf.
The True Vine: John 15:1a
In attempting to analyze prayer within the context of John chapter 15, one must have a
grasp on the literary features employed in first eight verses. Pertinent questions include:
What is the nature of language used? What do the images represent or stand for? More
specifically, what does a vine and a vinedresser and branches and pruning have to do with
prayer? How do these images apply to the disciples? As chapter 15 begins, the imagery
shifts from God dwelling within the believer to the believer remaining in Jesus, the vine.
As such, the imagery of a prepared “house” fades as viticultural imagery predominates
(15:1-8). Verse 1 begins with the last occurrence of the Ἐγώ εἰμι statements of the Fourth
Gospel. This statement is modified by the clause, ἡ ἄμπελος ἡ ἀληθινὴ. Jesus identifies
his father in the predicate clause that follows, ὁ πατήρ μου ὁ γεωργός ἐστιν. The
Evangelist’s unique identification of Jesus and the Father provides a foundation for the
imagery and implications that follow. However, although the identification of Jesus and
the Father is clear, there exists vast disagreement concerning the exact genre of the
figurative436 language employed in this verse and those that follow. Van der Watt
(2000:27) provides a laconic sample of the various viewpoints below:

Neyrey (2007b:253) says, “The chief elements here of a typical farewell address are both
predictions of hard times and exhortations to group-specific virtues. Hard times include the ‘cleansing’ of
the branches by the vine dresser (15:2), whose distress is transcended by the metaphor of ‘pruning,’ which
leads to richer growth. Similarly, the predictions of ‘hatred’ from the world are likewise tempered by the
note that Jesus himself has been the subject to the same (15:18-25).”
435

436

Schnackenburg (1982:96) also chooses the term figurative since the language of 15:1 is neither
pure allegory nor literal discourse.
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Gleichnis

Schenkel, Nägelsbach, Grau, Gnilka, Newman and Nida, and

Parable

Weisse

Image/imagery

Dahl, Grundmann, Weizsäcker, Kreyenbühl, Becker, Hahn,

or Bildrede/wort

Meyer, Borig, Schnackenburg, Schweizer, and Schenke

Figure

Filson

Symbolic speech

Barrett

Allegory

Morris, Lindars, and Becker

Mashal

Puthenkandathie, and Brown

Metaphor

Van der Watt, Carson, and Maloney

Notwithstanding, Thyen (2015:637) remarks, “Wenn Jesus sich hier als ἡ ἄμπελος ἡ
ἀληθινὴ und seinen Vater als den γεωργός bezeichnet, haben wir darin fraglos
metaphorische Rede vor Augen.” As noted in chapter 2, a metaphor is present when “two
lexical items of disparate meanings are linked on the basis of some form of comparison,
with specific semantic implications.” 437 A metaphor is necessitated when the literal
meaning of a word in the sentence is incongruent with reality. 438 However, such
incongruency must be established on the basis of the context in which the words in
question appear. For example, the phrase ὁ πατήρ μου ὁ γεωργός ἐστιν may in fact be a
truthful literal statement. As this phrase stands on its own, its contents are not
incongruent with literal realities. Yet, given the present context, Jesus identified his
father, a transcendent reality, in a manner that is incongruent with experience and
reality.439 The same may be said of the statement, Ἐγώ εἰμι ἡ ἄμπελος ἡ ἀληθινὴ. Van
der Watt (2000:28) notes accordingly, “The metaphorical nature of 15:1-8 is evident from
the very first sentence, namely I am the true vine, because of the incongruence which exists
on the syntactical level between the person being linked with a copulative verb to a plant
vine.”440 Logically, the Ἐγώ εἰμι clause assumes and explicitly conveys human identity and
437

See Van der Watt (2000:10) who quotes Miller (1971:127).

Coloe (2001:5) says, “A metaphor names two apparently dissimilar realities. According to
Ricoeur [1977:23], a good metaphor ‘implies an intuitive perception of the similarity . . . in dissimilar.’ In
the example ‘I am the vine,’ two things are linked—‘I’ and ‘vine.’ The reader is challenged to find the
points of connection.”
438

Coloe (2001:4-5) writes concerning symbolism in the Fourth Gospel, “The Fourth Gospel
displays a self-conscious use of symbolism and its religious function to bring together the divine reality, the
world ‘above,’ with the human reality, the world ‘below.’ At a literal level these two worlds are
incongruous and mutually exclusive. Symbolism allows the incongruity to be displaced as the human mind
is stretched to transcend the literal meaning of the words and glimpse a further level of possible meanings.
The literal meaning is nonsense forcing the hearer/reader to look for a ‘surplus of meaning.’”
439

440

See also Thyen’s (2015:637-38) discussion.
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awareness, whereas ἡ ἄμπελος assumes and explicitly conveys agrarian identity and
function.441
Excursus on Viticulture
In order to appreciate the metaphorical nature of the vine imagery442 of 15:1 and
Jesus’ relationship to it, one must have, at the very least, a basic understanding of
viticulture practices of first-century Mediterranean culture. Keener (2003:989)
points out that the only widely planted fruit trees of this region were fig, olive,
and vine. He remarks, “Many Galilean farmers raised their own grapes, olives,
and other supplies rather than merely specializing; throughout the Mediterranean,
small farms often planted vines and fig and olive trees close together; some even
recommended intertwining various kinds of vine and plants.” Rousseau and Arav
(1995:329) report that grapevines in particular grew plentifully in Palestine,
primarily on hillsides with a stone wall forming a perimeter to protect the
vineyard against wild animals and thieves. They note that vines were planted in
parallel rows eight to ten feet apart. As grapes formed and flourished, the vine
was pruned for further growth. According to Pliny the Elder (2015:ch. 3), the
branches of cultivated grapes were either allowed to trail along the ground or
were trained with the aid of a pole or props. 443 In Rome, trellises were used with
a single vine to provide shade for the walks in the open air (and also apparently
for drying purposes). Some vines were “about as tall as a man of moderate
height, which are supported by props . . . while others, again, in their inordinate
love for climbing . . . will cover even the very centre of the court-yard with their
shoots and foliage” (2015:ch. 3).
Furthermore, pruning usually occurred in February-March and then later in
August. Derickson444 (1996:47-48) says, “First, pruning occurred after the
harvest while the vines were dormant. This pruning removed unwanted material
441
Van der Watt (2000:28) clarifies further, “The figurative use of semantically related words like
vine, branches, pruning, fruit indicates that a single, nevertheless complex facet of reality (i.e. single = vine
farming; complex = different aspects taken from the semantic field of vine farming—vine, branches, fruit
etc.—are used) is presented, more or less within one textual locality.”
442

The themes of vines and vineyards are seen in parables throughout the Synoptic accounts,
namely: Matthew 20:1-16; 21:23-41; Mark 12:1-9; Luke 13:6-9; 20:9-16.
Pliny the Elder (2015:ch. 3) reports, “The cultivated vine is kept down by pruning every year,
and all the strength of the tree is drawn as much as possible into the shoots, or else thrown downwards to
the sets; indeed,—it is only allowed to expand with the view of ensuring an abundant supply of juice, a
result which is obtained in various modes according to the peculiarities of the climate and the nature of the
soil. In Campania they attach the vine to the poplar: embracing the tree to which it is thus wedded, the vine
grasps the branches with its amorous arms, and as it climbs, holds on with its knotted trunk, till it has
reached the very summit; the height being sometimes so stupendous that the vintager when hired is wont to
stipulate for his funeral pile and a grave at the owner’s expense.”
443

444

Derickson holds Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees in horticulture from Texas
A&M University and taught grape-pruning as a teaching assistant there.
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from the desired branches, including all remaining leaves, as well as unwanted
branches and water sprouts. Second, spring pruning removed succulent sprigs
from the fruiting branches, dead and diseased wood, adventitious buds on the
trunk of the vine, but not all non-fruiting branches. Some non-fruiting branches
were kept on the vine.”

Thus, the vine imagery may be viewed in metaphorical and symbolic terms. As such,
Jesus is not merely presented as the vine, but the “true” vine (ἡ ἄμπελος ἡ ἀληθινὴ), that
is, he (symbolically) stands and functions in place of that which is false and that which
has failed. The adjectival emphasis elucidates a sharp contrast between that which is false
and true, but it also provides an explanatory foundation for the efficacy of Jesus’ role as
the one who produces fruit-bearing disciples.445
There is some scholarly disagreement over the meaning and application of ἀληθινὴ in
relation to the vine. 446 For example, Brown (1970:674) is not persuaded that John sought
to polemicize by presenting Jesus in this manner. He writes, “It does not seem that in
claiming to be the real vine Jesus is polemicizing against a false vine; rather he is
emphasizing that he is the source of ‘real’ life, a life that can come only from above and
from the Father.” He continues, “‘Real’ here is the language of Johannine dualism
distinguishing what is below from what is above.” Maloney (1998:59) disagrees. He
writes, “The adjective is used emphatically, which leads the reader to suspect these words
are touched with polemic.”447 Although Bultmann (1976:530), following Schweizer (Ego
Haenchen (1984b:131) asks, “Why is it not said: I am like a vine, etc., so that the figurative
nature of what is being said is clear? In the first instance, it is not merely a figure of speech for the
Evangelist, but rather of a description that corresponds exactly to the reality of discipleship. Yet, Jesus does
not dispense the power of earthly life, as a vine does for its branches. He is the true vine, because he
imparts true life. He does not provide an animal or vegetable existence, but imparts a spiritual reality. This
word is of course too weak. It invites misunderstanding as something intellectual, as something that
somehow floats colorless over authentic reality. But that is precisely what the Evangelist does not mean.
Spiritual existence is living reality in a concrete time and space, in the midst of history and nature.
445

See Schnackenburg (1982:97) for a discussion on the comparison of ἄμπελος (in 15:1) with
4:23 (ἀλλὰ ἔρχεται ὥρα καὶ νῦν ἐστιν, ὅτε οἱ ἀληθινοὶ προσκυνηταὶ προσκυνήσουσιν τῷ πατρὶ ἐν
πνεύματι καὶ ἀληθείᾳ.) and 6:32 (ἀμὴν ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, οὐ Μωϋσῆς δέδωκεν ὑμῖν τὸν ἄρτον ἐκ τοῦ
οὐρανοῦ, ἀλλʼ ὁ πατήρ μου δίδωσιν ὑμῖν τὸν ἄρτον ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ τὸν ἀληθινόν·). Keener (2003:993)
points out that “true” can contrast with “mere.” He notes, “‘True bread’ does not contrast Jesus with Torah
but does contrast him with mere manna; ‘true light’ contrasts him with an inferior though accurate witness
(1:9). Such passages may respond to opponents of the Johannine community’s witness who claim that
Jesus’ way is not ‘true.’”
446

447
Coloe (2005) argues for a historical milieu where the image of “the vine” was one of the
images associated with the Jewish messianic hopes. Thus, the “I am the true vine” statement would make
its appeal to Christians who were in danger of turning back to Judaism. She argues further of the possibility
that John the Baptist (or possibly certain members of his discipleship group) was the source of rivalry. She
clarifies by stating (2005:8), “In this case the statement would make its appeal to those members of the
Johannine community who were once followers of the Baptist and may still be experiencing doubt about
the relative status of Jesus and John.” She (2005:4) cites several reasons in support the Jesus-John tension:
“(1) Disciples of John were active outside Palestine, and later texts indicate these disciples considered John,
not Jesus, to be the Messiah. It is possible that these disciples were continuing their ministry in the same
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Eimi 1939:39-41) suggests that the vine imagery reflects the Oriental myth of the tree of
life, the most likely background 448 for the vine imagery is seen in the OT 449 portrayal of
Israel as a vine, most particularly in negative rather than positive terms.450
Concerning the vine symbol, Culpepper (1998:214) says, “The vine was so widely
recognized as a symbol for Israel that it is frequently found on coins from the Maccabean
period on. . . . In the praise of Wisdom in Sirach 24, Wisdom likens herself to a vine:
Like the vine I bud forth delights,
and my blossoms become glorious and abundant fruit.
Come to me, you who desire me,
and eat your fill of my fruits.”
The OT employs the vineyard theme/metaphor on certain occasions, particularly in the
context of the people of Israel. For example, certain passages speak about the reality of
(Hos 10:1), the rejoicing over (Is 27:2), and the positive expectation for the fruitfulness of
a vineyard (Is 5:3-4). Other passages speak about a vine in the context of disappointment
(Jer 2:21) and judgment (Jer 8:13; Ezek 15:1ff.). Further, both a mother (Ezek 19:10) and
a wife (Ps 128:3) are compared to a fruitful vine. Accordingly, the OT devotes attention
to the failures of Israel, thereby providing some justification for viewing Israel as the
false vine and Jesus as the true vine. 451 Beasley-Murray (1999:272) remarks, “It is
location as the Johannine community in its later stages. (2) The text 15:1-17 makes use of a number of
words and phrases used earlier in the Gospel in association with John: katharizō (15:3; 3:25), menō (15:4;
1:32, 38, 39), chara (15:11, 3:29) plēroō (15:11; 3:29), philos (15:14; 3:29). (3) John 15:1-17 makes use of
imagery similar to that which is found in the preaching of John the Baptist in the Synoptics (Matt 3:6-10;
par Luke 3:8-9).”
Rosscup’s (1973:20-28) surveys proposed numerous possible suggestions concerning the
reason Jesus employed the metaphor of the vine. These include: (1) The cup of wine during the Last
Supper, which recalled the “fruit of the vine.” (2) The closeness of the disciples during the scene in the
upper room. (3) A branch in the window of the upper room. (4) A vine in the moonlight. If Jesus and the
disciples left the room after John 14:31, he could have used a grapevine as an illustration. (5) The vine on
the temple gate, a symbol of Israel placed there by Herod the Great and described by Josephus. (6) The
pruning fires of Kidron. As Jesus and the disciples walked to the Mount of Olives, perhaps they passed the
fires of those pruning the grapevines (15:6). (7) The nation of Israel, based on OT imagery such as
Psalm 80 and Isaiah 5 and 27.
448

449

While there is no explicit OT link to Jesus as the true vine, Brown (1970:672) is right to
suggest that the “OT and Judaism supplied the raw material from which this masal [material] was
composed, even as they supplied the raw material for the mashal of the sheepgate and the shepherd (vol.
29, pp. 397-98).”
450

Newman and Nida (1980:479) note the twofold emphasis of OT passages that speak of the
vineyard/vine: (1) Israel’s pure and favored origin, and (2) Israel’s degenerate nature.
Carson (1991:513) puts forth two factors that qualify an OT background: “(a) the frequency of
John’s appeals to the Old Testament, both in allusions and in quotations; (b) the dominance in the Fourth
Gospel of the ‘replacement’ motif (cf. notes on 2:19-22), for that motif strongly operates in this passage
(contra Borig).”
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striking that in every instance when Israel in its historical life is depicted in the OT as a
vine or vineyard, the nation is set under the judgment of God for its corruption,
sometimes explicitly for its corruption, sometimes explicitly for its failure to produce
good fruit (Isa 5:1-7; Jer 2:21).”452 Morris (1971:668) also says, “Interestingly all the Old
Testament passages which use this symbol appear to regard Israel as faithless or as the
object of severe punishment.” Newman and Nida (1980:478) assert accordingly, “The
portrayal of Jesus as the real vine is made in order to contrast him with Israel, which God
planted like a ‘real453 vine’ . . . but which becomes degenerate and worthless.” Westcott
([1908] 1954:197) notes that “Israel failed to satisfy the spiritual truths symbolized in the
natural vine; the natural vine only imperfectly realizes the idea which it presses. In both
respects Christ is the ‘ideal’ vine as contrasted with these defective embodiments.” Van
der Watt (2000:26) concludes, “This all indicates that the focus on fruit in Jn. 15 simply
echoes the sentiments concerning a vine and viticulture held in those days.” 454
Moreover, that Jesus had Israel in mind when speaking of the vine imagery 455 may be
justified on grammatical grounds, most particularly the presence of the definite article
with the term “vine.” As noted by Blass and Debrunner (1961:143), “Predicate nouns as a
rule are ‘anarthrous.’ Nevertheless the article is inserted if the predicate noun is presented
as something well-known or as that which alone merits the designation (the only thing to
be considered).” Behm (1964:342) states further, “If Jesus is the true vine which alone is
worthy of the name (→ ἀληθινός), this is hardly in distinction from literal vines, but
rather from others to whom the image had already been applied.” As noted, the most
well-known antithesis of a true vine was represented in the failures of Israel. However,
their failure provides the illuminating contrast represented in 15:1. In contradistinction to
Israel, Jesus says of himself, “I am the true vine.” Hence, the overall point of emphasis of
15:1 involves the obedience/fruitfulness of Jesus that stands in contrast to the
fruitlessness of Israel. Over against the failures of Israel, Jesus is the true vine who
produces fruit in those who abide in him (Ἐγώ εἰμι ἡ ἄμπελος ἡ ἀληθινὴ = I am the vine,
the true one (vine). Therefore, given the presence of the vineyard imagery as reflected in
the OT and as depicted in second-temple Judaism,456 it is difficult to countenance Jesus
Hence, the adjectival metaphor ἡ ἀληθινὴ establishes a syntactical point of contrast that
logically points to Israel in negative, rather than positive terms.
452

Compare with Jeremiah 2:21 (LXX), which states, ἐγὼ δὲ ἐφύτευσά σε ἄμπελον καρποφόρον
πᾶσαν ἀληθινήν·.
453

454
Van der Watt (2000:99-101) addresses the question as to whether or not one should conclude
that John follows Aristotelian rhetoric. He shows that the same metaphorical dynamics found in Jewish
literature are also located in John. Therefore, he argues that Aristotelian influence should not be overemphasized.
455

The Synoptic tradition implements the vineyard motif with a polemical tone and thus presents
Jesus as the vineyard symbol, most particularly in Matthew 20:1-16; 21:28-32; and Luke 13:6-9 (cf. Mark
11:1-11 with Isa 5:1-7).
Kruse (2004:314) writes, “In the time of Jesus a great golden vine hung over the entrance to the
Jerusalem temple. Josephus describes it: ‘The gate opening into the building was, as I say, completely
456
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assuming or postulating any other background than the one his Jewish audience would
have been most naturally acclimated with.
From a different but complimentary standpoint, perhaps the clearest and most important
OT passage that relates to the topic of the vineyard is Psalm 80, which brings together the
themes of the vine and the son of man. 457
8 You

brought a vine out of Egypt;
you drove out the nations and planted it.
9 You cleared the ground for it;
it took deep root and filled the land.
10 The mountains were covered with its shade,
the mighty cedars with its branches.
11 It sent out its branches to the sea
and its shoots to the River.
12
Why then have you broken down its walls,
so that all who pass along the way pluck its fruit?
13 The boar from the forest ravages it,
and all that move in the field feed on it.
14 Turn

again, O God of hosts!
Look down from heaven, and see;
have regard for this vine,
15 the stock that your right hand planted,
and for the son whom you made strong for yourself.
16 They have burned it with fire; they have cut it down;
may they perish at the rebuke of your face!
17 But let your hand be on the man of your right hand,
the son of man whom you have made strong for yourself!
18 Then we shall not turn back from you;
give us life, and we will call upon your name! (Ps 80:8-18 ESV, emphasis
added)
This passage clearly identifies God as the gardener of the vine, the nation of Israel458
(vv. 7-8). The psalmist thus portrays Israel as being transported from slavery into a
favorable environment (vv. 9-11) where it thrived for a season (v. 10). Yet God (the
overlaid with gold, as was the whole wall around it. It had, moreover, above it those golden vines, from
which depended grape-clusters as tall as a man’ (Jewish War 210-12). If the second part of Jesus’ farewell
discourse was given en route from the Last Supper venue to the garden where he was betrayed, his teaching
on the true vine may have been given in the temple courtyard with the great golden vine glinting in the light
of the Passover moon.”
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See Morris (1971:669) and Van der Watt (2000:52) for further discussion of the relationship
between Psalm 80 and John 15.
Van der Watt (2000:100) notes, “The vine is substituted with Israel or with the son (v. 16). The
son is also a submerged metaphor for Israel.”
458
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gardener) permitted its plundering (vv. 12-13). Accordingly, the psalmist’s plea centers
on God showing regard once again for the vine he planted (14-15). What follows is the
psalmist’s mention of the “son of man.” Concerning John 15, it is unlikely that the
Evangelist intended to draw an explicit connection between the “son of man” and Jesus
as the true vine. The usage of this title of self-designation elsewhere does not justify its
inclusion into one’s interpretation of chapter 15. Both Brown (1970:670-71) and Streett
(2014:214) agree that such a connection is speculative and therefore unconvincing.
However, Streett (2014:215) is right to point out, “Jesus does not say explicitly that he is
the vine by virtue of his sonship, but this is implicit in that he follows ‘I am the true vine’
with ‘and my father is the vinegrower.’ This Father/Son relationship is the strongest link
to Psalm 80.” Further, while it is possible that the title “son of man” may be a reference
to Israel, it is more likely a reference to the hope of the Davidic King who would come to
rule. Van der Watt (2000:46) notes, “For a person familiar with Ps. 79 (LXX), the
similarity between Jesus as Son and the son mentioned in the Psalm, would be apparent.”
Moreover, Streett (2014:215-16) remarks that the Evangelist may not be contrasting
Jesus’ self-designation as “the true vine” with a failed Israel / vine since the psalmist does
not condemn Israel for failure. Streett, (2014:215-16) following Köstenberger, notes,
“Instead, it may simply mean that ‘Jesus, the Messiah and Son of God, fulfills Israel’s
destiny as the true vine of God (Ps. 80:14-17).’” Thus, the connection between Psalm 80
and John 15 is the fulfillment of messianic destiny. As the true vine, Jesus fulfills the
destiny that the psalmist pleads for in chapter 80 (Streett 2014:16).
Moreover, Witherington (1995:255) notes, “[T]he primary issue [in chapter 15] here is
not where is the true people of God (in Jesus now, in Israel before) but rather how can the
true people of God remain faithful and continue to function properly despite a hostile
environment.” While this statement is correct, it must be pointed out that the how can
only be answered in light of the where. The where has always been in the context of
relational space with God. Israel failed largely due to its deviation from Yahweh and his
commandments. If they had remained faithful, they would have been fruitful. As such,
one’s relationship with God, not identification with or being a member of Israel, was the
means by which one could produce fruit. As will be argued below, the thrust of
chapter 15 centers on the disciples remaining in the vine Jesus (where) as the means to
bear fruit for God (how). Since Jesus is the locus of God’s revelation, the disciples must
remain united to him and be obedient to him in order to bear fruit. Thus, Culpepper
(2007:215) is right to say, “The added emphasis in the words ‘I am the true vine’ implies
a warning to not accept any other substitute [where]. Declaring that Jesus is the true vine
also fits the context of conflict with the synagogue [where] that lies so near the surface in
the Gospel of John.” While Israel was fruitless, Jesus proved fruitful in his earthly
ministry and subsequently on his departure through the disciples/branches who remain in
him. As such, the disciples who are in union with the vine are guaranteed success as they
pray. In short, since Jesus will not fail, the disciples who remain in relational space with
Jesus [where] may be assured that their prayers, which are issued in Jesus’ name [how],
will not fail.
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The Gardener’s Identity: John 15:1b
John chapter 15, verse 1b indicates that Jesus is not alone in the fruit-producing
enterprise, καὶ ὁ πατήρ μου ὁ γεωργός ἐστιν. The vine is said to receive care from the
“gardener” (ESV, NIV), “vine-dresser” (NASB, RSV), or “husbandman” (KJV). In
ancient culture, vineyards demanded specialized care and attention. Keener (2003:994)
observes, “The state of a tree’s fruit was said to attest how well its farmer had cared for it
(Sir 27:6), reinforcing the importance of a gardener’s care for it.” Without a gardener the
vineyard would eventually become unfruitful and die. Therefore, the life of the vine was
inextricably linked to the attention of the gardener. The Evangelist does not indicate the
size of the vineyard he is addressing, but Keener (2003:989) notes that γεωργός could
include a farmer who owns a vineyard or a small holder who works his vineyard and
other ground.459
The Evangelist designates an identity to the gardener (ὁ πατήρ μου) but then identifies
the gardener’s role in verses 2 and 6. Verse 1 presents an analogy of sorts that illustrates
the roles of both Jesus and the Father and how they function together. Van der Watt
(2000:33) remarks, “These phrases [I am the vine, the Father is the gardener, you are the
branches] indicate to the reader that there are indeed two interpretative levels (literal and
figurative), and that on the figurative level vine, gardener or branch can and should for
instance be replaced with Jesus, Father and disciples, respectively.” As such, Van der Watt
(2000:32) says that the relationship between Jesus and the Father is analogous to the
relationship between a vine and the gardener. For example:
I (Jesus)

Father

Vine

Gardener

Thus, while Jesus is clearly presented as the vine, according to 15:2 the Father functions
as the gardener/vine-dresser (ὁ γεωργός) who takes away branches that do not bear fruit
(πᾶν κλῆμα ἐν ἐμοὶ μὴ φέρον καρπὸν αἴρει αὐτό) and prunes those that are fruitful (πᾶν
τὸ καρπὸν φέρον καθαίρει αὐτὸ ἵνα καρπὸν πλείονα φέρῃ). Following the figurativefrom-literal paradigm of verse 1, John introduces a new character category in verse 2
with the phrase πᾶν κλῆμα ἐν ἐμοὶ. Here the preposition ἐν and the pronoun ἐμοὶ serve to
identify the nature of the term κλῆμα. In keeping with the metaphorical language of the
opening verse, this term (not used elsewhere in the NT) is a reference to Jesus’ disciples
(as in chapter 14) who derive their life from the vine. This is implied in verse 2 but
becomes clearer in verse 5, where John expands the discussion beyond the Father and

According to BDAG (2000:ad loc.), the lexicographical possibilities of γεωργός are as follows:
“one who owns a farm,” or “one who does agricultural work on a contractual basis.”
459
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himself to those who are in some genre of relationship460 with him or “in”461 him (ἐγώ
εἰμι ἡ ἄμπελος, ὑμεῖς τὰ κλήματα.).462 Once again, if Jesus is the vine who supplies
nutrients to the branches, then it follows that the branches are Jesus’ disciples who
received his life-giving nourishment. Or to state it another way, the qualities of the vine
(Jesus) are transferred only to true disciples who adhere to Jesus’ teaching and remain in
union with him.
The Gardener’s Work: John 15:2
In light of the analysis above (see chapter 3), the Fourth Gospel indicates that not all
professing disciples were true, fruitful disciples. As indicated by John 15:2, while certain
branches/disciples proved to be fruitful, others proved to be fruitless. In verse 2 Jesus
states the course of action that is taken to remove the unfruitful branch/disciple, but he
also enunciates the care that is provided for the fruitful branch/disciple. In the immediate
context, the gardener’s actions are portrayed by the terms αίρε and καθαιρει. The former
term pertains to the action performed on the fruitless branch, whereas the latter term
pertains to the action performed on the fruitful branch.
According to BDAG (2000:ad loc.), the following lexicographical possibilities of
καθαιρει are as follows: “(1) to cause something to become clean, make clean.
(2) to remove superfluous growth from a plant, clear, prune.”
Hauck (1985b:381) notes that the group katharós, katharízō, kathaírō, katharótēs
denotes “physical, religious, and moral cleanness or purity in such senses as
clean, free from stains or shame, and free from adulteration.”
Outside the context of John 15, καθαιρει appears at least once in the context of
viticulture.463 Inside the context of chapter 15 the term may be naturally translated as

Schnackenburg (1982:98) remarks, “The bond between Jesus and his disciples that is given
prominence by this image . . . is mediated by the divine life that is common to them. . . . This idea is
present, but only in the background because it is expressed in figurative language, ‘every branch that is
found on me’; it is only when it is used in the phrase in v. 4 that is has the deeper meaning of abiding in
Jesus.”
460

The phrase “in me” is used sixteen times in John’s Gospel (6:56; 10:38; 14:10 [bis], 11, 20, 30;
15:2, 4 [bis], 5-7; 16:33; 17:21, 23).
461

Van der Watt remarks (2000:33), “Although the reader is at this stage not aware of who the
κλήματα/branches exactly are, the connection with ἐν ἐμοί/in me implies that κλήματα/branches should
be personified.” In other words, the movement from a figure of speech to human application is made
evident by the “in me” language but also in light of the clause, ὅτι χωρὶς ἐμοῦ οὐ δύνασθε ποιεῖν οὐδέν.
462

As stated in Philo (2017:bk. 2), he states, “[F]or as superfluous shoots do grow on trees, which
are a great injury to the genuine useful branches, and which the cultivators destroy and cut out from a
prudent foreknowledge of what is necessary: so likewise the life of falsehood and arrogance often grows up
463
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“prunes” or “cleanse.”464 The immediate context of chapter 15 does not provide any
viticultural explanation concerning how this action takes place. What is emphasized,
however, is the logical goal of such pruning, namely fruitfulness. Of particular
importance is the relationship between Jesus’ word as a mechanism of the disciples’
initial cleansing/pruning and its function as an antecedent and precondition to bearing
fruit and having one’s prayers answered. Jesus states in 15:3, ἤδη ὑμεῖς καθαροί ἐστε
διὰ τὸν λόγον ὃν λελάληκα ὑμῖν. The term ἤδη is in the emphatic and can be translated
as “you (emphatic) are clean through the word” (Newman and Nida 1980:480). The only
other instance (in the Fourth Gospel) where the term καθαροί is used in reference to the
disciples is 13:10ff., where it is said that the disciples are clean. 465 In this instance, the
saving work of Jesus is in view. The clause καὶ ὑμεῖς καθαροί ἐστε refers to the action of
foot washing that foreshadows Jesus’ death. Beasley-Murray (1999:234) notes, “The
action of Jesus is parabolic of the greater cleansing that he is about to achieve through his
redemptive death, by which his disciples . . . will be granted not only remission of guilt,
but a part with him in the eternal kingdom.” Brown (1970:677) notes concerning the
connection between 13:10 and 15:3, “Jesus’s word may be said to make them clean
already because they have received his word and they are in the context of ‘the hour’
which will make the working of that word possible.” Hence Jesus’ word (15:3) and
actions (13:10ff.) are not incongruent but rather work harmoniously. In the case of 15:3,
it is not that Jesus’ word is actual pruning shears (Carson 1991:515); rather it can be said
that the disciples were clean already through the antecedent work of Jesus’ word, which
encapsulates all that Jesus is and does. 466
Moreover, Brown (1970:676) understands the adjective καθαροί as referring to Jesus’
reassurance that the disciples have no need of being “trimmed clean” by the Father. 467 He
sees being “clean” not in reference to sin but from “all that prevents fruit-bearing.”
Schnackenburg (1982:98) remarks similarly, “In its present context, this sentence [15:3]
can only be understood in the following sense: God, the vine-dresser, does not need to
clean or purify the disciples, because they are clean already and can therefore bear
abundant fruit so long as they abide in Christ.” This connection is justifiable in light of
the phrase καὶ πᾶν τὸ καρπὸν φέρον καθαίρει αὐτὸ ἵνα καρπὸν πλείονα φέρῃ (v. 2).
Bolt (1992:11) notes similarly that “the disciples are already ‘clean’ (καθαροί), which
by the side of the true life devoid of pride, of which, to this day, no cultivator has been found who has been
able to cut away the injurious superfluous growth by the roots.”
464

Louw and Nida (1996:126) define this term as “make clean” and/or “to prune.”

Bultmann (1976:534) remarks concerning the impetus behind such cleansing, “The reason for
his purity lies outside himself; not of course, in ecclesiastical institutions or means of salvation, but in the
revealers word and in that alone.”
465

466
Carson (1991:515-16) states, “Jesus word (logos) is not assigned magical power. What is
meant, rather, is that Jesus’ teaching (as logos is rendered in 14:23), in its entirety, including what he is and
what he does (since he himself is the logos incarnate, 1:1, 14), has already taken hold in life of these
followers (cf. notes on 13:10).”
467

OT references to pruning include: Lev 25:3-4; Song 2:12; Isa 2:4; 5:6; 18:5; Joel 3:10; Mic 4:3.
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implies that they have already been prepared to bear much fruit.” But while Jesus’ word
was the precondition to the disciples’ cleanness, abiding in his word is the precondition to
the disciples’ ongoing fruitfulness, especially as it will relate to having their prayers
answered. As will be demonstrated below, cleanness through Jesus’ word and closeness
with Jesus and his word (or remaining in Jesus) results in fruitfulness for God.
According to BDAG (2000:ad loc.) the lexicographical possibilities of αίρω are as
follows:
1. To raise to a higher place or position, lift up, take up, pick up
2. To lift up and move from one place to another
3. To take away, remove, or seize control without suggestion of lifting up, taking
away, removing
4. To make a withdrawal in a commercial sense, withdraw, take
5. To keep in a state of uncertainty about an outcome, keep someone in suspense
6. To raise a ship’s anchor for departure, weigh anchor, depart
This term is employed twenty-three times in the Fourth Gospel. In eight places it could be
translated “take up” or “lift up” (5:8-12; 8:59; 10:18, 24). In thirteen places the term is
best translated as “take away” or “remove” (11:39, 41, 48; 16:22; 17:15; 19:15, 31, 38
[bis]; 20:1-2, 13, 15). In 1:29 John speaks of ὁ ἀμνὸς τοῦ θεοῦ ὁ αἴρων τὴν ἁμαρτίαν
τοῦ κόσμου. In this case, it is not the removal of an object but the coming of judgment
and the purgation of Israel from sin. Carson (1991:150) notes, “What John the Baptist
meant by ‘who takes away the sin of the world’ may have had more to do with judgment
and destruction than with expiatory sacrifice. Certainly the verb airo normally means
‘remove,’ ‘take away,’ not ‘bear away in atoning death’ or the like.” In 5:8 Jesus
commands the invalid, ἔγειρε ἆρον τὸν κράβαττόν σου καὶ περιπάτει. In this case, the
emphasis centers on the taking up of a physical object. The same is true in 8:59 where it
is said that the Jews ἦραν οὖν λίθους ἵνα βάλωσιν ἐπʼ αὐτόν. In this case, the hostile
crowd took up physical objects from the ground in order to kill Jesus. In 10:18 Jesus says
concerning his life, οὐδεὶς αἴρει αὐτὴν ἀπʼ ἐμοῦ. In this case, the taking of Jesus’
physical life is in view. The noncorporeal use of this term is employed in 16:22 where
Jesus says to his disciples, καὶ τὴν χαρὰν ὑμῶν οὐδεὶς αἴρει ἀφʼ ὑμῶν. Physical removal
is implied in 19:15 where it is said that the Jews cried out concerning Jesus, ἆρον,
σταύρωσον αὐτόν. Here the emphasis rests on removing Jesus from his current physical
location to undergo death by crucifixion. As always, context must decide the precise
meaning of this term.
The NKJV/NASB and KJV render αἴρει as “takes away” or “taketh away,” respectively.
The ESV translates the term as “removes.” The NIV renders it as “cuts off.” Whichever
translation one chooses, the employment of this term in chapter 15 is clearly figurative.
As the gardener of the vine, the Father removes branches/disciples that fail to bear fruit.
However, some scholars have suggested that in contrast to being removed, the fruitless
branches are “lifted up” so that they can receive exposure to the sun and produce
abundant fruit. Laney (1989:59) summarizes the rationale behind this interpretation, “It is
reported that during their nonproductive season, the stalks of the grapevine are down on
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the ground. But when the time comes for the stalks to bear fruit, the vinedressers begin to
lift them off the ground. Rocks are used to support the stalks until they are in a position
for fruit-bearing. This ‘lifting’ process reportedly exposes the grapes to the sun.”
Derickson sees the viticultural use of καθαιρεί as describing the removal of sprouts from
fruiting branches. He quotes from the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, dated around AD 280, which
contains a contract for labor in a vineyard. The contract states concerning the procedure
for vineyard management, “We being responsible for the remaining operations after those
mentioned above, consisting of breaking up the ground, picking off shoots, keeping the
vines well tended, disposition of them, removal of shoots, needful thinnings of foliage.”
Derickson (1996:51-52) notes accordingly:
When Jesus gave the analogy of the vine and the branches, He based it on the
cultural practice of His day, which was to clean up only the fruit-bearing branches
and tidy up the rows during the early spring growth following blooming. Severe
pruning and removal of branches did not occur until the grapes were harvested
and dormancy was being induced.
Therefore, in his view, καθαιρεί should inform the meaning of αἴρει. The removal of
branches goes hand in hand with the action of cleaning/pruning. The removal of
nonfruitful branches took place in anticipation of later growth and the pruning of fruitful
branches took place for more immediate, unhindered growth of existing fruitful branches.
Derickson (1996:49) comments further:
[C]ertain non-fruiting branches were tied to the trellises along with the fruiting
branches while the side shoots of the fruiting branches were being “cleaned up.”
The non-fruiting branches were allowed to grow with full vigor and without the
removal of any side growth or leaves, since the more extensive their growth the
greater the diameter of their stem where it connected to the vine, giving greater
ability to produce more fruit the following season. Removing the non-fruiting
branches from the ground and placing them on the trellis would allow the rows of
plants to benefit from unhindered aeration, considered an essential element to
proper fruit development.
While a presentation of the Father as a loving gardener who removes unfruitful branches
with the anticipation of future growth and fruitfulness is certainly congruent with the
nature of the Father in Johannine literature, the language of verse 2 (and v. 6) points to
the permanent removal of branches that possessed no life within.
The question raised by this phrase is whether John is referring to once included but now
excluded Jews or Christian disciples (branches) who have abandoned the faith. Or is the
author referring to true disciples who were in danger of turning to another source of life?
Segovia (1982:120) views the branches as representing the twelve disciples (minus Judas,
who has left, 13:30). He notes:
[T]he branches are those who saw Jesus’ glory from the beginning (2:11); who,
unlike all other followers in Galilee, confessed him as having the words of life
(6:66-71); who will continue to do Jesus’ works, and even greater works, after his
departure (14:12); who are differentiated quite sharply from “the world” and “the
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Jews” (13:33; 14:17, 19, 22, 27); who will be loved and abided in by both the
Father and Jesus (14:21, 23); who are not only promised (14:16-17a, 26), but are
given the Spirit (20:19-23). Thus, the “branches” are those who have fully
accepted Jesus’ claim.
In his view, the issue is one within the Christian community, not within the synagogue. 468
Dillow (1990:45) views the branches as disciples who have experienced full conversion
but are being threatened with a non-salvific warning that involves banishment from
fellowship and loss of reward. 469 Westcott ([1908] 1954:198) sees the unfruitful branches
as true branches (true Christians), but he remarks agnostically, “How a man can be ‘in
Christ’ and yet afterward separate himself from him, is a mystery neither greater nor less
than that involved in the fall of a creature created innocent.”
Brown (1970:675) sees John as speaking of Christians “who have already been converted
but are now dead.” In his view, such disciples were truly regenerated but had forfeited
their status as being truly and salvifically “in” Jesus. But he (1970:675) criticizes the
view that sees the absence of good works as being the grounds for removal of the
branches. He notes, “For John love and keeping the commandments are so much of a part
of the life that comes from faith that one who does not behave in a virtuous manner does
not have life at all. Life is committed life.” He continues, “Therefore, a branch that does
not bear fruit is not simply a living, unproductive branch, but a dead branch.” Carson
(1991:515) states in positive terms what he believes verse 2a conversely implies, namely,
“Fruitfulness is an infallible mark of true Christianity; the alternative is dead wood, and
the exigencies of the true vine metaphor make it necessary that such wood be connected
to the vine.” Burge (2009:385) remarks, “To be connected to the vine means that the life
of Jesus is flowing through us, and this leads to fruitfulness. Fruitfulness will be the
inevitable outcome of an interior spiritual life with Jesus (cf. Gal. 5:22- 23).” The natural
inverse of this condition is fruitlessness and deadness. Thus, scholarly opinion ranges
from viewing the unfruitful branch of verse 2a as: (1) true believers who forfeited their
salvation, (2) professing believers who were never truly in Jesus, or (3) true believers
who, because of some unidentified reason, have failed to bear fruit but retain their
salvation.
The second view is the most likely meaning that John had in view. As indicated above,
the Fourth Gospel speaks of disciples/branches who were in fellowship with Jesus and
received wisdom from him but did not possess a salvific relationship with him. Such
disciples walked with Jesus and kept company with Jesus but proved they were not truly
Segovia (1982:120) notes, “There is no hint whatsoever in this discourse of an ongoing debate
or controversy with the synagogue. There is no contrast, direct or indirect, made with the Jews. Thus, the
traumatic experience of separation from the synagogue which is so pervasive in the rest of the Gospel is
absent from this discourse. The problem described is a problem within the Christian community itself.”
468

Dillow’s (1990:52-53) appeal to the Pauline concept of the judgment of believers (1 Cor 3:15)
is not convincing. Here he is guilty of commending the same approach he disapproves of earlier in his
analysis (i.e., importing Pauline concepts into the Johannine corpus).
469
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“in” him. For example, in chapter 6 the conditional phrases “come to me” (v. 44), “feeds
on my” (vv. 54, 58), “drinks” (v. 54), and “remains in me” (v. 56) are employed to
convey the necessity of perdurable faith in Christ. And true faith results in salvific
fellowship that stands in contrast to a mere, empty profession of faith that leads to
temporary fellowship and eventual severing from the vine. 470
Of particular relevance are the hard sayings of Jesus from the Bread of Life Discourse
(6:22-59), which reveal that the so-called disciples were not truly in Jesus. This is made
evident by their uneasiness in 6:60 (Πολλοὶ οὖν ἀκούσαντες ἐκ τῶν μαθητῶν αὐτοῦ
εἶπαν· σκληρός ἐστιν ὁ λόγος οὗτος· τίς δύναται αὐτοῦ ἀκούειν) and their subsequent
departure from Jesus in 6:66 (Ἐκ τούτου πολλοὶ [ἐκ] τῶν μαθητῶν αὐτοῦ ἀπῆλθον εἰς τὰ
ὀπίσω καὶ οὐκέτι μετʼ αὐτοῦ περιεπάτουν.). Although the “in me” language is not used
of the disciples in verses 60-71, the concept of being in fellowship with Jesus is implied.
In this case, certain professing disciples were in fellowship with Jesus, but they were
certainly not truly “in” an authentic relationship with him. Moreover, Judas was chosen
as one of the original twelve disciples (Luke 6:16) who were in geographical and
relational proximity to Jesus. But John informs the reader (13:30) that Judas did not truly
remain “in” Jesus (λαβὼν οὖν τὸ ψωμίον ἐκεῖνος ἐξῆλθεν εὐθύς. ἦν δὲ νύξ.). Carson
(1991:515) remarks, “If we must think of ‘branches’ with real contact with Jesus, we
need go no further than Judas Iscariot.” But the scope of those who claimed to be in Jesus
but were really not extends well beyond the Fourth Gospel. Carson (1991:515) continues,
“Indeed, there is a persistent strand of New Testament witnesses that depicts men and
women with some degree of connection with Jesus . . . who nevertheless by failing to
display the grace of perseverance finally testify that the transforming life of Christ never
pulsated within them (e.g. Mat. 13:18-23; 24:12; Jn. 8:31ff.; Heb. 3:14-19; 1 Jn. 2:19;
2 Jn. 9).”471
Moreover, Carson (1991:515) is right to cast suspicion on the idea that Jesus had in mind
Jews who never placed their faith in Jesus to begin with or believers who apostatized
(since John presents true believers as those who persevere (see 6:37-40; 10:28). Morris
Van der Watt (2005a:122) notes, “Salvific faith is a self-sacrificing, intellectual, and existential
acceptance of the message and person of Jesus to the extent that it completely transforms a person’s
thoughts and deeds in accordance to this message and leads to an obedient life of doing what a child of God
should do.”
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Witherington (1995:258) says, “Apostate or unfruitful branches are envisioned who are cut off
the tree because they do not bear fruit. Nothing is said here to suggest that these branches were not truly
part of the vine originally or that they were not a growth from the authentic vine. Rather, the point is that
they did not do what branches were expected to do—bear fruit. Verse 6 is quite clear. This being cut off is
not seen as happening to those who have been a part of the authentic vine but to those who ‘do not remain
in me.’” While this is correct in one sense, it ignores the fact that one may seem to fit the profile of a
disciple-branch for a season and therefore seem to be “in” a relationship with Jesus but for superficial or
curious reasons. By claiming to be a disciple of Jesus one may outwardly be viewed as a genuine branch,
but only those who truly believe are united with him and remain in him, circumstances notwithstanding.
Therefore, the one who is cut off may be identified as the one who was not truly in the vine to begin with,
or the one who did not truly exercise salvific faith.
471
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(1971:669) similarly says, “We should not regard this [the taking away of branches] as
proof that true believers may fall away. It is a part of the viticultural picture, and the point
could not be made without it.” Thus, the most likely meaning John intends to convey is
not that true believers become apostate, but that it is impossible to truly be “in Jesus,” but
void of fruit. One may claim to be a part of the vine, but only those who eventually bear
fruit are truly “in him.” Hence, the direct statement of verse 2a (concerning removal)
would naturally strike great fear/concern in the heart of a true disciple who was in salvific
fellowship with Jesus and committed to his lordship.
Therefore, the focus of 2a centers on warning any professing disciple/believer of Jesus
who fails to bear fruit for him. In their present condition, the unfruitful branches represent
professing disciples who were void of divine life and salvation. The branches that do not
bear fruit are taken away, not in anticipation for future growth but for permanent
removal.472 More positively, the fruitful branches are pruned for even greater fruitfulness.
The relationship between the vineyard characters and their corresponding actions is best
illustrated by Van der Watt (2000:34) who summarizes:
The vine’s relation to the branches is analogous to Jesus’ relation to his people
and the gardener’s pruning of the branches to the action of the Father towards
those in Jesus. The branches which are in Jesus can be pruned. Analogy is
especially important in a case where an extended image—like that of the vine—is
found. The relationship between the different aspects of the image (vine—
branches—gardener etc.) is analogous to that of the literal aspects (Jesus—those
who belong to him—God etc.).
The analogy can be illustrated as follows (Van der Watt [2000:34]):
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Finally, some have raised the question concerning whether the removal of unfruitful
branches in verse 2a has any connection with the branches in verse 6 that are gathered,
thrown into the fire, and burned. Derickson (1996:50-51) suggests that these verses must
472

See Neyrey (2007b:254).
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be interpreted separately since the actions of pruning and removing occur at different
times of the year (spring/fall). In his view, the emphasis of verse 2 rests on usefulness,
not divine judgment. While it is possible that John addressed two separate actions that
take place at different times of the year, the immediate context leaves the reader with no
definitive conclusion. Further, there is no syntactical evidence that would force a seasonal
dichotomy between these verses; thus, Derickson’s assertion must be defended on other
grounds. The similarity of consequence (“removal” and “thrown away”) links verses 2
and 6 together in a harmonious manner. 473 Carson (1991:518) sees verse 2 as preparing
the way for verse 6. In verse 2a the branch is said to be unfruitful. In verse 6a the branch
that is thrown away and burned is the one that is withered, and a withered branch is an
unfruitful branch. Thus, the concept of uselessness and deadness is implied in both
verses. In short, such branches are good for nothing. Thus, read together, verses 2 and 6
provide justification for verses 4, 5, and 7 where the condition for bearing fruit is
established.
Therefore, only those who remain in Jesus (the vine) will bear fruit. Those who fail to
remain will be fruitless and will be permanently removed. The term ἐβλήθη (throw
out/cast away) is used in the passive singular, which as Van der Watt (2000:41) says
“may refer to God who is responsible for the action.”474 Brodie (1993:479) says,
“Evidently the same vibrant vinedresser is still at work, yet that vinedresser is hidden
behind the words which are passive (‘is thrown out’) or impersonal (‘they’), and behind
the changes of tense. The seeming implication is of a phase in which God’s working is
obscured.” One cannot know for sure concerning what is meant practically by this
warning. Is this a reference to ecclesiastic separation or divine punishment? 475 It seems
logical that one might necessarily follow the other since the one excluded from
fellowship is one who has no attachment to the vine, Jesus. However, Schnackenburg
(1982:101) sees the judgment not as hell fire (as in Matt 13:40-42) but as referring to
both a lapse of faith and a particular genre of sin (i.e., a sin unto death, 1 John 5:16) that
leads to separation from the believing community. Bultmann (1976:538) denies that John
intended to convey judgment by either hell fire or excommunication. Maloney (1998:62)
opines, “The destruction by fire comes usual practice with dry wood, and does not refer
to an eschatological fire.” Van der Watt (2000:41) offers the most accurate interpretation
by writing, “Those who are not in Jesus will be thrown out like branches, which will dry
out, be gathered and burnt. It seems as if the author wants to create a specific atmosphere of
destruction by giving such a climactic description of what happens to the branches. . . . The
focus is on the ultimate destruction as a result of alienation from Christ.”
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Van der Watt (2000:41).
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See also 6:37; 12:31; 17:12.
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Von Wahlde (2010b:680) points to the context of 1 John where the secessionists do not remain
“attached” to Jesus.
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The Prerequisites to Answered Prayer: John 15:7
At this textual juncture, the topic of prayer returns to the Farewell Discourse. Yet once
again, the Evangelist notes the condition that must be fulfilled in order to make prayer
effectual. Specifically, in John 14:1 and 12 the necessity of belief in Jesus is highlighted.
But in 15:3-7 the Evangelist highlights the necessity of remaining in Jesus and Jesus’
words remaining in the disciple. He states in 15:7:
ἐὰν μείνητε ἐν ἐμοὶ
καὶ τὰ ῥήματά μου ἐν ὑμῖν μείνῃ,
ὃ ἐὰν θέλητε
αἰτήσασθε,
καὶ γενήσεται ὑμῖν.
As the discourse expands, a subtle shift occurs in this verse where the discourse
transitions from the third person (v. 6) to the second person plural where the disciples are
addressed directly. Another textual shift also occurs in verse 7 as the bulk of vineyard
imagery fades into the background; however, such imagery does not completely
disappear but selectively reappears as the discourse recapitulates and expands the theme
of the consequence of remaining in Jesus (καρπὸν, vv. 8, 16). Jesus has already stated,
ὁ μένων ἐν ἐμοὶ κἀγὼ ἐν αὐτῷ οὗτος φέρει καρπὸν πολύν, ὅτι χωρὶς ἐμοῦ οὐ δύνασθε
ποιεῖν οὐδέν (15:5). In 15:7 he states the same positive reality by reiterating the necessity
of remaining in him. Here μείνητε is used as a second person plural, aorist, active,
subjunctive verb. In verse 7a the term is used with ἐὰν to form a subordinate conditional
clause. The disciples are to remain in Jesus, but Jesus’ words must also remain in the
disciples.
The lexicographical possibilities of μένω are as follows:
Louw and Nida (1996:ad loc.): “to remain in the same place over a period of
time—to remain, to stay.”
Hauck (1985c:581): “to stay in a place, figuratively, to remain in a sphere, to
stand against opposition, to hold out, to stand fast, to stay still, and to remain, to
endure, to stay in force.”
BDAG (2000:ad loc.): “a person or thing remains where he, she, or it is . . . a
person or thing continues in the same state. Particularly, someone who does not
leave a certain realm or sphere . . . to continue to exist, remain, last, persist,
continue to live. Wait for.”
Each of the definitions above captures the potential essence of the term in a general
sense. However, context must decide the most appropriate meaning of the term. The verb
μένω occurs forty times in the Fourth Gospel. It is used in reference to remaining in a
physical place such as in 1:38, 39; 4:40; 7:9; 10:40; and 11:6, 54. It is also used in reference
to the perdurability of God’s wrath (3:36) and sin (9:41) on/in an individual. However,
John’s usage of μένω (in relationship to Jesus) is not employed in the context of a
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physical place476 in general but in the context of a relational space in particular. The
Spirit (1:32-33) and the Father (14:10) are both said to dwell/remain in Jesus, and the
Spirit (14:17) and Jesus (15:4) are said to abide/remain in believers.477
Keener (2003:1000) notes that μένῃ signifies not only “dwell” (as in 14:10, 17) but also
“remain” and/or stay. 478 For example, μένει is used in 6:56 in the context of a life-giving
relationship with Jesus that assumes belief in his claims and a close, ongoing fellowship
with him (ὁ τρώγων μου τὴν σάρκα καὶ πίνων μου τὸ αἷμα ἐν ἐμοὶ μένει κἀγὼ ἐν αὐτῷ).
Bultmann (1976:536) sees such abiding as “holding on loyally to the decision once taken,
and one can hold on to it only by continually going through it again.” Accordingly, the
present tense of 6:56 (ὁ τρώγων, πίνων and so forth) precludes a one-time feeding but
rather demonstrates the necessity of remaining in place to feed continually. In 8:31,
authentic discipleship is established on the basis of, ἐὰν ὑμεῖς μείνητε ἐν τῷ λόγῳ τῷ
ἐμῷ.
In the case of 15:4, the opening clause, μείνατε ἐν ἐμοί, κἀγὼ ἐν ὑμῖν, may be
understood in three ways (as outlined by Carson 1991:516). (1) Conditional: “If you
remain in me, I will remain in you.” This particular reading credits the believer as the
“cause” of Jesus remaining in the believer. (2) Comparison: “Remain in me, as I remain
in you.” Newman and Nida (1980:481) rightly note, “If the clause is interpreted as a
comparison, then the first clause is most appropriately understood as an imperative, for
example, ‘continue to be a part of me even as I am a part of you’ or ‘continue to be joined
to me even as I will remain joined to you.’” (3) Mutual imperative: “Let us both remain
in each other”; “Let there be mutual indwelling.” The most appropriate reading that fits
best with the overall context of 15:1-7, where absolute dependence on Jesus is key in the
fruit-bearing enterprise, is the first reading with some modification. Thus, the imperative
places responsibility on those who claim to be “in him” (v. 2) to remain “in him.” And
such remaining occurs through the dynamic activity of faith in Jesus and belief in his
word.479 In turn, Jesus promises to “remain in” the believer. Thus, Wengst (2001:153) is
right in saying:
Köstenberger (2002:161) notes, “Initially, ‘remaining with Jesus’ simply meant for Jesus’ first
followers to spend the night in Jesus’ apartment (1:38-39). But already in 6:56, Jesus uses this term with a
strongly spiritual connotation. . . . Thus, ‘remaining in Jesus entails appropriating his sacrifice at the cross
and living in existential identification with him.”
476

Keener (2003:999) remarks, “Others in the Gospel had already experienced a foretaste of this
life by staying or being with him [Jesus] during his ministry (1:38-39; 4:40; 7:33; 11:54; 13:33; 14:17, 25;
16:4). Now through the Spirit the disciples would dwell with him and he with them in a more intimate
manner (6:56; 14:17; 15:4-10); in contrast to the religious-political elite (5:38), they themselves would
become his dwelling places (14:23); this is the intimacy Jesus shared with the Father (14:10).”
477
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See Coloe (2001:159-60).

Waetjen (2005:350) remarks concerning 15:7, “The persistence of ‘remaining in his words’ and
therefore being obedient to his commandments, can precede as well as follow the entry into a relationship
of mutual indwelling. Here all three, the acts of ‘believing into him’ and ‘remaining in his word,’ and the
‘awesome intimacy of remaining or abiding in him, merge to constitute perfect discipleship.” Bultmann
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Bezogen auf die Situation der das Evangelium lesenden und hörenden Gemeinde
ist diese Aufforderung denkbar elementar und konkret: Es geht schlicht darum, sie
nicht zu verlassen, trotz Bedrängnis in der Gemeinschaft der Gemeinde
auszuharren und so „Verläßlichkeit und Treue“ zu bewahren und zu bewähren.
Diesem Bleiben verspricht Jesus sein Bleiben; „Verläßlichkeit und Treue“ sind
seinerseits gegeben: „Und ich (bleibe) bei euch.“ Worin sich dieses gegenseitige
Bleiben konkret vollzieht, wird V.7 erkennen lassen.
As will be discussed further below, it is squarely within this relational context where
divine life is received, relational intimacy is experienced, and effectual prayer to the
Father is offered.
A relevant question raised in chapter 2 of the present work is as follows: “The Essenes
were assured that God heard their prayers because they were offered within the new
human temple of the believing community. On what grounds are prayers heard within the
context of the Fourth Gospel?” As seen in John 14, faith in Jesus brings one into
relational space with Jesus (the new temple) and grants one the privilege of offering
prayer in Jesus’ name. In the context of John 15, the Evangelist sets forth the key to
effectual prayer, but does so in different terminology, namely, that one “remain” in
relational space with Jesus. The Fourth Gospel portrays divine initiative as the antecedent
of eternal life and fellowship with Jesus (e.g., 3:3; 4:6-14, 6:44). However, such life and
fellowship, while initiated by God, are experienced on an ongoing basis on the condition
of remaining in Jesus and his words remaining in the believer (v. 7). Aune (2001:174)
explains further:
Just as abiding in Jesus is synonymous with abiding in Jesus’ word (cf. 8:31), so
here Jesus’ words abiding in the disciples is synonymous with Jesus abiding in
them (cf. 15:5). Abiding . . . involves conformity to Jesus’ revelation and is
functionally equivalent to the notion of ‘in Jesus’ name’—with the enhancement
of God’s reputation and cause being, once again, what is at stake in the prayer of a
believer and God’s answer.480
Remaining in Jesus (the vine) is equivalent to remaining in relationship 481 with him and
being granted access to the space of prayer. As such, since the believer has constant
access to Jesus, he therefore has constant access to the Father through prayer in Jesus’
name. Thus, the concept of abiding in chapter 15 is congruent with the theme of asking in
(1976:535) notes, “The circumstance of the farewell form the background to this discourse; and in this
setting the demand for loyalty makes itself heard. . . . [I]t is not here a question of loyalty to a cause. . . . [I]t
is not a question of a relationship between persons. . . . Rather it is the relationship of faith; but faith is the
unconditional decision to base oneself on the act of God, at the cost of giving up one’s own ability.”
Crump (2006:162) also says, “In John 15 ‘abiding’ becomes the functional equivalent of ‘in
Jesus’s name,’ requiring conformity to the revelation of Jesus in every respect.”
480

Neyrey (2007b:254) writes, “‘Abide’ refers not to geographical space but to social relationships
and group adhesion.”
481
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Jesus’ name (14:13-14), since both assume union with Jesus. Therefore, whether one is
said to remain in Jesus (and his words remain in the disciple) or to pray in Jesus’ name,
one may expect to have his prayers answered since he granted the “power of attorney”
(Aune 2001:176). Neyrey (2007b:254) says further, “Even if the future of the disciples
includes being expelled from places (16:1-2), their benefaction lies in being securely in
another ‘place,’ namely the vine.482 And the vine is a secure and reliable broker of the
ministrations of the vine dresser.” Thus, expulsion from the synagogue and or the
destruction of the temple would have no practical impact on the Johannine believer who
prays while united to the vine. By virtue of his faith in Jesus, he is no longer “in” the
temple or synagogue but rather in Christ, the vine. It is this relational context (14:1-3, 1214; 15:1-5) where the practical outcome of remaining in Jesus and prayer are elucidated.
Moreover, Neyrey (2007a:183) outlines a didactic model of communication employed by
the Evangelist that is designed to encourage the outcome of loyalty:
(1) a sender (God) (2 sends a message (teaching, exhortation), (3) via some
channel (Jesus . . . Spirit . . . teacher), (4) to receivers (Johannine group), (5) to
have some effect on them (to confirm and to urge loyalty).
In chapter 15, Jesus communicates the message of the necessity of remaining in Jesus to
the disciples (later the Johannine group) for the effect of provoking loyalty to Jesus in the
midst of their sorrow (14:1) and impending persecution (15:18-16:4). As seen in
chapter 15, the call to abide/remain in Jesus appears numerous times in verses 4-7. Each
exhortation builds on the other to reinforce and expound the vine/branch imagery stated
in 15:1-2. Although chapter 15 describes this relational space in agrarian (15:1-2) rather
than household terminology (14:2-3, 23), the implication is the same. As such, the call to
remain is not a static end but rather a dynamic means to the end of a relationship with the
Son characterized by communication via prayer. In the context of 15:7, abiding in Jesus
and his words gives rise to the promise that the disciples may ask for whatever they wish
and it will be done for them. But like 14:13-14, one must keep the condition in mind. If
the same word that cleansed the disciples (compare 13:10 with 15:3) remains in them,
they may ask (imperative, αἰτήσασθε) whatever they wish and it will be done (γενήσεται
ὑμῖν). Schenke (1998:301) remarks concerning 15:7, “Jesus wiederholt hier die Zusage
von 14,13f. Freilich kann er die dortige Bedingung ‘in meinem Namen’ jetzt durch ‘was
ihr wollt’ ersetzen; weil er durch sein Wort und den Geist in den Jüngern ist, sind ihre
Bitten zugleich seine Bitten, und ihr Wirken ist sein Wirken (vgl. 14,12).” Thus,
whenever a disciple remains in Jesus and Jesus’ words remain in the disciple, then he
may ask for whatever he wishes.483 Or in other terms, loyalty begets loyalty. As the
disciples are loyal to Jesus, God will be loyal to them, for God will answer their prayers.

Meeks (1996:323) remarks, “To abide in Jesus’ logos entails abiding in the community, and ‘to
abide’ carries the strong connotation of resistance to the dark and hostile world.”
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Neyrey (2007a:183) says, “Remaining brings sweet advantage, just as not remaining leads to

bitterness.”
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Accordingly, the following question was raised in chapter 2 of the present work: “The
Shema emphasizes the necessity of remembering the words of God. Is this requirement
emphasized in the Fourth Gospel? If so, how does it relate to prayer?” The demand for
loyalty/obedience to Yahweh’s words/commandments is present throughout the OT. In
particular, the concept of God’s words remaining in the believer is seen in the Shema
(Deut 6:4-9; 11:13-21; Num 15:37-41). As noted in the first passage, the worshipper was
to talk of the commandments of God when he sat in his house, and when he walked by
the way, and when he lay down, and when he rose up. He was to bind the commandments
as a sign on his hand, and they were to be as frontlets between his eyes. He was to write
them on the doorposts of his house and on his gates (6:7-9). According to the Talmud,
worshippers were to wear the tefillin, which contain Torah passages that were written
down on parchment slips and inserted in boxes made of hard leather. Steinsaltz
(2000:350) says, “The name Tefillin—form the word Tefillah, prayer—apparently
derived from this custom of wearing them during prayer services. In the Torah, they are
known by the unique term Totafot, as well as by the more general words for ‘sign’ and
‘reminder.’” Hence, this external sign would serve to remind the people of God about the
necessity of walking in obedience and not forgetting God and his words/commandments.
Accordingly, in Numbers 15:37-39 the author commands the people of Israel to make
tassels on the corners of their garments and to put a cord of blue on the tassel of each
corner. The tassels were to remind the people of the commandments of the LORD and the
necessity of obedience to them. Hammer (1994:128) explains, “The fringes contained a
thread of deep blue . . . a symbol of divine royalty, comparable to the purpose of Roman
nobility. Seeing them reminds us of how we are supposed to live in the sight of God.
Therefore, the apparel reminds the people of God of what they have heard and how they
are to respond in lifestyle and practice. As they are obedient to God’s commandments,
they will experience blessing in the land (Deut 11:13-15).
It is debatable whether or not the Evangelist’s audience would have made the connection
between the requirements of the Shema and remaining in Jesus’ words, but the concepts
of binding God’s word on the worshipper and Jesus’ words remaining in the believer are
conceptually congruent in nature and highlight the necessity of loyalty/obedience to God.
In one sense, the Johannine disciple must “bind” Jesus’ words to his heart and life in such
a manner as to influence and determine the nature of his thinking, speaking, acting, and
praying. As noted in the previous chapter of the present work, the Spirit-Paraclete will
“bring to remembrance all that Jesus said” to the disciples (14:26). The corollary is that
prayer is answered, fruit is brought forth, and God is glorified (15:7-8).
Furthermore, both Hebrew and Johannine prayer stand in contrast to Greek prayer that
was more practical than personal, more focused on ritual than remaining in an intimate
relationship with the gods, and more centered on the words of the worshipper than the
word(s) of the gods. As noted in chapter 2 of this analysis, Greco-Roman prayer was
offered in the confines of ritual, which had to be performed in a very accurate manner.
Prayer was often issued in fixed forms in order to ensure the precision of prayer. Yet this
writer could locate no evidence that prayer was answered on the basis of the worshipper
remaining in relationship with the gods. Rather, the efficacy of prayer was largely
determined by the usage of correct words and by the recitation of the correct name(s) of
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the gods. In certain cases sacrifice was offered to appease the gods. If these conditions
were met, then the petition was often granted. Thus, it seems that the Johannine concept
of “remaining” is foreign to Greek religion. Instead of remaining in an intimate
relationship with the gods, the Greeks simply depended on the gods in times of need.
Moreover, in Greek and Roman paradigms of prayer, the gods must come near to be
present and to impart revelation. In the Hebrew and Christian paradigm, God is
omnipresent and thus near to the worshipper irrespective of invocation. However, the
ubiquitous nature of the Johannine God does not preclude the practice of prayer but rather
provides justification for it. As such, Johannine prayer does not require that God come
near but rather that believers remain in relationship with the one(s) (Jesus/Paraclete) who
has come near. As the disciple remains, he does not petition God for revelation per se, but
he petitions God on the basis of the revelation already imparted to him through the
Logos.
Excursus on the “Word”
In contrast to λόγος, which conveys the sense of “collection,” ῥήματά refers to
the individual sayings of Jesus. Or in the words of Bruce (1983:309), “The logos
is his teaching in its entirety; the rhemata are individual utterances which make it
up.” For example, John the Baptist remarks concerning Jesus in 3:34, ὃν γὰρ
ἀπέστειλεν ὁ θεὸς τὰ ῥήματα τοῦ θεοῦ λαλεῖ. The term also appears on the lips
of Jesus in 6:63 where he states, τὰ ῥήματα ἃ ἐγὼ λελάληκα ὑμῖν πνεῦμά ἐστιν
καὶ ζωή ἐστιν. Jesus states in 8:47, ὁ ὢν ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ τὰ ῥήματα τοῦ θεοῦ ἀκούει.
In 14:10 Jesus remarks, οὐ πιστεύεις ὅτι ἐγὼ ἐν τῷ πατρὶ καὶ ὁ πατὴρ ἐν ἐμοί
ἐστιν; τὰ ῥήματα ἃ ἐγὼ λέγω ὑμῖν ἀπʼ ἐμαυτοῦ οὐ λαλῶ, ὁ δὲ πατὴρ ἐν ἐμοὶ
μένων ποιεῖ τὰ ἔργα αὐτοῦ. This distinction is seen in chapter 15. For example,
Carson (1991:517) sees the clause ὰν μείνητε ἐν ἐμοὶ “as being teased out in 9ff.
and is there equivalent to doing all that Jesus commands; 484 If . . . my words
remain in you is another way of getting at the same truth.” 485 Therefore, the

Brodie (1993:476) sees the concept of the “abode” as being established in chapter 14 but
developed in chapters 15-17. He remarks, “Associated with the abiding union is the following of the ‘the
word’: the repetitive pattern of 14:12-24 (‘my commandments . . . my commandments . . . my word . . . my
words . . . the word,’ 14:15, 21, 23-24) prepare for what follows (‘the word . . . my words . . . my
commandments . . . my Father’s commandments . . . I command you . . . I command you,’ 15:3, 7, 10, 14,
17). In chap. 14, which views increasing union from the human point of view, the sense of movement is
from the human to the divine—from keeping the commandments toward the (divine) center, ‘the word.’
But in chap. 15, written from the divine point of view, the movement is outwards—from the ‘word’ to the
(human) keeping of the commandments.”
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Carson (1991:498) asks in his commentary on 14:15, “What are his [Jesus’] ‘commands’? The
parallels that tie together ‘what I command’ (v. 15, lit. ‘my commands’), ‘commands’ (v. 21), and ‘my
teaching’ (lit. ‘my word’ in v. 23, and ‘my words’ in v. 24) suggests to some that more is at stake than
Jesus’ ethical commands. What the one who loves will observe is not simply an array of discrete ethical
injunctions, but the entire revelation from the Father, revelation holistically conceived (cf. 3:31-32; 12:4749; 17:6). Nevertheless the plural forms (‘commands’, entolai) likely focus on the individual components
485
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words of Jesus (15:7, τὰ ῥήματά μου) 486 are equivalent to the word (singular) of
Jesus (15:3, ὑμεῖς καθαροί ἐστε διὰ τὸν λόγον).487
Moreover, as the divine Logos, Jesus was the sum total of God’s revelation. 488 As
the God-man, Jesus existed as the complete expression of the nature, will, and
word of God. Therefore, Jesus’ word and work are equivalent in nature, yet his
individual words and commandments were communicated gradually and
selectively throughout his earthly ministry. As such, the rhemata of Jesus is part
and parcel of the Logos. Thus, the disciples were to pray both broadly, that is,
according to the total revelation they had received in the Logos, but also
narrowly, that is, according to the rhemata they received gradually over the
course of time. Such options of prayer would likely prove beneficial in the face
of the wide variety of concerns of life that needed to be addressed in prayer. Of
course, it is impossible to prove that the Evangelist sought to draw such a
distinction in the disciples’ prayer life. However, at the semantic level, the
command to abide in Jesus’ rhemata establishes an existential basis for a specific
genre of praying that centers on such individual, specified utterances.

Returning to 15:7, when the condition of loyalty to remain/dwell in is met, the corollary
of answered prayer is guaranteed since Jesus is present when his words are present (and
vice versa).489 Van der Watt (2000:77) explains further, “Words in the Gospel are not
something which is spoken and then disappear. They have a permanent quality in the
sense that the message being communicated by the words remains. If the effect of what
was said remains, it is said that the words remain in a person (see 15:7).” 490 As noted, the
one who loves Jesus and keeps his commandments is granted the privilege of the helping
presence of the Spirit (14:15-17), who works in Jesus’ absence to ensure that the effect of
his words remain (and do not disappear) both in times of peace and in times of
persecution (14:26; 15:20). Notwithstanding, the lasting effects of his words are
educational and revelational in nature, that is, Jesus’ words do not merely inform, they
of Jesus’ requirements, while the singular ‘teaching’ (logos; cf. notes on 14:23; 17:6) focus on the Christrevelation as a comprehensive whole.”
Hendriksen (1953:302) notes, “The spoken words or utterances of Jesus had been rejected by
many (5:18, 38; 6:66; 12:37-43). These men, in turn, were rejected, etc.”
486
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Garcia Sison (1994:44) is right to say that the distinction between the singular and plural
should not be pressed since they mean the same thing.
488
Brown (1970:662) remarks, “Jesus and his revelation are virtually interchangeable, for he is the
incarnate revelation.”

Van der Watt (2000:42) notes, “The way in which Jesus is present in the disciples is inter alia
via his words.” He (2005a:121) says elsewhere, “Remaining in the words of Jesus is an expression
indicating full acceptance of the message to the extent that it becomes one’s own ideas that determine one’s
life and actions.”
489

Neyrey (2007a:110) says, “‘Words’ can abide, not necessarily on parchment, but in mind and
heart; if disciples remain in the word, the word is surely ‘in’ them.”
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also transform the disciples’ way of thinking when abided by and adhered to. 491 The vine
(Jesus) provides nourishment (the word) to the disciple who remains in him so that, as
noted by Brodie (1993:481), the word may “sink in ever more deeply.” 492 Therefore,
much like disciples who pray in Jesus’ name (14:13-14), which means praying with all
that his name represents, a disciple educated by the words of Jesus will pray in a specific
manner that is congruent with his education. 493 Van der Watt (2000:42) notes:
Whatever the person wants and asks, will be given to him. This does not refer to
just any type of will (just as fruit does not refer to merely any action), but to a will
corresponding to the words/revelation of Jesus. If the words of Jesus are in you,
you will be guided by them. Jesus has a definite influence on the disciples in the
sense that their wishes (7c-e) and their actions (fruit) are adapted to and changes
according to the will of God.
Moreover, Garcia Sison (1994:46) remarks:
But by remaining in Jesus, they have conformed themselves to him. This means
that their requests can only be harmonious to what Jesus wants. This gives them
the guarantee and assurance that whatever they pray for, will therefore always be
granted by the Father. From this perspective, the immanent indwelling becomes
the dynamic principle for both the disciples’ fruit-bearing and for the promise of
their prayers being certainly heard.
Therefore, the aim is for the nourishing words from the vine to transfer to the hearts and
minds of the disciples. As this occurs, the disciples’ word-informed prayers are offered to
the Father-gardener, who hears and responds. Thus, the sender (the Father), the
messenger (Jesus), and the receiver (the disciples) display what Brodie (1993:481) calls
“the picture of profound union, of blending of wills.” As such the disciples’ unity with
and loyalty to Jesus and his words elucidates a social orientation where honor for others
is esteemed.494 In this model, Jesus’ will becomes the disciples’ will. Honor for God is
established when this blending occurs and when one offers requests that are congruent
with his will. By allowing Jesus’ words to remain within, the disciples collectively share
491

Newman and Nida (1980:483) remark, “[B]oth Jesus and his words are the absolute revelation

of God.”
If Jesus, the vine, is the locus of God’s revelation, then his words may be viewed as
nourishment that provides life and fruitfulness to the branches. Witherington (1995:257) remarks, “The
vine was one of the most prized of all ancient plants in Israel because it provided something to drink for a
relatively low cost in manual labor in a land where water came and went because of the rainy season
alternating with long, hot summers where there would not be any rain. Thus here the vine stands as a
symbol for an especially prized and fruitful source of nourishment and strength.” In this view, the vine
provides the branches with the necessary life and vitality for life in general but also for prayer in particular.
492

Witherington (1995:259) writes, “If one is going to sign Jesus’s name to a prayer to the Father,
one had better be sure that it is the sort of prayer Jesus himself would endorse and sign his name to in the
first place.”
493
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See Malina (2001:30-52) for a complete discussion of “honor.”
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a group-oriented language (via the words of Jesus) that esteems, rather than diminishes,
the wishes of their master. Thus, as one approaches God in prayer he does not merely
asks for his own good 495 but for the good of all. In short, the disciples are not
commissioned to offer renegade prayers that center on their own interests. Rather, they
are equipped to offer prayers that center on the “maintenance of relationships” within the
gardener-vine-branch paradigm (Neyrey, 2007a:9). In the final analysis, one’s union with
the vine provides the relational scenario that accommodates one’s asking in Jesus’ name
(14:13-14, 15:16) and the Father’s granting of the request (15:7, 16).
Excursus: Comparing the Conditions of John 14:13-15 and 15:7
The conditional nature of John 15:7 is similar to 14:13-14.496 In both instances
the condition of faith is required followed by Jesus’ promise to answer prayer.
The primary difference is seen in the fact that verses 13-14 do not explicitly
mention the concept of remaining. However in retrospect, from the vantage point
of 15:4-7, this concept would naturally undergird and provide justification for the
promise of answered prayer in 14:13-14 where faith in Christ and union with him
is presupposed. Further, the concept of abiding is more fully enunciated in 14:23
where Jesus promised the disciples, ἀπεκρίθη Ἰησοῦς καὶ εἶπεν αὐτῷ· ἐάν τις
ἀγαπᾷ με τὸν λόγον μου τηρήσει, καὶ ὁ πατήρ μου ἀγαπήσει αὐτὸν καὶ πρὸς
αὐτὸν ἐλευσόμεθα καὶ μονὴν παρʼ αὐτῷ ποιησόμεθα. Here the emphasis rests
on the disciples becoming a dwelling place for the Spirit (14:7, 26) who will be
sent on Jesus’ glorification (7:39). Thus, the protasis, Ἐὰν ἀγαπᾶτέ με, τὰς
ἐντολὰς τὰς ἐμὰς τηρήσετε (14:15) followed by the promise, Οὐκ ἀφήσω ὑμᾶς
ὀρφανούς, ἔρχομαι πρὸς ὑμᾶς (14:18) prepares the way for the necessity of
fruit-bearing in 15:5, 8, and 16 that only takes place by remaining in Jesus. Thus,
Schnackenburg (1982:101) is correct to note that the content of chapter 14 serves
as a model for chapter 15. He states, “The evangelists’ pupils might have read the
discourse in Chapter 14 and have wanted to continue the admonition to abide in
Christ and bear fruit, in which case it is possible that they followed a serious
admonition of increasing intensity with an encouraging promise, as here.”
Moreover, the emphasis of 14:12 centers on faith in Jesus and believing in both
the character and efficacy of his name (v. 13), which results in answered prayer
(14:14). A similar pattern is seen in 15:7, albeit in a different syntactical
arrangement where the call to abide in Jesus and his words replaces the call to
believe (14:12), thereby establishing a condition/promise/purpose paradigm. For
example:
Ἀμὴν ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, ὁ πιστεύων εἰς ἐμὲ τὰ ἔργα ἃ ἐγὼ ποιῶ κἀκεῖνος
ποιήσει καὶ μείζονα τούτων ποιήσει, ὅτι ἐγὼ πρὸς τὸν πατέρα
πορεύομαι· (14:12)

Haenchen (1984b:132) say that prayer “emanating” from the “good life” in Jesus will be heard
“because the ego does not dominate.”
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Beutler (2013:424) is right to suggest that 15:7 is a “relecture” of chapter 14.
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καὶ ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου τοῦτο ποιήσω, ἵνα δοξασθῇ ὁ
πατὴρ ἐν τῷ υἱῷ. (14:13)
ἐάν τι αἰτήσητέ με ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου ἐγὼ ποιήσω. (14:14)
ἐὰν μείνητε ἐν ἐμοὶ καὶ τὰ ῥήματά μου ἐν ὑμῖν μείνῃ, ὃ ἐὰν θέλητε
αἰτήσασθε, καὶ γενήσεται ὑμῖν (15:7)
ἐν τούτῳ ἐδοξάσθη ὁ πατήρ μου, ἵνα καρπὸν πολὺν φέρητε καὶ
γένησθε ἐμοὶ μαθηταί. (15:8)
As seen in chapter 14:
Condition (14:12): belief in Jesus
Promise (14:12): the believer will perform greater works
Promise (14:13-14): whatever request is made in Jesus’ name will be granted.
Purpose (14:13): that the Father may be glorified in the Son.
As seen in chapter 15:
Condition (15:7): The believer must abide in Jesus, and his word must abide in
the believer.
Promise (15:7): The one who abides will be granted whatever he wishes for.
Purpose (15:8): In bearing fruit, the believer brings glory to the Father and proves
himself to be a disciple.
Thus, belief in Jesus is required in both passages but stated in different terms. In
14:12 the language is direct: “Whoever believes in me.” The language in 15:7
fills out the requirement of faith in terms that are consistent with the vine
imagery of the opening verses of chapter 15. Moreover, in 14:13-14 Jesus is
clearly presented as the one who answers prayers made in his name; the one who
grants prayer requests is not explicitly stated in 15:7. In this case, Schnackenburg
(1982:102) sees the Father as the one who answers prayer, primarily based on
verse 8 where it is said that the Father is the one “glorified.” In this respect,
verse 8 shares a common feature with 14:14 where it is said, ἵνα δοξασθῇ ὁ
πατὴρ ἐν τῷ υἱῷ. In both cases the Father receives glory; in one case through
prayer-granting, in the other through fruit bearing. Assuming textual continuity
throughout chapter 15, further evidence in support of Shnackenburg’s assessment
is seen in 15:16 where it says, ἵνα ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε τὸν πατέρα ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί
μου δῷ ὑμῖν. Here the Father is presented as the one who directly answers
prayer. Newman and Nida (1980:482) remark that the phrase “and you shall have
it” is a pseudo-passive construction in which God is the hidden subject. They
note, “‘You will ask for anything you wish, and you shall have it’ may then be
translated, ‘you will ask the Father for anything you wish, and he will give it
you.’”
In summary, the textual evidence from chapter 15 is in favor of viewing the
Father as the one who answers prayers. This conclusion does not contradict
14:13-14 but rather supplements it since Jesus’ words and deeds originate in the
Father (5:36; 8:28; 10:38; etc.).
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The Consequence of Remaining: John 15:6-8
While the condition and corollary of John 15:7 is clear enough, the relevant question at
this point in the present analysis centers on why the topic of prayer is located between the
discussion of fire (v. 6) and fruitfulness (v. 8). As noted above, the branches that are
removed represent disciples who professed faith in Jesus but were never in fact “in him.”
The consequence of failing to remain in Jesus is stated in verse 6, ἐὰν μή τις μένῃ ἐν
ἐμοί, ἐβλήθη ἔξω ὡς τὸ κλῆμα καὶ ἐξηράνθη καὶ συνάγουσιν αὐτὰ καὶ εἰς τὸ πῦρ
βάλλουσιν καὶ καίεται. At first glance, this consequence may seem to have little to do
with prayer. However, this threat is issued just previous to the promise concerning prayer.
Thus, the threat of verse 6 must be carried into the promise of verse 7. As such, the logic
of flow of the narrative indicates that while remaining in Jesus ensures that one’s prayers
are answered, the converse is equally true, namely that failure to remain ensures that
one’s prayers will go unanswered. Verse 6 indicates that the branch that fails to remain is
one that is withered and is one that will be gathered and burned.
Following the exegetical conclusions stated above, if a professing (but not authentic)
disciple (branch) is removed from the vine (Jesus), then the natural corollary is that he no
longer has access to the relational space in which eternal life is granted and effectual
prayer is offered. To state things in a different manner, he no longer has contractual right
to stand in relational space with Jesus in general or to pray in his name in particular. He
then forfeits his ability to do the works of Jesus (14:12) and to receive the helping
presence of the Spirit, who is sent to educate him in prayer. Furthermore, following the
usage of the term ἐβλήθη in 15:6, the branch (disciple) is removed and burned, which
implies that his prayers too will be thrown out. Although that one may wish to have his
prayers heard, in the end they will fall on deaf ears. Thus, Jesus’ words in 15:5 (ὅτι χωρὶς
ἐμοῦ οὐ δύνασθε ποιεῖν οὐδέν.) take on practical significance. Neyrey (2007a:184)
remarks, “Because we observe an argument being made, not merely information being
imparted, we consider 15:1-8 a crisp example of deliberative rhetoric, which places
before the disciples the decision of ‘remaining,’ a deliberation richly rewarded or
severely sanctioned.”
Moving from verse 6 to verse 8 is the positive corollary of remaining in Jesus and having
one’s prayers answered. The Evangelist states in verse 8:
ἐν τούτῳ ἐδοξάσθη ὁ πατήρ μου,
ἵνα καρπὸν πολὺν φέρητε
καὶ γένησθε ἐμοὶ μαθηταί.
Put simply, receiving Jesus’ words, remaining in him, and prayer through him eventuates
bearing fruit for the Father’s glory. The corollary of such “remaining” is seen in the
following statements: Physical fruit is bore by abiding in a physical vine. Spiritual fruit is
bore by abiding in Jesus, the vine. Following Bultmann (1976:536), “There is no abiding
in him without bearing fruit; nor is there any bearing fruit, without abiding in him.”
Verse 8 begins with the prepositional phrase, ἐν τούτῳ. In this case, the demonstrative
pronoun τούτῳ functions adjectivally primarily in reference to bearing fruit, thus proving
to be Jesus’ disciples (γένησθε ἐμοὶ μαθηταί). Yet Westcott ([1908] 1954:202) sees ἐν
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τούτῳ as referring to the “necessary consequence” of abiding in Jesus. He notes, “The
pronoun looks back, while at the same time the thought already indicated above is
developed in the words which follow.” Therefore, abiding in Jesus empowers believers
not only to pray but also to bear much fruit through their praying. To the degree that
Jesus’ words and will are prayed, prayer is answered and fruit is brought forth through
the disciples.
In 14:12 Jesus indicates that the disciples will perform “greater woks” because of his
departure to the Father. Similarly, 15:5 indicates that a true branch/disciple will not just
bear fruit but will bear “much fruit” 497 because of the gardener’s care and attention (15:12). Apart from Jesus the disciples can do nothing (15:5). Schnackenburg (1982:102)
remarks, “The Father’s activity and that of the disciples comes together in the production
of fruit and Jesus, as the ‘vine’, is the ‘place’ where this is made possible. The Father
does everything to obtain more fruit (2b) and the disciples who are in union with Jesus to
produce abundant fruit (v. 5). The Father also hears their prayers, in order to guarantee
and increase the yield of fruit (v. 7).” Thus, Jesus does not speak of mere fruit in isolation
but rather of much fruit in demonstration, hence the attributive adjective πολὺν (15:8).498
To the extent that fruit is brought forth and discipleship is confirmed, the Father is
glorified. With Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer as communication in mind, a
believer may expect even greater “results” as he offers prayer from within the context of
a faithful relationship with Jesus, the vine.
Excursus on “Fruit”
The question of what constitutes “fruit” has provoked lengthy discussions. 499
However, the infrequent usage of the term καρπὸν narrows the discussion to
several possibilities. The lexicographical possibilities are as follows:
Newman and Nida (1980:488) remark, “Bear much fruit is literally ‘bear fruit.’ As in similar
contexts, bear much fruit must be rendered ‘accomplish much,’ since the figurative meaning of fruit, as
related to accomplishment of a task or producing results, is impossible in some languages.”
497

The concept of “much fruit” (15:8) is a rich metaphor which likely conjured up notions that
may have seemed unattainable by some first-century persons. Malina (2001:88) says, “[T]he people
presented in the pages of the New Testament would see their existence as determined and limited by the
natural and social resources of their village, their preindustrial city, their immediate area and world, both
vertically and horizontally. Such socially limited and determined existence could be verified by experience
and lead to the perception that all goods available to a person are, in fact, limited.” If this assessment is
correct, then it might not be erroneous to suggest that Jesus may have stretched his disciples’ expectations
when he spoke of bearing “much fruit “and “fruit that lasts” (15:8, 16). In contradistinction to the reality of
the natural agrarian world which was limited in its supply and dependent on various environmental
conditions, Jesus says that the disciples’ production of fruit will not be in short supply.
498
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See Bolt (1992) for an overview of the popular views. His discussion is not limited to merely
interacting with the various views but centers on the nature of such fruit with the immediate context of John
15:1-8 in view. He writes, “Broadly speaking, this fruit has been understood in two ways, either
individualistically, as some kind of quality in the Christian life, or in terms of the conversion of other
people.” He argues that the latter is the correct interpretation and then discusses several important pastoral
implications.
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BDAG (2000:ad loc.): “(1) product or outcome of something, namely of
plants: trees, of the fruit of the vine, of field crops, of a human being:
Hebraistically of offspring, fig., in the spiritual (opp. physical) realm;
sometimes the orig. figure is quite prominent; something it is more or
less weakened: result, outcome, product, (2) advantage, gain, profit.”
Hauck (1985a:416) reports that:
“In the NT we find the literal sense (a.) in Jms. 5:7, 18; Mt. 21:19; Mk.
4:29; Rev. 22:2; Lk. 1:42 (children). The general sense (b.) first denotes
the results of human actions, as in Mt. 3:8 (as a test of metánoia); Mt.
7:16 (an expression of the inner nature); Mt. 21:43. Fruits here are a
decisive standard for judgment. The power which produces them is either
the power of sin in the case of bad fruits (Rom. 6:20-21), or fellowship
with Christ (Jn. 15:2ff.).”
The literal, natural meaning of καρπὸν as described above is not employed in the
Fourth Gospel but rather is assumed. In the context of the Fourth Gospel, καρπὸν
appears figuratively in John 4:36, 12:24, and 15:2, 4, 5, 8, 16. In chapter 4 the
term is used in the context of the reaper, who has come to harvest spiritual fruit.
Following Carson (1991:230), the crop or “fruit” refers to those people who have
become followers of Jesus. Similarly, in chapter 12 the term is used in reference
to the product of Jesus’ cross-death, namely the harvest of souls. 500 However,
some have suggested the presence of a different emphasis in chapter 15. Some
see such fruit as moral fruit. 501 Carson (1991:517, 523), while agreeing that
“fruit” spoken of in 15:16 is a reference to new converts, remarks that the
evidence from 15:5-6, 7, 8, and 16 collectively suggests “that the ‘fruit’ in the
vine imagery represents everything that is the product of effective prayer in
Jesus’ name, including obedience to Jesus’ commands (v. 10), experience of
Jesus’ joy (v. 11—as earlier his peace, 14:27), love for one another (v. 12), and
witness to the world (vv. 16, 27).” He continues, “This fruit is nothing less than
the outcome of preserving dependence on the vine, driven by faith, embracing all
of the believer’s life and the product of his witness.” Maloney (1998:61) also
suggests that bearing fruit involves the fulfilling the “command to love,” which
Jesus taught “would be the hallmark of anyone who claimed to be his disciple.”
As true disciples bear the fruit of love, they demonstrate both their dependency
and their loyalty to Jesus. John indicates that believers who keep Jesus’
commandments abide in his love (15:1) and thereby demonstrate that they are the
friends of Jesus (15:14). Schnackenburg (1982:112) remarks similarly, “The idea
of bearing fruit is deliberately kept very open (see v. 4) and this means that it
may contain a missionary aspect which is brought into prominence by the
reminder that the disciples have been chosen, but the dominant aspect is
undoubtedly the fruitfulness of the Christian life, especially demonstrated in
brotherly love, as the following verse makes clear.”
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See Köstenberger (1998:175).
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Keener (2003:997), sees moral fruit as the most common sense of metaphor in other traditions
about Jesus and John the Baptist (e.g., Matt 3:8, 10; 7:16-20; 12:33; Luke 3:8-9; 6:43-44; 13:6-9; probably
Mark 11:14; 12:2). This writer is of the opinion that the context of chapter 15 is broader than Keener
suggests and includes a whole variety of activities and characteristics of the disciple.
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Further, the fruitfulness of the disciples is inextricably linked to their status as members
of God’s family. Malina defines one’s status in society in terms of a social system. He
(2001:90) says, “Status in the first-century Mediterranean world derived mainly from
birth and was symbolized by the honor and prestige already accumulated and preserved
by one’s family.” He (2001:97) says that most people in the Mediterranean world
“worked to maintain their inherited status, not to get rich. The goal of life in a closed
society such as theirs is contentment derived from preserving one’s status, not acquisition
or achievement. With such a goal in mind, it would be impossible to attempt to convince
such people that they might improve their social standing with more work.” As believers
in Jesus, the disciples received a new “status” as branches that maintained the privilege of
being in union with the vine. By virtue of their belief in and union with Jesus they
received the right to become “children of God” (1:12) who would become the dwelling
place of God (14:17, 23), and they were recipients of the words of Jesus/God (15:7).
Thus, in a similar manner as seen in the broader Mediterranean culture, the disciples
could not improve their status by doing more “work.” Rather, the onus was on them to
maintain (Neyrey, 2007a:9) their status by simply remaining in Jesus and communicating
with God in the space of prayer. 502
Hence, the imperative to “remain” coupled with the Father’s work of cleansing/pruning,
amounts to a divine initiative that is centered on equipping the disciples to pray
successfully. Why? Because answered prayer 503 is prayer that brings forth fruit. Or to put
it even more simply, answered prayer equates to the granting of fruit that will last.
Conversely, failure to remain in Jesus results in unanswered prayers, and unanswered
prayers result in fruitlessness. But as long as the disciples remain in the relational space
of Jesus, the vine, they may expect an open line of communication that results in open
demonstration of answered prayer. In addition to the aforementioned privileges of being a
child of God, the disciples may have understood one aspect of their status in terms of the
fruit they produced. By producing fruit, the disciples confirmed their status in the family
and brought honor to the Father.
Neyrey and Stewart (2008:90) note moreover, “If honor is symbolized by family and
wealth, especially land, loss of honor can be symbolized by loss of family, land, and
wealth.” He points out that some cases of loss were due to the fault of the person, while
in other cases certain people endured loss due to no fault of their own. 504 He (2008:91)
writes, “While it is no fault of a wife that her husband dies or of a farmer that drought
ruins his crops, if a ‘fool’ loses his wealth, it is shameful.” In the case of the disciples, the
crop of “fruit” they have been promised may be squandered if they fail to remain, since
they will be “thrown away” and “thrown into the fire and burned” (15:6). Such a
consequence necessarily entails the inability to pray in a manner that is supported by
502
With the language of 14:12-14 in mind, the disciples do not perform works to pray but rather
pray in order to perform works. All of this, of course, presupposes faith in Jesus.

That is, prayer that is issued in accordance with God’s will/mission that results in Jesus “doing”
(14:13-14) or the Father “giving” (15:16).
503

504

See Neyrey and Stewart (2008:90-91) for a fuller discussion.
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Jesus, the vine. Therefore, in order to avoid bringing shame on themselves and the Father,
they must remain in him. As they remain, the disciples maintain their privileged status as
those who, by offering prayer in Jesus’ name, are promised a harvest of fruit that brings
glory to the Father. In the final analysis, it may be said that disciples who bear fruit and
perform “greater works” ascribe a sense of importance to God in both word and deed. To
the degree that fruit is brought forth, the perception of God’s worth is increased and his
reputation enhanced.
Carson (1991:518) sees the phrase, “‘that you bear much fruit and [so] be my disciples’
as an explanation of ‘This is to my Father’s glory.’” Newman and Nida (1980:484) are
correct to note that “the order must be arranged to make by your bearing much fruit the
first part, followed by and in this way you become disciples” (italics added). In their
view, “[T]hese expressions state the means by which the Father’s glory is shown.” Morris
(1971:672) points out that the ASV supplies the word “so” in 15:8, which means that
bearing fruit demonstrates that they are Jesus’ disciples. But he also notes that it is not
necessary to supply this term. In its absence, the meaning changes to: the Father is
glorified both in the bearing of fruit and continuing to be disciples. Carson (1991:519)
outlines two options that surround the textual variant in verse 8:
(1) Reading the aorist subjunctive genesthe (“[that] you be [or become] my
disciples”) makes the verb parallel to the verb in the previous clause, “that (hina)
you bear (pherete) much fruit.” . . . This reading is supported by ancient and
diverse manuscripts. (2) Alternatively, we may read the future indicative
genesesthe (lit. “you will be [or become] my disciples”). . . . If original, the
meaning might still be very similar since there are other instances of the future
indicative occurring after hina. Alternatively, this future indicative could be taken
to introduce an entirely new clause. We might paraphrase, “Bearing fruit is to my
Father’s glory, and [thus] you will be my disciples—i.e. fruit-bearing is so bound
up with genuine discipleship that one stands by metonymy for the other.”
Based on the available textual evidence, both renderings convey the inevitable outcome
of a fruitful life, namely that the Father is glorified. 505 On one reading, the Father is
glorified by the believer who bears fruit; such fruit bearing “so proves” that he is a
genuine disciple. On the other reading, the Father is glorified by the believer who bears
fruit and continues to be a disciple. As noted, the Fourth Gospel indicates that there were
some who claimed to be Jesus’ disciples, but only those who continued “in him” truly
were. In any case, Morris (1971:673) is correct to note “[T]here is also the thought that
discipleship is not static, but a growing and developing way of life. Always the true
disciple is becoming more fully a disciple.”
The term ἐδοξάσθη is used in 15:8 but is likewise employed in 13:31 where Jesus states, νῦν
ἐδοξάσθη ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου καὶ ὁ θεὸς ἐδοξάσθη ἐν αὐτῷ. In both cases, the term is used in the aorist
indicative to denote completion. Morris (1971:672) remarks, “In 13:31f. God is said to have been glorified
in the work of the Son. Now we have the other truth that God is also glorified in the work of the believers
who abide in the Son. There is an air of completeness and of certainty about it. The disciples will surely
glorify the Father by their continual fruit-bearing” Such open, visible completeness is made possible by the
labor of the invisible gardener of 15:1. Brodie remarks (1993:480) concerning the outcome of the disciples’
fruitfulness, “The Father is glorified. God’s obscurity is ended.”
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Chosen for Fruitfulness
The Evangelist indicates that efficacy and certainty of fruit bearing finds its ultimate
foundation in Jesus’ election of the disciples. Jesus states in John 15:16, οὐχ ὑμεῖς με
ἐξελέξασθε, ἀλλʼ ἐγὼ ἐξελεξάμην ὑμᾶς. It is stated throughout the Fourth Gospel that
disciples came to Jesus and followed him (1:39, 46, 47; 10:41). In some cases, such an
action is synonymous with believing in Jesus (as in 6:35), which is the antecedent of true
discipleship. In other cases, professing disciples followed Jesus but did not remain with
him. In 6:70 and 13:18 Jesus speaks of the Twelve who were chosen, yet not all of them
remained in fellowship with him. Assuming textual and circumstantial continuity, the
disciples whom Jesus addressed in 15:16 are those whom he speaks of in 15:27. These
disciples were those who had been with him from the beginning (ὑμεῖς δὲ μαρτυρεῖτε,
ὅτι ἀπʼ ἀρχῆς μετʼ ἐμοῦ ἐστε.), or to a certain extent, those who truly proved their love
by remaining in him and being obedient to him.
Notwithstanding, Jesus remarks that such coming and remaining is made possible only in
light of the Father’s initiative to draw (6:44). Or as in the case of 15:16, becoming a true
disciple is possible because of Jesus’ initiative to choose. Newman and Nida (1980:488)
note that, “discipleship is ultimately due to the divine choice, not to the decision of the
individual alone. The disciples are Jesus’ friends, not because they took initiative in
choosing him, but because he chose them.” Bultmann (1976:544) notes similarly, “The
use of the word ἐξελέξασθε points to the fact that, incapable as they are of doing
anything without him, they could not even seek his friendship on the basis of their own
importance; for what is it, out of which they have been chosen? It is the κόσμος, in which
man is a captive, and out of which only the revelation can free him and make him capable
of becoming a φίλους.”
But the purpose of their election is stated in what follows, namely, ἔθηκα ὑμᾶς ἵνα ὑμεῖς
ὑπάγητε καὶ καρπὸν φέρητε καὶ ὁ καρπὸς ὑμῶν μένῃ. The verb ἔθηκα is also employed
in Acts 20:28, 1 Corinthians 12:28, and 2 Timothy 1:11 in the context of “appointing” or
“setting aside” for a special task. Jesus employs the same verb in 15:13 in reference to
him setting aside or laying down his life for others. In the case of 15:16, the term refers to
the appointment of disciples who were chosen not only for the task of coming or
following Jesus but for the privilege of going forth and bearing fruit for Jesus. In this
case, the verb ὑπάγητε (“that you should go”) may indicate the idea of missionary
activity, not merely the fruit of love in general terms. 506 If so, ὁ καρπὸς ὑμῶν μένῃ
would likely signify the quality and perdurability of the converts reached in the disciples’
missionary endeavors as they went. 507 In short, “fruit that remains” is brought forth
through prayer and may be identified as men and women who become disciples of Jesus,
remain in the vine and, in turn, bring forth fruit themselves. With this image in mind, the
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Köstenberger (1998:185) sees 15:8, 16 as sustaining a close parallel with 14:12-14 in that both
passages speak of the disciples’ mission (through bearing fruit and performing greater works, respectively).
Bultmann (1976:546) notes, “The exhortation conceals a promise: ‘and that your fruit abide,’
i.e. the promise is none other than that the believer’s new life shall last for eternity.”
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vine that the Father tends to will not fail but will succeed as its branches increase in the
quantity of fruit they produce. Thus, if prayer is the means by which fruit is brought
forth, then it would be correct to say that the disciples were chosen/appointed to pray.
Another Prerequisite to Prayer?
Relevant to the present analysis is the question of whether or not abiding fruit is that
which qualifies the disciples to pray to the Father in Jesus’ name and have their prayer
answered. Newman and Nida (1980:489) suggest that the sentence, “And so the Father
will give you whatever you ask of him in my name” is dependent on the clause “to go and
bear much fruit.” In this arrangement, the disciples who bear fruit are those who have the
privilege of making requests to the Father in Jesus’ name. Schnackenburg (1982:112)
disagrees by noting, “From the formal point of view, it would seem as though the hearing
of their prayers were dependent on their bearing fruit, but in fact, as in v. 7, what we have
here is not a condition and its consequence, but a desire and a promise. Jesus wants his
disciples to bear fruit that will last and he therefore promises them that their prayers will
be heard.” Thus, it is possible to read this sentence and the antecedent clause as either
coordinate or dependent. However, it is hard to conceive that the Evangelist places
fruitful missionary endeavors (or mission of any genre) as the prerequisite to prayer,
especially in light of 15:7 where abiding/remaining is the only stated condition. While
14:12 does mention the concept of believers doing “greater works,” there is no definitive
syntactical evidence that would place such works as a prerequisite to what follows
(asking in Jesus’ name). Such works flow forth from belief in Jesus, much like the fruit
that is brought forth from those who believe in and remain with Jesus. The privilege of
request-making in Jesus’ name is mirrored in the syntactical arrangement of 15:16 and
14:13-14. For example:
ἵνα ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε (τὸν
πατέρα)
καὶ ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε
ἐάν τι αἰτήσητέ (με)

ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου δῷ ὑμῖν. (15:16)
ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου τοῦτο ποιήσω, (14:13)
ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου ἐγὼ ποιήσω. (14:14)

The primary difference in these statements is that the prayer of 15:16 is presumably
directed to the Father, whereas prayer in 14:13-14 is presumably directed to Jesus.508
Also, in chapter 14 it is said that Jesus will “do” (ποιήσω) whatever is asked for in
prayer, whereas in chapter 15 it is said that the Father “may give” (δῷ) whatever is asked
for in prayer. Such differences are without any significant functional ramifications since
the Evangelist has already noted that the Father is in the Son and the Son is in the Father
(14:10-11, 20; 17:21, 23). Prayer that is directed to the Son is as effectual as prayer that is
directed to the Father (and vice versa), functional distinctions notwithstanding. The same
principle applies in relationship to the one who is said to answer prayer (whether the
Father or Son) and how they respond (“do” or “give”). According to 14:13-14 and 15:16,
508

See the previous chapter of this dissertation for a fuller discussion concerning the object of
prayer in John chapter 14.
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the key to answered prayer is that requests must be made in Jesus’ name, which
presupposes authentic belief in him. This specific condition is not stated in 15:7, but the
call to remain in Jesus and his words accord harmoniously with prayer offered in his
name. The disciple who fulfills the condition of 15:7, much like the one who prays in
Jesus’ name, is afforded the privilege of offering prayer that is shaped and defined by the
person, work, and words of Jesus.
Summary and Conclusions
The analysis above may be summarized in the following manner: Jesus is the true vine,
the Father is the gardener, and the disciples are the branches. Since Jesus fulfills Israel’s
mission and succeeds in his mission, the disciples who remain in him may have assurance
that they will not fail in their prayers and mission. Further, the work of the Fathergardener centers on ensuring that the vine and branches receive the proper care needed
for maximum fruitfulness (or “results,” Neyrey, 2007a:9). Also, the Father, Son, and
disciples-branches work harmoniously to fulfill God’s mission in the earth. In order to
accomplish this, disciples-branches must be faithful to remain in Jesus, the result of
which is that their prayers are successful, fruit is brought forth, their discipleship is
confirmed, and the Father is glorified. On the other hand, for those who fail to remain in
Jesus, their prayers are not answered, no fruit is brought forth, their discipleship status is
denied, and they do not bring glory to the Father. Therefore, the content of verses 6 and 8
surround verse 7 to practically highlight the consequence for failing to abide (thrown into
the fire) on one hand, and the corollary of faithfulness to abide (bear much fruit) on the
other. Thus, once again union with the Father and the Son is brought into clear focus.
Such unity is first articulated in chapter 14 but is expanded and modified in chapter 15.
Accordingly, the viticulture image of chapter 15:1-8, becomes one of a growing, fruitful
vine that is tended to by a loving gardener. The Father-gardener oversees and maintains
its growth and cares for the vine (Son). The vine produces branches (disciples) who
become fruitful and bring glory to God. The nourishing sap of the vine (wisdom and
truth) is then transferred to the branches. As this occurs, the disciples offer prayer in the
name of the vine (Jesus), and the gardener (the Father) responds by answering the prayer,
which in turn results in greater fruitfulness for the vine. Thus, the where of one’s
relationship with God is Jesus, the vine. How fruitfulness occurs is described in terms of
remaining in the vine and offering prayer that is shaped by Jesus’ words and uttered in his
name. Thus, once again, the space of prayer may be described as the intersection of
humanity and divinity, where a “subordinate” sender communicates with a “superior”
receiver (Neyrey, 2007a:9). And the intersection of such prayerful dialogue precludes the
necessity of a physical temple or synagogue since Johannine believers are now
considered to be “in” Jesus, the locus of God’s revelation.
Finally, the imagery of the vine is comparable at the conceptual level to what is seen in
chapter 14. The Father has a house with many rooms (or those in relationship with the
Son). The Son prepares this house (relational space) by his life, death, and departure to
the Father. As the prepared disciples have faith in Jesus and pray in his name, they are
privileged to ask for anything they wish and it will be granted to them. As this occurs,
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works are performed and the Father is glorified in the Son. Moreover, although Jesus
departs to the Father, the house and its rooms will not be vacant. Instead, the Paraclete
will come to dwell in the house God has built and educate those within. As such, glory is
brought to the Father when the inhabitants imitate the Son and offer prayer in his name.
In chapter 15, Jesus, the vine, chooses branches that share relational space with him. In
this case, the emphasis is not on the Son preparing a place but rather on the Fathergardener maintaining this place by cleansing and pruning. As such, the Father’s concern
for the health of the vine and its branches compels him to remove any branch that fails to
produce fruit. Those who remain in relational space with Jesus bring glory to God as their
prayers result in greater and ever-increasing fruitfulness. Therefore, much like in
chapter 14, the glory of the Father is at stake in the lives of the praying disciples.
Prayer, Love, and Friendship: John 15:13-15
As noted above, Jesus commands his disciples to remain in his word. But as the pericope
expands, Jesus introduces the particular concept of remaining in his love. In verses 9-10
and 12, the Evangelist provides a foundational paradigm for reciprocal love where the
call to abide in Jesus’ love, to keep his commandments, and to love one another is stated
(which is an expanded recapitulation of 13:34-35). In verse 9 Jesus issues a statement
concerning the origination and the application of the Father’s love. He states, Καθὼς
ἠγάπησέν με ὁ πατήρ, κἀγὼ ὑμᾶς ἠγάπησα·μείνατε ἐν τῇ ἀγάπῃ τῇ ἐμῇ. Such love
originates with the Father but clearly extends to the Father/Son relationship. Then the
Father’s love is recapitulated through the Son to the disciples. The adverbial
comparative509 term Καθὼς establishes the origination and genre of love that was
expressed by both the Father and the Son. Or as stated by Brown (1970:663), “The
Father’s love for Jesus is the basis of Jesus’ love for his disciples both as to origin and
intensity.” Maloney (1998:63) remarks further, “A unity of love bonds the Sender and the
Sent one (see 3:35; 5:20; 10:17). In as much as (kathos) the Father loves Jesus, Jesus
commands his disciples to become part of that oneness by abiding in his love (v. 9a).”
Garcia Sison (1994:49-50) says, “[T]he imperative, ‘remain in my love’ echoes v. 4
where the theme of indwelling is expressed: ‘Remain in me as I remain in in you.’” He
says further:
On the basis of this literary link, v. 9b must therefore be seen in light of the
indwelling theme. If in the immanent formula of v. 4a the word “love” is
substituted for the person of Jesus, then what is meant is subjective love, namely,
the love Jesus has for his disciples. “Remain in me as I remain in you” will be the
equivalent of “Remain in my love as my love remains in you.”
But Jesus remarks in verse 10, ἐὰν τὰς ἐντολάς μου τηρήσητε, μενεῖτε ἐν τῇ ἀγάπῃ μου,
καθὼς ἐγὼ τὰς ἐντολὰς τοῦ πατρός μου τετήρηκα καὶ μένω αὐτοῦ ἐν τῇ ἀγάπῃ. Thus,
obedience to Jesus’ commandments unites the believer to him and keeps him in his
Brown (1970:663) rightly remarks, “For John kathos is not only comparative but also causative
or constitutive, meaning ‘inasmuch as.’”
509
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love.510 Such love is not earned through obedience but is the proper divine response to
someone who has already been loved (13:1, 34). 511 The logical flow of such love is seen
below.
(1) The Father loves the Son → (2) The Son loves the disciples → (3) The loved
disciples keep the Son’s commandments → (4) The disciples abide in the Son’s
love → (5) Just as the Son keeps the Father’s commandments and abides in his
love.512
Hence, the disciples are called to remain in a relationship with Jesus and abide in his love
by believing in his person and obeying his commandments. In fact, the evidence that one
remains in his love is seen in commandment-keeping.513 Garcia Sison (1994:54) writes
further:
The prerequisite of keeping the commandments for remaining in Jesus’ love visa-vis the other condition of remaining in Jesus’ love for keeping the
commandments are but two modes of saying the same thing. Love begets love
especially in the case of a disciple who participates in the divine love that Jesus
offers.
But the practice of remaining in Jesus’ love has practical benefits. Neyrey (2007b:256)
remarks that classical rhetoric distinguished three species of rhetoric: judicial (which is
either accusative or defensive), deliberative (either exhortation or dissuasion), and
epideictic (either praise or blame). In the case of chapter 15, he detects two exhortations,
to “love” and “abide,” which may be viewed in terms of deliberative rhetoric. Neyrey
(2007b:256) points out, “Arguments in deliberative rhetoric is generally based on
‘advantage’ and so makes appeals for future action on the basis of future benefits.” Those
who “remain” in Jesus are promised the benefit of asking for whatever one wishes in
prayer, it will be done for him. Any branch that does not remain forfeits this promised
510
Keener (2003:1003) notes that certain Protestant scholars may feel uncomfortable with the
condition of obedience for God’s love in this passage but subsequently remarks that “throughout John the
initiative comes from God, who then provides more love in response to human obedience and
perseverance; what is portrayed is . . . not a formula, but a developing relationship.”

Neyrey (2007b:258) says, “‘love means allegiance to Jesus and loyalty to the group, and also
being opposed by outsiders.”
511

Van der Watt (2016a:482) writes, “The system (with the Father and Son as examples that
should be followed) looks like this: as the Father loves the Son, the Son loves the disciples, and the
disciples love one another (see Brown 1966-1970, 2:682); this in turn implies that the Son remains in the
love of the Father, and the disciples remain in the love of the Son. This “remaining” is accomplished by
Jesus obeying the commandments of the Father and the disciples obeying the commandments of Jesus,
expressing the hierarchical nature of the love relationship.”
512
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But what sort of commandments is the Evangelist referring to? Neyrey (2007b:259) notes that
“Jesus’s ‘commandments’ are unrelated to the Ten Commandments and even exhortations such as the
Sermon on the Mount.” He (2007b:260) identifies three commands in chapter 13-15, namely: believe, love,
and abide.
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benefit. Further, Neyrey (2007b:257) sees verses 1-8 and 9-17 as parallel and linked
exhortations. He notes that from the standpoint of one’s advantage, “‘remaining’ and
‘loving’ elevate their status from that of ‘servants’ to ‘friends.’” In this reading, the
disciples are marked by love and fidelity to Jesus. 514 They are no longer mere
“subordinate” senders per se (Neyrey, 2007a:9), but they are loyal and loved disciples
who pray according to their elevated status as friends (v. 15).
The notion of friendship ethics is prevalent in ancient culture and maintains a crucial role
in the Fourth Gospel. 515 For example, there are several references to the concept and
reality of “friends” (φίλων516) and friendship in the Fourth Gospel (see 3:29; 11:11;
15:13-15; 19:12). Lazarus is called a friend of Jesus (11:11). John the Baptist refers to
himself (figuratively) as the friend of the Bridegroom (3:29). Pilate is called a friend of
Caesar (19:12). But 15:13 introduces an explicit statement concerning the nature of
Jesus’ love for his “friends” in particular. Jesus already issued the command to the
disciples to remain in his love and to love one another as he loved them (vv. 9-12). But in
verse 13 Jesus relates the highest degree of his love to the context of friendship. He
states, μείζονα ταύτης ἀγάπην οὐδεὶς ἔχει, ἵνα τις τὴν ψυχὴν αὐτοῦ θῇ ὑπὲρ τῶν φίλων
αὐτοῦ. In this case, the serviceable term (for love) used by John is ἀγάπην. Carson
(1991:523) is right to suggest, “Because John does not normally distinguish the two most
common roots for ‘to love’ (agapao and phileo517), we are probably justified in rendering
this ‘that one lay down his life for those he loves’ (cf. 10:15).” Hence, John informs the
reader that Jesus’ friendship with the disciples is not a matter of mere common interests,
relational dependence, 518 or neighborly dealings 519 but is rather seen in specific, altruistic
expressions of self-sacrifice.
514
See Koester (2003:270-77) for a discussion of discipleship, friendship, and unity in reference to
symbolism in John 15:1-17.
515

See the following for treatment of friendship in the Fourth Gospel: Puthenkandathil (1993);
Ford (1997); Van der Watt (2016a).
The word φίλων is use twenty-seven times in twenty-nine verses in the NT of which twentytwo times in twenty-one verses in the Gospels: one time in Matthew (11:19), fourteen times in Luke (7:6,
34; 11:5, 6, 8; 12:4; 14:10, 12; 15:6, 9, 29; 16:9; 21:16; 23:12), and in six verses in the Fourth Gospel
(3:29; 11:11; 15:13, 14, 15; 19:31).
516

Many see the alternation of verbs (ἀγαπάω and φιλέω) that appear in John 21:15-23 as
representing John’s stylistic approach for using different terms that have virtually synonymous meanings.
For example, see Barrett (1978:84) and Carson (1991:676-77).
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Keener (2003:1006) lists the wide variety of views concerning the nature of friendship. He
notes, “‘Friendship’ could signify a relationship of dependence or of equality, of impersonal alliances or of
personal bonds of affection. . . . One of the most common usages of friendship in our literary sources refers
to political dependence on a royal patron . . . ‘friendship’ could similarly apply to alliances, cooperation, or
nonaggression treaties among peoples . . . it could likewise apply to personal and familial relationships
undertaken for political expediency.”

Aristotle (2013:bk. 9, sec. 4) outlines such tenets in the following manner. He writes, “For
(1) we define a friend as one who wishes and does what is good, or seems so, for the sake of his friend, or
519
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The concept of giving one’s life for a friend is scattered throughout ancient literature and
is seen in various contexts. 520 In particular, Van der Watt (2016a:486) views the concept
and background of “friendship” as a mixed bag of Jewish and Greco-Roman ideals, but
he sees more influence steming from the latter than the former. He writes,
in all likelihood the maxim in John 15:13 has its roots in a Greco-Roman context,
rather than in a Jewish one. . . . The use of such a maxim would support the idea
that John’s Gospel stood in the midst of both the Jewish and Greco-Roman
contexts and relied on both for semantic material to express itself. Jesus’s words
and deeds are remembered in terms of a Greco-Roman maxim that signifies a
movement from a traditional Jewish to a more Hellenized situation . . . . Of
course, care should be taken not to create too drastic a polarization between the
Jewish and Greco-Roman perspectives when analyzing this Gospel.
The OT does make a small qualitative contribution in certain passages that speak about
friendship with God in the context of laying down one’s life. 521 For example, James
(2:22-24) reflects on Abraham’s obedience in his willingness to offer his son Isaac on the
altar (Gen 22:1-12) and calls Abraham a “friend of God” (2:23, φίλος θεοῦ ἐκλήθη). It
was God’s covenant with Abraham that placed him in relational proximity (Gen 12:1-3;
15:1-6). But Abraham’s faith and obedience worked together to validate and authenticate
his friendship with God. In short, Abraham proved his friendship with God by being
willing to lay down the life of his son, his only son. Of course, this example is the inverse
of John 15:13 in that man, rather than God, is the subject who is willing to complete the
action of sacrifice. Regardless, the corollary remains intact; Abraham’s title, “friend of
God” was gained through his own experience of obedience to God. Keener (2003:1013)
notes, “It would not at all be unnatural . . . if John 15:13-15 were making an allusion to
Abraham, particularly given the emphasis on election in 15:16.” 522 Van der Watt
(2016a:486) says additionally:

(2) as one who wishes his friend to exist and live, for his sake; which mothers do to their children, and
friends do who have come into conflict. And (3) others define him as one who lives with and (4) has the
same tastes as another, or (5) one who grieves and rejoices with his friend; and this too is found in mothers
most of all. It is by some one of these characteristics that friendship too is defined.”
For example, Beasley-Murray (1999:274) cites Aristotle as stating (Eth. Nic. 9.8, 1169a), “To a
noble man there applies the true saying that he does all things for the sake of his friends . . . and, if need be,
he gives his life for them.”
520

521
Culy (2010:75-76) notes, “Friendship language of any sort in the Hebrew Bible is extremely
limited, though not unprecedented. Unfortunately, no treatment of what constitutes friendship is found in
the canonical texts. Friendship language occurs more frequently in extra-canonical texts, with Ben Sira
providing extensive instruction on friendship.”

Wengst (2001:158) says, “Ein anderer Aspekt im Verhältnis von Herr und Sklave wird für das
Verhältnis Jesu zu seinen Schülern hier entschieden ausgeschlossen, dass es nämlich eins von Befehl und
Gehorsam ist, bei dem der Sklave über Sinn und Zweck des ihm befohlenen Tuns nichts weiß. Er wird
nicht ins Vertrauen seines Herrn gezogen. Das aber macht den Freund aus, dass er ins Vertrauen gezogen
522
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The bond of loyalty between David and Jonathan was beyond question (see 1 Sam
18–20). This observation makes the following conclusion possible: the embryonic
dynamics and reasoning for laying down one’s life for a friend that are present in
the Greco-Roman thought are also present in the Jewish literature, which
potentially opens up the way within a Jewish context for accepting the maxim in
John 15:13.
Jesus’ love is already seen manifest throughout the Fourth Gospel, especially as it
pertains to giving up one’s life.523 For example, in 12:24 Jesus presents the idea of a seed
that falls into the earth and dies in order to bear fruit (ἀμὴν ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, ἐὰν μὴ ὁ
κόκκος τοῦ σίτου πεσὼν εἰς τὴν γῆν ἀποθάνῃ, αὐτὸς μόνος μένει· ἐὰν δὲ ἀποθάνῃ,
πολὺν καρπὸν φέρει.). Clearly, the key to fruitfulness is both the falling and the death of
grain. On its death, fruit is brought forth. The one who hates (μισῶν) his life enough to
give it up, will preserve or keep (φυλάξει) his soul for eternal life (12:25).
The concept of the good shepherd also presents the idea of the shepherd laying down his
life for his sheep because he knows them and cares for them (10:11-18). The imperative
to lay down one’s life for another is also echoed (presumably by the Evangelist) in 1 John
3:16 (ἐν τούτῳ ἐγνώκαμεν τὴν ἀγάπην, ὅτι ἐκεῖνος ὑπὲρ ἡμῶν τὴν ψυχὴν αὐτοῦ
ἔθηκεν· καὶ ἡμεῖς ὀφείλομεν ὑπὲρ τῶν ἀδελφῶν τὰς ψυχὰς θεῖναι.). In this case, the
extent of love does not necessarily refer to death, but such lengths would not be
precluded by the Evangelist. In fact, the greatest intensity of love expressed within the
Johannine context of friendship is described by the words, μείζονα ταύτης ἀγάπην
οὐδεὶς ἔχει (15:13). Van der Watt (2016a:483) describes the placement of this statement
in the following words: “Functionally, this maxim not only defines the apex of love
(‘greater love nobody has’) in terms of concrete actions; it also links love to friendship
(i.e., what follows), enabling the progression of the discourse (in the following verses) to
the further application of friendship to the relationship between Jesus and the
disciples.”524
Furthermore, Bultmann (1976:542) is correct to note that 15:13 does not contain an
“express statement that Jesus’ love consists in his giving up his life.” However, this is the
natural consequence of the statement that follows, ὑμεῖς φίλοι μού ἐστε. As the good
shepherd (10:11, 14), Jesus was prepared to lay his life down for his sheep/friends, and he
eventually did so through cross-death (19:16-30). Van der Watt (2016a:486) notes,
wird. Dem entspricht es, wie in der biblisch-jüdischen Tradition über Abraham und Mose als Freunde
Gottes geredet wird (vgl. Gen 18,17; Jes 41,8; 2Chr 20,7; Ex 33,11).”
Beasley-Murray (1999:274) remarks that “the context of mutual love and sacrifice for others,
as well as the Jewish tradition relating to the friends of God, makes it needless to look for the inspiration of
the saying elsewhere.”
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Newman and Nida (1980:487) state, “The superlative degree of love may be expressed in some
languages as a negative with a comparative, for example, ‘A man cannot love his own friends more than
this. . . .’”
524
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“Within the Christian context, with the death of Jesus as a central event, this makes even
greater sense. It does not take much imagination to see how the death of Jesus on a cross
could have been interwoven with the Greco-Roman conception of ‘laying down your life
for others/friends.’” But who are the sheep/friends that benefit from such self-sacrificial
love?525 According to John, the answer lies in verse 14, namely, ὑμεῖς φίλοι μού ἐστε
ἐὰν ποιῆτε ἃ ἐγὼ ἐντέλλομαι ὑμῖν. By laying down his life, Jesus proves his love and
friendship toward the disciples. 526 But as indicated by Jesus, his friends are those who are
obedient527 to his commandments. 528
525

This question inevitably leads to a discussion that centers on the extent of the atonement. In one
sense, John presents Jesus as the one who dies for the sins of the world in general (see 1:29, 34, 3:16, etc.)
However, John also presents Jesus as the one who lays down his life for his sheep and friends in particular.
Such a distinction is evident in light of the context of 15:14 but is also evident in light of a juxtaposition of
Jesus’ statements, καὶ τὴν ψυχήν μου τίθημι ὑπὲρ τῶν προβάτων (10:15) and ὅτι οὐκ ἐστὲ ἐκ τῶν
προβάτων τῶν ἐμῶν (10:26). In this case, it seems plausible that Jesus does not lay his life down for all
people without exception but for his sheep who listen to his voice.
Schnackenburg (1982:110) is right to assert that “Jesus’s love of friends gave a new identity to
Christian friendship.”
526

However, Carson (1991:522) is careful to note, “This obedience is not what makes them
friends; it is what characterizes his friends. Clearly, then, this ‘friendship’ is not reciprocal. These friends of
Jesus cannot turn around and say that Jesus will be their friend if he does what they say.” Further, while
verse 14 does provide a general condition for friendship, it would be erroneous to say that the disciples had
to prove their friendship since Jesus had already declared their status as “friends” in verse 15 (ὑμᾶς δὲ
εἴρηκα φίλους). Brown (1970:682) agrees, “We should not understand this verse to mean that obeying
Jesus’s commandments makes one a philos—such obedience is not a test of whether or not one is loved but
naturally flows from being loved by Jesus.”
527
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Crook (2011:1-7) raises the question of what is meant when Jesus speaks of the disciples as his
friends (in 15:13-15). She states, “The Fourth Gospel goes further than any other New Testament work in
its high Christology, in its association of Jesus with God. Jesus therefore cannot have the same status as his
disciples, or anyone for that matter, because he is, in the narrative framework of this gospel, essentially
equal with God. In a Graeco-Roman context, then, Jesus is not their friend.” She continues by asserting, “In
no ancient definition of friendship does one find that a friend is one who does what he is commanded.
Clearly, a lack of status equality must be present in order for one ‘friend’ to command another, which is
certainly what we find in relationships of dependence and obligation, which also use the language of
friendship, but do not describe actual friendship.” While some of her concerns are valid, Crook seems to
miss the point that, according to 15:13, friendship between Jesus and his disciples is primarily defined by
and established on the basis of Jesus laying his life down for them (which, to a certain extent, is congruent
with ancient expressions of friendship), not on the basis of his superiority over them. But it is true that
notable incongruence exists between Graeco-Roman and Johannine expressions of friendship, insofar as the
demand for obedience is concerned. So in one sense, Crook is certainly correct in stating, “In a GraecoRoman context, then, Jesus is not their friend.” But John, through the words of Jesus, provides a new,
dynamic conceptual framework from which to understand the notion of friendship; Jesus, as the disciples’
superior, proves his friendship to them by laying down his life. The disciples, as subordinates, demonstrate
that they are Jesus’ friends by obeying him, thus completing the circle of friendship. On one hand, John’s
presentation of friendship is congruent with the Graeco-Roman view of friendship. On the other, John’s
presentation transcends it in distinct ways. Most importantly, while Jesus remains ontologically and
functionally superior, by virtue of their faith in Christ, the disciples were positioned to do the works that
Jesus did, and even greater works (14:12), thereby elevating their status from the position as mere friends
(in the Graeco-Roman understanding) to co-laborers. Finally, it is true that John presents a uniquely high
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The Consequence of Friendship
The concept and practice of Johannine friendship, then, has several consequences for
prayer. First, by laying down his life, Jesus demonstrated that he is loyal in nature and
personally invested in his friends, even to death. But Jesus’ loyalty extends beyond his
earthly life to include answering prayers that are made in his name. But the disciples are
not merely left with Jesus’ name, but with his example, which provides further credibility
to his name. In this model, Jesus’ example provides further substance to the promise that
Jesus will answer prayer that is offered in his name. One can have assurance that prayer
will be answered because Jesus’ name stands for his love and loyalty for his friends.
O’Day (2004:151-52) notes:
[T]he convergence of Jesus’ words with his actions shows that his words and
promises can be trusted. There is complete unanimity between what Jesus says
about laying down his life and what Jesus does. Because Jesus is the Word-madeflesh, speech and action are inextricably linked in John (e.g., 14:10). What he
receives from God Jesus speaks in God’s words and does in works (5:19-24;
10:38; 12:49-50; 17:7-8). Jesus’ teaching about laying down one’s life in John 10
is a reliable promise because his subsequent enactment of these words shows that
Jesus’ promises can be trusted.
Further, the model provided by Jesus stands in contrast to Greek aspects of religion in
which the gods accepted sacrificial gifts but did not offer themselves in sacrifice for
others. Greek worshippers sought the gods’ favor through ritual, but the gods did not seek
the worshippers’ heart through altruistic deeds. The Greek gods had to be persuaded
through sacrifice. 529 The Johannine God persuades his disciples through love. The Greek
gods may answer prayer, but there are no guarantees even if one prays in the correct
name and performs the prescribed ritual. Burkert (1985:189) remarks, “[T]he sense in
which men need the gods is quite different from the sense in which the gods need men.
Men live by the hope of reciprocal favor, charis. ‘It is good to give fitting gifts to the
immortals’—they will show their gratitude. But it is never possible to count on this with
certainty.” Put simply, there is no guarantee that the gods will respond favorably to the
worshipper.

Christology. But it is also true that John presents the Logos as the one who placed himself alongside, rather
than above (13:1-10) the disciples by washing their feet. And it is from this position of service that Jesus
commands his disciples to love one another (13:34). While impossible to prove, this episode would have
likely served as a reference point (for the disciples) for subsequent discussions concerning obedience to
Jesus. As a friend, Jesus required what he himself had modeled for his disciples. He served, so the disciples
must also serve. He was obedient to the Father, so the disciples must be obedient to Jesus (see Culpepper
1998). To the extent that this took place, the disciples demonstrated their status as “friends” with Jesus. See
Paul Anderson (2011) who argues that John presents a low Christology and that by partnership with Jesus,
the believers status is elevated and that apostolic authority is extended in plural directions (20:21-23).
529

See Burkert (1985:55-84).
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However, Jesus’ willingness to lay his life down plausibly points to his (and the Father’s)
willingness to do precisely what he promises and to go the “extra mile” for his friends. If
he lay down his life, he will plausibly open his ears to prayers offered in his name. Or to
state things another way, Jesus does not merely provide a theoretical space for prayer; for
those who believe in him, Jesus offers his name and his example as indications of his
willingness to do what he promises, namely, answer prayer. Moreover, if “hate” 530
equates to rejection and disloyalty, then the disciples may be assured that the world will
not listen to them (15:18-25). Conversely, if “love” equates to loyalty and
trustworthiness, then the disciples, by virtue of Jesus’ example, may have full assurance
that he will listen to them.
Second, by virtue of their friendship with Jesus, the disciples are granted a new relational
status that grants them the privilege of receiving inside knowledge/revelation that shapes
the contours of their prayers. 531 In 15:15 the Evangelist addresses the intimate nature of
friendship, albeit in notably different terms. Here a notable shift in emphasis occurs in
Jesus’ statement, οὐκέτι λέγω ὑμᾶς δούλους, ὅτι ὁ δοῦλος οὐκ οἶδεν τί ποιεῖ αὐτοῦ ὁ
κύριος· ὑμᾶς δὲ εἴρηκα φίλους, ὅτι πάντα ἃ ἤκουσα παρὰ τοῦ πατρός μου ἐγνώρισα
ὑμῖν. According to Jesus, part and parcel of true friendship is the transmission of
knowledge/revelation that is otherwise hidden or secret. 532 Neyrey (2007b:260) writes:
Jesus elevates the status of the disciples from “servant” to “friend”; that is, they
share the most precious benefaction of Jesus’ patron, in this case “everything that
I have heard from my Father” (15:15). With his departure, he acknowledges them
as his preferred clients. Ideally, this kind of discourse will confirm them in their
relationship to him and thus to God.

Following Segovia, Neyrey (2007b:261) points out that “hate” is the opposite of “love.”
Further, he remarks that all references to hate in 15:18-25 “are predictions of future trials for the disciples,
a common element of farewell address.” As Neyrey indicates, the challenge the disciples would face
centered on the world’s opposition to them which would challenge their loyalty to Jesus.
530

531
Charlesworth (1996:79) remarks, “The Dead Sea Scrolls and the archaeology of Qumran
reveals to us an exclusive Jewish sect. Although it had documents used by many other Jews and other
Jewish groups, it is cut off from other Jews and vehemently rejects the temple cult. It sees only its members
as ‘Sons of Light’; all others, even those heralded as the most pious within Jerusalem, are ‘Sons of
Darkness,’ who belong to Belial, the devil. It is a sociological group with strong barriers that lives
‘liminally,’ between the end time and the messianic age. Only members of the Qumran Community have
secret knowledge, understand some of the writing that is encoded (4Q186, 4Q317), and possess the key for
unlocking God’s word (1QpHab7).” It is important to note that Johannine friendship does open the way for
the transference of inside (or secret) knowledge from Jesus to his disciples. However, the transference and
reception of such knowledge does not necessitate withdrawal from the world. Instead, the consequence of
union with Jesus involves becoming witnesses of God to the world (John 3:16-17; 4:42; etc.). Thus,
Johannine believers are to be at the same time possessors and professors of divine knowledge. Moreover, in
the context of John 15, the reception of knowledge enables one to formulate prayers that conform in
content and in consequence to the will of the Father. Finally, it is important to note that I am not suggesting
Qumranic influence on the Fourth Gospel, conceptual similarities notwithstanding.
532

See Campbell (2007:140-42) for a discussion of secrecy versus trust.
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Thus, verse 15 presents the notable contrast between δούλους and φίλους and the
qualifying statement, ὅτι πάντα ἃ ἤκουσα παρὰ τοῦ πατρός μου ἐγνώρισα ὑμῖν.
However, it is important to note that the concept of servanthood and/or the status of being
a “slave” (as in NASB) must be distinguished from their various forms, both ancient and
modern. Newman and Nida (1980:488) are right in stating that “the relationship of the
disciples to Jesus was never that of a slave to an owner.” This distinction is especially
important in light of the rather negative associations of slavery in Jewish, 533 Greek, and
early African534 cultures.
BDAG (2000:ad loc.) provides two lexicographical meanings of the term δούλους
as it was employed in ancient culture. For example, this term refers to: “(1) a male
slave as an entity in a socioeconomic context, or (2) one who is solely committed
to another.”
At first glance, it may appear that the first definition best fits the context of 15:15. This
may be especially evident in light of the qualifying statement, ὅτι ὁ δοῦλος οὐκ οἶδεν τί
ποιεῖ αὐτοῦ ὁ κύριος. A servant/slave is often thought of as someone who serves a
master in an impersonal, uninformed, and unquestioned manner; he simply works and
labors without questioning or demanding knowledge. As noted by Morris (1971:675),
“The slave is no more than an instrument. It is not for him to enter intelligently into the
purpose of his owner.” Thus, in the context of 15:15, it may be tempting to assert that the
disciples (as servants) were those who served Jesus in the same manner. However, it
seems plausible to suggest that the latter definition best serves both the context of the NT
in general,535 but also the Evangelist’s usage in particular. Outside of 15:15 and 15:20,
the closest that Jesus comes to referring to his disciples as servants/slaves is seen in 13:16
(ἀμὴν ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, οὐκ ἔστιν δοῦλος μείζων τοῦ κυρίου αὐτοῦ οὐδὲ ἀπόστολος
μείζων τοῦ πέμψαντος αὐτόν.). But here the emphasis is not placed on impersonal and
uninformed service to Jesus but rather on the call for the disciples to follow their master’s
example by serving and loving each other. And this example was set forth clearly before
their very eyes (13:3-10). Notwithstanding, Jesus indicates that, in addition to being

Rengstorf (1985:184) states concerning the NT usage of this term/concept, “While the NT
offers the typical picture of the doúlos, it does not hint at scorn or disparagement. It differs in this regard
not only from the Greek world but also from Judaism, which tends to accept the lower social, cultic, and
ethical status of slaves, to put slaves wholly under the control of their masters, and to regard the term
‘slave’ as a deadly insult.”
533

Johnson (1999:4) writes concerning slavery in medieval Africa, “Slaves were captives,
outsiders, people who had lost tribal status; once enslaved, they became exchangeable commodities, indeed
an important form of currency.”
534

535
For example, in Luke 17:10 the disciples are instructed to say, λέγετε ὅτι δοῦλοι ἀχρεῖοί
ἐσμεν, ὃ ὠφείλομεν ποιῆσαι πεποιήκαμεν. Paul begins his letter to the Romans (1:1) with the statement,
Παῦλος δοῦλος Χριστοῦ Ἰησοῦ. Brown (1970:683) points out that “in John xiii13 the disciples were
commended for addressing Jesus as ‘Lord,’ an address that has the implication that they are his servants.”
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subordinate servants who follow their master’s example, they also receive a new status
that includes epistemic privileges. 536
Accordingly, Jesus indicates in 8:32-36 that the disciples are not merely servants who
perform the work of their master (irrespective of their knowledge level). Particularly, in
8:32 the concept of freedom is enunciated and is directly linked to knowledge of truth
(καὶ ἡ ἀλήθεια ἐλευθερώσει ὑμᾶς). In verses 34-35 Jesus states that the one who sins is
a slave, and the slave does not maintain a permanent place in the father’s house; this
position is reserved for the son (ὁ υἱὸς μένει εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα).537 Carson (1991:350)
persuasively argues that “the genuine son in this context is not the Christian, but Christ
himself.” In contrast to the uncertainties and vicissitudes that accompany a lifestyle of
slavery or mere servant hood, the son (Jesus) maintains a perdurable, abiding position in
the father’s house. In Bruce’s words (1983:197), “Once a son, always a son.”
Accordingly, by virtue of the true Son (Christ), slaves may enjoy the status of son-ship
(ἐὰν οὖν ὁ υἱὸς ὑμᾶς ἐλευθερώσῃ, ὄντως ἐλεύθεροι ἔσεσθε.). Therefore, the son is
granted special access to the father and to privileges that would naturally include
knowledge of the father’s affairs.538 Neyrey (2007b:260) writes, “Jesus relates to the
disciples as broker to clients.” He says that Jesus mediates several benefactions to his
clients, but perhaps the most relevant one is “secret knowledge” or revelation. Brown
(1970:683) remarks, “[I]n NT thought the Christian remains a doulos from the viewpoint
of service that he should render, but from the viewpoint of intimacy with God he is more
than a doulos. So also . . . from the viewpoint of revelation539 given to him the Christian
is no mere servant.” Bruce (1983:311) draws attention to the setting of the upper room as
the context in which Jesus’ words are to be understood. In his view, Jesus is “admitting
them to the inner motives of his ministry and impending sacrifice.” He (1983:311-12)
continues by saying, “It is not for the slave to know why his master says, ‘Do this’; it is
for the slave to do it: his not to reason why. But with a friend one shares one’s hopes and
536

See Neyrey (2007b:262).

537

See Culy (2010:164-66) for a discussion of slavery and friendship.
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But with freedom and knowledge come certain responsibilities. Rengstorf (1985:185) explains:
“Jesus by his saving work rescues . . . from this douleía in a work of liberation (Gal. 3:13; 4:4-5). They thus
achieve the freedom of sonship (Gal. 4:5ff.; Rom. 8:15, 23). But sonship does not mean autonomy; it
means a new relationship with God. . . . It is also a recognition of the freedom which can come only with
commitment to Christ, so that there is no contradiction when John speaks of the freedom which the Son
brings (Jn. 8:34ff.), or when Jesus says that he calls his disciples, not doúloi but friends, for these are
friends who do what he commands them (Jn. 15:14-15).”
539

Carson (1991:523) points out that this revelation was given by Jesus and the coming Paraclete.
He writes, “Although there is much they cannot grasp (16:12), within that constraint Jesus has told them
everything he has learned from the Father. The Paraclete whom Jesus sends will in the wake of the cross
and resurrection complete the revelation bound up with the person and work of Christ (14:26; 16:12-15).”
Carson’s statement is obvious but uniquely important, especially in light of the attention that John gives to
the Logos who illuminates the full revelatory spectrum of God (1:1, 14, 18, etc.). But John is careful to note
that such illumination is aided by the work of the Holy Spirit. He is the disciples’ helping presence in the
illumination process.
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plans.” Finally, Turner ([1990] 2002:82) notes Jesus’ imagery of friendship derives from
courtly circles rather than from the context of equality. He says:
The king has many servants, but those who serve him with love and loyalty he
may come to call his “friends.” These are marked out from the rest who remain
mere “servants” (and note the contrast in vv. 14-15) not by a freedom to disobey,
but by the fact that the monarch shares with them his innermost counsels and
trusts them. He does this because they love him and obey him. And it is these
people whose petitions are liable to be answered; for they ask out of a
knowledge of the king’s counsel, and out of a will to serve his interests. Such is
the friendship Jesus offers the disciples: if they loyally obey him, he does not treat
them as servants (who merely blindly follow orders), but as privileged “friends”
to whom he has revealed what he has learned from the Father. (emphasis added)
Thus, the concept of friendship has practical implications for the topic of prayer. Much
like what was indicated in the previous chapter of this analysis, the transcendental
narrative (from above) is communicated through the Son to those who are below. The
onus, then, is on the disciples to commit themselves to this narrative and to actualize it
through their obedience to Jesus. It is within the unified relational space of the vine,
gardener, and branches that friendship occurs and is fleshed out. As Morris (1971:675)
indicates, “Friendship depends on common aims and outlook. . . .” It is those who share
and remain in Jesus’ interests, aims, and outlook who are granted the privilege of asking
whatever they wish in prayer. And those who remain in this friendship will be granted the
very things they wish for (15:7). 540 Furthermore, verse 14 expands the theme of
“remaining in” Jesus as is explicated in 15:4-5, and v. 7. Remaining in Jesus, at a very
basic level, involves remaining in agreement with Jesus in every respect. Hence, the one
who remains in, agrees with, and is obedient to Jesus will inevitably make requests that
are in alignment with who Jesus is and what he requires. Burge (2009:387) summarizes,
“Where true friendship exists, true disclosure (or revelation) accompanies it (15:15b).
Disciples possess the word of Jesus (thanks to the Spirit, 14:25-26), and they will receive
ongoing revelations of Jesus (also brought by the Spirit, 16:12-13). Disciples thus know
‘God’s heart.’ When they therefore pray, their desires and God’s will harmonize, making
them participants in God’s efforts in the world (15:16; cf. 15:7).” Therefore, the disciples
are entrusted with otherwise undisclosed revelation that provides the shape and contours
of their prayers. Thus, they do not pray as outsiders or mere servants, but as friends who
have continual access to and dependence on541 the nourishing sap/revelation of the vine.
Hence, the analysis above demonstrates that Jesus viewed his disciples as those who were
not deficient of their Father’s business; but by virtue of their friendship with Jesus, the
disciples were recipients of knowledge/revelation that was otherwise hidden or secret. By
540
Culy (2010:153) remarks, “As friends of Jesus who share divine knowledge [the] disciples are
in a position to understand God’s will, and thus ask accordingly. Request and answer are [thus] the two
sides of friendship with God. And friendship with God gives prayer certainty that it will be answered.”

See Haenchen (1984b:132) for a discussion on “essential co-existence.” He rightly says, “The
branches are not independent entities in relation to the vine, and the life-giving sap does not flow from the
branches to the vine, but the other way around.”
541
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virtue of their connection to the vine, the disciples had the privilege of abiding with Jesus
and receiving his words and commandments. As the disciples kept Jesus’
commandments, they not only confirmed their status as Jesus’ friends but also
demonstrated that they were knowledgeable of the very will of the Father to whom they
prayed. Thus, as true sons who abide in Jesus, the disciples were prepared to pray
according to the words of Jesus, they were positioned to bear much fruit for Jesus, and
they were privileged in the task of bringing glory to the Father.
Friendship as Frankness and Boldness
By virtue of their friendship with Jesus, the disciples are granted the privilege of speaking
plainly and boldly to God in prayer. The theme of friendship as boldness of speech and
action is seen in Hellenistic literature, especially as it relates to the term παρρησία.
BDAG (2000:ad loc.) provides the following lexicographical possibilities:
1. A use of speech that conceals nothing and passes over nothing, outspokenness,
frankness, plainness
2. Openness sometimes develops into openness to the public, before whom speaking
and actions take place
3. A state of boldness and confidence, courage, confidence, boldness,
fearlessness . . . in association with humans and in relation to God.
Schlier (1985b:794) outlines three particular spheres in which this term appears in the
Greek world:
1. Political sphere: The term parrhēsía542 is an important one in the political sphere
as a presupposition of democracy. It signifies a. the right to say anything, b. an
openness to truth, and c. candor.
2. Private sphere: Here the main sense is that of frankness or candor.
3. Moral sphere: Philosophers connect parrhēsía with moral rather than political
freedom (although the word may also denote shamelessness in the case of those
dominated by the passions). Those who have parrhēsía (in the good sense) are
public figures with cosmopolitan responsibilities.
Of particular relevance to this analysis is how παρρησία relates to ancient friendship in
general and private discourse in particular. O’Day (2004:153) summarizes the approach
to this genre of friendship in ancient culture:
There were several social contexts in which this theme appeared. One was the
patron-client/monarch-subject relationship, in which the benefactor needed to be
on the lookout for whether “friends” were speaking honestly and openly, or
whether they were engaging in flattery to further their own ends. Another context
where parrësia played a role was in the instruction of the philosophical schools,
where frank speech was encouraged as a mark of honest instruction, dialogue, and
542

This is the transcription of παρρησία provided by Schlier.
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training. To be someone’s friend was to speak frankly and honestly to them and to
hold nothing back. A third context, also associated with philosophical schools,
used parrësia to emphasize freedom of speech, even when using that freedom
meant taking unpopular positions and speaking openly against the authorities
The term παρρησία occurs nine times in the Gospel of John, more often than in any other
NT book (7:4, 13, 26; 10:24; 11:14, 54; 16:25, 29; 18:20). In most cases, the term is
employed in both public (or political) and private spheres. For example, in 7:3-4 the term
is used in the context of Jesus’ brothers, who urge him to perform his works openly for
the disciples and the world. Carson (1991:306) remarks, “The expression en parrësia
sometimes means ‘plainly,’ ‘clearly,’ i.e. without the obscurity of metaphor . . . but here
means ‘publicly’ (NIV), ‘openly.’” Verse 13 portrays the people as those who did not
want to speak openly about him (οὐδεὶς μέντοι παρρησίᾳ ἐλάλει περὶ αὐτοῦ διὰ τὸν
φόβον τῶν Ἰουδαίων.). During the middle of the feast, Jesus is seen teaching in the
temple. The people responded by saying (vv. 25-26), λεγον οὖν τινες ἐκ τῶν
Ἱεροσολυμιτῶν· οὐχ οὗτός ἐστιν ὃν ζητοῦσιν ἀποκτεῖναι; καὶ ἴδε παρρησίᾳ λαλεῖ καὶ
οὐδὲν αὐτῷ λέγουσιν. μήποτε ἀληθῶς ἔγνωσαν οἱ ἄρχοντες ὅτι οὗτός ἐστιν ὁ χριστός.
Here the emphasis is placed on the visible nature of Jesus’ ministry in light of the
authoritative nature of his speaking, which according to verses 16-17, is derived from his
father.
In 10:24 the Jews demand that Jesus speak plainly concerning his identity as the Christ
(εἰπὲ ἡμῖν παρρησίᾳ). Carson (1991:392) notes that the explicit, antecedent demand,
“How long will you keep us in suspense?” suggests that “the Jews are not seeking for
clarity in order to worship him without restraint; rather they want to obtain from him
unambiguous statement that would provide an adequate basis for their attack.” Bruce
(1983:230-31) remarks that in this context, παρρησία does not denote the notion of
speaking publicly and plainly but centers on the demands of those who know better.
According to the Evangelist, those who saw Jesus’ works and heard his teachings had
sufficient evidence.
After speaking somewhat ambiguously in 11:11 543 (Λάζαρος ὁ φίλος ἡμῶν κεκοίμηται),
Jesus seeks to clear up any subsequent confusion in 11:14 by speaking plainly concerning
Lazarus (Λάζαρος ἀπέθανεν). Similarly, in 16:25 and 16:29 Jesus states that an hour is
coming when he will no longer speak in figures of speech (ἐν παροιμίαις λελάληκα) but
plainly (παρρησίᾳ). Finally, in 18:20 Jesus addresses the high priest and notes that his
O’Day (2004:154) rightly points out that the phrase Λάζαρος ὁ φίλος ἡμῶν κεκοίμηται can
function as a euphemism (both in Greek and English), which interestingly enough, Jesus’ audience does not
recognize. But she points out that “the narrator explains the euphemism to the gospel’s readers by drawing
attention to the disciples’ lack of understanding (v. 13). Jesus explains to his disciples what he meant and
explicitly names Lazarus’s death (11:14). The narrator describes the speech act by which Jesus informs the
disciples about the truth of Lazarus’s situation as speaking parrësia (‘then Jesus told them plainly’).”
Furthermore, O’ Day (2004:154-55) is correct to insist that Jesus’ “plain speech” was not the decoding of a
figurative expression with a literal one. Instead, Jesus spoke frankly to the disciples about Lazarus’s death
“in order to equip them for the role of disciple that the situation may demand of them . . . to see a revelation
of God’s glory in the raising of Lazarus and so come to believe (cf. 11:2 and 15).”
543
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speech has been in open before the world, not in secret. These passages demonstrate that
as far as the Johannine witness is concerned, the meaning of παρρησίᾳ centers on
working and speaking openly, publicly, and plainly.
As noted in chapter 2 of this analysis, the concept of παρρησία is present in certain OT
prayers, most notably in Habakkuk’s prayer in 1:2-4 and 12-17. In the context of
Habakkuk’s plea, the author speaks freely to God by offering a lament concerning the
injustice in Judah. The question is posed in 1:3, “Why do you make me see iniquity, and
why do you idly look at wrong?” Also, in 1:13 the author asks, “Why do you idly look at
traitors and remain silent when the wicked swallows up the man more righteous than he?”
The language of these passages assumes a degree of boldness/confidence as one
approaches the space of prayer. In particular, the above questions presuppose that one
may pray in a sentiment of disappointment or lament and still be heard. The LORD’s reply
indicates not only that he hears but also that he will respond (2:2-4).
Further, in the context of Nehemiah 1:4-11, a prayer is offered that also assumes a degree
of confidence in approaching God. In this case, Nehemiah boldly reminds God of his
promise to restore his people after they have sinned if they return to him and keep his
commandments (1:9). As such, Nehemiah’s prayer assumes confidence in God’s
covenant-keeping nature. Even in the face of sin and rebellion, Nehemiah boldly
approaches God with an appeal for restoration and personal success. Interestingly,
Nehemiah (1:8-9) reminds God concerning the words he spoke to Moses, namely, “If you
are unfaithful, I will scatter you among the peoples, but if you return to me and keep my
commandments and do them, though your outcasts are in the uttermost parts of heaven,
from there I will gather them and bring them to the place that I have chosen, to make my
name dwell there.” In the final analysis, Nehemiah’s boldness toward God stems from his
certitude concerning God’s covenant faithfulness toward his people.
Concerning the Fourth Gospel, although the concept of παρρησία is not explicitly used in
connection with prayer between believers and Jesus, it fits well within the general
framework of prayer as it is prescribed in 14:13-14 and 15:7, 16.544 In Nehemiah’s
prayer, an appeal is boldly made within the context of covenant. However, in John 15 in
particular, the emphasis centers on union with Jesus, the vine. It is within this relational
context that prayers may be offered from the new place where God’s name dwells,
namely the believer. Thus, παρρησία occurs in light of patron-broker-client relationship
where access to God is granted on the basis of Jesus, the Son. Thus, union with Jesus and
the possession of his name provides boldness in one’s prayer requests. As such, the
phrases, “whatever you ask” (14:13; 15:16) and “whatever you wish” (15:7) both imply
frankness and freedom of speech. As noted in the previous chapter, in 13a the phrase ὅ τι
544

However, the term does appear in relationship to prayer in 1 John. For example, 1 John 5:14
states, Καὶ αὕτη ἐστὶν ἡ παρρησία ἣν ἔχομεν πρὸς αὐτὸν ὅτι ἐάν τι αἰτώμεθα κατὰ τὸ θέλημα αὐτοῦ
ἀκούει ἡμῶν. Also, 3:21-22 states, Ἀγαπητοί, ἐὰν ἡ καρδία [ἡμῶν] μὴ καταγινώσκῃ, παρρησίαν ἔχομεν
πρὸς τὸν θεὸν καὶ ὃ ἐὰν αἰτῶμεν λαμβάνομεν ἀπʼ αὐτοῦ, ὅτι τὰς ἐντολὰς αὐτοῦ τηροῦμεν καὶ τὰ ἀρεστὰ
ἐνώπιον αὐτοῦ ποιοῦμεν.
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ἂν, best translated as “whatever,” “anyhow,” is followed by the verb αἰτήσητε. Thus, the
literal translation is as follows: “whatever, anyhow you ask.” In this case, the action of
the verb is determined by the contents of the request itself, which is not stated but rather
open-ended and undetermined. However, the request itself had to be congruent with the
phrase ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου. The same is true in 15:16, where prayer is directed to the
Father in Jesus’ name. In the case of 15:7, the condition to having one’s prayer answered
involves abiding in Jesus and allowing his word to abide within. If the conditions are met,
believers may ask whatever they wish (ἐὰν θέλητε) and thus have confidence that their
prayers will be heard and responded to. Moreover, asking in Jesus’ name and according
to Jesus’ indwelling word does not involve the usage of flattery, 545 but rather involves the
utilization of one’s friendship with Jesus. Because Jesus has disclosed the nature,
purpose, and mission of his father to the disciples (14:8-11),546 they may in turn pray with
these concerns in mind, and do so boldly. As such, the believer who abides in Jesus’
word has the privilege of speaking directly and forthrightly to God without fear of losing
his status as Jesus’ friend.
Finally, the concept and practice of παρρησία is congruent with statements in chapter 14
and 15 that elevate the disciples’ expectations concerning the works they perform and the
fruit they bring forth. The Evangelist says in 14:12 that those who believe in Jesus will
perform “greater works,” and in 15:5, 8 it is said that those who remain in Jesus will bear
“much fruit.” Thus, the Evangelist provides both the where of prayer (in Jesus, the vine)
and the how of prayer (in Jesus’ name), but he also indicates what one may expect in
prayer, namely, greater works and much fruit (or greater “results.” Neyrey, 2007a:9).
Therefore, in light of these promises, the disciples may pray plainly and boldly to God,
knowing that no request is too great if it is consonant with Jesus’ name and if it is issued
out of loyalty to Jesus, the vine, and the Father, the gardener. Perhaps one could say that
the bolder the request, the greater the fruit that will be brought forth. And the greater the
harvest of fruit that is brought forth, the greater the glory that will be brought to God.

545
In particular, the sort that manifested in flattery between a superior and subordinate. Konstan
(quoted in Fitzgerald 1996:10) reports, “In the altered idealistic environment of the Hellenistic period, in
which friendship between the powerful and their dependents was the focus of attention, the chief worry
concerning the perversion of friendship was the possibility that a person motivated by narrow self-interest
would insinuate himself into the coterie of a superior and, by a pretense of friendship, achieve his own gain
at the expense of his master. Simultaneously, it was imagined that the flatterer would seek to corrupt the
honorable character and social conscience of his benefactor, in order to profit from expenditure on private
entertainments as opposed to public service. Thus, the character of the flatterer was doubly determined as
selfish for gain and inclined to the baser pleasures. The philosophers of friendship were, accordingly,
concerned to discriminate the type of the flatterer or adulator from that of the true friend, and the surest
sign of the difference was candor and honesty—the παρρησία characteristic of the true friend as opposed to
the deceitfulness that marked the parasite.”

O’Day (2004:155) remarks, “The disciples are Jesus’ friends because he has spoken to them
openly; he has made known to them everything (panta) that he has heard from the Father.”
546
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Summary and Conclusions
The aforementioned analysis may be summarized in the following manner. In John
15:13-15, the concept of remaining in Jesus is elucidated in the context of friendship
between Jesus and his disciples. Such friendship is not a matter of mere common
interests, relational dependence, or neighborly interaction but is seen in specific, altruistic
expressions of self-sacrifice. As indicated, ancient friendship is often characterized by
sharing of one’s life with someone else to the point of giving food, counsel, loyalty, and
service. In the case of Jesus, he demonstrated the highest form of love by literally laying
down his life in death, particularly by cross-death. As the disciples remained loyal to
Jesus, he will remain loyal to them. In this model, then, the imagery of chapter 15 moves
from the analogy of branches remaining in the vine to that of friends remaining in a loyal
relationship with each other. However, although the disciples are Jesus’ friends, they are
to remain submissive to him as subordinates who demonstrate their loyalty by obedience.
In light of this relationship, then, there are several consequences for prayer.
By laying down his life, Jesus demonstrated that he is loyal in nature and personally
invested in his friends, even to death. Thus, chapter 15 indicates that Jesus does not form
casual partnerships with little vested interest or relational loyalty. Rather, the friendships
that Jesus establishes are based on examples of commitment and loyalty that include
laying down his life (in this earthly ministry) and answering prayers offered in his name
(in his glorified state). Hence, in these particular examples Jesus proves that he is
committed to “going the extra mile” for his friends. Since Jesus is willing to lay down his
life, the disciples may be assured that he will also open his ears to respond to prayers
made in his name and do whatever they ask. In this understanding, Jesus’ example of
love and self-sacrifice provide further credibility to his name. Since Jesus was
loyal/faithful in his example, the disciples can be confident that he will remain loyal
when they approach God in his name. In short, since Jesus lay down his life in love, the
disciples may pick up his name and pray with great confidence.
Next, by virtue of their friendship with Jesus, the disciples are granted a new relational
status that grants them the privilege of receiving inside knowledge/revelation that shapes
the contours of their prayers. Although the Evangelist alludes to the disciples as fulfilling
the role of servants (13:13-16), the emphasis of 15:15 centers on their relational status as
“friends.” In contrast to mere servants who are privy to limited knowledge of their
master’s business, the disciples, by virtue of their friendship with Jesus, are brought into
a closer relationship in which and through which inside knowledge/revelation is
communicated. This relationship is not loose and informal but is rather characterized by
loyalty and obedience. As the disciples remain committed to Jesus, their master, he in
turn makes known everything the Father has revealed. In this relationship the
transcendental narrative (from above) is communicated through the Son to those who are
below. When the disciples pray, their desires and God’s will harmonize, making them
participants in God’s efforts in the world (Burge 2009:387). Therefore, the disciples are
entrusted with otherwise undisclosed revelation that forms the substance of their prayers.
Thus, they do not pray as outsiders or mere servants but as friends who have access to the
will of God.
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Last, by virtue of their friendship with Jesus, the disciples are granted the privilege of
speaking frankly and boldly to God in prayer. In the opening verses of chapter 15, the
emphasis centers on union with Jesus, the vine. But as chapter 15 unfolds, the vineyard
imagery gives way to the concept of loyalty to God in the context of love and friendship.
And it is within this relational context where relationships are formed and maintained,
where the word(s)/will of the vine is transferred to the branches, and where boldness of
speech in prayer occurs. Once love is demonstrated and loyalty is established, the
disciples may enter into the relational space of prayer without fear of being rejected or
ignored. Thus, taking chapters 14 and 15 together, one may say that possession of Jesus’
name and loyalty to his words and will provide the justification for approaching God with
boldness and confidence. Accordingly, the phrases, “whatever you ask” (14:13; 15:16)
and “whatever you wish” (15:7) both assume the formation of a loyal relationship in
which the words of Jesus form the content and contours of one’s prayers. In this
understanding, the disciples do not boldly ask for anything without qualification, but they
boldly ask for anything that accords with disclosed divine revelation. In a complementary
manner that accords with certain OT expression of prayer, Johannine prayer is
established on the basis of God’s promise to respond to those who approach him on the
basis of his word(s)/will.
Moreover, the concept and practice of παρρησία is congruent with statements in chapters
14 and 15 that elevate the disciples’ expectations concerning the works they perform and
the fruit they bring forth. The Evangelist says in 14:12 that those who believe in Jesus
will perform “greater works,” and in 15:5 and 8 it is said that those who remain in Jesus
will bear “much fruit.” Thus, the Evangelist provides both the where of prayer (in Jesus,
the vine), the how of prayer (in Jesus’ name), but he also indicates what one may expect
in prayer, namely, greater works and much fruit.
Prayer and Persecution: John 15:18-16:4a
The final verses of John chapter 15, along with the first four verses of chapter 16, provide
further insight into and encouragement for the theme of prayer. Some argue that the
content of 15:18-16:15 is different from chapter 14, but this analysis will argue in favor
of viewing the entire range of the discourse as harmonious and consistent.547 The call to
remain/abide in friendship with Jesus is implicitly suggested in units of thought
embedded throughout this final section. Of course, neither μείνητε nor φίλος are
employed, but the complimentary concepts of identifying with Jesus and being loyal to
Jesus are explicitly present. The main theme of this final section that provides context for
the need to remain loyal to Jesus is the hatred of the world. John describes the rationale
for such hatred in verses 18-21 in terms of the disciples’ association with Jesus, that is,
they are not of the world any longer. Therefore, in view of this association, the world will
treat the disciples in the same manner they treated Jesus. As indicated in verses 22-25, the
547

See Brown (1970:693-95) for an overview of the views. Some scholars see a break at the end
of verse 25 due to what seems to be an abrupt interjection of the topic of the Helper. However, as will be
demonstrated below, the topic of the Paracelete fits well within the Evangelist’s previous discussion and
the present one of persecution by the world.
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guilt of the world is established on the basis of Jesus’ words and works. Yet in verses 2627 Jesus promises his disciples that the Helper will enable them to endure in the face of
such hatred and persecution. Finally, in 16:1 Jesus reiterates the rationale for his
warnings, namely ἵνα μὴ σκανδαλισθῆτε. Therefore, although the topic of prayer is not
addressed directly, the impetus that gives rise to prayer, namely remaining loyal to Jesus
in the face of the world’s hatred, is stated and expanded.
The Promise of Persecution
In John 15:18 Jesus begins his discourse on the topic of hatred with the clause, Εἰ ὁ
κόσμος ὑμᾶς μισεῖ. This protasis describes a present reality, not a mere possibility. 548
The world hates both Jesus and the disciples. Brown (1970:687) notes, “Grammatically
this is a real condition, the world does hate the disciples.” Here the term κόσμος refers to
“the created moral order in active rebellion against God” (Carson 1991:525) or, in the
words of Bruce (1983:313), “‘[T]he world’ is the godless world, the world organized in
opposition to God, and therefore opposed to his people.” In particular, although the term
κόσμος may imply a broad scale, Keener (2003:1018) is right to suggest that the
Evangelist employs this term in relationship to the Evangelist’s immediate audience549
who would have received persecution from the Jews. 550 Keener (2003:1018) notes, “‘The
Jews’ embody ‘the world’ in the Fourth Gospel in general and in this context in
particular, for it is the same ‘world’ that opposed Jesus (15:20, 24); they claim biblical
law (15:25) and they will expel Jesus’ followers from the synagogues.” The Evangelist
uses the term “the Jews” over seventy times throughout the Fourth Gospel. This is rather
548

See Haenchen (1984b:136-37) for a discussion on the “Jews” and the “world.”

549

Culpepper (1987:281) summarize the conclusions of Martyn and Brown concerning the
specific historical context of the composition of the Fourth Gospel. He writes, “Relying heavily upon their
work, we may sketch the general contours of the Gospel’s historical setting. The Johannine community
originated in a group of Jews who found the fulfillment of their messianic expectations in Jesus. The
teachings of the Beloved Disciple were shaped into homilies for fellow Jews, so the Johannine tradition is
deeply rooted in the Hebrew Scriptures and their interpretation (especially in the wisdom tradition). For
reasons that are not entirely clear the synagogue began to identify and expel the Jesus-believing Jews from
its fellowship. This traumatic event is reflected in John 9:22; 12:42; and 16:2. While the majority of the
believers began to form a new community, ‘secret believers’ remained within the synagogue and some of
the Johannine Christians may have considered returning to the synagogue. Relying on written sources
composed under the influence of the Beloved Disciple, the Gospel was composed and edited over a period
of years. Eventually, the Johannine community itself split, and the Johannine Epistles were written to
encourage and defend the remnant community from the Christological innovations of those who left the
community.”
550

Some have proposed that the Johannine community was sectarian in nature. Segovia
(1981:271) raises the question over whether a struggle within the separated community saw itself as
basically alienated from “the world” and as rejecting the values of that world. He answers in the
affirmative. Yet it is important to note that a separated community is not necessarily a completely
withdrawn and uninvolved community. Keener (2003:1018) is correct to note that the worldview of
chapter 15 “is not merely defensive, waiting till the end in some apocalyptic treatises; it remains offensive
and evangelistic.”
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significant given the mere five or six instances of its appearance in the Synoptics (Brown
[1966] 2006:LXXI). Culpepper (1987:274) cites Von Wahlde who, in his definitive study
of the use of hoi Ioudaioi, found that ten previous studies agreed unanimously in
identifying the following thirty-one passages as instances of this hostile sense: 1:19; 2:18,
20; 5:10, 15, 16, 18; 6:41, 52; 7:1, 11, 13, 15; 8:22, 48, 52, 57; 9:18, 22a, 22b; 10:24, 31,
33; 13:33; 18:14, 31, 36; 19:7, 31, 38; 20:19. On the basis of substantial support, Von
Wahlde adds seven other instances: 7:35; 8:31; 11:8; 18:12; 18:38; 9:12, 14. As noted by
Culpepper (1987:274), “The effect of Von Wahlde’s work is to narrow the scope of
John’s vilification from the people and the authorities to the authorities only.” The
plethora of such examples, coupled with other evidence, convinces Brown ([1966]
2006:LXXI), who remarks that “the Fourth Gospel uses ‘the Jews’ as almost a technical
title for the religious authorities, particularly those in Jerusalem, who are hostile to
Jesus.”
While the theme of hatred is portrayed in 15:18-25, in 16:2 the Evangelist notes that
“they” will put the disciples out of the synagogue, which stands as further elucidation of
Jewish551 persecution552 of the disciples. 553 The nature of this persecution is not likely
mere temporary excommunication from the synagogue with its aim of corrective
punishment (Schnackenburg 1982:121) but permanent exclusion. Keener (2003:1025)
notes that some interpreters see this persecution stemming from a Jewish-Christian
schism (Bultmann 1976:555). Martyn (2003) sees the phrase, “[T]hey will put you out of
the synagogue,” as reflective of the Birkat Haminim, the twelfth benediction of the
Jews554 near the end of the first century to banish Jewish-Christians from the synagogue.
Additionally, the statement, ταῦτα εἶπαν οἱ γονεῖς αὐτοῦ ὅτι ἐφοβοῦντο τοὺς Ἰουδαίους·
ἤδη γὰρ συνετέθειντο οἱ Ἰουδαῖοι ἵνα ἐάν τις αὐτὸν ὁμολογήσῃ χριστόν, ἀποσυνάγωγος
γένηται (9:22), has led some, including Barrett 555 and Martyn,556 to insist that one should
551
It is important to note that the references in this analysis to the “Jews” do not pertain to modern
Jews or genealogical Jews in ancient times.

Justin Martyr (Dialogue with Trypho 133:6; see also 95:4) observes, “Your hands are still
raised to commit crime! Even after putting Christ to death, you are not converted. You even hate and kill
us, who through him believe in God, the Father of the universe, as often as you have power to do so.”
552

Maloney (1998:72) notes accordingly, “The ‘Jews’ are the only characters in the story who
could be involved in such action, and Jesus’ words reflect the experience of the disciples living the inbetween time, where some are falling away in the face of hatred, persecution, expulsion, and death.”
553

554
The benediction reads (Beasley-Murray 1999:277), “For the apostates let there be no hope, and
let the arrogant government [= Rome] be speedily uprooted in our days. Let the Nazarenes and the Minim
[= heretics] be destroyed in a moment and let them be blotted out of the Book of Life and not be inscribed
with the righteous. Blessed art thou, O Lord, who humblest the arrogant.”

Barrett (1978:361) remarks, “According to Mark, Jesus was not during his ministry publically
confessed as Messiah (except by demons). That the synagogue had already at that time applied a test of
Christian heresy is unthinkable.”
555

556

See Martyn (2003) for a fuller discussion.
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envisage a late first century Sitz im Leben for such expulsion.557 Yet this conclusion is
unnecessary in light of the generous evidence for Christian/Jewish conflict 558 earlier in
the first century. Alexander (1992:19) explains:
It is abundantly clear from the New Testament itself that Christianity before 70
not only attracted support but also encountered strong and widespread opposition
within the Jewish community. That opposition ranged from central authorities in
Jerusalem (the High Priest and the Sanhédrin) to the leaders of the local
synagogues. It extended from Palestine (both Galilee and Jerusalem) to the
Diaspora (e.g. Asia Minor and Achaea). It began in the time of Jesus himself and
continued unabated in the period after the crucifixion.
Beasley-Murray (1999:154) states accordingly:
On the one hand, we must remember that the followers of Jesus suffered much in
the manner of the blind man from the time of Jesus on. And . . . we must not
forget that Jesus himself enunciated the crucial test of discipleship as confession
of him before men as Son of Man (Luke 12:8-9 = Matt 10:32-33; cf. John 9:35);
the emphasis in Mark 8:37 on not being ashamed to confess Jesus doubtless
expresses the concern in Mark’s church of the danger of denial in face of external
pressures. Equally significant is the last beatitude in Matt 5:11-12, coming from
the later period of Jesus’ ministry, the parallel to which in Luke 6:22-23 is
remarkably close to John 9: ‘Blessed are you when they hate you, and when they
exclude you and insult you and cast out your name as evil, because of the Son of
Man.’ Paul knew what it was to be thrown out of synagogues on mission (Acts
13:50), and he was not alone in that experience.
Thus many scholars have concluded that the Birkat Haminim has no bearing on the
present case of John 16:1-4. To insist otherwise may make one guilty of committing the
referential fallacy of importing outside events to determine the meaning of the immediate
context. Therefore, while the evidence indicates that being put out of the synagogue was
not an official, widespread practice in the first century, 559 John 9:22 and 16:2 (along with
the Synoptic evidence) indicate that the threat was present for certain members of Jewish
society who professed faith in Jesus.
For a response to Martyn’s use of the Birkat Haminim, see Kimelman (1981:226-44) and
O’Day (2002).
557

558
Klink (2008:117) notes concerning the inner conflict within Judaism, “It is specifically the
intra-Jewish, familial turmoil that allows John to portray itself as both Jewish and anti-Jewish
simultaneously. Historically, the Fourth Gospel portrays familial turmoil rooted in a long history of interJewish tension involving heresy and group identity. John reflects its own identity-forming portrayal of the
conflict between what later became Judaism and the early Christian movement. As a Gospel, John attempts
to link the turmoil experienced by the readers with the experiences of Jesus himself.”

Brown (1997:82) notes, “The dating of it [Birkat Haminim] to AD 85 is dubious, and the idea
that it was a universal decree against Christians is almost certainly wrong. Local synagogues at different
times in different places no longer tolerated the presence of Christians.”
559
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Further, the statement in 16:2, ἀλλʼ ἔρχεται ὥρα ἵνα πᾶς ὁ ἀποκτείνας ὑμᾶς δόξῃ
λατρείαν προσφέρειν τῷ θεῷ introduces a new challenge into the discussion. To which
particular hour is Jesus referring? The Evangelist speaks of Jesus’ hour in 2:4; 4:23; 7:30;
8:20-21; 12:23, 27. Schnackenburg (1982:121) sees the Evangelist’s use of “hour” in
4:23 as referring to the eschatological presence of Jesus, but he notes that 16:2 is more
closely connected with the prophetic and apocalyptic expression, “the days are coming”
(Isa 39:6; Jer 7:32; 16:14; Zech 14:1 LXX; 2 Ezek 5:1; 13:29; etc.). However, John does
not connect 16:2 with these OT passages but places the concept of “hour” in a very
similar semantic trajectory as seen throughout his Gospel. But context must decide the
decisive meaning in each instance. Carson (1991:223) has pointed out that the
employment of “‘hour’ (hora) when unqualified always points in John’s Gospel to the
hour of Jesus’ cross, resurrection, and exaltation, or to events related to Jesus’ passion
and exaltation (as in 16:23).”560 The language of 16:2, coupled with John’s usage of
“hour” throughout his Gospel, indicates that the disciples’ hour is closely associated with
his own. Carson remarks accordingly (1991:530), “[T]he crucial turning point after which
the animus of the world will begin to be redirected from Jesus (in the flesh) to Jesus’
disciples. The onset of the kingdom is also the onset of persecution for those who live
under its rule.”
Culpepper (1998:217) is of the opinion that the “hour” of 16:2 is a reference to “the
persecution that the Johannine community suffered during the period of the composition
of the Gospel.” Bultmann (1976:555) sees the historical circumstances of verse 2 as being
related to the period ranging from Paul to Justin. He remarks that the phrase
ἀποσυναγώγους ποιήσουσιν points forward to the period “in which the Christian
community is forced to free itself from association with the synagogues, and thus
abandon the protection of a religio licita.” The justification for such an assertion is based
in part on the phrase ἀλλʼ ἔρχεται ὥρα, which points away from a familiar setting to that
which is “new and astounding” (Bultmann 1976:555), namely death. If this is the case as
Bultmann (1976:556) has suggested, then it is possible that the Evangelist had in mind
the period in which persecution involved bringing Christians before the Roman
magistrates.561 Keener (2003:1027) agrees by remarking, “More likely is the proposal
that the Jewish Christians felt that their Jewish opponents, by expelling them from the
synagogues, were deliberately delivering them over to the sword of the Roman Governor.
Surely in time Christians, once portrayed as apostates no longer welcome in the
synagogue community, would face death for their unwillingness to worship Caesar.”
Therefore, the hour of persecution originated with Jesus’ passion and exaltation (33 CE),
but such persecution waxed (in varying degrees and waves) in subsequent history as the
religious and political climate grew more hostile to Christians. Thus, the first persecution
was Jewish in nature but would later prove to be Roman in application.
560
Keener (2003:1026) notes, “Jesus’ death and resurrection inaugurates the eschatological hour
(see 16:25), the wilderness period of the new exodus in which the people of God must carry on Jesus’ war
against the devil (cf. Rev 12:1-6).”
561

Keener (2003:1026) observes that Rome did not grant the right of the sword freely, and
therefore did not sanction the putting to death of Christians by the Jewish community.
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Notwithstanding, the language of 15:18-25 implies that persecution came from certain
Jews in general or those who are categorized as being “of the world” in particular. For
example, Jesus states in 7:7, οὐ δύναται ὁ κόσμος μισεῖν ὑμᾶς, ἐμὲ δὲ μισεῖ, ὅτι ἐγὼ
μαρτυρῶ περὶ αὐτοῦ ὅτι τὰ ἔργα αὐτοῦ πονηρά ἐστιν. In 8:23 Jesus states in response to
those who opposed him, ὑμεῖς ἐκ τῶν κάτω ἐστέ, ἐγὼ ἐκ τῶν ἄνω εἰμί· ὑμεῖς ἐκ τούτου
τοῦ κόσμου ἐστέ, ἐγὼ οὐκ εἰμὶ ἐκ τοῦ κόσμου τούτου. Here Jesus posits two distinct
categories of reality in two different manners of speaking: (1) “below” and “above” and
(2) “of the world” and “not of this world.” The ones who are from below will accept
those from below. The ones from above will accept those from above. The ones from
below will hate those from above. But Jesus notes that both he (8:23) and his disciples
(15:19) are not of this world. They have been chosen out of the world (15:19). Carson
(1991:525) states, “Christ’s followers will be hated by the same world, partly because
they are associated with the one who is supremely hated, and partly because, as they
increase in the intimacy, love, obedience and fruitfulness depicted in the preceding
verses, they will have the same effect on the world as their Master. They, too, will appear
alien.” In keeping with the language and theme of chapter 15, the disciples have been
called out of the world and have been called into the vine to bear fruit for God. Therefore,
Jesus reminded them that their position with him and in him would naturally draw hatred
and opposition. Those who identify with Jesus and remain with him can expect to be
recipients of the same hostile sentiment that he received since οὐκ ἔστιν δοῦλος μείζων
τοῦ κυρίου αὐτοῦ (15:20).
What follows is the natural corollary, εἰ ἐμὲ ἐδίωξαν, καὶ ὑμᾶς διώξουσιν· εἰ τὸν λόγον
μου ἐτήρησαν, καὶ τὸν ὑμέτερον τηρήσουσιν. Once again, whatever happens to Jesus
will inevitably happen to those who follow him. In verse 21 Jesus states the cause of
hatred and persecution in more precise terms, namely, διὰ τὸ ὄνομά μου. Carson
(1991:526) sees this statement as equivalent to “because of me.” But Keener (2003:1020)
notes more precisely that this phrase “likely recalls that Jesus bears the divine name.”
Thus, “they will do all these things” because of the divine name. As indicated by the
clause ὅτι οὐκ οἴδασιν τὸν πέμψαντά με, negative responses toward Jesus are rooted in a
lack of true knowledge of God. And to reject and/or fail to recognize God’s
representative was to reject and/or fail to recognize God himself. In light of Jesus’ words
and works (vv. 22-24), the world had a plethora of evidence concerning Jesus and the
Father. Carson (1991:527) notes, “In Jesus’ speech God’s words were heard (5:19ff.); in
Jesus’ works God’s activity was seen (4:34); indeed, in Jesus God himself was seen
(14:9). Jesus is the one who ‘narrates’ God on the plane of human existence.”
Such revelation was narrated explicitly in Jesus’ ministry but also implicitly through
Jesus’ name. As noted in the previous chapter, the name of Jesus represents his person,
identity, and mission. In Luke 2:21, the name, Ἰησοῦς ( ַׁ יֵשּועJeshua, later form for ַׁיְּהֹושּוע
Joshua) was given by the angel before he was conceived in the womb. Matthew 1:21
reports the nature of Jesus’ mission (αὐτὸς γὰρ σώσει τὸν λαὸν αὐτοῦ ἀπὸ τῶν
ἁμαρτιῶν αὐτῶν), which is congruent with his name, Immanuel (“God with us,” most
specifically as “savior”). Other (sub)names and/or titles that elucidate the specific nature
of Jesus’ will, work, and mission include: Lord (1:23), Lamb of God (1:29, 36), Son of
God (1:34, 49), Rabbi (1:38, 49), and so forth. Therefore, since the Evangelist presents
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Jesus as the revelation of God in flesh (e.g., 1:1, 14, 18), Jesus is essentially stating that
the world hates him because of his name, that is, what his name represents. 562
Furthermore, Schnackenburg (1982:115-16) remarks that the phrase διὰ τὸ ὄνομά μου is
from a Synoptic tradition (Mark 13:9, 13; Luke 21:12) since it is not included elsewhere
in the Fourth Gospel. This may be the case, but previous statements concerning prayer in
Jesus’ name (14:13-14; 15:16) do indicate a unique Johannine emphasis. Here the
Evangelist’s purpose is not merely to highlight the persecution drawn on account of
Jesus’ name, but also to remind his audience of the power and efficacy of prayer in his
name during times of persecution. In the face of Jesus’ departure, the disciples had access
to Jesus’ name, which, in effect, would grant them the privilege of praying effectual
prayers that would further their mission in the world, in spite of the world’s hostility.
Thus, the phrase in 16:1, Ταῦτα λελάληκα ὑμῖν ἵνα μὴ σκανδαλισθῆτε, along with the
warnings that follow (16:2-3), was issued for the purpose of encouraging the disciples to
resist the temptation to apostatize in the face of persecution. 563 As the disciples remained
faithful to Jesus, they had access to his name and all the privileges afforded by his name.
Conversely, failure to remain in Jesus would nullify this privilege and would result in
being severed from Jesus, the vine. And being severed from the vine precludes the
possibility of answered prayer. And unanswered prayer results in fruitlessness. Therefore,
the condition for bearing fruit does not center on remaining in peaceful circumstances but
on remaining in relationship with Jesus. When this condition is met, the disciples may ask
for anything they wish and it will be done for them. Therefore, the thrust of chapter 15
encourages offering prayer that aims at actualizing the story from “above” on the earth
“below” in spite of hatred and opposition.
The Paraclete and Persecution
The previous chapter of this analysis provides a foundational examination of the role of
the Helper, the Spirit-Paraclete. The Paraclete is the Spirit of Truth, who teaches the
disciples and reminds them of everything Jesus spoke to them (John 14:17, 26). In short,
the Paraclete is God’s presence in Jesus’ physical absence. He mediates the presence of
The Evangelist is sure to note that the Jews’ hostility toward Jesus was, in reality, hostility
toward the Father. Brown (1970:697) notes, “In viii 54-55 Jesus tells the Jews that they do not know the
Father whom they claim as their God; then in 57 Jesus speaks the divine name saying, ‘I AM,’ and because
of his use of the divine name ‘the Jews’ try to stone him. In the words of xv 21, they did these things to
Jesus because of his name, showing that they did not know the One who sent him.”
562
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The phrase Ταῦτα λελάληκα ὑμῖν is repeated in 16:4a and is a modified reiteration of
statements that appear in 14:25 and 15:11. In the case of 16:4b, Beasley-Murray (1999:279) correctly notes
that Ταῦτα (of 16:4b) “appears to refer to 16:1 and 4a, and to relate to the persecution ahead of the
disciples. But the addition, ‘because I was with you,’ makes explicit what is assumed in vv. 1-4a—that
Jesus is about to leave his disciples.” Thus “these things” relates directly to the themes of Jesus’ departure
(14:1-6; 25-31) and to the future persecution that lies ahead. Bultmann (1976:555) notes, “The Evangelist
uses the words Ταῦτα λελάληκα ὑμῖν ἵνα to show the direction in which the prophecy and admonition of
15:18-27 are pointing: the disciples have to withstand the test in the actual historical situation; will they
remain loyal, or will they fall away? Will they withstand the attempt to make them stumble?”
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Jesus to the disciples who will soon be without their earthly rabbi. However, the role of
the Paraclete is expanded further in 15:26, where it is said concerning his role in relation
to Jesus: ἐκεῖνος μαρτυρήσει περὶ ἐμοῦ. Some see the third Paraclete saying as a later
addition from another source. Notwithstanding, it is better to view this verse as
complimentary to the theme at hand and providing further insight into the nature of how
Jesus’ witness will be perpetuated in days to come, particularly in the “hour” of the
disciples’ persecution (16:2). As noted, the preceding verses (18-25) state that the world’s
hatred of the disciples stems forth from its hatred of Jesus. Carson (1991:528) asks, “But
if Jesus is going away—a theme already developed in ch. 14—how will this
confrontation continue?” Carson answers this question by stating that “the Holy Spirit
joins with the disciples in testifying about Jesus to the world.” In spite of the threat of
persecution, the Paraclete will proceed from the Father to “bear witness about” (ESV) or
“testify about” (NIV) Jesus. The agency of the Paraclete’s testimony is described in
15:27, καὶ ὑμεῖς δὲ μαρτυρεῖτε, ὅτι ἀπʼ ἀρχῆς μετʼ ἐμοῦ ἐστε. Thus, many scholars see
this statement as a reference to the Paraclete’s witness through the disciples for the
purpose of conversion in general. 564 Estrada (2013:79-80) outlines the three basic views
of 15:26-27 in more detail in the following manner:
First Interpretation: The first reading . . . is the claim that when the Spirit is
testifying, the purpose of the Paraclete’s sending is missional, directed for human
kind, and corresponds to God sending the Son as in Jn 8.42; 13.3; 17.8. This view
insists that the witness of the Spirit is not speaking in either defense of the
disciples or acting as a prosecuting attorney against the world.
Second Interpretation: The second view claims that the fourth Paraclete saying in
16.8-11 explains the Holy Spirit’s work of testifying against the world. In this
view the terms μαρτυρεω and ἐλέγξει are interpreted as synonymous to missions
because of their forensic overtones. This view notes that the concern of the
passage is the Paraclete’s legal activity in the world as a continuation of Jesus’
ministry against the world.
Third Interpretation: The third view argues that there is no distinction between the
witness of the Paraclete and the disciples’ witness. The disciples’ witness is
essentially the exteriorization of the Paraclete’s witness.
Estrada sees the Paraclete’s witness not in relation to the world but in relation to the
disciples and the Johannine community context. He writes (2013:78):
We may assume that the Paraclete is testifying to the world given that the verse
[v. 26] continues to state the disciples’ role in testifying, but the context of Jn
15.18-25 compels us to recognize that the Paraclete is not being sent only to serve
in a judicial role vis-à-vis to convict non-believers. Instead, the only ones
promised to receive this testimony are the disciples who, according to the context,
Many commentators view the Spirit’s ministry in this manner: Beasley-Murray (1999:276-77);
Brown (1970:690).
564
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will need the witness because of a future crisis anticipated and pronounced by
Jesus.
In this writer’s analysis, the Evangelist likely intends to convey both the (direct) inner
and (indirect) outer 565 work of the Paraclete on Jesus’ behalf as the disciples face a
hostile566 world.567 Bennema (2007:235-36) is correct to say, “The disciples’ and
Paraclete’s witness . . . are not two distinct activities but essentially one: the Paraclete’s
witness is directed to the world but mediated through the witness of the disciples, because
(i) the Paraclete is sent to the disciples (15.26), and (ii) the world cannot receive the
Paraclete (14.17).”568 This emphasis includes the necessity of inner edification 569 that
leads to outward proclamation. 570 Schnelle (2016:321) says accordingly:

Bennema (2007:235) writes, “”[T]he Paraclete’s witness is not exclusively interior; the
Paraclete is engaging the world through the mission of the disciples.” Bultmann (1976:553) remarks
moreover that “the word μαρτυρήσει indicates that the Spirit is the power of the proclamation in the
community.” Or in other words, the Paraclete will empower and promote missionary fruitfulness through
those in whom he dwells. In short, the inner witness of the Paraclete gives rise to the disciples’ public
witness. The former empowers the latter.
565

566
Brown (1970:698) writes, “The world will persecute the disciples because of Jesus’ name, and
to counter this the Paraclete will be sent in Jesus’ name (xiv 26). In this persecution the Christian disciple is
not to be a passive victim; the Paraclete dwells within him (xiv 17), and he is to give voice to the
Paraclete’s witness against the world. This aggressive witness-bearing will produce further hostility on the
world’s part (xvi 1-4a).”

Moloney (1998:71) is right to suggest, “The disciples, directed, reminded, and strengthened by
the Spirit, give witness to Jesus in the midst of a hostile world.” But the witness provided by the Paraclete
is also set within the larger context of the distressed disciples (14:1a: Μὴ ταρασσέσθω ὑμῶν ἡ καρδία),
who will need Jesus’ abiding presence, not just for missionary empowerment but for inward edification.
This assertion is justified in light of Jesus’ reminder in 14:26, which says that the Paraclete will teach them
and bring to their remembrance everything that he said to them. Such work is consistent with Jesus’ role as
the disciples’ rabbi or tutor. Further, the witnessing dynamic of the Paraclete is undergirded and supported
by antecedent statements concerning the nature of the Paraclete’s function and role (14:16, 26). Estrada
(2013:92) writes, “The role of remaining within and among the disciples (14.16-17), teaching (14.26),
reminding, (14.26), guiding (16.13), glorifying (16.14), and disclosing (16.15) are not forensic functions
but rather display how the Paraclete will mediate as a supporter and intellectually aid to the disciples.”
567

As noted further by Newman and Nida (1980:497), one could say that the Paraclete “will speak
to you about me” or “will speak to people about me.” The former clause is most accurate and appropriate
since the Jesus is addressing the disciples in particular and not people in general (14:17).
568

569
Estrada (2013:93) remarks, “Claiming that the Paraclete is one who testifies suggests that the
Spirit speaks and proclaims the truth of Jesus in order to lead one into faith, especially for the disciples and
members of the Johannine community who are experiencing doubt and uncertainty.”

Brown (2003:217) writes, “The Paraclete’s witness to the world on Jesus’ behalf is
apprehended by the disciples, who in turn proclaim Jesus’ testimony to the world. But the content of the
disciples’ own witness (v. 27) is what they experienced of the earthly Jesus. In other words, the witnessing
ascribed to the disciples in v. 27 pertains only to the disciples who were eyewitnesses of Jesus’ life and
ministry.”
570
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So wie Jesus mit seiner ganzen Existenz der Gottes- und Wahrheitszeuge war und
ist, zeugt nun der Geist von Jesus. Das Zeugnis-Motiv bringt einen zentralen
Gedanken joh. Theologie zum Ausdruck: Das ganzheitliche Bestimmtsein durch
die Offenbarung Gottes in Jesus Christus. Die Wahrnehmung dieses Geschehens
ist keineswegs nur ein intellektueller Akt, sondern betrifft die ganze Existenz.
Deshalb setzt sich das Zeugnis des Geistes im Zeugnis der Jünger folgerichtig
fort.
Therefore, while the focus of verse 26 is the role of the Paraclete in witnessing about
Jesus to the disciples, the focus of verse 27 is the role of the disciples utilizing the
Paraclete’s witness about Jesus in their own witness. 571
Excursus: Jesus and the Paraclete in Relationship to Angels
Throughout the Fourth Gospel, verbal communication is seen taking place
between Jesus and his disciples (1:38-39; 14-16; etc.), between Jesus and the
Father (chapter 17), and between other parties (11:18-19; 18:25-27, 29-32). In
these instances, a message is communicated from one party to another via a
human messenger. Yet the NT in general and the Fourth Gospel in particular
indicate that angels572 are messengers who delivered divine words or messages to
humanity. Waston (1992:254) says:
Angels often deliver their message in a dream (Matt 1:20-21; 2:13, 1920, 22) or a vision (Acts 10:3-6; Rev 1:10). . . . Paul assumes that angels
can preach a gospel (Gal 1:8), and the Pharisees assume that an angel
could have spoken with Paul (Acts 23:9). Angels are harbingers of the
births of John the Baptist (Luke 1:11-20) and Jesus (Luke 1:26-38). They
advise Joseph about the nature of Mary’s child (Matt 1:20-21). They
proclaim the birth of Jesus to the shepherds (Luke 2:8-14). They warn
Joseph to flee to Egypt with Mary and Jesus (Matt 2:13) as well as when
to return (Matt 2:20). They give instructions to the women at the tomb
(Matt 28:5-7 = Mark 16:6-7 = Luke 24:4-7). Two angels speak to the
disciples at Christ’s ascension (Acts 1:10). An angel speaks to Moses in
the burning bush (Acts 7:30, 35, 38), advises Philip where to travel (Acts
8:26) and Cornelius to send for Peter (Acts 10:3-6, 22, 30-32; 11:13-14),
and reassures Paul that he would stand before Caesar (Acts 27:23-24). As
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See Bennema (2007:235) for a summary of other views.

Von Rad (1985a:13) writes regarding the OT witness of angels, “Used for both human and
angelic messengers, malʾāḵ is often combined with Yahweh to denote a special angelic being: the ‘angel of
the Lord.’ This angel has a special commission to help and guide Israel or individual Israelites (cf. Ex.
14:19; Num. 22:22; 1 Kgs. 19:7). He is not so much a mere messenger as an instrument of the covenant and
personification of divine aid, turning against Israel only in exceptional circumstances (cf. 2 Sam. 24:17).
Sometimes (e.g., Gen. 16:7ff.; Ex. 3:2ff.) he is so closely identified with God as to be almost
indistinguishable. He is God, as it were, entering human apperception (cf. the alternation in Gen.
21:17ff.). . . . In Job the angels, who are not wholly pure (4:17-18), witness creation (38:7), and help in
time of need (5:1). In Ezekiel and Zechariah they are interpreters (Ezek. 40:3ff.). Daniel depicts opposing
heavenly forces; Michael is the angel of Israel (Dan. 10:13, 20).”
572
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typical of apocalyptic writings, an angel escorts John through his visions
(e.g., Rev 17:7).
More specifically, the Fourth Gospel mentions angels in three instances, each of
which has to do with some genre of communication (1:51; 12:29; 20:12). But
perhaps most relevant to the present discussion is Jesus’ interaction with
Nathaniel. After Nathaniel’s straightforward remark in 1:46, he receives an
invitation from Philip to “come and see” Jesus for himself. After a brief word
from Jesus (πρὸ τοῦ σε Φίλιππον φωνῆσαι ὄντα ὑπὸ τὴν συκῆν εἶδόν σε.),
Nathaniel says in response in verse 49, ῥαββί, σὺ εἶ ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ θεοῦ, σὺ
βασιλεὺς εἶ τοῦ Ἰσραήλ. Jesus replies that Nathaniel will see “greater things”
than Jesus seeing him under the fig tree (1:50). Jesus remarks in 1:51, ἀμὴν ἀμὴν
λέγω ὑμῖν, ὄψεσθε τὸν οὐρανὸν ἀνεῳγότα καὶ τοὺς ἀγγέλους τοῦ θεοῦ
ἀναβαίνοντας καὶ καταβαίνοντας ἐπὶ τὸν υἱὸν τοῦ ἀνθρώπου. These words
draw on Genesis 28:12 where it is said that Jacob dreamed about a ladder that
extended from heaven to earth, upon which angels ascended and descended.
Jacob later identifies the place where he stayed as “the house of God” (28:17).
Neyrey (2007b:59-60) says concerning the relationship between this episode and
John 1:51:
Jacob received a theophany—that is, a revelation of God—at Bethel; he
saw a ladder linking heaven and earth, with angels climbing up and down
it, and God standing atop the ladder. The ladder functions as a bridge
between heaven and earth. But Jesus’ remarks, although similar to
Jacob’s vision, describe a different scene. . . . Minimally, the disciples
will be Jacob-like figures, seeing a vision comparable to that of Jacob.
But unlike Jacob’s vision, there is no ladder in John, earth is not linked to
heaven, and nothing is said in John about this earthly place being the
“house of God and gate of heaven.” Heaven alone is in view, and it is
“opened” so that mortals below may step into it, emphasizing revelation,
if not a theophany.
During his earthly ministry Jesus was, as noted by Beasley-Murray (1999:28),
“the point of contact between heaven and earth, the locus of the ‘traffic’ that
brings heaven’s blessing to mankind.” 573 He says further, “‘You shall see’ relates
not to a future beyond the death of Jesus (as in Mark 14:62), but the entire gamut
of the action of the Son of Man for the kingdom of God.” While he is correct in
this assertion, it must be pointed out that one of the primary roles of Jesus
involved delivering the word(s) of God to mankind. Thus, Jesus functioned as the
locus of traffic of heaven’s message from above to the earth below. In this
understanding, Jesus fulfills the role of angels, particularly as related to their role
in communication. Thus, the implication is that angels are placed in
subordination to Jesus. But one possibility to consider is that the role of angels is
later assumed (insofar as communication is concerned) by the Paraclete upon
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Culpepper (1998:128) and Carson (1991:164) emphasize Jesus as the new Bethel, or the
meeting place of God between heaven and earth.
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Jesus’ departure. 574 In particular, he will be the means of communication between
heaven and earth in light of Jesus’ physical absence. The Paraclete will be sent to
teach the disciples and remind them of everything Jesus said. He will serve as a
tutor who provides a heavenly education (14:26) for the disciples and will lead
them into truth (16:13). By the Paraclete’s mediatorial role, communication will
continue to take place as the Paraclete serves as the link (or broker) between the
disciples and Jesus and bears witness about Jesus in the manner discussed below.

Tricia Brown (2003:215-16) remarks more specifically concerning the Paraclete’s role in
bearing witness to the disciples:
The Paraclete does not witness “about” Jesus, providing his own information
about Jesus, rather he provides a way for Jesus to continue his own witness. This
interpretation comports with the Paraclete as the means through which Jesus is
made available, or “present,” after his return to the Father. The Paraclete’s
witness does not simply recapitulate Jesus’ earthly witness, rather the Paraclete
makes available the continued witness of the glorified Jesus.
Since the textual evidence concerning the scope of the Paraclete’s witness is not
conclusive, I am inclined to assert that it includes both the earthly and glorified witness of
Jesus.575 In this model, the Paraclete draws from the example provided by the earthly
Jesus and provides access to the witness of the heavenly Jesus. 576 Thus, the Paraclete
provides a profile of Jesus that the disciples may benefit from as they stand before the
word’s prosecution and judgment. 577 As such, the theme of “bearing witness” about Jesus
(15:26-27) fits congruently with and provides supplementation to many of the subthemes
Haenchen (1984a:166) writes, “The saying as a whole [in 1:51] is a figurative expression of the
continuous relationship Jesus has with the Father during his earthly sojourn. That does not imply that he
lingers on the bosom of the Father or that his existence on earth is evanescent as in docetism. The picture of
the mediating angels is deliberately chosen so that it permits Jesus’ dwelling on earth to possess complete
earthly reality.”
574
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Van der Watt (2000:288) notes concerning the Paraclete, “He will witness about Jesus and on
his behalf (15:26), only according to what he has heard (16:13) and will say nothing on his own. He can
only act on the authority of Jesus and bring him in constant remembrance. This does not mean that the
Paraclete fulfils the function of a tape recorder, but rather that the role of the Spirit is ‘that of reinterpreting
the old to give it contemporary significance and that of revealing the new in a way consistent with the
old.’”

That is, a profile based on Jesus’ life, person, and identity. Strathmann (1985:568) remarks, “In
John witness is especially the witness that is given, not specifically to the facts of Jesus’ history, but to the
person of Jesus (Jn. 1:15; 5:31ff.; 8:13ff.) as the eternal Son of God (1:15, 34). Thus the Baptist has come
to bear witness to the incarnate Logos as the light (1:8; cf. 8:12). As the Son, Jesus is the truth, so that to
witness to the truth is to witness to him (3:26; 5:32-33). Witness is given to him by the Baptist (1:7-8), by
Scripture (5:39), by God (5:32), by his works (5:36), by himself (8:13-14), and later by the Spirit (15:26)
and by his disciples (15:27).”
576
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Brown (2003:219) says that the Spirit-Paraclete functions as a broker to the disciples who will
need support in their hour of trial and persecution. She writes, “[T]he Paraclete fills the role of a broker for
the disciples by brokering to them the support of Jesus’ corroborating witness alongside their own witness.”
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threaded through chapter 15 including: the privilege of being a disciple-branch, the
necessity of remaining in Jesus and Jesus’ words remaining in the disciple, friendship
with Jesus, and prayer in Jesus’ name. As such, true disciples bear witness about their
master, and friends speak boldly to and about one another.578 But such witness and
friendship is viable only if one remains loyal. Hence, as one remains loyal to Jesus, he is
afforded the privilege of offering prayer in Jesus’ name, which in turn enables him to
perform works and bear fruit that bear witness about Jesus. To state it another way, in his
witness, the Paraclete provides a dynamic profile of Jesus’ words and works that the
disciples may mimic or imitate in their witness about Jesus (14:12; ὁ πιστεύων εἰς ἐμὲ τὰ
ἔργα ἃ ἐγὼ ποιῶ κἀκεῖνος ποιήσει.). But this occurs as the disciples remain in the space
of prayer where they, as “subordinate” senders, make their petitions to the “superior”
receiver (Neyrey, 2007a:9), who then grants their request by performing his works
through them (14:13-14). It is within this space that the Paraclete opens a channel of
communication that informs and empowers the disciples to offer prayer in accordance
with the living and dynamic testimony of Jesus, the new and final locus of God’s
revelation.
Finally, the consequences of failing to remain in Jesus become even clearer as chapter 15
draws to a close. In the previous chapter of this analysis, it is said that the Paraclete is
sent from the patron-Father to the client-disciples to educate them in Jesus’ physical
absence and to mediate his presence. As such, the disciples become the dwelling place of
God. In chapter 15 the Paraclete proceeds from the Father to the disciple-branches who
remain in Jesus. However, if the branches fail to remain in the vine, then the Paraclete
cannot proceed to the disciples and be functionally present and active with/in them. If this
is the case, then the disciples not only are “removed” from the vine but also are “cut off”
from access to the Spirit-Paraclete, who mediates the presence of the Father and Son to
them. Further, the disciples will then fail to receive the ongoing education and reminder
of Jesus’ words that occurs via the Paraclete. But most pertinent to the present analysis, if
the disciples are cut off from the Paraclete then the Paraclete cannot bear witness about
Jesus. If this occurs, then the disciples are left without a functional model to imitate. In
the end, a disciple who fails to remain in the vine is limited 579 in his ability to offer
effectual prayers. The final consequence is that one’s prayers may fall on deaf ears.

It is true that Jesus does not say that the disciples and the Paraclete are “friends.” Rather, those
who are obedient to Jesus are called friends. However, it may be plausible to suggest that the Spirit
functions as one who supports the friendship established between Jesus and his disciples. And according to
15:26, the manner by which this occurs is through his witness about Jesus. In particular, the Paraclete
boldly bears witness about Jesus to Jesus’ friends, who in turn boldly bear witness about Jesus to a hostile
world.
578

579
Estrada (2013:94) writes, “Without the Paraclete’s testimony, they are left to their own
epistemological limitations when they encounter persecution or theological controversies that challenge and
pose doubt to their understanding of Jesus’ life and words. As the disciples encounter doubt or struggle to
understand and remember the significance of Jesus’ words, they are being encouraged by 15.26 that the
Paraclete will serve as one who will be within them.”
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Final Summary
The analysis above may be summarized in light of the answers provided by five key
questions. Such questions draw forth conclusions concerning the nature of prayer in
general and serve to highlight how prayer unfolds in light of other key themes within
John chapter 15 in particular.
1. How does the viticultural imagery of John 15 contribute to the topic of prayer?
The content of the previous chapter (John 14) set forth the theme of the Father and Son
making their home in the believer. This familial language describes the concept of
indwelling with household terminology that evokes notions of relational closeness and
intimacy. In chapter 15 the Evangelist expands the indwelling motif further by placing
the believer in Jesus, the vine, and under the care of the Father-gardener. The
metaphorical viticultural language enables one to conceptualize how Jesus functions as a
life-sustaining source of one’s relationship with God in general but also for his prayers in
particular. In contrast to other vines that have failed to grow and produce fruit, Jesus is
presented as the “true vine” who will not fail. Thus, the Evangelist places emphasis on
Jesus being where the people of God are located. As the disciples remain in relational
proximity with him, they maintain the privilege of using Jesus’ name in prayer, which in
turn enables them to bear fruit in the face of hardship and persecution. Therefore, anyone
connected to the true vine is afforded the privilege of offering prayers that will not fail,
insofar as they are informed by the nourishing sap/words of the vine.
Moreover, the Father’s role involves ensuring that the vine is well cared for. He takes
away branches that do not bear fruit and prunes those that do bear fruit so they can
become even more fruitful. Hence, the viticultural imagery of chapter 15 metaphorically
describes the potential of disciples who remain in relational space with Jesus. They may
ask for whatever they wish and it will be done for them. As prayers are answered, the
vine becomes even more fruitful and the Father receives more glory. In light of
chapter 14 one may say that prayer ensures that many rooms will be occupied and that
greater works will be performed. In light of chapter 15, one may say that many branches
will be connected to the vine and that much fruit will be brought forth. In the final
analysis, the viticultural imagery provides a unique, metaphorical picture of how prayer
leads to success and growth in the Christian life.
2. Why is remaining in the vine the prerequisite to answered prayer?
The basic assumption of Hebrew and Christian prayer centers on God’s willingness to
both hear prayer and answer prayer. Yet as noted throughout this analysis, God responds
to prayers that are offered when certain prerequisites are met. The Evangelist establishes
faith in Jesus as the precondition for entering into relational space with Jesus but also as
the prerequisite for performing greater works for Jesus. In chapter 15 the Evangelist
reiterates this concept, yet in the terminology of “remaining” rather than believing. And
the result is not performing “greater works” but bearing “much fruit.” However,
remaining occurs because one continually believes in Jesus. Thus, although the term
“faith” is not employed in chapter 15, the concept undergirds the entire chapter. One must
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remain loyal to Jesus, that is, continually placing one’s trust in him as the true vine for
salvation in general and for fruitfulness in particular.
As this occurs, the believer is placed in relational proximity to the one who not only hears
prayer but also answers prayers that are offered in his name and according to his
word/will. As indicated by 15:7, not only must one remain in a relationship with Jesus
but Jesus’ words must remain in the believer. To the degree a disciple is influenced by
Jesus’ word, his prayers will be offered in accordance with Jesus’ will. Thus, he will not
ask for anything without qualification, but he will ask for anything that accords with
God’s self-revelation through Jesus and his words. In this model, a profound union takes
place in which the believer’s will is blended with Jesus’ will. As such, disciples share a
group-oriented language that flows from Jesus, the vine, to the disciple-branches. Thus,
an image of unity is established: since the branches receive the same nourishing sap from
the vine, they will offer prayers that promote the growth of the vine and the fruitfulness
of the branches. In summary, as one remains loyal to the vine, fruit is produced and the
Father is glorified.
Once again, the space of prayer may be described as the intersection where humanity and
divinity meet and where a “subordinate” sender communicates with a “superior” receiver.
And the intersection of such prayerful dialogue precludes the necessity of a physical
temple or synagogues since Johannine believers are now considered to be “in” Jesus, the
vine. Moreover, the imperative to “remain,” coupled with the Father’s work of
cleansing/pruning, amounts to a divine initiative that is centered on equipping the
disciples to pray successfully. Why? Because answered prayer is prayer that brings forth
fruit. The greater the fruit, the greater the glory the Father-gardener receives. But if one
fails to remain, he is cut off from the vine, and his privilege of offering effectual prayer is
revoked.
3. What is the nature of friendship with Jesus, and how does it relate to prayer?
In John 15:13 Jesus indicates the greatest expression of love is seen in one laying down
his life for his friends. A cursory review of the Fourth Gospel indicates that Jesus
expressed this degree of love for his disciples in a trajectory of altruism that culminated
in his death on a cross. Thus, by laying down his life, Jesus demonstrated that he is loyal
in nature and personally invested in his friends. Therefore, the disciples are left not
merely with Jesus’ name but also Jesus’ example, which in turn provides credibility to his
name. In contrast to Greek prayer, where there is no guarantee that the gods will respond,
Jesus’ willingness to lay down his life plausibly points to his willingness to do precisely
what he promises and to go the extra mile for his disciples by doing whatever they ask in
prayer. Therefore, if Jesus lay down his life, he will open his ears to prayers offered by
friends who remain in his love and obedient to him.
Further, as chapter 15 develops, language concerning the nature of the disciples’
relationship with Jesus is modified. In particular, they are initially likened to “branches,”
but in verses 13-15 they are called Jesus’ “friends.” Their status as friends stands in
contrast to a servant, who merely performs work for his master. In light of their
friendship with Jesus, the disciples received a status that includes the privilege of
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receiving inside revelation that shapes the contours of their prayers. Specifically, the
disciples had the privilege of gaining access to the otherwise unknown (or hidden)
perspective of their master teacher. Thus, the disciples were equipped to pray as the
friends of Jesus who have access to the will of God. Thus, both their position and
knowledge granted them the ability to communicate with God, knowing that he would
hear them and answer them.
4. How does the concept of παρρησία relate to Johannine prayer?
The concept of παρρησία, or boldness of speech, is littered throughout the Fourth
Gospel. Although this term is not used directly for prayer in the Fourth Gospel, its usage
in the context of friendship in general provides a relevant context for understanding how
a friend of Jesus may approach the space of prayer. Although the disciples are
“subordinate” senders, they are afforded the privilege of praying to the “superior”
receiver in confidence and boldness. As such, the impetus behind such boldness involves
praying in Jesus’ name and according to Jesus’ indwelling word. Thus, a disciple who
prays in this manner may ask for anything he wishes, which implies the disciples’
boldness to speak and God’s willingness to hear and respond. Accordingly, the
justification for this genre of prayer-speech is founded on one’s union with Jesus, the
vine, as well as his status as the friend of Jesus.
Further, the concept and practice of παρρησία is congruent with statements in John
chapters 14 and 15 that elevate the disciples’ expectations concerning the works they
perform and the fruit they bring forth. The Evangelist says that those who believe in Jesus
will perform “greater works,” and that those who remain in Jesus will bear “much fruit.”
Thus, the Evangelist provides both the where of prayer (in Jesus, the vine) and the how of
prayer (in Jesus’ name), but he also indicates what one may expect in prayer, namely,
great works and much fruit. Therefore, in light of these promises, the disciples may pray
plainly and boldly to God, knowing that no request is too great if it is consonant with
Jesus’ name and if it is issued out of loyalty to Jesus, the vine, and the Father, the
gardener. Perhaps one could say that the bolder the request, the greater the fruit that will
be brought forth. And the greater the harvest of fruit that is brought forth, the greater the
glory that will be brought to God.
5. How does the Paraclete contribute to prayer in the face of persecution?
As John chapter 15 unfolds, the concept of remaining in Jesus is given relevant
application as Jesus warns the disciples of the world’s hatred of them and the impending
persecution that awaits them. Although Jesus will soon depart, the Spirit-Paraclete will
bear witness about Jesus to the disciples, who will in turn externalize this witness to the
hostile world. By bearing witness about Jesus to the disciples, the Paraclete provides a
dynamic profile of Jesus’ words and works that the disciples may mimic or imitate in
their witness about Jesus to a hostile word. But such imitation occurs as the disciples
remain in the space of prayer where they, as “subordinate” senders, make their petitions
to the “superior” receiver, who then grants their request by performing his works through
them. It is within this space that the Paraclete opens a channel of communication that
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informs and empowers the disciples to offer prayers that accord with the living and
dynamic testimony of Jesus, the new and final locus of God’s revelation.
Yet if the branches fail to remain in the vine, then the Paraclete cannot proceed to the
disciples and be functionally present and active with/in them. If this is the case, then the
disciples not only are “removed” from the vine but also are “cut off” from access to the
Spirit-Paraclete, who mediates the presence of the Father and Son to them. Further, the
disciples will then fail to receive the ongoing education and reminder of Jesus’ words that
occurs via the Paraclete. And if the disciples are cut off from the Paraclete, then the
Paraclete cannot bear witness about Jesus. If this occurs, then the disciples are left
without a functional model to imitate. In the end, a disciple who fails to remain in the
vine is left in epistemic ignorance and limitations concerning how to offer effectual
prayers in Jesus’ name.
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Chapter 5

A Theology of “Prayer” from
the Farewell Discourse
Exegesis of John 16:4b-33
Introduction
Building upon the profile of Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian prayer in general, the
preceding analysis sought to determine how chapters 14-15 of the Farewell Discourse
uniquely contribute to the profile of Johannine prayer. Within these chapters the topic of
prayer is seen embedded in and surrounded by dominant themes such as: Jesus’
departure, the necessity of faith in Jesus, the indwelling of the Father and Son, the ability
to perform greater works, the necessity of abiding in Jesus, the ability to bear fruit, the
role of the Paraclete, etc. As indicated, prayer functions as the means of communication
that occurs between “subordinate” senders and the “superior” receiver (Neyrey, 2007a:9);
it occurs in the relational space shared by the earthly disciples and the glorified Jesus; and
it serves as the means by which God’s mission continues in the earth and specific
“results” are achieved.
With the above themes in mind, a careful review of the Farewell Discourse reveals that
certain materials/themes appear in spiral fashion.580 For example, the topic of prayer
initially appears in 14:13-14. However, the text moves on to address other topics but then
returns to the topic of prayer in 15:7, thus providing a repetition. 581 In this fashion, the
topic of prayer is seen intertwined in a matrix of other topics/themes that are gradually
discussed and explicated as the text unfolds. In this textual arrangement, themes such as
580

Van der Watt (2007:28) explains that the Evangelist does not discuss one point after another
but rather addresses one topic, moves to another, and then returns once again to the first. For example, the
topic of life is mentioned in 1:4; 3:15, 16, 36; many times in chapter 4, 5, and 6; 7:38 8:12; 10:10, 28;
11:25-26; 12:25, 50; 14:6, 19; etc. Van der Watt (2007:28) notes that the repetition does not occur without
purpose or arbitrarily but in order to develop topics in relationship to one another. Therefore, one must not
only view the parts of the Gospel in light of the whole but also view them in light of the other parts that
form the comprehensive whole. Accordingly, he (2007:29) remarks that one must also approach the text
pictorially. This relational approach is likened to the manner by which one describes a painting in its
various details. As one views it the aim is to describe how certain objects stand in relation to one another in
order to form a full picture. In this approach, relationship is ultimate and logical order is penultimate. As
the Farewell Discourse unfolds, a pictorial reading enables one to see how prayer relates to the wide variety
of needs, events, and concerns.
581

As noted by Zumstein (1999). Van der Watt (2007:28) summarizes his view by stating that
Zumstein “explained the repetition on the basis of a process of Relecture through which the traditions
(material) in the Gospel were read and reread and the consequent results of these ‘rereadings’ were then
deliberately presented (repeated) again further in the Gospel—that is why there are repetitions.”
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faith, friendship with Jesus, and the Paraclete serve to draw out the function of prayer and
elucidate its unique Johannine distinction(s). In addition to summarizing and synthesizing
the materials of the previous two chapters of this analysis, the chart that follows
illuminates certain problems that arise (or will arise) in light of Jesus’ departure. As will
become evident below, the text moves forward to provide a solution, only later to restate
the problem and offer the solution in more detail, thereby demonstrating the spiraling
nature of the text. For example:
Problems

Solutions

The disciples’ troubled
hearts/sorrow (14:1; 14:27; 16:5)

Jesus gives his peace to the
disciples (14:27).
Jesus speaks “these thing” so
their joy may be full (15:11).
Jesus appears for their joy (16:1622).
The disciples may ask and receive
so their joy may be full (16:24).

Separation from Jesus (13:3614:1, 25; 16:7, 16-17)

Jesus will come again to the
disciples, the Paraclete will
mediate the presence of the
Father and Jesus, and the Spirit
will provide help to the disciples
(14:2-3, 23, 26; 15:26; 16:7-15,
22).
Jesus will abide/remain in his
disciples, and the disciples will
abide/remain in him (15:4-7).

The persecution and hatred of the
world (15:18-25; 16:1-4a)

The Paraclete will “bear witness”
about Jesus (15:26).
The disciples will “bear witness”
about Jesus in the face of
persecution (15:27).

Potential inability to continue the
mission and work of Jesus.

By faith in Jesus the disciples are
promised the ability to do
“greater works” (14:12), and
those who “remain” will bear
“much fruit” (15:5, 8).
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Problems

Solutions
Jesus promises that he will “do”
whatever the disciples request
(14:13-14). Whatever they ask
will be “done” for them (15:7).

(Implied)
Potential deficit of
knowledge/education

The Paraclete will teach the
disciples, bring to their
remembrance all that Jesus said to
them, bear witness about Jesus,
guide them into all truth, speak
and declare all that is to come,
etc. (14:26, 15:26; 16:13-14).
As Jesus’ friends, the disciples
are granted inside
knowledge/revelation (15:14-15).

(Implied)
Potential inability to
communicate with Jesus.

Jesus says that the disciples may
ask for anything in his name
(14:13-14; 15:16; 16:23), which
implies that dialogue with the
Father/Jesus will continue in his
physical absence.

Although the spiral is imprecise 582 and somewhat unpredictable, it is evident that the
Evangelist sought to provide a gradual but illuminating presentation of how the disciples
are to function in Jesus’ physical absence through the repetition of key topics. 583 The
Father and Jesus will make their home with the disciples, their education will continue,
they will be “in” Jesus and he will be “in” them, and they will continue to do the works of
Jesus and bear fruit in order to bring glory to the Father. It is within the spiral that the
Evangelist indicates how prayer not only serves as the means by which communication
with God continues to take place, but also serves as the means by which certain
582

The repetition of topics and themes does not always occur in the same language but rather
conceptually and categorically. Schnackenburg (1982:125) is correct to note that the vocabulary of sadness
is absent from chapter 14 but is present in chapter 16. However, the “troubled hearts” of the disciples in
14:1 gives way to and is congruent with the concept of sorrow in 16:6, 20, etc. Even more, the antonym
“joy” (vv. 20-22, 24) stands in contrast to both the condition of a troubled heart in general and sorrow in
particular. Thus, the spiral of various themes yields thematic nuance(s) as the text builds and progresses.
583

This approach allows each chapter to offer a unique but complimentary contribution to each
topic as it unfolds. Chapter 14 emphasizes faith, while chapter 15 emphasizes the need to abide, and
chapter 16 centers on the joy that ensues irrespective of the Jesus’ physical absence and the world’s
persecution and hatred.
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actual/potential problems will be solved (or “results” are achieved, Neyrey, 2007a:9). In
short, the disciples will retain their ability to communicate with Jesus by the
implementation of his name, and Jesus will retain his ability to communicate with the
disciples by the mediatorial work of the Paraclete. As this loop of communication is
formed, the disciples will not only receive knowledge/truth from the Paraclete but will
also be able to pray in a manner that results in “greater works” being performed and
“much fruit” being produced. But asking/praying in Jesus’ name and in accordance with
Jesus’ word is the means by which these realities occur. In the final analysis, faith in
Jesus, that is, believing and trusting in him, grants one access to the relational space of
prayer and provides the existential motivation for offering prayer to God.
While the chart above provides an overview of the topics that spiral through chapters 1416, there is more data to be examined, particularly in chapter 16. Thus, in order to obtain
a more complete profile of prayer, one must follow the thematic spiral through the
material located in this chapter. Accordingly, the following analysis will provide two
excursuses that analyze the concepts of truth, confidence before God, and prayer in
1 John. Notwithstanding, before analyzing the content of chapter 16, it is necessary to
begin with a brief structural analysis.
Structure of John 16:4b-33
Scholars differ in their opinion of how to arrange the materials within chapter 16. In
particular, Neyrey (2007b:264-65) sees John 16:1-33 as a “conscious unit” and therefore
detects an inclusion between 16:1-4 and 16:32-33 that is bracketed by repeating material,
namely:
A. I have said these things to you to keep you from stumbling (16:1).
B. They will put you out of the synagogue. Indeed, an hour is coming
when those who kill you think that by doing so they are offering
worship to God (16:2).
C. I have said these things to you so that when their hour comes you
may remember that I told you about them (16:4).
C′. The hour is coming, indeed it has come (16:32).
B′. You will be scattered, each one to his own home, and you will leave
me alone (16:32b).
A′. I have said this to you, so that in me you may have peace (16:33).
In Neyrey’s reading, the Evangelist begins and ends chapter 16 with Jesus predicting
difficult times for the purpose of “keeping the disciples from panic and flight, which will
occur in (16:1, 4, and 33).” While this reading is straightforward, others have found
reason to place 16:1-4a with the preceding unit since these verses are clearly linked to
15:18-25 and thematically cohere with the themes of hatred, persecution, and the
corollaries thereof. Thus, Brown (1970:587), Beasley-Murray (1999:270-71), and
Schnackenburg (1982:122-23) see 16:4b-33 as the most appropriate textual division in
chapter 16. In addition to the continuity of thought in 16:4b-33, Beasley-Murray
(1999:270) suggests, “The discourse of 16:4b-33 is closely related in substance and
expression to that of 13:31-14:31, and like the earlier discourse is dominated by the
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departure of Jesus.” Maloney (1998:77) also sees this discourse as “reminiscent” of 14:131. However, Schnackenburg (1982:123-24) notes several differences that exist between
chapters 14 and 16 that, in his view, point to the likelihood that chapter 16 was conceived
by another author who wrote with a different point of view.584 But he (1982:124)
concludes that “although it [chap. 16] it is to some extent modeled on Chapter 14, it has
been rethought on the basis of a new intention. . . . It is, however, closely connected in its
thought and expression to the evangelist, as the essentially identical ideas (the activity of
the Paraclete, reunion with the disciples, the assurance that their prayer will be heard,
etc.) and concepts (the Spirit of truth, joy and peace) so clearly show.” Notwithstanding,
the trajectory of chapter 16 yields three distinct units that establish a thematically
coherent arrangement. Brodie (1993:492) outlines these units in the following manner:
4b-15 The work of the Spirit (Paraclete)
16-24 The birthlike seeing of Jesus
25-33 Conclusion: “These things . . . I have said.”
Bennema (2005:175) divides Jesus’ third farewell discourse into the same units but labels
them accordingly:
(i) the work of the Paraclete (164b-15)
(ii) sorrow turned into joy (16:16-24)
(iii) parables and plain speech (16:25-33)
Finally, Maloney (1998:79) sees this discourse as unfolding in the following manner:
vv. 4-20
vv. 21-24
vv. 25-33
The analysis below favors Brodie and Bennema’s structural approach and focuses on
analyzing how prayer contributes to and unfolds in light of the larger themes outlined by
these scholars. With the themes of hatred and persecution fading into the background
(15:18-16:4a), the Evangelist progresses forward with a restatement concerning Jesus’
departure and the disciples’ sorrow that serves as a natural textual extension to the
preceding chapter/themes. Certain statements made in 16:4b-6 conceptually mirror those
seen in 14:1-3 and serve to reinforce what the disciples may expect in Jesus’ physical
absence. In 16:4b-6 Jesus qualifies why he did not address the disciples concerning
“these things” earlier, but he then extends words of encouragement in the face of their
despair. He must leave, but someone else will be sent in his absence. What follows is an
explanation of the genre of help that will be provided by the Paraclete (vv. 7-15), which
focuses on his role in convicting, guiding, hearing, speaking, declaring, and glorifying.
Thus, verses 4b-15 form a natural unit. However, verses 8-11 address the role of the
Paraclete in relationship to the world, but verses 12-15 address the role of the Paraclete in
relationship to the disciples (Newman and Nida 1980:501). As such, the Evangelist
expands the reader’s understanding of how the Spirit-Paraclete functions in Jesus’
Brown (2003:212-13) disagrees and provides a brief analysis concerning why Schnackenburg’s
position is weak.
584
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absence. But in verses 16-24 the attention is directed toward elucidating the temporal
expectation of no longer seeing but then seeing Jesus “in a little while.” The emotional
corollary that follows is explicated in terms of sorrow that leads to joy and is likened to
the experience of a woman giving birth (vv. 21-22). Verses 23-24 form a natural link to
the overall unit of thought that begins in verse 16 by highlighting seeing Jesus again
along with the themes of “asking” and “receiving.” Finally, verses 25-33 form a coherent
unit of thought that centers on “these things” and the forthcoming privilege of the
disciples obtaining clarity and peace in the midst of tribulation.
Prayer and the Mission of the Spirit-Paraclete: John 16:4b-15
This section begins with a statement that reveals the purposeful nature of the preparatory
speech that Jesus issues before his departure. Jesus declares in John 16:4b, Ταῦτα δὲ ὑμῖν
ἐξ ἀρχῆς οὐκ εἶπον, ὅτι μεθʼ ὑμῶν ἤμην. Jesus did not expound “these things” earlier in
his ministry because he was present, but now he speaks of addressing “these things” in
light of the coming persecution585 and his imminent departure. 586 While Jesus does not
want the disciples to be troubled (14:1) or sorrowful (16:6), he does want them to be
prepared as hard times approach. In particular, Jesus prepares his disciples by informing
them of what is to come, so that when the “hour” approaches they will be reminded587 of
what he spoke to them (16:4a). As indicated, a further aspect of such preparation involves
ensuring that the lines of communication/knowledge will remain open when the disciples
undergo pressure from the world. Jesus freely addressed his disciples before his
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See Newman and Nida (1980:501-2).
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See Witherington (1995:264).

587
Aristotle (2013:449b, sec. 2]) asserts that one’s memory is not static but is dependent upon
certain “movements.” He notes, “For remembering . . . is the existence, potentially, in the mind of a
movement capable of stimulating it to the desired movement, and this, as has been said, in such a way that
the person should be moved (prompted to recollection) from within himself, i.e. in consequence
of movements wholly contained within himself.” He views the act of remembering as certain cognitive
movements that correspond to both an object and its time. Yet the act of remembering (or having a memory
of) a certain object is not analogous with the act of recollecting. In his view, animals may have memory but
not the ability to recollect. He sees the act of recollecting as a sort of investigation that includes the
qualities of inference and deliberation. The end result is not merely the mental reappearance of a certain
form, object, or concept but a reasoned deduction of that form, object, or concept. Thus, it is unlikely Jesus
intended to convey the idea that the Paraclete would simply bring to remembrance a cognitive impression,
whether in the form of words or sensory experience, to the disciples’ minds. Rather, it is possible that he
had in mind the concept of recollection, or the reasoned deduction of his own words made possible by the
Spirit-Paraclete (14:26). In this understanding the Paraclete would “bring to remembrance” all that Jesus
said in a manner that drew from previously disclosed knowledge and would be tailored to the present
circumstances. Or to say it another way, it may be that the Paraclete’s role involved aiding the disciples’
mental processes in order to bring about a certain memory (that contains Jesus’ words and/or deeds) that
could have been understood and applied in their present experience, especially in times of
hardship/persecution. This is true of Jesus’ words in general but also to his warning in 16:1-2 in particular.
Michel (1985:596) states that, remembering “is not just a mental act. A word or action serves to kindle the
memory. Recollection may strike (Mt. 5:23) or be continually present (1 Cor. 11:2). . . . Indeed, as new and
true knowledge, remembrance belongs to the work of the Spirit (cf. Jn. 2:22; 12:16; especially 14:26).”
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departure, and the same will be true subsequent to his departure by the help of the
Paraclete, who will continue to educate and impart truth (14:26; 15:26; 16:13). On the
other hand, the disciples will be able speak freely back to God in prayer, provided that
they remain in a relationship with Jesus and offer prayer in Jesus’ name. As will be seen
below, the disciples’ sorrow and anguish will give way to the fullness of joy that is the
direct corollary of asking and receiving through prayer (16:24). Thus, even in the midst
of a threatening/hostile Sitz im Leben, the disciples will have direct access to God and
freedom to enter the space of prayer.
Verse 5 yields a statement (νῦν δὲ ὑπάγω πρὸς τὸν πέμψαντά με, καὶ οὐδεὶς ἐξ ὑμῶν
ἐρωτᾷ με· ποῦ ὑπάγεις;) that seems contradictory to previous questions concerning
where Jesus was going (13:36; cf. 14:4-5). Numerous solutions have been proposed, none
of which are completely satisfactory. Carson (1991:533) outlines the following
suggestions: “Lagrange (pp. 417-418) puts the emphasis on the Now: the disciples have
heard and understood Jesus’ comments about his destination, so naturally, now no-one
asks him where he is going. . . . Barrett (p. 485) emphasizes the present tense: Jesus is not
saying that none of the disciples have ever asked the question but that none of them is
asking it now, when they really need to. Dodd (IFG pp. 411-413, n. 1) insists that the
disciples actually know where Jesus is going, and that Jesus is simply rebuking them for
their unreasonable sadness—though on the face of it that is not what the text says.”
Keener (2003:1029) sees no contradiction since Jesus is addressing his disciples in the
present tense, which implies that some (unspecified) time has elapsed since their last
question (14:22). In the final analysis, Brodie’s (1993:496) view seems to be the most
plausible, He states:
[A]s so often . . . the more essential solution is that the apparent contradiction be
set in the context of a spiritual reality. . . . [I]t is a way of saying that the
advancing disciple goes through different phases—at first eager, perhaps even
overeager, to know the way, but then, as the necessity emerges for some form of
dying, the eagerness is lost, and the disciple, turning sadly backwards, no longer
wants to follow nor even to ask the way.
Notwithstanding, the overriding concern of the Evangelist is to move his readers to the
promises that follow. Jesus states in 16:7, ἀλλʼ ἐγὼ τὴν ἀλήθειαν588 λέγω ὑμῖν, συμφέρει
ὑμῖν ἵνα ἐγὼ ἀπέλθω. ἐὰν γὰρ μὴ ἀπέλθω, ὁ παράκλητος οὐκ ἐλεύσεται πρὸς ὑμᾶς· ἐὰν
δὲ πορευθῶ, πέμψω αὐτὸν πρὸς ὑμᾶς.589 At this point the topic of the Paraclete spirals
Schnackenburg (1982:127) notes, “The addition, ‘I tell you the truth is certainly not merely a
way of strengthening the statement—it also provides the words and their revelatory character (see 8:40,
45).”
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Carson (1991:533) is right to note, “The thought is not that Jesus and the Holy Spirit cannot,
for unarticulated metaphysical reasons, simultaneously minister to God’s people. . . . Rather, the thought is
eschatological. The many promises that the Spirit will characterize the age of the kingdom of God (e.g. Is.
11-1-10; 32:14-18; 42:1-44; Ezk. 11:17-20; 36:24-27; 37:1-14; Joel 2:28-32; etc.) breed anticipation.” This
statement is true enough, but Bultmann (1976:558) states in more detail what Carson implied in passing,
namely that Jesus’ departure, and the subsequent sending of the Spirit, will occur so that the significance of
Jesus’ role as Revealer “can be grasped purely by itself.” Schnackenburg (1982:127) notes similarly, “The
589
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back into the discussion. Jesus will soon depart, but the disciples’ hearts should not be
troubled or sorrowful because they will not be left without assistance. Help is on the way.
The verses that follow (vv. 8-11) serve to compliment the roles of the Paraclete that have
already been elucidated in 14:16-17, 26 and 15:26. While there is some textual distance
between 15:26 and 16:8-11, it is best to interpret the latter in light of the former. Given
the context of Jesus’ departure and the world’s hatred, the Paraclete’s function in 16:8-11
is best understood through his witness to the world, generally, and through the disciples,
particularly. These verses (8-11) may be arranged in the following manner for exegetical
clarity.
καὶ ἐλθὼν ἐκεῖνος
ἐλέγξει τὸν κόσμον περὶ ἁμαρτίας καὶ περὶ δικαιοσύνης καὶ περὶ κρίσεως
περὶ ἁμαρτίας μέν, ὅτι οὐ πιστεύουσιν εἰς ἐμέ.
περὶ δικαιοσύνης δέ, ὅτι πρὸς τὸν πατέρα ὑπάγω καὶ οὐκέτι θεωρεῖτέ με.
περὶ δὲ κρίσεως, ὅτι ὁ ἄρχων τοῦ κόσμου τούτου κέκριται.
At first glance, these verses590 seems to have little, if anything to do with the topic of
prayer. In fact, to my knowledge there has not been any significant scholarly attention
given to how the Paraclete and prayer work together in God’s mission in the world. But
the following analysis will demonstrate that the Paraclete works in conjunction with
prayers that are issued in Jesus’ name to bring forth “fruit” and “works” that bring glory
to the Father. First, it is said that the Paraclete will “convict” the “world” in certain
regards.591 As noted by scholars, the verb ἐλέγξει can have several meanings. BDAG
(2000:ad loc.) provides the following lexicographical possibilities:
1. To scrutinize or examine carefully, bring to light, expose, set forth.
2. To bring a person to the point of recognizing wrongdoing, convict, convince
someone of something.

statement about Jesus being replaced by the Paraclete . . . really points to the appointment of Jesus in his
full effectiveness, since all the Spirit does is to express Jesus and set his saving power free.” This revelation
is complete in time and space upon Jesus’ glorification, but it is actualized upon the reception of the Spirit.
This is the eschatological promise of the OT that is realized in Jesus of Nazareth (7:39).
590

Scholars have found these verses especially difficult to interpret. See Carson (1979:547-66) and
Aloisi (2004) for further review. Brown (1970:711) writes: “Commentators have not found the detailed
exposition of 8-11 easy. Augustine avoided the passage as very difficult; Thomas Aquinas cited opinions
but gave none of his own; Maldonatus found it among the most obscure in the Gospel.”
Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:241) say, “The author is focusing attention on the Spirit’s
presence among John’s group. In doing so, he spells out the function of the Spirit: to convict Israel of three
crimes. Sin (v. 9) is interpersonal shaming; Israel has shamed God ‘because they do not believe in me’. . . .
Righteousness (v. 10) is the payment of interpersonal debts of obligation; because Israel had not paid its
debt of interpersonal obligation to God in the face of God’s countless favors, Jesus will therefore ‘go to the
Father and you will see me no more.’ Judgment (v. 11) is condemnation or negative judgment; Israel is
condemned because its ruler is condemned. ‘The ruler of this world is judge.’”
591
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3. To express strong disapproval of someone’s action, reprove, correct.
4. To penalize for wrongdoing, punish, discipline.
Büschel (1985:221) observes further:
The use outside the NT is complex. In Homer elénchō means “to scorn,” “to bring
into contempt.” Later senses are a. “to shame,” b. “to blame,” c. “to expose,”
“resist,” d. “to interpret,” “expound,” and e. “to investigate.” LXX meanings are
“to rebuke,” “to punish,” “to condemn or convict,” “to examine,” and for the root
ykḥ it denotes God’s disciplining by teaching, admonition, testing, and correction.
This term appears throughout the NT (Matt 18:15; Luke 3:19; John 3:20; 8:46; 1 Cor
14:24; Eph 5:11, 13; 1 Tim 5:20; 2 Tim 4:2; Tit 1:9, 13; 2:15; Heb 12:5; Jas 2:9; Jude 15,
22; Rev 3:19) in the context of showing someone his sin, typically for the purpose of
bringing someone to repentance (Carson 1991:534). 592 In certain cases, such as John
3:20, ἐλεγχθῇ carries the idea of the light exposing the deeds of the one who does evil.593
However, perhaps most closely related to 16:8 is the construction found in 8:46 (ἐλέγχει
με περὶ ἁμαρτίας;), which is embedded in Jesus’ question concerning his sin. The
emphasis here rests on exposing and/or making his sin known, if possible. Given the
lexical data, the likely meaning the Evangelist seeks to convey is that the Paraclete will
come to “expose” the world in regard to its guilt. 594 Such exposure is not generic in
nature but is specifically aimed at shedding light on actions that incur guilt and blame
before God. As pointed out by Aloisi (2004:60), “The emphasis in John 16:8 seems to
center on showing people their sin and convincing them that they stand guilty before
God. This convicting or convincing work involves the Spirit bringing the world to a selfconscious ‘conviction’ of its sin and guiltiness.” Accordingly, the aim of the Paraclete is
not merely to “expose,” but to do so judiciously595 with the aim of forensic conviction. 596
This concept fits squarely within the context of chapter 16 (which is, in part, forensic in

As indicated by Büschel (1985:222), who states, “With the accusative of person it means ‘to
show people their sins and summon them to repentance,’ either privately (Mt. 18:15) or congregationally
(1 Tim. 5:20). The Holy Spirit does this (Jn. 16:8), as also Christ does both now (Rev. 3:19) and at the
parousia (Jude 15). No one can do it to Jesus himself (Jn. 8:46). Sinners experience this exposure when
faced by the prophetic call (Lk. 3:19), divine instruction (Heb. 12:5), or the law (Jms. 2:9). perí is used to
denote the fault (Lk. 3:19), with hóti for elaboration (Jn. 16:9ff.). Correction as well as exposure or
conviction is implied; the corresponding action is élenxis (2 Pet. 2:16) or elegmós (2 Tim. 3:16).”
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Carson (1979:556) says, “What the light exposes, both here and in Eph 5, is evil under the
guise of darkness.”
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Breck (1991:117) cites Judah 20:1-3 and 5a as paralleling John 16:7-15 in its explication of the
work of the Paraclete. In both cases the spirit of truth exercises the function of teaching and convicting the
antagonists of their error (20:5a, “And the spirit of truth testifies to all things and brings all accusations”).
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Brodie (1993:497) sees the activity of the Spirit in relationship to the justice of God.
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See Keener (2003:1032-33) for a brief survey of divine prosecution in the OT.
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nature) where the activity of the Spirit centers on legal concepts such as sin,
righteousness, and judgment. 597 Keener (2003:1031) observes:
[G]iven the forensic context—a Paraclete’s witness and defense in the context of
synagogue trials (16:2)—the forensic significance of the term is probably to be
preferred here. Anyone could bring a charge, but under Roman law a Roman
governor could not try a case and convict someone without an accuser offering a
charge.
Thus, some scholars see the Paraclete as a prosecutor. In fact, Barrett (1962:90) sees the
Paraclete’s activity of exposing as involving both judging and prosecuting counsel in one.
Bruce (1983:318) remarks similarly, “The Spirit is the ‘advocate’ or helper of those who
believe in Jesus, their counsel for the defense. But in relation to unbelievers, to the
godless world, he acts as counsel for their prosecution.” Thus, it is said that the Spirit will
aid the disciples in Jesus’ absence as they stand before the world. But in the case of 16:811, the Spirit, “not content with defending believers, takes the offensive against the
world” (Keener 2003:1031). In 16:2 the Evangelist indicates that believers will stand trial
of sort before the synagogue. Yet a great “Johannine irony” (Keener 2003:1027) is that
the world, not believers, will stand trial before the highest court. Bennema (2002:237)
says moreover, “The aim in a lawsuit is to establish the guilt of the party which is the
object of ἐλέγχω, and to elicit surrender from one’s legal adversary. Therefore, it seems
best to translate ἐλέγχω by ‘to expose (the guilt of)’ or ‘convince (of guilt)’, and it comes
very close to ‘convict’ (cf. 3.20; 8:46).”
Accordingly, from one perspective, the activity of the Paraclete is directed toward the
world for soteriological outcomes. In another view, the Paraclete’s activity is not directed
toward the world but is “an exclusively interior activity directed to (the consciences of)
the disciples” (Bennema 2002:237).598 Brown (2003:221-23) argues extensively for the
later perspective and sees the former view at odds with the Evangelist’s view of the world
as well as the Paraclete’s relationship to the world (14:17). In Brown’s (2003:222)
estimation, “the Paraclete’s mission is not directed to the world; he is not sent to the
world in order to ‘persuade’ them of their guilt. Rather, he comes to the disciples in order
to continue Jesus’ work and to make Jesus’ presence perpetually available to them.” She
(2003:223) goes on to say that, “The Paraclete will prove to the disciples the guilt of the
world just as Jesus, during his ministry, exposed the wrongness of the world ‘so that

Keener’s (2003:1034) summary of these clauses is the same as that stated by W. H. P. Hatch,
namely: “First, that it [the world] has sinned because it has not believed in Christ; Second, that believers
are justified or acquitted because Christ has gone to the Father to act as their advocate; and third, that evil
has been condemned because the rule of this world (the devil) has been condemned. The whole context is
forensic.”
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See Porsch (1974:279-85).
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those who do not see may see’ (9:39).” 599 This view does not seem tenable given that the
disciples themselves were already aware of the world’s sinful condition and needed no
further elucidation of this reality through the help of the Spirit. Further, Bennema
(2002:238) disagrees with Brown’s interpretation for several reasons. But perhaps most
helpful is the question concerning the nature of Jesus’ ministry. Was the aim
condemnation or conversion? To this question he (2002:238) correctly responds with the
latter option:
Jesus confronted people with his revelatory wisdom teaching, and salvation or
judgment is the consequence of one’s response to Jesus. Jesus came to bring
salvation (cf. 3.17), and judgment was the (indirect) consequence of rejecting
Jesus and the life that he offered. Jesus did not come to judge but to expose the
sinful reality of the world and to redeem the world. Consequently, we would
expect that the Paraclete’s ἐλέγχειν also has a soteriological dimension, and that
judgment would be the consequence of rejecting the Paraclete’s ἐλέγχειν.
The thrust of Bennema’s argument is that the Paraclete shows the world its sin so that it
may believe, repent, and be saved (3:16). 600 He further points out that the content of
14:17 does not preclude the Paraclete’s activity in this regard. He notes, “The
soteriological aspect of the Paraclete’s ἐλέγχειν does not contradict what is said in 14.17;
the world as ‘world’ cannot accept the Paraclete and his ἐλέγχειν because it loves
darkness (3.19; cf. 1.10-11), but a convinced person can.” While the world in general will
be hostile toward the disciples, there is an untold number from the world that is called out
of the world to follow Jesus in a salvific relationship (15:19; 17:6). Hence, some will be
saved and some will continue in unbelief. Notwithstanding, it is through the Paraclete
bearing witness to the disciples and their bearing witness to the world that convincing
takes place. This interpretation accords with the mission of Jesus that will take place
through his disciples upon his glorification and subsequent departure. As will be
discussed below, it also accords with prayers that are offered in Jesus’ name for the
purpose of doing greater works and bearing much fruit. Such works and fruit are part and
parcel of the missionary endeavors of the disciples who carried forth Jesus’ mission to the
world.
Further, the three περὶ clauses (περὶ ἁμαρτίας καὶ περὶ δικαιοσύνης καὶ περὶ κρίσεως·)
thus relate to the Paraclete’s conviction of the world. Some scholars assert that each of
the three ὅτι clauses that follow should be interpreted in an explanatory sense (that is, as a
mere description or defining the nature of sin, righteousness, and judgment). 601 This
reading would indicate that the Paraclete will convict the world of sin, the nature of
Neyrey (2007a:190) writes, “[W]e argue that part of the worship described in the Farewell
Address includes oracles of judgment, that is, a communication sent from God through the channel of the
Paraclete to the disciples for the purpose of shoring up the disciples even as it condemns their adversaries.”
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Carson (1991:536-37) also holds this view.
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See Schnackenburg (1982:129); Bultmann (1976:563).
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which is unbelief.602 Others 603 understand the clauses as causal (explaining why). On the
causal reading the implication is that the Paraclete will convict the world because it does
not believe (Aloisi 2004:61). The approach favored in this analysis involves viewing each
clause as causal rather than explanatory in nature. As such, each of these clauses serves to
form the grounds of the world’s conviction. 604
The first clause (v. 9) relates to the Paraclete convicting the world concerning ἁμαρτίας.
Brown (1970:705) is correct to note that this term is employed in John 16 without the
article and refers to “the basic idea rather than to individual instances.” But how does this
basic idea play out in the Fourth Gospel? Newman and Nida (1980:505) remark, “Here,
as elsewhere in the Gospel of John, the cardinal sin of the world is the refusal to believe
in Jesus.” Burge (2009:405) notes accordingly, “That this is a primary sin is clear (1:11;
3:19; 15:22). It does not refer to ignorance, as if at issue is a problem of intellect; it is a
problem of will and so implies rejection (cf. 5:43-47; 9:39-41).” Such unbelief places the
individual under condemnation (3:18) and the wrath of God (3:36). However, Carson
(1991:537) is right to remark that the “convicting work of the Paraclete is . . . gracious: it
is designed to bring men and women of the world to recognize their need, and so turn to
Jesus, and thus stop being ‘the world.’” Thus, while the sin of unbelief leads to
condemnation, the Paraclete’s role involves bringing conviction that leads to eternal life.
The second clause (v. 10) relates to the Paraclete convicting the world concerning
“righteousness.” Aloisi (2004:61) notes that many scholars see the Evangelist as referring
either to Jesus’ own righteousness,605 to an objective righteous standard, or to
righteousness in a more generic sense. Carson (1991:558-61) is of the opinion that the
righteousness spoken of here is not Jesus’ righteousness but rather a pseudorighteousness. He notes (1991:565) that when the Paraclete comes, “he will convict the
world of . . . its righteousness (that is, what the world takes to be righteousness but which
is woefully inadequate or tainted).” 606 Maloney (1998:85) explains further, “Jesus’
602

See Bultmann (1976:563); Schnackenburg (1982:130-31); Bernard (1928:506-508).
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See Carson (1991:537); Barrett (1962:487-88); Tasker (1960:179-80).
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See Keener (2003:1034).

Haenchen (1984b:144) notes, “These verses speak in a curious way of what the spirit has to do:
the spirit is to convince the world of its sin, namely that it does not believe in Jesus; of the righteousness of
Jesus, namely, that he goes to the Father and so is recognized as justified by the highest authority.”
605

Support for Carson’s view includes (but is not limited to): (1) John’s use of irony. Carson
remarks (1991:559), “John's most sacred of verbs, πιστεύω, can refer to people who do not truly believe
(cf. 2:23-25); indeed, failure to recognize this fact has fostered speculation about diverse sources in John
8:30-59. There is, in John, belief and belief, good belief and bad belief: why not also good righteousness
and bad righteousness?” (2) The occurrences (in the LXX) where δικαιοσύνη takes on a negative meaning.
For example, in Isa 64:5 LXX: και έyεvήθημεv ώς ακάθαρτοι πάντες ήμεϊς, ώς ράκος άποκαθημενης
πάσα ή δικαιοσύνη ημών. Also in Dan 9:18-19 (Theodotion), we read: δτι ουκ επί ταις δικαιοσύναις ημών
ημείς ριπτοϋμεν τον οίκτιρμον ημών ενώπιον σου άλλ* επί τους οίκτιρμούς σου τους πολλούς κύριε. And
finally, (3) he believes that the notion of a false righteousness is thematically appropriate to John. He states
606
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opponents have consistently failed to accept that Jesus is from the Father and that he is
returning to the Father and will no longer be seen among his disciples (v. 11). Yet they
have laid claim to righteousness as children of Abraham (see 8:39-59), disciples of Moses
(see 6:30-31; 9:28-29), and subject to the Torah (see 5:16-18, 39-40, 45-47; 7:12, 18, 2024, 48-49; 9:16, 24; 8:58-59; 10:24-38; 11:48-50; 16:2). . . . In their horizontally
determined understanding of a righteousness worked out within human history
(Abraham, Moses, and Torah), they have rejected the vertical inbreak of the Son of God
(the word become flesh, Jesus Christ).”
Aloisi (2004:63) takes into account the false-righteousness paradigm but provides a view
that is more theological than locative. He sees the ὅτι-clause as indicating that the
Paraclete will convict the world of its false righteousness “because Jesus’ resurrection
and ascension prove that he is righteous and has been accepted by his Father. Christ’s
ascension to heaven demonstrates that the ‘righteousness’ of the religious leaders who
rejected him is worthless.” Therefore, he views Christ’s ascension as the basis for the
Spirit’s conviction of the world’s false “righteousness.” Keener (2003:1035) notes that
“Christ’s δικαιοσύνη—justification, righteousness, or vindication607—is established by
the Father’s witness in enthroning him.”608 Schnackenburg (1982:131) does note that
Jesus’ righteousness 609 is involved objectively, 610 but he emphasizes the judgment of the
world because of the wrong the world has done to Jesus. Moreover, in light of these
views, the most appropriate interpretation of verse 10 is as follows: Upon Christ’s
glorification the Paraclete will convict the world of its false righteousness, which is
objectively elucidated by Christ’s righteousness—a righteousness demonstrated in his
life, a corollary confirmed in his unjust death, and a necessary vindication approved by
the Father upon his resurrection and ascension.
The third clause (v. 11) relates to the “judgment” wrought by the Paraclete because the
ruler of this world stands condemned. The statement ὅτι ὁ ἄρχων τοῦ κόσμου τούτου
κέκριται is reminiscent of 12:31 where Jesus remarks, νῦν κρίσις ἐστὶν τοῦ κόσμου
τούτου, νῦν ὁ ἄρχων τοῦ κόσμου τούτου ἐκβληθήσεται ἔξω. In effect, the judgment of
that a few of the pericopae in the Fourth Gospel “offer overt or implicit rejection of the ‘righteousness’ of
the Jews.”
607

Brodie (1993:497) also notes the concept of vindication and justice in relation to Jesus going to

the Father.
Bruce (1983:319) sees Christ’s righteousness in light of his return to the Father and as a
vindication of his Father’s righteousness.
608

609
Schnackenburg (1982:131) notes, “The idea of Jesus’ righteousness is given a firmer
preparation in the gospel than would appear from the unique occurrence of the word δικαιοσύνη here. Jesus
is not looking for his own honor (doxa), but ‘there is one who seeks it and he will judge’(8:50). It is the
Father who glorifies Jesus (8:54). God’s ‘judging’, which draws attention to Jesus’ innocence, his
separation from ‘sin’ (8:46) and his ‘honor,’ takes place definitively with his ‘glorification,’ when the
Father takes him to himself. . . . All these statements come within the perspective of 16:10.”
610

And Christologically (Schnackenburg [1982:131]).
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the κόσμου and the ejection of ὁ ἄρχων τοῦ κόσμου occurs now (νῦν). Yet the term νῦν
may be viewed eschatologically in terms of (in sequence) Jesus’ cross-death, his
resurrection, his departure to the Father, and the coming of the Paraclete. But the
Paraclete does not bring conviction because men falsely judged Jesus to be condemned
on the cross (Carson 1979:562). Rather, the Paraclete brings conviction to the world
based on the judgment passed on the “ruler of this world.” Satan’s defeat was ensured by
Jesus’ death (Barrett 1962:488), and Satan’s defeat/judgment provides justification for
the Paraclete’s conviction of the world regarding its false judgments. Maloney (1998:86)
says, “The apparent victory of the ruler of this world in the death of Jesus is to be
exposed, as Jesus’ death and glorification reverses the judgment of history (v. 11; see
14:30).” Hence, while there are only two outcomes, judged or acquitted, the final verdict
for someone in the world is based on his response to the witness of the disciple/Paraclete.
Bennema (2002:242) says, “[T]hose who reject the disciples’ Paraclete-imbued witness
are essentially rejecting Jesus’ witness and therefore judged already. On the other hand,
those who accept the conviction of the Paraclete (and the disciples) pass from judgment
into eternal life (15.20; 17.20).” In the end, the aim of such conviction/convincing centers
on elucidating the fate of the ruler of this world 611 in order to evoke faith in Jesus and an
allegiance to him that culminates in a salvific relationship.
Verses 13-15 contain the final Paraclete saying, which further expands earlier statements
concerning his work on the disciples’ behalf (14:26; 15:26). The text reads in the
following manner:
13

ὅταν δὲ ἔλθῃ ἐκεῖνος,
τὸ πνεῦμα τῆς ἀληθείας,

ὁδηγήσει ὑμᾶς ἐν τῇ ἀληθείᾳ πάσῃ·
οὐ γὰρ λαλήσει ἀφʼ ἑαυτοῦ,
ἀλλʼ ὅσα ἀκούσει λαλήσει
καὶ τὰ ἐρχόμενα ἀναγγελεῖ ὑμῖν.
14

ἐκεῖνος ἐμὲ δοξάσει,
ὅτι ἐκ τοῦ ἐμοῦ λήμψεται
καὶ ἀναγγελεῖ ὑμῖν.

πάντα ὅσα ἔχει ὁ πατὴρ ἐμά ἐστιν·
διὰ τοῦτο εἶπον ὅτι
ἐκ τοῦ ἐμοῦ λαμβάνει
καὶ ἀναγγελεῖ ὑμῖν.
15

Wengst (2001:172) says, “Auch hier ist es so, dass der Beistand, der Geist, dieses Gericht
durch die Gemeinde aufdeckt. Sie erweist es, sie zeigt die Nichtigkeit des „Herrschers dieser Welt“, indem
sie sich seinem Einfluss verweigert, indem sie sich in ihrem Verhalten von Unrecht und Gewalt nicht
bestimmen lässt. Bleibt sie trotz der sie treffenden Feindschaft bei Jesus, bleibt sie in der Liebe (vgl.
15,10), so gibt sie Zeugnis für das, was wirklich gilt und Zukunft hat.”
611
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As such, these verses imply that future questions, tensions, and problems will not be left
open-ended but will be addressed by the Paraclete’s activity. In 16:13 the Evangelist
repeats an earlier statement concerning the Paraclete (14:17, 26), namely, that he is the
τὸ πνεῦμα τῆς ἀληθείας.612 But in verse 13 the Evangelist qualifies the Spirit-Paraclete’s
role by saying, ὁδηγήσει ὑμᾶς ἐν τῇ ἀληθείᾳ πάσῃ. Newman and Nida (1980:506) say,
“The verb translated lead appears frequently in the Greek translation of the Psalms (for
example, 5.8; 27.11; 106.9; 119.35). In Revelation 7.17 it is used of the Lamb, who will
guide God’s people to the springs of life-giving water.” Keener (2003:1036) says that
“Greco-Roman philosophers and moralists could speak of God or reason as a guide. . . .
In Wisdom of Solomon, 613 Wisdom could lead the righteous; God as the ‘way of
wisdom’ leads the wise to wisdom.” He also sees the possibility that the Evangelist may
be hinting at a background concerning the theme of a new exodus. 614 Notwithstanding,
the work of the Paraclete centers on functioning as a divine guide 615 who assumes his
authority from God himself. Thus, in light of Jesus’ departure, the disciples will not be
left without a guide; rather they will receive ongoing guidance through the Spirit.
At this juncture it is necessary to briefly mention the subtle distinction between en (in)
and eis (into).616 As noted by Carson (1991:539), into all truth “hints at truth the disciples
have not yet in any sense penetrated, while ‘in all truth’ suggests an exploration of truth
already principally disclosed.” 617 Haenchen (1984b:144) seems to follow the former view
by stating, “It is clearly presupposed in the first half of this verse that what the spirit will
teach will go beyond the message of the earthly Jesus; one could perhaps say: it will go
as far as beyond the message of the earthly Jesus as the Evangelist’s corrections and
612
As noted in chapter 3 of the present analysis, the Paraclete functions as a tutor who provides
further education for the disciples.
613

Schnackenburg (1982:133) also regards Wis 9:11 as the background to verse 13. Wis (KJV)
states, “For she knoweth and understandeth all things, and she shall lead me soberly in my doings, and
preserve me in her power.” Also,10:10 (KJV), which states, “When the righteous fled from his brother's
wrath she guided him in right paths, shewed him the kingdom of God, and gave him knowledge of holy
things, made him rich in his travels, and multiplied the fruit of his labours.”
614
Concerning the slight possibility of a foreground in mind, Keener (2003:1037) points to the
manner in which “Way” (14:6) might be compared to the “highway of the new exodus of Deutero-Isaiah.”
615

Some note the function of Wisdom as a divine ethical/moral guide. John Breck (1991:84)
notes, “The collection of ‘theological poems’ in Proverbs 1-9 depicts Wisdom as a divine hypostasis or,
perhaps more accurately, as a personal figure which in some measure is independent of Yahweh.” He notes
further that the principle involving “the fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge” (Prov 1:7; 2:5) was
synonymous with wisdom. He continues, “Once personified, the Wisdom figure teaches the wise man
knowledge of righteousness and justice [Prov] (2:9).” This man, however, is contrasted with the foolish
“who walks in the way of darkness” (LXX: 213; cf. 9:13ff). These contrasting characteristics are mirrored
(in the Fourth Gospel) in those who are guided by the Spirit of Truth (16:13) on the one hand, and those
who do not receive truth (John 1:11) and are of the devil (John 8:44), on the other.
616

See Keener (2003:1038), Carson, (1991:540), and Schnackenburg (1982:135) for further
discussion and possibilities.
617

See Schnackenburg (1982:135).
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additions go beyond the tradition dictated to him by his source.” Without commenting on
the aforementioned distinctions between en and eis, Newman and Nida (1980:506-507)
note: “Will lead you into all the truth may be expressed as a causative, for example, ‘will
cause you to know all the truth.’ In this context all the truth refers to what the Spirit will
reveal, namely, what he hears from God. Therefore all the truth may be rendered ‘all the
truth that comes from God.’”
Other scholars conclude that “in all truth” is the most appropriate. In this reading, the role
of the Paraclete does not involve guiding the disciples into a new locus of truth or
disclosing revelation the disciples have not yet encountered. Rather, as noted by Bruce
(1983:320), the Paraclete will “guide them further along the way.” Beasley-Murray
(1999:283) sees his action as revealing truth/revelation “as yet unperceived by them.”
Beutler (2013:439) remarks:
Die Wahl der Präposition ἐν statt des Richtung angebenden εἰς könnte von der
Absicht des Verfassers geleitet sein, ein Wachstum der Jünger im Verständnis der
Wahrheit herauszustellen, eher als eine neue Entdeckung. Der Grund liegt eben
darin, dass die Jünger die Wahrheit bereits in Jesus erkannt und gefunded haben
(vgl. 14,6), und der Geist keine andere Aufgabe hat, als die Jünger tiefer in diese
Wahrheit einzuführen.
But further clarity concerning the nature and extent of the Paraclete’s role may be
obtained in light of 13b where the Evangelist states, οὐ γὰρ λαλήσει ἀφʼ ἑαυτοῦ, ἀλλʼ
ὅσα ἀκούσει λαλήσει καὶ τὰ ἐρχόμενα ἀναγγελεῖ ὑμῖν. Here he indicates that the
Paraclete’s authority is not intrinsic but is derived from Another, presumably the Father.
Alternatively, the Son may serve as the Paraclete’s authoritative source 618 since Jesus
declares and does only what he hears from the Father (3:34-35; 5:19-20; 7:16-18; 8:26;
etc.).619 Further, Neyrey (2007b:269-70) writes, “[H]is [the Paraclete’s] relationship to
Jesus is that of broker to the broker, for ‘He will not speak on his own’ (16:13).
However, there are suggestions that this Advocate and Spirit of truth may exceed his role
of broker, for he will ‘teach you everything’ (14:26) and ‘declare to you things that are to
come’ (16:13), perhaps even things not spoken by Jesus.”620 While this assertion is
Burge (1987:203) remarks, “On one hand, the Paraclete lacks any authority to speak on his
own—to speak creatively. On the other hand, he can speak with authority when he is relaying that which he
has heard from Christ.”
618

619
This hearing and speaking paradigm should also be viewed in light of 16:14, where it is said
that the Paraclete will take what is Jesus’ and declare it to the disciples. And verse 15 indicates that all that
the Father has is Jesus’. Thus, to take (or hear) from one is to take (or hear) from the other. However,
Carson (1991:541) is right to say, “His [the Paraclete’s] means is the unfolding of Jesus’ person and work:
i.e. taking from what is mine and making it known to you does not simply mean that the Paraclete passes on
what Jesus declares, but that all the revelation bound up in Jesus’ person and mission are pressed home on
the disciples.”
620

In this instance he seems to be referring to the earthly Jesus.
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correct, it must be pointed out that the Paraclete and Jesus work harmoniously (Neyrey
(2007b:270) and not independent of one another. Therefore, as noted by Witherington
(1995:265), the Paraclete is Christ’s agent 621 who speaks for Jesus and will lead the
disciples “into all the truth that they need to know.” Thus, the Paraclete’s guiding and
speaking expounds antecedent revelation that was communicated by the earthly Jesus;
but it may also be plausible to suggest that he will speak forth what he hears from the
Father through the glorified Jesus. In other words, the Spirit-Paraclete will declare to the
disciples concerning “the things that are to come” 622 from the vantage point of past
revelation granted by the Son and based on what he presently hears from the Son’s
heavenly witness.623 The disciples will be reminded of the truth that Jesus spoke (14:26;
16:4a), but they will also hear the truth that God continues to speak to them. In this
model, Jesus’ physical absence will not hinder the disciples from being educated by God,
nor will it hinder them from hearing from God as they encounter hostile circumstances.
Excursus: The Tradition of Truth in 1 John624
The concept of “truth” predominates 1 John, particularly in the context of values
one must adhere to and remain in. A careful reading of 1 John reveals that certain
Burge (1987:203) says that the Paraclete will “preserve and vivify the ‘word’ which Jesus has
entrusted to them.”
621

622
Bennema (2005:177) notes that this phrase “probably refers to the continual significance of
Jesus’ teaching in any time and context.”
623

Similar, perhaps, to what is alluded to in 15:26.
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A brief word concerning authorship is in order. Kruse (2000:9) notes several components
within 1 John that give some indication about the nature of its author. First, the author repeatedly writes in
first person singular (2:1, 7-8, 12-14, 21, 26; 5:13). Second, the author identifies himself as one who, along
with others, had heard, seen, and touched “the word of life.” Third, the author portrays personal, albeit
emotional, regard for his audience. He refers to them as “dear friends” (2:7; 3:2, 21, etc.), “brothers” (3:13),
and “children” (2:1, 12, 18, 28; 3:7, 18; 4:4; 5:21). Fourth, the language of 1 John bears a resemblance to
the Fourth Gospel (Van der Watt 2007:22); Painter (2002:65-67). It is impossible to know with certainty
who authored 1 John. Yet while a detailed argument either for or against Johannine authorship is beyond
the scope of this excursus, Kruse (2000:2) is right to suggest that if these works were not written by the
same author, “then the person (s) who wrote the letters had been deeply immersed in the thought of the
Gospel and used its language.” Brown (1997:383) also notes that the similarities are substantial enough to
at the very least see them stemming from the same tradition. As such, they should not be read as a unit but
in light of each other. Therefore, while the Fourth Gospel and 1 John do not necessarily intersect on
authorial grounds, the concerns of the community addressed in 1 John is, to some extent, congruent with
the interests of the Evangelist in general and with the concerns of 16:13 in particular where the concept of
truth is elucidated. This, however, does not mean that the Fourth Gospel and 1 John were written for the
same purposes and with the same audience in mind. Even if one assumes sameness in authorship, 1 John
was clearly written for pastoral and ecclesiastical purposes (Houlden 1973:38). Nevertheless, the letter
contains a polemic and apologetic, but not overly reactionary, tone that places a priority on the necessity of
knowing and abiding in truth. Kruse (2000:27) notes, “The author’s purpose was to bolster the assurance of
his readers by the double strategy of showing the secessionists’ claims to be false and showing his readers
that they are in the truth.”
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individuals had “seceded”625 from the community (2:19) due to having differing
views concerning the nature and person of Christ (4:1-3) and keeping the
commandments of God (compare 2:4 with 3:23). Even more, this group was not
satisfied to merely disagree; they sought to influence others and lead them astray
(2:26, Ταῦτα ἔγραψα ὑμῖν περὶ τῶν πλανώντων ὑμᾶς). In the end, the author’s
statement in 2:19 (ἐξ ἡμῶν ἐξῆλθαν ἀλλʼ οὐκ ἦσαν ἐξ ἡμῶν· εἰ γὰρ ἐξ ἡμῶν
ἦσαν, μεμενήκεισαν ἂν μεθʼ ἡμῶν· ἀλλʼ ἵνα φανερωθῶσιν ὅτι οὐκ εἰσὶν πάντες
ἐξ ἡμῶν) refers to those who were characterized as ἀντίχριστος (2:18). While
numerous attempts626 have been made to pinpoint the exact heretical influence of
this community, Schnackenburg (1992:23) best summarizes the conclusion of the
matter by stating, “The heresy which occasioned 1 and 2 John cannot parallel
with any other manifestation of heresy known from that era. Yet it has affinities
with more than one such movement. They all play down the historic person of
Jesus Christ as the unique and true savior.” The role of any such antichrist
naturally involves rejecting the truth revealed in and through Christ. And to reject
the Son is to also reject the Father who sent him.
The presence and influence of such individuals, then, necessitated a response
from the author concerning how to practically address such deviations. In
particular, in 5:16-17 the author addresses a sin that does not lead to death and a
sin that does lead to death. In the former case, the author’s concern may have
centered less on severe infractions against the truth. In the latter case, the
author’s concern may have centered on willful and persistent rejection of the
truth that leads to one’s final demise. Notwithstanding, the analysis that follows
below will discuss the nature of such sins as well as the relationship of prayer to
each genre of sin, respectively.
The term ἀλήθεια occurs throughout 1 John (1:6, 8; 2:4, 21; 3:18, 19; 4:6;
5:6).627 While a comprehensive analysis of this term is beyond the scope of this
chapter, a lexicographical survey of BDAG (2000:ad loc.) produces the following
results:
1. The quality of being in accord with what is true, truthfulness, dependability,
uprightness.
2. The content of what is true, truth.
3. An actual event or state, reality.
625

This term is used by Kruse (2000:15-26) and best describes their identity and actions.

626
Some view this deviant group as pagan Gnostic who denied that Jesus actually came “in the
flesh.” In their view, the flesh was corrupted and thus antithetical to pure, spiritual religion. Others see this
group as the Jews due to the fact that only Jews would be interested in the question whether or not a
savior/messiah had come in the flesh (Houlden 1973:34). Attempts to identify the secessionists of 1 John as
the Docetists or Cerinthus are not overly convincing. Brown (1997:391) is probably right in suggesting that
these heresies are later descendants of the error found in 1 and 2 John, which most presumably are
exaggerations of certain features in the Fourth Gospel.
627

In the Fourth Gospel the term appears in 1:14, 17; 3:21; 4:23, 24; 5:33; 8:32, 40, 44 (bis), 45,
46; 14:6, 17; 15:26; 16:7, 13; 17:17, 19; 18:37, 38.
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Similarly, ἀληθής is defined as:
1. Pertaining to truthful and honest, righteous, honest.
2. Pertaining to being in accordance with fact, true of things, esp. that which is
spoken.
3. Pertaining to being real, genuine, not imaginary.
Thus, that which is true logically and naturally corresponds to reality and finds a
basis in that which is factual, not imaginary or illusory. As will be seen below,
each of the lexical possibilities corresponds to the author’s view of truth 628 as it
relates to and flows from the message that was historically embedded in and
demonstrated through the person of Jesus (1:1-2).629 Accordingly, as indicated by
Van der Watt (2015a) the prologue of 1 John indicates that the letter is based on a
tradition of truth that is at the same time both “self-generated” and “established”
group knowledge. On the basis of this tradition of truth, the author’s intentions
for writing begins in the prologue but are extended throughout the document. For
example:
1:4, καὶ ταῦτα γράφομεν ἡμεῖς, ἵνα ἡ χαρὰ ἡμῶν ᾖ πεπληρωμένη.
2:1, Τεκνία μου, ταῦτα γράφω ὑμῖν ἵνα μὴ ἁμάρτητε.
2:12, Γράφω ὑμῖν, τεκνία, ὅτι ἀφέωνται ὑμῖν αἱ ἁμαρτίαι διὰ τὸ ὄνομα
αὐτοῦ.
2:13, γράφω ὑμῖν, πατέρες, ὅτι ἐγνώκατε τὸν ἀπʼ ἀρχῆς. γράφω ὑμῖν,
νεανίσκοι, ὅτι νενικήκατε τὸν πονηρόν.
2:14, ἔγραψα ὑμῖν, παιδία, ὅτι ἐγνώκατε τὸν πατέρα. ἔγραψα ὑμῖν,
πατέρες, ὅτι ἐγνώκατε τὸν ἀπʼ ἀρχῆς. ἔγραψα ὑμῖν, νεανίσκοι, ὅτι
ἰσχυροί ἐστε καὶ ὁ λόγος τοῦ θεοῦ ἐν ὑμῖν μένει καὶ νενικήκατε τὸν
πονηρόν
5:13, Ταῦτα ἔγραψα ὑμῖν ἵνα εἰδῆτε ὅτι ζωὴν ἔχετε αἰώνιον, τοῖς
πιστεύουσιν εἰς τὸ ὄνομα τοῦ υἱοῦ τοῦ θεοῦ.
From the experience of joy, to the avoidance of sin, to epistemic awareness of
eternal life, each of these statements presuppose some element of truth of which
the author wants to remind/inform his audience. In the case of this community, it
is evident that the author seeks to appeal to the truth that the community had
As noted by De la Potterie (1986:64), the author’s use of this term stands in contrast to the
Greek concept. He states, ‘The Johannine idea of truth . . . is quite different from the intellectualist
conception of the Greeks, for whom the truth was the reality, the essence of being, that is revealed to the
spirit. . . . For John, on the other hand, truth is found in the word of the Father turned to mankind, incarnate
in Christ, illuminated through the action of the Spirit.”
628

ὃ ἀκηκόαμεν, ὃ ἑωράκαμεν τοῖς ὀφθαλμοῖς ἡμῶν, ὃ ἐθεασάμεθα καὶ αἱ χεῖρες ἡμῶν
ἐψηλάφησαν.
629
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access to, and for the most part, had accepted. Accordingly, throughout the letter
the author employs an arrangement of words like οἶδα, γινώσκω, φανερόω,
ἀκούω, γράφω, μαρτυρέω, and ἀγγέλλω, each of which relates to the existing
traditional knowledge that was accepted and transmitted within and by the
community. For example, the term οἶδα is used fifteen times in 1 John and once
in 3 John, mostly in combination with ὅτι - and γινώσκω. Van der Watt (2015a)
remarks, “These words usually introduce sections within which the focus falls on
what the group knew, that is, their shared knowledge. The two terms οἶδα and
γινώσκω are used to refer to what was known in the group.” Painter (2002:223)
remarks that “the two verbs seem to be used without difference in meaning.” 630
The following verses summarize the truth that the community actually knew
(Van der Watt, 2015a):
1. Jesus came and gave understanding to know and be in him who is true (5:20).
2. They have passed from death to life because they are born of God (3:14-15;
5:13,18,19)
3. They know the Father and Jesus (2:13-14; 4:7; 5:20). The world does not know
God (3:1,6)
4. They know the truth (as indication of the divine) (2:20-21; 5:20)
5. Jesus came and took away all sin (3:5)
6. They know the love that God has for us (4:16)
7. Jesus is righteous and they should be righteous (2:29)
8. Evil has no grip on the reborn person (5:18)
9. God listens to them and therefore they may ask what they want (5:15)
10. Jesus comes again and they will be like him (3:2)
Secondly, the author indicates a number of points that the community had heard
(ἀκούω). Van der Watt (2015a) points out, “The assumption is that they know
what they heard, but referring to what they heard also has a rhetorical function, as
is clear from 1J1:1-5: they heard the message from the beginning and then
testified and proclaimed it.”
1. They heard about the word of life from the beginning and heard from Jesus too
(1:1, 3; see also 2:24)
2. They heard the message that God is light (1:5)
3. They heard an old commandment from the beginning (2:7)
4. They should love one another as they heard it from the beginning (3:11)
5. They heard about the antichrist that is coming (2:18; 4:3)
Van der watt (2015a) notes accordingly:
These areas of knowledge cover the whole spectrum of life, from
knowing God, receiving identity as part of the group through salvation,
acting accordingly, to waiting for the return of Jesus (eschatology). The
implication is that the group is well versed in the tradition and its
structure, ranging from the birth of a person, his identity, behavior, to
Van der Watt (2015a) notes, “In 1J2:29 the two verbs seem to be used indiscriminately (ἐὰν
εἰδῆτε ὅτι δίκαιός ἐστιν, γινώσκετε ὅτι. . . .). In 1J5:20 the two verbs are used together, the one (οἴδαμεν)
emphasized knowing facts and the other (γινώσκωμεν) knowing somebody.”
630
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what is to be expected in future, with emphases on being born to life,
being saved from sin, acting like Jesus, receiving what is needed through
prayer.
Therefore, what the author seeks to communicate stems from, but is also
congruent with, the shared knowledge of the group. As such, the author positions
himself within the ethos 631 of the group. Therefore, the author sees himself as
part of an ongoing process of transmitting the tradition of truth that was revealed
at the beginning when Jesus was heard, seen, and touched.632 The shared
knowledge of the community may be summarized in the following constitution,
or set of fundamental truth-values, that seem to form the fabric of their corporate
identity and validate the concerns of the author. This constitution 633 is not
exhaustive or comprehensive, but it laconically synthesizes a number of truthvalues that had been communicated to them and by them. The constitution
reveals that the author’s audience was:
1. Knowledge-based: The group was aware of numerous truth-values and the
implications of these values in their lives.
2. Relationship-focused: The group was intimately aware of their relationship with
the Father and Son; they knew God and Christ (2:13-14; 3:1, 6; 4:7; 5:20). Jesus
also gave them the insight that they know the true God and are in the true God
(5:20). They have heard the message that God is light and they are in the light
(1:5).
3. Christo-centric: They have heard the message from the beginning and are
therefore solidly embedded in the tradition that was received by, and centered on,
Jesus (1:3, 7; 2:24).634 They have not heard a new commandment, but an old one
that they heard at the very beginning (2:7). They form part of this old tradition.
Van der Watt (2015a) remarks concerning this term/concept, “Ethos is an analytical category
that could be helpful in explaining the nature of the existing knowledge and the formation of the behavioral
patterns in John’s literature. Meeks (1993:8) remarks: ‘Our moral intuitions are those unreflective
convictions about what is right or wrong, fair or unfair, noble or despicable, with which all the more
complicated moral decisions must begin and which they must take into account.’ A parent telling their
child ‘do not shame our family’ gives no practical direction but invokes the child to align his or her
behavior according to guidelines they share as a family; as Keck (1974:490) says, it is expressed in the
‘life-style of a group or society.’ The term ethos, as understood here, draws attention to two important
elements—a fixed pattern (Kanon) of behavior within a community, which is based on the shared
knowledge of the particular group (Wolter 2009:128-32) and the interrelatedness between behavior and
identity, which provides the rationale for why people act as they do. In a material sense the behaviour of a
particular ethos is fixed and does not constantly generate or need new decisions or motivation. The ethos of
a group often resists change. This set of knowledge is preserved in the community and is ‘protected.’ In a
functional sense the aim of ethos is to express and illustrate the identity of a particular group, outlining
inclusive and exclusive behaviour.”
631
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See Klauck (1991:73-74).
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By using this term, I am not referring to a specific written document that summarizes the
community’s beliefs. Rather, I am using this term in reference to a set of values or truths that were known
by the community and provided the epistemic basis for the community.
634

See Lieu (1991:71-74) and Painter (2002:96-98).
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4. Family-oriented: They are acutely aware that they have eternal life and therefore
have a new identity as children of God. They have passed from death to life by
being born of God (3:14-15; 5:13, 18, 19).
5. Truth-bound: This places them squarely within the framework of the truth; they
know the truth since God is the truth (1 John 2:20-21; 5:20; 2 John 1). They
realize that their lives are now determined by divine reality. 635
Although the author never uses the term Paraclete in relation to the Spirit, the
Johannine explication of the nature and purpose of the Paraclete (as seen in the
Fourth Gospel) may be assumed by the author. 636 Theoretically, as the
community maintained adherence to the tradition of truth, the Paraclete would
lead them in all truth, thereby deepening and expanding their grasp of the truth.
As noted, many scholars assert that the best reading does not involve the
Paraclete guiding people “into” all truth but “in” all truth, meaning “an
exploration of truth already principally disclosed” (Carson 1991:540). Based on
the lexicographical information provided above, one might add that the Paraclete
will guide the community in that body of knowledge that finds its origin in God,
its application in the Son, and its correspondence to reality. Yet more must be
said concerning the practical epistemological implications for the community. It
may be said that the words and deeds of Jesus formed a certain constitution of
truth that the Paraclete would teach, expound, and apply.637 This constitution was
in place at the time the author wrote 1 John, but the contents of 1 John reveal
how this truth is fleshed out in the community. In short, it is within the context of
1 John that the Evangelist’s concerns (in 16:13) become practical.
Schnackenburg (1992:135) understands the statement in 16:13 as it relates to
truth in action. He states concerning the Paraclete, “His guiding the community
into all the truth, then, can be seen as an instruction by means of which Christ’s
revelation can be understood more and more perfectly in each historical context
and the community’s life can be more and more nourished by it.” He remarks
further of the necessity of the community’s “expression of faith” for future
situations. The aid of the Paraclete will prove indispensable in trying
circumstances. The context of 1 John reveals that the community’s circumstances
were in fact, relatively speaking, trying. Undoubtedly, the author sees the
community members (and presumably himself) as those who are indwelt by the
Spirit (3:24). Thus, that which is made explicit by the Evangelist (the Paraclete is
the Spirit) is made practical in 1 John, where the author unpacks the implications
of the Spirit’s indwelling presence in the community he addresses.

635
It may be argued that each of these components appears with emphasis in the Fourth Gospel. I
am indebted to Van der Watt’s work (2015a) which influenced my thinking in framing this so-called
constitution.
636

That he leads, guides, helps, etc.

Burge (1987:216) notes, “The Paraclete preserved the words of Christ in the memory of the
church. . . . The historical words and events of Christ were given their right meaning and interpreted
relevantly in the proclamation of the church. But in addition the Paraclete was ready to aid the church
prophetically in any new context.”
637
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In certain cases in 1 John, the author describes those who sought to deny that
Jesus was the Christ. In 2:18 the author speaks of certain antichrists 638 or “liars”
(2:22) who were apparently at one time members of the community (2:19).
Marshall (1978:153) asserts that these individuals may have laid claim to some
special source of knowledge (perhaps through supernatural guidance). While this
may be true, the exact nature of such a source is difficult to ascertain. By virtue
of their acceptance of the apostolic tradition, the community assumed a degree of
authority by which they could discern truth from falsehood. Thus, the author
writes to provide confirmation that they are in the truth and that the secessionists
are in error. The author states in 2:20 that they had been anointed (χρῖσμα) by the
Holy One (οῦ ἁγίου), an expression that is located nowhere else in the NT but
here and in John 6:69 (where the disciples proclaim that they know that Jesus is
“the Holy One of God”). In 2:27 it is said that the community had received an
anointing that abides in the believer that resulted in them having knowledge of all
things.639 As it was, the community had no need for anyone to teach them further
or erroneously (Culpepper 1998:62). Some scholars 640 view the anointing in
relation to the Holy Spirit, who had been given to the community of believers.
Marshall (1978:153) notes that the OT usage “was symbolic of the reception of
the Spirit (I Sam. 16:13; Isa. 61:1), and when Jesus is said to have been anointed,
it is the reception of the Spirit at his baptism which is meant (Acts 10:38; cf. Lk.
4:18).” Accordingly, Schnackenburg (1982:151-54) sees parallels between the
anointing spoken of in 1 John and that which is stated about the Paraclete in John
14:17; 15:26; 16:13.
While the anointing may refer to the word of God that testifies to the truth,
Marshall (1978:155) is probably correct in noting that the anointing should be
viewed as a combination of the word and the Spirit. He quotes De la Potterie as
remarking, “The anointing is indeed God’s word, not as it is preached externally
in the community, but as it is received by faith into men’s hearts and remains
active, thanks to the work of the Spirit.” The Evangelist says in 14:17 that the
Spirit will be both in and with believers. Likewise, he remarks in John 15:7 that
the word must abide in believers. The author of 1 John expresses things a bit
differently, but the same concept is implied in 2:24 where he says that what they
heard (implying the spoken or read word) should abide “in” them, and also 2:27
where it said that the anointing likewise abides “in” them. If the latter is a
reference to the Spirit, then this statement is a conceptual mirror image of 14:17
(Spirit) and 15:7 (words). 641 But against any claim to the contrary, whether by
638

See Painter (2002:197) and Marshall (1978:148-50) for a discussion on the identity of the
antichrist(s).
Culpepper (1998:262) remarks, “In his appeal for the Johannine community to remain true to
Christ by remaining faithful to the tradition they had received, the elder shows that his authority is limited.
The community was very egalitarian because they all had the anointing of the Spirit. Only the Spirit is able
to guide the community to know the truth.”
639

640

See Kruse (2000:153; Marshall (1978:153); Schnackenburg (1992:151-54).

641

The manner by which the community could have knowledge that Jesus was the Son of God was
through the word of God, reinforced by the Spirit of God, for the latter would never contradict but rather
expound the former.
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Gnostic or Jewish heretics, the (anointing of the) Spirit of God will confess that
Jesus Christ has come in the flesh (4:2). This statement is congruent with 5:6
where it is said that the Spirit testifies concerning the one who came ὕδατος καὶ
αἵματος. Thus, the test of the nature of any so-called spirit is whether it confesses
the truth concerning Jesus. In this case of 4:6, those who truly know God listen to
those in his family. Conversely, those who don’t know God will not listen to
them. Thus, the act of listening, or failing to listen, is the means by which one
ascertains the nature of the spirit in operation and the validity of one’s acceptance
in the family (Houlden 1973:110-11).
Moreover, the corollary of being in/of the truth has direct ramifications for
prayer. As one hears and adheres to the truth, he becomes a member of the family
of God. And membership in the family of God has distinct privileges, namely
that of offering effectual prayer to God. But in 5:16-17 the author cites both an
instance and the consequential effect of offering prayer to God for someone who
has strayed from the truth. As such, the author places the emphasis upon prayer
as the means by which a sinning individual is granted ζωήν. Throughout this
document the author has issued numerous statements about sin (1:8-10; 3:4, 8-10,
19; etc.). In verse 16 the author continues his discussion with the topic of prayer
in mind but places the attention on a brother642 who is committing a sin
(ἁμαρτάνοντα, present active participle). The exact details of this sin are not
specified. Yet while the author notes twice that there are sins that do not lead to
death (ἁμαρτίαν μὴ πρὸς θάνατον), the one in question is visible for anyone to
observe (Ἐάν τις ἴδῃ). In this case, the author recommends that the witness ask
God and God will grant him life (αἰτήσει καὶ δώσει αὐτῷ ζωήν). Such a
statement seems inconsistent with the antecedent statement concerning the
spiritual status of a brother, namely that he has already passed from death to life
(3:14; 5:11, 12, 13). Kruse (2000:191) cites three possible ways to view this
statement. He states, “In answer to prayer (a) God will give repentant believers
reconfirmation of their transfer from the realm of death to the realm of life;
(b) God will grant forgiveness to the repentant believer, and receiving
forgiveness means having life with God; (c) God will give the promised
resurrection life to sinning believers who repent.”
Contra Kruse, who views the last view as most preferable, the concept of
resurrection is not explicitly mentioned in 1 John and therefore should not be
considered in the present discussion. Rather, a combination of the first and
second views most likely represents the author’s intended meaning. If the sinner
in question is a brother, he already possesses life, which indicates reception and
adherence to the truth. Yet by virtue of a transgression that is not injurious or
hopelessly antithetical to his profession of faith, he may require restoration of
life. Such life is not intrinsically lost to the sinner, but his existential awareness
and joy of it may be disrupted. The author connects life to fellowship with God
(1:1-4) but notes that such fellowship is interrupted when someone walks in
darkness (1:6). Westcott ([1886] 2001:191) agrees and states further, “Life is
fellowship with Christ. Death is separation from Him. All sin tends to make
Marshall (1978:246) sees ἀδελφὸν as a reference to another church member. Westcott ([1886]
2001:191) notes, “The sight of sin in ‘a brother’—a fellow Christian—and it is only with Christians that St
John is dealing—necessarily stirs to intercession.”
642
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fellowship less complete. Yet not all equally; nor all fixed and unalterable
degrees.” Accordingly, the author documents several scenarios that highlight
behavior/attitudes that are antithetical to the truth. For example:
2:11, ὁ δὲ μισῶν τὸν ἀδελφὸν αὐτοῦ ἐν τῇ σκοτίᾳ ἐστὶν καὶ ἐν τῇ σκοτίᾳ
περιπατεῖ καὶ οὐκ οἶδεν ποῦ ὑπάγει, ὅτι ἡ σκοτία ἐτύφλωσεν τοὺς
ὀφθαλμοὺς αὐτοῦ.
3:10, ἐν τούτῳ φανερά ἐστιν τὰ τέκνα τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ τὰ τέκνα τοῦ
διαβόλου· πᾶς ὁ μὴ ποιῶν δικαιοσύνην οὐκ ἔστιν ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ, καὶ ὁ μὴ
ἀγαπῶν τὸν ἀδελφὸν αὐτοῦ.
3:17, ὃς δʼ ἂν ἔχῃ τὸν βίον τοῦ κόσμου καὶ θεωρῇ τὸν ἀδελφὸν αὐτοῦ
χρείαν ἔχοντα καὶ κλείσῃ τὰ σπλάγχνα αὐτοῦ ἀπʼ αὐτοῦ, πῶς ἡ ἀγάπη
τοῦ θεοῦ μένει ἐν αὐτῷ;
It is noteworthy to mention that the author does not require sinlessness (1:18, 10)
but rather condemns the practice of perdurable sinning (3:9).643 One may sin
against his brother, thereby disrupting fellowship with him. Also, one may
overlook the needs of a brother, thereby calling into the question whether the
love of God abides in him. But such sins are not characteristic of the life of a
brother who belongs to the truth. If a believer witnesses a brother committing the
above sins, then the author of 1 John prescribes prayer for him. Such prayer may
naturally involve asking God to lead the one sinning back to the truth so that he
may confess644 (1:9) and therefore experience the restoration of broken
fellowship. The aim is that God will grant the sinning brother life645 on the basis
of Jesus’ propitiatory sacrifice (2:1). Culpepper (1998:273) remarks, “[I]f any
Christian sees a brother or sister committing a sin ‘not unto death (KJV), he or
she should ask forgiveness for that person. Ultimately only God can give life, but
through intercessory prayer the Christian can have a role in restoring an erring
brother or sister.” Notwithstanding, the author does not provide a precise formula
for the one praying but simply indicates that prayer is the means by which God
restores the sinning brother to life. 646 Moreover, while not provable from the text,
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See Culpepper (1998:264-65).

Michaels (2001:245-46) says regarding 1 John 1:8-10, “‘Confession’ to each other, or at least
the acknowledgement of sins to the community, is necessary in order to receive forgiveness and cleansing
from God. Such confession is a kind of prayer.”
644

645
Houlden (1973:137) links prayer for the sinner and the promises of subsequent restoration to
life with the stated intention of the author, which in the present context centers on confidence. As noted in
5:13, the author writes so that his audience may know that they have eternal life.

Michaels (2001:248) remarks, “Intercession, of course, assumes the sovereignty of God. God is
the effective Author of all healing, all forgiveness, and all salvation. Intercession not only presupposes that
God is able to save, but also that he is more willing to give than we are to receive. Yet texts such as I John
5:16-17 and James 5:20 assign to the intercessor a kind of derivative sovereignty over life and death that is
almost breathtaking in its expression.”
646
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it is possible that such prayer works in conjunction with the Paraclete, who will
lead the sinning brother back to the knowledge and/or practice of the truth.
Moreover, the author says that there is a certain sin that should not be prayed for
(ἔστιν ἁμαρτία πρὸς θάνατον·οὐ περὶ ἐκείνης λέγω ἵνα ἐρωτήσῃ). In this
instance, prayer is precluded by virtue of the nature of the sin. While a thorough
analysis of a sin unto death is beyond the scope of the present excursus, there are
instances in the OT where it is said that sin led to people’s physical demise (Num
18:22; Deut 22:26; Isa 22:14; Jubilees 21:22; 26:34; 33:14, 18, etc.). 647 Likewise,
the NT reports instances where it is said that certain individuals died physically648
because of sin (Acts 5:1-11; most likely in 1 Cor 5:3-5). In regard to the NT,
Busenitz (1990:17-31) outlines the various interpretations that have been offered
regarding the sin that leads to death. These include: (1) the sin against the Holy
Spirit, (2) any great sin, such as murder or adultery, (3) rejection of Christ as
Messiah, (4) deliberate and willful sins, (5) apostasy, and (6) post-baptismal
sins.649 While a discussion concerning the sin of blasphemy of the Holy Spirit
and the historical distinction between mortal and venial sins is fascinating,
neither of these concepts is explicated in 1 John.650 The most serious sins(s) in
1 John involve the secessionists’ rejection of the truth and their unwillingness to
walk in the truth.651 Such people are described as “antichrists” (2:18), those who
deny that Jesus in the Christ (2:22), and those who seek to deceive (2:28).
Marshall (1978:246-47) concurs but says further, “It is evident that the author is
most concerned about the sins which are most incompatible with being a child of
God, and these are summed up in the denial that Jesus is the Son of God, refusal
to obey God’s command, love of the world, and hatred of one’s brother. Such
sins are characteristic of the person who belongs to the sphere of darkness rather
than the sphere of light.”652 While Marshall is correct, it must be pointed out that
any one of these sins may be forgiven if confessed and repented of (therefore,
they do not necessarily lead to death). Rather, it is perdurable, ongoing unbelief
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Marshall (1978:246) helpfully points out the distinction in the OT between two types of sin:
intentional and unintentional. The latter could be atoned for through animal sacrifice, whereas the former
was dealt with through physical death.
648

The only place in the NT (other than the present text under discussion) where the construction
πρὸς θάνατον is used is in John 11:4. In this instance, Jesus says that Lazarus’s sickness will not end in
death. Such death is not in any manner related to sin, therefore this passage is irrelevant.
649

See Houlden (1973:134-36).

650

See Crump (2006:167-68) who, in discussing the relevance and scope of 1 John 5:14-15 and
prayer according to the will of God, also briefly discusses the limits of prayer in the context of mortal and
venial sins.
Von Wahlde (2010b:210) says that “the true ‘unto death’ would be the sin that denies Jesus, the
very source of the power to cross over from death to life.”
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Painter (2002:317) sees the sin unto death as related to the author’s opponents who “rejected
the confession that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh and the obligation of love that flowed from it.”
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and rejection of Christ that may be properly labeled a sin “that leads to death”
(ESV).653
Such sin is displayed by the Pharisees whom Jesus chastises (John 9:40-41. In
this case, those who claim to see are blind, according to the Evangelist. And such
blindness pertains not only to one’s self-awareness of sin but also to the truth
concerning the person and work of Christ. In light of John 16:9, it is evident that
the Spirit will convict the world in regard to sin because men do not believe. If
this verse is applied to the community that 1 John addresses, then it is not the
absence of conviction that brings condemnation but rather a willful disregard for
the truth that has been elucidated. In the end, those who refuse to believe are said
to “die in their sin” (John 8:21). While physical death may be in view, the more
probable explanation is that, by virtue in their rejection of Christ, the sinning
party spoken of by the author of 1 John is in a state that will lead to his spiritual
demise. Kruse (2000:192) states accordingly, “They are people who deny that
Jesus is the Christ come in the flesh, and also deny the significance of his atoning
death. This would mean that they place themselves outside the sphere of
forgiveness,654 and their sins become the sin unto death.”655 The author states that
for such a person, no prayer is to be offered. In contrast, the following verse
(5:18) states, Οἴδαμεν ὅτι πᾶς ὁ γεγεννημένος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ οὐχ ἁμαρτάνει, ἀλλʼ
ὁ γεννηθεὶς ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ τηρεῖ αὐτὸν καὶ ὁ πονηρὸς οὐχ ἅπτεται αὐτοῦ. Those
who are born of God know God/Christ, their sins are forgiven, the word abides in
them, and they have overcome the evil one (2:12-14). These are the ones who
will sin against the truth in varying degrees (both unintentionally and
intentionally), but through the prayers of the community and the atoning work of
Christ (2:1-2) they will seek and achieve restoration unto life with God. Finally,
the author’s threefold repetition of Οἴδαμεν in 5:18-20 gives “a rhythmic form to
the paragraph” (Westcott [1886] 2001:193) and elucidates the assured nature of
the community whom he addresses.

Implications for Prayer
As noted, the topic of prayer spirals through the Farewell Discourse and is linked to other
themes that explicate how Jesus’ mission will continue after his departure. As will be
discussed below, the means by which prayers are answered is elucidated by the role of
the Spirit-Paraclete, who is sent in Jesus’ absence. It has been shown above that prayer
offered in Jesus’ name is prayer that accords with God’s revealed will through Jesus.
Curiously, the Evangelist notes that the Spirit-Paraclete is sent in Jesus’ name (14:26),
which likely means that he is sent on Jesus’ behalf and for the cause of Jesus’ mission.
Thus, it may be said that the link between prayer in Jesus’ name and the fulfillment of the
653

See Culpepper (1998:274).

654
Painter (2002:315) notes that the author has in view “a sin so serious that reinstatement is
impossible (see Mark 3:28-30).”
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Which Kruse (2000:193) notes is compatible with the OT witness in certain cases (see Jer 7:1618; 11:14; 14:11). Also, in John 17:9 it is said that Jesus did not pray for the world but only for those the
Father had given him.
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disciples’ request is the Spirit-Paraclete, who is sent in Jesus absence. However,
according to 16:13 the ministry of the Paraclete is not defined by what the disciples pray
but rather is based on what he hears from the Father/Son. But as one has faith in Jesus
and prays in Jesus’ name, the disciple places himself under God’s authority, in alignment
with God’s will, and in possession of the Spirit, who equips him to bear witness in the
face of the world’s hatred and persecution. Thus, both the Spirit and the disciples are
unified around and subservient to Jesus’ purposes in the earth.
It may be argued that prayer in the Farewell Discourse involves praying according to
what God has decreed through the Jesus-Spirit-disciple paradigm, namely, bring glory to
himself through works that are performed and by salvation that is achieved. This genre of
prayer accords with Millar’s analysis of prayer that involves “calling on the name of the
Lord.” As indicated in chapter 2 of the present analysis, Millar (2016:27) remarks that the
“primary biblical trajectory of prayer is not praise, or lament, or intercession, or
meditation on the word of Yahweh. Prayer begins in the Bible as a cry for God to do
what he has promised—to deal with the reality of sin by delivering on his covenant
promises.” He (2016:22) sees Genesis 4:26 (“At that time people began to call upon the
name of the LORD”) as containing the first prayer of the Bible. He cites evidence from
numerous OT passages that refer to those who “called upon the name of the Lord” and
then says accordingly, “When this phrase is used in the Old Testament, it is asking God
to intervene specifically to do one thing—to come through on his promises.” In the
context of the Farewell Discourse, the concept of “calling on the name of the Lord” is
theologically congruent with offering prayer in Jesus’ name, which (in part) may
summon God to keep his promise of offering eternal life to anyone who believes (3:16).
With Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer as communication in mind, the impulse of
Johannine prayer involves petitioning God for the “result” of salvation and the
accomplishment of his mission in the earth.
Returning to the role of the Paraclete: his roles may be summarized in the following
manner:
1. He mediates the presence of the Father/Son to the disciples (14:16-17, 23).
2. He educates the disciples, teaches them, and guides them into all truth (14:26;
16:13).
3. He communicates, that is, he bears witness about Jesus, speaks whatever he hears
from the Father/Son, and declares the things that are to come (15:26; 16:13).
4. He convicts the world in regard to sin, righteousness, and judgment, and does so
in order to lead people to repentance and faith/belief in Jesus.
It is partially based on the roles of the Spirit-Paraclete that the disciples’ prayers will
prove effectual. As noted, the conviction of the world wrought by the Paraclete is
justified in light of Jesus’ life, death, and ascension to the Father. Jesus confronted the
world’s unbelief, exposed it false righteousness, and solidified the judgment passed on
the ruler of this world. Each component of conviction is forensic in nature, Christocentric in focus, and pneumatological in application. On his departure, Jesus’ work was
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complete, but the Paraclete’s work was just beginning.656 In other words, the finality
achieved at Jesus’ departure to the Father gave way to the convicting work of the
Paraclete, who works concurrently within God’s people so they may bear witness for
God. While the Paraclete is the agency of conviction in Jesus’ absence, he does not act
alone but synergistically through those in whom he dwells. Therefore, it may be said that
the disciple who prays does so in accordance with what he has received via Jesus’
word(s) and the Paraclete’s witness. As such, the Spirit’s witness about Jesus may close
the gap that exists between one’s wishing and God’s willing. Prayer becomes the means
by which one’s wishes are offered and God’s promise is actualized.
The collective evidence of the Paraclete passages that spiral through the Farewell
Discourse seems to indicate that asking God to do what he promised to do naturally
involves the work of the Spirit in and through the disciples. As a result of his coming, the
Paraclete uniquely equips the disciples for the mission that lies ahead. And it is within
this context that the disciples become part and parcel of the means by which God fulfills
his saving mission/purpose in the earth. In the language of 14:12 and 15:5, 8, the works
that started in Jesus ministry will later translate into “greater works,” and the disciples
will bear “much fruit” as they remain in Jesus. 657 Or, with the Paraclete passages in mind,
as the disciples go forth in God’s mission, they bear witness about Jesus through their
words and their deeds and declare to the world all that has been declared to them by the
Spirit. In particular, Carson understands that the disciples share in the responsibility of
bringing conviction to the world in regard to their righteousness through the aid of the
Paraclete. He (Carson 1979:564-65) notes:
Already the promised Paraclete has been linked with the obedience of the
disciples (14:16-27); and within the context of such themes comes the astounding
promise that the disciples themselves will do what Jesus has been doing (14:12)—
indeed, even greater things than Jesus has been doing, because Jesus is going to
the Father (= because the blessed Paraclete will be sent). . . . The Paraclete
convicts the world of its pseudo-righteousness, but he accomplishes at least part
of this convicting work by so operating within the believers that they themselves
establish before the world true and convicting standards of righteousness. Jesus is
gone, and they see him no more, but the Paraclete so works in them that they are
enabled to exercise the same convicting righteousness exhibited by Jesus in the
days of his flesh.
Furthermore, as the words of the Son are mediated through the presence of the SpiritParaclete and spoken from the lips of the disciples, conviction is wrought and God’s will
This is not to say that the Holy Spirit had not been active prior to Jesus’ glorification. But the
newness of the Paraclete’s operation in the world would be defined in light of the historical achievement of
Jesus’ death, resurrection, subsequent ascension to the Father, and application of these events in redemptive
history. In this manner, the Paraclete’s work was novel.
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Bennema (2007:245-46) notes, “[T]o bear fruit is also a demonstration of discipleship, and one
aspect of bearing fruit is possibly to reproduce disciples (cf. Jn 4), which happens on the basis of the Spiritimbued witness of the disciples/believers (cf. 17:20).”
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is accomplished. 658 For some, conviction may lead to decisive and final judgment. For
others, conviction may lead to salvation. 659 As noted in 16:8-11, the world stands under
conviction regarding sin, righteousness, and judgment. Yet the world is not exclusively or
finally doomed. Jesus came to save the world (3:16), and he chose the disciples out of
this world (15:16). Thus, the Paraclete’s role centers on convicting and convincing the
world it of its sinfulness, which opens the way for repentance. This role is congruent with
Jesus’ character and mission as seen throughout the Fourth Gospel. 660 Thus, prayer
offered in Jesus’ name and informed by Jesus’ words may be congruent with what God
has already willed to do through the Spirit-Paraclete, namely bring forth conviction to
whomever he chooses. The promise of 14:13-14; 15:7, 16; and 16:23-24 is that the one
who makes requests in Jesus’ name and in alignment with his will may have his prayers
answered. Such answered prayer yields a precise result, namely that of salvation as Jesus
does “greater works” of convicting in and through his disciples. Once again, such praying
is congruent with Neyrey’s view of prayer. He (2007a:9) says, “The purpose of prayer is
to have some effect on the person with whom the prayer communicates; that is, it seeks
results, which may for the time be classified as petitions for goods and services or as
maintenance of relationships.” One may say that prayer to God eventuates the service of
the Paraclete, who yields the fruit of new believers (who become members of the family
of God).
From Sorrow to Joy: John 16:16-24
Beginning in John chapter 16, verse 16, Jesus transitions the discourse away from an
explicit discussion of the Paraclete to an implicit discussion of his departure, which has
been previously discussed (7:33; 14:19; 16:5). In doing so, Jesus re-presents a previously
alluded to problem (in different language) and then brings clarity to the problem by
providing a solution in more explicit terms. As will be seen below, the topic of the
Paraclete implicitly spirals back into the discussion as Jesus seeks to bring further
comfort to the disciples in the midst of impending sorrow. Finally, the topic of prayer
explicitly reappears for the first time since 15:16 and becomes part and parcel of the
solution to the problem that awaits the troubled disciples. Thus, the spiraling of topics is
seen once again as the Farewell Discourse unfolds.
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See Bennema (2007:244-46) for a discussion on the implications of the work of the Spirit in
regard to the disciples and the world.
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See Van der Watt (2005a:101-21) for a thorough examination of soteriology/salvation in the
Fourth Gospel.
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This is not to say that salvation is exclusively brought to pass by conviction alone. Aloisi
(2004:66) says, “With regard to unbelievers, conviction is a work of the Holy Spirit which convinces them
of their sinfulness, their false righteousness, and their coming judgment. Conviction is necessary to
salvation, but by itself, it does not bring an unbeliever to salvation.” As indicated in 3:3, 5-6 one must be
born again by the Spirit in order to experience the new birth.
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Particularly, in verse 16 Jesus speaks of the μικρὸν661 to convey the temporal duration of
his appearance and disappearance, which creates confusion for the disciples. 662
Jesus says in verse 16:
Μικρὸν καὶ οὐκέτι θεωρεῖτέ με,
καὶ πάλιν μικρὸν καὶ ὄψεσθέ με.
In verse 17 the disciples respond not to Jesus but to one another by restating in similar
terms the question Jesus asked them:663
μικρὸν καὶ οὐ θεωρεῖτέ με, καὶ πάλιν μικρὸν καὶ ὄψεσθέ με;
καί· ὅτι ὑπάγω πρὸς τὸν πατέρα;
In 16:16 Jesus says that his disciples will not “see” (θεωρεῖτέ) him, but then they will
“see” (ὄψεσθέ) him.664 Some commentators view these verbs as essentially meaning the
same thing.665 While this may be true on grammatical and lexical grounds, the Evangelist
may have intended to convey the action of “seeing” as relating to both the physical and
spiritual realm. 666 Notwithstanding, to what is Jesus actually referring? Carson
(1991:542-43) asks, “Does the first ‘little while’ mark the time until Jesus’ death, or until
his ascension? Does ‘you will see me’ after the second ‘little while’ refer to Jesus’
resurrection, the descent of the Spirit (cf. 14:23), or the parousia (14:1-4)?” Carson
(1991:543) and Beasley-Murray (1999:284-85) naturally see John 7:33 and 13:33a as
informing the present discussion. Carson views the “little while” when the disciples will
not see him as referring to his death and the second “little while” statement as referring to

661
This term is used eight times in verses 16-19. Keener (2003:1043) notes that this term
“sometimes appears in eschatological settings (Heb 10:37; Rev 6:11) probably rooted in the vernacular of
Israelite prophecy about impending judgment (LXX Hos 1:4; Isa 10:25; Jer 28:33 [=51:22]).”
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Haenchen (1984b:144) says that “the disciples are depicted as completely dense.”
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Keener (2003:1044) observes that disciples of teachers were supposed to learn, in part, by
asking questions (he cites Plutarch On Lectures 11, Moralia 43BC; Aulus Gellius 1.26.2; 12.5.4; 20.10.1-6;
Tosefta Sanhedrin 7:10; etc.).
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See also John 14:19.
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See Newman and Nida (1980:510).
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Brown ([1966] 2006:79) views the theme of “seeing” in the similar sense of describing faith.
He cites 10:40, 11:40, and 11:47 where eternal life is promised to those who come to Jesus, to those who
look on him, and to those who believe in him. All three aspects describe the same action of having faith.
Jesus wants these disciples to come and see in the physical sense, but even more he desires for them to see
spiritually through faith. In the case of 16:16 it is not impossible that Jesus intended to convey the notion
that his disciples would see him through the truth imparted to them via the Paraclete (16:13). In any case,
one will be convinced one way or another based on his view of the timing of Jesus disappearance and
reappearance.
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his return667 in resurrection.668 Keener (2003:1043) sees the first “little while” statement
as referring to the hours before the cross-event (7:33; 12:35) and the second “little while”
statement as pointing to the interval between the crucifixion and resurrection.669 Based on
the last phrase in verse 17, ὅτι ὑπάγω πρὸς τὸν πατέρα, it seems that the disciples at least
had a referential framework of Jesus’ departure in mind. Thus, Schnackenburg
(1982:157) does not believe the additional statement at the end of verse 17 is an arbitrary
addition but rather as reflecting the author’s intention to reveal that the disciples did in
fact understand that Jesus was referring to his departure. 670 Bruce (1983:322) also
connects the disciples’ words seen in the last clause of verse 17 as harking back to
verse 10, where Jesus mentions his departure to the Father. Yet the disciples’ anguish did
not merely center on the timing of Jesus’ departure but, perhaps more importantly, on the
fact of his departure (Maloney 1998:90). 671 While it is difficult to know for certain the
extent of the disciples’ confusion, Etienne (1982:233) is right in saying:
The insight Jesus requires of them certainly exceeds their present ability to
understand his words. Right at the heart of the unfolding discourse, therefore, the
evangelist sets the image of “giving birth” in order to provide an existential
presentiment of the time of affliction in which the disciples find themselves, to
show them how they are to interpret this time of affliction and live through it.
This time of affliction is likened to the “hour” of a woman in labour.
Assuming their need to have an answer for their question, Jesus responds with a question
(v. 19). In verse 20, Jesus once again employs the phrase ἀμὴν ἀμὴν672 to offer forthright
assurance that, while the world rejoices (κόσμος χαρήσεται), the disciples will
experience sorrow. They will weep and lament. Burge (2009:408) says:
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See also Lincoln (2001:175).

Ashton (1991:464-65) notes that the repeated phrase “in a little while” (16:16-19) conveys a
second or spiritual level of meaning. He says that it is on this level of understanding that we “must adopt
the perspective of John’s hearers or the reader of his Gospel, who know the resurrection has already
happened. Heirs to the promise, enjoying as they read or listen to the life that Jesus came to bring, they
have nevertheless retained . . . some belief in his eventual return.”
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Thus, Newman and Nida (1980:511) interpret “in a little while” as equivalent to “in a few
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See Bultmann (1976:577), who remarks similarly.

days.”

Etienne (1982:234) sees their response as a bit more complicated. She writes, “At this stage in
the dialogue between Jesus and the disciples—the latter speak there for the first time—all the disciples’
silent questioning and incomprehension is concentrated on this mikron—this ‘little while.’ The problem
they concentrate on is no longer the transition from one age to another but this little space of time—to
mikron which means, firstly, their inability to see Jesus—a blindness which merges the disciples with the
world (John 14:19)—and, secondly, their new capacity to see, connected with a new future.”
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See chapter 3 of this analysis for further discussion concerning the meaning of this statement.
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The celebration of the world (16:20b) can only point to Jesus’ crucifixion, which
is contrasted with a time of sorrow for the disciples (16:20a), triggered by their
shock at Jesus’ death. Weeping and mourning were common descriptions of
sorrow at death (Jer. 22:10 LXX; Luke 7:32; cf. John 11:31, 33; 20:11, 13, 15).
But this sorrow will be transformed into “joy” because Jesus will not be defeated
by the grave.
The term θρηνήσετε (“to lament”) appears only here (v. 20), while the verb κλαύσετε
(“to weep”) appears in John 11:31, 33; 20:11, 13, and 15 as an action carried out by Mary
in the context of death. 673 Newman and Nida (1980:512) note, “The verbs cry and weep
reflect the loud weeping and wailing that was (and still is) customary on the occasion of a
death in the Near East” Bultmann (1976:578) notes that in 13:13 “the situation of the first
μικρὸν was depicted as that of fruitless searching; here it is one of lamentation.” The
Evangelist then offers the disciples an image 674 that is analogous to the situation they are
facing (v. 21):
ἡ γυνὴ ὅταν τίκτῃ λύπην ἔχει, ὅτι ἦλθεν ἡ ὥρα αὐτῆς· ὅταν δὲ γεννήσῃ τὸ
παιδίον, οὐκέτι μνημονεύει τῆς θλίψεως διὰ τὴν χαρὰν ὅτι ἐγεννήθη ἄνθρωπος
εἰς τὸν κόσμον.
Culpepper (1998:218) remarks, “The image, drawn from the prophets, is that of a woman
in labor, whose travail soon turns to joy. Israel’s exile was but a temporary travail that
would turn to joy, but it requires faith to see that the suffering is temporary or
purposeful.” Accordingly, in the midst of temporary travail and darkness, psalms of
lament look forward in faith to God for a favorable outcome. 675 O’Connor (2002:9) says,
“Although laments appear disruptive of God’s world, they are acts of fidelity. In
vulnerability and honesty, they cling obstinately to God and demand for God to see, hear,
and act.” While there are numerous examples one can cite, 676 Psalm 12 (LXX)
sufficiently indicates the nature of lament:

This is also seen in the LXX. Jeremiah 22:10 states, Μὴ κλαίετε τὸν τεθνηκότα μηδὲ θρηνεῖτε
αὐτόν, κλαύσατε κλαυθμῷ τὸν ἐκπορευόμενον, ὅτι οὐκ ἐπιστρέψει ἔτι καὶ οὐ μὴ ἴδῃ τὴν γῆν πατρίδος
αὐτοῦ.
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Van der Watt (2000:92) writes, “This comparative illustration comes from the same field of
reference as the birth imagery in the rest of the Gospel, for instance 1:12-13, 3:1-8. Methodologically it is
applied differently, as was indicated above, and is therefore treated separately from the other references to
birth.”
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Brueggemann (1984:12) says, “The One to address is in the darkness but is not simply a part of
the darkness (cf. John 1:1-5). Because this One has promised to be in the darkness with us, we find the
darkness strangely transformed, not by the power of easy light, but by the power of relentless solidarity.
Out of the ‘fear not’ of that One spoken in the darkness, we are marvelously given new life, we know not
how.”
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See Psalms 2-7, 9-10, 12, 17, 22, 25-26, 28, 31, 35, 38, 39, 42-44, etc.
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2 Ἕως

πότε, Κύριε, ἐπιλήσῃ μου εἰς τέλος;
ἕως πότε ἀποστρέψεις τὸ πρόσωπόν σου ἀπʼ ἐμοῦ;
3 ἕως τίνος θήσομαι βουλὰς ἐν ψυχῇ μου,
ὀδύνας ἐν καρδίᾳ μου ἡμέρας;
ἕως πότε ὑψωθήσεται ὁ ἐχθρός μου ἐπʼ ἐμέ;
4
ἐπίβλεψον, εἰσάκουσόν μου, Κύριε ὁ θεός μου·
φώτισον τοὺς ὀφθαλμούς, μή ποτε ὑπνώσω εἰς θάνατον,
5
μή ποτε εἴπῃ ὁ ἐχθρός μου Ἴσχυσα πρὸς αὐτόν·
οἱ θλίβοντές με ἀγαλλιάσονται ἐὰν σαλευθῶ.
6
ἐγὼ δὲ ἐπὶ τῷ ἐλέει σου ἤλπισα·
ἀγαλλιάσεται ἡ καρδία μου ἐν τῷ σωτηρίῳ σου·
ᾄσω τῷ κυρίῳ τῷ εὐεργετήσαντί με,
καὶ ψαλῶ τῷ ὀνόματι Κυρίου τοῦ ὑψίστου. (emphasis added)
Returning to John 16, the emphasis of verse 21a centers on the sorrow (λύπην) that
ensues from the mother’s labor pains. 677 A corollary of this sorrow would likely involve
anxiety about the future occasion of the labor/delivery of her baby in the form of minutes
and hours.678 The emotional state of the mother, then, would find a place of relevance and
similitude in the disciples as they experienced sorrow over Jesus’ disappearance
(Newman and Nida 1980:513) and death. The upshot of verses 19-22 is that travail is
temporary and the duration of pain is “for a little while” (Culpepper 1998:218). Wengst
(2001:179) is right to say, “Geburt lässt alle vorangehende Not vergessen. Der Ton liegt
hier also ganz und gar auf dem „Übergang von der Trauer zur Freude“.” Even in the
midst of travail, the disciples may find a sense of comfort 679 and finality knowing that joy
awaits them.680 Etienne (1982:235) explains further:
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Beasley-Murray (1999:285) views the analogy of birth as echoing OT prophecy and thereby
emphasizing the eschatological nature of the death and resurrection of Jesus. He notes that “the figure of
the pangs of childbirth is frequent in the OT for the swift coming of God’s judgment upon wrongdoers (cf.
e.g., Is 21:2-3; Jer 13:21; Mic 4:9-10).” Keener (2003:1045) notes similarly, “The biblical prophets
employed birth pangs as an image of extreme anguish. In Jewish literature, these birth pangs came to
illustrate the period of intense suffering immediately preceding the end, as the final sufferings giving birth
to the realized eschatology inaugurated among believers through Jesus’ resurrection.”
Burge (2009:408) remarks that “Isaiah 26:16-31 is particularly important since it combines the
ideas of ‘a little while’ and the picture of a woman in labor. ‘As a woman with child and about to give birth
writhes and cries out in her pain, so were we in your presence, O LORD.’ Then God answers through the
prophet: ‘Go, my people, enter your rooms and shut the doors behind you; hide yourselves for a little while
until his wrath has passed by’ (Isa. 26:17, 20, italics added).”
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Keener (2003:1044) says, “Even on the Sabbath, Jewish pietists expected midwives and others
to proceed to do whatever lengths possible to insure a mother’s comfort during childbirth.”
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In her treatment of feministic theology, Conway (2003:95-96) highlights the “weeping” that
Mary experienced in John 20:11, 13, and 15. She points out that “Mary is the only character of the gospel
who weeps and mourns when she ‘no longer sees’ Jesus (16.19). As the story proceeds, the second half of
Jesus’ prediction will also be fulfilled: ‘you will have pain, but your pain will turn to joy’ (16.20b; 16:22).”
Conway continues, “It is perhaps no coincidence that a woman fulfills this prediction, given the fact that
680
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The disciples’ time of sorrow can be compared to the time when a woman is in
labour and gives birth, the time when, in being separated from the child now
within her but invisible, she experiences death; her hour has come. For the
woman, the time when life is quickening within her is also inseparable from a
time of suffering in which the closeness of death is experienced. The blossoming
of life in the form of the child now brought into the world blots out, however, the
memory of suffering, which is now turned into joy.
As the birth of a child causes the mother to no longer remember the anguish she
experienced (οὐκέτι μνημονεύει τῆς θλίψεως διὰ τὴν χαρὰν ὅτι ἐγεννήθη ἄνθρωπος εἰς
τὸν κόσμον), so the disciples will rejoice when they see Jesus again (vv. 21-22). And it is
said that they will rejoice at that time and their joy will not be taken from them (καὶ τὴν
χαρὰν ὑμῶν οὐδεὶς αἴρει ἀφʼ ὑμῶν) (see 15:11; 1 John 1:4). Keener (2003:1045)
remarks, “Though birth pangs apply especially to Jesus, they apply also to the whole of
the people of God (Is 66:8; Rev 12:17). Jesus’ followers can be ‘born from above’ (3:3-5)
because of the birth pangs of the cross. Just as birth pangs are temporary and normally
yield a longer joy, so here they receive a joy that no one can take from them (16:22; cf.
10:28).” Accordingly, both Brown (1970:729) and Lindars (1972:506) view the disciples’
joy as a corollary of his resurrection from the dead. In regard to the perdurability of the
disciples’ joy, both scholars speak of a “permanence”681 of the disciples’ union and
relationship with Jesus, respectively. 682 Schnackenburg (1982:159) notes additionally,
“The change from ‘You will see me again’ to ‘I will see you again’ can be explained by
the fact that Jesus brings about a transformation in the situation, by coming to them as the
risen Christ and, with his peace (see 14:27; 20:19f), also brings joy.” But he does not
view the disciples’ joy as connected exclusively to Easter day but rather to “the whole of
the new age that beings with it.” 683

the metaphor of childbirth is used to describe the human emotions that will accompany death and
resurrection (16.21).” This insight is undoubtedly true. As some women have testified, giving birth
involves both tremendous pain and unspeakable joy. Therefore, a woman who has experienced the pain of
childbirth would naturally have a greater emotional connection with the analogy used by the Evangelist.
However, that John seeks to employ a feministic theology in chapter 16 or 20 is unlikely. Etienne
(1982:237) notes more practically, “But this symbolic use of giving birth, does it not also in return enrich
our understanding of the reality of childbirth itself? Does not every woman who gives birth announce, for
all Christians who are awaiting it for themselves and for the world, this humanity which Jesus on the eve of
his passion announced to his disciples, a humanity filled with joy and able to decipher the signs of God’s
action at the very heart of the harsh realities of a world still in process of becoming?”
681

Brodie (1993:499) sees this permanence being reinforced by 16:23a because, as he notes, by
evoking the final “Day of the Lord,” it “has eschatological overtones.”
Barrett (1962:491) says that “the sayings about coming and going can be interpreted throughout
the departure and return of Jesus in his death and resurrection; but they can equally well be interpreted of
his departure to the Father at the ascension and his return at the parousia.”
682

Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:242) write, “The ‘return’ of Jesus is the experience of ‘seeing’
Jesus, which recurs in the Johannine community.”
683
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In contrast to Beasley-Murray (1999:286),684 some are convinced that the Evangelist also
seeks to link the perdurability of the disciples’ joy (καὶ τὴν χαρὰν ὑμῶν οὐδεὶς αἴρει ἀφʼ
ὑμῶν) with the permanence of Jesus’ presence (v. 22). Maloney (1998:90-91) views the
era of not seeing Jesus as related to his departure to the Father, and he sees the era of
seeing Jesus again as related to the coming and reception of the Paraclete (14:18-1).685
Van der Watt (2000:272) says, “Grief and pain will turn to joy when Jesus returns and the
disciples experience the presence of the Paraclete.” Brodie (1993:500), following Brown
(1970:730), sees the joyful union in relation to the Spirit. He notes accordingly, “‘Seeing’
Jesus has been reinterpreted to mean the continued experience of his presence in the
Christian, and this can only mean the presence of the Paraclete/Spirit.” In contrast to the
short-lived joy of seeing Jesus resurrected, this coming of the Spirit would result in a joy
that would remain indefinitely throughout the disciples’ lives. Bruce (1983:322) says,
“Their sense of bereavement at this departure and the anguish and apprehension caused
by his crucifixion will be dispelled when he comes to them again, imparting the joy of
uninterrupted fellowship with him henceforth through the Spirit.”
Moreover, the emphasis here on the Spirit is textually and thematically congruent with
16:7-15, where the work of the Paraclete is explicated.686 Therefore, as Etienne explains
(1982:236), “The disciples’ sufferings acquire a new significance. These sufferings are
no longer just the natural sorrow felt by those who have lost a friend who made their lives
radiant by his presence, but the sufferings of a human race on the verge of a profound
transformation which will result in a new life.” But this new life comes about only
through the great sorrow and anguish that the disciples would face but also, and
primarily, through the sorrow and anguish that Jesus would experience (John 19:1; 18,
28).
In verse 23 Jesus continues the discussion by addressing the benefits of seeing him again:
Καὶ ἐν ἐκείνῃ τῇ ἡμέρᾳ ἐμὲ οὐκ ἐρωτήσετε οὐδέν.
ἀμὴν ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν,
ἄν τι αἰτήσητε τὸν πατέρα ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου δώσει ὑμῖν.
Barrett (1962:494) remarks, “In the New Testament ‘that day’ or ‘those days’ often refers
to the last days, the end of the age; so, e.g., Mark 13.11, 17, 19, 24.32; 14.25; Acts 2.18;
2 Tim 1.12, 18; 4.8; Heb 8.10; 10.16 (= Jer. 31 (38) .33); Rev 9.6.” Carson (1991:545)
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He sees no hint that the Evangelist connects this passage with the coming of the Paraclete.
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Bennema (2005:178) sees the possibility that the Evangelist intends to employ a double
reference in that Jesus’ death and ascension are sorrowful events for the disciples, but his resurrection and
his coming back via the Paraclete are the means by which joy is evoked.

Yet Newman and Nida (1980:510) note, “The problem of what is intended here is made more
difficult by the fact that the reader is never completely certain whether Jesus’ words are to be understood
from the viewpoint of his own day, or from that of the time of the writing of the Gospel. If they are to be
understood from the time perspective of the author of the Gospel, then ‘seeing Jesus’ would refer to the
abiding presence of Jesus with his disciples through the Holy Spirit.”
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combines the dual aspects of the resurrection and the end of the age, but he arranges them
in a complimentary fashion. He notes, “This does not mean that Jesus here refers to the
end of history and not to the period after his resurrection, but that he is referring to the
period after his resurrection as the end of history (cf. 1 John 2:18, ‘Dear children, this is
the last hour.)’” Thus, “in the day” means the period in which Jesus’ earthly mission is
complete.687 Accordingly, Keener (2003:1046) observes that the phrase ἐν ἐκείνῃ τῇ
ἡμέρᾳ “is frequently eschatological language, which would fit John’s emphasis on
realized eschatology: Jesus returns in the resurrection to impart eschatological life
through the Spirit (cf. 14:20).” In this reading, Jesus will not merely be physically present
upon his resurrection, but he will also be continually present “in that day” (and in the
days that follow) through the Spirit.
Concerning this particular “day,” the Evangelist indicates that the disciples will no longer
ask anything of Jesus, but will instead approach the Father in his name. Barrett
(1962:494) says:
John is drawing out a contrast between the present (the time of the ministry) and
the future (“in that day”). The disciples have not asked Jesus for anything, but in
chs. 13-16 they have asked many questions. (13.24f., 37; 14.5, 8, 22; 16.17).
John’s meaning seems to be that in the time when the Holy Spirit is given and
guides the believer in all truth they will no longer ask such questions as, What is
the meaning of the “little while” of which Jesus speaks?
Therefore, in this reading, the disciples will not ask Jesus questions because in the days to
come they will have guidance via the Spirit of Truth. 688 Alternately, the disciples would
not need to make requests to Jesus because they have direct access to the Father in order
to make requests in Jesus’ name. 689 Keener (2003:1047) observes that Jesus “is telling the
disciples that instead of depending on Jesus to request the Father for them, they can
approach the Father as Jesus’ representatives (16:26-27), which nevertheless implies
Jesus’ continued mediation.” The freedom to approach the Father in Jesus’ name is, of
course, grounded in the finality of Jesus’ mission. To state matters further, the certainty
of Jesus’ death and resurrection provides certainty for the disciples as they ask and
receive in prayer. Wengst (2001:180) explains, “Das Gebet „im Namen Jesu“ bezieht sich
Etienne (1982:236) says, “From now on, they are new human beings who have entered the
realm of the Spirit.”
687
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Keener (2003:1047) says, “If it refers to asking questions, perhaps he is saying that the
Paraclete will teach them all they need to know (16:12-13), or that their lack of understanding of God’s
plan will be met by the fulfillment of that plan (16:19-20), or that God will guide them even before they
need to ask (16:30). Perhaps he refers to the fullness of eschatological knowledge (Jer 31:34; 1 Cor 13:12),
which obviates the need for questions.”

Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:242) write, “It is a patron’s role to meet the needs of clients, yet
clients need a means of access to the patron. With another word of honor, Jesus insists that group members
make requests of the Father in his name, thereby offering once again to be the broker for the group. As a
good friend, his object is the joy of his group.”
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also auf Tod und Auferstehung Jesu, auf Gottes Leben schaffendes Handeln am
gekreuzigten Jesus. Von daher bekommt es seine Ausrichtung und seine Gewissheit.”
Verse 24 indicates that the disciples had not made any requests in Jesus’ name (ἕως ἄρτι
οὐκ ᾐτήσατε οὐδὲν ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου), which is to be expected given that this privilege
was initially introduced in 14:13. 690 The disciples’ personal interaction with Jesus
precluded the necessity of employing his name in their requests. But, as noted throughout
the Farewell Discourse, this would soon change. As Jesus departs, he remains
functionally present both through the Spirit and by the disciples praying in his name.
Accordingly, in 16:23-27 the Evangelist provides the definitive solution to the problem of
Jesus’ physical absence (hence, the spiraling). Jesus will be absent, but God will not be
distant from them. In these verses the initial cause for the disciples’ troubled hearts (14:1)
is fully addressed and the larger picture is elucidated. Jesus will go to the Father (14:2-3),
but his preparatory work on the disciples’ behalf not only involves them becoming the
dwelling place of God but also involves their ability to approach the Father (in Jesus’
name) without hindrance.691 This ability is part and parcel of the privilege afforded to
believers in light of the impending hour of sorrow/trial. Lincoln (2001:175-76) remarks:
That Jesus’ teaching on prayer in the Fourth Gospel occurs in the Farewell
Discourse, where Jesus is portrayed as preparing his disciples for the period after
his departure, means that to the main characteristics of that period—that is, the
witnesses of Jesus’ followers, their need to love one another, the hostility and
persecution of the world, and the presence of the Paraclete—should be added this
further most important characteristic: God’s answering of prayer in Jesus’ name.
One of the major reasons why Jesus’ departure will be advantageous for his
disciples is that they will be able to engage in this sort of prayer.
Further, they will have no need to ask Jesus questions or make requests exclusively to
him (hence, 16:26b: καὶ οὐ λέγω ὑμῖν ὅτι ἐγὼ ἐρωτήσω τὸν πατέρα περὶ ὑμῶν). Rather,
they may approach the Father in Jesus’ name and he will grant their requests. 692 Crump
(2006:164) explains:
Previously, there had been no option of direct address to the Father, only prayers
directed to or through Jesus (14:13; 15:16). Now a radical new dimension is
added to the spiritual landscape. Petitionary power continues to be determined by
conformity to the will of God as expressed through union with Christ—“the
Father will give you whatever you ask in my name” (16:23). Spiritual union with
the resurrected, ascended Jesus, however now ushers the disciples immediately
Brown (1970:734) notes that this statement “implies that the disciples cannot be completely
united to Jesus (and thus act in his name) until after the hour of passion death, resurrection, and giving of
the Spirit.”
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See Heitmüller’s (1902:81) discussion.

Beutler (2013:421) says in light of 16:23-24, “Erneut zeigt sich die Bedeutung der Endzeit als
Zeit des unfehlbaren Gebets im Namen Jesu.”
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into the Father’s presence. Jesus explains that there is no longer any need for him
to speak on our behalf (16:26b); he neither persuades the Father to listen nor
adverts divine wrath. Disciples are free to address the Father themselves, speaking
with God face to face as the heavenly Father inclined to embrace us (compare
1:18).
In 16:24 the Evangelist notes that the disciples may experience χαρὰ as they offer prayer.
This term appears in 15:11 in the context of the words Jesus spoke to his disciples (Ταῦτα
λελάληκα ὑμῖν ἵνα ἡ χαρὰ ἡ ἐμὴ ἐν ὑμῖν ᾖ καὶ ἡ χαρὰ ὑμῶν πληρωθῇ.).693 Also, in
16:20, 22 the disciples will experience χαρὰ when they see Jesus again, and according to
Jesus, καὶ τὴν χαρὰν ὑμῶν οὐδεὶς αἴρει ἀφʼ ὑμῶν. Yet in verse 24, the disciples’ fullness
of joy is the corollary of receiving from the Father in prayer (αἰτεῖτε καὶ λήμψεσθε, ἵνα ἡ
χαρὰ ὑμῶν ᾖ πεπληρωμένη). How do these various contexts of joy relate? Carson
(1991:546) remarks concerning these verses:
If that joy is part of the matrix of consistent obedience (15:11), that obedience,
that remaining in Jesus (15:4) and his love (15:9) and his word (8:31), is the
matrix out of which fruitbearing springs, the fruitbearing that is the direct
consequence of prayer (15:7, 8). Thus the connection amongst asking, receiving
and complete joy in 16:24 turns out to be a compressed version of themes
developed in ch. 15, but now more clearly set within the eschatological situation
introduced by Jesus’ death and resurrection.
Keener (2003:1047) notes, “The fullness of joy . . . reflects not only Jesus’ resurrection
(16:20-22; 17:13) but its consequence for their continuing life with him (15:10-11;
16:24).” Brown (1970:734) writes, “The fullness of Christian joy comes through the
understanding of what Jesus has revealed, an understanding that leavens the Christian’s
way of living.” Haenchen (1984b:145) points out moreover, “[O]ne asks for what one
does not yet possess, and if one receives that, joy is complete.” As such, the disciples
who will experience temporary sorrow will, upon seeing Jesus again, offer prayers to the
Father, who will in turn grant their requests. Thus, the waiting will be over once they
receive what they ask for, and their joy will be full. Finally, the nature of what they
receive in prayer is to be understood in the context of the “greater works” (14:12) they
will perform and the “much fruit” (15:5, 8) they will produce. 694 Such actions recapitulate
Jesus’ presence in the world as his mission is advanced and his family is expanded.
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Van der Watt (2000:272) says, “Joy occurs within the familial context of love, obedience,
protection and fellowship within the family. The joy of Jesus must be duplicated in the believers, which
underlines the unity of experience in the family.”
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See Van der Watt (2000:81-85) for a discussion of John 4:36-38 and the joy of the sowers and
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The Timing of Answered Prayer
As seen above, the Evangelist integrates the topic of joy into the analogy of the woman in
labor. Just as a woman rejoices over new life that has been brought into the world, so the
disciples may rejoice when they see Jesus once again. But in the present case of John
16:24, the Evangelist links the fullness of joy to asking in prayer and receiving. These
episodes should be read in light of each other both in content and consequence. The
analogy of birth elucidates and even contrasts the conflicting emotions that are involved
in bringing forth a human life. But there may be a sense in which some may feel
anguish/sorrow as they await an answer to prayer. Although the Farewell Discourse states
that the Father/Jesus will answer prayer, there is no explicit statement concerning how
long one must wait for that answer to be granted. Jesus simply informs the disciples that
if they pray in his name (14:13-14; 15:16), remain in him, and allow his words to remain
in them (15:3-7), then he will do whatever is requested. Yet there is no direct mention of
the length of the temporal duration that exists between one’s initial asking and
subsequent receiving in prayer. 695
While the Farewell Discourse provides no direct link to OT or other NT episodes of
prayer, it is possible that the Evangelist’s audience may have been familiar with specific
examples where the answer to prayer was delayed. While examples may be multiple, a
few select examples will suffice. The book of Habakkuk opens with the author’s cry to
God, namely (1:2, LXX), Ἕως τίνος, Κύριε, κράξομαι, καὶ οὐ μὴ εἰσακούσῃς; βοήσομαι
πρὸς σὲ ἀδικούμενος, καὶ οὐ σώσεις; In this instance, the petitioner suffers anguish as he
waits on God’s response. The reality of his waiting demonstrates that God’s response to
prayer cannot be precisely timed from human calculations. As indicated in Habakkuk
2:1-4, one must wait patiently and faithfully for God to act in his timing. The nature of
such optimistic waiting is also highlighted in Psalm 26:14 (LXX) where the psalmist
states, ὑπόμεινον τὸν κύριον·ἀνδρίζου, καὶ κραταιούσθω ἡ καρδία σου, καὶ ὑπόμεινον
τὸν κύριον. The psalmist conveys a similar attitude in Psalm 129:5-6 (LXX) where he
remarks, ὑπέμεινα, Κύριε·ὑπέμεινεν ἡ ψυχή μου εἰς τὸν νόμον αὐτοῦ. ἤλπισεν ἡ ψυχή
μου ἐπὶ τὸν κύριον ἀπὸ φυλακῆς πρωίας μέχρι νυκτός·

Cullmann (1997:9) writes, “Die Bibel selbst, und gerade auch das Neue Testament, berichtet
von nicht erhörten Gebeten. Die Erfahrung: Gott bleibt stumm, die Verborgenheit Gottes führt viele, die
aufrichtig gebetet haben, zu der oft verzweifelten Folgerung der Nutzlosigkeit des Gebets.” Of course, it is
possible that various members of the Johannine community had arrived at the same conclusion at some
point in their experience in prayer. If this was the case, the Evangelist’s prescription of prayer in Jesus’
name may have served to reinvigorate their praying. As such, the Evangelist ushers in a new, more precise
way of praying that is shaped and sensitized by Jesus life, death, resurrection, and glorification. For all
practical purposes, this genre of praying not only offers the promise of being heard and responded to but
also naturally re-centers one’s praying around divine revelation. As noted, prayers that are shaped by the
words of Jesus naturally involve the will of Jesus and his readiness to respond. Even still, faith is required
not only in one’s asking but also as one waits for a divine response. A delay in the practical outcome of
answered prayer must not be confused with unanswered prayer. The latter occurs when prayers are
incongruent with the Evangelist’s prescription (14:13-14; 15:7; etc.). But the former may occur as one
waits for God to act as he has promised. One may liken his experience to the analogy of the woman giving
birth in both her sorrow and subsequent joy when the baby arrives (or when the prayer has been granted).
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Additionally, the Gospel of Luke records the Parable of the Persistent Widow wherein a
widow cried out for justice against her adversary. The context of the parable reveals that
she was not answered in a timely fashion (18:2-5). As such, the parable likens this widow
to the disciples, who must be persistent in their prayers to God. As the unjust judge
answered the persistent widow, so God will hear and respond to those who pray and do
not give up. Hence, Jesus’ statement in 18:7-8, ὁ δὲ θεὸς οὐ μὴ ποιήσῃ τὴν ἐκδίκησιν
τῶν ἐκλεκτῶν αὐτοῦ τῶν βοώντων αὐτῷ ἡμέρας καὶ νυκτός, καὶ μακροθυμεῖ ἐπʼ αὐτοῖς;
λέγω ὑμῖν ὅτι ποιήσει τὴν ἐκδίκησιν αὐτῶν ἐν τάχει. πλὴν ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ἐλθὼν
ἆρα εὑρήσει τὴν πίστιν ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς; Interestingly, the necessity of faith is highlighted in
each of the examples above. As noted throughout the previous chapters of this analysis,
faith in God/Jesus is the prerequisite to Johannine prayer. 696 Such faith not only involves
believing that God is able to answer prayer but also involves trusting in God for the
timing of God’s response to prayer. Thus, although the topic of faith is not explicitly
mentioned in 16:23-24, it is the basic requirement of prayer to God in general and waiting
for an answer to prayer in particular. Hence, the call to “remain” in the vine, Jesus (15:47), becomes relevant again in the context of prayer, which will be discussed in the section
below entitled “Implications for Prayer.”
With the topic of faith in mind, it is necessary to briefly analyze the nature of time in the
Fourth Gospel. 697 Accordingly, Neyrey (2007b:272) says that “‘time’ in this Gospel is not
celebrated by clock or calendar.” Concerning the past, Neyrey points out that certain OT
characters (Abraham, Jacob, etc.) are mentioned in the Fourth Gospel but only for points
of comparison to Jesus, who is greater than all. Also, for the Evangelist the present refers
to the day, days, or even months “once a process has begun.” He writes (2007b:272),
“‘Present’ describes what it means to ‘have’ eternal life in the here and now (3:15-16;
5:24; 6:40, 47, 54) or to ‘abide’ in the vine. We are told of an hour so imminent that it is
‘now here’ (4:23; 5:25; 12:23; 16:32). ‘Now the Son of Man has been glorified’ (13:31),
but the present quality of this declaration will extend to the ‘lifting up’ of Jesus and his
full return to the Father.” Finally, the following quotation from Neyrey is lengthy, but it
is necessary to include so that his argument concerning the present as future can be
understood in precise terms. He says (Neyrey 2007b:273):
The future normally refers to things occurring far ahead of the present and
unrelated to it. The future is not the harvest that follows the sowing of grain
(12:24), nor the birth of a child carried nine months in the womb (16:20-21).
Sowing and pregnancy are present time events, which are inaugurated now and
perdure until completion. What is known and expected, then, does not belong to
the future. Similarly, many prophecies in the Farewell Address declare a process
now under way in which a bad effect will occur, followed by a good effect (14:3;
16:18). Four times, moreover, Jesus makes his predictions intensely ‘present’oriented because he tells the disciples now in order to remove the fear or terror
that is predicted to happen later (13:18; 14:29; 15:11; 16:4). Thus the rhetorical
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Faith is mentioned explicitly in 14:1, 12 and implicitly in 15:4-7. It may be argued that the
requirement of faith is assumed in 14:13-14; 15:7, 16; and 16:23-24.
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See Estes (2008) for a novel analysis of time and hermeneutical relativity in the Fourth Gospel.
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aim of telling the predictions is to give a present and full ‘joy’ to the disciples
(15:11), a ‘joy’ that cannot be taken away from them (16:20-22). Moreover, the
time lapse between ‘now’ and the fulfillment of the predictions is ‘a short while’
(13:33; 14:19; 16:16-19), and attempt to keep the terminus of the prediction
calculable and therefore immediate.
In 16:32 the Evangelist makes a distinction between an hour that was coming and one
that had already come (ἰδοὺ ἔρχεται ὥρα καὶ ἐλήλυθεν). This distinction brings the issue
of narrative time698 to the forefront of the discussion. O’Day summarizes the nature of the
issue well. She (1991:153) writes, “At times Jesus speaks as if the
crucifixion/resurrection/ascension were a past event (e.g., 16:33; 17:11), at times he
speaks as if his departure from the world is imminent (e.g., 13:33; 14:3), and at still other
times he speaks as if he were in the process of departing at that very moment (e.g., 13:31;
16:15, 28; 17:13).” She draws attention to the work of Culpepper (1983), who through
critical categories developed by Genette (1980) “investigates temporal sequence,
frequency, and duration as the constitutive elements of narrative time.” O’Day
(1991:154) says, “Genette identifies two broad modes of temporal ordering in narrative:
‘retrospection’ or ‘temporal analepsis,’ in which the narrated sequence of events moves
backward in time from the temporal locus of the main narrative line; and ‘anticipation’ or
‘temporal prolepsis,’ in which the narrated sequence of events jumps forward.” She
(1991:154) also observes Culpepper’s usage and application Genette’s temporal figures
and cites a few examples he provides:
Analepsis
Internal: They came to John and said to him, “Rabbi, the one who was with you
across the Jordan, to whom you testified, here he is baptizing and all are going to
him.” (3:26)
External: Isaiah said this because he saw his glory and spoke about him. (12:41)
Prolepsis
Internal: [J]ust as the Father knows me and I know the Father. And I lay down my
life for the sheep. (10:15)
External: They will put you out of the synagogues. Indeed an hour is coming
when those who kill you will think that by doing so they are offering worship to
God. (16:2)
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Culpepper (1983:53-54) distinguishes between story time and narrative time in the following
manner. He writes, “Story time is the passage of time during the ministry of Jesus as John records it. . . .
Narrative time, on the other hand, is determined by the order, duration, and frequency of events in the
narrative.”
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Along with Culpepper, O’Day finds the above categories inadequate in light of mixed
categories that appear in the Gospel.699 Such inadequacy is especially evident in light of
the presence of what she calls “figures of anticipation.” O’Day sees within the Fourth
Gospel certain narrative shifts that move the reader from the present to a time of
anticipation. For example (1991:156):
13:19, I tell you this now, before it occurs, so that when it does occur, you may
believe that I am.
14:29, And now I have told you this before it occurs, so that when it does occur,
you may believe.
15:11, I have said these things to you so that my joy be in you, and that your joy
may be complete.
16:1, 4, I have said these things to you to keep you from stumbling (v. l). . . . But I
have said these things to you so that when their hour comes you may remember
that I told you about them (v. 4).
16:33, I have said this to you, so that in me you may have peace. 700
O’Day (1991:159) notes further that “chaps. 13-17 can be understood as the fourth
evangelist’s attempt to freeze the time of the hour in order to explain what the hour will
mean before the events of the hour play themselves out in full. Once the events of the
hour are put in motion, there will be no time for explanation.” Relevant to the present
analysis is 16:32 701 where what is still future in terms of the narration of events in the
Gospel is the present reality of the narrative. In this case the emphasis shifts from what is
coming to what is a present reality. Indeed the hour is coming, but it is here. Similarly,
the statement in 16:33 (“In the world you will have tribulation. But take heart; I have
overcome the world.”) establishes a temporal trajectory that climaxes in victory. The
anticipation builds with the future in mind, but the future has present implications. 702

For example, Culpepper (1983:63) sees mixed prolepses as “progressive,” in the sense that “the
conditions for their fulfillment are established by the end of the narrative, but their fruition lies beyond it”
(e.g., John 14:16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21).
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Neyrey (2007b:265) notes the presence of numerous predictions in chapter 16 (vv. 1-4, 5-6, 711, 12-15, 16, 20-21, 22, 25, 32), which, in his view, “provide the realistic background for the exhortation
about ‘abide,’ ‘love,’ and ‘hate.’”
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Also seen in 13:36; 14:3; 16:28; also compare present tense 14:17 with future tense 14:15, 26.

O’Day writes further (1991:157), “In the farewell discourse, the fourth evangelist has chosen to
disclose the future by putting it in the present tense. He has brought the future into the present of the
narrative through the ‘temporal omnipresence’ of the voice of Jesus in the farewell discourse. The fourth
evangelist thereby anticipates the future of the gospel narrative—and the readers’ future—on the basis of
Jesus’ authority, not the narrator’s own. The events of the future may lie outside the end of the Fourth
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Thus the best approach is “not bringing the narrative present into the future, but bringing
the future into the narrative present.” (O’Day 1991:162). In other words, Jesus is saying
that the present is the moment of victory. As such, the disciples will experience
tribulation (present/future), but victory is certain (present/future).703 Therefore, as noted
by O’Day (1991:157), this vantage point is not that of the pre-crucified/resurrected savior
but the one of the risen Jesus. 704 In fact, this is the voice heard throughout the farewell
discourse. She (1991:162) points out accordingly, “It is only the Jesus who has made it
through to the end of the story who can speak with certainty about the outcome. The
fourth evangelist has not constructed his narrative according to the logic of story time,
however. Before the story arrives at its conclusion, Jesus already speaks with confidence
of its outcome.”
Moreover, the clause ἐν ἐμοὶ εἰρήνην ἔχητε stands in contrast to ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ θλῖψιν
ἔχετε (16:33) and is conceptually reminiscent of chapter 15, where the call to abide in
Jesus is emphasized. Taken together, chapters 15 and 16 elucidate how the disciples may
experience peace in times of sorrow and tribulation. Undoubtedly, to be “in the world”
meant tribulation for the disciples. Yet they could rest assured (in the present) that by
virtue of his cross-death, resurrection, and ascension to the Father (Future), Jesus stands
victorious over the world. In turn, they too stand victorious as they remain “in him” and
bear fruit for him. Thus, the certainty of these future events offered assurance in the
narrative present. Additionally, the disciples’ victory is contingent upon the judgment
that has been passed on to the ruler of this world (16:11), the promise of the
Spirit/Paraclete who will be “with” and “in” (14:17) them. In days to come they would
not have Jesus’ physical presence, but they would enjoy the abiding presence of the
Paraclete who would guide them. They would no longer ask Jesus questions because the
Spirit of Truth would lead the disciples in all truth.

Gospel narrative, but the literary construction of the farewell discourse assures the reader that any future is
nonetheless fully envisioned by the narrative.”
Brodie (1993:504) notes, “The word ‘distress,’ thlipsis, had been used of the positive pain of
childbirth (16:21). The implication is that the distress of the world, far from causing faith to die, should be
a place where it is reborn.” Barrett (1962:498) writes that this word is used in the sense of
(1) eschatological woes (e.g., Mark 13:19, 24; Rom 2:9) and (2) of affliction and persecution of the church
(e.g., Mark 4:17; Acts 11:19; Eph 3:13). He notes further, “These two senses are not to be sharply
distinguished, for it seems certain that the primitive church regarded its suffering as having eschatological
significance.”
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The statement of 16:33 thus served as a word of encouragement. The disciples will scatter, but
they will do so knowing in advance that their flight is temporary. Bultmann (1976:592) says, “The
historical situation of the disciples at the time of the death of Jesus represents the situation which repeats
itself constantly in the life of the believers. Again and again the world, and again and again the disciple
wavers and seek refuge in his native haunts, in the world leaving Jesus alone.” As such, the encouragement
of 16:33, by bringing the future into the present, was designed to be repeated again and again in the
disciples’ minds.
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Implications for Prayer
Thus, for Jesus’ immediate disciples before his glorification, the present must be viewed
in light of future promises. Or to state it another way, their present problems may be
solved/viewed on the basis of guaranteed future outcomes that are existentially embraced
by faith. In this reading, before the future occurs, Jesus speaks with confidence of its
outcome for those who offer prayer in his name. In the midst of their sorrow and troubled
hearts, the disciples’ sentiment may be positively altered as they (presently) contemplate
the privilege of asking the Father “in that day” (the future, John 16:23, 26). This model of
time may be applied theoretically to the “little while” that the disciples had to wait, as
well as to the interval that exists between their asking God and receiving from him in
prayer. Although asking God and receiving from him are logically distinct activities that
may be separated by minutes, days, etc., the promise of answered prayer provides a sense
of existential immediacy for the disciple who anticipates praying according to the
Johannine model. Thus, the answer to prayer may be delayed in its temporal application,
but such waiting may be perceived as “a little while” to the one who has faith in Jesus/the
Father. Thus, one’s joy is not diminished if prayer is not answered 705 instantaneously per
se since, for the Evangelist, future outcomes serve to encourage the disciples’ present
situation/problems. Hence, the outcome of prayer is guaranteed as long as requests are
made in Jesus’ name and in accordance with Jesus’ words.
Yet for the disciples, the future became the present, and as time passed, the future became
the actual past. Therefore, after Jesus’ departure the disciples longer needed to import the
future promises into their present situation. Rather, they anticipated the present in light of
what Jesus accomplished in the past. Thus, the Johannine community naturally read the
Fourth Gospel as containing events that had already taken place. Jesus lived, died, and
was resurrected. He had gone to prepare a place (14:2-3) and had appeared to his
disciples so they could see him again (16:22). Further, the Spirit had been given since
Jesus was glorified (7:39), and access to the Father was granted in Jesus’ name (16:2324). Therefore, the Johannine community contemplated the accomplished mission of
Jesus as the basis for receiving whatever they requested in prayer. Once again, a delay
may exist between the time of their asking God and receiving from God, but by praying
according to the Evangelist’s model and on the basis of Jesus’ accomplishments, a
believer was assured that he would eventually receive what he requested. Thus, as noted,
a temporary delay in the outcome of prayer does equate to divine denial of one’s request.
Rather, as seen in both the OT and NT examples above, God responds to prayer in the
timing he chooses. The believer’s responsibility involves maintaining faith in Jesus and
remaining in him as he awaits a divine response. On receiving, he will experience the
fullness of joy spoken of in 16:24.

By answered, I am referring to the practical granting of one’s request in time and space, not
God’s response at the time the prayer is offered.
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Plain Speech and Prayer: John 16:25-33
As the discourse progresses, the necessity of plain speech is brought into the center of the
discussion. In contrast to John chapter 16, verse 25, where it is said that Jesus spoke
about “these things” (Ταῦτα ἐν) in parables 706 or “figures of speech” (ἐν παροιμίαις
λελάληκα ὑμῖν), a time is coming when Jesus will speak plainly (ἀλλὰ παρρησίᾳ περὶ
τοῦ πατρὸς ἀπαγγελῶ ὑμῖν.). In this verse, the term παρρησία is employed again, this
time in reference to Jesus’ statement concerning the hour (ὥρα) when he will no longer
use “illustrative devices.” According to BDAG (2000:ad loc.) the term παροιμία denotes
“a brief communication containing truths designed for initiates, veiled saying, figure of
speech, in which esp. lofty ideas are concealed.” Haenchen (1984b:145) says this term
refers to figures in “enigmatic words, veiled sayings.”707 More precisely, Brown
(1970:734) sees the immediate usage of “figures of speech” as referring to the figure of
the woman in labor. But he writes further, “Perhaps we should go beyond the literal
meaning of ‘figures of speech’ in the immediate context and think of the expression as
referring to the element of the mysterious that characterizes all the words of Jesus in the
Gospel—the inevitable mystery presented by one from above when he speaks to those
who are on the earth.” Notwithstanding, the Evangelist indicates that Jesus will speak
plainly about the Father in the coming hour. But through what means will this occur?
While there is no direct mention to the Paraclete in verse 25, Bennema (2007:230-31)
sees the Evangelist as “probably” referring to “the Paraclete’s revelatory teaching
function as described in 16.12-15.” He says:
[S]aving wisdom/truth is locked up in Jesus’ revelatory teaching/words, and it
will then be the task of the Paraclete to unlock, reveal and mediate this saving
wisdom/truth to people. Thus, there seem to be two modes of mediation of
revelation: (i) Jesus brings God’s revelation, though veiled, in the form of
παροιμία; (ii) the Paraclete will, as Teacher/Revealer, uncover the meaning and
significance of Jesus’ revelatory teaching, i.e., the Paraclete will open up Jesus’
teaching and mediate its saving truth/wisdom to people. 708
Accordingly, Carson (1991:171) notes concerning the term ὥρα, “Throughout the Fourth
Gospel Jesus’ hour is consistently portrayed in relation to Jesus’ death on the cross and
the exaltation bound up with it (7:30; 8:20; 12:23, 27; 13:1; 17:1), or the consequences
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See Mark 4:33f. This case says that Jesus only spoke in parables but then explained everything
in private to his disciples. But in the case of John 16:25, Jesus says that he has spoken to the disciples in
parables. This seems to be a point of serious contradiction for some. However, Carson (1991:546) is right
to suggest that the apparent discrepancy is “superficial” and “springs forth from ‘quite different interest.’”
He continues, “Here in John 16:25, the contrast is made between what is enigmatic or cryptic during the
ministry of Jesus, and what becomes plain or clear after Jesus’ death/exaltation and gift of the Spirit. It is
not simply a matter of unpacking a figure of speech, of explaining a parable (as in Mk. 4:33-34).”
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See also Burge (2009:409).

See also Brown (2003:190) who outlines Burge’s view of the parallels between the activities of
the Paraclete and Jesus in the Fourth Gospel.
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deriving from it (5:28-29).” In regard to the present context, the same meaning should be
kept in mind and applied. And the consequence of Jesus’ cross-death and resurrection is
the sending of the Spirit (7:39). 709 Schnackenburg (1982:161) sees a connection to the
Paraclete in light of 16:12 (where Jesus says, Ἔτι πολλὰ ἔχω ὑμῖν λέγειν, ἀλλʼ οὐ
δύνασθε βαστάζειν ἄρτι) and his subsequent remarks concerning the Paraclete, who will
guide the disciples in all truth and speak of what he hears and declare what is to come. It
is here that Schnackenburg (1982:161) sees the Paraclete functioning as “the mediator of
that full revelation of the Father.” Therefore, as Beasley-Murray (1999:287) remarks, “As
was intimated in vv. 23-24, the coming ‘hour,’ to be ushered in by the resurrection of
Jesus, will be characterized by a new understanding of his revelation and by a new
freedom and effectiveness in prayer.” Thus, once again, the Paraclete’s work spirals
(implicitly) into the discussion and serves as an aspect of the solution to Jesus’ departure
and the disciples’ sorrowful predicament. At the Paraclete’s coming, he will educate the
disciples, lead/guide them in all truth, and mediate the presence of God. As these actions
occur, the disciples are equipped to pray plainly according to the will of God. Hence,
plain speech through the Paraclete begets plain (and bold/confident) speech in praying.
Excursus: Παρρησία and Prayer in 1 John
The topic of παρρησία was discussed in the previous chapter of the present
analysis. Therefore, there is no need to repeat what has already been stated.
However, the previous discussion centers primarily but not exclusively on the
term’s application in the context of ancient friendship. Yet in John 16:25 the
Evangelist employs this term in a slightly different context, particularly that Jesus
will speak plainly to the disciples, most presumably by the agency of the
Paraclete. As indicated above, such plain speech will result in a fuller scope of
revelation that in turn results in offering bold prayers to God. The brief
discussion below will center on παρρησία before God in prayer according to
1 John. As will be shown, the term appears in a manner that compliments the
Evangelist’s usage in the Farewell Discourse. As far as 1 John is concerned, the
term παρρησία appears four times. In 2:28 it is used in the context of
Jesus’/God’s appearance and is presented as the corollary of abiding in him. In
3:21 it is presented as the corollary of having a heart that is not condemned. In
4:17 it is said that they may experience confidence because “love is perfected.”
In 5:14, the term is used in the context of prayer according to the will of God.
Concerning chapter 3, a summary of the author’s train of thought is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Children in the family of God should love one another (3:11).
Everyone who hates a fellow family member (his brother) abides in death (3:14).
Jesus modeled what love looks like (3:16).
Believers are to model Jesus’ example (3:16).

Burge (2009:409) remarks, “The ‘hour’ (16:25; NIV, ‘time’) that is coming, however, is not the
time immediately following, but the ‘hour of glorification,’ that passage of Jesus out of this world when he
returns to the Father and sends to them the Holy Spirit (2:4; 7:39).”
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5. Failure to meet someone’s worldly needs is the antithesis of love (3:12, 14-15,
17).
6. Laying one’s life down is a vital aspect of keeping the commandments of God
(3:16, 23b).
7. This results in having an assured heart before God (3:19).
8. A heart that is not condemned results in confidence before God (3:21).
9. Confidence before God results in the privilege of being able to ask for whatever
one wishes in prayer and receiving it (3:22).
10. Obedience to God (to love) is evidence of abiding in God (3:24).
In 3:11 the author reminds his audience of the command they had heard “from
the beginning,” namely, ἵνα ἀγαπῶμεν ἀλλήλους. Kruse (2000:133) notes that
the ἀρχῆς likely refers to the time when they first heard the gospel message,
which included the command to love one another (see John 13:34-35; 15:12,
17).710 He then sets forth an example concerning the antithesis of love in the case
of Cain’s murder of Abel (3:12). But the author states (3:14) that they (or ἡμεῖς)
have passed from life to death, thus evidenced by their love for their brothers
(ἀγαπῶμεν). Conversely, anyone who does not love abides in death and is
considered a murderer (v. 15). The measure by which one evaluates the meaning
of love is seen in Jesus laying down his life for his sheep (John 10:11, 15, 18). As
Jesus laid down his life, so must they lay down their lives for each other (as in
15:12-14). By itself, however, this command may be left open to nuance and
interpretation. Therefore, a specific example is cited (3:17):
ὃς δʼ ἂν ἔχῃ τὸν βίον τοῦ κόσμου καὶ θεωρῇ τὸν ἀδελφὸν αὐτοῦ χρείαν
ἔχοντα καὶ κλείσῃ τὰ σπλάγχνα αὐτοῦ ἀπʼ αὐτοῦ, πῶς ἡ ἀγάπη τοῦ
θεοῦ μένει ἐν αὐτῷ;
Culpepper (1998:266) points out that verse 17 contains three conditions and a
devestating answer to questions possed, “How does God’s love abide in him?” 711
The implication is that ἡ ἀγάπη τοῦ θεοῦ cannot abide in such a person. 712 In
verse 18 the author encourages his audience to walk in ἔργῳ καὶ ἀληθείᾳ. Did
his audience know how to do this? As noted previously, the author’s community
knew many things related to the truth. Yet in the case of 3:19, the author assumes
that there may be certain things they do not know. His response is to offer the
means by which they can know (γνωσόμεθα = future) and thus stand
assured/convinced (πείσομεν) before God. 713 Accordingly, the clause that begins
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See Varghese (2009) for a comprehensive study on love in the Fourth Gospel.

Brown (1997:387) remarks that “the specific demand that those who have means must help a
‘brother in need’ suggests that the secessionists were the wealthier members of the community and so to be
equated with the world.”
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Kruse (2000:138) cites Deuteronomy 15:7-9 as a possible background to the idea of closing
one’s heart to others in need.
Marshall (1978:197) rightly notes that the author is not referring to our “continual assurance
that we belong to God, but rather of the coming of a crisis of belief when we want to know if we belong to
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verse 19, namely [Καὶ] ἐν τούτῳ (“and by this”), connects the preceding
statement (3:11-24) to what follows, but it does so in an explanatory sense. 714
The explanation given in vv. 20-22 has provoked numerous interpretative
questions. Culpepper’s (1998:266) summarizes them in the following manner:
Is the author responding to the charges of the defectors, who charged that
the members of the Johannine community were not really righteous
because they were still worried about sinning (see 1:8, 10)? Is the elder
assuring his readers that they can have confidence before God even if
they know they are not blameless (R. E. Brown)? Is he urging them to be
sinless by warning that God’s judgment upon them will be even more
severe than their judgment on themselves (K. Grayston)? Or is he saying
that we can have confidence because God, who knows all things, can be
more objective and merciful than we (I. H. Marshall)?
The statement, [Καὶ] ἐν τούτῳ γνωσόμεθα ὅτι ἐκ τῆς ἀληθείας ἐσμέν, καὶ
ἔμπροσθεν αὐτοῦ πείσομεν τὴν καρδίαν ἡμῶν is likely issued for those who, for
various reasons, may not be convinced that they are of the truth. Perhaps
someone comes to the conclusion that he has overlooked someone’s needs.
Perhaps someone realizes that he does not love as Christ loved. If so, as noted by
Kruse (2000:141), “They will know they belong to the truth when their love finds
practical expression in helping those in need. So that they may know that they
belong to the truth, the readers must ‘persuade their hearts in the presence of
God’ . . . so that they do not succumb to the meanness in their hearts and refuse
to offer material assistance.” Thus, the reader can be assured that even if one’s
heart does condemn him, God is greater than their heart. As Marshall
(1978:198n7) explains, “God’s knowledge of all things includes knowledge of
us, which is better than our knowledge of ourselves. But the point is not that God
is merciful and forgiving (which, of course, John assumes) but that he has full
knowledge on which to base a just verdict concerning us.” As such, even when
one provides evidence that is contrary to what God requires, God is merciful
toward the one who confesses and seeks forgiveness (1:9). Kruse (2000:141)
explains, “His generosity is far greater, his compassion toward the needy much
greater, than theirs.”
Further, as seen in the summary above, the flow of thought begins and ends with
the theme of obeying God through love. As noted, the one who is obedient to
God can have a degree of assurance that God lives in him and that he lives in
God. But the author concludes this passage with a statement that provides further
confidence that God lives in him, namely (3:24), ἐκ τοῦ πνεύματος οὗ ἡμῖν
ἔδωκεν. Does he issue this statement for those who may still have doubts about
their love for their neighbor? Does he issue this statement because, for some,
there was no immediate experience of obedience that his audience could draw
from (in a positive sense) in order to have confidence? Was the verse included on

God. In such a situation we are to examine ourselves to see whether we are keeping the command given to
us by God.”
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So noted by (Kruse 2000:140) and also seen 1 John 2:3, 5; 3:10, 16, 19, 24; 4:2, 9, 10, 13, 17;

5:2.
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behalf of those who had unsettled consciences? Were some concerned that they
may not abide in God? This may in fact be the case. Marshall (1978:202) notes:
“But just as we may be tempted by the voice of an accusing conscience to
wonder whether we are in a right relationship with God and so may need a divine
assistance (v. 19f.), so if we based our assurance on our imperfect obedience to
God’s commands, we may feel that we do not live in him.” Yet there is no further
mention concerning how the assurance of the Spirit manifests itself. The author is
content to simply state, by this we know (ἐν τούτῳ γινώσκομεν) that God abides
in us, “by the Spirit whom he has given. 715
As indicated, the confidence spoken about in 3:21 is specifically founded on
obeying the commandment of God, namely (3:22), ὅτι τὰς ἐντολὰς αὐτοῦ
τηροῦμεν καὶ τὰ ἀρεστὰ ἐνώπιον αὐτοῦ ποιοῦμεν. The one who obeys this
commandment abides in God (3:24; John 15:10). As seen in chapter 4 of this
analysis, obedience to the truth is the corollary of friendship with God (15:14)
and presupposes faith in God (14:1, 12). Accordingly, in 1 John 3:21 the concept
of παρρησία is explicitly used in connection to the context of prayer and
therefore fits well within the general framework of prayer as it is presented in
14:13-14 and 15:7, 16. In the former case and in 15:16, the condition to having
one’s prayer answered involves simply making requests in Jesus’ name. In
14:13a the phrase ὅ τι ἂν, best translated as “whatever,” “anyhow,” is followed
by the verb αἰτήσητε. Thus the literal translation is as follows: “whatever,
anyhow you ask.” In this case, the action of the verb is determined by the
contents of the request itself, which is not stated but open-ended and
undetermined. However, the request itself had to be congruent with the phrase, ἐν
τῷ ὀνόματί μου. The same is true in 15:16 where prayer is directed to the Father
in Jesus’ name. In the case of 15:7, the condition to having one’s prayer
answered involves abiding in Jesus and allowing his word to abide within.
If the conditions are met, believers may ask whatever they wish (ἐὰν θέλητε) and
thus have confidence that their prayers will be heard and responded to. The
clause in 1 John 3:22 (καὶ ὃ ἐὰν αἰτῶμεν) is translated variously as:
“whatsoever” (KJV), “whatever” (ESV, NASB), and “anything” (NIV). Much
like those found in 14:13 and 15:7, this clause implies boldness and frankness of
speech. As believers are obedient to God’s commandments, they may approach
God freely and speak openly about their requests with Jesus. Or to state it another
way, a person who meets the needs of others can pray confidently to God. A
person who helps others will be heard by God and will have his prayers
answered.716

Burge (1987:174) notes concerning the dual emphasis of 3:24 and 4:13, “In 3:24 the author is
concerned to confirm in his readers their identity on the orthodox side: ‘by this we know we are of the
truth’ (2:19). Thus the aorist stresses the confirmation of the believer in Christ and the Spirit. It establishes
assurance for ‘when our hearts condemn us’ (2:20-21). On the other hand, 4:13 stresses the continuity of
the believer in the Spirit. The tests of orthodoxy and ethics quests whether the ongoing life of the believer
is consistent with the Spirit.”
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See Michaels (2001:244-46).
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Finally, in 5:14-15, the author of 1 John makes explicit what is only implied in
John 14:13-14; 15:7; and 15:16. He writes,
Καὶ αὕτη ἐστὶν ἡ παρρησία ἣν ἔχομεν πρὸς αὐτὸν ὅτι ἐάν τι αἰτώμεθα
κατὰ τὸ θέλημα αὐτοῦ ἀκούει ἡμῶν.
καὶ ἐὰν οἴδαμεν ὅτι ἀκούει ἡμῶν ὃ ἐὰν αἰτώμεθα, οἴδαμεν ὅτι ἔχομεν
τὰ αἰτήματα ἃ ᾐτήκαμεν ἀπʼ αὐτοῦ.
The conditional tone of verse 14 is seen in the clause ἐάν τι αἰτώμεθα. Here the
adverbial conjunction ἐάν is followed by the present subjunctive αἰτώμεθα.
Thus, the author is stating that a condition must be met, and that condition is that
they must ask according to God’s θέλημα.717 When the condition is fulfilled, the
consequence follows. As noted previously, making requests in Jesus’ name
implies asking in accordance with what his name stands for. And making
requests according to the word that abides within implies asking in accordance
with his revealed will, which means praying in light of the received word and
confirmed by the Spirit who dwells within (2:20, 27; 3:24b).718 By stating that the
believer must ask in accordance with God’s will (5:14-15), the author collapses
the two statements of 14:13-14 and 15:7 into one conceptual unit, and, much like
3:21, he includes the manner by which one may approach God, namely in
confidence. But in contrast to statements in chapters 14 and 15, the author of
1 John explicitly assures his reader in 5:14-15 that they can have confidence in
knowing that by asking in accordance with God’s will, he will “hear” (ἀκούει)
their prayer and answer accordingly (v. 15). Painter (2002:314) notes, “The
conclusion of 5:14, ‘he hears us,’ now becomes the basis of the condition of
5:15.” Literally, asking according to God’s will means that he will hear. If God
hears, we have whatever we ask for. Thus, the believer has possession of the
request he makes unto God. The author does not speak of the timing of the
fulfillment of the request, but he simply notes that the prayer will be heard and
attended to.719 While the community had “heard” numerous truths (1:1, 3, 5; 2:7,
18, 24; 3:11; 4:3), the emphasis in 5:14 is on what God hears as prayers are
offered to him. To state it in a slightly different manner, the emphasis is not
merely placed on what they had learned from God, but on the confidence they
could have before God in prayer.

Westcott ([1886] 2001:190) views God’s θέλημα as “the spiritual consummation of man and
all external things only so far as they are contributory to this.”
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The Word and the Spirit instruct and guide the human spirit into Christ-likeness. Westcott
([1886] 2001:121) notes, “Our prayers are granted because they spring forth out of that spirit which strives
after perfect sympathy.”
Marshall (1978:245) notes that the present tense expression (ἔχομεν, literally “we have”)
“emphasizes possession rather than reception.” Westcott ([1886] 2001:190) notes in similar fashion, “And
since he has made God’s will his own will, he has all he truly seeks immediate and present possession
(Mark xi. 24) though the visible fulfillment be delayed.”
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In John 16:26 the Evangelist reminds his audience that prayer must be offered not only
on the basis of divine revelation but also through the medium of Jesus’ name.720 Jesus
says (v. 26), ἐν ἐκείνῃ τῇ ἡμέρᾳ ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου αἰτήσεσθε, καὶ οὐ λέγω ὑμῖν ὅτι ἐγὼ
ἐρωτήσω τὸν πατέρα περὶ ὑμῶν. However, at face value it seems that while prayer in his
name remains effectual, Jesus’ role as intercessor is preluded. However, Brown
(1970:735) notes, “Perhaps the real import of xvi 26 is not to exclude intercession but to
explain that in interceding Jesus will not be a tertium quid between the Father and His
children. Rather, Jesus’ necessary role in bringing men to the Father and the Father to
men (xiv 6-11) will set up so intimate a relationship of love in and through Jesus that
Jesus cannot be considered as intervening.” Accordingly, verse 26 echoes 14:6 where
Jesus says, ἐγώ εἰμι ἡ ὁδὸς καὶ ἡ ἀλήθεια καὶ ἡ ζωή· οὐδεὶς ἔρχεται πρὸς τὸν πατέρα εἰ
μὴ διʼ ἐμοῦ. As the disciples believed in Jesus, he revealed the Father to them in their
travels with him. Further, as the disciples abide in Jesus’ love, they are, in turn, also
brought into the Father’s love (15:9-10).721 It is, therefore, on the basis of this relational
model that Jesus says (16:27), αὐτὸς γὰρ ὁ πατὴρ φιλεῖ ὑμᾶς, ὅτι ὑμεῖς ἐμὲ πεφιλήκατε
καὶ πεπιστεύκατε ὅτι ἐγὼ παρὰ [τοῦ] θεοῦ ἐξῆλθον. Finally, Jesus will depart, but by
virtue of their union with him the disciples will have access to the Father, who will in
turn listen to their prayers.
Hence, in light of Jesus’ work, there is no reason for him to ask the Father on the
disciples’ behalf; in light of the “coming hour,” they may approach him freely, for the
Father loves those who love Jesus and believe in him.722 Lincoln (2001:175) writes that
the main point of 16:26b is to assure Jesus’ followers, “(1) that their relationship of love
and trust in him puts them in an intimate relationship to the God who loves them, and
(2) that they can speak directly to this God as Father and can make claims on him in
prayer.”723 Brodie (1993:501) remarks accordingly, “This does not mean that Jesus has
Maloney (1998:96) says, “The coming hour of Jesus will transform everything. No longer will
the disciples approach the Jesus they have known. Instead, they will make their request in the name of
Jesus.” Bruce (1983:323) remarks, “To pray in Jesus’ name was a privilege belonging to the new order on
which they where about to enter with Jesus’ departure and return. Access to the Father in Jesus’ name was
part of the joy which was promises in place of their present sorrow; it would, indeed, bring that joy to
completion.”
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Van der Watt (2000:229) says, “Jesus will no longer ask on their behalf (16:26). This is
possible because of the relationship of love, which exists between the Father, Jesus and the disciples
(16:27). Direct contact with the Father is now possible for every believer who, after the resurrection, is
formally called the brother of Jesus, with God as his or her Father in 20:17. Jesus’ epiphany of the Father is
completed.”
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Burge (2009:410) notes, “This “hour’ is about access. Jesus himself has mediated the Father’s
presence to the world (16:27b; cf. 14:9), and now the Father himself is accessible (16:26-27). There is a
new circle of fellowship possible, which now includes not simply Jesus and the disciple, but Jesus, the
disciple, and the Father.”
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Via the Paraclete, the Father and Son will make their home in the disciples (14:23). In a change
of metaphor, then, 15:1-4 presents the disciples as branches that must remain in the vine, Jesus (15:1-5). As
Jesus is said to dwell in them, the disciples too must remain in Jesus and his love (15:9-10). As this occurs,
the love between the Father, Son, Paraclete, and disciples is actualized and becomes the foundation for
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no role. On the contrary, the Father who responds and gives, does so in union with Jesus
(literally, ‘in my name’), and (because of the post-resurrectional granting of the Spirit)
the disciple also is in union with Jesus (24.a). And so it is on the basis of that double
union . . . that the way is open for the further unifying move, that of the (Spirit-led)
disciple directly with the personal seeing God.” 724
In light of all that Jesus had spoken, it is reasonable to suppose that the disciples would
be encouraged and in a state of anticipation, to some extent, about the “coming hour.”
But the disciples’ sentiment is not merely based on their ability to approach the Father in
Jesus’ name but also clearly centers on Jesus’ use of plain speech (v. 29) and their
confidence in his epistemic ability, and then their being convinced that Jesus came from
God (v. 30).725 Keener (2003:1047) remarks, “Now that Jesus had finally answered his
disciples’ questions and they understand that he is going to the Father and returning, they
affirm faith in him.” But Barrett (1962:497) sees them as leaping to this statement of
understanding “because they had acquired an orthodox faith (vv. 27f).” Beasley-Murray
(1999:287) remarks, “The disciples assume that the time of ‘plain speech’ has begun.
They are excited—now they understand it all!” However, the fact that Jesus followed
their statement of confidence with a subtle rebuke is evidence, on the one hand, that they
did not indeed understand what Jesus was saying (ἀπεκρίθη αὐτοῖς Ἰησοῦς· ἄρτι
πιστεύετε;), but on the other hand, that Jesus did know all things, including the
superficiality of their faith (Barrett 1962:497). For the hour of plain speech had not yet
been ushered in,726 although in an inaugural sense the hour had come when the disciples
would be scattered, each to his own home, and Jesus would be left alone. 727

boldness in prayer. On the basis of their brokered relationship with the Father through the Son, the disciples
have free and bold access to the Father and may therefore ask for whatever they wish.
Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:242) note, “What triggers the recognition of plain talk is Jesus’
announcement that he came from the Father, came into Israelite society, is now leaving Israelite society,
and is returning to the Father. This is very nearly the crux of Jesus’ claim to be God’s broker. If he is
indeed from God and able to return to God, he is clearly a broker with open access to the patron.”
724

Brodie (1993:503) sees this whole exchange (vv. 29-30) as echoing Peter “at what seems to be
his best (6:69)” and also “at his most brash and overconfident” (13:36-38).
725

726
Yet Bultmann (1976:590) sees the disciples’ response concerning Jesus speaking plainly as
partially correct. He observes that Jesus speaks differently in the Farewell Discourse than he does in other
previous instances.
727

See Carson (1991:549) concerning the difficulties that arise in light of the aloneness of Jesus
spoken about in 16:32. Would Jesus be left alone? In one sense he would, upon the disciples’ flight. In
another sense he would not (8:29). Nevertheless, some scholars (Bultmann 1976:592; Schnackenburg
1982:165) link the concept of “scattering” (16:32, σκορπισθῆτε ἕκαστος εἰς τὰ ἴδια κἀμὲ μόνον ἀφῆτε) to
the tradition used in Zechariah 13:7 as a prophetic backdrop to the disciples’ flight (Mk 14:27; Matt 26:31).
Barrett (1962:497) says that 21:2 presupposes the disciples’ return to their homes in Galilee. Following
Schnackenburg (1982:165), the concept of the disciples being scattered, each to his own home, should
probably be interpreted metaphorically to mean that the disciples were concerned for their own safety.
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In summary, Jesus spoke about the future in a manner that would inform, inspire, and
encourage their prayer lives by bringing the future into the present. As such, the
disciples’ present outlook should be dramatically altered. While they would not have
direct access to Jesus’ physical presence, they would enjoy the privilege of approaching
the Father in Jesus’ name and making requests that would be granted. By offering prayer
in Jesus’ name, they were making requests in the name of a person who would not fail in
his mission. And because Jesus succeeded, the disciples could have confidence that they
would also succeed. Because Jesus overcame the world, the disciples would be fruitful in
the world as they progressed into hostile circumstances. Finally, the corollary of this
privilege and the hearing of the things spoken by Jesus 728 would involve peace729 and
assurance for the disciples as they encountered tribulation (hence, 16:33, ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ
θλῖψιν ἔχετε· ἀλλὰ θαρσεῖτε, ἐγὼ νενίκηκα τὸν κόσμον).
Final Summary
The analysis above may be summarized in light of the answers provided by three key
questions. Such questions draw forth conclusions concerning the nature of prayer in
general and serve to highlight how prayer unfolds in light of other key themes within
chapter 16 in particular. These questions include:
1. How does the spiraling of topics through the Farewell Discourse serve to elucidate the
Evangelist’s view of prayer?
As seen above, a careful review of the Farewell Discourse reveals that certain
materials/themes appear in spiral fashion. For example, the topic of prayer appears in
John 14:13-14. However, the text moves on to address other topics but then returns to the
topic of prayer in 15:7 and 16:23-24, thus providing a repetition. As the discourse
unfolds, the topic of prayer is seen intertwined in a matrix of other topics/themes that are
gradually discussed and elucidated as the text progresses. In the Evangelist’s textual
arrangement, themes such as faith, friendship with Jesus, and the Paraclete serve to draw
out the function of prayer and elucidate its unique Johannine distinction(s). Therefore, the
topic of prayer is not discussed in a vacuum but among complimentary topics that
provide the relational and existential foundation for communication with God. For
example, at a basic level, 14:1, 12 promote faith as the prerequisite to prayer. Such faith
involves not only believing in Jesus but also trusting him to answer prayer. By having
faith in Jesus, the disciples become a dwelling place for the Spirit, who mediates the
presence of the Father and Son. And the indwelling Paraclete becomes the means by
which the ministry of the Son continues on the earth through the disciples. Further, 15:1728

Barrett (1962:498) sees “these things” as probably referring to the entire discourse.

729
Schnackenburg (1982:166) notes, “The idea of peace expressed in this verse is a point of
contact with 14:27, but peace is not at this moment Jesus’ farewell greeting and gift. It is rather a wish and
promise for the disciples’ existence in the world.” Bruce (1983:326) says similarly, “The peace which his
people have in him is not only the peace which he gives (14:27); it is the peace which he himself enjoys
and which he shares with them.”
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7 introduces the theme of abiding in Jesus, the vine, which elucidates the responsibility of
the disciple to continually have faith in Jesus. As such, the act of abiding both
presupposes the efficacy of faith and requires faith in Jesus. But the Evangelist does not
relegate the believer’s relationship with Jesus to agrarian terminology; he further
advances the concept in the context of friendship with Jesus. The one who remains in,
obeys, and abides in his love is a friend of Jesus and is therefore able to approach God
boldly in prayer.
But concerning chapter 16, the topic of prayer does not appear until verse 23. Why is this
the case? The textual distance between prayer in 15:16 and 16:23 is filled with
topics/themes that serve as the basis for the need to pray. As such, the spiral of prayer is
delayed between these verses in order to elucidate the historical circumstances that
necessitate prayer. For example, the topic of the world’s hatred of the disciples is
introduced in 15:18. But the climax and application of such hatred is stated in 16:2,
where Jesus warns of the possibility of the disciples being put to death. Additionally,
Jesus indicates that he is returning to the Father (16:5), which would naturally increase
the disciples’ sorrow and troubled state of heart (14:1; 16:6). Yet Jesus indicates that his
departure is for their advantage since he will send the Paraclete as his representative to
convict the world concerning sin, righteousness, and judgment (16:8). Yet the disciples
must wait “a little while” (16:16) for Jesus to be seen. But after his death, not only will
Jesus be resurrected and appear to his disciples but he will also ascend to the Father so
the Spirit can be sent and received. Before Jesus’ glorification and departure, the
disciples could ask him questions directly. But afterward, they would instead receive
truth imparted via the Paraclete, who would educate them and lead them in(to) all truth.
But most relevant to this analysis is the fact that prayer reappears in verses 23-24 to
inform the disciples that they will have direct access to the Father (based on the
preparatory work of the Son). As such, the Evangelist places prayer at this textual
juncture to remind the disciples that neither Jesus’ departure nor the world’s hatred can
prevent them from offering prayer to God. In fact, prayer spirals back into the discussion
to pinpoint the very means by which the disciples may communicate with God in trying
times. The disciples will experience sorrow, but their sorrow will turn to joy as they make
their requests to the Father in Jesus’ name and receive from him (16:23-24).
2. What is the relationship between prayer and the work of the Paraclete?
To my knowledge, little, if any, scholarly attention has been given to a discussion
concerning the relationship between prayer and the Paraclete. Yet as shown in this
analysis, prayer to God functions as one of the means through which the transcendental
narrative is actualized in the world. Part and parcel of this narrative centers on God’s
mission to offer salvation to the world. It has been shown above that prayer offered in
Jesus’ name is prayer that accords with God’s revealed will through Jesus. But prayer
alone does not serve to accomplish God’s saving purposes. Curiously, the Evangelist
notes that the Spirit-Paraclete is sent in Jesus’ name (John 14:26), which likely means
that he is sent on Jesus’ behalf and for the cause of Jesus’ mission. In other words, the
link between prayer in Jesus’ name and the fulfillment of the disciples’ request is the
Spirit-Paraclete, who is sent in Jesus absence to advance Jesus’ cause.
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As noted, the conviction of the world wrought by the Paraclete is justified in light of
Jesus’ life, death, and ascension to the Father. Jesus confronted the world’s unbelief,
exposed its false righteousness, and solidified the judgment passed on the ruler of this
world. Upon his departure, Jesus’ work was complete, but the Paraclete’s work was just
beginning. In other words, the finality achieved at Jesus’ departure to the Father gave
way to the convicting work of the Paraclete, who works concurrently within God’s
people so they may bear witness for God. As such, the Spirit’s witness about Jesus may
close the gap that exists between one’s wishing and God’s willing. Prayer becomes the
means by which one’s wishes are offered and God’s promise is actualized. Thus, prayer
offered in Jesus’ name and informed by Jesus’ words may be congruent with what God
has already willed to do through the Spirit-Paraclete, namely, bring forth conviction to
whomever he chooses. The promise of 14:13-14; 15:7, 16; and 16:23-24 is that the one
who makes requests in Jesus’ name and in alignment with his will may have his prayers
answered. Such answered prayer yields a precise result, namely that of salvation as Jesus
does “greater works” of convicting in and through his disciples. One may say that prayer
to God results in the service of the Paraclete, who works in the world to yield the fruit of
new believers, who become members of the family of God.
Finally, as the discourse progresses, the necessity of plain speech is brought into the
center of the discussion. In contrast to verse 25 where it is said that Jesus spoke about
“these things” (Ταῦτα ἐν) in parables or “figures of speech,” a time is coming when Jesus
would speak plainly. In verse 25, the term παρρησία is employed again, this time in
reference to Jesus’ statement concerning the hour when he would no longer use
illustrative devices. Notwithstanding, the Evangelist indicates that Jesus will speak
plainly about the Father in the coming hour. But through what means will this occur?
While there is no direct mention to the Paraclete in verse 25, I have shown above that his
work is presupposed and implied. Thus, once again, the Paraclete’s work spirals
(implicitly) into the discussion and serves as an aspect of the solution to Jesus’ departure
and the disciples’ sorrowful predicament. At the Paraclete’s coming, he will remind the
disciples of everything Jesus said and mediate the presence of God (14:26; 15:26) to
them. Further, he will plainly communicate to the disciples, thereby providing further
education for them concerning the Father. As this occurs, the disciples are, in turn,
equipped to pray plainly according to the will of God. Hence, plain speech through the
Paraclete begets plain (and bold/confident) speech in praying.
3. What is the nature of the temporal duration that may exist between the disciples’
asking in prayer and their receiving from God in prayer?
The topic of asking in Jesus’ name appears throughout John chapters 14-16. As noted in
the previous chapters, offering prayer in his name involves praying according to what
Jesus’ name stands for. This meaning naturally carries over into 16:23-24, but in verse 24
the Evangelist offers a theological addendum, namely, that one may ask the Father in
Jesus’ name, receive from the Father, and consequently experience the fullness of joy.
But in certain cases, there may be a temporal delay in the granting of the request. As seen
above, the analogy of birth elucidates and even contrasts the conflicting emotions that are
involved in bringing forth human life. The Evangelist employs this image to describe the
emotional state of the disciples as they face the prospect of not seeing and then seeing
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Jesus (16:16-22). But there may be a sense in which a disciple may feel anguish/sorrow
as he awaits an answer to prayer. Although the Farewell Discourse states that the
Father/Jesus will answer prayer, there is no explicit statement concerning how long one
must wait for that answer to be granted. Jesus simply informs the disciples that if they
pray in his name (14:13-14; 15:16, 16:23-24), remain in him, and allow his words to
remain in them (15-3-7), then he will do whatever is requested.
While the Farewell Discourse provides no direct link to OT or other NT episodes of
prayer, it is possible that the Evangelist’s audience may have been familiar with specific
examples where the answer to prayer was delayed, particularly in the context of
Habakkuk’s complaint (1:2) and Luke’s record of the Parable of the Persistent Widow.
As noted, the necessity of faith is highlighted in both of the examples above.
Accordingly, the Evangelist indicates that faith in God/Jesus is the prerequisite to
Johannine prayer. Such faith involves not only believing in God’s ability to answer
prayer, but also trusting in the timing of his response to prayer. Thus, although the topic
of faith is not explicitly mentioned in 16:23-24, it is the basic requirement of prayer to
God in general and waiting for an answer to prayer in particular. Hence, as in 15:4-7, the
call to “remain” in Jesus becomes relevant again in the context of prayer.
Furthermore, the Evangelist’s usage of time provides encouragement for the disciples as
they anticipate offering prayer. For Jesus’ immediate disciples before his glorification,
the present must be viewed in light of future promises. Or to state it another way, their
present problems may be solved on the basis of guaranteed future outcomes that are
existentially embraced by faith. In this reading, before the future occurs, Jesus speaks
with confidence of its outcome for those who offer prayer in his name. In this reading, the
present is the moment of victory. In the midst of their sorrow and troubled hearts, the
disciples’ sentiment may be positively altered as they (presently) contemplate the
privilege of asking the Father “in that day” (the future, 16:23, 26). This model of time
may be applied theoretically to the interval that exists between one’s asking God and his
receiving from God in prayer. Thus, the answer to prayer may be delayed in its temporal
application, but such waiting may be perceived as “a little while” to the one who has faith
in Jesus/the Father. Thus, as noted, one’s joy is not diminished if prayer is not answered
instantaneously per se, since for the Evangelist, future outcomes serve to encourage the
disciples as they face difficult times. Moreover, a temporary delay in the outcome of
prayer does not equate to divine denial of one’s request. Rather, as seen in both the OT
and NT examples above, God responds to prayer in the timing he chooses. The believer’s
responsibility involves maintaining faith in Jesus and remaining in him as he awaits a
divine response. When the disciples receive from God, their joy will be full.
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Chapter 6

Prayers of Jesus
Exegesis of John 6:11; 11:41b-42;
12:27-28; and 19:28, 30
Introduction
The previous chapters provided an exegetical analysis of John 14-16, with a special
emphasis on the topic of prayer. In chapters 14-16, the topic of prayer spirals in and out
of Jesus’ farewell address to his disciples as he prepares them for his departure.
Consequently, certain materials in these chapters focus on how the disciples are to
address God in prayer in light of Jesus’ absence. Yet a cursory reading of the Fourth
Gospel reveals that Jesus also prayed to the Father on notable occasions. 730 As will be
argued below, the Fourth Gospel contains five instances in which Jesus addresses the
Father in prayer, namely, a thanksgiving prayer at the episode of the feeding of the five
thousand in 6:11 (a prayer report in the narrative), a prayer of thanksgiving that precedes
the raising of Lazarus in 11:41b-42, a prayer of boldness toward his own death in 12:2728 (prayers attributed to Jesus), a lengthy prayer to the Father in chapter 17, and finally,
prayers from the cross just before his death in 19:28, 30. The aim of the present analysis
is to detect how Jesus’ communication with God in these passages further enhances one’s
understanding of prayer in the Fourth Gospel.
The Uniqueness of Jesus’ Prayers in the Fourth Gospel
As indicated in chapter 2 of the present analysis, the Synoptic accounts provide a profile
of Jesus’ prayer life that demonstrates that he was the ideal man of prayer. As one
examines the Synoptic accounts, the reader is left with the impression that Jesus
maintained an extraordinary prayer life. For example: he prayed early in the morning
(Mark 1:35), in desolate places (Luke 5:16), at night before appointing the twelve
apostles (Luke 6:12), before giving thanks to God for sustenance (Mark 6:41; 8:6-7), and
at Gethsemane to “Abba, Father,” with full confidence in his Father (Mark 14:36). Thus,
as a son, Jesus provided an extraordinary example of what prayer to the Father entails.
However, the Fourth Gospel, while sharing some of the Synoptic assumptions and
portrayals of Jesus, offers a unique perspective concerning Jesus and his life of prayer.
Although there are only several accounts in the Fourth Gospel of Jesus praying, perhaps
730
Of course, Jesus did not merely pray on special occasions, but rather he maintained a lifestyle
of prayer and communion with the Father. But this chapter will focus on specific episodes of prayer and the
corresponding contexts in which they occurred. These prayer events are notable not only because of the
nature of what occurred but also because of what the Evangelist sought to convey by documenting each
episode.
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the most striking feature is the Evangelist’s emphasis concerning Jesus’ relationship with
the Father. Lincoln (2001:155) points out:
The Greek verb “to pray” (proseuchomai), which is used eleven times in Mark,
fifteen times in Matthew, and nineteen times in Luke, does not occur at all in
John. More significantly, however, what sets John’s Gospel apart is that its
portrayals of Jesus’ prayer life are extensively affected by its understanding of
Jesus’ unique relationship as Son to the divine Father—and its teaching about
prayer in the lives of Jesus’ followers are also heavily colored by this relationship.
Turner ([1990] 2002:76) notes further:
Within it [the Father-Son relationship] prayer cannot be depersonalized into a
spiritual technique of self-enhancement of any kind; nor can we imagine Jesus
offering recipes prescribing how to make prayer “work” (e.g. that we should
praise more; or that we should pray visualizing our reception of the object we
wish to receive, or whatever). Prayer for Jesus is an intimate and joyful sharing
with the Father, part of living in unity of love with him. At the same time it is the
prayer of a son—the archetypal son—acknowledging the Father’s right to filial
obedience, and so Jesus expects to hear his direction and to know from him what
to speak and what to do.
This is not to say that Jesus’ relationship with the Father is downplayed or precluded in
the Synoptic accounts, but as will be seen below, the prayer episodes in the Fourth
Gospel, collectively, paint a complimentary but unique picture of how Jesus’ relationship
with the Father is fleshed out. 731 As such, the longest prayer, and perhaps the one that
most exhaustively elucidates Jesus’ relationship with the Father, is recorded in John 17.
However, the present analysis will not examine chapter 17 in significant detail, but will
rather focus on the prayer materials in chapters 6, 11, 12, and 19.
A Prayer of Thanksgiving: John 6:11
The Setting
The episode reported in John 6:1-15 provides the context for Jesus’ fourth sign, the
feeding of the five thousand. As will be demonstrated below, Jesus’ offering of
thanksgiving to God prior to the feeding may be rightly viewed as a prayer to God that is
issued before the miracle itself. Before examining the nature of Jesus’ so-called prayer, it
Turner ([1990] 2002:75) says, “John’s witness adds fresh perspective and new depth to themes
already raised in Matthew, Mark, and Luke. We have observed that in the Synoptics accounts, Jesus’ prayer
brings to expression his filial obedience (focused in his addressing God as ‘Abba’ and in his willingness
even to drink the terrible cup, if it be the Father’s will), and through prayer ‘all things’ have been revealed
to the Son who in turn reveals the Father (Lk. 10:22)—especially the dawn of his End-time rule. John
extends the horizons of our vision on each of these points.”
731
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is necessary to offer some brief remarks about the setting and context of the episode
reported in 6:1-15.732
In the case of the feeding of the five thousand, the opening four verses provide the
“spatial and temporal setting” for the events that follow (Newman and Nida 1980:175). In
particular, Jesus traveled to a place on a mountain (v. 3, ἀνῆλθεν δὲ εἰς τὸ ὄρος Ἰησοῦς)
on the other side of the Sea of Galilee, that is, on the east side of the Sea of Tiberias
(v. 1).733 The reason for Jesus’ movement is stated in verse 2, namely, ἠκολούθει δὲ
αὐτῷ ὄχλος πολύς, ὅτι ἐθεώρουν τὰ σημεῖα ἃ ἐποίει ἐπὶ τῶν ἀσθενούντων. At the place
on the mountain/hill (v. 3, ἀνῆλθεν δὲ εἰς τὸ ὄρος Ἰησοῦς) the reader is told that Jesus sat
down with his disciples at the time of the Passover (v. 4).734 In verses 5-6 Jesus made an
observation about the apparent crisis that had arisen in light of the quantity of people
(v. 5, πολὺς ὄχλος) who were coming toward him and subsequently put Philip to the test
by asking him, πόθεν ἀγοράσωμεν ἄρτους ἵνα φάγωσιν οὗτοι. Philip’s response (v. 7,
ἀπεκρίθη αὐτῷ [ὁ] Φίλιππος· διακοσίων δηναρίων ἄρτοι οὐκ ἀρκοῦσιν αὐτοῖς ἵνα
ἕκαστος βραχύ [τι] λάβῃ.) indicates that not even eight months’ of wages (NIV) could
meet the need in the present crisis of feeding five thousand people (v. 10).
Notwithstanding, Andrew identified a boy who possessed five barley loaves and two fish.
Beasley-Murray (1999:85) says that chapter 6 “records two signs, the Feeding of the Multitude,
vv 1-15, and the Walking on the Sea, 16-21; two dialogues, connected with a search for Jesus, 22-26, and a
demand for a sign from heaven, 27-31; a discourse on the Bread of Life, 32-59; and finally two more
dialogues, one with defecting disciples, 60-65, and the other with the Twelve, 66-71.” As such, the
thematic trajectory of chapter 6 aims toward elucidating and disclosing the identity of Jesus as the one who
has come from heaven in order to offer life to those who believe. Bryant (2008:15) says, “The dominant
theological theme of John 6:1-15 within which the first prayer report (John 6:11) is located pertains to
Christology: Jesus is the giver of eternal life in abundance. One should not, then, regard the feeding of the
multitude simply as a miracle pointing to itself. Rather, it is a sign that serves to disclose the identity of the
one who performed it.”
732

See Newman and Nida (1980:176). Witherington (1995:151) writes, “The use of this name for
the Sea of Galilee suggests three things: (1) The evangelist is writing to an audience outside of Israel, at
least some of whom were more likely to know the lake in Galilee by the Roman name it came to have after
Herod Antipas in about A.D. 20 built and named a city on its banks after the Emporer Tiberias; (2) this
name connects our author with the author of the epilogue in John 21, where it is also called the Sea of
Tiberias (v. 1); there is no need to conjure up a later editor or redactor as author of John 21—the same
person who put together the whole Gospel gave us John 21; (3) the name may well suggest some Gentiles
in addition to Jews in the audience, for Gentiles would be more familiar with Roman geographical
designations than with Jewish ones.”
733

734
Carson (1991:268) notes, “Although this is the second of three Passovers mentioned by John
(cf. 2:13, 23; 11:55ff.), his reason of including this aside is not so much chronological as theological. The
Jewish Passover celebrated the exodus from Egypt. Intrinsic to the celebration was the slaughter of a lamb
in each household, which then ate it. In this Gospel Jesus is the Lamb of God (1:29, 36). The first Passover
to be mentioned (2:13, 23) is in the context of Jesus’ self-designation as the temple that would have to be
destroyed—a way of pointing to his death; the third Passover (11:55ff.) is at the time of his death. This
intermediate one occurs about (John says it was near) the time of the feeding of the five thousand, which
precipitates the bread of life discourses, in which Jesus identifies his flesh as the true bread that must be
given for the life of the world (6:33, 51), the bread that must be eaten if people are to have eternal life.”
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Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:126) say concerning the loaves, “Barley was used for
making bread among lower-status people because it was much cheaper than wheat (and
less nutritious).”735 Thus, the Evangelist is highlighting the severity of the situation not
only from a numerical perspective but also from a socio-economic standard. In short, in
light of the large crowd of five thousand men, 736 the only apparent solution was a cheaper
form of nutritional substance, albeit in limited supply. As such, the concern would
naturally center on the hunger of those gathered. Van der Watt (2000:171-72) remarks
concerning hunger in the ancient world:
In the writings of the Greek philosophers hunger is mainly described as something
unpleasant. It is linked to pain, discomfort and even sickness, as Socrates remarks
in Plato’s Philebus: “Hunger, for example, is a dissolution and a pain” (par. 349)
and “Thirst again is a destruction and a pain” (par. 351). In Plato’s Rep. III.101
we read: “The saddest of fates is to die and meet destiny from hunger?” Hunger is
indeed a “killer,” both of animals and of people and is obviously something which
was feared. Epictetus maintains that a person who is not suffering from thirst and
hunger is indeed fortunate. Even in the Old Testament hunger and thirst are
reckoned as serious forms of lack and in the New Testament they count among
the terrors of the end time.
Most familiar to a Jewish audience is the episode reported in Exodus 16 where it is
implied that the Israelites grumbled due to their hunger, generally, but even more, against
the leadership of Aaron and Moses in particular. For example (LXX, 16:3):
καὶ εἶπαν πρὸς αὐτοὺς οἱ υἱοὶ Ἰσραήλ Ὄφελον ἀπεθάνομεν πληγέντες ὑπὸ Κυρίου ἐν γῇ
Αἰγύπτῳ, ὅταν ἐκαθίσαμεν ἐπὶ τῶν λεβήτων τῶν κρεῶν καὶ ἠσθίομεν ἄρτους εἰς
πλησμονήν· ὅτι ἐξηγάγετε ἡμᾶς εἰς τὴν ἔρημον ταύτην, ἀποκτεῖναι πᾶσαν τὴν
συναγωγὴν ταύτην ἐν λιμῷ.

Accordingly, John 6:31 indicates that the Jews issued (implicit) credit to God (via Moses)
for meeting the needs of their forefathers.737 Notwithstanding, in the present case of John
6:11-12, Jesus rises to the occasion in order to meet the needs of his disciples and the
735

Only the Fourth Gospel mentions that the loaves were of barley, which may be an allusion to
Elisha feeding one hundred people with twenty barley loaves (and some were left over after the feeding) in
2 Kings 4:42-44. Witherington (1995:193) remarks, “If this is alluded to here, the point would be that Jesus
far outstrips the Old Testament prophet in his deeds—behold one greater than Elisha is here.” Culpepper
(1998:156) says, “The feeding of the multitude—in the wilderness, at the time of Passover, with barley
loaves—is therefore a clear affirmation in narrative form that Jesus is the fulfillment of Moses and the
prophets. He is the expected Prophet like Moses (Deut 18:15-18) who will again deliver his people.”
Malina and Rohrbaugh (1998:126) note, “A crowd of five thousand men (plus women and
children) would have been larger than the population of all but a handful of the largest urban settlements
and is undoubtedly an example of hyperbole in this tradition.”
736

See Exodus 16:11-36; Ps 78:23-24; 105:40. Newman and Nida (1980:196) remark, “The
Scripture quotation He gave them bread from heaven to eat is interpreted by the crowd to mean that Moses
gave them bread, and therefore the people desire a miracle greater than the one Moses performed.”
737
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crowd who came to him. By doing so, Jesus fulfilled the role of their provider and
savior,738 thereby providing qualification for his statement in 6:32-35.739
Jesus’ Prayer
In John chapter 6, verse 10 the Evangelist notes that Jesus had the men sit down in an
area with much grass (χόρτος πολὺς ἐν τῷ τόπῳ). Köstenberger (2002:100) writes, “The
feeding of the multitude . . . conveys the image of presiding as a host over an abundant
meal, a theme found already in the prophets (e.g., Isa 25:6).” Keener (2003:666) notes,
“That the multitude must ‘recline’ 740 (6:10) may suggest an allusion to the Passover (6:4).
For normal meals people sat on chairs, but they reclined at banquets and festivals in
accordance with the Greek custom probably adopted during the Hellenistic period.” 741 As
such, Jesus’ leadership is consistent with the role of a host at a Greco-Roman banquet.
Smith (2003:33) notes, “The host would generally be the same one in charge of the guest
list, the menu, and the provision of the place of the banquet. In addition, the host would
designate the positions that the guests would occupy at the table.”742 In this setting,
then, Jesus, as a good host, offers thanksgiving for the food. The episode reports in 6:11:
ἔλαβεν οὖν τοὺς ἄρτους ὁ Ἰησοῦς καὶ εὐχαριστήσας διέδωκεν τοῖς ἀνακειμένοις ὁμοίως
καὶ ἐκ τῶν ὀψαρίων ὅσον ἤθελον. (emphasis added)

According to BDAG (2000:ad loc.) the verb εὐφροσύνη has several lexicographical
possibilities, namely:
(1) to show that one is under obligation, be thankful, feel obligated to thank; (2) to
express appreciation for benefits or blessings, give thanks, express thanks,
render/return thanks; (3) pray.
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Smith (2003:274) sees the Bread of Life Discourse as being “imbued with meal symbolism,
primarily from the messianic banquet tradition.” See Smith (2003:167-71) for an overview of the messianic
banquet.

This passage says, εἶπεν οὖν αὐτοῖς ὁ Ἰησοῦς· ἀμὴν ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, οὐ Μωϋσῆς δέδωκεν
ὑμῖν τὸν ἄρτον ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ, ἀλλʼ ὁ πατήρ μου δίδωσιν ὑμῖν τὸν ἄρτον ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ τὸν ἀληθινόν·
ὁ γὰρ ἄρτος τοῦ θεοῦ ἐστιν ὁ καταβαίνων ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ καὶ ζωὴν διδοὺς τῷ κόσμῳ. εἶπον οὖν πρὸς
αὐτόν· κύριε, πάντοτε δὸς ἡμῖν τὸν ἄρτον τοῦτον. εἶπεν αὐτοῖς ὁ Ἰησοῦς· ἐγώ εἰμι ὁ ἄρτος τῆς ζωῆς· * ὁ
ἐρχόμενος πρὸς ἐμὲ οὐ μὴ πεινάσῃ, καὶ ὁ πιστεύων εἰς ἐμὲ οὐ μὴ διψήσει πώποτε.
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See Smith (2003:14) for a brief overview of the practice of reclining in ancient contexts.
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See Smith (2003) for an analysis on the concept and practice of the banquet in the early
Christian world.
Concerning Jewish banquets, Smith (2003:172) says, “Jewish meals of the Second Temple
period are seen to be embedded in the Greco-Roman banquet tradition in form, ideology, and literary
descriptions. Though there were some distinctive aspects to Jewish meal traditions, these are best
interpreted as subdivisions of the general banquet tradition and often can be seen as variations of common
aspects of that tradition.”
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Louw and Nida (1996:ad loc.) state concerning this term:
Thanks is often expressed in highly idiomatic ways. For example, in some
languages one says thank you by saying “may God pay you.” Such a phrase may
be so standardized as to even be used in expressing thankfulness to God himself.
In other instances, thankfulness may be expressed as “you have made my heart
warm.”
Neyrey (2007a:26) is right to point out that “we must be extrasensitive to the meanings of
‘thanksgiving’ in Greek, for they differ considerably from our modern understandings of
this word. Better to think of this as ‘showing appreciation for’ or ‘praising’ or ‘telling of
God’s wondrous deeds.’” He goes on to say, “While the notion of obligation remains . . .
gratitude should not be perceived as a form of reciprocity.” In the case of John 6:11, the
term εὐχαριστήσας is issued in the context of communication to God that verbally
expresses gratitude for God’s provision in the immediate crisis, namely, the
multiplication743 of the loaves and fish. The nature of Jesus’ address elucidates his
dependence on God (as the “superior” receiver, Neyrey, 2007a:9) and his willingness to
give him credit for the wondrous deed that was performed.
In his thorough analysis of the prayers of Jesus in the Gospel of John, Hunter (1979:8189) examines the usage of εὐχαριστεῖν and asks the question: “Does εὐχαριστεῖν in 6:11,
23 mean ‘having said a/the eucharistic prayer,’ ‘having celebrated the Eucharist,’ or
merely ‘having given thanks’?” 744 Brown ([1966] 2006:246-47) sees within all the
accounts of the multiplication a strong eucharistic motif. 745 He (1966:247) says, “It is not
surprising, then, that John’s account of the multiplication also shows adaptation to the
scene of the institution of the Eucharist.” 746 Hunter (1979:97) summarizes his position by
stating,
Viewed from perspective of the later liturgical tradition of the Church both John
6:11 and 23 “could easily be viewed” as a kind of “symbolic allusion to the
eucharist.” But there does not appear to be sufficient evidence for the period in
which the Gospel must have been composed for one to affirm that either the
Fourth Evangelist and/or any redactors used εὐχαριστεῖν intending a sacramental
sense. The word may be taken to mean simply “to give thanks” without the
compromise of responsible exegetical procedure.
Bruce (1983:145) notes, “The verb rendered ‘gave thanks’ in verse 11 is eucharistéō,
from which we derive the term Eucharist (‘thanksgiving’), commonly used of the Holy
Communion. But this in itself would not require a eucharistic significance for the
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This is implied, not asserted (Bruce 1983:145).
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See Morris (1971:338-44) and Schnackenburg’s (1982:16-17) discussion.
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See also Schnelle (2016:161).
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See also Haenchen (1984a:272).
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feeding; the verb is perfectly common and untechnical in Greek.” Carson (1991:270) says
also, “[I]f John were trying to project Eucharistic symbolism, he missed many good
opportunities; he does not mention the breaking of bread, or the distribution of the pieces
(unlike Mark). What John stresses, instead, is the lavishness of the supply.”
If the significance of the events of 6:11 is not seen in the context of the Eucharist, then
where is it seen? Some have suggested that in order to appreciate the significance of
Jesus’ thanksgiving, one must look to the Jewish background of his prayer. 747 When this
background is considered, it would not be surprising to learn that Jesus prayed much like
other Jews of his day, most particularly, as they prayed before meals. Keener (2003:667)
observes, “The father or leader in traditional Jewish gatherings would bless the bread
before breaking and distributing it at the beginning of a meal.” Carson (1991:270) points
out, “If Jesus used the common form of Jewish thanksgiving, he said something like this:
‘Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the Universe, who bringest forth bread from
the earth.’” In this prayer, God is simply acknowledged as the one responsible for
granting sustenance to his people. Accordingly, Hunter (1979:105) sees the evidence
from Talmudic and Mishnaic prescriptions as the likely background against which Jesus’
words of thanksgiving were issued. He (1979:97) cites the following examples from
Mishna and Tosephta, respectively:
Let not a man taste anything until he pronounces a Benediction . . . . He that
getteth enjoyment out of this world without a Benediction, behold, he has
defrauded [the Lord] to such a degree that at last all the commands are loosed for
him.
Also:
Our Rabbis have taught: A man is forbidden to enjoy anything of this world
without a Benediction, and whoever does so commits sacrilege.
As might be expected, there is some disagreement concerning the nature of the content
that Jesus may have prayed when he gave thanks. Hendriksen (1953:222) says, “[I]t is
often said that Jesus must have used a customary table-prayer. This is barely possible. . . .
It must be borne in mind in this connection that our Lord’s address delivered to the
multitudes were always characterized by freshness and originality—he never spoke like
the scribes, merely copying the words of former rabbis. Is it probable, then that when he
addressed his Father in heaven he borrowed a formula prayer?” Hunter (1979:100)
outlines the assertions of Barrett and Lenski, who believe that Jesus did nothing unusual
or out of the ordinary from the Jewish meal. On the other hand, he notes the conclusions
Keener (2003:667) notes, “Some find Hellenistic parallels more persuasive than Jewish ones.
Visiting Greek deities might prevent food from running out, in ways similar to prophets in some biblical
accounts (cf., e.g. I Kgs 17:14-16; 2 Kgs 4:3-6). Yet even were the original disciples or John’s audience
more attuned to the reports of Hellenistic divine men than to the biblical prophets, the Hellenistic parallels
for divine men accomplishing such feats seem relatively few. But given the importance of food to survival,
it is hardly surprising that most traditions would emphasize divine intervention in providing it. The biblical
examples of multiplied food stand much closer. . . . A Jewish context for Jesus’ miracle seems more likely
from the start.”
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of some scholars who assert that Jesus employed a free approximation (of the Lord’s
Prayer) of the benedictions (Beyer) or gave Berakot 6.1, a form of its own (Jeremias). Of
course, it is impossible to be certain, but Hunter is probably right to conclude, “The view
that he [Jesus] offered a more or less ‘traditional’ Jewish blessing seems less likely than
the idea that Jesus probably offered a characteristically unique form of thanksgiving
which may have taken account of his special relationship to the Father and the special
circumstances which attached to the situation of the feeding miracle.” With these
conclusions in mind, the summary below will seek to draw out and bring together the
important implications for the topic of prayer in the Fourth Gospel in general and 6:11 in
particular.
Summary and Conclusions
If Jesus is the good host of a banquet-like gathering based on the amount of food that was
produced/distributed (John 6:12-13), and if Jesus’ thanksgiving is directed to the Father,
and if the Father responds to Jesus by performing his works through Jesus, then it is
possible that the Evangelist sought to present the feeding of the multitude as a banquetlike gathering to honor the Father-Son relationship. In this relational model, Jesus is the
one through whom thanksgiving is offered, and is the one through whom the miracle is
performed. Thus, as indicated by Jesus, the works he performs are the works of the
Father, (5:19, 36; 14:10-11). Therefore, Jesus’ offering of thanksgiving to the Father for
the miracle is, in other words, an offering of thanksgiving to the Father who hears him
and performs works/signs through him. Further, upon belief in Jesus, disciples enter into
this union, pray in light of this union, and thereby become the vehicles through which the
works of God are performed. Thus, it is possible that the Evangelist presents Jesus as one
who, by honoring the Father in thanksgiving to him, provides a model of prayer that is
formed and issued on the basis of his union with the Father. Therefore, as indicated in
previous chapters of this analysis and as seen above, in light of Jesus’ coming, prayer is
no longer offered to the Father without consideration of the Son. Rather, the Son is the
one through whom prayers are offered and is the one who does whatever is requested
(thus anticipating, 14:13-14; 15:7, 16; 16:23-24).
Moreover, one may ask, “Why did Jesus pray?” Whether Jesus chose to offer a short,
traditional Jewish prayer or a modified benedictory prayer, the fact remains that the
Evangelist (or redactor) chose to provide limited textual data. Thus, it is likely the
Evangelist intends for his audience to discover the significance of Jesus’ prayer
primarily, but not exclusively, within the immediate context of the Fourth Gospel. As
indicated, by issuing a prayer of thanksgiving, Jesus revealed the intimate/dependent
nature of his relationship with the Father. 748 Viewed within the family dynamic, prayer in
the form of thanksgiving, then, is simply the outworking of a heart of gratitude for what
God is willing and able to do. This model of prayer is congruent with the general
description of prayer offered by Neyrey (2007a:9). In short, Jesus’ prayer to his Father is
Michaels (2010:349) notes, “‘[G]iving thanks’ shows Jesus’ dependence on the Father, and
consequently the five thousand were fed.”
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based on a prior relationship that exists between himself and God (17:5, 24). And his
message to the Father is in the form of thanksgiving that presupposes a
“subordinate/superior” relationship (14:28). Although the Father and Son are one (10:30),
Jesus submits himself to the Father’s will (6:38) and acts for the Father’s glory (17:4). In
short, by thanking God, Jesus honors his Father. In return, the Father honors the Son by
performing the miracle through his hands.
Finally, one might ask: Could the miracle have occurred without the prayer? Based on the
testimony of the Fourth Gospel, there is nothing to suggest that prayers of thanksgiving
are necessary for a miracle/sign to occur. In fact, aside from 6:11 and 11:41-42, no other
miracle/sign reported in the Fourth Gospel is preceded or followed by prayer.
Accordingly, there is nothing from 6:1-15 to suggest that the Evangelist intends for his
audience to expect miracles to occur when they give thanks to God. Rather, for Jesus and
the believer, the prayer of thanksgiving is a sign of his dependence on God as the source
of every form of provision. As the believer issues prayers in Jesus’ name and asks
according to Jesus’ words, he may have confidence before God. And confidence before
God is the impetus for issuing thanksgiving to God, since the one praying is assured of
his relational status and that his requests will be granted.
A Prayer for Lazarus: John 11:41b-42
The Setting
The events surrounding and leading up to Jesus’ seventh sign began with Mary and
Martha reporting to Jesus that their brother Lazarus, the one Jesus loved (κύριε, ἴδε ὃν
φιλεῖς ἀσθενεῖ), was ill (John 11:3). Whether he was ill or dead at the time Jesus
received the message is debated. One reconstruction of this report views Lazarus as dying
after his sisters sent the message. 749 But Carson (1991:407) is right to argue that Lazarus
was still alive when Jesus heard the news of his illness. This assertion is justified in light
of Jesus’ response, αὕτη ἡ ἀσθένεια οὐκ ἔστιν πρὸς θάνατον ἀλλʼ ὑπὲρ τῆς δόξης τοῦ
θεοῦ, ἵνα δοξασθῇ ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ θεοῦ διʼ αὐτῆς (v. 4). In short, following Carson, there
seems to be congruence between what the sisters reported (e.g., Lazarus was ill and not
dead) and the way Jesus perceived the situation (e.g., Lazarus was ill and not dead).
Ironically, it is said that on hearing the news about Lazarus, Jesus remained where he was
for two more days (v. 5). Brown ([1966] 2006:431) says about this delay, “Out of love
Jesus did not go to help the sick Lazarus, for he would be of more help to Lazarus when
Lazarus was dead.” In particular, Lazarus’ sure death set the context for prayer and the
subsequent miracle of resurrection. 750
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Keener (2003:839); Brown ([1966] 2006:431).
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See Kok (2017:206-42) for a fresh analysis of the restoration of Lazarus. Kok (2017:206)
argues that the raising of Lazarus is a “culturally-defined act of healing.” He says, “The raising of Lazarus
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Accordingly, the flow of this narrative indicates that Jesus’ ambition did not center on the
preservation of life per se, but in the demonstration of glory through the resurrection that
occurred through the efficacy of Jesus’ nature (“I am the resurrection and the life”) and
his relationship to the Father. 751 Yet Carson (1991:406) says that Lazarus’ death was not
for God’s glory in the sense of praise, but “‘[i]n order that God’s glory may be revealed,’
since in John ‘glory’ (cf. notes on 1:14) is more commonly not the praise that is God’s
due but his revelation, his self-disclosure. But God’s self-disclosure takes place
preeminently in his Son (cf. 1:14-18).” Brown ([1966] 2006:431) says similarly, “This
miracle will glorify Jesus, not so much in the sense that people will admire it and praise
him, but in the sense that it will lead to his death, which is a stage in his glorification (xii
23-24, xvii 1).”
As δοξα relates to prayer, it is said in John 14:13-14 that Jesus will do whatever is asked
in his name. In particular, verse 13 says, καὶ ὅ τι ἂν αἰτήσητε ἐν τῷ ὀνόματί μου τοῦτο
ποιήσω, ἵνα δοξασθῇ ὁ πατὴρ ἐν τῷ υἱῷ. This statement is congruent with 11:4, where
the sickness itself will eventuate a revelation of God’s glory. The sisters’ statement to
Jesus in verse 3 is not prayer in the formal sense of the term. Nor do they address Jesus
by name (rather, κύριον). But they do verbally communicate with Jesus believing that he
is the one who has the ability to (at the very least) sympathize with them in their distress
over Lazarus. And Martha’s statements in 11:22 indicate they believed that Jesus could
do even more. Keener (2003:844) says:
When Martha indicates that she trusts that whatever he asks of God, God will give
him (11:22), she is probably making an implied, oblique request as in 11:3 (cf.
2:3, 5). Her expression of confidence in Jesus—that God would grant whatever he
asked (11:22; cf. 3:35; 13:3)—thus would illustrate the sort of prayer God might
hear in Jesus’ name (16:24). While this could be a request for comfort, it is more
likely a request that Jesus raise her brother.
Yet Jesus’ immediate response to the sisters’ initial statement of distress (v. 3) was not
likely what they had in mind. As noted, Jesus remained behind for two days and then
traveled to Lazarus’ tomb. While it may be argued that God’s self-revelation could have
been manifested through the healing of a sickness/illness, this episode indicates that Jesus
chose to reveal himself in the dire situation of death. Thus, he did not respond to the
crisis in the sisters’ timing or in earthly terms, but at the time and by the manner he chose
to display God’s glory. Therefore, this episode may be viewed as a retrospective
paradigm of Jesus’ initiative to hear requests and his intention to grant whatever is
requested, albeit with certain conditions in mind. As such, Jesus’ statement concerning
prayer in 14:13-14 may be read and understood through the events that occurred in
chapter 11. Jesus does not grant every request made in his name in the manner humans
should certainly be viewed as an act of healing, seeing as it involved morbidity (11:4), which eventually
ended in death, but was subsequently restored to normalcy.”
Dodd (1953:368) sees resurrection as the theme of the entire chapter. He says, “More exactly,
the theme is Christ Himself manifested as Resurrection and Life by virtue of His self-sacrifice.”
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always expect; rather he responds to prayer in the manner and timing he chooses.
Moreover, the unfolding of this narrative reveals that the sisters’ request encouraged
Jesus’ gradual movement toward Lazarus. As such, both the sisters’ requests and Jesus’
prayer for Lazarus were part and parcel of the mission of God that culminated in Jesus’
cross-death. As noted by Culpepper (1998:183), Jesus’ response to Lazarus “sets in
motion the events that lead to Jesus’ death.” 752
Thus, requests made for Lazarus were informative and indicative of a perspective that
viewed Jesus in terms of his true identity and nature (particularly in light of Martha’s
statement in verses 22 and 27). Culpepper (1998:187) says concerning Martha’s
statement in verse 21 (κύριε, εἰ ἦς ὧδε οὐκ ἂν ἀπέθανεν ὁ ἀδελφός μου), “Martha opens
the conversation, not with a greeting, but with words that express both faith and implied
criticism.”753 In her distress, Martha insists that Lazarus would not have died if Jesus had
been present. Mary issues the same response in verse 32. Yet Martha states in verse 22,
[ἀλλὰ] καὶ νῦν οἶδα ὅτι ὅσα ἂν αἰτήσῃ τὸν θεὸν δώσει σοι ὁ θεός. This statement
indicates that Martha’s confidence in Jesus is based on his relationship with God (9:31,
for God does not listen to sinners).754 The implication of her statement indicates a degree
of intimacy and oneness between Jesus and the Father. The Father grants authority to the
Son because the Son is submitted to the Father.
According to Jesus, Lazarus will rise again (v. 23). Yet Martha’s response in verse 24
(οἶδα ὅτι ἀναστήσεται ἐν τῇ ἀναστάσει ἐν τῇ ἐσχάτῃ ἡμέρᾳ) indicates that she did not
seem to understand the immediate efficacy of Jesus’ ability. Jesus did not disagree with
her assertion but instead issued a statement that would be applied in the events that
followed, namely, ἐγώ εἰμι ἡ ἀνάστασις καὶ ἡ ζωή· ὁ πιστεύων εἰς ἐμὲ κἂν ἀποθάνῃ
ζήσεται, καὶ πᾶς ὁ ζῶν καὶ πιστεύων εἰς ἐμὲ οὐ μὴ ἀποθάνῃ εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα (vv. 25-26).
This statement was followed by the question, πιστεύεις τοῦτο; (v. 26). Martha responded
752
The events of chapter 11 were therefore necessary both in sequence and in nature. Jesus would
not die before his time or hour. He would walk and work according to a divine timeline. In verse 8 the
disciples warn Jesus about going to Judea in fear that he will be stoned/put to death (see 7:1 and 10:31). In
verses 9-10 Jesus responds by using an analogy from the natural world to explicate his reason for going to
Judea (ἡμέρας, νυκτί). If one walk in the day, he will be able to see. If he walks at night, he will stumble
due to the absence of light. As noted by Carson (1991:409), the daylight refers, on one hand, to the hours in
which work takes place. But the hours after daylight are the hours in which work ceases. But Carson says
further, “These verses metaphorically insist that Jesus is safe as long as he performs his Father’s will.”
Bruce (1983:241) says that Jesus’ answer is “remarkably similar to his words in John 9:4, in relation to the
blind man and his impending cure: ‘We must work the works of him who sent me while it is day; the night
is coming, when no one can work.’” As such, in the narrative daylight is still available, but only for a short
time. Therefore Jesus must continue in the works that the Father has appointed. Bruce says (1983:241),
“Jesus must follow the path of the Father’s will while life lasts; it may be the eleventh hour of daylight, but
that is no reason for staying in retirement.”

Bruce (1983:243) disagrees. He says, “This is not a complaint; it is an expression of her faith in
Jesus’ power.”
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Keener (2003:839) says, “If Martha presses her request by her mention of ‘whatever’ Jesus
‘asks’ (11:22), she echoes Jesus’ mother in 2:5.”
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in the affirmative. Hence Martha’s statement in 11:27: ναὶ κύριε, ἐγὼ πεπίστευκα ὅτι σὺ
εἶ ὁ χριστὸς ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ θεοῦ ὁ εἰς τὸν κόσμον ἐρχόμενος. Though her confession was
firm and genuine, 755 it is too much to insist that Martha understood the full implications
of the immediate ability of the Christ in whom she professed faith (so the phrase,
ἀναστήσεται ὁ ἀδελφός σου). It is evident that Martha believed that Jesus had a special
identity as the Christ, but Brown ([1966] 2006:433) is right to say, “She regards Jesus as
an intermediary who is heard by God (22), but she does not understand that he is life
itself.” Nonetheless, in the event that followed, Jesus demonstrated his commitment to
fulfill the mission of God, and in doing so revealed to Martha (and the onlookers) both
his nature and ability as the one who is the resurrection and the life.
While a discussion concerning divine passibility and impassibility756 is beyond the scope
of the present analysis, it is important to note Jesus’ emotional response in 11:33 and
35.757 Jesus states in verse 11, Λάζαρος ὁ φίλος ἡμῶν κεκοίμηται· ἀλλὰ πορεύομαι ἵνα
ἐξυπνίσω αὐτόν. Although the disciples interpreted Jesus’ words to mean that Lazarus
had fallen asleep for temporary rest (vv. 11-12), Jesus confirmed that Lazarus had indeed
died (v. 14). And by the time Jesus arrived, the Evangelist notes that Lazarus had been in
the tomb four days (v. 39). At this point, there was no doubt that Lazarus was dead
indeed. Carson (1991:408) says in regard to Jesus’ delay and the certainty of Lazarus’
condition, “[B]y waiting to leave until Lazarus has died, and therefore ensuring that he
could not arrive until the fourth day after the death, Jesus is accomplishing two things: he
is powerfully demonstrating himself to be the resurrection and the life (v. 25), and he is
powerfully establishing the faith not only of his disciples (v. 15) and of some of the Jews
who were onlookers (v. 5) but also of the Bethany family itself.” While Carson is
undoubtedly correct, a third element may be noted, namely, to display his emotional
sentiment toward the crisis at hand. On hearing the weeping of Mary and the Jews
(v. 33), the Evangelist notes that Jesus “was deeply moved in his spirit and greatly
troubled” (ESV). Brown ([1966] 2006:425-26), Carson (1991:415), and Culpeper
(1998:188) say that the verb ἐνεβριμήσατο conveys a sense of anger or outrage. While
some commentators believe that Jesus was angry over sin, Satan, sickness, and the
dreaded effects wrought on human life (Bruce 1983: 246; Brown [1966] 2006:435), 758
Keener (2003:846) is right to note that such proposals lack direct support from the text.
He says, “More likely, he is angry at the lack of faith on the part of those who should be
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Bruce (1983:245) says, “The perfect tense (pepisteuka) differs but little in force from the
present (pisteuo): ‘I have come to believe,’ she means, ‘and now, as a settled attitude of soul, I believe.’”
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See Castelo (2009) and Lister (2013) for helpful overviews of these important topics.

See Voorwinde (2005) for an analysis of Jesus’ emotions in the Fourth Gospel. See Reif and
Egger-Wenzel (2015) for an extensive analysis of ancient Jewish prayers and emotions in and around the
Second Temple period.
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Brown ([1966] 2006:435) says, “A better explanation of the anger of Jesus in 33 would be the
reason offered for similar displays of anger in the Synoptic tradition . . . namely, that he was angry because
he found himself face to face with the realm of Satan which, in this instance, was represented by death.”
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exercising it.”759 This assertion may be justified in light of the previous accusation that
Jesus could have done something (v. 32).
Regardless, it is evident that Jesus was indeed also moved by Mary’s weeping. As Keener
notes (2003:846), “Jesus responds by weeping himself (11:35).” 760 The Evangelist notes
concerning Jesus’ response to the crisis, ἐδάκρυσεν ὁ Ἰησοῦς. Keener is right to say that
Jesus’ response “reveals his character, which leads to his suffering on others’ behalf (cf.
1:29; cf. Heb 4:15-5:8). By weeping, Jesus shows solidarity with the mourners.” In brief,
by weeping Jesus demonstrates that God’s mission of glory and Jesus’ passion for
mankind are not at odds.761 On the contrary, in 11:35 Jesus demonstrates his character as
one who suffered with humanity (at Lazarus’ tomb) before he suffered for humanity (on
the cross).762 Moreover, Jesus’ display of emotional sentiment toward the situation is
followed directly by his movement toward the tomb and his prayer to the Father. As such,
Jesus was not satisfied to merely show emotion toward the situation, but his desire was to
respond to with a prayer that would drastically change the situation. 763
Jesus’ Prayer
Jesus’ display of emotion gave way to a brief dialogue with Martha concerning the
removal of the stone at the mouth of the cave (John 11:38-40) and the prayer of
thanksgiving offered to the Father. Martha’s concern about the odor from the cave
notwithstanding, Jesus asked the question, οὐκ εἶπόν σοι ὅτι ἐὰν πιστεύσῃς ὄψῃ τὴν
δόξαν τοῦ θεοῦ;. After removing the stone, Jesus lifted up his eyes and said (vv. 41b-42):
πάτερ, εὐχαριστῶ σοι ὅτι ἤκουσάς μου.
ἐγὼ δὲ ᾔδειν ὅτι πάντοτέ μου ἀκούεις,
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See also Bealsey-Murrary (1999:193).
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The following question was raised in chapter 2 of the present analysis: “In Habakkuk, the
prophet offers a prayer of lament. Are there any prayers of this genre in the Fourth Gospel?” While John
11:35 does not contain a prayer of lament, it does reflect the sentiment of lament.
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See Neyrey (2007b:198-99).

Keener (2003:846-47) says, “It reveals his character, which leads to his suffering on others’
behalf (cf. 1:29; cf. Heb 4:14-5:8). By weeping, Jesus shows his solidarity with the mourners (11:35). . . .
Jesus’ tears (11:35) would be considered sharing in others’ lamentations a religious duty. But showing
lavish emotion at the proper time, especially grief over bereavement, was considered praiseworthy behavior
throughout the ancient Mediterranean world and could move an audience.”
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Schnackenburg (1982:337) remarks, “The evangelist does not gloss over the horror of death,
but believes that it is conquered in faith (cf. v. 25c, 39). The scale of Jesus’ act can only be recognised if
the bitterness of physical death is not minimised. The short remark that Jesus began to weep is the dark
precursor of his confident prayer to the Father (v. 41), just as in 12:27-28 the momentary ‘confusion’ of his
soul gives way to the calm and confident prayer to the Father to glorify his name.”
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ἀλλὰ διὰ τὸν ὄχλον τὸν περιεστῶτα εἶπον,
ἵνα πιστεύσωσιν ὅτι σύ με ἀπέστειλας.

Most notable is Jesus’ upward gaze764 (likely toward heaven, 17:1) as he addressed the
Father765 in a prayer of thanksgiving (εὐχαριστῶ).766 What is the significance of this
posture? An analysis of Jewish/Hebrew tradition reveals the practice of a similar posture
when praying. Bradshaw (1981:158) says that whether one kneels or stands, a common
posture of OT prayer involves the lifting of one’s hands toward heaven. A few examples
he cites include:
Then Solomon stood before the altar of the LORD in the presence of all the
assembly of Israel and spread out his hands (2 Chr 6:12 ESV, emphasis added).
And at the evening sacrifice I [Ezra] rose from my fasting, with my garment and
my cloak torn, and fell upon my knees and spread out my hands to the LORD
my God (Ezra 9:5 ESV, emphasis added).
Donin (1980:71) says that the Tefillah was recited while facing toward the land of Israel,
or more specifically, toward the temple. If one does not know which direction to face in
prayer, he should “direct his heart toward his father in heaven.” The implication is that
God, who resides in heaven, will hear the prayers of his people on the earth and respond
accordingly. Further, Alderlink and Martin (1997:125) remark that Greco-Roman prayer
was articulated in a standing posture with arms extended toward the deity being
addressed. Burkert (1985:75) says, “Kneeling down to pray is unusual. The gesture of
entreaty is outstretched arms. To invoke the heavenly gods, both hands are raised to the
sky with upturned palms; to call on the gods of the sea, the arms are extended to the sea.”
With these background examples in mind, the Evangelist’s inclusion of Jesus’ gaze
toward heaven (and his prayer that follows) serves to highlight his union with the Father,
his dependence on the Father, and his thanksgiving (εὐχαριστῶ) concerning the corollary
of his union with the Father in the form of the miracle that would follow his command in
verse 43 (Λάζαρε, δεῦρο ἔξω).767 In this reading, the implication involves the narrative of
heaven (above) being applied on earth (below) in the miracle that transpires. Wengst
(2001:41) remarks accordingly:

Keener (2003:849) says, “Lifting one’s face toward heaven was a known posture for prayer
(11:41; cf. 17:1), and . . . many people in the ancient Mediterranean world would have distrusted a silent
prayer.” He cites Ezra 9:6; Job 22:26; Ps 123:1; and Jubilees 25:11 as examples of this posture. See also
Mark 7:34 and Luke 18:13. See also Schnackenburg (1982:339).
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See the discussion on Father above for an overview of how this term is used in the Fourth

766

The term εὐχαριστήσας is used in 11:41 as well as 6:11, 23.

Gospel.

Hoskyns (1947:406) remarks, “The action and the words [of Jesus] declare the impending
miracle to be the action of God, and declare also the union of Father and Son.”
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Jesus nimmt aber nicht sofort die Verbindung mit dem Toten auf. Johannes stellt
ihn zunächst als Betenden dar, der jedoch zugleich über sein Beten reflektiert. Die
Einführung des Betens Jesu hat eine auffällige Entsprechung zum Wegheben des
Steins, die im griechischen Text noch stärker ist als in der deutschen Übersetzung:
„Jesus aber hob seine Augen auf, nach oben, und sprach.“ Dem Aufheben des
Steines entspricht das Aufheben der Augen Jesu nach oben. Damit wird der Tote
gleichsam Gott überwiesen.
Bryant (2008:25) says further:
Based on the evidence found in the Gospels (Matt 14:19; Mark 6:41; Luke 9:16;
John 17:1a) it seems to have been a typical gesture performed by Jesus prior to
prayer. Nevertheless, it most likely simply indicates an attempt to focus one’s
attention upon God where he resides. Support for this understanding of the action
may be found in the Jewish practice of praying toward Jerusalem (e.g. I Kings
8:44; Dan 6:10). In other words, in the same way that Jews who sought God in
prayer directed their attention toward the place traditionally associated with his
presence (Jerusalem), so does Jesus in 11:41a look upward that he might direct his
attention to another place traditionally associated with God’s presence (heaven).
The implications for Jesus’ posture of prayer for believers will be discussed in the
summary and conclusions.
The Genre
Scholars have questioned the nature and authenticity of the prayer in John 11:41-42 for
some time. Some do not believe that Jesus’ words should be viewed as a prayer but rather
as a literary device created by the Evangelist. Others see the prayer as offensive given its
public nature in the hearing of the crowd.768 Still others are convinced that 11:41-42
represents a historical prayer that was both indicative and didactic. Hunter (1979:118)
argues that 11:41-43 follows a Hodayoth form (thanksgiving) and outlines an example of
this genre in the following manner:
Formal Characteristics

Jesus’ Prayer

I. berakoth/hodayoth and the naming of
God

I thank you, Father, that you have
heard me (11:41b)

II. anamnesis with implications for the
present situation

I know that you always hear me,
but I said this because of the
crowd standing around (11:42a, b)

Hunter (1979:127) cites Fuller (1963:107) who says, “To the modern reader this prayer is
irritating, if not offensive. The whole thing looks like a put-up show, anything but genuine prayer. Jesus
knows he need not pray, but apparently stages a prayer to impress the bystanders.”
768
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Jesus’ Prayer

Formal Characteristics
III. implicit or explicit petition

that they may believe that you sent
me (11:42c)

Hunter (1979:118-19) remarks that it has been pointed out that:
the second part of these prayers usually sketches the present situation in light of
what the petitioner knows about the nature and action of God. And 11:42a, b
seems to do just that. That 11:42c is an “implied petition” has not been pointed
out in most commentaries; yet certainly this is the case. “That they may believe”
is the reason for the whole event.
Further, Hunter (1979:126, 136) points out that scholars have detected similarities
between 11:41-42 and Jewish thanksgiving psalms, both of which are offered to God but
in the hearing of public spectators. As indicated by Hunter, Hanson (1973:254) sees
11:41 as a quotation of Psalm 118:21a, which states (ESV), “I will give you thanks, for
you answered me.”769 Hunter (1979:121-22) analyzes the development of thanksgiving
psalmography from the OT to its appearance in the Fourth Gospel. With the aid of
Robinson, Mansoor, and Mowinckel, Hunter (1979:122) provides a sketch that illustrates
the development:
Old Testament
Post-canonical late Judaism
Qumran Hodayot
John 11:41 f.
One may view this development as either progression or as deterioration from the OT
form. Notwithstanding, Hunter points out, although the final stage in the development
(11:41) lacks poetical structure, it nonetheless retains a clear benefit. Hunter (1979:123)
quotes Mowinckel as saying:
The thanksgiving psalm is a testimony; . . . it has a twofold object. From one point
of view it is meant for the fellow-countrymen present; it is sung for them and in
their hearing, and has the character of a laudatory and narrative testimony before
them to the saving work God has performed upon the worshipper. But at the same
time and first of all it is intended to be a laudatory thanksgiving to God . . . the
testimony has the purpose of increasing God’s honor in the congregation and in
the world.
769
See also Lincoln’s (2001:156-57) brief discussion. Beasley-Murray (1999:194) says, “Wilcox
has pointed out the striking similarities of these words [those in 11:41b] to Ps 118:21: ‘I thank thee that
thou hast answered me’ (LXX, ἐξομολογήσομαί σοι, ὅτι ἐπήκουσάς μου; the Targum renders it, ‘I give
thanks before thee that thou hast received my prayer.’)” Beasley-Murray quotes Wilcox as saying further,
“In both the psalm and the Targum the concept of prayer is made explicit,” and he [Wilcox] suggests that v
41b is traceable to an old tradition.”
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In a similar manner, Jesus’ thanksgiving to God (11:41-42) elucidates the nature of his
relationship with God before his audience. Becker (1991:427) is right in saying, “Jesus
bedarf des Gebetes nicht. Als Gesandter steht er in ununterbrochener Verbindung mit
dem Vater (1,51).” Notwithstanding, his prayer provides insight concerning how
communication occurred within that relationship. One might naturally wonder if Jesus is
really praying since there is no actual petition offered. On the one hand, it is possible that
Jesus had already issued a specific prayer for Lazarus prior to his arrival at the tomb
(hence, ἐγὼ δὲ ᾔδειν ὅτι πάντοτέ μου ἀκούεις). Or on the other hand, Jesus may not be
merely speaking of one prayer in particular but of a lifestyle of perdurable prayer to the
Father. In a different vein of thought, Lincoln (2001:159) says that Jesus’ words to the
Father (“I knew that you always hear me”) “suggest that in his relationship with God
there was a continual speaking and hearing—even if Jesus was not in need of that
relationship coming to expression in words.”770 Schnelle (2016:251) notes moreover,
“Jesu Dank an Gott schon vor der Wundertat ist Ausdruck der einzigartigen Verbindung
zwischen Vater und Sohn (vgl. Joh 1,51; 5,19; 10,30 u. ö.).”
As noted, Jesus’ confidence centers on being united to the Father and thus heard by the
Father.771 The verb ἀκούεις is used approximately fifty-eight times in the Fourth Gospel.
It is employed in the context of those who fail to hear (9:31; 12:29), but it is also seen in
the context of the Father/Son relationship. 772 Following Lincoln, Bryant (2008:27) cites
positive examples including, but not limited to, John 5:30, where it is said that Jesus does
nothing on his own but judges as he hears; 8:40, which speaks of Jesus hearing truth from
the Father; and 15:15, where it is said that Jesus has made known all that he has heard
from the Father. 773 Each of these examples demonstrates Jesus’ unity with and
Morris (1971:561-62) notes alternatively, “The first words of the prayer are a thanksgiving that
the Father has heard him. The aorist might conceivably refer to some past and unrecorded prayer. More
likely it is a thanksgiving for a present prayer. None such is actually recorded. Jesus may have uttered a
prayer which John does not mention . . . . Or he may want us to think that Jesus prayed within the recesses
of His soul so that God heard, though man did not. The aorist will more naturally refer to a particular
prayer than to God’s habitual hearing of Jesus. The habitual hearing comes out in the next words ‘thou
hearest me always.’”
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Van der Watt (2000:228) says, “In his prayers Jesus does not only presuppose a sound and
intimate relation between him and his Father (17:11, 20-23), but also acknowledges the priority of the
Father. That is why he asks the Father (17:9, 15, 20).”
771

Neyrey (2007b:201) highlights Malina’s classification of prayers, which includes interactional,
petitionary, and confessional prayers. Neyrey remarks accordingly, “In John 11, Jesus makes no petition,
despite Martha’s insistence: ‘God will give you whatever you ask of him’ (11:22). Jesus’ address to God, ‘I
thank you that you have heard me’ (11:41), is confession praise for God’s faithfulness. Jesus’ ‘interactional
prayer’ celebrates emotional ties with God and confirms that relationship: ‘I give you thanks because you
hear me’ (11:41) and ‘I know that you always hear me’ (11:42).”
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Akala (2015:204) detects a sequence in the Son-Father relationship that directly relates to this
episode, but one that also extends beyond into chapter 12. The sequence elucidates the presence of SonFather clusters and related themes. She says: “(1) the Father gives the Son whatever he asks (11.22),
(2) Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God who comes into the world (11.27), (3) the Son Prays to the Father,
who hears him (11.41-42, 27-28), (4) the Father sends the Son (11.42, 45, 49), (5) the Son comes as King in
the name of the Father (12.13-15), (6) the Father honors those who serve the Son (12.26), (7) the Son prays
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dependence on the Father. In this relationship, knowledge is exchanged and God’s will is
elucidated and executed. Van der Watt (2000:228) states accordingly:
Jesus is sure that the Father will always hear his prayers (11:41-42; see also
11:22) and he therefore communicates freely with the Father (17; 14:16). They
stand in a relationship characterized by intimate knowledge (17:25). Jesus
therefore prays for Lazarus (11:41-42), but also for his disciples (14:16; 16:26;
17:1-26) . . . . In his prayers Jesus does not only presuppose a sound and intimate
relation between him and his Father (17:11, 20-23), but also acknowledges the
priority of the Father. That is why he asks the Father (17:9, 15, 20).
With the Father/Son union in mind, prayer is not a mere formality but rather a top priority
in order for Jesus to maintain a life of revelation and power. 774
The culmination of Jesus’ prayer occurs when Jesus cried out in a loud voice, Λάζαρε,
δεῦρο ἔξω (v. 43). Kok (2017:238) says concerning Jesus’ statement, “John makes it
abundantly clear that the words of Jesus create life (cf. John 6:68 ῥήματα ζωῆς αἰωνίου
ἔχεις; cf. 8:51), but that the words of Jesus are actually and in effect, the words of the
Father (cf. 14:10). In the background, one hears the echo of Jesus’ words in John 5:19-21
Ἀπεκρίνατο οὖν ὁ Ἰησοῦς καὶ ἔλεγεν αὐτοῖς· ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, οὐ δύναται ὁ υἱὸς ποιεῖν
ἀφʼ ἑαυτοῦ οὐδὲν ἐὰν μή τι βλέπῃ τὸν πατέρα ποιοῦντα· ἃ γὰρ ἂν ἐκεῖνος ποιῇ, ταῦτα
καὶ ὁ υἱὸς ὁμοίως ποιεῖ. ὁ γὰρ πατὴρ φιλεῖ τὸν υἱὸν καὶ πάντα δείκνυσιν αὐτῷ ἃ αὐτὸς
ποιεῖ, καὶ μείζονα τούτων δείξει αὐτῷ ἔργα, ἵνα ὑμεῖς θαυμάζητε. ὥσπερ γὰρ ὁ πατὴρ
ἐγείρει τοὺς νεκροὺς καὶ ζῳοποιεῖ, οὕτως καὶ ὁ υἱὸς οὓς θέλει ζῳοποιεῖ.” With this
passage in mind, it is plausible to suggest that Jesus’ words in 11:43 are indicative of the
authority he shared with the Father and elucidate the efficacy of speaking/praying in a
manner that is consistent with his Father’s will. In this model, Jesus vocalizes the
Father’s will, yet speaks as God’s agent who possesses the authority to grant life to
whomever he chooses. Further, commentators (Culpepper 1998:189; Keener 2003:84950) view Jesus calling Lazarus by name as naturally paralleling earlier statements,
namely: (1) In John 5:28-29 Jesus says that an hour is coming when those in the tomb
will hear his voice and will come out. In the case of 11:43, this statement is at least
partially fulfilled. (2) In John 10:2-3 Jesus states that the good shepherd calls his sheep by
to the Father for deliverance from his impending death; however, he yields to the Father’s plan (12.27),
(8) the Sons asks the Father to glorify his name, and the Father answers audibly, declaring that he has, and
will glorify the name again (12.28), (9) those who believe in the Son also believe in the Father—likewise
those who see the Son see the Father (12.44-45), and (10) the Father gives the Son words to speak and he
speaks them (12.49-50).”
Lincoln (2001:156) remarks, “What the Synoptics and John have in common is that, as we
might expect, both traditions depict Jesus as a typical Jewish man who engaged in ritual prayer at meals
and who gave thanks for, or blest, the bread and fish in their feeding stories (cf. Mark 6:41 // Matt. 14:19 //
Luke 9:16; and Mark 8:6 // Matt. 15:36; with John 6:11, 23). Although in their accounts a specific prayer to
God does not precede any of Jesus’ miraculous deeds—these miraculous deeds simply being carried out as
authoritative acts—the Synoptic Gospels make it clear that Jesus’ entire ministry was undergirded by
prayer.”
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name and leads them out. 775 This too is at least partially fulfilled in 11:43 through the
means and efficacy of prayer.
Excursus: Healing through Prayer?
A question that thematically relates to the raising of Lazarus was issued in the
second chapter of this analysis, namely, “The Amidah contains prayers that
center on reviving the dead, healing the sick, and freeing the captives. How does
this genre of prayer relate to prayer in the Fourth Gospel? According to the
Fourth Gospel, what specific “result(s)” may one seek to obtain through prayer?”
The second prayer of the Amidah (the Gevurot) states (emphasis added):
You sustain the living with loving kindness,
Revive the dead in great compassion,
Support the falling,
Heal the sick,
Free the captives,
And keep faith with those who sleep in the dust.
Who is like You,
Master of mighty deeds,
And who resembles you, King,
You who kill and bring back to life.
And make salvation flourish?
In John 11:41-44, one sees a partial fulfillment of the Amidah as Lazarus is
healed, revived, freed from the tomb, and brought back to life by the agency of
the voice of the Son of God. As such, this episode clearly indicates that Jesus is ἡ
ἀνάστασις καὶ ἡ ζωή (11:25) who, by a word, can reverse the effects of death. 776
Kok (2017:344) says further:
The restoration of Lazarus serves as the great undisputable sign in the
Gospel that Jesus can give life, especially against the background that
Lazarus had already been dead for more than three days and had started
to decay. . . . The question then arises whether Jesus would be able to
create life if and when he lost his own. When Jesus dies and ultimately
raises from the dead, the eschatological era of the Spirit arrives and new
existential possibilities are created (cf. 7:37-39). The resurrection is the
culminating sign in John, which proves that Jesus truly is the sent Son of
God and that he has the ability to grant life.
775
Thompson (2015:251) notes, “The raising of Lazarus discloses how God resolutely counters
the pervasive threat of death: God’s Word-made-flesh enters fully into and assumes the conditions of
humanity, including suffering and mortality; yet in his resurrection Jesus reveals that death’s pernicious
grip on human life is not ultimate. Death is powerful; but it is not all-powerful. The raising of Lazarus
redounds to God’s glory because it reveals God’s love and life-giving purposes for the world.”

Von Wahlde (2010a:500-501) says, “In a traditional understanding, Jewish belief would readily
acknowledge God the Father as (the source of) Resurrection and Life. By identifying Jesus in the same way
and without distinction, the author equates Jesus’ power in this regard with that of God the Father.”
776
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Accordingly, one may view Jesus’ death and resurrection as the events that not
only ushered forth the era of the Spirit but also eventuated the era in which the
disciples were granted the privilege of praying in Jesus’ name and performing
“greater works” for the Father’s glory (14:2, 12-14). As noted in chapter 3 of this
analysis, prayer that is issued in Jesus’ name involves offering requests and
petitions that center on the advancement of God’s mission in the earth. Following
Kok (2017:268-69), part and parcel of this mission involves the salvation of the
world (3:16) through healing of spiritual death and blindness (5:24; 9:41;
12:40).777 In this paradigm the healing of the sick778 and the raising of the dead
are signs that point to the fullness of eschatological life that is promised to all
who believe in Jesus. 779
Finally, while the Fourth Gospel does not provide explicit license for the
disciples to pray for the sick to be healed or for the dead to be raised, the nature
of the document does not preclude the possibility since such signs/miracles may
consequently provoke others to faith in Jesus (11:42, 45; 20:30-31). If physical
healing points to the restoration of spiritual life in the Fourth Gospel, why should
it cease having that quality in the lives of praying disciples in the first-century
community and beyond? In this model, prayer for the restoration of the sick fits
well within the paradigm of the Johannine concept of “greater works” (14:12) as
long as one maintains that physical restoration is an eschatological preview of
spiritual healing and eternal life. Therefore, based on a careful reading of John 11
and 14, it seems plausible to suggest that believers may offer prayer to the Father
in Jesus’ name that aims at the reversal of biological diseases and (ultimately) at
the spiritual restoration of the world. Yet, one must remember that while the
disciples maintain the privilege of praying, the Son reserves the prerogative to
give life (both physical and spiritual) to whomever he chooses (5:21).

On hearing the prayer and seeing the miracle, there was no question concerning “the
source of the power” (Brown 1970:437). The dynamic of Jesus’ prayer, the Father’s
response, and the belief of the audience is illustrated/summarized below.

Koester (2003:120) notes, “Eternal life is the relationship with God that begins in the present
through faith and endures beyond the death of the body, issuing into the final and future resurrection. In
John’s Gospel life beyond the grave is not depicted as the soul’s natural destiny but as an extension of the
relationship with God that is given in faith.” Schnackenburg (1982:331) remarks similarly, “[Jesus] is not
the life-giver in his role as the raiser of the dead on the ‘last day’, but as the giver of salvation in the
present, in whom we must believe here and now.”
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See Koenig (1992:95-113) for a discussion on prayers of forgiveness and healing.
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Kok (2017:249) remarks, “[W]e can also see that the concept of healing or of restoration, in
John, is not limited to the curing of biological diseases, but also embraces—within the same category—
eschatological restoration that includes spiritual healing and resurrection from the dead.” As such, physical
healing in John serves as a sign that points to the fact that spiritual and eschatological healing have become
realities in and through Jesus.”
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The Father (hears, speaks, responds)

Audience (hears, sees, and believes)

The Son (hears, speaks/prays, acts)
Jesus promised in 11:4, αὕτη ἡ ἀσθένεια οὐκ ἔστιν πρὸς θάνατον ἀλλʼ ὑπὲρ τῆς δόξης
τοῦ θεοῦ, ἵνα δοξασθῇ ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ θεοῦ διʼ αὐτῆς. In 11:43-44 Jesus’ words were
fulfilled. By seeing Lazarus rise from death, the onlookers saw the τὴν δόξαν τοῦ θεοῦ
(v. 40). If δόξα is that which conveys a sense of importance to God, if it involves the
splendor and/or the weightiness of his revelation, then τὴν δόξαν τοῦ θεοῦ is to be
understood as that which flows forth freely from the Father through the Son in the
resurrection of Lazarus. In other words, the glory of God is seen in the Son thanking the
Father, the Father hearing the Son, and Lazarus responding to the voice of Jesus. This
sign not only displayed the glory of God but also provoked believers to a deeper level of
faith. Keener (2003:848) remarks, “Although throughout the Gospel seeing signs often
provokes the most basic level of faith, Jesus calls Martha, who has already confessed her
faith (11:21-22, 27), to a deeper level of faith; if she believes, then she will see.” But as
indicated in 11:45, many Jews who had not previously believed came to faith in Jesus
(see also 12:11 and 12:18). 780 In retrospect, such individuals would naturally interpret
Jesus’ thanksgiving to the Father, his command to Lazarus, and the corresponding
“result” as τὴν δόξαν τοῦ θεοῦ (Neyrey, 2007a:9). As with each sign that Jesus
performed, the raising of Lazarus at Jesus’ command added a sense of splendor,
weightiness, and/or importance to Jesus and the Father, whom he acknowledged.
Summary and Conclusions
As indicated above, Jesus’ prayer to the Father not only was indicative of the type of
relationship he maintained with the Father but also was instructive/didactic,781 that is, it
780
Hunter (1979:120) says about such belief, “The presence of the prayer in Hodayoth form
suggests that the belief petitioned for actually happened as a result of the action of God in history. Although
the formula of the prayer implies nothing about it, one may suggest that under the circumstances a most
expedient means by which to answer the prayer and produce ‘belief’ as requested would be to ‘draw’ (cf.
6:44) those standing around by means of resurrecting Lazarus.”

Lincoln (2001:157) says accordingly, “Explicit prayer, even of thanksgiving, was not strictly
necessary for Jesus—even when raising someone from the dead. Nonetheless, he accommodates to the
needs of those who require insight into the nature of his relationship with God.” D’Angelo (1999:71)
remarks that Jesus’ prayer in this passage serves an exemplary function: namely, to highlight the efficacy of
781
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was designed to teach his audience a valuable lesson concerning how this relationship
can be mirrored in their own prayerful experience. Crump (2006:161-62) writes:
These earlier statements [both in John 11:41-42 and Martha’s statement,
“Lord, . . . I know that even now God will give you whatever you ask” (11:21-22
NIV)] establish the proper context for Jesus’s later promise concerning prayer.
The Farewell Discourse elaborates how the impregnable efficacy of Jesus’ prayer
life will eventually be transferred to his followers. The Father will receive our
prayers in the same fashion as he received the Son’s, promising to advance his
mission through those who learn to live as Jesus lived and to pray as Jesus prayed.
With this in mind, the following points may be offered: First, Jesus’ response to the crisis
of Lazarus’ death demonstrates his own humanity and his corresponding emotional
relatability with humanity. As Nehemiah wept over the state of Jerusalem (1:4), so Jesus
wept over the state of his friend Lazarus, who died. Yet, the narrative (of John
chapter 11) moves the reader from Jesus’ weeping toward his upward gaze as he gives
thanks to the Father for hearing him. A juxtaposition of these events demonstrates the
inevitability of sorrow in the face of death on one hand, and the necessity of offering
prayer of thanksgiving to the God who hears on the other. Such thanksgiving is indicative
of a relationship defined by friendship and faithfulness (John 15:4-7, 9-15) as well as
open communication and divine accessibility (14:13-14; 15:7, 16; 16:23-24). This genre
of prayer is consistent with Neyrey’s general definition, which, in part, involves
communication between a “subordinate” sender and “superior” receiver in the form of
“adoration, contrition, and/or thanksgiving” (2007a:9). Moreover, Jesus’ display of
emotional sentiment toward the situation is followed directly by his movement toward the
tomb and his prayer to the Father. Thus, Jesus was not satisfied to merely show emotion
about the situation, but his desire was to respond to it with a prayer that would drastically
change the situation. Such sentiment and action may also be present in believers who
seek to imitate Jesus (mimesis) and do the works that he did (14:12; 15:7-8).
Second, as Jesus looked upward and prayed, the believer may also pray to God by
directing his gaze toward the place where God dwells. One’s upward gaze toward heaven
symbolically demonstrates his dependence on God, his longing to be heard in prayer, and
his desire for the transcendental narrative of heaven to become actualized on the earth.
By thanking God, Jesus gave honor to God, thereby publically affirming his union with
and dependence on God. The same occurs when believers, who offer prayer in Jesus’
name, offer thanksgiving to God. As such, disciples may offer thanksgiving to God in the
name of Jesus, that is, in the name that yields greater works that bring honor/glory to
God.
But it must be noted that, in light of Jesus’ coming, one’s actual posture in prayer is less
important than maintaining relational proximity by faith (14:1, 12; 15:4-7) in Jesus. As
one comes to faith, the disciple becomes the dwelling place (temple) of the Spirit, who
mediates the presence of the Father and Son (14:17, 23). And since God is near, the
believers’ prayers. She sees “in the testament of Jesus, the power to ask and receive from the Father is
passed on to the disciples since the Father loves them (14:13-14; 15:7; 16:23, 26).”
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disciple may be assured that he will indeed hear his prayers. As the Father hears Jesus, so
the Father will also hear those who pray to him in Jesus’ name. Therefore, the disciples’
prayer should be issued with the same sense of expectation and confidence, provided they
walk in communion with and obedience 782 to God. Van der Watt (2007:58) says:
In God’s family, communication inter alia takes place in the form of prayer,
based on the open communication within which believers have confidence to
approach their Father. Because Jesus is sure that the Father always hears his
prayers (11.41-42; 11.22), he communicates freely with his Father (11.41-42;
14.16; 16.26; 17.1-26). Like Jesus the disciples should also pray with confidence
(14.13-14; 15.7, 16; 16.23-26; 1 Jn 3.21-22; 5.14) in the name of, and in
obedience to Jesus (14.13, 14; 15.16; 16.23-27; 1 Jn 3.22). Through prayer
believers may ask for whatever they need in order to fulfil their duty and remain
true to the wishes of their Father (15.16-17; 1 Jn 5.14-15).
And finally, the “result” of the glory of God is displayed in Jesus’ thanksgiving to the
Father, in the Father hearing Jesus’ prayer(s), and in Lazarus’ resurrection (Neyrey,
2007a:9). As believers remain in union with the Father and the Son (15:4-7), they may
confidently offer prayers in the name of Jesus (14:13-14; 15:16; 16:23-24) and have their
prayers answered. As this occurs, they too will also see the glory of God. In this model,
prayer to God and God’s response to prayer ensure that the Father is glorified in the Son
(14:13). In the final analysis, whatever one asks God (14:13) does not merely refer to
anything without qualification but to anything in association with the revealed mission of
God. As Jesus acted, so the disciples will act. As Jesus brought glory to the Father, so the
disciples may also bring glory to him as they pray.
A Prayer for the Father’s Glory: John 12:27-28
The Setting
The event of Jesus’ prayer in John 12:27-28 is directly preceded by the wish of certain
Greeks who desired to see Jesus (vv. 20-22). In verse 23 Jesus speaks of the impending
hour of his glorification in agricultural terms. As such, he implicitly describes his death in
light of a grain of wheat that falls into the earth and dies but subsequently bears much
fruit (v. 24).783 He then remarks concerning the corollary of someone loving and/or
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Keener (2003:849) notes the importance of Jesus stating that the Father heard him. He says that
in doing this “Jesus iterates his dependence on the Father, a frequent Johannine theme; the Father ‘always’
heard him because of his perfect obedience (8:29), a model for John’s audience (14:12-15; 15:7).” As
believers walk in obedience to the Father, they too may expect to be heard and have their prayers answered.
Van der Watt (2000:91) writes, “No direct or explicit application is made to the death of Jesus.
The implications in the context are, however, that it not only refers to the death of Jesus (12:23) but also to
that of his disciples (12:25-26). It can be called an implicit comparison with metaphorical potential. The
possibilities of developing this imagery like that of the sheep (ch. 10) or of the vine (ch. 15) exist but are
not developed. Because this imagery is not explicitly developed, it remains rather open and can be applied
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hating his life (v. 25) saying that one must be willing to follow him (presumably) even to
death (v. 26). Such a commitment not only grants one eternal life but also confers the
honor of the Father. Just as the Father honors Jesus in his death, so the Father will honor
the disciples who follow Jesus in life and death (Neyrey 2007b:215). With this context in
mind, Jesus offers the following prayer.
Jesus’ Prayer
John 12:27-28 reads as follows:
Νῦν ἡ ψυχή μου τετάρακται, καὶ τί εἴπω;
πάτερ, σῶσόν με ἐκ τῆς ὥρας ταύτης;
ἀλλὰ διὰ τοῦτο ἦλθον εἰς τὴν ὥραν ταύτην.
πάτερ, δόξασόν σου τὸ ὄνομα.

With the theme of Jesus’ glorification at the forefront, Jesus addresses the Father with
words that elucidate his emotional disposition. 784 As such, 12:27a indicates Jesus is
“troubled” (τετάρακται, or “disturbed”).785 Carson (1991:439) is right in pointing out that
the source of Jesus’ troubled soul did not center on his concern for the disciples but rather
centered on the approaching “hour” of his death. 786 This “hour” involves both the
physical and psychological pain that Jesus would soon endure. Brown ([1966] 2006:475)
is right to note that this episode, much like the Synoptic accounts at Gethsemane, reveals
the humanity of Jesus.787 Bruce (1983:264) says, “The Johannine Jesus is no docetic actor
to Jesus and his disciples. The main point seems to be that death is not futile but necessary. It brings forth
good results.”
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See Beasley-Murray (1999:212) and Newman and Nida (1980:409).
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See also John 11:33-35, 13:21, and 14:1.

Keener (2003:875) says, “Throughout the Mediterranean world people considered praiseworthy
those heroes who faced suffering bravely; often without tears or signs of sorrow. . . . In other cases one
might face death bravely simply because she knew it was fated, hence inevitable. Philosophers exhorted
people to ‘pray simply for the Good and leave the decision to the god,’ though the vast majority of people
continued to pray simply for what they wanted. The Gospels do not fit such philosophic or sometimes
heroic expectations; Jesus would go to the cross to obey his Father’s will, but not as if death were not a
trauma for him. This is true for John as of the Synoptics.”
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With this discussion in mind, what is the origin of the materials found in 12:27-28a? Some say
the material is an adaptation of the Synoptic tradition. Keener (2003:875) says: “Those familiar with the
passion tradition would now understand the source of John’s ‘hour’ (e.g., 2:4; 7:30; 8:20) if they had not
recognized it previously: in the passion tradition, Jesus had prayed for his ‘hour’ to pass. John here likely
echoes—and adapts—the same tradition that independently appears in the Synoptic account of the
Gethsemane. Whereas the Markan line of tradition, probably dependent on an earlier passion narrative,
emphasizes Jesus’ trauma at Gethsemane (Mark 14:32-442; Matt 26:36-46; Luke 22:39-46), John brings it
forward to 12:27 and turns the prayer into a question (‘Shall I say, ‘Save me from this hour?’).” Others
maintain that the content was not dependent on the Synoptic tradition but reflects one (perhaps several) of
the prayers Jesus uttered prior to his passion. Finally, some say the material is an independent unit of
tradition. This writer is most convinced by Hunter (1979:187), who says that the Johannine prayer “may be
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in a drama, about to play a part which he can contemplate dispassionately because it does
not really involve himself.” Further, the language of verse 27a is thematically congruent
with Psalm 6, in which the psalmist faces the fear of death. The psalmist prays in 6:2-6
(LXX):
Κύριε, μὴ τῷ θυμῷ σου ἐλέγξῃς με,
μηδὲ τῇ ὀργῇ σου παιδεύσῃς με.
3 ἐλέησόν με, Κύριε, ὅτι ἀσθενής εἰμι·
ἴασαί με, ὅτι ἐταράχθη τὰ ὀστᾶ μου.
4 καὶ ἡ ψυχή μου ἐταράχθη σφόδρα·
καὶ σύ, Κύριε, ἕως πότε;
5 ἐπίστρεψον, Κύριε, ῥῦσαι τὴν ψυχήν μου,
σῶσόν με ἕνεκεν τοῦ ἐλέους σου.
6 ὅτι οὐκ ἔστιν ἐν τῷ θανάτῳ ὁ μνημονεύων σου·
ἐν δὲ τῷ ᾅδῃ τίς ἐξομολογήσεταί σοι; (emphasis added)
2

As indicated in this passage, the cry of the psalmist is for salvation and deliverance from
physical calamity and death. When applied in the life of Jesus, deliverance would bring
him emotional and physical relief, but such deliverance would nullify the mission for
which he was sent. Sandnes (2016:180) says accordingly, “‘The troubled soul’ [in
Psalm 6] is the very reason for addressing God, hoping that he will bring salvation and
rescue. This is, however, precisely what Jesus denies according to John 12:27; he does
not consider that an option at all.” Lincoln (2001:158) points out that the “appeal to
God’s name and glory is typical of Israel’s prayers, where it frequently functioned as the
motive for an appeal for God’s help (cf. Ps. 25:11; 31:3; 79:9; 109:21; 143:11; Jer 14:7,
21). But Jesus refuses any appeal for deliverance. Instead, his sole concern is with his
Father’s reputation, which is, paradoxically, to be established through both nondeliverance and what appears to be the very opposite of glory by human standards—that
is, Jesus’ death by crucifixion.”
Notwithstanding, the concept of παρρησία, or frankness of speech, appears in verse 27.
Of all that Jesus could have prayed, he elucidates the inward condition of his soul in a
manner that his disciples would relate to in their own hour of suffering (16:2). Jesus
experienced a troubled soul; they too would experience a troubled heart (14:1; 16:1-4, 6;
etc.). The implications are clear: If Jesus spoke to God in a frank, revealing, and honest
manner about his troubled soul, the disciples could do likewise. Jesus prayed for his
approaching hour, so the disciples will need to pray for their approaching hour (16:2)
with frankness and honesty.
Accordingly, scholars are divided on whether the phrase καὶ τί εἴπω; πάτερ, σῶσόν με ἐκ
τῆς ὥρας ταύτης; forms a question raised by Jesus followed by an actual prayer, or a
question raised by Jesus followed by a hypothetical prayer (Bryant 2008:36-37). Is Jesus

based on an independently preserved tradition of an event which preceded ‘the Agony in the Garden’ by
several days.”
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issuing an actual prayer for deliverance 788 or simply posing a hypothetical scenario789 in
the face of death and suffering (“Father, save me from this hour!” or “Father, save me
from this hour?”)? As indicated by Bryant (2008:37), those who regard Jesus’ words as
an actual prayer for deliverance find congruence with the Synoptic portrayal of Jesus’
suffering in the garden prior to his crucifixion (Matt 26:39; Mark 14:36; Luke 22:42). 790
Yet he is right in saying that Jesus’ emotional distress (in 12:27) does not require
insisting that he actually petitioned the Father to escape the cross. 791 Following Morris,792
Bryant (2008:38) suggests that the second option above (that Jesus is offering a
hypothetical prayer) is most plausible due to the following reasons: “First, the second
interpretation avoids the awkward proposal that Jesus makes a request of the Father and
then immediately rejects his petition. Second, the latter view takes seriously the
deliberative subjunctive εἴπω (‘shall I say’) in verse 27. Finally, the ‘strong adversative’
(ἀλλὰ) that follows also seems to favor this view as it points to a firm resolve on the part
of Jesus.” It is difficult to say which view is correct. The tentative conclusion of this
writer is that Bryant’s position is the most plausible.
Further, Neyrey (2007b:216) sees two genres of prayer in 12:27-28, namely, petitionary
prayer (“Father, save me from this hour”) and informational prayer (“Father, glorify your
name”). He says concerning the latter genre with respect to verse 28:
Informational prayer gives praise and respect to God, such as we see in the first
half of the sanctioned Christian prayer, the Our Father. Present here are three
elements from that prayer: the address of God as “Father,” the equivalent of
“Your will be done,” and “hallowed be your name” = “Father, glorify your
name.” This prayer wins a dramatic response, as God says: “I have glorified it and
will glorify it again.” Jesus, then, makes no petition but manifests loyalty to
God.793
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See Witherington (1995:224).

Neyrey (2007b:216) notes, “Jesus here does not petition God to rescue him from death but only
mentions it as a possibility.”
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Michaels (2010:693) says however, “If John’s account is at all aware of the Gethsemane
tradition, it is (at the very least) shifting the emphasis dramatically from ‘If it is possible, let this cup pass
from me,’ to ‘not what I want but what you want’ (Mt 26:39//Mk 14:36).”
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See Schnackenburg (1982:387), who remarks, “Even for John, the cross has not lost its human
darkness. The Son must obediently submit to the Father’s will (cf. 10:18), tolerate the attack of ‘the ruler of
this world’ (cf. 14:30), bear being abandoned by the disciples (cf. 16:32). However, through the obedience
of the Son, whom the Father wished to glorify, and through the answer of the Father, who reveals his love
to the Son, this hour is transformed and its deeper significance revealed.”
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See Morris (1971:595).
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See Neyrey (2007b:277-79) for a fuller discussion.
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From a different standpoint, while the distinctions between petitionary and informational
prayer (in general) are clear enough, it is this writer’s view that both elements converge
in Jesus’ prayer in verse 28, πάτερ, δόξασόν σου τὸ ὄνομα. As in 11:41; 17:1, 5, 21, and
24, here Jesus addresses God as “Father,” which highlights intimacy, oneness, and
submission. As such, in his brief prayer, Jesus manifests loyalty to his Father
(information) but also makes the request (petition) that the Father would bring glory to
his name.794 Becker (1991:454-55) notes:
Dies bedeutet: Die Verherrlichung des Vaters und des Sohnes (V 23) sind ein und
derselbe Vorgang, wie ja auch der Glaube an den Sohn und den Vater dasselbe ist
(vgl. nur 5,24.38; 6,29.35; 11,25f.42), weil der Sendende und der Gesandte eine
Offenbarungseinheit bilden (5,17-19; 10,38; 14,9). Jesu und Gottes
Verherrlichung fallen also zusammen (13,31f.; so auch 17,1 KR). Wenn Gott
seinen Namen verherrlichen soll, so steht der Name hier für Gott selbst.
The Son’s request for the Father’s name to be honored and respected is consistent with
the Jewish prayers such as those seen in the Amidah (Kedusha), which states:
We will sanctify your name in the world
Even as they sanctify it in the highest heavens. . . . (emphasis added)
Concern for the name of God is also echoed in Psalms 8:1, 9 (ESV):
O LORD, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! (emphasis
added)
The psalmist says in 115:1 (ESV):
Not to us, O LORD, not to us, but to your name give glory. (emphasis added)
Jesus’ request in 12:28 also accords with the sentiment of the Lord’s Prayer 795 in Matt 6:9
(ESV):
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name. (emphasis added)
In each instance above, concern for God’s name is central: his name is to be revered,
esteemed, and set apart. Jesus’ request in 12:28 encapsulates and assumes each of these
components with the central aim of the Father’s name being honored and praised. In
essence, Jesus’ prayer inevitably places the Father’s reputation and honor above his own
life and comfort and anticipates Jesus’ statement (in prayer) in John 17:4, ἐγώ σε
ἐδόξασα ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς τὸ ἔργον τελειώσας ὃ δέδωκάς μοι ἵνα ποιήσω. Furthermore,
concern for the Father’s name is congruent with prayer offered in Jesus’ name (14:13-14;
15:16; 16:23-24) since, as noted by Lincoln (2001:179), “God’s name and Jesus’ name
are inextricably linked in unity and love.” In short, to honor one is to honor the other. To
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See also 17:1.

Schnackenburg (1982:387) notes, “The short prayer [in 12:28] can be regarded as a
Christological rephrasing of the petition in the Our Father, ‘Hallowed be thy name’ (Mt 6:9 = Lk 11:2).”
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live and/or die for the glory of one is to live and/or die for the glory of the other. As noted
in chapter 3 of this analysis, Jesus’ name stands for who Jesus is and all that Jesus’
mission represents. 796 Since Jesus came to do the Father’s will (6:38), to finish his work
(17:4), and to glorify his name, prayer in Jesus’ name results in works that are congruent
with God’s will and works/fruit bring glory to the Father (14:13; 15:8). Hence, although
the names are distinct, they are congruent in their implication and evoke equal honor.
Thus, Lincoln (2001:179) writes:
The ultimate desire of those who pray in Jesus’ name will be, as it was for Jesus,
that the intimate Other in their relationship of love receives due recognition—that
is, that God’s name and identity, as it is revealed in Jesus, be glorified. If this is to
happen and if this God is to be made known in the world, those who in their
passion for God’s honor experience the conjunction of the names of Jesus and
God in their praying also understand that the unity and love that exists between
those two names, and in which they too participate, is to be lived out in their own
unity and love in the mission entrusted to them and for which they pray.
Finally, immediately following Jesus’ prayer (v. 28) a voice from heaven stated, καὶ
ἐδόξασα καὶ πάλιν δοξάσω. The Father’s response serves as reaffirmation that his name
has been glorified (past) and the confirmation that his name will be glorified again
(future); Jesus’ prayer has been heard and will be answered.797 He brought glory to the
Father in the past through the signs he performed, and he will bring glory to him again
through the suffering/death he will endure. 798 Schnelle (2016:269) remarks further, “Eine
Himmelsstimme gibt die göttliche Antwort; die Verherrlichung des Sohnes in Kreuz und
Auferstehung ist zugleich die Verherrlichung des Vaters. In diesem Geschehen verbinden
sich die Zeiten, denn die eine Verherrlichung gilt für Vergangenheit und Zukunft.”
Although the Father spoke audibly, the crowd mistook his voice for thunder or an angel
(v. 29). Jesus’ explanation for the verbal response to his prayer is seen in the phrase, οὐ
διʼ ἐμὲ ἡ φωνὴ αὕτη γέγονεν ἀλλὰ διʼ ὑμᾶς (12:30). Although Jesus’ prayer did not
require an audible response—and although Jesus did not require divine comfort, it is
possible that the Father’s response may have served to console Jesus. But Carson
(1991:442) notes the more likely implication by pointing out that after Jesus’ death, the
disciples will find themselves in “urgent need of making sense of it all.” As such, there
Brown ([1966] 2006:475) says that the prayer, “‘Father, glorify your name,’ is really a plea that
God’s plan be carried out; for the name that the Father has entrusted to Jesus (xvii 11, 12) can only be
glorified when its bearer is glorified through death, resurrection, and ascension. Only then will men come
to realize what the divine name ‘I AM’ means when applied to Jesus.”
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Becker (1991:455) notes, “Die demonstrativ artikulierte Einheit von Vater und Sohn durch
Jesus (V 27) wird vom Vater ebenso demonstrativ bestätigt (V 28). Wie bei Lazarus dem
Demonstrationsgebet (11,41f.) die Tat folgte (11,43f.), so hier die himmlische Stimme.”
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Newman and Nida (1980:410) see God’s name as being glorified through the signs Jesus
performed, and his name through his death and exaltation. Beasley-Murray (1999:212) remarks, “‘I have
glorified it’ embraces the ministry of Jesus culminating in the death on the cross, and the future ‘I will
glorify it’ relates to the resurrection of Jesus and its continuing consequences.”
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were some statements they could not grasp in the moment. To this Carson says, “But
eventually they would remember what Jesus had told them the voice had uttered, and it
would be for them a divine confirmation that the shameful cross, and all that flowed from
it, was not a defeat but a victory, not final destruction, but ultimate glorification.” 799 From
a different vantage point Bryant (2008:40) writes, “John does not make explicitly clear
whether God the Father or Jesus the Son actually expected the crowd to understand, but
such a conclusion is logical due to the fact that the voice was intended (though not
exclusively, however) to benefit them spiritually (ἀλλὰ διʼ ὑμᾶς). John’s later description
of the crowd’s failure to comprehend divine truth (John 12:34) further implies a spiritual
failure on their part.”
Summary and Conclusions
As the hour of his glorification approached, Jesus’ contemplation of the cross caused
emotional distress. As noted above, Jesus was fully aware of the consequences of his
obedience to the Father. To the extent that he was obedient, Jesus would experience pain,
suffering, and death. Conversely, to the extent that he was disobedient, Jesus would
experience temporary comfort and life. Yet the Johannine Jesus knew of only one option,
namely, that the Father’s name would be glorified through his life and in the hour of his
death. In short, Jesus’ prayer in John 12:27-28 demonstrates the emotional tension that
accompanies suffering, on the one hand, but it ultimately demonstrates the triumph of
Jesus’ obedience to the Father, on the other. Prayer, then, is the space in which this
tension is communicated but ultimately resolved. With this basic summary in mind, the
following points may be offered:
First, Jesus’ prayer in 12:27-28 is consistent with Neyrey’s general definition of prayer in
that his communication with God presumes a prior relationship with God. Within this
relational space, then, Jesus spoke frankly and openly with the Father about the condition
of his soul. As such, this episode provides a Johannine model concerning how the
disciples, who are children of God (1:12-13), may approach the Father in prayer in their
hour of distress without fear of rejection. A troubled soul in prayer shares Jesus’
sentiment in prayer. As the Father heard Jesus, he will also hear those who pray in Jesus’
name. Yet the aim of prayer is not merely the pouring out of one’s soul, but it also
involves conformity to the will of God. The episode above, then, demonstrates that
Johannine discipleship is not a one-time profession of faith in Jesus but rather involves a
life-style of continual faith and obedience to the Father. In particular, faithfulness to the
Father is expressed as one subordinates his desires to the wishes of God, even at the
expense of his own life.
Second, as indicated in 6:11; 11:41-42; and 12:27-28, prayer to the Father is followed by
public ramifications in the form of signs performed before people’s eyes or an audible
voice. Such encounters are designed to display the unity and oneness that exists between
Hoskyns (1947:425) remarks, “The concrete obedience of the Son is not only ratified in public
by the Father himself; it explains the universal significance of the Death of Jesus, and marks the moment of
the dethronement of the Devil from his tyranny over men.”
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the Father and the Son. But such encounters might naturally remind one of the unity that
exists between the Father/Son and those who pray in Jesus’ name. As such, the corollary
of such unity involves the privilege of offering prayer that results in works/fruit that
increase honor and respect for the Father. As the Father performs his works through the
Son, so the Son performs his works through the believers who remain in relationship with
him. Hence, both the Father and Son receive glory when prayer is issued with the FatherSon mission and reputation in mind. Again, to honor one is to honor the other since they
are unified in mission. Hence, Jesus’ prayer accords with Neyrey’s general definition, not
in the sense that he petitions the Father for general goods and services but in the sense
that he petitions the Father for the particular service of remaining obedient in death so
that the Father’s name will be glorified.
In the final analysis, prayer is the medium through which Jesus’ humanity is expressed,
but it also serves as the means by which he submits to the will of God and the name of
God is honored. Therefore, Jesus’ prayer in 12:27-28 provides the conceptual foundation
for what Jesus later communicates through didactic discourse in 14:13-14; 15:7, 16;
16:23-24. Disciples may experience emotional distress as they contemplate their hour of
trial in prayer. But true disciples who exercise faith in Jesus are those who submit and
subordinate their wishes to the Father for the sake of his honor/reputation.
A Prayer from the Cross? John 19:28, 30
Many scholars do not recognize John 19:28, 30 as containing prayers in the traditional
sense. This is to be expected given the lack of features that clearly characterize prayers in
6:11; 11:41-42; and 12:27-28. Thus, many commentaries and scholarly works highlight
the potential theological implications of Jesus’ final words without respect to how they
might be understood as prayer to God. However, as will be demonstrated below, a careful
examination of Jesus’ words centers on the question concerning whom Jesus is
addressing and the implications of his address in light of various psalms in general, but
also in light of the overall scope of Jesus’ mission (as enunciated in the Fourth Gospel) in
particular. Therefore, the following analysis will seek to ascertain whether Jesus’ final
words may be viewed as prayer to God, and it also will explore several possibilities
concerning how prayer functions in the final moments of Jesus’ life. Yet before analyzing
the text in detail, it is necessary to offer a brief remark concerning the setting.
The Setting
The Evangelist provides a straightforward account of the events leading up to and
including Jesus’ cross-death. In particular, after his arrest Jesus appeared before Annas
and Caiaphas (John 18:12-14, 19-24) but was subsequently handed over to Pilate (18:2938), who questioned him and then sentenced him to flogging (19:1) and finally death
(19:16). The Evangelist indicates that Jesus carried his own cross to Golgotha, where he
was crucified with two others (19:17-18). Further, the Fourth Gospel states that the
soldiers took his garments and divided them into four parts. But they did not tear his
tunic; instead they cast lots for it (19:23-24). Finally, at the cross Jesus’ mother, his
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mother’s sister, Mary the wife of Clopas, and Mary Magdalene were gathered. At this
point Jesus assigned the role of providing care and protection of his mother to the
Beloved Disciple (19:26-27). It is within this context that Jesus offers his final words.
Jesus’ Final Words/Prayers
Although the following analysis will focus almost exclusively on the Johannine materials,
it is necessary to outline Jesus’ final words from the Synoptic accounts (and the
corresponding psalms) in order to sensitize the reader to the unique nature of the
Johannine account. Consider the Markan and Matthean accounts:
ὁ Ἰησοῦς φωνῇ μεγάλῃ ελωι ελωι λεμα σαβαχθανι; ὅ ἐστιν μεθερμηνευόμενον ὁ
θεός μου ὁ θεός μου, εἰς τί ἐγκατέλιπές με; (Mark 15:34)
ὁ Ἰησοῦς φωνῇ μεγάλῃ λέγων ηλι ηλι λεμα σαβαχθανι; τοῦτʼ ἔστιν θεέ μου θεέ μου,
ἱνατί με ἐγκατέλιπες; (Matt 27:46)
Compare with Psalm 21:2 (LXX):
Ὁ θεὸς ὁ θεός μου, πρόσχες μοι· ἵνα τί ἐγκατέλιπές με; μακρὰν ἀπὸ τῆς
σωτηρίας μου οἱ λόγοι τῶν παραπτωμάτων μου.
Luke’s account says:
καὶ φωνήσας φωνῇ μεγάλῃ ὁ Ἰησοῦς εἶπεν· πάτερ, εἰς χεῖράς σου παρατίθεμαι
τὸ πνεῦμά μου. (Luke 23:46)
Compare with Psalm 30:6 (LXX):
εἰς χεῖράς σου παραθήσομαι τὸ πνεῦμά μου·
The Fourth Gospel states:
Μετὰ τοῦτο εἰδὼς ὁ Ἰησοῦς ὅτι ἤδη πάντα τετέλεσται, ἵνα τελειωθῇ ἡ γραφή,
λέγει· διψῶ. (19:28)
Compare with Psalm 68:22 (LXX)
καὶ ἔδωκαν εἰς τὸ βρῶμά μου χολήν καὶ εἰς τὴν δίψαν μου ἐπότισάν με ὄξος.
Finally,
ὅτε οὖν ἔλαβεν τὸ ὄξος [ὁ] Ἰησοῦς εἶπεν· τετέλεσται, καὶ κλίνας τὴν κεφαλὴν
παρέδωκεν τὸ πνεῦμα. (John 19:30)
It is notable that each of the Synoptic 800 passages above is a direct address to God/Father,
which indicates that Jesus is likely offering prayer. In Mark and Matthew, Jesus’ words
See Culpepper (1998:228) for an outline of elements of the Synoptic accounts of Jesus’ death
that do not appear in John.
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are issued in the form of a question to God in the midst of his feeling of separation and
suffering. In the Lukan account, Jesus’ words may be viewed as a statement of finality
and trust as his life draws to a close. Notwithstanding, some scholars have pointed out the
unique distinction of the final words of Jesus from the Fourth Gospel, which are also
issued in the form of a prayer. Karris (2000:109-10) highlights the Evangelist’s rendering
of the cross event and draws special attention to the associations that exists between the
language of John chapter 19 and the Jewish Passover festival. 801 He points out that only
in John is it implied that Jesus is crucified at the same time the lambs were being
slaughtered for Passover. Accordingly, he notes that only in John is Jesus presented with
a sponge of water laced with vinegar on a hyssop branch. Furthermore, he notes that only
in John does the author mention that the soldiers did not break Jesus’ legs, which follows
the historical antecedent of the Passover lamb in Exodus 12:46 (ESV), which says, “You
shall not break any of its bones.”
Finally, Karris (2000:110) sees the hyssop branch mentioned in 19:29 against the
backdrop of Exodus 12:22 (ESV), which states, “Take a bunch of hyssop and dip it in the
blood that is in the basin, and touch the lintel and the two doorposts with the blood that is
in the basin.” He joins with other scholars 802 who view the hyssop branch as containing a
deeper level of meaning. 803 In short, the branch of 19:29 may be connected with Exodus
12:22 in reference to shedding of blood that is necessary for the taking away of sin
(1:29).804 Brown (1994:1077) remarks further, “Plausibly the reference to hyssop in John
19:29 is meant to alert readers to an inclusion with the Gospel’s opening description of
Jesus by JBap . . . (1:29).” He (1966:63) says elsewhere that the Evangelist notation of
the ὁ ἀμνὸς τοῦ θεοῦ ὁ αἴρων τὴν ἁμαρτίαν τοῦ κόσμου (1:29)805 may be in reference
Deutero-Isaiah’s Suffering Servant and to the paschal lamb. 806 Thus, with these
references in mind, the Johannine account may have been penned in a manner that
connects the final events of Jesus’ life and death with the Passover tradition in order to
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See also Coloe (2001:191-94).
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See Brown (1994:1076-77); Culpepper (1998:235).
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Carson (1991:620) notes, “The hyssop . . . is a little plant, a sprig of which is ideal for
sprinkling—the use to which it was regularly put in Old Testament times (e.g. the sprinkling of blood on
the doorposts and lintel at Passover, Ex. 12:22). By the same token, the plant is frequently judged too small
and light to serve the purpose assigned to it here.” See pages 620-621 for an overview of the more popular
approaches to this problem. See also Beasley-Murray’s (1999:352) discussion.
804

See also Maloney (1998:145-46).

See Menken’s (2007:581-90) analysis of “the lamb of God” (John 1:29) in light of 1 John 3:47. See also Nielsen (2006:217-56).
805
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See Brown ([1966] 2006:60-63) for his analysis of these suggestions.
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highlight the concept of sacrifice807 for sin.808 On the other hand, Coloe (2001:194-95)
points out that the Passover lamb was not expiatory or sacrificial but apotropaic. 809 She
says, “The primary purpose of the blood of the Passover lamb is to provide a salvific sign
marking the household of the Israelites.” 810 Thus, Coloe views (with the Exodus motif in
mind) the Johannine mode of salvation as liberation from the dominion of slavery to sin
(compare Deut 6:12-14a with John 8:34-36). She remarks:
The liberation model of salvation is very different from Israel’s sacrificial system.
Jesus’ death, although presented as a Paschal sacrifice, is never described as a
“laying down of life” for sin, where sin is the cause or reason for his death. All
the expressions describing Jesus’ death are couched in terms of the people who
will benefit by this death:
“The bread which I shall give for the life of the world is my flesh” (6:51).
“The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep” (10:11, also v. 15).
“It is expedient for you that one man should die for the people” (11:50,
cf. 51, 52; 18:14).
She says, moreover, “It is love rather than sin which is the dominant power leading to
Jesus’ death” (15:13-15). Notwithstanding, whether one opts for the removal of sin or for

Newman and Nida (1980:36) state, “Originally, the Passover Lamb was not looked upon as a
sacrifice, but since the priests had taken over the responsibility of killing the lambs, it is probable that in
New Testament times many people would look on it as a kind of sacrifice.”
807

Van der Watt (2005a:116-17) writes concerning John 1:29, “[A]lthough John does not
emphasize or focus on substitution or sacrifice, there are some insinuations in that direction. However,
these references do not come into focus at all. These are secondary to the revelatory function of the cross
events. . . .Whether John has the Paschal lamb in mind, or perhaps a more generic view of lambs in general
that are sacrificed, is not sure. How sin is to be taken away is also not explained in these verses.
Exegetically the following is of importance. This remark by John the Baptist is made at a prominent place
in the Gospel, but without sufficient clarity as to the meaning, relationship and functioning of the elements
mentioned. It keeps exegetes guessing. I would suggest that John was fully aware of sacrificial traditions,
but it was not his focus in this Gospel. He mentions or refers to it, but does not develop it in any way. If one
might have asked him, ‘What happens to our individual sins?’ he could have answered, ‘Christ atoned us
through his blood.’ This view can be inter-textually substantiated by referring to 1 John 2:1-2 and 4:9-10,
where these issues are raised and answered in these terms.”
808

Sadananda (2004:29-30) remarks, “The theological emphasis of the Fourth Evangelist
portraying Jesus as ὁ ἀμνὸς τοῦ θεοῦ does not lie in sacrificial atonement. It actually interprets the Messiah
as a lamb—the meek/weak/powerless becomes the place where God’s mighty works are manifested; but as
to the horns that this ‘Lamb of God’ grows, his ‘power’ does not lie in political activism, but in his
complete obedience to the will of God and in his servanthood.” See Sadananda (2004:21-30) for a fuller
discussion on Jesus as the Pascal Lamb.
809
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See Exodus 12:3, 7, 13.
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the motivation of love, 811 obedience to the Father and perseverance to the point of death
was of utmost importance. In this context, then, Jesus’ words in 19:28 become relevant in
the discussion of prayer. The Evangelist states, Μετὰ τοῦτο εἰδὼς ὁ Ἰησοῦς ὅτι ἤδη
πάντα τετέλεσται, ἵνα τελειωθῇ ἡ γραφή, λέγει· διψῶ. What does the Evangelist intend
to convey by stating that Jesus knew that all was finished? Brown (1994:1071-72) has no
problem seeing ὅτι ἤδη πάντα τετέλεσται as referring to the previous episode “when
Jesus, lifted up, began drawing to himself disciples as he had promised (12:32) and
referring forward to the completion of Scripture that is about to take place.” He points out
further that “teleioun has been previously used in John for Jesus’ completing the work the
Father gave him to do (4:34; 5:36; 17:4) and so makes clear that Jesus’ finishing all
things also includes his christological task.” Yet the Evangelist seems to indicate that
Jesus’ past work and his present task of obedience to the Father in death are brought
together and solidified in a statement that implies a longing for the achievement of
finality, namely, διψῶ. Karris sees the words “I thirst” as a symbolic reference that
transcends the natural, literal meaning. 812 While it was undoubtedly true that Jesus was
thirsty for physical water 813 in light of his anguish, 814 Karris sees this statement as a
reference for Jesus’ desire to carry forth the will of God. 815 The most notable evidence for
this assertion is seen in 18:11 where Jesus says to Peter, τὸ ποτήριον ὃ δέδωκέν μοι ὁ
πατὴρ οὐ μὴ πίω αὐτό;816 He (2000:110) writes, “Jesus thirsts to do his Father’s will and
to finish the work the Father has given him. Just as a person needs drink 817 to sustain life,
so too does Jesus need obedience to and communion with his Father to sustain his life
and his life’s work. Jesus is needy to do his Father’s will.”818
These elements are not mutually exclusive. On a theoretical level, Jesus’ love for his sheep
would naturally include the removal of their sin through sacrifice.
811

Much like in 4:14, where Jesus remarks to the Samaritan woman, ὃς δʼ ἂν πίῃ ἐκ τοῦ ὕδατος
οὗ ἐγὼ δώσω αὐτῷ, οὐ μὴ διψήσει εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα, ἀλλὰ τὸ ὕδωρ ὃ δώσω αὐτῷ γενήσεται ἐν αὐτῷ πηγὴ
ὕδατος ἁλλομένου εἰς ζωὴν αἰώνιον. Also in 4:34 where Jesus says, ἐμὸν βρῶμά ἐστιν ἵνα ποιήσω τὸ
θέλημα τοῦ πέμψαντός με καὶ τελειώσω αὐτοῦ τὸ ἔργον.
812
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See Van der Watt (2000:180-85) for a discussion of the metaphorical dynamics of water

imagery.
814
See Beasley-Murray (1999:350-51) for a discussion of the giving of a drink to Jesus (in the
Synoptic accounts).
815

See Brown (1994:1078).
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See Culpepper (1998:235).

The term ὄξους refers to a watered-down vinegar or cheap wine. BDAG (2000:ad loc.) notes,
“[I]t relieved thirst more effectively than water and, being cheaper than regular wine, it was a favorite
beverage of the lower ranks of society and of those in moderate circumstances (Athen. 4, 173e; Plut., Cato
Major 336 [1, 13]; Ruth 2:14), esp. of soldiers (PLond III, 1245, 9 p. 228 [357 A.D.]).”
817

818

Such obedience is part and parcel of the glorification of Jesus at the cross. Köstenberger
(2002:138) says, “According to John, Jesus is not glorified despite the cross, but through and in the cross.
Why? Because it is at the cross that Jesus is revealed as the fully obedient, dependent Son of the Father
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Accordingly, Carson (1991:619) and Beasley-Murray (1999:351) connect the ἵνα clause
of 19:28 to what follows instead of what precedes, namely, Jesus’ thirst. They see Jesus’
longing in connection to Psalm 69:21. 819 Yet Brown (1994:1072-1073) says that if one
follows this reading, then the scriptural element is not in Jesus’ actual words but in the
response provoked, the giving of vinegar to drink. Notwithstanding, Carson (1991:61920) is right to suggest:
If we grant that Jesus knew he was fulfilling this Scripture, presumably he knew
that by verbally confessing his thirst he would precipitate the soldiers’ effort to
give him some wine vinegar. In that case, the fulfillment clause could be
rendered, “Jesus, knowing that all things had been accomplished, in order to fulfil
[the] Scripture [which says ‘They . . . gave me vinegar for my thirst’] said ‘I
thirst.’” Either way, John wants to make his readers understand that every part of
Jesus’ passion was not only in the Father’s plan of redemption, but a consequence
of the Son’s direct obedience to it.
Karris (2000:110) says that Witkamp (1996) views Psalm 69:21 fulfilled in Jesus’
reception of the sponge filled with vinegar/sour wine.820 He says, “By alluding to this
psalm text, John assimilates it into his own text and context. What may have been a real
physical thirst in the situation envisioned in Psalm 69:21 is now a symbolic thirst: the
thirst to do God’s will to its nth degree and to drink the cup the Father has set out for
him.”821 Thus, in all likelihood, Jesus’ word(s) may be viewed as a prayer to finish in
death what began in his life, namely, unswerving obedience to the Father. 822 Neyrey
(2007b:310) concurs and remarks further:
Jesus’ “I thirst” should be considered a self-focused address to God that has little
to do with wine and parched lips but rather is to ensure a lively relationship with
God. . . . The “cup” he drinks, we are told, is that presented by the Father (18:11).

who faithfully accomplished his mission. At the end of his earthly life, Jesus reports back to the Father, ‘I
have brought you glory on earth by completing the work you gave me to do’ (17:4).”
819

Brown (1994:1073-74) suggests Psalm 22:16.
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Thus providing an affirmative answer to the questions raised in chapter 2 of the present work,
namely: “Various Qumran documents contain collections of hymns and psalms. Does the Fourth Gospel
draw on psalmody in its articulation or prescription of prayer?”
821
Newman and Nida (1980:591) notes, “If John is thinking of a specific Old Testament text, the
most likely reference is to Psalm 69.21: when I was thirsty, they offered me vinegar. Therefore GeCL
translates ‘in order to make the prophecy in Psalms come true.’ To make clear that the purpose clause
depends on he said, it may be necessary to change the order in the second part of the verse: Jesus said, ‘I
am thirsty.’ He said this in order to make the scripture come true.”

Koester (2007:174) writes, “Jesus lays down his life because he has been commanded to do so
by his Father, making his death an act of obedience to God (10,18c). By laying down his life to reveal his
love, Jesus pleases God, and God loves him for it (10,17a). . . . He does what his Father commands. His
death does not result from his rebellion against God but from his obedience to God.”
822
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If so, it expresses Jesus’ full obedience to drink that cup, obey the divine will, and
achieve the work for which he was sent.
But as indicated above, Jesus’ desire for full obedience to the Father would necessarily
benefit the “sheep” (10:7-11) for whom he lay down his life. Koester (2007:175)
remarks, “[B]y laying down his life Jesus showed complete obedience to God and
complete love for those who God has given him (19,30).” Thus, the end 823 (τέλος) that
the Evangelist speaks of in 13:1 anticipates Jesus’ completed work and final words in
19:30, τετέλεσται.824 Senior (2007:281) notes that Jesus’ final words signal the
completion of Jesus’ “God-given mission of revealing God’s love for the world.” 825
Painter (2007:329) notes concerning the relationship of John 13 with 19:30, “Jesus’
symbolic act of service to the disciples is of a piece with his loving them to the end . . .
that is, to death (his dying for them, 13:1). This expression also has the sense of
completeness (compare the use of τετέλεσται in 19,30). In the incarnation, the Word
became flesh for the sake of the world (6,51c) and lived a life of self-giving love to the
end of his life.” Wengst (2001:276-77) remarks:
Damit [Jesus] hatte er deutlich gemacht: In seinem Handeln und dann auch in
seinem Erleiden und Sterben vollzieht sich der Wille Gottes. In 17,4 hatte er
proleptisch von der Vollendung des Werkes gesprochen. Nun weiß er, dass es
„vollbracht“ ist. Doch nicht nur in dieser Aussage werden die genannten Stellen
aufgenommen, sondern auch darin, dass Jesus noch einmal spricht, „damit die
Schrift vollendet werde“. Es ist dies die einzige Stelle, an der Johannes statt vom
„Erfüllen“ der Schrift vom „Vollenden“ spricht. Indem er so das in 4,34; 5,36 und
17,4 gebrauchte Verb aufnimmt, zeigt er an: In der gleich erwähnten Erfüllung
der Schrift kommt nun, da Jesus am Kreuz stirbt, der in seiner Sendung sich
auswirkende Wille Gottes zum Ziel.
Thus, Jesus’ final word(s) (τετέλεσται) is a declaration of nothing less than the
fulfillment of his earthly tasks. 826 In this understanding, Jesus has proved victorious in his
obedience to the Father and his mission to secure salvation. Although Jesus’ final words
were followed by his physical death, his death brought forth eternal life for those who
believe (3:16).
823

See Senior (2007:282) for a discussion of John 15:13, ancient friendship, and Jesus’ love for

his sheep.
Beasley-Murray (1999:352) remarks, “The rendering, ‘It is finished!’ conveys only half the
meaning. For the verb τελέω fundamentally denotes ‘to carry out’ the will of somebody, whether of oneself
or another, and so to fulfill obligations or carry out religious acts. ‘It is accomplished!’ renders that aspect
of the word. Doubtless both meanings of the term, the temporal and theological, are intended here.”
824

825

See also Sadananda (2004:37) who connects τετέλεσται with John 17:4.

Thompson (2015:402) remarks, “The pronouncement that his work has been completed
appropriately summarizes both Jesus’ purposeful, willing engagement of his destiny and his inseparable
unity with God.”
826
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But on completion of Jesus’ obedience to the Father and his mission for the world, the
Evangelist notes in 19:30, καὶ κλίνας τὴν κεφαλὴν παρέδωκεν τὸ πνεῦμα. Carson
(1991:620) and Beasley-Murray (1999:353) view this statement merely in reference to
Jesus giving up his life. 827 However, Culpepper (1998:236) sees Jesus’ final action in
connection with his promise of the Spirit in the Farewell Discourse. He remarks, “The
reader has already been prepared, therefore, to understand that at the death of Jesus the
Spirit would come to guide the community of disciples after Jesus’ death. The evangelist
is subtly reminding the reader of this promise by the way he narrates the death of
Jesus.”828 Coloe (2007:847) interprets Jesus’ final statement in terms of him handing
down the promised gift of the Spirit. 829 She sees Jesus’ final act as the granting of the
Spirit, thereby “constituting the believers into a new household of God.” She says, “As
the soldiers destroy the ‘body/temple’ of Jesus, the Nazarene temple-builder is in the
process of raising up a new temple/household of God, thus fulfilling Jesus’ words,
‘destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it up.’”830 In this reading, the Spirit was
handed down to Mary the mother of Jesus and to the small group of believers gathered at
the cross. But Coloe (2001:197) is careful to note that the Evangelist does not present two
bestowals of the Spirit but rather “two moments within one hour.” 831 As such, the SpiritParaclete was granted to indwell those who were in [of] the new household of faith and to
fulfill the roles assigned by Jesus in 14:26: 15:26: and 16:13-14.
Finally, the question remains concerning whether or not the term τετέλεσται may be
viewed as a prayer to the Father. For some the answer is an obvious yes, but others may
not be convinced since Jesus’ last words contain no direct form of address (“Father”).
Accordingly, no petition is presented and no thanksgiving or adoration is offered.
However, with the Johannine emphasis on Jesus’ obedience (in life and death) to the
Father in mind, Jesus’ final words may be understood as prayerful communication
between a “superior” receiver and a “subordinate” sender (Neyrey 2007a:9). In this
reading, Jesus, the “subordinate” sender, enters into the space of prayer in order to
communicate/declare the completeness and finality of his mission to the Father, the
827
Newman and Nida (1980:592) see the view that 19:30 is a reference to the Holy Spirit as
“highly improbable.”
828

See also Bennema (2005:208).

829

In this view, John 19:37 may have its source in Zechariah 12:10, but one must also consider
Zechariah 13:1 and its reference to a “fountain opened.” Coloe (2001:198) also sees “the ministerial gift of
the Spirit being linked with the cleansing, purifying Spirit” evidenced in Jeremiah 31:34; Ezekiel 36:26, 29,
33 and Qumran 1QS, IV:20-23.
830

Coloe (2001:199) remarks concerning Jesus taking away the power of sin and drawing
humanity into the new household of God, “The prophets described this in terms of cleansing and purifying
(Ezek 36:25-27; Zech 13:1). As the Temple waters brought life and healing to the arid wasteland (Ezek
47:9-12), so Jesus came offering waters of eternal life (4:14) and rebirth (3:3, 5). Through the gift of the
Spirit at the Cross (19:30), they are constituted as the new Temple of God’s presence, so they too can offer
the world the waters of life and healing.”
831

Coloe sees unity in the hour of the crucifixion (chaps. 18-19) and the resurrection (chap. 20).
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“superior” receiver. This model accords with the nature of Jesus’ prayer in 12:27 where
he asserts boldness and fidelity to the purpose of the hour of suffering assigned to him.
Or, in other words, the “superior/subordinate” model is congruent with Jesus’ petition
that the Father’s name be glorified (12:28a) through submission to his will/purpose,
Jesus’ troubled soul notwithstanding. The Johannine Jesus is presented as the one who is
thirsty to do the will of God and to bring honor to his name. All that Jesus does is out of
submission to him. Hence, the term τετέλεσται serves as a prayer through which Jesus
affirms that this purpose is now completed.
What about other possibilities? Did Jesus offer these words as a personal declaration for
his own benefit? In this writer’s estimation, such a suggestion is possible but not probable
since the textual evidence is substantially lacking. However, this is not to say that Jesus’
prayer was merely offered to the Father without benefit to those gathered at the cross. His
final words may have been issued to inform believers that, in light of the completeness of
his mission, they are now qualified to be dwelling places of the Spirit and carriers of his
name. The finality of Jesus’ words, then, might naturally evoke a sense of anticipation for
the approaching “day” when their sorrow would turn to joy and they would be able to
approach the Father directly in Jesus’ name (16:20-23).
Summary and Conclusions
First, the following questions were raised in chapter 2 of the present work: “Penner
demonstrates that Jewish prayers were spontaneous, but oftentimes offered in conjunction
with the timing of the sacrificial enterprise. Does the Fourth Gospel make this
connection? How does prayer and sacrifice relate in the Fourth Gospel?” In light of
Penner’s (2012) research, it is possible, but not provable, that worshippers who saw a link
between sacrifice/incense and prayer may have viewed Jesus’ death as the means by
which their prayers would become effectual. Although the Fourth Gospel does not make
this connection in such precise terms, it does highlight the completion of Jesus’ mission
as the key to the answered prayer and the performance of “greater works” (John 14:2-3,
12-14). Although the terminology of sacrifice is not used in 19:30, the evidence above
suggests that Jesus’ final words on the cross were offered in the context of his completed
mission (14:2-3; 17:1; etc.). Since his work is complete, effectual prayer is now possible
for those who approach the Father in his name (16:16-24).
Second, the Fourth Gospel offers a unique but complimentary account of the final
moments of Jesus’ life. By associating certain events from the cross-event with the
Passover festival, the Evangelist draws attention to Jesus as the one who, on the basis of
fidelity to the Father and love for his sheep, emancipates believers from slavery to sin. By
virtue of Jesus’ obedience, believers are afforded the privileges of becoming
members/children of the new household of God and possessors of both the Spirit of God
and the name of Jesus. As they pray in his name, the works of the Father/Jesus are
performed through them (14:12-14) and the Father is glorified.
Accordingly, the following questions were raised in chapter 2 of the present work and are
relevant in the present discussion: “In light of the destruction of the first temple and the
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abolition of cultic sacrifice, the synagogue participants were transformed into a praying
community. What is the scope of prayer in the Fourth Gospel? Is prayer presented as a
private or communal activity?” While communal prayer is not prescribed in the Fourth
Gospel, it is certainly not precluded. In light of the analysis performed in previous
chapters, the Synoptic accounts reveal that Jesus prayed both in public and in private. Yet
the Johannine examples above, in particular, reveal the public nature of Jesus’ prayer life.
As indicated, Jesus did not pray/speak out loud for his sake, but for the sake of those
watching and listening. Thus, once again, it is plausible to suggest that Jesus’ prayer had
didactic value for disciples who approached the Father in Jesus’ name and on the basis of
his example. In light of Jesus’ final public prayer and the destruction of his body on the
cross (John 2:19), a new temple/household was created. Thus, it is possible, but not
provable, that believers were inspired to offer communal prayer within and in the
presence of this newly formed household of faith.
Finally, the evidence above demonstrates that Jesus’ final words, “I thirst” and “It is
finished,” are best viewed as prayers through which Jesus declares his desire for
obedience to the will of the Father and proclaims the completion of his mission,
respectively. Thus, it may be plausible to suggest that Jesus’ words in 19:28, 30 serve as
a model for the disciples who would face hardship in the approaching hour (16:2-4). As
Jesus thirsted to do the will of the Father, so the disciples may thirst to do the will of the
Father, both in life and in death. As Jesus, through a short prayer in 19:30, declared that
his mission was complete, so the disciples, through the means of prayer and obedience to
his will, may offer a similar declaration upon completing the works the Father assigned to
them.
Jesus’ Prayer: John 17
In John 17 the Evangelist provides the longest prayer that is recorded in the Gospel
accounts. Since much scholarly attention has been given to this chapter, this writer will
not repeat or summarize in detail what has been stated elsewhere. Rather, what follows is
an overview of the formal aspects of Jesus’ prayer, a brief outline of specific themes that
appear within the prayer, and a laconic overview of the prayer in light of Neyrey’s
general characteristics of prayer.
The Setting
Jesus’ prayer is issued subsequent to his farewell address but prior to his departure with
his disciples across the Kidron Valley to the garden where he is arrested (John 18:1-12).
Jesus is the Logos (1:1, 14), who came from God and is about to return to God after his
glorification on the cross. Thus, the theological implications of this prayer center on what
has been and what is yet to be accomplished through Jesus’ mission. 832 Its practical
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See Culpepper (1998:219).
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outcome centers on the continuation of Jesus’ ministry via disciples/believers for whom
he offers prayer.833
The Structure
Jesus’ prayer does not appear in logical, linear sequence. Rather, it presents a cyclical
movement of themes that repeat and expand in content and expression. 834 Dodd
(1953:417) notes, “The prayer gathers up much of what has been said, both in the Book
of Signs and in the Farewell Discourse, and presupposes everywhere the total picture of
Christ and his work. . . . Almost every verse contains echoes.” Yet, the prayer does
contain a basic, straightforward structure. While numerous suggestions have been put
forth,835 Carson (1991:553) following Beasley-Murray836 and Schnackenburg offers one
of the more straightforward examples in the following outline of John 17:
1. Jesus prays for his glorification (17:1-5)
2. Jesus prays for his disciples (17:6-19)
a. Jesus’ grounds for this prayer (17:6-11a)
b. Jesus prays that his disciples may be protected (17:11b-16)
c. Jesus prays that his disciples will be sanctified (17:17-19)
3. Jesus prays for all who believe (17:20-23)
4. Jesus prays that all believers may be perfected so as to see Jesus’ glory (17:24-26)
The Nature of Jesus’ Prayer
While John chapter 17 has received thorough scholarly engagement, 837 the present task
involves reiterating that Jesus’ prayer is the natural outworking of his relationship with
the Father; a relationship that has been explicated throughout the Fourth Gospel and
examined in some detail in this dissertation. The nature of the Father-Son relationship is
833

See Diehl (2007:152-56) for a discussion of the setting of Jesus’ prayer.
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See Countryman (1997:224).
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See Diehl (2007:137-51) for a helpful, thorough overview. See also Newman and Nida
(1980:523-24); Karris (2000:105-6); Maloney (1998:104-6).
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See also Beasley-Murray (1999:295) for an overview of structural suggestions.
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See Moule ([1907] 1978); Dodd (1953:417-23); Thüsing (1962); Käsemann (1968); Brown
(1970:737-82); Barrett (1978:499-515); Hunter (1979:189-360); Carson (1980:173-207); Newman and
Nida (1980:523-48); Brodie (1993:505-18); Haenchen (1984b:150-59); Turner ([1990] 2002:77-80);
Becker (1991:608-31); Witherington (1995:266-71); Cullmann (1997:140-45); Countryman (1997:222-27);
Rosenblatt (1998:131-44); Beasley-Murray (1999:291-307); Culpepper (1998:219-21); Maloney
(1998:102-26); Schenke (1998:320-28); Karris (2000:103-107); Lincoln (2001:160-72); Wengst
(2001:188-209); Keener (2003:1050-64); Sadananda (2004:133-49); Neyrey (2007b:284-88); Michaels
(2010:856-82); Von Wahlde (2010a:714-43); Beutler (2013:450-60); Thyen (2015:675-96); Millar
(2016:180-83); and Schnelle (2016:333-39).
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congruent with Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer, which states that prayerful
communication presumes a prior relationship between oneself and God. In the case of
Jesus’ prayer in John 17, the relationship between the Father and Son is eternal (17:5, 24)
but manifests in time and space. In particular, as chapter 17 opens, the Evangelist
provides the intimate details concerning the nature of Jesus’ communication with the
Father in light of Jesus’ hour of suffering/glorification. Lincoln (2001:170-71) says, “As
his death approaches, Jesus is presented as baring his heart to his Father, about the future
of his cause in the world. He has already given instructions about the future to his
disciples. But now he turns that future over to God.”
But it is necessary to note that his prayer is not merely a prayer per se; it contains didactic
value. Turner ([1990] 2002:77) notes, “It is better seen as a revelatory discourse (the
disciples are intended to hear it and learn from it; it is not merely petition).” Since
chapter 17 is framed in a manner that reveals the Father-Son relationship, it is no surprise
to see the following theological themes/actions in Jesus’ prayer: his dependence on the
Father (v. 1), his obedience to the Father (vv. 4, 6, 12), the revelation of the Father
through the Son (vv. 8, 14, 22, 26), and his completion of the Father’s work/mission
(v. 4). These elements are theological recapitulations of Jesus’ ministry in general and his
earlier prayers to the Father in particular (6:11; 11:41-42; 12:27-28). As such, Jesus’
prayer in chapter 17 provides the theological content and the emotional sentiment that
believers may utilize and express as they offer prayer to the Father in Jesus’ name (14:1314; 15:16; 16:23-24).
As seen in chapter 17, much of Jesus’ prayer highlights the work that he has completed
(17:4. 6, 8, 12, 14, 22, 26), which portrays him as the obedient Son of the Father par
excellence. Yet, chapter 17 also includes petitions concerning the present and future. For
example, Jesus prays that the disciples will be kept in the Father’s name and that they
will be one (v. 11); he prays that the disciples will be kept from the evil one (v. 15); he
asks that the Father sanctify them in truth (v. 17); he prays that all believers will
experience oneness (vv. 20-21), and he prays that believers will be with him and that they
will see his glory (v. 24). Each petition is congruent with key theological themes that
appear within the Farewell Discourse. 838 For example, the concept of oneness assumes
faith in Jesus (14:1, 12), the necessity of remaining in Jesus (15:1-7), and friendship with
Jesus (15:14-15). Also, being kept from the evil one is compatible with the theme of “the
ruler of this world” (14:30). Since the evil one has no hold on Jesus, it is natural for Jesus
to pray that his disciples will be free of his hold. Further, being sanctified in truth is
conceptually/practically congruent with knowing the truth (14:6), being indwelt by the
Spirit of truth (14:17, 26), bearing witness to the truth (15:26-27), and being guided in(to)
all truth (16:13-14).
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Further points of theological congruency are seen in the following examples: The disciples
“know” the Son and the Father (cf. 17:3 with 14:5-11). The disciples, like Jesus, are to “glorify” the Father
(cf. 17:10 and 13:31-32 with 14:13; 15:8). The disciples are to keep the Father’s “word” and manifest
God’s “name” (cf. 17:6, 8 with 14:13-14; 15:4-7, 10, 16; 16:23-24, 26). The disciples will have “joy” (cf.
17:13 with 15:11; 16:22, 24). The disciples will experience the “love” of the Father (cf. 17:26 with 14:21;
15:8-10; 16:27).
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Finally, the theme of Jesus sending the disciples into the world (17:18) is linked to their
mission of performing greater works (14:12-13) and bearing much fruit (15:8). Thus, the
missiological content of chapter 17 looks backward, but it also looks forward to the
fulfillment of God’s mission through the disciples. In keeping with Neyrey’s (2007a:9)
basic definition of prayer, Jesus’ prayer assumes a “subordinate/superior” relationship
that seeks “to have some effect on the person with whom the prayer communicates; that
is, it seeks results . . . petitions for goods and services or as maintenance of
relationships.” In the case of chapter 17, the nature of the “results” centers on the
completion of God’s mission and the glorification of his name.
Summary and Conclusions
As noted above, Jesus’ lengthy prayer elucidates the nature of the Father-Son
relationship. However, not only does this prayer provide an inside glimpse of the nature
of Jesus’ communication with the Father, but it also has didactic value for
disciples/believers who will further Jesus’ mission in his absence. As Jesus looked to
heaven in dependence on the Father, so the disciples must depend on God in prayer. As
Jesus could do nothing on his own, so the disciples could do nothing on their own. As
Jesus brought glory to the Father, so the disciples must seek to pray and live in a manner
that brings glory to God. As Jesus performed the works of the Father and communicated
the words of the Father, so the disciples must seek to make God known in their works and
words. As Jesus remained in the Father, so the disciples must remain in him. In the final
analysis, Jesus’ prayer for the disciples is one of the primary means through which these
ends are accomplished. As such, a juxtaposition of John chapters 14-17 demonstrates that
Jesus did not merely instruct his disciples concerning how to pray in his absence but also
sealed his instruction with prayer to the Father on their behalf. Since the Father (the
“superior” receiver) always hears Jesus (the “subordinate” sender), the disciples/believers
for whom Jesus prays may rest assured that such prayers will be answered (Neyrey,
2007a:9).
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Chapter 7

Concluding Synthesis and Systematic
Description of Prayer
The previous five chapters of this dissertation have been dedicated to analyzing the topic
of prayer. By utilizing Neyrey’s general definition of prayer as a heuristic aid, I have
sought to analyze the Johannine prayer materials, specifically those located within the
Farewell Discourse, with secondary attention given to the prayers of Jesus in the Fourth
Gospel. Accordingly, with consideration to the surrounding Jewish, Greco-Roman, and
Christian traditions, the present work has aimed at drawing forth and establishing the
unique contributions made by the Fourth Evangelist to the topic of prayer. Further,
specific questions were raised in chapter 2 that served to sensitize the reader to the prayer
materials that would be examined in subsequent chapters. As such, the literary and
exegetical labor performed in chapters 3-6 of the present work yields numerous
conclusions that helps one determine how prayer functions in the Farewell Discourse.
Therefore, the first major phase of this work involved opening up possibilities within the
text. The last phase involves bringing the materials together to form a specific profile of
prayer. Hence, in the pages that follow, I will complete the final phase of this dissertation
by offering a systematic description of prayer from the Farewell Discourse. In doing so, I
will seek to resolve my research problem that centers on determining the function of
prayer within John 14-16.
Yet in order to complete this task, it is necessary to bring together various elements that
describe why prayer is necessary, where it takes place, what it consists of, and what its
specific results are. In brief, the need remains to answer the question(s) posed by Neyrey
(2007a:10), namely “Who says what to whom, when, how, and why?” As will be shown,
the topic of prayer, like other themes, does not appear in a vacuum. Rather, the topic is
embedded within a matrix of theological and historical themes that establish the necessity
of prayer and elucidate its role and function. In brief, such themes, when carefully
considered, provide existential and theological justification for the need to communicate
with God and make requests to him. Moreover, although the following synthesis will
focus on prayer within chapters 14-16, it will also consider how the prayers of Jesus and
the religious traditions examined in the present work provide further insight into the topic
under investigation.
A Profile of Prayer
The first research question provided in the introduction of the present work states, “What
is the relationship between the prayer tradition of the Fourth Gospel and the traditions
that surround it (i.e., Greco-Roman, Jewish, and Christian)?” The answer outlined
directly below brings together and briefly states key similarities and differences that have
been elucidated throughout this dissertation. When relevant, the summary that follows
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will interact with and further discuss how such similarities and differences further
enhance one’s view of Johannine prayer.
A juxtaposition of Greco-Roman, Jewish, Christian, and Johannine prayer traditions
reveals notable similarities. For example, each tradition places an emphasis on the
necessity and efficacy of prayer. Each tradition provides relational space wherein the God
(or gods) is willing to hear prayer. Each one assumes the involvement of a “subordinate”
sender who communicates to a “superior” receiver (Neyrey, 2007a:9). Each maintains
that prayer is not viewed as mere casual communication with God, but that it seeks for
the achievement of a specific “result” from God. Each allows for a variety of genres of
prayer including but not limited to: petition, adoration, contrition, or thanksgiving. Each
tradition stresses the importance of the name of the God (or gods) being addressed.
Finally, in each tradition the worshipper may communicate with God (or gods) in a wide
variety of physical spaces. In these respects, then, one sees similarity among the
aforementioned religious traditions. Such similarities do not demonstrate dependence but
simply show a degree of overlap in the presuppositions of prayer.
However, each prayer tradition differs in notable respects. For example, Jewish,
Christian, and Johannine religions are monotheistic, whereas Greco-Roman religion is
polytheistic. The former religions prescribe prayer to one God, while the latter religious
traditions prescribe prayer to numerous gods. The former traditions locate prayer in the
context of a faithful relationship, while the latter tradition allows for prayer to occur
outside of a committed relationship on an as-needed basis. Greco-Roman prayer often
stresses the necessity of offering precise wordings in prayer (i.e., magical prayer),
whereas Johannine prayer may be offered in one’s own words as long as his words are in
conformity to Jesus’ will and issued in Jesus’ name. In a Greco-Roman paradigm the
gods must be petitioned to come near, whereas the Fourth Gospel justifies prayer on the
basis of the one who has come near via the Paraclete. Thus, when contrasting Jewish and
Christian prayer, the most obvious distinction is that prayer is not issued to God
generally, but through Jesus, the Messiah, particularly. Jewish prayer is often tied to the
temple and/or synagogue, while Johannine prayer is tied to Jesus, the new temple.
Matthew and Luke portray prayer as being directed to the Father; the Fourth Gospel
portrays prayer as being issued to God in Jesus’ name. While examples may be
multiplied, these distinctions elucidate the uniqueness of Johannine prayer that will be
expounded further in the discussion that follows. But first it is necessary to discuss why
prayer is necessary.
The Situation of Prayer: Why Prayer Is Necessary
In the present work Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition of prayer has been utilized to analyze
the topic of prayer as it appears in various religious texts. As such, Neyrey’s definition
has served to make explicit what is often left implicit in one’s examination of the nature
of prayer. That is, it highlights vital components of the context, content, and function of
prayer that are often taken for granted but serve as the prerequisite for the act of prayer as
communication. Most notably, the first component of his definition states, “The sender of
the prayer, a person or group. Their sending of a communication presumes a prior
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relationship between themselves and God.” This statement highlights the context where
prayer takes place, namely, relationship. 839 Both Jewish and Christian prayer traditions
present God as initiating the formation of a relationship with certain persons. In this
relational model, God not only speaks through his word, but he provides the space where
he may be spoken to via prayer. It is within relational space with God that persons may
voice their concerns and requests to God. Therefore, it may be said that relationship
makes prayer possible. Prayer to God, then, in turn functions as the means by which
one’s relationship with God becomes living, vibrant, and dynamic. Thus, in the Jewish
and Christian traditions, without a relationship with God, prayer to God is not possible.
On the other hand, without prayer to God one cannot maintain a meaningful relationship
with God since the very nature of relationship requires the exchange of ideas, desires,
petitions, and emotions.
Yet in many instances, prayer is not casual communication with God. Rather, prayer is
offered by a “subordinate” sender to a “superior” receiver in order to obtain specific
“results” (Neyrey, 2007a:9). Thus, prayer is goal-oriented. For example, Greek prayer
was offered to obtain aid from the gods, most notably in the form of a variety of goods
and services that were required given the worshipper’s current situation. In brief, in this
model of prayer the gods are not petitioned for the sake of dialogue or relational
intimacy, but rather for the good of the Empire and/or the gain of the individual (Jeffers
1999:90-91). In a Jewish paradigm, prayer was offered to voice complaint and offer
petitions to God in hope of a favorable response (Hab 1:2-4; Neh 1:1-11). But prayers of
praise and/or thanksgiving may be issued in response to what God has done, or in some
cases, in anticipation of what he will do. The psalmist praises God for his works in
creation and for his consideration of mankind (Ps 8:1-4). Accordingly, he thanks God for
deliverance, mercy, pardon, and his goodness toward the people of God (Pss 103-7; 118;
138, etc.). In the Fourth Gospel Jesus offers thanks to the Father before the multiplication
of the loaves and fish (John 6:11). He likewise thanks the Father for always hearing him
before raising Lazarus from death (11:41). In both instances, prayer was offered to thank
God for his response to the crisis at hand. Hence, while relational space with God
provides the justification for prayer, the person’s circumstances define the nature of his
prayer. While prayer may be defined as communication with God, generally, the content
of such communication is forged on the basis of the demands or requirements of one’s
immediate situation.
With this general framework in mind, understanding the role of prayer in the Farewell
Discourse necessarily involves ascertaining the historical situation that makes it
necessary. As noted, Jesus’ speech began in the upper room as he announced his betrayal
839

While the concept of relationship is a basic axiom of Judeo-Christian prayer, Greco-Roman
religion, on the other hand, precludes the necessity of a prior relationship for prayer to be issued.
Notwithstanding, Greek prayer does allow for certain relational dynamics to be expressed. In most cases,
one does not seek an audience with the gods for the sake of casual dialogue but for his practical benefit.
Further, Greco-Roman prayer differs from Christian prayer in the sense that the gods must be petitioned to
come near to do something for the worshipper, whereas the Johannine materials, in particular, pray in light
of the God who has come to be in the worshipper. In this model, being in the believer provides the basis for
one being in relationship with God.
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and subsequent departure (13:36-38). Although the disciples were not definitively clear
concerning the nature of Jesus’ departure, their emotional sentiment (14:1) indicates that
they experienced a sense of apprehension and reservation in light of Jesus’
announcement. As Jews, the disciples could naturally pray to God and expect him to
answer accordingly. However, in light of the incarnation, a new situation has developed.
Jesus is the Logos (1:1, 14) sent from God, who claimed to be the way, and the truth, and
the life (14:6). To have seen Jesus is to have seen the Father. To have seen the works that
Jesus performed was to have witnessed the Father working in the disciples’ midst (14:910). To have conversed with Jesus was to have conversed with God. Therefore, most
problematic is the question concerning how the disciples were to carry on in light of
Jesus’ absence. How will the disciples communicate with God? What will they
communicate to God? How will discipleship continue? How will they perform Jesus’
works and bear fruit for God? How will they endure their own hour of hardship and
tribulation? How will the mission of God be accomplished? How will they bring glory to
God?
It may be tempting to posit prayer as the immediate answer to the questions raised above.
This present work has asserted that prayer is the means by which one may communicate
with God and achieve specific results. However when approaching the Farewell
Discourse, the Evangelist does not place immediate stress on the topic of prayer, but
rather locates prayer within a larger matrix of themes that make it relevant. Particularly,
the dominant theme of the Farewell Discourse centers on the necessity of being in and
remaining in a relationship with God, Jesus’ absence notwithstanding. As such, the
Evangelist indicates that Jesus will depart, but the disciples’ relationship with God will
not be disrupted. Instead it will rather undergo a fundamental reorientation in and around
the glorified Jesus, who brokers access to God. The emphasis placed on Jesus provides a
distinct point of divergence from Greco-Roman and Jewish prayer traditions. In the
Johannine model, the solution to one’s problems is not prayer, generally, but prayer that
is offered in the context of a relationship with Jesus, particularly. Since Jesus brokers
access to God, then a relationship with Jesus guarantees a response from God. In sum, the
Johannine God will “do” (14:13-14) anything for the one who is “in” him (15:4-7). The
synthesis below will explicate how a relationship with Jesus is maintained in light of his
absence.
The New Location of Worship: Where Is Prayer Offered?
The Space of Prayer
The following question was raised in chapter 2 of the present work: “What is the
Johannine sentiment toward worship in light of particular geographical locales?”
Throughout the Fourth Gospel, the disciples’ communication with Jesus involved normal
aspects of human interaction, namely: speaking, seeing, and hearing (John 1:38; 6:32;
11:6; etc.). And it was within the context of relational space with Jesus where questions
were raised and answers were provided (3:4-5; 13:6-20; 21:21-22). But the nature of this
space was altered on Jesus’ departure. They no longer had access to Jesus in the flesh. So
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how could their relationship with Jesus continue? The Evangelist’s solution to the
problem of Jesus’ physical absence centers on the indwelling of God’s presence through
the Paraclete. As indicated in 14:2, the Father’s house has many “rooms.” Some scholars
relegate this so-called space to heaven, but this interpretation is too restrictive. Following
Coloe (2009:375), “[I]n the Hebrew Scriptures, ‘my father’s house’ always means the
group of people who make up the household [or home], such as the family and servants,
or even the future descendants.” If this interpretation is correct, then Jesus departed to
prepare the disciples who would occupy and comprise the Father’s house on earth (but
also inevitably in heaven). Thus, the disciples would become the dwelling place of God
via the Spirit-Paraclete, who would come to be in and with the disciples (14:17). By
virtue of the indwelling presence of the Spirit, believers have access to Jesus and the
Father. Hence, the presence of God will be brokered/mediated through the SpiritParaclete, as well as the necessary provision that accompanies his presence in the form of
education, conviction, and so forth (14:26; 15:26; 16:8-11, 13). In this model the
Paraclete perpetuates one’s relationship with Jesus and provides the space in which
communication with God/Jesus may continue. And because God is always present in this
space, one can have confidence that he is always listening and willing to respond to one’s
prayers. Therefore, the Evangelist labors to demonstrate that the disciples should not fear
relational distance with Jesus or the consequences thereof. Jesus will not only be present
via the Spirit, but his name will be present on the lips of every disciple who approaches
God.
Furthermore, the concept of relational space with Jesus is highlighted in chapter 15, albeit
in different terminology. As in the case of chapter 14, the primacy of physical space is
precluded in the Evangelist’s discussion in chapter 15. Rather, the disciples are portrayed
as branches who must remain in relationship with Jesus, the vine (15:1-6). The very act
of remaining in relational space with Jesus ensures that the nourishing sap of the vine
permeates the disciple-branches (15:5). As believers remain in Jesus and Jesus’ words
remain in them, they may ask for anything they wish and they will have it (15:7). Thus,
once again, remaining in the vine, not in a physical structure, is the key to effectual
praying and fruit bearing. Yet the Evangelist is careful to highlight the necessity of
remaining in the vine by faith. If one fails to remain, he is like a branch that has been
severed from the vine and will be burned (15:6). The consequence is that his prayers will
not be answered and no fruit will be produced (15:4-6). In order to be successful in
prayer, then, one must successfully remain in Jesus. This model of prayer assumes that
God is not obligated to answer anyone’ s prayers, generally, but only prayers that are
offered from faithful believers, particularly. Such prayers are forged in the relational
context where Jesus’ words and will form the very fabric of one’s prayer requests. Hence,
relational closeness, intimacy, and faithfulness are the keys to understanding prayer in the
Farewell Discourse. Once again, without a relationship with Jesus, prayer is not possible.
On the other hand, without prayer, a fruit-bearing relationship is not possible. Therefore,
the Evangelist is careful to uphold the importance of both dynamics throughout the
discourse.
Finally, the Fourth Gospel indicates that in light of the incarnation, worship is no longer
tied to a particular city (Jerusalem) or structure (the temple), but it occurs in Spirit and
truth (John 4:23-24). As such, worship that the Father accepts is that which is offered on
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the basis of the Son who reveals God’s truth to the world. And those who have faith in
Jesus (14:1) become the new dwelling places of God. Although temple imagery is not
explicitly present in chapters 14-16, certain elements may be present in the background.
As seen in chapter 2 of the present work, the first and second temples were the
metaphorical dwelling places of God and the places where sacrifice was offered. The
temple that bore God’s name was the structure from which prayers were channeled
heavenward to God (1 Kgs 8:17-19, 20, 29). As such, an informal connection between
prayer and the temple was established over the course of time. Penner has shown
convincingly that certain Jews believed that prayer in connection with sacrifice in the
temple increased the efficacy of their prayers. If this was the perception of Jews in the
first century generally, then access to Jesus, the new temple (John 2:19-20), may have
been viewed as the necessary requirement for increasing the efficacy of one’s prayers.
Theoretically, this may have been the perception after the fall of Jerusalem and the
destruction of the temple in 70 CE. Much like the physical structure of the temple, Jesus’
physical body was no longer present after his ascension. Yet one could approach the
space of prayer as he stood in relationship with the risen Jesus. Therefore, prayer would
be heard by virtue of Jesus’ preparatory work (i.e., death as sacrifice, 19:30) and by
virtue of all that Jesus’ name represents. Free outpouring of the heart may be offered to
God apart from the physical temple, but not apart from Jesus, the new temple. He is the
conduit through which prayer is offered heavenward to the Father. Thus, disciples who
remain in Jesus stand in relational proximity to God and are therefore beneficiaries of that
relationship. The synthesis that follows explicates the nature and function of prayer
within the context of a relationship with Jesus.
The Timing and Posture of Prayer
The following question was raised in chapter 2 of the present analysis: “Both the Shema
and Tefillah were prayed at certain times of the day. According to the Fourth Gospel,
what time of day should prayer occur?” As far as the Farewell Discourse is concerned,
prayer is not tied to fixed times or liturgical sequence. Rather, the Evangelist portrays
prayer as an act of communication that may take place at any time. Since prayer is tied to
the mission of God, it may be offered whenever one desires since the mission of God will
not be finally completed until the Parousia. Since God is always working (John 5:17), the
disciples should never cease praying. As they offer prayer in Jesus’ name and according
to the indwelling word, greater works will be performed and much fruit will be produced.
Therefore, in the context of John 14-15, prayer in connection with the temple (or any
physical space) is a moot point. Rather than prayer being offered in the temple, the
Fourth Evangelist highlights prayer as taking place in the context of one’s relationship
with Jesus, the vine. One may pray at any place and at any time as long as he prays
according to the mandates outlined by the Evangelist.
Further, as noted in chapter 2 of the present work, Jewish prayer/worship was offered in
various postures and positions. For example, when praying the Tefillah/Amidah, the
worshipper stood with his or her feet together and prayed toward Jerusalem/the temple.
The biblical record indicates that Joshua fell on the ground before God (Josh 7:6). Moses
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bowed his head to the earth (Exod 34:8). Solomon stood before the altar of the LORD and
spread out his hands (2 Chr 6:12). Concerning prayer in the NT: before Jesus performed a
miracle he looked up toward heaven, most presumably in an attitude of prayer (Mark
7:34). In other cases he knelt down to pray (Luke 22:41). Finally, we are told Jesus fell
on his face and prayed (Matt 26:39).
As such, one’s posture of prayer is revealing. Bowing down conveys a sense of humility
before God and dependence on God. Looking up toward heaven conveys a sense of
acknowledgement of where one’s help comes from. Interestingly, in the context of the
Farewell Discourse, the Evangelist does not prescribe a particular posture or stance in
prayer. While Jesus is portrayed as looking toward heaven in his address to the Father in
John 17:1, Jesus does not prescribe this posture as mandatory for believers who offer
prayer in his name. Although such a posture may be assumed out of respect, it should not
be assumed out of necessity. By virtue of the indwelling presence of the Father and Son
through the Spirit-Paraclete, God is particularly immanent, that is, he is present in
relational space with believers. Thus, one may bow down or look up to heaven in prayer,
under the condition that he acknowledges that God is not merely above him, but most
specifically within him. Moreover, a worshipper need not face toward one particular city
in prayer (i.e., the Tefillah/Amidah). Instead he or she may face any direction since
salvation is offered to the entire world (3:16; 4:42; etc.). In brief, prayer in the Farewell
Discourse is less about a physical place or posture than it is about a relational place and
the theological privileges granted to believers.
Finally, one’s posture in prayer is largely determined by one’s presuppositions
concerning the one being addressed in prayer. As noted throughout the present work,
Johannine prayer occurs in relational space that is occupied by subordinate (human) and
superior (divine) parties. Neyrey (2007a:9) says that “the receiver of the prayer is the
person perceived as supporting, maintaining, and controlling the order of existence of the
one praying, which presupposes a superior/subordinate relationship.” This element of
Neyrey’s definition draws attention to the nature and ability of the one praying, as well as
the one being prayed to. Theoretically, depending on one’s religious presuppositions, one
may view prayer as simply a means by which dialogue occurs between equal parties. Of
course, in this understanding Neyrey’s definition loses its relevance. However, prayer
within each of the religious traditions examined in this dissertation is offered from the
lesser party to the greater party, from the weaker member to the stronger member, from
the “subordinate” sender to the “superior” receiver. 840 This is clearly the case with prayer
Neyrey’s definition provides the proper context wherein one offers prayers of petition,
adoration, contrition, and/or thanksgiving. Each of these genres of prayer is congruent with the
superior/subordinate framework. For example, prayer of petition assumes that the receiver of prayer is
superior and is therefore able to grant one’s request. Adoration and thanksgiving is the proper response to
answered prayer and rightly focuses on esteeming the one who granted the request. Finally, prayer of
lament is the natural emotional response one may feel when unfortunate circumstances coalesce with
unanswered prayer. Yet the very act of praying assumes that one is dependent on a superior receiver to hear
and grant his request. Furthermore, lament is also indicative of one’s emotional state that may drive him to
prayer. Such is the case with Nehemiah, the psalmists, and most notably, Jesus, who wept over Lazarus’
death. In brief, while words of petition, adoration, contrition, and thanksgiving may be offered among
equals, they are best understood and applied in the context of relational subordination and superiority.
840
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within the Jewish and Christian traditions, but it is also seen in Greco-Roman prayer
where petitions are offered to gods who are like men, but superior to them in notable
respects. Notwithstanding, the act of petitioning conveys a sense of vulnerability and
dependency on the part of the worshipper.
As seen in the Lord’s Prayer (Matt 6:9; Luke 11:2), Jesus says that one is to approach
God as Father, that is, the head of the family; he is the one who provides for his children
and cares for them. Further, although God is like a father, his dwelling space is in heaven
and should therefore be addressed with honor and reverence. The superior nature of the
Father is highlighted throughout the Gospels, but is most particularly typified in the
Fourth Gospel where Jesus is presented as the one who can do nothing without the Father
(5:19, 30; 14:10-11). Jesus thanks the Father, petitions the Father, and looks upward to
the Father in prayer. By doing so, Jesus is the obedient/dependent son par excellence.
Yet Neyrey’s definition not only elucidates the nature of Jesus’ prayer to the Father, but it
also serves as a foundational basis for understanding the disciples’ prayers to the Father.
The Fourth Gospel presents Jesus as the new place of worship. In the OT, one may
approach God on the basis of a relationship established by faith in Yahweh. But the
Fourth Evangelist indicates that relational access to the “superior” receiver (the Father) is
predicated on one’s belief in the Word-made-flesh-mediator (Jesus). In this model the
“subordinate” sender (disciple) may freely offer prayer to “superior” receiver (the Father)
as he remains in relationship with the Son. In the final analysis, Neyrey’s definition,
when applied in the context of the Fourth Gospel, serves to elucidate the demarcation of
prayer (Ostmeyer, 2009): just as Jesus (the “subordinate” sender) could do nothing
without his Father (the “superior” receiver), so the disciples could do nothing except
through prayer as they approach the Father in their mediator’s name (16:23-24). As such,
a relationship with Jesus provides the relational space where prayer is offered and results
are produced. The nature of such results will be discussed further below.
The Substance of Prayer: What Is the Content of Prayer?
Prayer in Jesus’ Name
With the above synthesis in mind, it is necessary to highlight the particular substance of
prayer as indicated in John 14-16. First, the Evangelist prescribes that prayer be offered
in Jesus’ name (14:13-14; 15:16; 16:23). In ancient culture, an individual’s name was a
symbol for personal identity, status, and character. For the Jews, the name of God was a
symbol for his nature, character, and glory. As such, God’s name appears throughout the
OT in various contexts and is associated with the terms “I am.” Yet as the Logos, Jesus’
mission is relational and revelational in nature. By using the phraseology “I am,” 841 Jesus
connected his person and work to Yahweh. By performing signs, Jesus revealed his
power and glory. In the incarnation, Jesus revealed his identity as the only Son who has
always existed with the Father (1:1, 18). By taking on the role of rabbi (1:38, 49; 3:2;
841

See John 6:35, 48, 51; 8:12; 9:5; 10:7, 9, 11, 14; 11:25; 14:6; 15:1.
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4:31; 6:25; 9:2; 11:8), Jesus revealed his intention to instruct. By laying down his life on
a cross (19:16-30), Jesus revealed his role as a good shepherd (10:11, 14). Thus, Jesus
came to reveal, not conceal. So when a person prays in Jesus’ name, he is praying on the
basis of what that name symbolizes, namely God’s person, authority, and mission.
The following questions were raised in chapter 2 of the present work: “In Psalm 8, the
psalmist extols the LORD’s name through prayer/hymn. Does the Fourth Gospel link
prayer and praise together? If so, how is God’s name involved?” As noted, the OT refers
to prayers of thanksgiving and praise for the name of God (Ps 69:30; 148:13; etc.). The
NT evidence suggests that the Father’s name was to be hallowed (Matt 6:9; Luke 11:2).
Jesus glorified the Father by manifesting his name to the disciples (John 17:6, 26). He
further offered praise to the Father, “Lord of heaven and earth” (Luke 10:21). Yet one
may wonder why the Evangelist does not prescribe prayers of praise to Jesus. While there
are no direct injunctions of this genre, it is possible that prayer in his name may function
as shorthand praise for his name. Thus, one may pray: “Father, in Jesus’ name I ask that
you will enable me to love the world as you have loved me.” As such, in light of Jesus’
promises to do whatever one requests in his name, this simple prayer may be viewed as a
prayer of petition and praise/thanksgiving since the results are guaranteed. In other
words, by offering petitions according to Jesus’ will and on the basis of his name, one
may be asking God and thanking him at the same time since he is convinced that his
prayers cannot fail.
Accordingly, one may praise and/or thank Jesus by the usage of his name, not merely for
the promised results that prayer in his name yields, but for the person that his name
represents (“I am”). And the granting of such honor to the Son does not minimize or
diminish one’s honor for the Father since the Father is glorified in the Son (14:13). In
essence, glorifying the Son’s name is analogous to glorifying the Father’s name since
they are one (10:30).
Prayer and Jesus’ Word
The following question was raised in chapter 2 of the present analysis: “In Greco-Roman
prayer, exactness of speech and precision of wording were essential when addressing the
gods. Does the Fourth Gospel prescribe a formal approach of prayer according to certain
words?” In John 15:7, the Evangelist indicates that one must remain in Jesus and that
Jesus’ words must remain in the believer in order for prayer to be effectual. But
remaining in Jesus involves more than mere profession of faith in him, but necessarily
involves total commitment to him and his words (6:66-69; 8:31). When the condition of
loyalty to remain/dwell is met, the words of Jesus shape the trajectory of one’s entire life.
Thus, the believer will not merely pray in Jesus’ name, but he or she will pray in a manner
that is consistent with Jesus’ words and self-revelation. Jesus’ words are to be absorbed into
the minds and hearts of believers to such a degree that the substance of their prayers will
conform in content and consequence. The vine (Jesus) provides nourishment (the word) to
each disciple who remains in him so that, as noted by Brodie (1993:481), the word may
“sink in ever more deeply.” Much like disciples who pray in Jesus’ name (14:13-14),
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which means praying with all that his name represents, a disciple educated by the words
of Jesus will pray in a specific manner that is congruent with his education.
Therefore, the aim is for the nourishing words from the vine to transfer to the hearts and
minds of the disciples. As this occurs, the disciples’ word-informed prayers are offered to
the Father-gardener, who hears and responds. In this model, Jesus’ will becomes the
disciples’ will. Honor for God is established when this blending occurs and when one
offers requests that are congruent with his will. By allowing Jesus’ words to remain
within, the disciples collectively share a group-oriented language that esteems, rather
than diminishes, the wishes of their master. Thus, as one approaches God in prayer he
does not merely pray for his own good but for the good of all. In short, the disciples are
not commissioned to offer self-centered prayers that focus on their own interests. Rather,
they are commissioned to offer prayers that contribute to the fruitfulness of the vine,
which in turn bring glory to the Father-gardener. This model differs greatly from Greek
models of prayer whereby the worshipper must recite the exact words in ritualistic format
in order to gain the gods’ attention and approval (Jeffers 1999:90; Fowler 1911:204).
Thus, the Fourth Evangelist knows nothing of fixed, liturgical, or ritualistic prayers.
Instead the content of one’s prayers is uttered in the individual’s own words that have
been shaped by his relationship with Jesus. Instead of the Evangelist providing a script of
what to pray, he provides a prerequisite that, once fulfilled, equips the believer to pray in
his own words, yet pray in a manner that is consonant with Jesus’ stated will.
Further, the Evangelist does not specify how the name of Jesus is to be implemented in
one’s prayers. Therefore I would like to suggest that a degree of latitude should be
offered as Johannine models of prayer are constructed. The following are possible
suggestions concerning how prayer may be offered:
“In Jesus’ name, I approach you, Father, to make my requests known.”
“I approach you Father, in the name of Jesus, to make my requests known.”
“Father, I ask that you grant my requests, in Jesus’ name.”
Alternatively, on the basis of John 15:7, it is possible that one’s prayers to God may not
include the phrase, “in Jesus’ name,” but since the prayer’s content is forged on the basis
of Jesus’ words, it is nonetheless analogous to prayer in his name. The strength of this
approach is that it stresses the primacy of being in a relationship with Jesus over against
the mere recitation of a name. Although the former examples above do not prescribe a
ritualistic approach to prayer, the possibility of implementing such an approach is not
precluded. It is possible that one may offer prayer in Jesus’ name without having his
requests shaped and fashioned by his word. In such a case, the usage of Jesus’ name will
lose its effectual basis and force. The weakness of this approach centers on the fact that a
plain reading of John 14:13-14; 15:16; and 16:23 seems to allow “Jesus’ name” to
function as either a prefix or a suffix to one’s prayers. While the evidence is not
conclusive, in my view each of the examples above may be implemented insofar as one
grasps why effectual prayer is predicated on Jesus’ person and work.
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Prayer and the Paraclete
The role of the Paraclete is discussed throughout John chapters 14-16. Unfortunately, in
most cases interpreters center their attention on the work of the Paraclete apart from
prayer. Yet given the immediate context of the Farewell Discourse, I have argued that the
Paraclete is sent to further educate and equip the disciples for prayer in Jesus’ absence.
As such, the Spirit-Paraclete is the Spirit of Truth, who teaches the disciples all things,
reminds them of everything Jesus said to them, mediates the presence of Jesus to them,
leads them into all the truth, brings conviction to the world, and brings glory to Jesus
(14:26; 15:26; 16:8, 13, 14). As the Father educated the Son, so Jesus (as their Rabbi)
educated the disciples. In Jesus’ absence, the Paraclete assumes the role of an educator
who carries forth the teaching(s) of Jesus and expounds it further. In short, the Paraclete
keeps the words and profile of Jesus before the disciples as they advance his mission in
the earth. To the degree the disciples were educated via the Paraclete, they were able to
offer prayer to God that accorded with his mission and will.
Additionally, the Paraclete functions in a prophetic role, communicating the heavenly,
transcendental story to the disciples on earth, who in turn offer prayer back to the Father.
In this role, a circular model of communication is formed that begins with the Father, is
mediated through the Son, is communicated/taught by the Spirit, is received by disciples,
and is finally prayed back to God in Jesus’ name. Thus, in this manner the disciples
become educated with God’s story in order to make his story their earthly reality through
prayer. By praying in Jesus’ name, the disciples are equipped to bring heaven to the earth,
thus actualizing the transcendental story.
Part and parcel of this story is the salvation of the world wrought through the work
accomplished by the Son and applied by the Spirit-Paraclete. In this model, salvific
initiative that the Paraclete bears witness to is the same initiative that he helps the
disciples to complete. Hence, the Spirit convicts the world in regard to sin, righteousness,
and judgment (16:8), and does so in order to lead people to repentance and faith/belief in
Jesus. Therefore, while the Paraclete is the agency of conviction in Jesus’ absence, he
does not act alone but synergistically through those in whom he dwells. Therefore, it may
be said that the disciple who prays does so in accordance with what he has received via
Jesus’ word(s) and the Paraclete’s witness. In brief, the Paraclete inspires the disciples to
pray for the salvation of the world and works concurrently in the world to bring it to pass.
Insofar as salvation is concerned, the Spirit’s witness about Jesus may close the gap that
exists between one’s wishing for salvation and God’s willingness to accomplish it. Prayer
becomes the means by which one’s desires for salvation is offered and God’s initiative to
save is actualized. As such, prayer to the Father in Jesus’ name naturally involves asking
for God’s heavenly story to become an earthly reality. One may say that prayer to God
activates the Spirit of God, who works in the world to produce the result of new believers
(who become members of the family of God). In this model, then, prayer becomes the
means by which the family of God grows through disciples who continue the mission of
God in Jesus’ absence. In the context of John 14, such growth is set in the context of the
Father’s house and the occupation of many rooms. With John 15 in mind, the aim of
prayer is the same, yet it is set in the context and language of viticulture wherein it
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functions as the means by which the vine grows quantitatively as more and more disciplebranches are produced.
Friendship with Benefits
The disciples’ initiative to pray is set squarely in the context of friendship with Jesus
where relational intimacy occurs and common outlooks are shared. It is worth citing
Burge (2009:387) again who says, “Where true friendship exists, true disclosure (or
revelation) accompanies it (John 15:15b). Disciples possess the word of Jesus (thanks to
the Spirit, 14:25-26), and they will receive ongoing revelations of Jesus (also brought by
the Spirit, 16:12-13). Disciples thus know ‘God’s heart.’ When they therefore pray, their
desires and God’s will harmonize, making them participants in God’s efforts in the world
(15:16; cf. 15:7).” It is those who share and remain in Jesus’ interests, aims, and outlook
who are granted the privilege of asking whatever they wish in prayer. And those who
remain in this friendship will be granted the very things they wish for (15:7). Thus, they
do not pray as mere servants (15:15) but as friends who are granted access to relational
space with Jesus. They do not pray as uninterested observers but as committed followers
who desire to honor their friendship with Jesus.
The Evangelist indicates that by virtue of their friendship with Jesus, the disciples are
granted the privilege of speaking plainly and boldly to God. As noted, in the Fourth
Gospel the concept of παρρησία is not explicitly used in connection with prayer between
believers and Jesus, but the phrases “whatever you ask” and “whatever you wish” both
imply boldness in approaching God and offering petitions to him in prayer. In this model
the disciples may boldly petition God knowing that no request is too great if it is
consonant with Jesus’ name and if it is issued out of loyalty to his cause (14:12-14).
Perhaps, then, it is within the paradigm of boldness of speech that the Johannine concept
of greater works can be more fully understood. It has been suggested that the so-called
greater works are greater in the sense that they will be more frequent in their occurrence
and more widespread in their distribution. If this is the case, I would like to suggest that
such works must be prayed for in order to manifest through the disciples. On one hand,
praying for such works may be too ambitious or perhaps unrealistic. Yet given the
finalization of Jesus’ hour of glorification (17:1), the completion of his work (19:30), the
nature of the disciples’ intimate friendship with him (15:13-15), and his promise to do
whatever one asks for, it is not difficult to see why a disciple would boldly offer such
great requests that would result in such works.
Further, Jesus’ prayer of thanksgiving (John 6:11; 11:41) demonstrates that no request is
too great if it is offered in the context of a relationship with God that aims at the
elucidation of his glory and the increase of his honor among men. As such, the concept of
mimesis becomes relevant to the discussion. The disciples were called into a relationship
of imitation, that is, they were commanded to mimic Jesus and follow his example in
word and deed. As Jesus offered bold prayers to the Father, so the disciples were to offer
bold prayers through the Son to the Father. In fact, one may approach God boldly to
make petitions according to Jesus’ indwelling word because, in effect, if Jesus sanctioned
it then Jesus will do it. In this model, the pressure is placed on God to do whatever he
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promised to do. With this in mind, prayer offered in Jesus’ name and informed by Jesus’
words may be congruent with what God has already willed to do through the SpiritParaclete. The promise of 14:13-14; 15:7, 16; and 16:23 is that the one who makes
requests in Jesus’ name and in alignment with his will may have his prayers answered.
The Specific Results of Prayer: What Does Prayer Produce?
The assumption of Johannine prayer is that it can be heard, it will be responded to, and it
will yield specific “results.” But what are those results, and how are they obtained?
Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition highlights the axiomatic but often unstated motivation for
praying, namely, that one offers petitions to God in order to achieve “results” that are
otherwise unattainable outside of a relationship with God. In brief, his definition
elucidates the motivation for prayer, which centers primarily but not exclusively on the
practical benefits that one may obtain by virtue of one’s union with God. While this
motivation may seem crass, it is the motivation assumed by the Evangelist, who
explicates an effectual mode of prayer throughout the Farewell Discourse. By simply
stating that Jesus will answer prayer offered in his name, the Evangelist removes
uncertainty and ambiguity from the discussion. His desire centers on adopting a mode of
prayer that yields goods/results that are consonant with the will of the Father as revealed
through Jesus, the Son. Hence, the Evangelist is not concerned with answered prayer,
generally, but with answered prayer that glorifies the Father, particularly. The paragraphs
that follow will further discuss how the desired result (of God’s glory) is achieved
through the praying disciples.
Honoring God by Trusting/Depending on God
At this point it is necessary to restate and answer the following research question: How
do the prayers of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel supplement and enhance one’s
understanding of prayer in the Farewell Discourse? The prayers of Jesus are descriptive,
that is, in some measure they elucidate the nature of the Father-Son, “superior”-receiver,
and “subordinate”-sender relationship (Neyrey, 2007a:9) that has existed since the
foundation of the world (John 17:5, 24). Further, they also provide an example of the
nature of the Father-Son-disciple relationship, that is, how believers are to relate to God
on the basis of their union with Jesus. In particular, they provide a model of the posture,
perspective, and attitude that one might imitate as prayer is offered to the Father
according to the dictates of 14:13-14; 15:7, 16; and 16:23-24. Thus, Jesus’ prayers are
indicative, descriptive, and didactic. As Jesus gave thanks to the Father (6:11), so the
disciples should thank him and express their gratitude for his goodness and generosity.
Because the Father always hears the Son and responds to him (11:41-42), so he will also
hear and respond to those who pray in Jesus’ name. As Jesus looked up to heaven as he
prayed (17:1), so the disciples may assume the same posture in prayer and by doing so
demonstrate their dependency on God. As Jesus prayed for God’s name to be glorified
(12:28), so the disciples should pray in a manner that aims at the elucidation of the glory
of God in their lives.
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Yet this laconic answer provokes further discussion concerning the relationship between
faith, prayer, and the Father’s glory. In light of the analysis performed in previous
chapters, I suggest that God is glorified both in the disciples’ offering of prayer and in
God’s answer to prayer. Such glory is wrought in the relational context where faith, trust,
and dependence are expressed. Although the Evangelist never states that Jesus exercised
faith in God, the nature of his relationship with the Father is elucidated by elements that
are virtually (but not exclusively) synonymous with faith, namely, trust and confidence.
Such elements are seen in John chapters 6, 11, 12, and 17 wherein Jesus offers prayers of
thanksgiving and/or petition to the Father. As seen throughout the Fourth Gospel, Jesus
knew that God always heard him, and he therefore trusted the Father to respond to him,
the nature of his requests notwithstanding. Since Jesus’ will was in conformity with the
Father’s, there was no vacillation in his asking or the Father’s granting. Further, since
Jesus’ desire centered on honoring his Father, the Father’s desire, in turn, centered on
glorifying himself through his Son. Yet by praying to the Father, Jesus demonstrated his
dependence on the Father, and by depending on the Father, Jesus the Son brought honor
to the Father. In one sense then, God’s reputation was esteemed and enhanced in the
prayers of Jesus even before the answer was visible. In sum, whether one observes the
case of the feeding of the five thousand or the raising of Lazarus, the Father was honored
as Jesus offered prayers that were indicative of his complete trust in the Father.
As seen throughout the Fourth Gospel, the disciples’ relationship with God was forged on
the basis of their faith/trust in him. Such faith involves not only believing in him but also
trusting him. As indicated by the Evangelist, faith is not static but is rather a dynamic
existential disposition of the heart that moves one to act and speak in a manner that
honors God. True faith locates one in relational space with God where desires and
requests are vocalized. In particular, faith in God provides the basis for offering bold,
effectual prayer to God that places a demand on God’s promise to answer. Yet how does
such faith relate to God’s glory and honor? In short, one glorifies God by trusting that
God will do whatever he has promised. The very act of offering requests that are forged
on the basis of Jesus’ words not only presupposes faith in God but also demonstrates trust
in God’s character and trustworthiness.
Moreover, since the aim was to increase God’s honor among men, such prayer would be
offered in some form before men (as in the case of Jesus’ prayer at Lazarus’s tomb). In
this understanding, the content of one’s prayer could include words of thanksgiving but is
most likely centered on requests and petitions. However, the Evangelist does not insist
that one’s prayers must be offered audibly and publically. One may express his trust/faith
in God by assuming a certain posture in prayer. As Jesus looked to heaven (John 17:1), so
the disciples may look to heaven as an expression of their dependence on God. The same
may be said of prayer that is offered with arms/hands extended toward heaven. On the
other hand, one may kneel or bow in the space of prayer in order to offer his requests
either audibly or silently. Yet as noted above, the Evangelist’s main concern is for prayer
to be offered on the basis of Jesus’ person and name, not in a particular posture or place.
As far as the Fourth Gospel is concerned, the glory of God is most clearly revealed as
God answers prayer. This is most notably seen in Jesus’ prayer at Lazarus’s tomb but is
also the corollary of prayer that is offered in Jesus’ name. In the context of 14:12-14,
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God’s glory is linked not just to prayer in general but to prayer that results in the
performance of greater works in particular. The same is true of answered prayed in 15:78. As such, the occupation of God’s house with new converts/disciples inevitably brings
greater honor to the Father, who sent the Son, hears the Son, and accepts prayers offered
on the basis of his work and through the brokerage of his name. From this theological and
existential basis, then, prayer that seeks the Father’s honor is ultimate while personal
honor is penultimate. For the Evangelist, true and effectual prayer is the sort that seeks
after the spiritual well-being of the world instead of personal gain. It is never
individualized but is rather contextualized to the interests and growth of God’s family. In
the final analysis, prayer is the means by which God-honoring requests are verbalized and
actualized. It is the means by which one makes requests that aim at increasing God’s
honor and elucidating his glory before men.
The Maintenance of Relationship and God’s Mission
Among the monotheistic religious traditions analyzed in the present work, relationship is
essential. Therefore, it may be relevant to apply Neyrey’s (2007a:9) concept of
“maintenance of relationships” to the discussion in order to draw fresh insight concerning
how the quality of one’s relationship with God relates to the quality of one’s prayer to
God. Part and parcel of the maintenance of one’s relationship with God involves the
confession of sin against God and the offering of praise, thanksgiving, and petition to
God. The former genre of prayer involves the verbal concession that one has offended
God and is therefore in need of pardon from God so that his relationship with him may be
restored. Prayers of thanksgiving and praise acknowledge and esteem God for his
benevolent nature and/or his deeds performed on the worshipper’s behalf. Petitionary
prayer centers on asking God to do what he has already promised to do. It may be argued
that each sort of prayer aims at the maintenance of one’s relationship with God. As such,
both the OT and NT are replete with examples of each genre of prayer. Yet it is
noteworthy to mention that prayer as confession of sin is absent from the Fourth Gospel.
Instead of prescribing prayers that center on being restored to a relationship with God, the
Evangelist highlights the necessity of remaining in a relationship with Jesus by faith
(John 14:1, 12; 15:1-7; 16:1). As believers remain in union with God, they become
recipients of the nourishment provided by Jesus, the vine, and receive the tender care of
the Father-gardener. In this model, relational intimacy and permanency are guaranteed as
one remains in Jesus by faith in his person and his words. Conversely, the one who fails
to remain is like a branch that withers, is cast away, and is burned (15:6). One should not
expect that his prayers to God will be heard or answered.
Accordingly, if faith in God grants one access to relational space with God, then prayer is
the means by which one maintains communication with God within that space. While
faith unites one to God, prayer serves as the existential medium through which one
maintains relational intimacy with God and bears much fruit (15:8). Prayer, then, is not at
odds with faith in God but is rather the corollary of it. Through prayer a channel of
vertical communication between the disciples and God is opened through which one’s
desires and requests are verbalized. Though one cannot see God, he may speak freely to
God as he remains in union with him by faith. Therefore, the Farewell Discourse
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precludes the possibility of a static, distant relationship with God, Jesus’ departure
notwithstanding. Moreover, since relationship with God is ultimate, not only would one’s
prayer center on the advancement of God’s mission through the production of more
disciples but it would also center on the protection of God’s mission through the
preservation (or maintenance) of established disciples. In this understanding, one may
pray for a greater quantity of branches on the vine, but one may also pray for the
preservation and health of the branches attached to the vine. That Jesus desired the
preservation of his disciples is seen in his prayer to the Father before the hour of his
suffering and departure. He states in John 17:11-12 (ESV):
And I am no longer in the world, but they are in the world, and I am coming to
you. Holy Father, keep them in your name, which you have given me, that they
may be one, even as we are one. While I was with them, I kept them in your
name, which you have given me. I have guarded them, and not one of them has
been lost except the son of destruction, that the Scripture might be fulfilled.
(emphasis added)
Jesus says further concerning those who would come to believe in 17:20-23 (ESV):
I do not ask for these only, but also for those who will believe in me through their
word, that they may all be one, just as you, Father, are in me, and I in you,
that they also may be in us, so that the world may believe that you have sent me.
The glory that you have given me I have given to them, that they may be one
even as we are one, I in them and you in me, that they may become perfectly
one, so that the world may know that you sent me and loved them even as you
loved me. (emphasis added)
With this in mind, the Johannine model of mission involves not merely the multiplication
of disciples but also the oneness within the Father-Son-disciple relational sphere. As
relationships are maintained, prayers will be offered, fruit will be produced, and the
Father-gardener will receive honor. In this model, prayer may be viewed as causal link
between production of more disciples, the preservation of existing disciples, and their
promotion of the glory of God in the world. Of course, the preservation of the disciples’
relationship with God had little to do with their earthly comfort or the longevity of their
earthly life. Instead, preservation must be understood in the context of remaining faithful
to God and to his mission. While on the cross Jesus uttered the short prayer, “I thirst”
(19:28), which I have shown is a statement that indicates Jesus’ desire to complete the
will of God in the midst of his suffering. In short, Jesus offered a prayer for strength to
complete the mission assigned to him by the Father and to bring glory to his name
(12:28). In his final prayer from the cross, Jesus prayed, “It is finished” (19:30). As
shown, this prayer is a statement of finality: Jesus’ mission is complete, the sacrifice has
been offered, the Spirit will be sent, and the Father is glorified through the Son’s
obedience.
But just as Jesus faced his hour of suffering at the hands of the Romans, so the disciples
would face hardship at the hands of the world and certain antagonistic Jews (15:18-26;
16:2). Yet as Jesus endured his hour of suffering by prayer to the Father, so too the
disciples could remain faithful to Jesus and endure their hour of suffering by praying to
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God in Jesus’ name. Through prayer the Father would enable the disciples to complete
their mission as they encountered hostile circumstances. By representing the absent Jesus
through their words and works, the disciples would bring glory to God (12:28; 14:12-14;
15:7-8) and increase the honor of the Father in the world. It is within this context that the
disciples were promised peace and the fullness of joy (14:27; 15:11; 16:24).
Moreover, the topic of faithfulness to God became especially relevant as the disciples
faced the “little while” of not seeing but then seeing Jesus again (16:16). Accordingly, the
disciples’ faith/trust would also become relevant in light of the temporal duration that
existed between asking and receiving in prayer. As such, the emphasis of 16:21a centers
on the sorrow that the mother feels as labor pains ensue. A corollary of this sorrow likely
involves anxiety about the future occasion of the delivery of her baby in the form of
minutes and hours. The emotional state of the mother, then, found a place of relevance
and similitude in the disciples as they experienced sorrow over Jesus’ disappearance and
death, but such travail may have also been experienced as they awaited an answer to
prayer. Yet their travail would be temporary, and even in the midst of it, the disciples
could find a sense of comfort knowing that joy awaits them. Jesus would reappear, and
the reward of his appearance would center on the privilege of approaching the Father
directly in Jesus’ name and experiencing a fullness of joy that no one could take from
them (16:22, 24). On one hand, one may assert that the disciples’ joy is based on their
ability to pray and receive, generally. However, as noted, Johannine prayer must be
viewed within the larger context of Jesus’ mission and the Father’s family. Thus, the
collective evidence of chapters 14-16 indicates that by maintaining their relationship with
Jesus (that is, by remaining in Jesus by faith and by offering prayer in his name) the
disciples become vessels through which God’s family expands and God’s name is
glorified.
Summarizing the Function of Prayer
The research problem that has been addressed in the present work has centered on
discovering the theological function of prayer in the Farewell Discourse. In light of this
problem, the question that was raised in the introduction states, “Is there a networking of
theological themes/topics in the Farewell Discourse that relate to prayer and enhance
one’s understanding of its nature and function?” The answer to this question is that the
topic of prayer is surrounded by numerous dominant topics including: Jesus’ departure,
belief/faith in Jesus, the Father’s house, greater works, Jesus’ name, the Spirit-Paraclete,
the world’s hatred, the vine-gardener-branches, remaining in Jesus, friendship with Jesus,
Jesus’ love, bearing much fruit, the glory/honor of God, and the disciples’ sorrow/joy.
Each of these topics form the theological and historical network that prayer is situated
within and serves to contextualize Johannine prayer within the larger framework of belief
in Jesus and the advancement of God’s mission through him.
Accordingly, prayer in the Farewell Discourse is located within the context of what, at
first glance, appears to be an eschatological crisis: Jesus’ departure is imminent, the
mission of God is incomplete, and opposition from the world is certain. Simply,
Johannine prayer is issued within the context of Johannine problems. However, the
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content of the Farewell Discourse is arranged in a manner that provides solutions to the
problems at hand. In this understanding, topics such as the departure of Jesus and the
world’s hatred of Jesus provide the justification of the necessity of prayer to God. In
brief, Johannine problems are remedied through a sustained, vibrant relationship with
Jesus, through whom prayer is offered to God. In this model, the themes of faith in Jesus,
love for Jesus, friendship with Jesus, and loyalty to Jesus predominate the Farewell
Discourse. Within this relational framework, the concept of prayer appears six times. Yet
the infrequency of its appearance does not minimize its importance because, as noted
above, while one may not pray without a relationship with God, one cannot maintain a
vibrant, fruitful relationship without prayer to God. In the final analysis, this network of
themes demonstrates how prayer works within the confines of Johannine problems and
presuppositions.
Moreover, in light of the summary above, one is positioned to answer the following
questions: What would be the theoretical implications if prayer were absent from the
Farewell Discourse? In what manner would the meaning and impact of John chapters 1416 be altered if discussions of prayer were omitted? The Fourth Gospel clearly addresses
where worship will take place in light of the incarnation. The worship of God is no longer
tied to a particular place but is offered on the basis of a particular person, namely Jesus.
However, if 14:13-14; 15:7, 16; and 16:23-24 were absent from the Farewell Discourse
one would be ignorant concerning how worship was to take place. More specifically, one
might wonder how communication with God will take place, how greater works will be
performed, how much fruit will be produced, how relational intimacy with God will be
maintained, how friendship with God will be cultivated, how faith in Jesus may be
demonstrated, and how God’s honor will be perpetuated. In brief, the absence of prayer
would result in the diminishment of the disciples’ peace and joy as they contemplated
advancing Jesus’ mission in a hostile world.
Finally, in light of the summary above, Neyrey’s (2007a:10) question, “Who says what to
whom, when, how, and why?” may be answered in the following manner: The Farewell
Discourse indicates that prayer is offered by those who have faith in Jesus and remain
faithful to him, the hatred of the world notwithstanding. Thus, prayer is offered to the
Father on the basis of the finished work of the Son. The offering of prayer is not
restricted to a specific time or place but may be offered any time and in any location. The
Evangelist does not prescribe a certain posture for prayer but rather stresses the
importance of praying according to the person of Jesus. He may kneel, bow, or lift his
hands toward heaven as long as prayer is offered in Jesus’ name and for the purpose of
God’s honor/glory. In the final analysis, Johannine prayer is issued to God, in Jesus’
name, for the purpose of advancing his mission and increasing his honor in the earth.
Critique of Neyrey’s Definition
Neyrey’s definition of prayer has been utilized throughout the present work and has aided
the analytical exercise. By highlighting vital components of the context, content, and
function of prayer, it has served to make explicit what is often left implicit in one’s
examination of the topic. Concerning its usage in the materials of the Fourth Gospel,
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Neyrey’s definition has elucidated the necessity of an established relationship with God
and has drawn attention to the “subordinate/superior” dynamics of the Father-Sondisciple relationship. It has served to draw out the purpose of prayer, namely, that one
communicates with God because he believes that it works, that is, it helps one achieve
certain results. Further, by applying Neyrey’s definition to the Farewell Discourse, I have
been able to more clearly ascertain which results one should pray for and how such
results may be achieved.
However, although Neyrey’s definition has withstood the test of time as a heuristic aid, I
would like to offer several points of critique. First, according to Neyrey (2007a:9), a
person or group’s sending of a communication “presumes a prior relationship between
themselves and God.” While this element of his definition is true and applicable in the
context of Johannine prayer, it cannot be universally applied. For example, in theory and
depending on one’s religious presuppositions, a previously established relationship may
not be necessary for prayer to be offered and answered. In fact, prayer may serve as the
means by which one initially establishes a relationship with God. Thus, it may be helpful
to expand this element of Neyrey’s definition to posit prayer as the causal link to the
formation of one’s relationship with God rather than the corollary of it.
Second, while Neyrey’s definition focuses, to some extent, on the content and form of
prayer as communication, it does not adequately address the physical place where such
communication may take place. 842 In my view, failing to address the place of prayer
presupposes its irrelevance. However, as seen in the analysis above, while relational
space with God is ultimate, the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures devote a considerable
amount of attention to the physical space of the temple and its relationship to prayer. As
the metaphorical dwelling place of God and his name, the temple motif enables one to
gain a better understanding of how believers are to approach God and pray in the name of
Jesus, the new temple. Thus, it might be helpful to include the following element to
Neyrey’s definition of prayer: “Prayer as communication is offered both privately and
publically, and in a wide variety of physical locations. In some cases, the place of prayer
might be irrelevant, thus demonstrating the ubiquitous nature of God and unrestricted
accessibility to God. In other cases, prayer offered from (or in light of) a specific locale
might serve to metaphorically describe the relational space of prayer and elucidate the
theological means by which access to God is granted and prayers are heard.”
Third, while Neyrey’s definition does highlight one’s relationship with God as providing
the context in which prayer is offered, it is not concerned with the prerequisites that must
be fulfilled in order for prayer to be answered. Neyrey (2007a:9) does emphasize that
prayer seeks “results,” but he does not state the criteria by which such results are obtained
through prayer. As such, it may be helpful to add an additional element to his definition,
namely, “In some cases, prayer yields results only when it is offered on the basis of or in
the name of a mediator or broker.” While this statement does not apply within all
842
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in his book. My point is that his definition does not include a category for the physical context from which
prayers are offered.
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religious prayer traditions, it directly relates to the nature of prayer within the Farewell
Discourse. Further, one might add the statement, “In some cases the superior receiver
requires that the subordinate sender must fulfill certain conditions before his prayers are
answered.”
Finally, while Neyrey’s (2007a:9) definition does offer a statement concerning the
“medium” of prayer, it does not specify the nature of the message one must communicate
in prayer. While Neyrey includes prayers of petition, adoration, contrition, or
thanksgiving, he does not indicate if precise words, phrases, and/or concepts are required.
My examination of the Johannine prayer reveals that not every prayer to God will be
answered. Only prayer that is offered within the controls and contours of the Farewell
Discourse will prove effectual. Thus, one might add the definitional element, “In some
cases, the content of effectual prayer is specific and conforms both in content and
consequence to the desire(s) and will of the superior receiver.” Yet in the final analysis, it
must be noted that while the above criticisms demonstrate a degree of insufficiency in
Neyrey’s definition, they do not diminish its efficacy as a heuristic aid. Overall his
definition proved to be insightful, meaningful, and helpful in the analytical approach
employed throughout this dissertation.
Personal Reflections
I would like to conclude this dissertation by reflecting on how the topic of prayer is
relevant in a world 1,900 years removed from the Johannine community. As such, the
following paragraphs are more personal and reflective than academic. Several decades
ago, singer-songwriter Joan Osborne popularized a song whose refrain proclaims God’s
greatness and goodness along with the following lyrics,
What if God was one of us?
Just a slob like one of us
Just a stranger on the bus
Tryin’ to make his way home?843
In response, one might point to the Evangelist’s prologue where he notes that God has
indeed become one of us (John 1:1, 14). The eternal Word became flesh and rode the
proverbial bus. On his way home, this divine stranger was subjected to rejection, evil, and
suffering. Paradoxically, Jesus was affected by sin, but he was never infected with sin. It
is indeed a breathtaking proposition that the transcendent creator-God entered into the
brokenness of this world to become one of us. Yet, this is the reality portrayed by the
Fourth Evangelist. With this in mind, our prayers are not issued in the name of a cold,
distant God. Rather, they are offered in the name of the one who gave his life for us. As
noted by an unknown author, you can trust someone who is willing to bleed for you.
Therefore, I concur that God is great and that God is good.

Joan Osborne, “One of Us,” written by Eric Bazilian, recorded 1994-95 on Relish, released 21
February 1995, Blue Gorilla Records / Mercury.
843
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But the Fourth Gospel does not merely present Jesus as the one who can identify with our
problems; it presents him as the only one who can truly rectify our problems. At various
points throughout my time of study and research, I was reminded of the sin that people
commit and the hopelessness that many people experience in this fallen world.
Nevertheless, the Evangelist reminds us that Jesus came as light in the midst of darkness
(1:4-5) and to bring living water in the midst of spiritual famine (4:13-14; 7:37). He came
to reveal, not conceal (1:18). He came to save, not condemn (3:17). And Jesus left us
with his name, a name that encapsulates the nature of his person and work. He is in fact
savior, redeemer, and Lord. Therefore, the Fourth Evangelist posits prayers in his name
as the means by which the world is changed and lives are transformed. Through prayer
the invisible God invades our visible world. In prayer we exchange our pain and
brokenness for healing and wholeness. In prayer we are granted the privilege of not only
petitioning God for our own needs, but also for the needs and welfare of others.
Therefore, in light of the promises of the Fourth Gospel, one should view prayer as the
first option instead of the last resort in times of need. In fact, the ubiquity of pain and
suffering demands perdurability in our praying.
Moreover, after a careful reading of the Johannine text, I am convinced that no prayer
request is too great if it is congruent with God’s will and is offered for the purpose of
bringing God glory. As I drew close to the text of the Fourth Gospel I became more
aware of the generous nature of God, who is often more willing to give than we are to
ask. If this is the case, then we should offer prayer requests that might sound ridiculous in
hopes that God may in fact perform the miraculous. But what about prayers that go
unanswered? What about prayers that seem to fall on deaf ears? While the Scriptures
sufficiently elucidate the nature of the invisible God, they do not exhaustively
communicate the will of God. Thus, faith not only involves believing that God exists, but
it also involves believing that God is good and that he will answer at the proper time and
in the appropriate fashion. Our eschatological hopes may be deferred, but they will not be
denied. Notwithstanding, it is important to remember that prayer is not merely the means
by which one obtains results from God; it is the medium through which one experiences
intimacy and fellowship with God. The Fourth Evangelist labors to demonstrate that such
fellowship is possible exclusively through God’s Son, Jesus, the Christ.
Finally, it was reported that a doctoral student at Princeton once asked Albert Einstein,
“What is there left in the world for original dissertation research?” He replied by saying,
“Find out about prayer. Somebody must find out about prayer.” 844 In this dissertation I
have taken Einstein’s challenge, but I have done so with the intention of finding out about
prayer from the Farewell Discourse in particular. And based on the testimony of the
Fourth Evangelist, I have concluded that the God who created the universe that Einstein
observed is but a prayer away for those who draw near to him on the basis of their
relationship with Jesus, his Son. It is my hope that this dissertation will make a small
contribution to the field of Johannine research and will serve to enlighten, encourage, and
equip those who seek to draw close to God through prayer.

844

Quoted in Yancey (2006:3).
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Summary
The primary aim of this dissertation is to analyze the topic of prayer from the Farewell
Discourse, particularly John 14-16. Although a great deal has been written on the topic of
prayer as it is expressed in the Old and New Testaments, by comparison little has been
written that explains how prayer functions in light of Jesus’ departure. Therefore, the
following questions are raised in order to address the research gaps that exist concerning
the topic of prayer in the Farewell Discourse: (1) What is the relationship between the
prayer tradition of the Fourth Gospel and the traditions that surround it (i.e., GrecoRoman, Jewish, and Christian)? (2) Is there a networking of theological themes/topics in
the Farewell Discourse that relate to prayer and enhance one’s understanding of its nature
and function? (3) What would be the theoretical implications if prayer were absent from
the Farewell Discourse? In what manner would the meaning and impact of John
chapters 14-16 be altered if discussions of prayer were omitted? (4) How do the prayers
of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel supplement and enhance one’s understanding of prayer in
the Farewell Discourse? (5) Insofar as prayer in the Farewell Discourse is concerned,
“Who says what to whom, when, how, and why?” (Neyrey 2007a:10).
The following summary provides a brief description of the content and shape of the
chapters that comprise the present work. Chapter 1 provides the rationale (personal and
academic) for this dissertation, specific research questions, an overview of the history of
research, a summary of the exegetical and interpretive methods employed in this work, an
overview of the background of the Fourth Gospel, definitions of important
social/religious terms, and a working definition of prayer for the analysis that follows.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of Christian, Jewish, and Greco-Roman paradigms of
prayer against which the materials of the Fourth Gospel are read and analyzed: (1) How
did the Jews pray? (2) What was the nature of Christian prayer? (3) What was the content
and form of Greco-Roman prayer? These are the broader questions that draw forth
insights into the nature of prayer within these traditions and sensitize the reader to the
exegetical analysis of John 14-16.
Chapter 3 examines how John 14 contributes to the Johannine profile of prayer and
initiates the exegetical discussion concerning how the disciples will function and
communicate with God in light of Jesus’ physical absence. Key questions addressed in
this chapter include: (1) What are the prerequisites to answered prayer? (2) By what
means may the disciples perform “greater works”? (3) What is the significance of prayer
in Jesus’ name? (4) How does the Father/Son family dynamic contribute to Johannine
prayer? (5) What are the roles of the Paraclete, and how do these roles relate to prayer? In
short, this chapter initiates the work of detecting the interrelationship between prayer and
other major themes that gradually develop in the Farewell Discourse.
Chapter 4 analyzes how John 15 contributes to one’s understanding of the theme of
prayer in light of the metaphorical imagery of the gardener, vine, and branches. Attention
is given to examining the consequences of the disciples’ union with Jesus in general and
how remaining in this relationship provides the grounds for answered prayer. Key
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questions that are answered in this chapter include: (1) How does the viticultural imagery
of John 15 contribute to the topic of prayer? (2) Why is remaining in the vine the
prerequisite to answered prayer? (3) What is the nature of friendship with Jesus, and how
does it relate to prayer? (4) How does the concept of παρρησία relate to Johannine
prayer? (5) How does the Paraclete contribute to prayer in the face of persecution?
Chapter 5 examines how the Paraclete and prayer function together in God’s salvific
mission in the world. Key questions answered in this chapter include: (1) How does the
spiraling of topics through the Farewell Discourse serve to elucidate the Evangelist’s
view of prayer? (2) What is the relationship between prayer and the work of the
Paraclete? (3) What is the nature of the temporal duration that may exist between the
disciples’ asking in prayer and their receiving from God? Although Jesus will be
physically absent, this chapter shows how Jesus’ mission will continue through his
disciples, who prove to be fruitful in the world as they proceed into hostile circumstances.
Chapter 6 analyzes the prayers of Jesus that are scattered throughout the Fourth Gospel
(6:11; 11:41b-42; 12:27-28; and 19:28, 30). Key questions that are answered in this
chapter include: (1) When did Jesus pray? (2) What was his posture in prayer? (3) How
did Jesus honor the Father in his prayers? (4) How did Jesus pray in his hour of suffering
on the cross? The aim of this analysis centers on ascertaining how the prayers of Jesus
paint a picture of his intimate relationship with the Father and serve as didactic aids for
his disciples who approach the Father in his absence.
Chapter 7 answers the research questions issued in the introduction and restates, assesses,
and adapts the working definition of prayer initially stated in chapter 1. This chapter
provides a summary of the exegetical conclusions from the previous five chapters that
directly relate to prayer and offers a systematic description of prayer in the Fourth
Gospel, generally, and in the Farewell Discourse, particularly. In short, this final chapter
brings together the collective research of this dissertation and takes one step forward in
filling in the research gap(s) that exist concerning the function of prayer in the Farewell
Discourse.
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Samenvatting
Het primaire doel van dit proefschrift is om het gebed te analyseren in de Farewell
Discourse (afscheidsrede van Jezus), met name in Johannes 14-16. Hoewel er veel
geschreven is over gebeden in het algemeen, zoals deze in het Oude en Nieuwe
Testament worden uitgedrukt, is er in vergelijking weinig geschreven over hoe het gebed
functioneert in het licht van het vertrek van Jezus.
Daarom worden de volgende vragen gesteld om de leemten in het onderzoek met
betrekking tot het gebed in de Farewell Discourse, aan te pakken: (1) Hoe verhoudt de
gebedstraditie van het Vierde Testament zich tot de omliggende tradities (namelijk
Grieks- Romeins, Joods en Christelijk)? (2) Is er een netwerk van theologische
thema’s/onderwerpen in de Farewell Discourse die betrekking hebben op gebed en die
het begrip van diens aard en functie kunnen vergroten? (3) Wat zouden de theoretische
implicaties zijn als gebed afwezig zou zijn in de Farewell Discourse? Op welke manier
zouden de betekenis en impact van Johannes 14-16 worden veranderd als discussies over
het gebed zouden worden weggelaten? (4) Hoe dragen de gebeden van Jezus in het
Vierde Evangelie bij aan, of hoe vergroten ze het begrip van het gebed in de Farewell
Discourse (5) Met betrekking tot het bidden in de Farewell Discourse, “Wie zegt wat
tegen wie, wanneer, hoe en waarom?” (Neyrey 2007a:10).
De volgende samenvatting is een korte beschrijving van de inhoud en vorm van de
hoofdstukken waaruit het huidige werk bestaat. Hoofdstuk 1 weergeeft de
beweegredenen (zowel persoonlijk als) academisch) voor dit proefschrift, specifieke
onderzoeksvragen, een overzicht van de geschiedenis van het onderzoek, een
samenvatting van de exegetische en interpretatieve methoden die in dit werk zijn
gebruikt, een overzicht van de achtergrond van het Vierde Evangelie, definities van
belangrijke sociale / religieuze termen, en een werkdefinitie van gebed voor de analyse
die volgt.
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van Christelijke, Joodse en Grieks-Romeinse
paradigma’s van gebed, waartegen de materialen van het Vierde Evangelie worden
gelezen en geanalyseerd: (1) Hoe baden de Joden? (2) Wat was de aard van het
Christelijk gebed? (3) Wat was de inhoud en vorm van het Grieks-Romeinse gebed?
Dit zijn de bredere vragen die inzicht verschaffen in de aard van het gebed binnen deze
tradities en de lezer gevoelig maken voor de exegetische analyse van Johannes 14-16.
Hoofdstuk 3 onderzoekt hoe Johannes 14 bijdraagt aan het Johanneïsche profiel van
gebed en initieert de exegetische discussie over hoe de discipelen zullen functioneren en
met God zullen communiceren in het licht van Jezus’ fysieke afwezigheid. De
belangrijkste vragen die in dit hoofdstuk worden behandeld, zijn: (1) Wat zijn de
vereisten voor beantwoorde gebeden? (2) Op welke manier kunnen de discipelen “grotere
werken” verrichten? (3) Wat is de betekenis van gebed in Jezus’ naam? (4) Hoe draagt de
vader / zoon-dynamiek bij aan het Johanneïsche gebed? (5) Wat zijn de rollen van de
Parakleet en hoe verhouden deze rollen zich tot gebed? Kortom, dit hoofdstuk initieert
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het werk van het ontdekken van de onderlinge relatie tussen gebed en andere belangrijke
thema’s die zich geleidelijk ontwikkelen in de Farewell Discourse.
Hoofdstuk 4 analyseert hoe Johannes 15 bijdraagt aan het begrip van het thema van
gebed, in het licht van de metaforische beelden van de tuinier, de wijnstok en de takken.
Er wordt aandacht besteed aan de consequenties van de vereniging van de discipelen met
Jezus in het algemeen, en hoe het blijven in deze relatie, de basis is voor beantwoorde
gebeden. Belangrijke vragen die in dit hoofdstuk worden beantwoord, zijn onder meer:
(1) Hoe draagt de viticulturele beeldtaal van Johannes 15 bij tot het onderwerp gebed?
(2) Waarom is het verblijven in de wijnstok de voorwaarde voor een verhoord gebed?
(3) Wat is de aard van vriendschap met Jezus, en hoe verhoudt dit zich tot het gebed?
(4) Hoe verhoudt het concept van παρρησία zich tot het Johanneïsch gebed? (5) Hoe
draagt de Parakleet bij tot het gebed met het oog op vervolging?
Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoekt hoe de Parakleet en het gebed samen functioneren in Gods
reddende missie in de wereld. Sleutelvragen die in dit hoofdstuk worden beantwoord, zijn
onder meer: (1) Hoe verheldert de herhaling van onderwerpen door de Farewell
Discourse de visie van de Evangelist op het gebed? (2) Wat is de relatie tussen het gebed
en het werk van de Parakleet? (3) Wat is de aard van de het tijdsbestek dat kan bestaan
tussen het bidden van de discipelen en het ontvangen van God? Hoewel Jezus lichamelijk
afwezig zal zijn, laat dit hoofdstuk zien hoe de missie van Jezus zal voortgaan door zijn
discipelen, die vruchtbaar blijken te zijn in de wereld terwijl ze zich in vijandige
omstandigheden begeven.
Hoofdstuk 6 analyseert de gebeden van Jezus die verspreid zijn door het Vierde
Evangelie (6:11; 11:41b-42; 12:27-28; en 19:28, 30). Sleutelvragen die in dit hoofdstuk
worden beantwoord, zijn onder meer: (1) Wanneer bad Jezus? (2) Wat was zijn houding
in gebed? (3) Hoe eerde Jezus de Vader in zijn gebeden? (4) Hoe bad Jezus tijdens zijn
lijden aan het kruis? Het doel van deze analyse is om vast te stellen hoe de gebeden van
Jezus een beeld schetsen van zijn intieme relatie met de Vader, en dienen als didactische
hulpmiddelen voor zijn discipelen die de Vader benaderen in zijn afwezigheid.
Hoofdstuk 7 beantwoordt de onderzoeksvragen die in de inleiding zijn geformuleerd en
herformuleert, beoordeelt en past de werkdefinitie van het gebed aan, die oorspronkelijk
in hoofdstuk 1 werd vermeld. Dit hoofdstuk geeft een samenvatting van de exegetische
conclusies uit de voorgaande vijf hoofdstukken die direct betrekking hebben op het gebed
en biedt een systematische beschrijving van het gebed in het vierde evangelie in het
algemeen, en in de Farewell Discourse in het bijzonder. Kortom, dit laatste hoofdstuk
brengt het collectieve onderzoek van dit proefschrift samen en gaat een stap verder in het
invullen van de onderzoekskloof (-kloven) die bestaan met betrekking tot de functie van
het gebed in de Farewell Discourse.
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